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Fellow Mississippians,

One of Mississippi’s most beloved
characters, William Faulkner, once said:
“The past is never dead. It’s not even the
past.” No statement could be more
pertinent as we celebrate the Magnolia
State’s first 200 years.

The pages before you weave a fascinating
story: beginning before statehood was on
the horizon, Mississippi’s place in our
Nation’s early history, and the more
recent past, which many of our friends
and neighbors can still recall. From crops,
to culture, to civil discourse, we have
learned many lessons, redirected, and forged ahead together in search of a better way for the next
generation.

These pages also provide us with a glimpse into our future. The days ahead hold promise. New
industry in areas like solar energy and manufacturing are burgeoning, while Mississippi’s staples,
like shipbuilding and agriculture remain. We continue to leave our one-of-a-kind mark on the
creative fields of art, music, and literature. Our people remain family oriented, loyal, resilient,
resourceful, and faithful. 

Whether you are a long-time resident or a welcomed newcomer, my hope is these pages will
convince you to press pause, linger on a front porch, and learn about Mississippi’s origins.
Studying where we have been is what will allow us to trust one another, build on our strengths, and
leave behind our weaknesses.

Congratulations, Mississippi, on your bicentennial birthday. We have come so far, and we cannot
wait to see what the next two centuries have in store. 

Sincerely,

Delbert Hosemann
Secretary of State
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Mississippi Before Statehood
Mississippi, like most states, has a most curious shape. It

is an irregular design, somewhat elongated, and except for
the bulge along the northwest quadrant, it somewhat
resembles a high-heeled boot with its toe pointing westward.
But in reality, it really does not resemble anything; its shape
is uniquely Mississippi and one of a kind. 
So how did this come to be? Why did Congress approve

such a strange configuration 200 years ago? It turns out that
there were good reasons for these asymmetrical borders, and
there is a story behind every twist, turn, and straightaway.
The stories tell of wars, treaties, and political in-fighting, and
they begin some 325 years before that chilly day on
December 10, 1817, when Mississippi officially became the
nation’s twentieth state.  
When Christopher Columbus set sail from Spain in search

of a westward of passage to China, the original inhabitants of
Mississippi were living in villages, mainly in three areas: the
Tombigbee watershed, the Yazoo-Big Black-Mississippi
watersheds, and the coastal region. Some of the villages
were quite large with a few thousand inhabitants, and the
population centers were often surrounded with smaller
outposts, much in the manner of today’s suburbs. 
These permanent villages provided a stability through

which people developed complex family and social
structures, usually matriarchal. They formed tribal
governments, and often formed federations with other tribes.
They practiced religions that included the worship of gods,
belief in an afterlife, and the establishment of an impressive
body of oral history and lore. Art, in the form of carvings and
engravings on pottery, also began to flourish. Burial
ceremonies, seen as a necessary means of passage into an
afterlife, became quite elaborate and led to the building of
the famous mounds that served as burial sites, shrines,
temples, and defensive structures. 
Although they still hunted, the tribes of the inhabited

regions had become primarily farmers, and they subsisted on
domesticated crops such as pumpkin, squash, and, most
importantly, corn. They had no written language, but they
had developed a rich oral tradition along with a complex set
of religious and societal laws and practices. It was a stable
culture that would have likely developed into an advanced
civilization if given a few more centuries. But the outside
world was about to send the emerging culture along a
different path.
European presence in the region stems from October 12,

1492, when Columbus’s explorers made landfall, not on the
continent’s mainland, but (probably) on Watling Island, one
of the islands of the Bahamas. He scouted the area, including

Cuba and Hispanola, and gathered information from the
indigenous peoples he encountered. From those meetings,
he saw and heard evidence there were vast stores of gold in
this newly discovered land. And to the rulers of Spain, gold
was more alluring than spices ever could be. 
Columbus returned to the Court of Spain with news of

his discovery of unknown lands and great riches, and was
hardly allowed to catch his breath before he was sent back
on a second expedition. He had reached Spain on March
15, 1493, and the return trip to the new world began just six
months later on September 24. But this time, instead of the
paltry three-ship fleet he had been provided on the first
voyage, Christopher Columbus sailed out of the port of
Cadiz in command of an impressive fleet of seventeen ships
and an expeditionary force of 1,200 men. Their orders were
to explore and to settle, to colonize the unknown land and
appropriate its gold and jewels for Spain. 
The Spanish conquerors were known as conquistadors,

and they set about their work with great enthusiasm. Some
of the conquistadors sailed northward from the Bahamian
and Cuban ports, and it is believed that they encountered
Mississippi tribes along the coast—the Pascagoulas, the
Biloxis, the Moctobys—as early as 1527, only thirty-five
years after Columbus first arrived some 1,500 miles to the
southeast.
The famous exploration of Hernando de Soto was typical

of Spanish forays into the newfound lands. He was
commissioned to explore the uncharted land named
“Florida,” which included the peninsula and all the land
north and west of it that he could claim. He sailed out of
Cuba, and on May 25, 1539, he landed on the peninsula’s
west coast with an expeditionary force of 600 men, 200
horses, and a large number of hogs for food. With no charts
to follow and little purpose other than finding gold, de Soto
led his men northward to see what they could find. They
were to wander throughout Alabama, Mississippi,
Arkansas, Texas, and finally, Mexico, for four long years,
losing over half their men and all of their supplies with
nothing to show for it. 
As one article in Cotton Gin Port noted, “They followed

a circuitous route using a procedure certain to irritate the
native population and to generate violent resistance.  De
Soto moved his force from one important village to another.
While based in each village he foraged in the entire
province to supply his troops and animals. Following this
pattern, he abused the native’s hospitality and alienated
every group he met.” 
De Soto’s soldiers were outfitted in combat armor, had

muskets and crossbows, and were mounted on horses.
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MISSISSIPPI
This map, created by Anthony Finley of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, shows how Mississippi was configured in the early 1800s.

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY
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Many of them were veterans of the Moorish wars back in
Spain, so they were trained in the most modern warfare of
that era. It was unlike anything the natives had ever seen.
With only spears and arrows they were no match and could
not confront the invaders head on. They did, however,
torment the Spaniards, generally from a distance, and
eventually wore them down.  
De Soto went on to find, and cross, the Mississippi

River. He died on its banks, and his remaining soldiers
abandoned the quest for gold and struck out for New Spain
(Mexico). They could not get past the Texas deserts, and
had to turn back to the Mississippi River. From there, they
beat a hasty retreat downstream one step ahead of the angry
and indignant natives. De Soto’s main accomplishment was
finding a huge river unlike anything in Europe. He left no
permanent footprint other than the long-legged, long-
snouted Iberian pigs that were the forebears of the famous

razorbacks that today roam
throughout the South.
There were no other
European forays into the
area for the next 140 years. 
The 16th century French,

like the Spanish before
them, sought a westerly
trade route to China, but
they took a more northerly
course. Beginning with
Jacques Cartier in 1534, the
French explored along the
St. Lawrence Seaway and

into the Great Lakes region. The first permanent French
settlement of Quebec, well into the Canadian interior, was
established in 1541, about the same time that de Soto was
wandering through Mississippi. 
From Quebec, the French went south and brought

settlers into the Illinois district. They became firmly
established in Canada, along the Great Lakes, and in the
present-day Midwest (Illinois, Missouri, and Indiana), and
with a lucrative fur trade established, they began to expand
southward. 
The English also began settlement. They landed at

Jamestown (1607) in Virginia, and from there, English
colonies were established and settled along the Atlantic
coast from New Hampshire to Georgia. They made little
effort to expand beyond the Appalachians, but English
traders were frequent visitors into the Native American
lands to the west and were likely the first sustained contacts
between Europeans and the Mississippi Native Americans
living inland from the coast. The Native Americans in

Mississippi knew little or nothing about the European
newcomers, and had no idea how their presence would
eventually change their lives. 
After de Soto’s unwelcome intrusion, the indigenous

people settled back into their normal patterns of living.
There were three major tribes in Mississippi, the Choctaws,
Chickasaws, and Natchez, and about twenty lesser tribes
scattered around the state. The tribes lived in relative
harmony, and there were only the sketchiest of boundaries
between them. The Choctaws ranged over the central and
eastern portions of the state; the Chickasaws were
concentrated in the northeast; and the Natchez occupied the
southwest along the Mississippi River. A number of small
tribes lived along the Coast including the Biloxis,
Pascagoulas, and Bayogoulas. 
In the 140 years following de Soto’s journey, there

would be sporadic contacts with European traders from the
Spanish colonies of Florida and Mexico and from the
English colonies along the Atlantic Seaboard. The
Mississippi Native Americans would be introduced to a
wide range of European goods including muskets, shirts
and trousers, horses, guns and ammunition, pots and pans,
and glass beads. They became eager customers and traded
mainly with deerskins. Although some of the European
traders would come to live among them and even marry
into the tribes, there were no attempts at permanent
European colonies in what would later become the
Mississippi Territory. That pattern would continue until the
coming of Robert de La Salle’s expedition in 1682.
The French eventually inserted themselves into the 140-

year vacuum left by Spain. On May 17, 1673, the explorer
Joliet and a Catholic priest named Marquette along with
five other adventurers departed from present-day Michigan
to explore the Mississippi River in canoes. They took
extensive notes as they traveled all the way down to the
mouth of the Arkansas River, some 450 miles from the Gulf
of Mexico. There the expedition met friendly natives and
noticed they possessed European goods. The Canadians
feared this might indicate there were other explorers in the
area, probably from Spain, so they headed back home to
Canada rather than risk confrontation.  
No other Canadians would attempt to navigate the entire

river until 1682 when La Salle launched his expedition. La
Salle was born in France into a wealthy family of
merchants. At the age of twenty two, he set out to make his
own fortune in the New World.  Cocky and ambitious, he
established a trading post in Montreal and bought land
further inland in Quebec. He made several expeditions into
the Native American lands around the Great Lakes,
establishing trade outposts and prudently claiming all the
new lands for the King of France. 
In 1682, inspired by the Marquette-Joliet discoveries, La

The famous
exploration of

Hernando de Soto
was typical of

Spanish forays into
the newfound lands. 
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Salle set out to follow the course of the Mississippi to its
endpoint. He believed (correctly, it turned out) that the river
would take him all the way to the Gulf of Mexico, and that
would open all sorts of possibilities for his burgeoning fur
trade. He was successful, and his party reached the mouth
of the Mississippi on April 9, 1682. 
La Salle hurried back to Canada, and from there sailed to

France. The king gave him a commission to be governor of
all the inhabitants, “whether French or Indian” from Illinois
to the Gulf. La Salle returned to America in 1684 with four
ships, 300 colonists, and dreams of glory. His plan was to
sail directly to the mouth of the Mississippi and establish a
French colony at that point. The voyage was a disaster. He
would not listen to his navigators, missed the mouth of the
Mississippi River, and landed hundreds of miles west on
the coast of modern-day Texas. His colonists, completely
lost and nearly starving to death, grew tired of La Salle’s
arrogance and incompetence, and they mutinied and killed
him. Nearly all the colonists subsequently died, either from
disease or attacks from indigenous people. 
Even though La Salle’s attempt to colonize the mouth of

the Mississippi failed, the possibilities were too great for the
French to ignore. Spain had staked first claim to the new
world, but it could only control a portion of the vast lands.
Other than a few small Spanish forts along the coastline,
most of the western hemisphere was left unsettled and
unguarded. This was especially true in the area that would
become Mississippi since Spain saw no evidence that gold
could be found there. The French, whose interest had been
piqued by La Salle’s discovery, saw other possibilities and
decided to send further exploratory missions to evaluate the
possibilities for settlements and fur trade. 
At the time (1690s), France and Spain, rivals although

officially at peace, were the two major competitors for
settlement of the New World, with England in third place
but growing. France (and England) considered any area not
actually occupied by Spain to be fair game, the “effective
possession” theory similar to the phrase common in
business practice stated as “use it or lose it.” With Spain
showing little interest in the big river, France had what
seemed to be a clear path to claiming it. 
The English colony at Charles Town (South Carolina)

had earlier toyed with the idea of westward expansion,
but the prospect of Native American hostilities cooled
such efforts. In addition, England and Spain had grown
weary of squabbling over territory in the New World, and
in 1670 they signed the Treaty of Madrid that recognized
the right of both nations to keep those western
hemisphere lands over which they had “effective
possession” at the time of signing.  With no plans for
expansion beyond the east coast, English activities in the
Mississippi area consisted of random and isolated visits

by traders out of Carolina seeking deerskins to send back
to Europe.  
The English had second thoughts about the Mississippi

River once they heard of La Salle’s discovery. English
colonists from the Carolinas openly expressed an interest
after it was proven the river was indeed a trade route with
unlimited trade possibilities. The French, knowing they had
to solidify their claim over La Salle’s great river, decided to
beat the English to the punch and moved quickly to settle
and fortify the lower Mississippi down to the Gulf.   
Pierre LeMoyne, Sieur D’Iberville, one of several sons

of a distinguished military family from Canada, sailed to
France in 1697 to request an exploratory team to establish
such a presence. With a commission from Louis XIV, and
joined by his brother Bienville, he sailed out of France with
an exploratory force in 1698. The Iberville mission
consisted of four ships. They were to be joined in Santo
Domingo by another French warship, and from there, they
were to carry on to
Louisiana and bolster the
French claim. 
Meanwhile, an

English ship set sail out
of Charleston in late
1698 to see if they could
stake an English claim to
the Mississippi River at
its mouth. The Carolina
Galley, sailed into the
Gulf of Mexico in early
1699 and spent some
time exploring the
coastline of modern day
Florida, Alabama, and Mississippi. As it would turn turned
out, the English frigate and her crew may have spent a little
too much time in those side trips instead of heading straight
for the intended destination. 
The Iberville expedition from France reached the

weakly-fortified Spanish Pensacola in January 1699.
Iberville had orders not to confront the Spanish at any
established post they may have had, so he went on to the
unclaimed Mobile Bay. The party reached Dauphin Island
on January 31. From there, they explored and named the
Mississippi barrier islands: Petit Bois, Horn, Ship, and Cat.
On February 10, they anchored inside Ship Island and
rowed ashore. 
They befriended the Native Americans in modern day

Biloxi and stayed with them for two weeks. In sharp
contrast to the Spanish venture under de Soto, Iberville
practiced diplomacy when dealing with the native peoples,
and it paid off. They gathered information about the area,
made friends with the Native Americans, and made a brief

The Native Americans
in Mississippi knew

little or nothing about
the European

newcomers, and had
no idea how their
presence would

eventually change
their lives. 
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journey up the Pascagoula River. They also encountered a
roving band of Bayougoula Indians who lived on the
Mississippi River and supplied the Frenchmen with
valuable geographic information. 
The French explorers left Biloxi for the Mississippi

River on February 28. They found the big river, and

ascended it according to the Bayougoula’s directions. They
continued upriver until they reached present day Baton
Rouge on March 16. Conversations with friendly natives
convinced Iberville there was neither English nor Spanish
presence yet on the Mississippi. When supplies began to
run low, they decided to return to Biloxi.

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY

MISSISSIPPI TERRITORY
In 1798, the U.S. Congress created the Mississippi Territory. The Mississippi Territory was a piece of land that
stretched from the Mississippi River to the Chattahoochee on the Georgia border and covered almost 100 miles
(160 km) north to south. The territory expanded in 1804 and 1812 to span from Tennessee to the Gulf of Mexico.
The western part became the state of Mississippi in 1817 and the eastern part became the state of Alabama in 1819.
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Once back in Biloxi, Iberville made plans to sail to France
and carry the news of what he had learned. Before he left,
his explorers built a makeshift fort in present-day Ocean
Springs. He left in May for more settlers and more supplies,
and Bienville stayed behind. The colony’s first task was to
find a more defensible location for their headquarters, and as
soon as Iberville left, Bienville set out to look for sites
between Pensacola and the Mississippi River.  
While Bienville was scouting the area, the English

voyagers who had earlier set out from Charleston had
themselves finally reached the mouth of the Mississippi.
They had begun traveling upstream in search of their own
site to stake a claim for England. Bienville and his group
happened to be on the Mississippi River at the same time,
and they encountered the Carolina Galley at a bend in the
river south of present-day New Orleans. 
Bienville immediately boarded the Carolina Galley and

boldly told the captain the river and adjacent lands had
already been claimed and occupied by France. It was a
bluff, but the English captain fell for it, and he turned the
Carolina Galley around and sailed back downriver and on
to Charleston with the bad news that France had already
occupied the Mississippi River. The bend in the river where
the gullible English captain turned his ship around has been
known ever since as “English Turn.” 
The French quickly moved to build a fort on the

Mississippi River to firm up their presence. Iberville came
back from France well-stocked and with colonists in
December 1701. By that time, another of the incessant wars
in Europe was about to break out, and this time the French
and Spanish were allies against England (War of Spanish
Succession 1701-1713). The Louisiana colony prepared for
hostilities with English forces from the Atlantic colonies.
They decided to move their settlement from Biloxi to
Mobile to be closer to the Spanish allies in Pensacola.
Construction of Fort Louis was begun on Mobile Bay in
1702. 
Iberville once again sailed for France, again leaving

Bienville behind. Iberville would never return to Louisiana.
He was indeed sent back to America, but his mission this
time was to fight the English in the Caribbean. He died of
malaria on a French warship in Havana harbor in 1706.
This left his brother Bienville in charge of the little
Louisiana colony. Bienville was only twenty two at the
time, brash and aggressive, and he was facing a host of
problems in making the colony a success. 

First of all, Louisiana was sorely underpopulated. In
1704, the colony had only 183 soldiers, and twenty-seven
families with ten children. This was nowhere near enough
to settle a region stretching along the coast from the
Perdido River in present-day Florida to the Mississippi
River at what would become New Orleans and up the river
beyond Natchez to Illinois. But the French Crown was
hard-pressed at the time to send more settlers because they
were facing what could (and did) become a protracted war
on the home front in Europe. 
In addition to the lack of warm bodies, the colony had

only meager economic prospects, at least the kind Louis
XIV had envisioned. The cotton and timber fortunes that
would one day enrich the region were far off into the future,
and even the most gifted visionary could not see what was
to come. Besides, at the time future prospects counted for
little; the immediate concern was a looming war in Europe.    
The timing was just not right for prosperity in the region.

The small contingent of soldiers and male settlers were
stretched thin from the demands for military defense and
had little time for development of an economy. As one
writer described,  “Little food was grown in Louisiana. The
inhabitants relied mainly on supplies brought from France
or else secured from the Spanish. Some food was obtained
from the Indians, and without it the settlers probably would
have starved. Louisiana was not a colony in the usual sense,
but primarily a garrison.” Around 1705, some of the
colonists urged the French government to send African
slaves to provide much-needed labor if agriculture were to
be developed along the coast. This request was refused
because officials in France thought the cost of buying the
slaves was too great to make it a profitable venture. 
Perhaps the problems of manpower and an under-

developed economy could have been overcome had it not
been for the harassment from the British. This aggression
manifest itself primarily through English encouragement of
hostilities from the native populations who surrounded
every settlement and outpost of the colony. Iberville had
enjoyed particularly good relations with the relatively
peaceful Choctaws, the largest of the Indian nations in the
area. But Bienville, Iberville’s successor, was of a different
temperament and had little of the diplomatic skill of his
smoother older brother. 
Iberville had seen the Native Americans “not as threats,

but as useful guides and food-suppliers.” He also saw them
as a necessary buffer against the English in the Carolinas.

Even though La Salle’s attempt to colonize the mouth of the Mississippi failed, the
possibilities were too great for the French to ignore. 
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To appreciate the value of such a buffer, it should be noted
that when the European war with England broke out in
1702, the population of the English colonies along the
Atlantic was estimated to be 270,000, with perhaps 20,000
to 25,000 of those living in Carolina. At that same time, the
population of French Louisiana was measured in the
hundreds.  
The English also recognized the value of having the

Native American as allies. Not only did the British foment
trouble between the Chickasaws and the Choctaws, they
enticed the Chickasaws into some direct attacks on the
French. During the war, there was to be no invasion of
enemy territory by either the French or the English, so
neither added to their holdings. But even though the war
ended in 1713, the relations between the French and the
Chickasaws remained uneasy at best. 
The little colony was also beset by internal bickering.

For whatever reason, perhaps poor diplomatic skills,
Bienville was never held in the same high esteem by the
French government as Iberville had been. When two of
Bienville’s enemies in the colony accused him of stealing
and selling government supplies, an official, if somewhat
sloppy, investigation ensued. Bienville was exonerated, but
the investigation brought to Louis XIV’s attention just how
bad things were in the American colony that bore his name.
The Sun King decided it was time to turn the operations

of the colony over to a private company, hoping the profit
motive could spur success. In 1712, a royal charter was
issued to Antoine Crozat, a French financier, who was
given a fifteen-year monopoly on trade and manufacturing
in Louisiana. The French government also appointed a new
governor, Antoine de la Mothe-Cadillac, a Frenchman who
had served the French Crown in Canada. Cadillac, who
fancied himself an aristocrat, was in the last years of his
career. He had ingratiated himself to the French court at
Versailles and had been appointed military commander
over Canada, but soon he fell into a political squabble with
the governor and found himself “promoted” to the post of
governor of Louisiana. 
Cadillac had little desire to go to the wild Louisiana

frontier, and it showed. He never had the common touch
and exhibited open disdain for the colonists in Louisiana.
He described them as “a heap of the dregs of Canada,
jailbirds without subordination for religion and for
government, addicted to vice primarily with the Indian
women who they prefer to French women.”  

Bienville, though no longer governor, was “a kings
officer” and was retained in Mobile, becoming what was
described as “a shadow governor.”  As writer Mary Ann
Wells recounted, Bienville’s “experience in Indian affairs
and in governing the colony could have been of value to
Cadillac, but the temperaments of the two men precluded
any form of cooperation. They personally loathed each
other. A relatively minor dispute in 1714 ended with
Bienville’s being placed under house arrest for twenty-four
hours. Relations worsened when Bienville rejected
Cadillac’s offer of his daughter to the Canadian in
marriage.” Given the state of relations between the haughty
Cadillac and the cocky Bienville, the tight confines of Fort
Louis on Mobile Bay must have proven to be very close
quarters indeed. 
With the struggling colony barely managing to stay

afloat, the efforts of the French authorities during the period
from 1699 to 1716 were necessarily concentrated on the
area around the capital at Mobile. The solid bulk of the tiny
European population of Louisiana was there, along with a
few outposts along what is now the Mississippi Gulf Coast.
The relations with the Native Americans of the area—the
Biloxis, Pascagoulas, Moctobis, and Bayougoulas—were
peaceful thanks to the natives’ tranquil nature and
Iberville’s earlier diplomatic efforts. Therefore, scattered
French settlements sprang up along the relatively safe
coastline in the Pascagoula, Biloxi, and Bay St. Louis areas. 
Such was not the case in the colony’s interior lands. The

area of present-day Mississippi, north of the Coast, was not
settled by any colonists. It was home to the major tribes of
Choctaw (central Mississippi), Chickasaw, (northeast
Mississippi), and Natchez (southwest Mississippi), along
with several smaller tribes that occupied lands along the
Big Black, Tombigbee, and Yazoo watersheds. Trouble had
begun in the 1680s when English slave traders ventured
into the region and started buying Native American slaves
for shipment to the sugar plantations in the Caribbean. 
Typically, the slave traders, usually from the Carolinas,

would offer one tribe goods and valuables, particularly
muskets and ammunition, in exchange for Native
Americans kidnapped from other tribes. Naturally, this led
to revenge attacks by the tribes who had suffered such
kidnappings, and this cycle created turmoil throughout the
interior region for thirty years, from about 1685—before
the French even arrived—to 1715 when, for various
reasons, the Native American slave trade collapsed. This

Perhaps the problems of manpower and an under-developed economy could 
have been overcome had it not been for the harassment from the British. 
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PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY, DESOTO DISCOVERS THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER

turmoil would soon have a disastrous effect on relations
between the French and the Native Americans, particularly
with the Natchez and the Chickasaws. 
As was the case with the War of Spanish Secession that

had just ended, a distant war was once again to have an
impact on Louisiana. The Yamazee War in South Carolina
began in 1715 and was fought by an alliance of Native
American tribes against the English colonists in South
Carolina over a number of long-festering grievances. The

conflict was primarily directed toward English settlements
in Carolina, but it immediately escalated and a general
manhunt ensued throughout the southeastern forests for the
wandering traders of any European nationality. Such traders
had, up to that time, roamed from the Atlantic to the
Mississippi unmolested and unarmed. 
In James Barnett’s book, Mississippi’s American Indians,

Barnett wrote: “Following the Yamasee War, numerous
raiding parties that were accustomed to the excitement and

DISCOVERY OF MISSISSIPPI BY HERNANDO DE SOTO
Hernando de Soto and his small group of explorers arrived at the Mississippi River in present-day Tunica County
on May 8, 1541. Many armed Native American warriors were positioned on the opposite bank of the river and
in canoes on the water. In spite of this, de Soto and his men crossed the river by building small rafts and boats.
De Soto’s men began to lose hope and demanded the expedition turn back eastward after spending many
months searching and failing to find gold and other treasures. De Soto caught a fever and died before making
it back across the river. He was buried in the Mississippi River.



profit of slave catching suddenly found themselves cut off
from their source of English trade guns and other
merchandise. It is fair to say that some of these ruffian
bands probably turned to marauding as an alternative to
slave trading. The Natchez chief whom the French called
Le Barbu “The Bearded” may have been leading one of
these rogue outfits when he and his force of about 150 men
received the blame for the murder of four Frenchmen on
the Mississippi River in late 1715. Bienville used the
incident as an opportunity to attribute the violence to his
rival La Mothe “Cadillac”, alleging that La Mothe had
enraged the Natchez by refusing to smoke the calumet
“peace pipe” with them.”
“In response to the hostilities, Bienville set out with a

small force of forty-nine men from Mobile with orders to
subdue the Natchez and establish a fort to maintain control
over the area. The erstwhile governor of Louisiana
(Bienville) was optimistic, to say the least, since the French

believed the Natchez could
field 800 warriors.”  
The small size of the

force assigned to Bienville
immediately raised
eyebrows and sparked
rumors around Mobile.
“The French government
had earlier authorized
seventy-five men for an
expedition against the
Natchez, but Cadillac
would give Bienville only
forty-five, leading to
speculation that Cadillac

was deliberately sending Bienville to his doom, according
to one account.” Bienville, lacking sufficient troop strength
to engage the Natchez head on, resorted to trickery to
accomplish his ends.
Bienville left in February 1716, and established a trading

post some fifty miles downriver of the Natchez village.
This enticed several of the Natchez chiefs to come down
and take a look, whereupon the French force captured them
and held them hostage. As ransom, Bienville demanded the
heads of the Native Americans who had killed the four
Frenchmen. After three weeks of threats and negotiations,
the Natchez gave in and executed the guilty parties. They
also “agreed to assist in building a fort for the French near
their villages. …The fort was completed by August, 1716,
and was named Fort Rosalie in honor of the wife of the
Comte de Pontchartrain (France’s Secretary of State.)” The
building of Fort Rosalie was the beginning of the present
day city of Natchez, and the event was celebrated last year
in 2016 as the city’s tricentennial anniversary.

Having thus established Louisiana’s first permanent
settlement on the Mississippi, Bienville left a small
delegation behind and returned to Mobile in August 1716,
only to learn that Cadillac had been removed, and Bienville
was now the acting governor. Crozat, the Paris financier
with the monopoly, was also on his way out. Their promises
to make the colony a success had not materialized. The new
settlers never came, nor did the two promised shiploads of
supplies every year. 
The colony had been treading water, making little

headway, but things were about to pick up. A Scotsman
named John Law, an old gambling buddy of the Duke of
Orleans, had been given Crozat’s surrendered charter, and
his newly formed Mississippi Company was rapidly raising
capital throughout Europe with a much-ballyhooed plan to
make Louisiana a great and prosperous land. The
Mississippi Company promised to send 6,000 settlers and
3,000 slaves to Louisiana over the twenty-five year life of
the charter. 
Bienville, acting governor, moved quickly during this

interval to bring about his vision of a seaport at the mouth
of the Mississippi, and he founded La Nouvelle-Orléans
(New Orleans) on May 7, 1718, with backing from
the Mississippi Company. Bienville and John Law were to
work well with each other during Law’s tenure. The new
city on the big river took hold, and in 1723 it was named
capital of Louisiana, supplanting Biloxi. 
John Law was an extraordinary promoter, and he

painted such a rosy picture of the Louisiana colony and its
promise of riches that eager investors throughout Europe
bought every share that they could. This ran the price up to
unsustainable levels, and by the end of 1719 stock in the
Mississippi Company was selling at forty times its face
value. Soon, the more cautious and sophisticated investors
began selling off their greatly inflated stock and demanded
payment in cash. The Mississippi Company could not meet
these demands. It crashed and closed its doors, and John
Law hightailed it out of France one step ahead of the law.
Surprisingly, the Company of the Indies, parent company of
John Law’s group, was reorganized and continued its
monopoly over Louisiana. As things turned out, John Law’s
company, a disaster in Europe, turned out to be a huge
boost across the ocean in Louisiana. 
Law’s company organized the migration of hundreds of

Germans and Swiss, as well as French. At the time that Crozat
received his charter in 1713, there were about 380 Europeans
in Louisiana. The population was about the same when Crozat
surrendered his monopoly. “Under the Company of the West
the population reached 5,000 by 1724, including 1,300 slaves.
There were about 1,600 people living in or near New Orleans,
making it the major populated area as well as the capital,
according to ‘The French Period, 1699-1763’ by Walter G.
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Trouble had begun in
the 1680s when

English slave traders
ventured into the region

and started buying
Native American slaves

for shipment to the
sugar plantations in the

Caribbean. 



Howell, from A History of Mississioppi Volume I.”
The first significant number of black slaves were

brought to Louisiana in 1719, and by 1731, there were
3,395 African slaves in the colony. This number grew
steadily to about 6,000 by the end of the end of the French
period. Because of this growing number of slaves,
“Bienville found it advisable in March 1724, to enact a
‘Black Code’ to regulate slavery in Louisiana.”
“The code gave the master complete control over the

slave. Only with a master’s permission could a slave
engage in commercial activity of any sort, carry firearms,
or marry. The master, in turn, came under the regulations of
the code. Masters had to provide clothing and subsistence
for slaves. Husbands and wives belonging to the same
master could not be sold separately. The Superior Council
had the power to prosecute offenders. The master could
manumit his slave, who then assumed the status of a
naturalized inhabitant, enjoying the same rights and
privileges inherent to Frenchmen,” Howell notes in A
History of Mississippi Volume I.
When slave labor became available, agricultural

production increased dramatically. Settlers applied for land
patents and began staking out farms and homesteads. The
Louisiana colony, throughout its history dependent on food
imports, actually began exporting goods to France. The
major products were silk, tobacco, rice, indigo, pitch, tar,
and lumber. It was thought the expansion of Louisiana
tobacco would make the colony as profitable as any in the
French Empire.
With the newfound growth and prosperity, the demand

for land grew and the fertile regions along the Mississippi
saw an increase in population and in acreage under
cultivation. Howell also wrote, “But the expansion of the
French into the interior embittered the Indians who saw
their best lands being occupied by the Europeans. Warfare
with the Chickasaws was almost continuous, and even
some of the friendlier tribes showed hostility. The British
were responsible for much of the belligerence displayed by
the Indians. British agents from South Carolina were active
among the Indian tribes that wavered in their support for
the French. As tensions increased, Natchez became the
focal point where numerous provocations were to result in
an explosive war.” 
Relations with the Natchez had been strained ever since

1716 when Bienville led the retaliatory campaign for the
killings of the four French traders during the Yamasee War.
Unfortunately, the French commanders at the new Fort
Rosalie following that mini-war had been abrasive and
even abusive in dealing with the Natchez. The resentments
built up over the next dozen years, and with an expansion
of French settlement into the area, it came to a boil. 
Bienville had been removed as governor and forced into

retirement in 1726. He was replaced by a young naval
officer named Perier. In 1729, Perier appointed Sieur de
Chepart as commander at Rosalie. Chepart wanted to take
for his own the White Apple Village twelve miles southeast
of Natchez. It was a holy Natchez burial site at which many
Natchez lived. Over their protests, de Chepart ordered them
out. It proved to be the final straw.
According to Howell: “At the time, there were 200 male

colonists, 80 French women, 150 children, and 280 Negro
slaves in the vicinity of the fort. Chepart was forewarned of
the attack but evidently took no precautions. The Natchez
began the massacre on November 28, 1729. Using
deception, the Natchez entered the fort in small numbers
and on a pre-arranged signal, began the attack. Before the
day was over the Natchez had killed 138 men, including all
but one of the soldiers, thirty-five women and fifty-six
children. Many captives were taken and the slaves were
released by the Natchez. Fort Rosalie, a symbol of French
authority, was burned to
the ground.” The
uprising spread upriver,
and in the Yazoo district
the French commander
and seventeen of his men
were killed.
“Fearful of a general

uprising, Perier
responded with speed
and force. Punitive
expeditions were
launched and within two
years the Natchez were
destroyed as a nation.
Many survivors went to live with the Chickasaws and
continued their struggle against the French. The Natchez
War was an expensive burden for the colony, and the
Company of the Indies judged its monopoly to be a bad
investment. In 1732, the company surrendered its charter to
the Crown, and once again Louisiana became a royal
colony.”
The French monarch yet again installed Bienville as

governor, but despite his years of experience in dealing with the
Native Americans, the state of war with the Chickasaws could
not be stopped or even slowed to any great extent. After two
years of fighting, Bienville decided to expel the Chickasaws
from the area. In 1735 and into 1736, he assembled a force to
march against the Chickasaws. About 500 Frenchmen and “a
company of 45 armed Negroes to which I (Bienville) gave free
Negroes as officers,” assembled in Mobile in early 1736. They
left Mobile in April 1736, headed to the Tombigbee headwaters,
the heart of the Chickasaw nation. 
Along the way, a force of 600 Choctaws joined them. In
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addition to the troops coming up from the south, another
force of 300 Frenchmen under the command of
D’Artaguette, younger brother of the commandant at
Mobile, made its way down from Illinois to Prudhomme
bluffs (Memphis) with plans to meet up with Bienville’s
army.  
Bienville’s patchwork army did not act as a unified

group, and the consequences were disastrous. First of all,
the force from the north never made it. They were
intercepted and almost entirely wiped out. The Choctaw
allies with Bienville under the command of their impetuous
chief Red Shoe jumped the gun and made an attack on the

first Chickasaw villages they came to, one of which was
Ackia, the village after which the battle was to later be
named. In one of the villages, a British flag was raised and
a group of Englishmen was spotted. It became apparent that
the French had marched into a trap. Casualties were heavy
and Bienville was forced into a humiliating retreat. 
French prestige in the area was seriously impaired, and

Bienville badly wanted to redeem himself with a second
war against the Chickasaws. The British out of Carolina,
smelling blood, had begun more aggressive encroachments
into the fringe areas of Louisiana. To save face and stave
off the new British threats, the French government
reluctantly agreed to a second campaign, but only if
Bienville could be certain of success. 
By 1740, Bienville had indeed assembled an awesome

army of 1,200 Frenchmen and 2,500 Native Americans
allies. They planned to land in Memphis and march across
north Mississippi to the area around Tupelo, site of the
Chickasaw’s capital, Big Town. But it was not to be. Fever
struck and within months immediately preceding the
planned attack, Bienville’s huge force was reduced to 200
“effectives.” But luck was not completely against the
French. A small reconnaissance party of Frenchmen was
sent out and the Chickasaws, thinking it was an advance
squad of a much larger army, agreed to a peace.
Bienville saw little hope that the peace would last unless

the British were expelled from Louisiana, but by 1741 he
had grown older and was tired and just wanted to go back
to France. From that point on, Howell describes the last
years of the French in Louisiana as anti-climactic. Indeed,
the French colony of Louisiana had been effectively
reduced to a strip along the coast from Mobile to New
Orleans and some plantation lands upriver along the
Mississippi. 
The outposts that would become Biloxi, Pascagoula, and

Bay St. Louis saw small increases in the number of
colonists and some natural increase among the pioneer
families, but for the most part little of consequence
happened. Although the French rebuilt Fort Rosalie after
the Natchez Massacre, fear of future Native American
hostilities ran off most civilians in the area and it remained
virtually uninhabited. Fort Assumption, on the Chickasaw
Bluffs where the present-day city of Memphis is located,
had never been more than a garrison, and even that was
abandoned after the disastrous Chickasaw war of 1740.
The last blow came when war broke out between France

and England in 1755, according to Howell the “final
contest between the two rivals for domination of North
America.” Known as the Seven Years’ War in Europe (the
French and Indian War in America), the fighting was
concentrated in Canada and the western reaches of New
York and Pennsylvania. The French, with only 60,000

CODE NOIR
The Code Noir, also known as the Black Code,
contained fifty-four articles that fixed the legal status
of slaves and imposed obligations and prohibitions
upon their masters. Listed in the Code Noir were
regulations concerning holidays, marriages, forced
religion, burials, food, clothing, punishments, and
freeing of slaves. These conditions of the code
remained in Louisiana until 1803 and were then listed
in later American Black Codes. During the late
antebellum period, Black Codes governed slaves in
many southern states. The codes varied from state to
state, but all gave power to slave owners. The codes
ended with the abolition of slavery in 1865, but after
Reconstruction ended in 1877 many of the provisions
were reenacted in Jim Crow laws. Jim Crow laws
ceased functioning with the passage of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964.
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colonists compared to almost 2 million in the English
colonies, tried to form alliances with Native American
tribes to even things up, but ultimately the British prevailed. 
Howell writes, “Louisiana was far removed from the

struggle, but near the end of the war the colony became a
pawn in the diplomacy of France.” When the war began
going bad for the French in Europe, France and Spain
signed the Treaty of Fountainbleu which gave Louisiana to
Spain in exchange for Spain’s assistance in the war. The
transfer to Spain was done in secret, and it remained a
secret. The war ended shortly thereafter with the signing of
the Treaty of Paris in 1763.That treaty allowed France to
keep Louisiana west of the Mississippi River but without
revealing the transfer that had already been made to Spain.
The secret was not made public until April 1764. 
With the signing of the Treaty of Paris, Spain got

everything west of the Mississippi River plus New Orleans.
Britain received from Spain everything to the east with the
important exception of New Orleans. France was ejected
from the North American mainland. After sixty-four
turbulent, mostly fruitless years, they gave up Louisiana. As
Howell said, in an understatement, “The French
government did not mourn over its loss.” 
Under the treaty, the British Crown acquired overnight a

huge expanse of land that tripled the size of its New World
holdings. It added Canada along with that part of the
continent across the Appalachians westward to the
Mississippi River and southward to the Gulf of Mexico all
the way to Key West. That part of the old Louisiana Colony
east of the Mississippi River that comprised present day
south Mississippi was then called British West Florida.
Mississippians saw their capital shift immediately eastward
from New Orleans to Pensacola. The British realized there
was a pressing need to lay out the ground rules for
governing this vast new empire, and on October 7, 1763,
George III issued the Royal Proclamation of 1763 to do just
that.
Among the features of the proclamation having a

particular impact on Mississippi were those that
temporarily halted new white settlement in Native
American lands beyond the Appalachians and southward to
the head of the St. Mary’s River. The British did not want to
deal with some land rush that would outrun the Crown’s
ability to provide the settlers with military protection.
Further, the Crown wanted to avoid rapid dilution of the

seaboard colonial markets for English goods.
It must be noted the prohibition on new settlement only

applied to so-called Native American lands. West Florida
was recognized as a “distinct and separate government,”
likely because it already had certain rudiments of
government in place. West Florida at the time of the
proclamation comprised only the six counties of the boot
heel of present-day Mississippi, that is, the land south of the
31st parallel. However, the British quickly realized that this
line was south of the promising Natchez district and would
thus exclude it from quick settlement, so they conveniently
moved the line northward to 32 degrees 28 minutes. The
east west line began close to the mouth of the Yazoo River
near Vicksburg. Thus, following the amended
proclamation, the southern half of Mississippi was in West
Florida, open to settlement, while the northern was
designated as protected Native American lands.
With the framework for government of the new British

territory thus in place, the British territorial officials took
possession and began to settle in. The Spanish departed
from Pensacola on September 2, 1763, and left with no
problems. The British immediately began running West
Florida under temporary military rule.
British West Florida’s first governor was Captain George

Johnstone, who arrived in February 1764, at Pensacola. He
had an “aggressive, overbearing disposition,” and his
arrival “was soon followed by a series of disputes and
problems.” Within the first month, he and the military
commander at Pensacola were fighting over who was in
charge. Johnstone never did have good relations with the
military officials, and complaints were often lodged with
his superiors alleging “cruel and ‘tyrannical behavior’ in his
association with the military personnel,” as written by
Byrle A. Kynerd in “British West Florida” from A History
of Mississippi Volume I. 
The new government’s relations with the Indians could

not be put on hold during all the squabbling. In 1765, the
British hosted two conferences in West Florida “for the
purpose of establishing friendly relations with the Indians,
putting their trade on a regular basis, determining Indian
boundary lines and securing, if possible, additional cessions
of land.” Of those agreements, Cecil Johnson, noted
historian of West Florida, says the two conferences reached
agreements “that contained all the elements” needed for
cordial relations, but neither side “lived up to their

Bienville saw little hope that the peace would last unless the British were 
expelled from Louisiana, but by 1741 he had grown older and was tired 
and just wanted to go back to France. 
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obligations, and the Indian question in West Florida was
never satisfactorily resolved,” Kynerd writes.
Likewise, Johnstone’s problems with the other officials

in Pensacola were never satisfactorily resolved, nor was the
growing dissatisfaction among the colonists with his heavy-
handed governing. In early 1767, he was recalled and
replaced by his long-suffering Lieutenant Governor
Montfort Browne who pledged harmony within the
government. Browne also began a campaign to promote
settlement throughout West Florida.
“From 1766 to 1769, about forty land grants were made

in the Natchez district, but few were actually occupied or
improved. In 1769, Lieutenant Governor Browne visited
Natchez and fell under the spell of the place. He called the
district one of ‘the most charming…in the world. He
immediately lobbied for a division of the province. The
Natchez district should be a separate province, and he
should be the governor,’” writes Wells.
But once again, troubles with the indigenous tribes put a

damper on European dreams of Utopia. Along the Coast
there were reports in 1768 and 1769 of settlers’ houses
being burned and cattle being killed by bands of Biloxis
and Pascagoulas, behavior allegedly encouraged by gifts
from the governor of nearby Spanish Louisiana, Alexander
O’Reilly. In January 1770, a settler reported that a small
band of Choctaws entered Fort Panmure, as Rosalie was
called by the British, and ransacked it. This incident created
panic among the settlers and caused some of them to leave
the area.  
One difficulty the British had in formulating a consistent

Native American policy was their own inconsistency in
establishing a provisional government. Governor Browne
had been removed and was succeeded by Lieutenant
Governor Elias Durnford (interim) and then by John Eliot.
Eliot had been in town only a month when he hanged
himself. Peter Chester was chosen as Eliot’s successor, and
he would serve until the end of the British period. The
English era saw a total of five governors over its sixteen
years of existence. 
And yet the general peace following the Native

American conferences held, the uneasiness of the settlers
abated, and European settlement of West Florida began in
earnest. As written in “British West Florida” FLGenWeb
Project, “Before the summer of 1773, 400 families came
from the Atlantic Seaboard in a body by way of the Ohio

and Mississippi. The settlers from New England,
Pennsylvania, and New Jersey usually came by way of the
Ohio and Mississippi Rivers. Numerous parties from the
western portions of North Carolina and Virginia usually
came by land.” 
Pensacola did not receive a great deal of this

immigration, nor did the present-day Mississippi Coast.
Presumably, the settlers were seeking farmlands, and thus
flocked to interior areas. In 1770, slightly fewer than one
hundred claims for land had been registered for the
Mississippi region. This number more than doubled in
1773. As noted by the FLGenWeb Project, they soon
discovered the country near Walnut Hills (Vicksburg),
Natchez, Bayou Sara, and Baton Rouge were the real
garden spots of what had come to be regarded as the
Promised Land of America. This area along the Mississippi
River thus became the destination of choice for most of the
first settlers.
British West Florida had few settlers in 1770, but over

3,000 persons lived in the area in 1774. A majority of these
newcomers located in present-day Mississippi. Overall, the
population of the colony more than trebled from 1765 to
1775. This influx from the Atlantic coast grew even
stronger, for once again events far outside the borders of the
future state of Mississippi altered the course of its history.
Tensions between the American colonies and the mother

country, England, primarily over tax issues, had been
escalating since 1765. In 1773, while West Florida was
experiencing a new wave of settlement, in Boston the
colonist were throwing imported tea into the harbor. By
1775, when things looked rosy for Mississippi, hostile shots
were fired in Lexington and Concord. And soon the
hostilities were to spread beyond faraway New England. In
July of that same year, a large store of British munitions in
Fort Charlotte on the Savannah River was captured by
Major James Mayson under orders from the South Carolina
Provincial Congress, the first overt act of the American
Revolution in that state. With the war beginning to hit close
to home, many colonists from the Carolinas and Virginia,
mostly Loyalists, began to head west.
“In 1775, the Home Government (London) announced

its intention that ‘West Florida was to become an asylum
for distressed friends of England.’ Loyalists were welcomed
to the colony, and Governor Chester was instructed to assist
the settlers by utilizing money from the contingent fund

With the framework for government of the new British territory thus in place, the British
territorial officials took possession and began to settle in. The Spanish departed from
Pensacola on September 2, 1763, and left with no problems.
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KINGS TAVERN, NATCHEZ
Kings Tavern, circa 1789, is the oldest standing building in the Mississippi Territory. This building served as the
first post office for Natchez, and was also a tavern and inn. The owner, Richard King, was a distinguished
businessman in the 1700s. Kings Tavern was constructed with beams from scrapped New Orleans sailing ships
that were brought to Natchez on mule wagons and lumber from flatboats. Located on the corner of Jefferson
and North Rankin in downtown Natchez, the tavern continues to fly the flags of Spain, Britain, France, and the
United States. All of these countries have been in charge of the land that now comprises the state of Mississippi.
Today, the building is a popular restaurant and bar.
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when necessary. The colony received special
supplementary appropriation for Parliament in 1776-1777
to underwrite such assistance. The Mississippi region
received an influx of settlers from her sister colonies in
North America during the Revolution. More settlers came
from Georgia, South Carolina, and Virginia than from any
other colony,” as written by Kynerd.
France allied with the Americans in the Revolution, and

in July of 1779, Spain saw its chance. It formed an alliance
with France (but not with the United States) and declared
war on England. With its army and navy tied up with the war
along the Atlantic, Britain was in no position to defend its
territory in the gulf region, and Spain quickly reclaimed its
old colony of West Florida. Spanish Governor Galvez struck
quickly, and his Louisiana militia immediately took the
British fort at Manchac near Baton Rouge. The English
forces fell back and withdrew to Baton Rouge, but the
Spanish army was far too big and powerful, and the British

commander surrendered
without resistance. The land
that was to become south
Mississippi thus came under
Spanish rule on September
21, 1779, four years before
the Treaty of Paris would
mark the end of the
American Revolution.
When that war ended, under
the terms of the series of
treaties known as the Peace
of Paris in 1783, Spain was
granted East Florida as well.
The American Revolution

turned out very well for Spain. 
Spain wisely began a campaign to pacify the settlers

living in the West Florida area. “In an effort to make living
under Spanish rule more attractive,” Jack Holmes noted in
“A Spanish Province 1779-1798” from A History of
Mississippi Volume I, “Spain modified its traditional
exclusivism regarding the economy, government, and
religion.” Spain decided to allow settlers to practice their
chosen religions, if only privately. Military duty was
required, “but it was not onerous.” No tariffs on agricultural
products were imposed, and settlers had an unrestricted
market for their products downriver in New Orleans.
The new Spanish colony operated under military rule

until 1787 when Manuel Gayoso de Lemos, a native of
Portugal who spoke fluent English, was appointed as
governor. He arrived at Natchez in June 1789. According to
Holmes, the new governor “generally exercised considerable
restraint in his benevolent paternalism over the settlers.”  
Following the establishment of civil government, the

Spaniards set about to secure their hold on the all-important
Mississippi River through the establishment of several well-
placed military forts. They established a post at Grand Gulf
primarily for defense against possible Native American
attacks. Farther up at the confluence of the Yazoo and the
Mississippi (present day Vicksburg), they built Fort Nogales
“to block the land expansion plans of the South Carolina
Yazoo Company.” And “far to the north…on the Chickasaw
Bluffs at the present-day site of Memphis was a fort
(Barrancas) which held the key to the defense of lower
Louisiana as well as Natchez.” Spain had captured the lower
Mississippi as an indirect ally of the new United States, but
they made it clear from the start that it was not a prize to be
shared. The United States naturally wanted freer use of the
Mississippi, but they did not challenge Spain’s claim. 
Spain lured many settlers into the Natchez district with

the liberal granting of land patents, especially around
Natchez. All that was required of settlers, either established
ones or more recent arrivals, was a pledge to support to
“Spanish dominion in the defense of their homes, and to
reveal knowledge of any plots against the government.”
The interior lands to the east were open but were not the
first choice of settlers. Upriver north of Walnut Hills
(Vicksburg), the emphasis was not in colonization but
rather in building military forts to secure Spanish control of
the river. The coast was left to carry on undisturbed by the
Spanish bureaucrats, pretty much as if the French had never
left. And, of course, the lands north of 32 degrees 28
minutes (present-day north Mississippi), Native American
lands under the Royal Proclamation of 1763, were left in
control of the Native Americans and, aside from occasional
trading posts, saw no European settlement. 
The combination of light government regulation,

military protection, and free access to river trade and the
growing seaport at New Orleans resulted in a rapid growth
of settlement around Natchez. Holmes stated that “the 1784
census of the Natchez District indicated there were 1,619
people, including 498 black slaves. The 1792 census…
showed the rapid influx of settlers; the population was then
4,346. By the end of the Spanish dominion, the population
included 4,500 whites and 2,400 Negroes.” Apparently, the
Spanish policy of offering additional land grants to those
settlers who brought their slaves with them to Mississippi
had the effect of encouraging the growth of slavery, and
was to expand greatly after Eli Whitney’s cotton gin went
on the market in 1794.  
The years of Spanish domination, 1779 to 1795, had little

consequence for the coast and the interior regions, but it was
an age of prosperity and growth along the Mississippi River
all the way to Vicksburg. It saw the beginning of a cotton
economy that would soon flourish. “The most important
crop of Natchez at the close of the Spanish period (cotton)

Spain lured many
settlers into the

Natchez district with
the liberal granting of

land patents,
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Natchez.
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was a portent of things to come,”  according to Holmes. This
was even before the widespread use of the cotton gin. By the
end of the Eighteenth Century, Natchez would be exporting
some three million pounds of the “white gold.” Many of the
holders of the Mississippi land grants issued during Spanish
occupation were to become rich beyond imagination in the
years that were to follow.
The Spanish years may have gone on indefinitely, but in

Europe the French Revolution broke out in 1793, and soon
the revolutionaries launched a campaign to bring down all
European monarchies. Spain, England, and several other
monarchies formed a loose coalition to halt this spread of
“republicanism,” but when the French revolutionary forces
began winning battles against them, the coalition fell apart.
Spain made its own peace with France in 1794, as did the
other monarchies except for Britain and Austria. Spain’s
pullout from the coalition angered Britain, who at the time
was trying to bury the hatchet with their old colonies (now
the United States). Spain quickly realized that if an irritated
Britain and the United States became allies, they may join
forces and take over Spanish Louisiana in order to open up
the Mississippi River and New Orleans. 
Spain sought to head this off and requested negotiations

to ensure peace with the United States. The result was the
Treaty of San Lorenzo in 1795 (Pinckney’s Treaty) in
which Spain gave the United States the right to navigate the
Mississippi River and to use the port at New Orleans free
from duties and tariffs. It also made the 31st parallel the
northern boundary of Spanish Louisiana, thereby giving the
“Yazoo Strip” (the land between the 31st parallel and the
mouth of the Yazoo to the United States as a bonus. The
Spanish era in old West Florida (north of the thirty first
parallel) thus came to an abrupt end, and the new Territory
of Mississippi soon came into being.  
On April 7, 1798, Congress created the Mississippi

Territory from Pinckney’s Treaty lands gained in 1795. The
territory comprised the area north of the 31st parallel
(leaving the present-day Mississippi boot heel in Spanish
Louisiana) and south of Tennessee (which had become a
state in 1796). It ran from the Mississippi River east to the
Chattahoochie. It contained only two areas of settlement,
Natchez and St. Stephens on the Tombigbee in Alabama.
St. Stephens had a population of around 200, was little
more than a Native American trading post, and was largely
ignored in favor of the much larger Natchez. 
James Hall, an early visitor and observer of the territory

(1802) explains that the territorial ordinance called for
appointment of a governor, a secretary of state, and three
judges. The governor and judges had legislative powers
(subject to Congressional approval), and would exercise
them until the “free male” population reached 5,000 at
which time they could select their own legislature. 

Andrew Ellicott, the official handling the transition from
Spain including the establishment of boundaries, arrived in
Natchez on February 1797. Gayoso, the Spanish governor,
left for New Orleans in July 1797, leaving his right hand man
Stephen Minor in charge. Ellicott tried to hasten the departure
of the few Spanish soldiers still in the area. The United States
dispatched troops, but not in any aggressive manner. The
Spanish withdrew completely by March 30, 1798. 
President Adams appointed Winthrop Sargent of

Massachusetts as territorial governor. Sargent had been
secretary of the Northwest Territory and took the post in
Mississippi only to enhance his chances of being named
governor up there. He never took to westerners, and
remained a haughty New Englander. He prided himself on
caring nothing about popularity, especially among wild and
crude frontiersmen. Sargent was described as “phlegmatic
and austere.” The U.S. Secretary of State, Timothy
Pickering, spoke of Sargent’s “condescending manners
toward our fellow citizens
of all degrees.”  
Not surprisingly, he

got off to a bad start. He
arrived six months ahead
of two of the territorial
judges, so he began
issuing executive orders
without the required
quorum (with the judges)
under the territorial
ordinance. He created
courts with no legal
authority to do so, and
then appointed his cronies to fill the judicial slots. He
openly consulted Andrew Ellicott, the federal transition
officer, and Ellicott was just as arrogant, haughty, and
disliked as Sargent. 
The Sargent appointments, especially local judges,

included many of Ellicott’s upper class friends. The people
were not happy. The other two territorial judges finally
arrived, one in January 1799, and the other that summer.
The two were not particularly qualified as judges, and they
teamed up with Sargent to make some fairly onerous laws. 
There was also unrest among the Native Americans. The

Spanish had supplied the neighboring tribes with frequent
gifts, and the United States did not. There was constant
pilfering from settlers by disgruntled Native Americans,
and some settlers tried to furnish gifts at their own expense
in an effort to maintain peace. Sargent did not have the
finesse to handle the situation well. Native American
relations were a source of constant tension and even fear.
The nearby Choctaws were not as big a headache as was

On April 7, 1798,
Congress created the
Mississippi Territory
from Pinckney’s Treaty
lands gained in 1795. 
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the war between opposing factions within Natchez. One
faction was the planters with extensive land holdings who
had incurred equally extensive debt, primarily with Natchez
merchants and bankers, and were looking for government
relief. They were led by a large family, the Greens, who
were always active in public affairs. The other side was the
Natchez bankers and merchants who held the notes, and
they favored Sargent. 
In the 1790s, two national political parties emerged, the

Federalists and the Republicans. The Federalists of
Alexander Hamilton were the party of the urban moneyed
interests. The Republicans, led by Thomas Jefferson, were
the party of the yeoman farmer, the rural interests. This
national “elites versus common man” split was reflected in
the political struggles in Natchez (if land-rich planters
could be viewed as “common” men). 
Soon, the Congress split the Natchez district into

Adams County and Pickering County, Pickering being
just north of Adams where Jefferson County is today. “To

a large extent, political alignments closely paralleled
county divisions, with the merchant-creditor faction
stronger in Adams and the agrarian-debtor group
dominant in Pickering.” Sargent also had considerable
backing with members of the upper class besides the
merchants and bankers, in large part because he had
chosen his political appointments from this group. 
With the county lines thus drawn, the battle lines also

took shape. “The opening volley of this political contest
was fired by Sargent’s opponents in Pickering
County...First, they reintroduced the traditional opposition

PHOTO BY GREG CAMPBELL
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OLD NATCHEZ TRACE
The Old Trace, a well-traveled path cleared through the wilderness, was used by Native
Americans, “Kaintucks,” settlers, lumbermen, and trappers. It connected the Mississippi River
from Natchez to Nashville to Eastern settlements. Disconnected Native American trails
transformed into a continuous road during the early years of the territorial period. The Trace
was not only rough and dangerous, but also caused many reservations of trespassing through
land that belonged to Native American tribes. Today, the Natchez Trace Parkway is a 444-mile
scenic drive through 10,000 years of North American history. Sections of the Old Trace that
have been preserved and marked by the National Park Service are open to visitors.
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method of forming citizen’s committees which sent
petitions and remonstrances first to the governor, as a
matter of formality, and later to the federal government.
They also converted the grand jury presentment into a
convenient political weapon. In June, 1799, grand juries of
both Adams and Pickering counties adopted long lists of
grievances against the territorial administration.”
They protested the so-called “Sargent’s Code,” a series

of executive orders that functioned as law in the new
territory, saying some of the laws were both cruel and
unnecessary, passed by a bunch of newcomers. They said
that taxes passed by the administration constituted taxation
without representation. Another grievance was the
uncertainty of land titles that discouraged settlement and
investment. The petitioners called for the removal of the
present territorial officials and for a stronger voice in
territorial affairs. 
The opposition also sought to undermine the local

militia, knowing that a well-regulated militia was of
extreme importance to Governor Sargent. The frontiersmen
abhorred the concept of forced military service, and
knowing this, the opposition agitated for selection of
officers by the troops themselves, a move sure to weaken
Sargent’s position. They also maintained a campaign of
harassment to encourage militia officers to resign. Sargent
reacted predictably by clamping down on insubordination
in any form, and this further alienated the populace,
especially those in service.
In addition to sabotaging the militia, the opposition went

after the courts as well. They filed lawsuits to block
Sargent’s proposed building of a courthouse in Pickering
County. They loudly protested the governor’s call for a
delay in a court term because of bad weather. They
encouraged a rash of resignations by sitting judges, thereby
clogging court proceedings. As Holmes said, “By
September 1800, both the militia and the courts of
Pickering County were in shambles.” 
The opposition took their fight to Philadelphia (then the

U.S. capital) where they found two young Congressmen,
both Republicans and both from western states, to
champion their causes. John Davis of Tennessee and
William C.C. Claiborne of Tennessee steered a bill through
Congress in May 1800 to (prematurely) move Mississippi
into the second grade of territorial government under which
the inhabitants selected their own legislature. The bill also
repealed the criminal laws that the territorial government

had passed. The Federalist Senate blocked this bill, but
Claiborne and Davis did succeed in appointing a House
committee to investigate the conduct of Winthrop Sargent. 
Back in Mississippi, the territorial legislative election

was held immediately. The result was an overwhelming
victory for the forces opposed to Sargent. Sargent
contended with some justification that the election was
fraught with irregularities, and the territory should have
never been moved to second grade status in the first place
since the population of free males had not reached the
threshold of 5,000. 
Sargent’s protest of the election and of territorial status

never got off the ground. The national elections were held
that same year and Thomas Jefferson and the Republicans
were swept into power. Jefferson removed the Federalist
Sargent and rewarded the rising young Republican star
W.C.C. Claiborne, twenty six years old, with an
appointment as governor of the Mississippi Territory.
Claiborne assumed his duties in Natchez in November

1801. He worked to settle land claims and got some help
from the federal government which, when accepting the
lands ceded by Georgia in 1802, recognized the existing
claims based on British and Spanish grants as well as those
lands that had been under cultivation before Pinckney’s
Treaty with Spain in 1795. 
Claiborne also tried to maintain peace with the Native

Americans. “In general,” wrote Holmes, “the governor
displayed a degree of patience and understanding of Indian
welfare which was rare among frontier politicians. While
his methods did not remove all sources of friction between
the red and white men, they at least were successful in
preventing any serious outbreak of violence.” 
Important as they were, land claims and Native

American pacification were minor problems compared to
looming crisis over the Mississippi River. The issue of free
navigation and right of deposit in New Orleans, seemingly
settled by Pinckney’s Treaty of 1795, popped up again
when the Spanish commandant at New Orleans revoked the
right of deposit, prompting rumors that Spain had returned
Louisiana to the French, rumors that turned out to be true.
In France, the chaos of the 1789 revolution had been

quieted by a coup in 1799 in which Napoleon assumed
dictatorial powers. He quickly entered into a mutual
defense treaty with Spain in which Spain gave Louisiana
back to France. This treaty was not made public, likely for
strategic reasons, but the secret did not last long. 

Important as they were, land claims and Native American pacification were minor 
problems compared to looming crisis over the Mississippi River. 
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Napoleon had visions of re-establishing a French state in
North America, but he also had visions of taking over
Europe. When he got Louisiana back from Spain, he was
fighting too many wars on too many fronts in Europe and
was in need of cash. The United States wanted use of New
Orleans and its valuable port, so they offered to buy it. To
everyone’s amazement, Napoleon agreed to sell not only
New Orleans, but the whole of Louisiana all the way to the
Dakotas and Montana. The Louisiana Purchase was
formalized in early December 1803, and W.C.C. Claiborne
was named as governor.  
Cato West, one of the Pickering County group and a

strong Republican, was named as acting governor in
Mississippi, succeeding Claiborne. It was a busy time for
West, because a new wave of settlers had begun pouring
into the area with the acquisition of the port at New
Orleans. Cotton was beginning to boom, and Natchez was
at the center of the action. The promise of quick fortunes
was drawing people from all over the United States.  
But while the acquisition of New Orleans was a godsend

for Natchez, the settlers to the east along the border with
Spanish West Florida (present-day Amite, Pike, Walthall
counties) got little benefit. They had to pay customs duties
to ship their products out of Florida, and runaway slaves
and marauding Native Americans simply needed to cross
the border to get away. The hold the Spanish had on Florida
was weak, and it would have been easy to take, and the
settlers were threatening to invade it on their own. 
The citizens of Washington County were even more

isolated than the Florida border region near Natchez.
Washington County encompassed the area from the Pearl
River to the Georgia border, and from the Florida line up to
the territory’s northern border. It ran north to south for
eighty-eight miles and 300 miles east to west. It comprised
what is now sixteen counties in southeast and east central
Mississippi and twenty-nine counties in Alabama. The only
settlement in that vast stretch of pine forest that could be
called a town was St. Stephens, seventy miles up the
Tombigbee from Mobile, and it had only about 200
inhabitants in the 1790s. 
The county’s population, self-supporting pioneer

farmers, was thinly spread and unorganized and the entire
area was ignored by both the territorial and national
governments. The only government services the county
received were the occasional and sporadic sessions of court
held by traveling judges out of Natchez and the services of
the land office in St. Stephens. These backwoodsmen
realized that Natchez would always be the focus of
territorial officials, so “in November 1803, citizens of
Washington County petitioned Congress for ‘a Separate
Government…independent of that of the Mississippi
Territory.” It was a portent of the split to come.

The conditions in the backwoods were of little interest
over in Natchez. Cato West, the former outsider under
Sargent and son-in-law of the Pickering County patriarch
Thomas Green, wanted to remain governor, but in a
surprise move, President Jefferson appointed Robert
Williams, a recent arrival from North Carolina. West, a
Republican of course, was a land commissioner, an
important position during a settlement boom, and a former
North Carolina congressman who had been in the area only
six months.  
Williams turned out to be a poor choice to reconcile the

warring factions. He was intensely political and ambitious,
“jealous of his prerogatives and not inclined to take advice,
even from friends.” Holmes told us “Unfortunately, the
ambitions of this mediocre politician outran his capabilities
as an administrator and party leader.” He just could not
keep everybody happy. Soon the territorial secretary
Cowles Mead began a campaign to oust Williams and claim
the governorship for himself.
Mead was secretary of the Mississippi Territory, and he

acted as governor during Robert Williams’s periodic trips
back to North Carolina. Mead liked this taste of power, and
he sensed a growing vulnerability in Williams as the
governor’s popularity began to wane. Mead automatically
gained a power base when he married into the Green

THOMAS HINDS
Thomas Hinds, leader of the capital site selection
delegation commission, was elected to the
Mississippi legislature and then U.S. Congress.

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES
AND HISTORY
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COTTON
Cotton has been one of Mississippi’s main crops for more than 200 years. Because of the
invention of the cotton gin, Mississippi became a major cotton producer by the 1830s. The crop
continued to dominate the economy because of improvements to the cotton gin, the invention
of the cotton press, and the introduction of a variety of cotton.
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family, and he used this base to sabotage Williams. In
addition to his marriage to a Green, Cowles Mead
assembled a cadre of friends, mostly outsiders looking for
their chances. 
Williams was politically tone deaf and soon

“perform(ed) the political miracle of converting a small
clique of dissidents into a strong majority faction.” He
began to reward his friends and punish his enemies, and a
backlash began to rise. In the next elections, George

CONSTITUTION
On July 7, 1817, forty-eight elected constitutional convention delegates met in Washington, Mississippi. James
Madison had recently signed legislation that allowed residents in the western portion of the Mississippi Territory
to form a state government and constitution. The first state constitution was approved on August 15, 1817,
after thirty-eight days of deliberation. Only forty-five delegates signed the constitution because one was not
present because of illness, one refused to sign, and one died during the convention. There was no popular
referendum to ratify the 1817 Constitution. The cession of Choctaw and Chickasaw lands made the northern
two-thirds of Mississippi available. The new settlers wanted a new constitution that mandated shorter terms
for government officials, elective judgeships, frequent elections, and other conditions that brought the
government and people closer. The changes made in the 1832 Constitution also outlawed dueling and removed
the requirement of owning land in order to vote or to seek elective office. The legislature was also banned
from passing laws that freed slaves. The 1868 Constitution was ratified during Reconstruction. It gave African-
American males voting rights, created the state’s public school framework, and protected property rights of
married women. The constitution also lengthened the governor’s term to four years, changed to appointed
judgeships, and based legislative appointments on the number of eligible voters.

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY

Poindexter, a Mead ally, was elected territorial
representative to the national congress, and Cowles Mead
and Fernando Claiborne, the ex-governor’s brother, were
elected to the territorial legislature where they joined
forces. They sponsored several anti-Williams bills, all of
which he vetoed. Then they tried to discredit Williams by
campaigning hard to win the territorial House of
Representatives to show that Williams was unpopular.
They did by setting up a “city versus country” contest,
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and they defeated the governor’s “city ticket.
A series of petty squabbles ensued, with the governor

steadily losing ground in the battle for public favor. The
territorial general assembly handed Williams what was
tantamount to a strong vote of no confidence, and the
governor, “rather than face the unpleasant prospect of
continual bickering with a hostile General Assembly…
decided on ‘going out of office with’ Jefferson.”  Jefferson
filled the vacancy with David Holmes of Virginia. 
David Holmes arrived in Natchez on June 30, 1809. His

plan was to “cherish peace and good will among the people
and to secure a respect for the Authority of the law,” and, as
Haynes observed, “to an amazing extent, he was
successful.” Holmes came at a good time. The old
factionalism and bickering was dying down as some of the
more hot tempered combatants either died or retired from
the public scene. In addition, the sections to the east and
north were growing fast. This backwoods growth was a
threat to Natchez dominance, so the old squabbles had to be
put aside.   
The old factionalism was also being overshadowed by

international affairs, especially the Napoleonic wars that
would soon lead to the War of 1812 in North America. The
British, hoping to keep America tied up at home and thus
unable to ship goods to France, fomented trouble with
tribes all along the western frontier. Also, showing neither
respect for nor fear of America, Britain “impressed” as
many as 10,000 American sailors captured on the high seas
to serve in the Royal Navy. Those practices insulted and
infuriated Mississippians, most of whom were transplanted
from the Atlantic states, and led to protests and calls for war
against the old enemy Britain. And, in fact, Congress
declared war in June 1812. 
Britain was not, however, the only European nation with

whom Mississippi had a problem during the Holmes
administration. The settlers along the Florida border were
increasingly irritated by their neighbor to the south. The
new United States was dynamic and growing, while
Spanish Florida was stagnant. There was land for the taking
down there, not to mention free access to Mobile if the
Spanish were removed. However, the administration in
Washington was content to move slowly in taking Florida,
thinking that the Spanish colony would collapse on its own.  
While the government in Washington did not want to

directly confront Spain, it did send out signals that it would
not stand in the way if the locals decided to act. The
administration even sent a delegation to Pensacola to ask
the Spanish governor to arrange a peaceful surrender. But
the Americans in and near Spanish West Florida had waited
long enough. They struck in September 1810, when they
took over the weakly-defended Spanish fort at Baton
Rouge. On September 25, 1810, the people who lived

PRESIDENT JAMES MADISON
“Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of America in
Congress assembled, that the inhabitants of the
western part of the Mississippi territory be, and they
hereby are, authorised to form for themselves a
constitution and state government, and to assume
such name as they shall deem proper; and the said
state, when formed, shall be admitted into the Union
upon the same footing with the original states, in all
respects whatever.”– Enabling Act signed on March 1,
1817, by President James Madison, fourth president
of the United States
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between the Mississippi River and the Pearl declared their
land to be the independent Republic of West Florida and
hoisted their new flag, a blue banner with a single white star
in the center.      
The Americans in the present day Mississippi boot heel

were not part of the new republic, but unlike the rest of the
piney woods, they at least had some prospects for future
success. Everyone knew that Florida (at least to the Perdido
River) was destined to be incorporated soon into the United
States, probably into the prosperous Orleans territory of
Louisiana. But Washington County, that huge area north of
the boot heel, had no such immediate hopes. Its people,
scattered pioneer farmers, were thinly spread and
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PRESIDENT JAMES MONROE
President James Monroe, fifth president of the United
States, served in the White House from 1817 to 1825.
President Monroe signed the resolution of admission for
Mississippi to become the nation’s twentieth state on
December 10, 1817.
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DAVID HOLMES
David Holmes, initially a congressman from Virginia, was
the fourth governor of Mississippi Territory and first
governor for the state of Mississippi. He serviced as
governor from 1817 to 1820 and then became a U.S.
Senator until 1825. Current day Holmes County is named
for David Holmes.

Kemper, an adventurer from Pinckneyville in Wilkinson
County, went to Mobile in late 1810 and organized a
coalition to forcibly take over the eastern half of West
Florida, the boot heel that was still in Spanish hands. This
attempt was thwarted by the federal government, still
seeking to avoid war with Spain. 
The movement of Mississippians to expel Spain came to

a head when the United States declared war on Great
Britain in June 1812. President Madison sent troops
“ostensibly to defend the southwest against possible British
invasion but actually to invade Florida.” Congress would
not allow an invasion of the peninsula to the east, but did
approve the occupation of then territory west of the
Perdido, claiming that it had come with the Louisiana
Purchase. This was accomplished when General James
Wilkinson and his regular United States army troops took
Mobile, now deserted by the Spanish, without firing a shot
on April 15, 1813. 
While the attention of the territorial authorities had

been focused on the acquisition of Florida, a storm was
brewing in the northern section. There were reported
signs of extreme agitation among the Native Americans,
especially the Creeks of central and northern Alabama.
The veracity of these reports was questionable, and they
were denied by the Native American agent, but the
settlers were on guard against British intrigues, so many
people believed them. By 1813, even the unflappable
Governor Holmes was convinced that the Creeks,
“enticed by British promises and Spanish
assistance...were intent upon open warfare against eastern
settlers.” However, his military commander Flournoy
downplayed the danger and concentrated his forces in
Mobile anticipating a counter-attack by Spain.
The nervous settlers took matters into their own hands.

A group of settlers got wind of a visit in July 1813, by a
group of militant Creeks to Pensacola, and the rumor was
they were seeking Spanish arms. The settlers attacked
these Creeks at Burnt Corn Creek as the Native
Americans were returning home. The Creeks beat back
the attack and turned it into “a rout, forcing the
Americans to scatter.” 
In retaliation, the Creeks attacked Fort Mims in lower

Alabama on July 27, 1813, and slaughtered some 500
civilians who, terrified by tales of Creek hostilities, had
abandoned their scattered farms and taken refuge there.
The massacre sparked a full-fledged war between the
Creeks and the Americans, a war in which the Creeks
were pitted against the forces of the Tennessean Andrew
Jackson. The war became a series of battles that
culminated with the defeat of the Creeks at the Battle of
Horseshoe Bend (March 27, 1813). The Creeks were then
forced to cede half their lands (in the eastern part of the

unorganized. These backwoodsmen realized that Natchez
would always be the focus of territorial officials, and their
resentment was growing as was their sense of being a
distinct region.  
The insurgents who had taken West Florida had hoped

for an immediate annexation by the United States, and
when it was not forthcoming, they took things into their
own hands. First, they wanted to expand eastward. Reuben
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territory) to the United States in August, 1814. The
cession opened up so much land to white settlement that
the population of the Mississippi Territory would soon
take a decided turn to the east. 
The war with the Creek Nation had been going on

simultaneously with the War of 1812, and the defeat of the
Creeks occurred as the British were preparing for an
invasion of the United States from the Gulf of Mexico. The
English hoped to take Mobile and New Orleans with only a
small contingent of redcoats and heavy support from Native
American allies. But they did not strike fast enough.
Andrew Jackson had time to catch his breath and lead his
battle-tested soldiers to Mobile where he repulsed a British
attack on Fort Bower on Mobile Bay in September of 1814.
The Americans then drove British raiders out of Spanish
Pensacola, and from there Jackson began his march to New
Orleans where a British invasion from the Gulf was
expected. 
In addition to Jackson’s Tennessee volunteers, troops

aiding in the defense of New Orleans included Mississippi
militiamen, two battalions of free men of color from
Louisiana, and several hundred from the Choctaw tribe.
“While the participation of Mississippians was minimal, the
Dragoons commanded by Major Thomas Hinds were
involved both in the first skirmish of December 23…at
Villere Plantation and in the decisive battle on January 8. In
both cases, Hind’s Dragoons distinguished themselves,
earning the special accolades of General Jackson.” 
The Treaty of Ghent, which ended the war, had actually

been signed in the Netherlands on December 24, but word
had not reached New Orleans before the battle occurred.
The War of 1812 was inconclusive from a military
standpoint, but it did instill a sense of nationalism in the
Mississippi Territory that had not been present before. With
the re-establishment of peace and free trade, the territory
began to grow and prosper and soon the talk turned to
statehood.  And true to form, two factions immediately
sprang up.
“By 1816, the quest for admissions overshadowed all

other political differences. The one overriding consideration
since 1803 had been whether to seek unified admission or
to divide the territory before requesting statehood. Before
the War of 1812, the Tombigbee district was the principal
champion of separation; but after 1815, as population

growth of the eastern sector exceeded that of the west,
many easterners changed their minds. On the other hand,
the Natchez district had favored ‘indivisible’ admission
until the treaties (opening vast tracts of Creek lands)…more
than doubled the land available for sale in the eastern half
of the territory,” and the westerners “began to have second
thoughts.” So as long as it appeared that Natchez would
remain dominant, the east wanted separation. Then, when
the population in the east exploded and overtook that of the
west, Natchez became the advocate of a split. 
There was also a question among the propertied class

that statehood was premature because the overall
population and tax base was still too small to support the
functions of government. “The wealthy few especially
feared that a high rate of taxation would result from
statehood, while others recognized that excessive taxes
would hardly stimulate immigration.” This tax argument
was rapidly blunted by an ever-growing influx of settlers.
By early 1816, “the free population of the territory was
approaching (the required) 60,000, and, with the war over,
there was no longer danger of a direct federal tax.” 
George Poindexter, who had served as territorial

representative to Congress, had tried to gain statehood in
1810, but the timing was not right. Then, in 1811, he
proposed that Mississippi be admitted with the boundaries
being “the southern half of the Mississippi Territory (south
of a line drawn due east from the south of the Yazoo River)
and the whole of West Florida (including the boot heels of
present-day Mississippi and Alabama).” Poindexter hoped
to prevent annexation of West Florida by the Orleans
Territory; he also wanted to give the new state access to the
sea. His proposal also have resulted in a state with “more
than 60,000 free inhabitants required by the Northwest
Ordinance of 1787 and stipulated in the Articles of
Agreement with Georgia in 1802” under which Georgia
gave up all claims to land from the 31st parallel north to the
Tennessee line. This proposal “was stillborn,” but
Poindexter did gain Georgia’s consent—as had been
required in the 1802 Articles of Agreement—to divide their
former lands if Congress ever decided to do so. 
By 1815, Poindexter had retired from Congress and was

succeeded by Dr. William Lattimore, a physician from
Natchez. In February of that year, Lattimore introduced an
enabling act that authorized the residents to write a

There was also a question among the propertied class that statehood was 
premature because the overall population and tax base was still too small 
to support the functions of government. 
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constitution, a first step. Lattimore was hoping that this
would result in some type of consensus on the question of
division, but that did not happen. The citizens sent an
abundance of letters and “memorials” to Congress, but all
that emerged from this avalanche of paper was the message
that many westerners wanted a division. 
The East, however, pushed for a unified admission. A

territorial convention was called in October 1815, at the
home of John Ford at Sandy Hook in Marion County, on
the banks of the Pearl River. “Although this ‘Pearl River
Convention’ was composed of representatives from all
sections and from fifteen of the territory’s twenty counties,
the dominance of the eastern half was obvious in the action
it took. The convention dispatched the persuasive Judge
Toulmin to the nation’s capital to lay before congress its
petition for ‘indestructible’ admission. Although it
instructed Toulmin to ‘confer and cooperate’ with
Lattimore, cooperation between the two was impossible.

Lattimore resented this
attempt to meddle in his
affairs when he had tried to
be fair and follow the
wishes of the people. In
turn, Toulmin grew
progressively more
suspicious of Lattimore’s
intentions…”. 
Lattimore, a Natchez

man, ultimately came down
on the side of division.
Throughout 1817, both
sides walked the halls of
the national capitol

promoting their views. Ultimately the forces favoring a
division prevailed largely because, as Haynes wrote, “a
majority of the Senate, controlled as it was by Southerners
anxious to preserve their hold on the upper chamber,
preferred division which would eventually give the South
four senators instead of two.”  
There were also objections in Congress because the

proposed mega-state would have been twice the size of
Pennsylvania, much larger than existing states and far
greater than the norm. By way of contrast, “Indiana and
Illinois combined included 92,088 square miles as
compared to 97,641 square miles for the Mississippi
Territory. The population of the areas was approximately
the same.  Indiana and Illinois had a population of 36, 802
as compared to 40, 352 for the Southern district in 1810,
and in 1820 the comparable figures were 202,340 for the
Northwest and 203,349 for the Southwest.” 
Aside from considerations of size, there was also a

national policy “to admit to the union a slave state for every

The Mississippi
Territory comprised
fourteen counties,

with the five counties
along the Mississippi
containing almost
half the population.

free state. If the Southwest was not divided, the free states
would have an advantage in the United States Senate,” as
McLemore wrote in the Journal of Mississippi History.
Lattimore and the advocates of division thus prevailed, not
because of their persuasiveness, but because Congressional
policy called for it. On March 1, 1817, President Madison
signed an act that called for the admission as a state of the
western part of the territory as Mississippi and the
organization of the eastern half as the Alabama Territory. 
Even though defeated on the issue of undivided

admission, then easterners and their advocate Judge
Toulmin were not done yet. A dividing line still had to be
drawn, and that was to be done by separate legislation.
Toulmin contended, as noted in Mississippi Territorial
Papers “Petition to the Senate by Judge Harry Toulmin,”
that in order to even things up, he pushed for the Pearl

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY
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River to be the boundary. The Natchez-based westerners
favored the Tombigbee where it joined the Mobile River
(north of the present-day city) and then south to Mobile
Bay. (This would have put Mobile into present-day
Mississippi.)
When it did not appear that the boundary would be set as

far west as the Pearl, Toulmin then argued that “it would
certainly be the wish of the settlers on the Pascagoula and
its waters that they should be connected with the proposed

territory (of Alabama), instead of the proposed state
(Mississippi). All their habits of intercourse and business
are with the people of the Mobile and Tombigby, whilst
they are separated by a wilderness of from eighty to 130
miles in extent from the nearest settlements in the proposed
state,” included in the Toulmin petition. Specifically,
Toulmin argued for the inclusion of Wayne, Greene, and
Jackson counties in the eastern territory. Congress
eventually adopted a line that ran from the “mouth of Bear

CAPITOL LAYOUT
In 1821, Thomas Hinds, William Lattimore, and Peter Vandorn were chosen to locate a site on a navigable river
for a permanent capital near the center of the state. The commission decided on Le Fleur’s bluff on the Pearl
River. The legislature accepted the commission’s recommendation because it met all search criteria by having
good water and fertile soil, as well as being located on high ground near a navigable waterway. Shortly thereafter,
the planning began for the town of Jackson. The first state-owned capitol was built on the corner of Capitol
and President streets. The legislature first met in this two-story, 2,400-square-foot brick building in December
1822. Jackson’s status finally changed to capital city during the 1832 constitutional convention.
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Creek; thence by a direct line to the northwest corner of the
county of Washington; thence due south to the Gulf of
Mexico,” thus leaving Mobile in Alabama.  
The territorial surveys of the day were in need of

refinement and were constantly being tweaked. Therefore,
Congress noted that this eastern boundary as described may
need some adjustment if it was found that it “encroached on
the counties of Wayne, etc. in Mississippi.” (The territorial
legislature had already created the counties of Wayne
(1809), Greene (1811), and Jackson (1812), and Congress
thus chose to respect their boundaries.) There was much
grumbling among the westerners about the loss of Mobile,
and the easterners resented the admission of a less-populous
Mississippi as a state while Alabama remained a territory,
but that line was adopted. 
The newly-minted Mississippians went right to work and

forty-eight delegates to a constitutional convention were
elected in June. The
convention was held in July
and August. The
Mississippi Territory
comprised fourteen
counties, with the five
counties along the
Mississippi containing
almost half the population.
These five teamed up with
the adjoining counties of
Franklin and Amite to write
a document that “reflected
their political views and
protected their economic
interests.” Even the
delegates from the Piney

Woods (Lawrence, Marion, Wayne, Greene, and Jackson
counties) were landowners, so the moneyed interests were
well represented.
The new constitution was adopted on August 17, 1817. It

called for a weak executive, no doubt because they
remembered the bitter feuds between Robert Williams and
Winthrop Sargent twenty years earlier. But the two-thirds
requirement to override a gubernatorial veto showed that
they wanted the governor to be more than a mere
figurehead. Similarly, experience made the delegates wary
of abuses of judicial power. During territorial days, at least
three attempts had been made to impeach judges, and when
Sargent first arrived, he had teamed up with two of the
territorial judges in adopting the hated “Sargent’s Code.” So
although judges were to be appointed by the legislature,
once appointed they would serve for a term of good
behavior or until they reached sixty-five. Again, there had
been some problems with “incompetent elderly judges.” 

With those restrictions on the executive and the
judiciary, the legislature was clearly the dominant branch,
so apportionment of representation became the central issue
of the convention. The residents of the Piney Woods
wanted the senate apportioned equally among the counties
with the house to be apportioned according to “free white
population.” The river counties tended to favor the counting
of slaves and a property qualification. This issue brought
proceedings to a halt until a compromised was reached. The
house of representatives was to be based on free white
population with each county guaranteed at least one seat.
The senate was to be based on “free white taxable
inhabitants.” So instead of calling for property ownership,
the basis became whether one was subject to taxation,
property owner or not. 
In September 1817, the voters elected David Holmes, the

popular territorial chief executive, as Mississippi’s first
governor. Duncan Stewart was chosen as lieutenant
governor, and George Poindexter was unopposed for U.S.
representative. The first senators were Walter Leake and
Thomas H. Williams. In early December, Congress
approved the state’s new constitution and passed a
resolution of admission. The document was presented to
President James Monroe in White House (which had only
months earlier been rebuilt following its burning by the
British in the War of 1812) and when he signed it on
December 10, 1817, Mississippi became the nation’s
twentieth state. 
And that is the circuitous story of how Mississippi was

formed, how the borders that give the state its distinctive
shape came to be. Based on La Salle’s exploration in 1682
and D’Iberville’s settlement in 1699, France claimed all of
present-day Mississippi. The French owned it until England
took it from them in 1763 after the French and Indian War.
The English then divided it in half, the south half being
British West Florida and the north half being declared
Native American lands. While England was tied up fighting
the American Revolution along the Atlantic, Spain (which
had gained Louisiana from France following the French
and Indian War) sent troops from New Orleans and plucked
this southern half from the British in 1779. Next, the United
States won the Revolutionary War in 1783 and claimed the
northern part of the state while Spain kept the south. 
A dozen years later, in 1795, in an attempt to avoid war

with America over free trade on the Mississippi River,
Spain gave the central part of present-day Mississippi
(above the thirty-first parallel) to the United States, but they
kept the boot heel. This central part was declared to be a
U.S. territory in 1798. The United States soon expanded the
territory with the addition of the northern half of present-
day Mississippi through the Georgia Cession of 1802. Then
the United States took the boot heel from a weakened Spain

All the cobbling
together of the

various tracts of land
created a huge
region that

comprised present-
day Mississippi and

present-day
Alabama, set back-
to-back as a single

territory. 
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during the War of 1812 and added it to the Mississippi
Territory as well. 
All the cobbling together of the various tracts of land

created a huge region that comprised present-day
Mississippi and present-day Alabama, set back-to-back as a
single territory. When the territory was divided into mirror-
image halves by Congress, the western side was deemed to
be the State of Mississippi and was admitted on December
10, 1817. The meandering tale of how Mississippi got its
shape thus came to an end. Or at least it almost came to an
end; there would be one final piece, one last addition,
which was tacked on well past the official date of
admission. 
The eastern boundary of Mississippi on the date of

admission, as mentioned earlier, ran south “from the
northwest point of Washington County (Alabama)” which
meant that not only did it leave Mobile in Alabama, it also
touched the waters of the Mississippi Sound “very close to
the east side of Pascagoula Bay.” (Robb, Encyclopedia of
Alabama) In other words, it left out the present-day cities of
Pascagoula and Moss Point along with a sliver of land
along the new state’s eastern line all the way up to the
northeast corner of Wayne County. 
There are conflicting reports on how being left out of the

new state was viewed by those living in this area. When
arguing over placement of the border line, Toulmin had
earlier stated with confidence that it “would certainly be
(their) wish” to be in the Mobile district, and Kynerd tells
us that “(s)ettlers along the Pascagoula River were…
displeased over being separated from Mobile.” But D.M.
Robb contends that these settlers “protested that this
vertical boundary placed them in the Alabama Territory,
separating them from families and businesses on the west
side of Pascagoula Bay.” (Encyclopedia of Alabama)
In any event, the reaction of the Mississippi Legislature

was immediate. They met on December 17, 1817, exactly
one week after Madison had signed the admission papers,
and protested the eastern boundary in a memorial they sent
to the U.S. Congress requesting a re-configuration of the
line. Among other complaints, the memorial bemoans the
eastern line as “divid(ing) some of the eastern counties, so
as to leave a part of the inhabitants on the Pascagoula
unconnected with any county, and destitute of the security
and benefits of either a territorial or a state government. It
destroys the equality, in the partition among the south
western states, of the seacoast acquired by the purchase of
Louisiana; thereby giving to the Territory of Alabama in the
left, and to the State of Louisiana on the right, the whole
extent of that sea coast…It moreover leaves this state
destitute of a sea port, whilst its two powerful neighbors,
Alabama and Louisiana, will possess almost the entire
seaboard from the eastern to the western boundary of

Louisiana” acquired under the Louisiana Purchase.
(Memorial, Dec. 17, 1817)
Evidently, Congress found Mississippi’s arguments

against splitting the eastern counties and leaving the new
state without a seaport to be compelling. Two years later,
Section Three of the “Act for the Admission of Alabama”
(the enabling act) passed by the U.S. Congress on March 2,
1819, contained the following correction: “That it shall be
the duty of the surveyor of the lands of the United States…
to run, and cut out the line of demarkation (sic) between the
state of Mississippi and the state to be formed of the
Alabama territory; and if…so much of said line…running
due south, from the north-west corner of Washington
county to the Gulf of Mexico, will encroach on the counties
of Wayne, Green, or Jackson, in said state of Mississippi,
then the same shall be so altered as to run in a direct line
from the north-west corner of Washington county to a point
on the Gulf of Mexico, ten miles east of the mouth of the
river Pascagoula.”
The surveyors then

determined that
Mississippi had indeed
been short changed, so
the line was shifted
eastward, and on
December 14, 1819,
“when Alabama was
admitted to the Union,
Congress reunited all the
Pascagoula settlers in
Mississippi by relocating
the bottom leg ‘to run
southeastward from the
northwest point of Washington County, to strike the Gulf at
a point ten miles east of the mouth of the Pascagoula
River.’” 
And so the present-day cities of Pascagoula, Moss Point,

and State Line were officially and belatedly annexed to
Mississippi. Also added were portions of Buckatunna,
Leakesville, and Lucedale. With these additions, two years
after official date of admission, the State of Mississippi
assumed its final form, the familiar, if somewhat unusual,
shape that we recognize today.  

Two years after
Mississippi’s official
date of admission, the
State assumed its final
form, the familiar, if
somewhat unusual,

shape that we
recognize today.  
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1  |  The Coast
       George
       Hancock
       Harrison
       Jackson
       Pearl River
       Stone
       
2  |  The Lower River
       Adams
       Amite
       Claiborne
       Franklin
       Jefferson
       Warren
       Wilkinson

3  |  The Piney Woods
       Covington
       Forrest
       Greene
       Jefferson Davis
       Jones
       Lamar
       Lawrence
       Lincoln
       Marion
       Perry 
       Pike
       Walthall
       Wayne

4  |  The Capital Area
       Copiah
       Hinds
       Madison
       Rankin
       Simpson
       Yazoo

5  |  East Central
       Clarke
       Jasper
       Kemper
       Lauderdale
       Leake
       Neshoba
       Newton
       Scott
       Smith

6  |  The Delta
       Bolivar
       Coahoma
       Humphreys
       Issaquena
       Leflore
       Quitman
       Sharkey
       Sunflower
       Tallhatchie
       Tunica
       Washington

7  |  The Clay Hills
       Attala
       Calhoun
       Carroll
       Chickasaw
       Choctaw
       Clay
       Grenada
       Holmes
       Lowndes
       Monroe
       Montgomery
       Noxubee
       Oktibbeha
       Webster
       Winston
       Yalobusha

8  |  The Northeast 
       Corner
       Alcorn
       Benton
       Itawamba
       Lee
       Pontotoc
       Prentiss
       Tippah
       Tishomingo
       Union

9  |  North
       DeSoto
       Lafayette
       Marshall
       Panola
       Tate
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COUNTIES
Hancock: Founded in 1812. County seat is Bay St. Louis.
Jackson: Founded in 1812. County seat is Pascagoula.
Harrison: Founded in 1841. County seat is Gulfport.

Pearl River: Founded in 1890. County seat is Poplarville.
George: Founded in 1910. County seat is Lucedale.

Stone: Founded in 1916. County seat is Wiggins.
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OLD SPANISH FORT 
THE OLD SPANISH FORT SITS ON THE SHORE OF KREBS LAKE NEAR PASCAGOULA. THE OLD SPANISH FORT IS
ALSO KNOWN AS THE OLD FRENCH FORT AND THE LAPOINTE-KREBS HOUSE. The LaPointe-Krebs House
is the oldest known building in Mississippi. It is a Mississippi Landmark and on the National Register
of Historic Places. The house originally had a barrier on the river frontage side. Between the walls is
eighteen inches of infill made from bousillage. Bousillage is a mixture of ground oyster shell, mud,
Spanish moss, and animal hair and is commonly found in French-speaking areas. The tabby plaster
was made of oyster shells, lime, sand, and water. Tabby plaster was exclusively a British and Spanish
design method. Therefore, the LaPointe-Krebs House integrates building techniques from the Euro-
pean nations of Spain, France, and England. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY, COOPER POSTCARD COLLECTION
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M
ississippi’s coastal region, a forty-three mile
swath of sandy soil and piney woods, was
the site of the state’s earliest European
settlement. In 1699, the French explorers

Pierre LeMoyne d’Iberville and his brother Jean-Baptiste
LeMoyne, Sieur de Bienville, were commissioned by King
Louis XIV of France to seek the mouth of the Mississippi
River and thus link trade routes from France’s colony in
Canada to the Gulf of Mexico. France also desired to check
English expansions and any additional Spanish
developments along the Gulf Coast by establishing
permanent French claims.
As a result, French presence on the Mississippi Coast

began in 1699 in present-day Jackson County with the
establishment of Fort Marpeaus on what is now the beach at
Ocean Springs. One of the earliest residential settlements
dates back to 1715 when Joseph Simon de LaPointe
received a land grant from King Louis XIV for a holding on
the Pascagoula River. Hugo Ernestus Krebs, La Pointe’s
son-in-law, inherited the land in 1751, after marrying Maria
Josephine Simon La Pointe in 1741. 
The exact location of La Pointe’s land grant is unclear,

although it was probably in the area of what had been called
the Old Spanish Fort for decades and is now officially
named the LaPointe-Krebs House. A 1768 map refers to the
area where they lived as the Krebs Plantation, a fort-like site
consisting of a two-story house, slave cabins, kitchen,
warehouse, milk house, forge, pigeon house, and wooden

palisades. The LaPointe-Krebs House, built in the 1750s,
today has the distinction of being not only the oldest
standing structure in the state but also the oldest between
the Appalachians and the Rockies.
The settlers around the Krebs Plantation began farming

and were self-sufficient. Though the land in that area is not
ideal for raising cotton, it was indeed planted and harvested
as a cash crop. An interesting development of this limited
cotton culture was the building of what may have been the
world’s first cotton gin. Although most attribute the
development of the cotton gin to Eli Whitney in 1793,
Hugo Krebs had fashioned a machine in 1772 that could gin
approximately eighty pounds of cotton daily. While his
machine did not reach national attention, local cotton
growers more than likely benefited greatly from it.
As early as 1720, the first recorded French ship

carpenters, Pierre Gautier and Laurent David, also appeared
on the passenger list of La Gironde, a ship from France
sailing to the Pascagoula River area and land owned by
Antoine Chaumont and his wife, Catherine Barre. From
these colonial beginnings, Pascagoula developed into a
major shipbuilding community that is still engaged in
constructing ships today.
French rule ended in 1763 when the French lost all their

North America holdings as a result of losing the French and
Indian War. England took control of the Mississippi Coast
as the spoils of war and called it British West Florida. The
British period of rule was of short duration (1763-1780) and
ended after they were defeated by the newly formed United

SHIP ISLAND
Ship Island consists of two barrier islands off the Gulf Coast of Mississippi. East Ship Island and West Ship Island are both
part of Gulf Islands National Seashore. In 1969, Hurricane Camille divided the island into two separate islands. Fort Massa-
chusetts was built from 1859 to 1866 and is located at West Ship Island. The island served as the only port between Mobile
Bay and the Mississippi River. It was used to dock ships carrying explorers, soldiers, and invaders. The following flags have
flown over Ship Island: Union, Confederate, Spanish, French, and British. Pierre Le Moyne d’Iberville, a French explorer, dis-
covered Ship Island on February 10, 1699. The island served as a headquarters when explorers discovered the mouth of the
Mississippi River. In 1862, the fort was renamed Fort Massachusetts in honor of the Union warship that took over the deserted
area. Construction of the fort was suspended in 1866, even though the fort was not completed. The entire island consists of
just under two square miles of land. 
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States in the American Revolution. However, the area that
would become Jackson County was not claimed by the
United States at that time, but rather by Spain, America’s ally
in the war. 
Spain ruled the Mississippi coast from 1779 to 1810. They

paid little attention to the region and kept it mainly as a site
for forts in Mobile and Pensacola, a staging area where the
Spanish navy could keep the gold-rich regions in Mexico and
Central America safe from attack from Britain or France.
During this brief time of Spanish dominion, the Mississippi
lands north of the 31 degree latitude line were organized into
a United States territory.  
The Mississippi Territory was established by the United

States on April 7, 1798. It was a vast stretch of land that
included the central portions of present-day Alabama and
Mississippi north of the Spanish holdings (the strip of
coastline below the Mississippi Territory from the Pearl River
eastward to the Mobile River). The dividing line between
Spanish holdings and Mississippi was the 31st parallel line,
so Spain held what is roughly the present-day counties of
Jackson, Harrison, Hancock, Stone, George, and Pearl River.
Spain wanted the region mainly for defensive purposes and
did little to encourage its growth. 
American settlers around Baton Rouge west of the Pearl

River rose up against the Spanish government in 1810. These
settlers were Americans and had little use for their Spanish
rulers. They lead a successful revolt and formed the Republic
of West Florida with the Lone Star Flag as their official
banner. The Pascagoula region east of the Pearl River joined
the movement. The western half of the new republic soon

went to Louisiana while the eastern half (today’s
Mississippi and Alabama coasts) was annexed into the
Mississippi Territory. 
Governor William C. C. Claiborne of Louisiana created

the Parish of Biloxi and the Parish of Pascagoula out of the
area from the Pearl River to Bayou LaBatre that lay south
of the 31 degree latitude. The Biloxi River was the midpoint
in this wide region. All land west of it was the Parish of
Biloxi, and all territory east of it was Pascagoula Parish.
Claiborne then sent Dr. William Flood to secure allegiances
and raise the American flag in Bay St. Louis, Pass
Christian, and Pascagoula. 
Claiborne charged Flood with distributing the Mississippi

Territorial laws and copies of the territorial proclamation by
President James Madison that declared and affirmed the
Republic of West Florida to be a part of the Louisiana
Purchase, which had been finalized in 1803. Flood delivered
Simon Favre his commission as Justice of the Peace once
Claiborne appointed him to the position. Flood also
appointed parish officers. Once that was done, Flood hoisted
the American flag on January 9, 1811, in the Pass Christian
area and proceeded eastward to finalize his mission. 
After securing the loyalty of the coastal folks and raising

American flags, Flood returned to report his observations
about the region in his accounts to Governor Claiborne. He
wrote that in Biloxi Parish, the population was mostly
French and Creoles. He also prophetically mused that he
was most impressed with the natural beauty of the region
“and value of this coast. The high sandy lands, heavily
timbered with pines, and the lovely bays and rivers, from the

MISSISSIPPI CITY
Mississippi City was the original county seat in Harrison County and
was also one of the most important towns in the late 19th century. The
Louisville and Nashville Railroad (L&NRR) was constructed to connect
New Orleans, Louisiana, to Mobile, Alabama, and Mississippi City was
located on the railroad. The population of Mississippi City continued
to grow and attract visitors to the beach in the Mississippi Sound. The
town also had schools, hotels, churches, and more. The Mississippi
legislature began to consider locations for a state university in 1841.
The final ballots listed Mississippi City and Oxford as choices for the
college. The vote was 58 to 57 and Oxford was selected as the site for
the University of Mississippi. On February 7, 1882, the bareknuckle
fight for the heavyweight championship was in Mississippi City.  In the
ninth round, John L. Sullivan knocked out Patrick “Paddy” Ryan in front
of the Barnes Hotel.  After the Civil War in 1888, Jefferson Davis gave
a speech in Mississippi City where he asked for all citizens to become
unified. Although Mississippi City has a rich history, it never was able
to attain city status. In 1965, it was overtaken by the city of Gulfport. 
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Pearl River to Mobile, will furnish New Orleans with a rich
commerce, and with a delightful summer resort.” Until this
coastal region became a clear holding of the United States,
however, Flood’s farsighted observations could not be realized.

Territorial Organization 
The addition of the boot heel to the Mississippi Territory

was finalized on April 12, 1812, when President Madison
signed the official document creating the state of Louisiana.
This ended any boundary questions between Louisiana and
Mississippi. It also halted the issuance of Spanish land grants
that had continued during this interim time. By September of
that same year, the United States government replaced the
designations of Biloxi and Pascagoula parishes with the name
Mobile County for the entire area. On December 14, the
Mississippi Territorial legislature then subdivided Mobile
County into three smaller counties—Hancock County from
the Pearl River to the Biloxi Bay; Jackson County from
Biloxi Bay to land just east of the Pascagoula River; and
Mobile County from the eastern boundary of Jackson County
to the Perdido River, which included the city of Mobile and
Mobile Bay (which later became part of Alabama).
This annexation of the Mississippi Coast came at a time of

national crisis, and the newly minted counties of Jackson and
Hancock immediately found themselves in the eye of an
international storm. When this region became Hancock
County in 1812, people were forced to push farther inland
away from the Pearl River or settle in some of the budding
coastal communities for land acquisitions. Chevalier
Dedeaux, Charles Ladner, and John Saucier were a few of the
first settlers in the region. On June 18, 1812, the United
States declared war on Great Britain, a conflict that would
dominate the next two years. While most of the engagements
in the war were in the northeastern United States, action in
the newly acquired Mississippi coastal territory proved
pivotal to the war effort. But in addition to a war with
England, the coastal residents were called on for another,
more immediate fight.
With the aid of the Spanish and British, and with

incitement from Tecumseh and Native American brothers
from the Great Lakes region, the Creeks and some Choctaws
began attacking settlements on the Pearl and the Pascagoula

Rivers in the summer of 1812. In the Hancock County area,
Governor William C. C. Claiborne of the Orleans Territory
again pressed Simon Favre into service. Claiborne asked
him to investigate the Native American situation. Governor
David Holmes of the Mississippi Territory did not know
about Claiborne’s actions in assigning Favre this
monumental task. Regardless of the miscommunication,
Favre quelled the Native American hostilities in the region
through negotiations.
Unfortunately, north of the coast things were not so

quickly calmed. Settlers from a vast area of present day
central Alabama became fearful of the Creeks who
reportedly were on the warpath. Tensions ran high, and a
group of white settlers attacked a band of Creeks who had
gone to Pensacola and were returning home. Rumors spread
that the Spanish in Pensacola were arming these Creeks for
attack, and the anxious settlers decided to strike first. The
Creeks repelled this attack, but they wanted revenge.
Hundreds of settlers had abandoned their farms to seek
shelter in Fort Mims near present-day Bay Minette. The
Creeks attacked and overwhelmed the fort. They killed
hundreds of men, women, and children. 
Coast units of militiamen, frightened by the massacre,

united with other Mississippians from north of the 31
degree latitude line in efforts to keep the Creeks from
gaining ground on the frontier in present-day Alabama, then
part of the Mississippi Territory. Colonels George H. Nixon
and John Bond of the Pearl River region joined forces with
Lieutenant Colonel Sterling Dupree of the Pascagoula River
area and volunteered to join with the combined Mississippi
Territorial and the Tennessee militia under command of
General Andrew Jackson to subdue the Creek uprising.  
Organizing under the new Mississippi Territory laws,

Jackson County volunteers signed up, organized, and elected
officers. Governor Holmes placed Colonel Ferdinand Leigh
Claiborne in command of this regiment. According to the
Mississippi Territorial laws, each volunteer had to provide “a
good firelock of some kind, a cartridge box, a shot pouch
containing two spare flints and ten pounds of powder and
ball, unless he takes the pauper’s oath.”  
Claiborne and his 17th Regiment saw action by

December 1813. He attacked the Creeks at Fort
Econachaca, or the Holy Ground, located on the Alabama
River. With about 1,000 soldiers and 150 Choctaw warriors

The Mississippi Territory was established by the United States on April 7, 1798. It was a vast
stretch of land that included the central portions of present-day Alabama and Mississippi
north of the Spanish holdings (the strip of coastline below the Mississippi Territory from the
Pearl River eastward to the Mobile River). 
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under Chief Pushmataha, Claiborne launched his attack and
routed the Creeks. He then swung his army into action,
attacking all other Native American villages or farms in the
surrounding area. He destroyed the holdings of the Creeks,
and in doing so, “proved that volunteers, even without
shoes, clothing, blankets, or provisions,” would serve their
country well. Claiborne’s actions helped prepare General
Andrew Jackson’s victory against the Creeks at the Battle of
Horseshoe Bend in March 1814. Hancock County
militiamen marched with him in this endeavor. 
When the Creeks were defeated, Jackson turned his

attention to the British who had established a military
presence in Spanish-held Pensacola. The American
volunteers captured this outpost with little problem. Jackson
then learned through intelligence reports that a flotilla of
British warships were sailing through the Gulf of Mexico on
their way to New Orleans, skirting the Gulf Coast. Soon the
news spread that the British were planning an invasion

along the Gulf Coast and
then New Orleans, and
Jackson wheeled his troops
westward to thwart any
such attempts.
Hancock County found

itself in the thick of the
campaign to stop this British
attack on New Orleans.
Jackson’s men created a
large earthwork in 1814 at
the mouth of the Pearl River
to stop any Redcoat advance
up the waterway.
Simultaneously, Governor

Holmes moved about 1,000 territorial militiamen to Pass
Christian. The British positioned their invasion fleet of forty-
five warships and approximately seventy other vessels in the
Mississippi Sound, and Hancock Countians braced for attack
from this massive fleet gathering in their waters.
The British anchored in the natural deepwater port south

of Ship Island and fanned out looking for supplies to feed
the thousands of men they brought. Juan de Cuevas lived on
Cat Island, twelve miles offshore of Mississippi. Cuevas
tended large herds of cattle on the island. When the invading
army attempted to confiscate some of these cows for
provisions, Cuevas engaged them in an altercation, killing
two and receiving a wound himself. He refused to divulge to
the English the most efficient water route to New Orleans,
where the British planned to begin their invasion. As a
result, he delayed the British force and became known as
the Hero of Cat Island.
Americans feared a landing in the Bay St. Louis area by

the British. United States Sailing Master William Johnson,

commander of the Seahorse, a small schooner, was ordered to
defend the site, along with four other United States gunboats.
Johnson’s vessel had fourteen men and a six-pound cannon
aboard it. The British sent seven boats to stop the Seahorse.
Coordinating with two six-pound cannons from shore,
Johnson continued the counterattack against a superior force
for thirty minutes and then blew up his own ship when it
became obvious there could be no American win. 
Eventually, the small American force in Bay St. Louis

and a larger force of Americans near Louisiana had to
surrender to the overwhelming number of British. However,
the Battle of Bay St. Louis was the last naval engagement of
the War of 1812, and more important, it delayed the British
long enough for Andrew Jackson to build, fortify, and await
the British expeditionary force in New Orleans. The
American forces were given enough time to prepare
adequately, and on January 8, 1815, Andrew Jackson won
the day. It was later learned that this famous battle was
actually fought after the war had ended. The Treaty of
Ghent had been signed in Belgium on December 24, 1814,
fifteen days earlier, but this was unknown to both American
and British forces at the time of battle.
The Jackson County volunteers had experienced

extreme hardships on their Creek campaign—starvation,
lack of other supplies including powder, shot, and clothing,
and loss of many horses. The men walked hundreds of
miles, and when they mustered out, they were not paid.
While some 6,000 Mississippians took part in the War of
1812, one source lists sixty-six men from Jackson County
who saw further action beyond the Creeks engagement with
General Jackson in Pensacola, Florida (November 7–9,
1814), and New Orleans (January 8, 1815). When the War
of 1812 ended on December 24, 1814, however, citizens in
the northern area of Jackson County could rest easy, as
Native American hostilities had been quelled. 

Statehood and Increased Settlement
In 1814, the tax rolls of Jackson County listed 110 heads

of household and 214 slaves. The total in taxes collected that
year was $171.72. Citizens in the Leaf River area around
present-day McLain also created a post office at that time
that became the county seat and the home of Thomas Bilbo.    
By 1816, Hancock County had an estimated population

of 1,000. Of that number, 666 were white and 334 were
African American. Center was still the county seat and had
a post office, a log building that served as the courthouse, a
jail, a hotel, and a barroom.  The town also had a few homes
and stores. Freeman Jones, from Georgia, was a then-
resident who had helped build the jail, an eight-foot pit in
the ground lined with logs and accessible only by ladder.

Hancock County
found itself in the

thick of the campaign
to stop this British
attack  on New

Orleans. 
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In the five-year period after the creation of Jackson and
Hancock Counties and before Mississippi became a state on
December 10, 1817, citizens in both counties and across the
territory debated the issue of statehood and its subsequent
boundaries. The Mississippi Territory was at the time
separated into two camps regarding the division of it to create
a state. Mississippians who lived in the western portion with
Natchez as its nucleus, wished to divide the large territory.
However, people living in the eastern portion around the
Tombigbee River and the city of Mobile did not want to split
the territory and went so far as to call a convention at the
home of John Ford in Marion County to plot strategy to have
the entire territory admitted as a single unit. 
Ultimately, the question of division was decided based on

factors that had nothing to do with the wishes of the
inhabitants of the territory. Congress did not want to admit a
region so large in size, since the new state would be larger than
any other at the time. Further, in order to maintain a balance in
Congress between slave-holding and free states at the time,
there would need to be two slaveholding states admitted.
The Mississippi Territory was therefore to be split. On

March 4, 1817, President James Madison signed the Enabling
Act that launched the Mississippi Territory on its way to
statehood, divided along its present-day boundary between it
and Alabama. On December 10, 1817, the United States
welcomed Mississippi as the twentieth state in the Union.  
Jackson County lost approximately ten miles when the

dividing line between Alabama and Mississippi established
these separate states. To compensate for this loss, the land
east of the Biloxi River and Bay that was once a part of
Hancock County then became a part of Jackson County. This
today includes the city of Ocean Springs.
Once statehood became official, Jackson County moved

forward in development. Brewer’s Bluff remained the county
seat, and by 1819, a jail existed there. Improved navigation
on the Pascagoula, Leaf, and Chickasawhay Rivers was a
priority early in the county, as those rivers became the
lifeblood of trade, and $3,000 was raised for clearing the
rivers. This enabled planters like John McRae of Wayne
County to ship cotton down the Pascagoula on barges. As a
result of the increased accessibility on the Pascagoula River,
McRae established a cotton depot on it in 1819.
When Mississippi became a state in 1817, Hancock

County already had a school called Shieldsboro Academy, a
coeducational facility. The town of Shieldsboro was
incorporated the following year. George N. Nixon settled in
the area north of Shieldsboro that would later be called
Pearlington. Nixon is often credited with establishing that
city and served as its first mayor. Even though Pearlington
did not develop into the commercial center its townspeople
desired, the community maintained trade connections with
New Orleans in timber and cotton. 

Soon, the town of Center became inconvenient as a
county seat for the citizens of Hancock County. In 1825,
therefore, the Mississippi legislature passed an act
stipulating that court sessions would be held in Shieldsboro
alternately with Pearlington, both of which were more easily
accessed by water travel than journeying to Center over
land. Center was no longer the county seat and would
eventually fade away. 
During this same time, more Native American lands north

of the coast were being opened for white settlement. With
this increase in land opportunities upstream, Pearlington and
Gainesville enjoyed increased activity as river towns. They
both had cotton gins to process cotton by separating its fibers
from the numerous seeds in each boll. These two towns in
Hancock County became shipping centers on the Pearl River
as products and subsequent trade goods moved through them
and then traders hauled by wagon the merchandise to inland
communities in the county.  
Gainesville originated

when Dr. Andrew Gaines
arrived in the Hancock
County region in 1810 to
practice medicine. He
secured a land grant from
the Spanish at Pensacola
for about 500 acres with
9,000 feet on the Pearl
River. At that time, the
region was still under
Spanish control. Later, the
United States government
confirmed the grant, and
Gaines began selling off
sections, keeping the greatest part for himself. The developing
community soon became known as Gainesville.  
Bay St. Louis continued to develop as a resort town while

the hinterland of Hancock County offered lumber and
cotton-growing opportunities for settlers. By 1830, the
population was 1,920. Abundant natural resources continued
to attract people who moved into the region. Firewood,
timber, and naval stores all provided employment to many
of the people who settled in Hancock County. 
Because one community in the area had mostly log

homes, it became known as Logtown. Christian Koch, an
immigrant from Denmark, was one of the first men to settle
in this area. He was renowned in the community for his
knowledge of horticulture and animal husbandry. The
cultural mix of Hancock County as exemplified by Koch and
others is an important characteristic of the coastal regions.  
By 1820 Pascagoula saw its first school when Valentine

Delmas of New Orleans hired Frederick de St. Ferol as a
teacher. St. Ferol offered schooling to the students of the

Once statehood 
became official,
Jackson County 
moved forward in
development. 
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FRIENDSHIP OAK 
The Friendship Oak tree is located in Long Beach, Mississippi, on
the front lawn of the University of Southern Mississippi Gulf Coast
campus. Currently standing about fifty feet in height, the tree
has overlooked the Gulf of Mexico for over 500 years. The
diameter of the tree is five feet, nine inches, putting the
circumference of the tree at nineteen feet, nine and a half inches.
Many hurricanes have challenged the tree, including Hurricane
Katrina, but the Friendship Oak continues to stand strong.
According to legend, those who enter the shadows of the tree
will remain friends for life. With the spread of foliage at 155 feet,
the tree forms almost 16,000 feet of shelter, and the lateral roots
spread out 150 feet. 

PHOTOS BY GREG CAMPBELL
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area, and by 1827, John McRae’s three sons were attending
the school, as did W. C. Ramsay. Because of travel
distances, students often boarded with St. Ferol during the
school term. The following year, in 1828, a school also
opened at Ramsay Springs under “Mr. Donoho, an
Irishman.” By 1824, A. C. Ramsay taught at the school for
five years.
The Spanish granted Valentine Delmas a land grant of

approximately 418 acres along the Pascagoula River when
Spain controlled the Mississippi Gulf Coast. He arrived in
Jackson County around 1800 and shortly thereafter moved
his family to Round Island, one of a series of islands
offshore of the Mississippi Coast, to escape Native
Americans in the area. Round Island is about four miles
south of Pascagoula in the Mississippi Sound. When
Delmas finally settled in Pascagoula, he constructed with
slave labor his riverfront house in 1812 using timbers cut
north of Mobile and the bousillage technique used at the
LaPointe-Krebs house. Delmas and his wife, Marie
Josephine Krebs, had ten children. Delmas is credited with
being a founder of the city of Pascagoula. By 1940, his
house was no longer extant.
The 1820s heralded a time of growth, particularly in the

shipbuilding business in Jackson County. Records indicate
that during this time, boatbuilders in Pascagoula constructed
schooners such as the Sea Bird, and others such as the
Rising States and Bazalist. The captains and owners of these
schooners conducted trade through the port of Mobile
loaded with bales of cotton, shingles, lime, and tar on their
commercial endeavors. 
Also, in 1822, the northern row of townships in Jackson

County became part of Greene County. Jackson County
officials moved the county seat yet again to the home of
Moses Ward on Cedar Creek in an attempt to make it more
accessible for all after the boundary changes in Jackson
County. The county seat in 1859 became Americus. Later in
1870, the county seat would locate permanently at
Pascagoula. By the end of the 1820s, Pascagoula boasted a
post office with Lewis A. Frederic as its postmaster. The tax
roll indicated that the average acreage per household was
640 acres, and fifty families owned the 202 slaves recorded.
The population of the county in 1825 was 901, with 474
males and 427 females making up the residents. 
Livestock herding was a livelihood common in early

Jackson County. When the region was a territory, stock laws
stipulated that any horse, cattle, or other stock must have a

brand or an earmark unique to its owner. The owner had to
register these identification markers at the county
courthouse. Since Mississippi engaged in open range
practices until well into the 1970s, these livestock
registrations were most important.  An owner could not
move livestock in early Mississippi unless the brands were
recorded. In Jackson County, boat captains had to make lists
of marks or brands of any livestock being transported on
their boats. Because many people were moving into the
Jackson County region and Mississippi, this practice was
critical to establishing ownership when cattle and other
livestock roundups occurred.  
The piney woods of Jackson County, with its abundant

longleaf pine, not only provided a good timber source, but
they also created an ideal location for raising cattle. J. F. H.
Claiborne commented about the piney woods cattle in 1840.
Although he referred to Greene County in his descriptions,
his observations were applicable to any piney woods area,
including Jackson and Hancock counties. Claiborne stated,
“Many people here are herdsmen, owning large droves of
cattle, the surplus of which are annually driven to Mobile.
These cattle are permitted to run on the range or forest,
subsisting in summer on the luxuriant grass…and in winter
on green rushes or reeds…in every swamp hollow or
ravine.” He described how pens at different points
facilitated the twice-a-year roundup. Cattle represented
wealth to people in the piney woods.
The economies of Jackson and Hancock counties were

diverse in the antebellum period. Shipbuilding, tending
cattle, and lumbering were all part of the fabric of their
development, which would also be replayed in the future
coast counties of Harrison, Pearl River, Stone, and George.
The booms in shipbuilding and lumbering were significant
in antebellum years. After the Civil War, these two
industries exploded in coastal Mississippi.
In the 1820s, steamboat service along the Mississippi

Gulf Coast connected coastal towns more efficiently to New
Orleans and Mobile as well as to each other, thus heralding
growth. Steamboats plied the waters of the Gulf between
New Orleans and Mobile, stopping at all of the “Six
Sisters,” a string of towns and villages along the Mississippi
Gulf Coast that provided visitors with amenities and tourist
experiences. These towns were Bay St. Louis, Pass
Christian, Mississippi City, Biloxi, Ocean Springs, and
Pascagoula. People were dependent upon maritime trade
and transportation, and boatbuilding became an important

In the 1820s, steamboat service along the Mississippi Gulf Coast
connected coastal towns more efficiently to New Orleans and Mobile as
well as to each other, thus heralding growth.
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economic thread along the entire Gulf Coast. However,
Jackson County quickly established its reputation as the
center of boatbuilding in Mississippi.
Significant shipyards developed in the 1830s that secured

Jackson County’s place as a shipbuilding hub. The
shipbuilding operations that began in the state’s early
history established the boatbuilding trend for Jackson
County that has endured into the present day. The
population of the county at that time was 1,356 whites, 400
slaves, and thirty-eight “free colored residents.” The BeBee
Boat Yard on Bayou Cassotte began constructing ships early
in the 1830s. The boat yard originated in Maine but had
been relocated to Jackson County to capitalize on the
growing economy of the region and its strategic location
between Mobile and New Orleans. 
Another entrepreneur, Ebenezer Clark, established his

shipyard north of present-day Moss Point on the Pascagoula
River. Clark hailed from New York and also had businesses
in Mobile. Today the area where his home and shipyard
existed is known as Clark Bayou. Clark constructed flat-
bottomed schooners for the coastal trade and repaired all
types of ships at his yard. His journal lists some 200 vessels
either repaired or built at his business. In the twentieth
century, Ingalls’s Shipyards credited Clark with beginning the
master craftsmanship that still characterizes ships from the
Pascagoula region. However, it was Captain John Grant who
made steamboat travel more cost-effective along the coast.    
In 1827, Captain John Grant moved from Baltimore in

1840 and established a home in Pascagoula on what is now
Grant’s Lake. He came south because the United States
government hired him to dredge Mobile Bay after his
previous success at dredging the Baltimore harbor. While
operating in Mississippi, Alabama, and Louisiana, he
dredged a pass in 1839 between Mobile Bay and the
Mississippi Sound still called Grant’s Pass. He also dredged
the mouth of the Pascagoula River, supported the
construction of lighthouses between Mobile and New
Orleans, and served in the Mississippi House of
Representatives from 1842 to 1844. Grant cut transportation
time, made water travel safer, and saved money for
steamboat operators. 
With Grant’s improvements, steamboat travel became the

primary mode of travel because it became more efficient
and safe. Communities within the wide delta of the
Pascagoula River were often isolated because of travel
difficulties over unsafe waters, so the improvement and

opening of the maritime trade and transportation routes
were vital to the success of the region’s maritime economy.
Grant is buried in Grant’s Cemetery in Pascagoula.
In 1836, as a result of an increase in steamboat travel

between the anchor cities of Mobile and New Orleans,
officials erected a lighthouse on Round Island. Two years
later Pascagoula incorporated as a municipality, and
sawmills began opening along the Pascagoula River. Even
though the Panic of 1837 caused cotton prices to plummet
and the national economy to spiral downward, in Jackson
County it appeared to be business as usual as steamboats
brought visitors to the area and hauled merchandise from
the more interior reaches of the vast river system.  
Despite the drive to wealth and the improvements that

were making the coast counties more modern and diverse,
the area was still not far removed from its wild frontier
origins. In 1837, the James Copeland gang burned the
Jackson Courthouse in Americus. James, born on January
18, 1823, in northern Jackson County, was the son of Isom
Copeland and Rebecca Wells and began a life of crime
while still an adolescent. 
James Copeland associated at an early age with Gale H.

Wages, a known criminal, and these two men devised a plot
in 1837 to burn the Jackson County Courthouse, which
housed evidence against the young Copeland in the theft of
a pig. Copeland and Wages soon embarked on bolder and
more deadly crimes, and for years they terrorized the region
from Florida to Texas. Once they set fire to downtown
Mobile to divert attention so they could loot stores while the
townspeople fought to save the city from incineration.
When Copeland was finally captured, law officers hanged
him in Perry County, Mississippi, on October 30, 1857. 

The Growth of County Governments
With an influx of people as a result of improved

transportation coastwide, the first public school in Bay St.
Louis opened in 1831. Officials also erected a lighthouse in
Pass Christian to guide the boats now plying the waters
more frequently. In 1837, the Hancock County seat once
again relocated. Gainesville became the center of the county
government. With the Panic of 1837, however, some towns
were unable to thrive as their commerce dried up, unlike the
situation in Jackson County. The onetime county seat of
Center became an abandoned town as a result.  

Despite the drive to wealth and the improvements that were making the
Coast counties more modern and diverse, the region was still not far
removed from its wild frontier origins. 
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The selection of Gainesville as the county seat for
Hancock County did not satisfy all of the citizens of the
county. Those living in the eastern portion of the region
were not content with the prospect of yet another county
seat inaccessible to them. Early in the 1840s, advocacy
among those citizens began for a new county in the central
portion of the coastal region. As a result, on February 5,
1841, citizens in eastern Hancock County and western
Jackson County voted to create a new county from portions
of these two places. The area became Harrison County,
named after William Henry Harrison, the ninth president of
the United States. The new county ran from the Biloxi Bay
and River to the Bay of St. Louis and north to the 31st
parallel. These boundaries remained intact until June 5,
1916, when the citizens of the northern section of Harrison
County voted to become Stone County. 
Mississippi City became the county seat of Harrison

County in July 1841, and the new county government
issued bonds in order to secure finances. The money
collected from these bonds was to purchase necessary items
such as paper, books, seals, and a seal press for the county
clerk’s office. The first minutes of the Board of Supervisors
reflect a racial atmosphere typical in antebellum Southern
communities. Even though the coast of Mississippi did not
have an extensive plantation economy, whites in the region
often perceived enslaved people as a lurking threat. In 1842,
the Harrison County minutes outlined that “there shall be
established in the village of Biloxi, a night patrol, whose
duty it shall be to preserve the peace of said village, and to
arrest all free negroes and slaves who may be found out
after nine o’clock at night, without a written permit from his
or her master, mistress, or overseer, and to punish then as
the law directs.” 
Another issue addressed by the Harrison County Board

of Supervisors early in 1842 was the selling of liquor. Jacob
Elmer of Biloxi petitioned for a license to sell “vinous and
spirituous” liquor, and on April 11, the board approved his
application. Elmer was from Switzerland and immigrated to
Biloxi, where he lived for fifty-eight years. He maintained a
business in Biloxi and had a wharf that stretched into the
Gulf so that schooners and steamboats could dock and
unload their goods in deep waters. Most store owners had
such a wharf. Biloxians knew it as Elmer’s Wharf. Later,
officials in Biloxi honored the Elmer family by naming a
street after the family.
Harrison County in the 1840s and 1850s was already

becoming the “Riviera of the South.” During that time,
steamboats plied the Gulf waters connecting New Orleans
with Mobile. Pass Christian had already erected a
lighthouse in 1831 to guide ships safely ashore. Biloxi had
become a township in 1838. John Johnson McCaughan of
Yazoo County had built his beautiful home, Rosalie, on the

BEAUVOIR, THE JEFFERSON DAVIS 
HOME AND PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARY 
Located on the Mississippi Gulf Coast approximately halfway
between Gulfport and Biloxi, Beauvoir was built by Madison
County planter James Brown in the 1850s as a summer home
for his family. Brown strategically designed the building as a
raised cottage structure so that flood waters would flow
underneath the house, and with large, open windows to allow
cool breeze inside during hot weather, making it the ideal
summer getaway. The Brown family owned the home for
about twenty-five years until 1873, when Sarah Ellis Dorsey,
a famous and wealthy author from Natchez, purchased the
house and named it Beauvoir, meaning “beautiful view.”
Known for hosting fabulous parties, Dorsey resided at
Beauvoir until 1879, when its most famous owner, former
President of the Confederacy Jefferson Davis, took
possession for his retirement home. Davis lived there with his
wife, Varina Howell Davis, and their youngest daughter,
Winnie. Davis spent his final years at Beauvoir, frequently
entertaining guests and telling stories of his experiences
during the Civil War. Shortly after Jefferson Davis’s death in
1889, Varina and Winnie left Beauvoir for New York City.  In
1902, the Mississippi Division of the United Sons of
Confederate Veterans purchased Beauvoir from Varina and
transformed the property into a home for former
Confederate soldiers. Over a span of more than five decades,
thousands of soldiers and their families lived at Beauvoir. In
1941, operated by descendants of Confederate veterans with
help from the state, the main home was opened to the public
for tours.  Beauvoir has been considered an official museum
since 1956. The home has remained open to the public for
the majority of time since, even surviving devastating
hurricanes Camille in 1969 and Katrina in 2005, which
required significant repair and restoration to the home. The
Jefferson Davis Presidential Library, which houses many of
Davis’s personal books and writings and serves as a learning
and research center, was added in 1998. Today, Beauvoir, a
Mississippi and National Historic Landmark, strives to
preserve, promote, and educate patrons on the life and times
of Jefferson Davis and the life of the Confederate soldier.   

PHOTO COURTESY OF MARTY RATCLIFF/BEAUVOIR, THE JEFFERSON DAVIS HOME 
& PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARY 
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future site of the University of Southern Mississippi Gulf
Park Campus in Long Beach; Handsboro, named after
Miles and Loren Hand, boasted sawmills and brickyards.
Thus, prior to becoming an official county, the area had
earlier enjoyed a growing economy and a spate of
developing towns. 
The steamboats that chugged on the waters along the

Mississippi Gulf Coast originally made scheduled stops at
Shieldsboro (Bay St. Louis) in Hancock County and Pass
Christian in Harrison County. Shieldsboro on the Bay of St.
Louis once attracted Natchezians who journeyed down to
the town to partake of the cool summer breezes and enjoy
the local seafood. With expanded boat service, by the last
two decades of the antebellum era, many of the passengers
on boats such as the Creole, which ran seven days a week,
were New Orleanians who would day-trip to the Mississippi
Gulf Coast; others were more wealthy people from the
Crescent City who owned homes mostly in Pass Christian.
Regardless of their social status, they all enjoyed the
attractions of the “Six Sisters.”  
At other times, these tourist destinations supposedly

offered safe havens from yellow fever epidemics,
particularly for the citizens of New Orleans. They believed
the seacoast environment of coastal Mississippi was a
salubrious haven. The two worst epidemics in 1853 and
1878 forced many people from that city and other locales to
come to Harrison, Hancock, and Jackson County hotels,
making the owners happy to have a full house even in dire
times. However, fleeing New Orleanians often did not find
the safety they had hoped for, as they inadvertently spread
the disease. Medical science would not prove that mosquitos
carried the disease until 1905, so “Yellow Jack” was doubly
terrifying since no one knew where it came from.     
Establishments such as the Pass Christian Hotel in

Harrison County beckoned visitors with its delights as a
“watering place” in the 1840s and 1850s. Included in its
many attractions were horseback riding, billiards, fishing,
dancing, and bathing in the Gulf. The hotel also introduced
sailboat races in 1849 and was the site of the first organized
sailing group, the Southern Regatta Club, or as it is known
today, the Pass Christian Yacht Club. This sailing
association is the second oldest organization in the United
States (the New York Club is the first). It was leveled by
Hurricane Katrina in 2005, but it has been rebuilt, and it
now boasts a 10,000 square-foot clubhouse with a fifteen-
slip marina.  
By 1850, Mississippi City suffered a setback when the

state legislature by one vote bypassed it in favor of Oxford
to be the site of the proposed University of Mississippi.
Also, it did not develop into the port city that some had
envisioned for it since it was too far from the natural
deepwater harbor of Ship Island. Mississippi City did

BILOXI LIGHTHOUSE 
The Biloxi Lighthouse was completed in 1848 and operated
by civilians until 1939. The lighthouse was one of the first cast-
iron lighthouses in the South and, to this day, is a very
well-known landmark in Biloxi. The U.S. Coast Guard took
over operations in 1939. After being given to the city in 1968,
the lighthouse opened to the public for touring. The Biloxi
Lighthouse survived many storms, but Hurricane Katrina
overtook one third of the structure. The wind destroyed the
lighthouse’s windows and electrical system. The $400,000
restoration lasted fourteen months and was funded by FEMA
and MEMA. In March 2010, the lighthouse was reopened to
the public. 

PHOTO BY GREG CAMPBELL

develop tourist trade, however, and was the site of the
famous Tegarden Hotel. 
Dr. William Tegarden of Kentucky arrived on the

Mississippi Coast in the 1830s. He built a long pier out into
the Gulf so that steamboats could dock there and unload
tourists, and bathers could enjoy the waters from its
platforms. It was at this hotel that Jefferson Davis
recuperated after being wounded in the Mexican-American
War (1846–48) and where he also pledged to build an
Episcopalian church nearby. That promise became a reality
when he commissioned the construction of St. Mark’s
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Episcopalian Church west of the hotel. St. Mark’s survived
many storms over the years. In 1969, Hurricane Camille left
it an empty shell, and then Hurricane Elena severely
compromised its roof in 1985, but still it stood. However,
Hurricane Katrina on August 29, 2005, completely
destroyed the structure. Tegarden Road in Gulfport today is
all that remains of this once thriving “watering place.” 
Many immigrants from Ireland also found their way to

the Mississippi Coast as a result of the potato famine that
affected their country from 1845 to 1852. Families such as
the Cavanaughs, Fairleys, O’Briens, and Farrells settled in
the region and often found work in the sawmills. Calvin
Taylor opened a sawmill in Handsboro in 1852, and Henry
Leinhard had a lumber operation there in 1858. Originally
called Buena Vista, the name of this town changed in the
1850s to honor Miles and Sheldon Hand from New York
State. These brothers arrived in the region in 1846 to take
advantage of the opportunities there for business enterprise
development. They quickly established three sawmills, a

foundry, and a machine
shop. Handsboro is
located on Bayou
Bernard, a few miles
north of Mississippi City. 
Bayou Bernard is

named after a freedman
who operated a
blacksmith shop and
forge on the water’s
bank. It is a deepwater
location with depths of
twelve to twenty feet, so
it was ideal as an
industrial location.
Schooners and
steamboats could sail or

chug into the bayou and not run aground. The first schooner
on Bayou Bernard was the Luben, owned by Donald Mc-
Bean, who also had the first steamboat in the area, the
Fashion. Horse-drawn conveyances daily plodded up and
down Tegarden and Courthouse roads transporting people
and goods between Mississippi City on the Gulf and
Handsboro on the bayou.    
Handsboro was a manufacturing town with a foundry,

machine shops, numerous sawmills, and a multitude of
commercial businesses. At one time locals called it the
Antebellum Industrial Heart of the Gulf Coast because of its
many industrial complexes. Its foundries made many feet of
intricate grill and iron lacework for the city of New Orleans.
They also manufactured engines and boilers for the boat
trade. While the lumber industries waned in the late 1850s
because of dwindling local timber supplies, other businesses

grew and employed people who arrived to settle in the
town, attracted not only to its industrial opportunities but
also to its cultural offerings. The town had a newspaper
called the Reformer and associations such as the Polar Star
Masonic Lodge 154. The second floor of this wooden
structure remains today the Masonic Lodge meeting site
since 1852, while the building itself has served as the town
hall and various schools. With few renovations, the structure
still stands in the old Handsboro area on Pass Christian
Road, or Pass Road, as it is called today.    
Throughout the late antebellum period, Hancock,

Harrison, and Jackson counties relied on their natural
resources and “watering hole” or tourist destination status
for economic growth. Large herds of cattle roamed the
piney woods in the interiors of the counties, and the
harvesting of forest products depended upon the vast stands
of longleaf pine crossing the counties. Ten sawmills
operated in Hancock County by 1840 as a result of the
longleaf pine forest. 
Bay St. Louis had about sixty residences and a bustling

business district centered on Main Street and the beach
road. The Hancock County Masons also constructed Lodge
Number 147 in 1851, and two large hotels offered resort
activities to their guests. Steamboats regularly brought
visitors and provisions to the seaside town, and by the end
of the 1850s, the beach road was a brick-paved thoroughfare
bustling with activity. 
Two newspapers began publication in Hancock County,

both of them in Gainesville. The Gainesville Advocate began
in 1846 and the Pine Knot in 1850. Local news was now
available in the Pearl River region. One headline heralded
across the county was that the Gainesville courthouse burned
in 1853. Government activity then moved to Shieldsboro,
but Gainesville remained the county seat.   
One of the most productive sawmills in Hancock County

was the W. J. Poitevent enterprise. Poitevent was a
businessman who owned a plantation, a brickyard, and a
sawmill in Gainesville. In the beginning, his mill could
produce 5,000 board feet of lumber per day. He had twelve
laborers, and his monthly payroll was $300. In 1850 alone,
he reported that he made $223,000. Poitevent paid his
sawyers $45 per month, as it was the most important job in
the industry. The Poitevent and Favre Lumber Company
later named a new sawmill Big Jim because it could cut
200,000 board feet of lumber a day. Through the 1850s,
Poitevent and others such as Asa Hursey of Pearlington, D.
R. Wingate of Logtown, and W. M. Brown of Shieldsboro
harvested lumber in Hancock County.  
However, it was a slave named Usan Vaughn who made

the mill owners wealthy because he invented a wider tread
for the caralog wagons that were used to haul out the cut
trees. These two-wheeled carts often supported many

By 1850, Mississippi
City suffered a setback

when the state
legislature by one vote
bypassed it in favor of
Oxford to be the site 
of the proposed
University of
Mississippi.
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twenty-foot harvested trees that were two to four feet wide
and collectively weighed tons. Ox teams provided the
power to pull them. Vaughn, owned by Nezan Favre of
Pearlington, widened the original iron tread from a four-
inch width to upwards of ten inches so that the wagons
could more easily roll and not tip over with the weight of
the logs. This invention spread across the Piney Woods, and
Favre established a business selling them to mill owners. In
the early twentieth century, steam-powered tractors replaced
the ox teams and caralogs.  
The 1850s also witnessed Father Stanislaus Buteaux, a

member of the Brothers of the Sacred Heart, open St.
Stanislaus School. Father Buteaux also established St.
Joseph’s Academy and Our Lady of the Gulf Catholic
Church in Bay St. Louis. Today St. Stanislaus is an all-male
boarding and day school for grades seven through twelve. It
has 365 students with 67 percent boarding.    
The Mexican-American War affected the Mississippi

Coast, particularly Jackson County. The war began on April
25, 1846, when the United States desired to establish the
official border of the newly admitted state of Texas as the
Rio Grande River rather than the Nueces River claimed by
Mexico. As a result, Brigadier General Zachary Taylor
became the commander of all United States troops on the
Texas frontier. When the call went out for volunteers,
Mississippians answered. All in all, sixty-eight regiments
served from the state. From Jackson County, the Dauntless
Blues under the leadership of Captain Ellis Fairbanks and
the Jackson Grays under the direction of Captain George
Rogers mustered on June 10, 1846.
When the Mexican American War ended on February 2,

1848, Major General David E. Twiggs established Camp
Jefferson Davis in East Pascagoula. The purpose of the
camp was to reorganize the returning veterans from the
Mexican-American War, about 10,000 strong. The United
States government chose Pascagoula because New Orleans
was overcrowded and Twiggs was familiar with the region.
Approximately 3,000 troops passed through the various
facilities. Troops were from the 1st through the 5th Infantry
Regiments and the 2nd Dragoons Regiment.
Officials also established Camp Lawson in Pascagoula. It

was an installation to care for the returning wounded. By
June 1848, there were 1,800 troops there. Of that number,
ninety died over a six-month period. Two miles north,
Camp Corine housed the 2nd United States Dragoons and
their horses. The government abandoned the camp after
November 1848 when it completed all of the administrative

work. However, approximately 100 graves remained at
Greenwood Island, Camp Lawson. Since the 1970s, some
of those burials have been discovered because of natural
erosion. On Memorial Day 2010, the remains of six of the
soldiers were reinterred with full military honors in a
service at Biloxi National Cemetery. They arrived at the
National Cemetery on horse-drawn caissons with period-
like flags draping their caskets. The University of Southern
Mississippi’s Department of Anthropology and Sociology
in conjunction with the Jackson County Historical Society,
the Mississippi Department of Archives and History, Biloxi
National Cemetery, the Department of Veteran Affairs, the
Ocean Springs Veterans of Foreign Wars, and Coastal
Environments cooperated in this endeavor, preserving a
part of the shared history of Jackson County and the nation.

The Coast Prospers
After the Mexican-American War and throughout the

1850s, Hancock, Harrison, and Jackson counties developed
various industries, and communities grew in the region.
Steamboats were the major transportation modes, and their
routes resulted in small developments along rivers as the
steamboats provided a lifeline of trade and transportation.
Settlements along Bluff Creek and John’s Bayou dotted the
rivers’ edges in Jackson County. Settlers who lived in this
northern region of the county were mostly subsistence
farmers who also engaged in the production of charcoal,
naval stores, and harvested timber. 
Many early pioneers into the area also brought sheep.

The wool industry was important here until after World War
I. Schooners with shallow drafts worked their way up to an
outpost then called Bluff Creek. Trade with the locals was
lucrative. Many of these settlers arrived in Jackson County
from the Caro-linas as they sought land opportunities. The
ships then, laden with local products, would sail to New
Orleans or Mobile to sell the wares. 
This period gave birth to several communities that are

thriving today. Andrew W. Ramsay and Robert Adrian Van
Cleave operated a trading post on Paige Bayou in the 1870s
some ten miles inland in Jackson County. With the federal
government establishing a post office there, the name Van
Cleave became synonymous with the Jackson County
region. Vancleave today is a growing community with new
housing projects, businesses, and schools. Since Hurricane
Katrina, many coastal residents moved inland, and from

Many immigrants from Ireland also found their way to the Mississippi Coast as a result of
the potato famine that affected their country from 1845 to 1852. 
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2000 to 2010, Vancleave saw a 19.9 percent growth in
population. Today, there are approximately 6,000 people in
the community and the median household income is $50,734. 
The town of Gautier in Jackson County had

beginnings in 1800. James White arrived in the area and
settled, so prior to the arrival of Fernando U. Gautier, the
community was called White’s Point. The city established
economic footing in the lumber business. Fernando Upton
Gautier, founder of F. Gautier & Sons Lumber Company,
arrived on the West Pascagoula River in 1867. He and his
family were from New Orleans. He lived first on the
Tchoutacabouffa River in Biloxi, after leaving New
Orleans, where he met and married Theresa Fayard. After
the Civil War, he loaded his family and all of their
possessions on a barge and first poled down the
Tchoutacabouffa and then sailed over to the Pascagoula
River. Once he arrived there, he constructed a West
Indies–style home with deep galleries on all four sides on
the bank of the river. Sitting on 900 feet of river frontage,
the site at one time also had a sawmill on its property. The
riverfront location made transporting the harvested timber
to other ports an easier effort. Today the home is still in

use, and the site has more than 100 live oak trees, with
two of them approaching 200 years old.    
Another home in Gautier significant to the history of the

area is Twelve Oaks. Originally, Helen Moro, a free woman
of color, owned the property in 1817 because she had
received a Spanish land grant. She sold the holding to John
M. McRae in March 1825. The McRae family opened a
vacation resort called the McRae Hotel and kept it until
1850. Two years later when Edward Kingston Boyd owned
the hotel, it burned. Later, Henry Gautier purchased the
land and built his waterfront home, Twelve Oaks, in 1896.
Henry was the son of Fernando Gautier, who lived a short
distance from him on the West Pascagoula River. The father
and son operated F. Gautier & Sons Sawmill for more than
twenty-five years. This historic home still stands.  
Today, Gautier is a community of 18,544 citizens. Its

population increased by 58.8 percent from 2000, more than
likely as a result of Hurricane Katrina and increased
manufacturing. The populace is 85 percent urban and 11
percent rural, with a median family income of $40,228.
Employment reports indicate that 34 percent of the people
engage in manufacturing jobs, particularly in metal and

PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE MARITIME AND SEAFOOD MUSEUM AND EDMOND BOUDREAUX

DEER ISLAND HERMIT  
French immigrant Jean Guilhot and his family moved to Deer Island in the
1920s where he started a small oyster business. The sudden death of his wife
and a hurricane that destroyed his home left him alone on the island. Instead
of moving to the mainland or rebuilding his home, Guilhot lived in a small
shack and became known as the Deer Island Hermit. He was a peaceful man
with many friends, despite his reclusive lifestyle. Guilhot had a deal with a
local tour operator, as well. The man brought Guilhot groceries and in
exchange, the hermit was featured on the boat tours.   
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plastics, and 11 percent are in construction. These areas are
the two largest employers in the city. Mississippi Gulf Coast
Community College is in Gautier. The Gautier Public
School System supports four elementary schools and one
middle and one high school.  
Moss Point also traces its roots to the lumber industry. At

one time people in the territory called this area Mossey Pen
Point, as herdsmen gathered their cattle here. Later people
called it East Pascagoula. When a post office opened in
1867, Moss Point became the designated name of the
community. Citizens committed to education there when the
Live Oak Academy opened in the early 1860s. Currently,
Moss Point High School stands there. By the early 1900s,
Moss Point was the largest pine lumber export center in the
United States. It incorporated in 1901 to move on as an
“industrial city.” 
Twelve or more mills operated in the immediate region

around the city, and each mill had its own distinctive
whistle. When lumber came into a particular mill, the
whistle blew its distinctive call to let its laborers know that
work was available. Millponds dotted the area where rafts
of logs harvested from the interior of the county remained in
water storage. By 1895, Moss Point mills produced over
120 million feet of longleaf yellow heart pine lumber
annually. Mills such as the L. N. Dantzler Company
provided lumber to foreign markets around the world. In
1911, a paper mill came to Moss Point in order to use the
waste products from the large lumber enterprises. The Moss
Point Paper Mill and others operated until the early 2000s.  
Moss Point now counts 13,682 residents. The city lost

13.7 percent of its population since 2000, primarily
because of the floods and destruction wrought by
Hurricane Katrina in 2005 and the closing of paper mills.
Most citizens claim urban status, with 96 percent living
within the city limits. Racial makeup for Moss Point
today is 73.3 percent African American, 23.1 percent
white, and 2 percent Hispanic. Thirty-nine percent of
residents in the city work in manufacturing jobs. The
median family income is $34,044. 
The antebellum period in Hancock, Harrison, and

Jackson counties was a time of economic development,
shifting boundaries, military engagements, and travel
advancements. The counties were involved in
shipbuilding, cotton culture, and lumbering, as well as
other economic endeavors. However, the turbulent

politics of the 1850s centered on slavery moved the
United States toward war, and the three Mississippi
coastal counties would be drawn into the storm.  

The War Between the States
On January 9, 1861, Mississippi seceded from the

Union, the second state to do so. Mississippi joined South
Carolina in this movement, and eventually nine other states
followed. The Civil War that began on April 12, 1861,
would last four long grueling years. Coastal communities
that relied upon the lumber business would see mills shut
down and military operations hamper commerce of any
kind, and a federal blockade of southern ports ground any
maritime trade to a halt.  
Immediately after Mississippi seceded from the Union,

several military companies organized in Hancock County.
Volunteers assembled into the Shieldsboro Rifles,
Company H, on June 29, 1861. John V. Toulme was one of
two captains, Robert Eager the other. In Gainesville,
Company G formed on July 13. John B. Deason, a Mexican
War veteran, and Enoch E. McFadden were the two
captains, with Deason being elected colonel. Called the
Gainesville Volunteers, this company served in the Gulf
Coast Region and fought in the Vicksburg, Atlanta, Middle
Tennessee, and Carolina campaigns. The companies elected
officers at this time. These two companies were part of the
3rd Regiment, 3rd Brigade, and Army of Mississippi.
Brigadier General Charles G. Dahlgren commanded the
Third Regiment. 
Eastward in Harrison County, citizens in Handsboro

organized the Adams Rifles on May 20, 1861, under the
leadership of Fleming W. Adams. This was the 20th
Regiment of the Mississippi Infantry, Company E. The
conscription age ranged from sixteen to sixty, and on the
original roll call of this regiment, approximately 150 men
enlisted. Townswomen sewed their uniforms, making the
butternut-colored pants and short jacket for the volunteers.
They also wore a gray hat manipulated to look like a
tricornered cap. Marion Francis Baxter was more than
likely the youngest member of the regiment; he enlisted
when he was just fourteen years old. Baxter lived through
the Civil War and died in 1928 in Logtown, Mississippi, in
Hancock County. 

The antebellum period in Hancock, Harrison, and Jackson counties
was a time of economic development, shifting boundaries, military
engagements, and travel advancements. 
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CAT ISLAND, ORIGINALLY DISCOVERED IN
THE LATE 1600s BY THE FRENCH, IS THE
WESTERNMOST OF THE MISSISSIPPI GULF
COAST’S FOUR BARRIER ISLANDS. When
Spanish explorers arrived on the island in the late
1700s, they mistook raccoons for cats and named the
island Cat Island. The western half and southern tip
portions of the island became part of the Gulf Islands
National Seashore in 2002. Cat Island has a distinct “T-
shape” that was created by the crashing currents in the
Gulf of Mexico. Cat Island’s beaches are uniquely
covered with dense forests filled with pines and oaks.
The island is home to many alligators, birds and other
creatures. Hurricane Katrina destroyed the southern tip
of the island in 2005. In 2014, Secretary of State Delbert
Hosemann in conjunction with a British Petroleum
contractor, acquired approximately one-third of Cat
Island from the Boddie Family. In 2016, Secretary
Hosemann partnered with the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers and acquired 492 acres from British
Petroleum. The full cost of the transfer of the land to
the state of Mississippi was paid for by the federal
Mississippi Coastal Improvements Program,
administered by the Corps of Engineers. No State
funds were expended to purchase this acreage of Cat
Island and now, the state of Mississippi owns more than
718 acres of Cat Island. Conservation easements
protect these acquisitions in perpetuity and the
Department of Marine Resources oversees the day-to-
day maintenance of the property.  In addition, the
Secretary of State’s Office and the Department of the
Army entered into a Memorandum of Agreement for
Construction of the Mississippi Coastal Improvements
Barrier Island Restoration Plan, Cat Island Restoration.
Under this plan, expected to be complete in 2017, the
Corps of Engineers intends to renourish the eastern
beach of Cat Island with 2 million cubic yards of
dredged sand. 
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Other communities witnessed the same volunteerism as
demonstrated in Jackson County and in Handsboro as men
across the three coastal counties signed up for local
regiments. In Biloxi, a fishing village chartered as a town on
February 8, 1838, the population was sparse. Fewer than
1,000 people lived there. Biloxi is on a peninsula
surrounded by water on all sides except its western region.
For much of the antebellum period, it remained a sleepy
coastal town. On May 29, 1861, however, the men of the
town came together into the Third Mississippi Infantry,
Confederate States of America, Company E. They called
themselves the Biloxi Rifles. John D. Howard, John P.
Elmer, and Harry Knapp were the captains of the regiment.
William Davis was the drummer; other musicians were A.
Bordon (Bourdon), Herman Fink, Martin Green, John
Hahn, John Seymour, and Hipolite Stout. Approximately
160 men were in the initial organization.  
Jackson County volunteers answered the call to serve in

the Confederate armed forces when 210 men mustered into
the Live Oak Rifles, 3rd Regiment Infantry, Company A, in
the Ocean Springs region. In Pascagoula, volunteers formed
Twiggs Rifles, 27th Regiment Infantry, Company L, with
122 volunteers. This company saw action in over twenty-five
battles during the war. Major Abner C. Steed commanded a
200-man cavalry outfit organized in Jackson County, the 9th
Regiment Cavalry, Company A. Steed’s Company formed a
base camp in Hancock County and roved the entire
Mississippi Coast, engaging the Union soldiers and
protecting waterways into the backcountry. When the Civil
War ended, only seven men from the Live Oak Rifles
returned of the 210 who had volunteered. Twiggs Rifles
fared similarly when only twenty-five returned.
In 1862, another Gainesville company organized called

the Hancock Rebels. On March 8, 1862, its roll call listed D.
B. Seal as captain, and W. F. Seal as its lieutenant. This
company did not remain on the coast. It went to Corinth,
Mississippi. That same year New Orleans fell to the Union.
After that, the 3rd Regiment was no longer needed on the
coast. Between the blockade, with its Gulf headquarters on
Ship Island, and the fall of New Orleans, coastal Mississippi
was not a strategic area.  
Skirmishes between Union troops and citizens of

Harrison County occurred as early as December 1861 when
a gunpowder mill at Handsboro fell to the North. Biloxi
surrendered in early 1862. The lack of coastal land forces
and Confederate gunboats simply left the coast in an
unprotected position for the most part.
Pass Christian citizens also organized a company into the

3rd Mississippi Regiment called the Dahlgren Guards.
Brigadier General Charles Dahlgren of Natchez arrived in
Pass Christian to organize the 3rd Brigade, Army of
Mississippi. With numerous companies sending men,

Dahlgren divided the 3rd Brigade into the 3rd Mississippi
Regiment and the 7th Mississippi Regiment. The 3rd
Regiment had ten companies, and half of those were
Mississippi Gulf Coast groups—Company A, Live Oak
Rifles (Ocean Springs); Company E, Biloxi Rifles;
Company F, Shieldsboro Rifles (Bay St. Louis); Company
G, Gainesville Volunteers (Pearl River); and Company H,
Dahlgren Guards (Pass Christian). The captain of Company
H, Dahlgren Guards was Ashbel Green.  
Military engagements in Jackson County during the Civil

War were minimal because of the naval blockade and the
capture of New Orleans early in the conflict. The Coast did
not command a strategic presence after 1862; however,
Mobile did. Jackson County was included by the Union in
the perimeter of Mobile. Therefore, Ocean Springs
experienced a federal raid in 1862 when Union sailors from
the USS Hartford came ashore and confiscated guns,
newspapers, and letters from the United States Post Office.
John Eagan was the postmaster at that time. A larger
skirmish occurred in Pascagoula.
On April 9, 1863, Colonel Nathan Daniels, commanding

the 2nd Regiment Louisiana Infantry Native Guards,
attacked Pascagoula. The Native Guards was an African
American company of volunteers who were stationed on
Ship Island during this time, serving as sentries for Union
prisoners and construction workers at the Fort
Massachusetts military complex. They landed that April
morning in Pascagoula and seized the wharf and nearby
hotel and raised the American flag. Confederate defenders
quickly counterattacked and summoned reinforcements. By
that afternoon, the battle was over, with six Native Guard
soldiers dead and several wounded. Four had been killed by
a misplaced Union shell. Three Confederate troops received
wounds. The significance of this attack is that the 2nd
Regiment was the first African American unit on the Gulf
Frontier that organized and executed a battle.
In late 1864, the North raided the Pascagoula River

region and confiscated lumber, pillaged, and wreaked
havoc. Approximately 7,000 Union soldiers aimed to isolate
Mobile by destroying the Mobile & Ohio Railroad north of
that city. They were unsuccessful in the mission but left
behind destruction at points along the river region in
Jackson County.  
Civilians in Jackson County experienced the same

hardships as others along the Gulf Coast and across the South
because of military actions and blockade success. Sawmills
and other economic pursuits came to a virtual halt; local
trading was often the only viable option, and that often yielded
little results. Many along the Mississippi coast subsisted on
roots, parched corn, and fish while trying to survive.
Confederate Major Abner C. Steed organized the

Mounted Partisan Rangers with camps on the Wolf River in
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Harrison County after the 3rd Mississippi Regiment of Pass
Christian lost its flag to the Connecticut Infantry in a clash.
Later survivors of the Connecticut unit returned the flag to
Mississippi in 1885. Steed also established an outpost in
Hancock County on the Pearl River and continued to
operate a guerrilla warfare campaign against the Union,
whose ever-tightening blockade left citizens in “a state of
semi-starvation.”
The Union blockade began early in 1861 when United

States warships anchored off of southern coastlines. By
1862, the Mississippi Gulf Coast felt its effects. A squadron
of Northern blockade ships appeared in the Gulf of Mexico
and over time, effectively starved the people in the three
coastal counties. President Jefferson Davis of the
Confederate States ordered General David Twiggs of East
Pascagoula to command Department Number 1. This
division of the Gulf Coast region included Louisiana and
the coasts of Mississippi and Alabama. Twiggs believed that
control of Ship Island, twelve miles off the coast of Biloxi,
would guarantee success in fulfilling this order. He was in
an untenable situation, as mail and communication halted
with the ever-tightening blockade. He did not have adequate
resources and struggled to maintain control of Ship Island.
On September 16, 1861, Twiggs ordered Ship Island
abandoned. In October, he resigned his command of
Department Number 1. 
Ship Island and Fort Massachusetts were so close to

Hancock and Harrison counties they occupied much of the
concerns of the coastal companies throughout the Civil War.
The 3rd Regiment from Hancock County, approximately
800 men strong, saw some action in Kentucky but was
mostly needed on the coast. Camp Lovell in Shieldsboro
was where some of the men were stationed. Some were in
Camp Goode, another local encampment. During the Civil
War, these men offered small shipbuilding operations in
Hancock County some protection from Northern invasions. 
Civilians in Hancock County hunkered down as the

Civil War dragged on after 1862. The Union troops
stationed in the region often raided and confiscated cattle
and other goods and burned seized contraband lumber and
cotton. Horses in the region disappeared as both armies
needed them. Business came to a standstill along the Pearl
River and in Shieldsboro, although some blockade running
occurred through the back bayous and other more hidden
waterways. Union soldiers burned the courthouse at

Shieldsboro during a raid, but Father Henri Le Duc, the
local priest, saved the town from destruction when he
confronted the mostly Irish Catholic Northern soldiers. No
major battles occurred in Hancock County during the
Civil War, but many skirmishes and Union raids exacted a
toll on the citizens. Moreover, a generation of men was
lost in the war.

Rebuilding After the War
When the Civil War officially ended on April 9, 1865,

Coast citizens who returned home found despair and much
destruction. At the end of the conflict, only two of the
original sawmills along the coast were operational.
However, citizens soon began to engage in three proven
endeavors—trade, tourism, and lumbering, even if those
“watering places” that still existed were in a dilapidated
state and few sawmills were workable. Nevertheless, the
Mississippi Coast rebuilt on proven economic pursuits and
new economic opportunities.
In 1867, the Mississippi legislature outlined an election

to determine the county seat once again for Hancock
County. Bay St. Louis received the most votes, so it became
the county seat even though the courthouse had been
burned in the Civil War. It would not be until 1874 that
citizens in Hancock County built a new wooden courthouse
to replace the burned one. In 1911, the populace
constructed the newest courthouse. The Neoclassical
Revival–style two-story building cost $25,000 at that time,
but after Hurricane Katrina damaged it in 2005, it cost $4.8
million to renovate. Today the Hancock County Courthouse
is designated a Mississippi Landmark.   
By October 1867, steamboat service returned to the

Mississippi coastal counties. With this, lumber mills opened
again along with their satellite businesses, such as
turpentine distilleries. Even more tantalizing were the
rumblings that a railroad would arrive soon to connect
Mobile and New Orleans. With the Mississippi coastal
counties between these two cities, citizens waited for an
economic boom, as railroad construction required lumber
and other services.
Pleasure activities also resurfaced by 1867, as yachting on

the Bay of St. Louis resumed that year when the people of
the community raised money and organized a sailing event.

When the Civil War officially ended on April 9, 1865, Coast citizens who 
returned home found despair and much destruction. 



A race commenced on August 19, and by all accounts, it was
successful. By 1891, the Bay-Waveland Club held its first
regatta. In 1896, the Daily Herald reported that a new
clubhouse for racing was coming to Bay St. Louis to
accommodate the growing activity and to house the recently
established Bay Waveland Yacht Club. Through the early
twentieth century, reports abound about the Bay St. Louis
yachting races and the Bay Waveland Yacht Club. The Gulf
Yachting Association admitted the club in 1922. This sport is
a part of the defining characteristics of coastal Hancock
County. After Hurricane Katrina hit in 2005, members
constructed a new yacht club to replace the one destroyed in
the storm.
After the Civil War ended, sawmills in Hancock and

Jackson counties once again operated as railroad
construction became a reality and commenced along the
Mississippi Gulf Coast. Great quantities of lumber were
needed to construct the New Orleans, Mobile &
Chattanooga Railroad. Engineers and laborers completed it
in 1870, connecting all of the communities between New
Orleans and Mobile by rail. In Hancock County, twelve
sawmills near the mouth of the Pearl River and six other
enterprises near the Bay of St. Louis were operating in
1873, after contributing to the construction of the railroad.
The New Orleans, Mobile & Chattanooga Railroad drove
its golden spike on October 29, 1870, linking the coast by
rail service. In just five hours, a passenger could travel
between Mobile and New Orleans. This event doomed the
steamboats to obscurity and reopened regions like the
Pascagoula River area once again to sawmill production.  
The lumber boom in Jackson county lasted from 1870 to

approximately 1910. The three major enterprises were the
L. N. Dantzler Lumber Company in Moss Point, the J. S.
Dees sawmill at Jackson Creek, and the Fernandez Gautier
operation in West Pascagoula (Gautier). In the dredged
harbor at Pascagoula and through Grant’s Pass came ships
to haul the Jackson County lumber bound for Mexico,
Cuba, Puerto Rico, Sweden, Norway, and England. In the
1880s, the crosscut saw was introduced, making the
sawyers even more efficient. 
By 1889, Gautier produced 4,000 feet of lumber daily,

while Dantzler cut about 138,000 feet per day. In 1891, the
peak year of production saw 170 million board feet shipped
to foreign and domestic ports. The combined mills of
Pascagoula and Moss Point claimed the second largest
sawmill operations along the Gulf Coast. Sixteen mills
operated in the region, and the business continued into the
twentieth century. By 1906, Moss Point alone had fourteen
mills. New enterprises such as Farnsworth Lumber
Company and J. I. Dixon & Company opened. As a result
of this growth, Moss Point incorporated in 1901. By 1904,
Scranton and Pascagoula became one city, Pascagoula, and

BAILEY’S SCRATCHING POST 
Bailey’s Scratching Post is a four-by-four inch wooden post
located in Lucedale. This historical place has drawn in many
visitors and famous people, including Elvis Presley and
President Ronald Reagan.The eight-foot tall post stands on
the sidewalk close to the intersection of Main and Mill
Streets.  Today, it stands by a Chinese food restaurant, but
from 1937 to 1993, Bailey’s Scratching Post stood beside
the famous Coffee Pot Restaurant.
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SHOO-FLY 
In Biloxi, shoo-flies were often located at hotels, wrapped
around a large oak tree in the lawn facing the coast. Dating
back to the nineteenth century, a shoo-fly is a gazebo-like
wooden structure with a roof made of leaves built to provide
shade from the heat of the summer. These structures caught
cool breezes and turned away the biting flies. 
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had a combined population of 4,063. The “new” city listed
two banks, two newspapers, eighty-eight businesses, and
twenty professions in its ranks.  
By 1912, the area around Pascagoula Harbor saw

tremendous growth in freight coming into the port. Logs
accounted for 320,000 tons, lumber/timber for 412,380 tons,
crossties for 11,750 tons, and fish/oysters for 3,250 tons in
30,000 barrels. Additionally, rosin, turpentine, charcoal, and
hardwood processed through the port. For that year, a total
of 764,823 tons of products resulted in economic good
times for Jackson County, even after the Hurricane of 1906
destroyed 20 percent of the pine forests in the region. 
Lumbering operations in Harrison County, with mills

around Coalville, Saucier, and Lyman listing seven sawmills
by 1930, also suffered during the 1930s. Even though
wooden shipbuilding in the Biloxi area required a
tremendous increase in the harvesting of trees to meet
demand, the 1930s were the final years for this industry
because the longleaf pines became extinct as a result of
overharvesting. 
Until after World War II, which lasted from 1939 to

1945, when forestry management became a part of the
agricultural programs in the state, all that was left of the vast
stands of trees was cutover land. During the Depression, the
United States government established DeSoto National
Forest, which extended across ten counties in southern
Mississippi, including the lower six counties. The
Mississippi Forestry Association, created in 1938,
conducted extensive fire protection programs shortly after
its creation, and groups such as Camp P-77 of the Civilian
Conservation Corps (CCC) in George County saw service
as they helped clear and maintain the natural region. With
good management, a second generation of tree growth
resulted in the 1940s, and the cyclical planting/harvesting
continues today with sound conservation practices. 
During the post–World War II housing boom in the

1950s, the lumber industry witnessed a resurgence. When
the housing boom sank in the 2000s, the demand for lumber
did also—even though, in 2006, the lumber industry
brought in $17.4 billion to Mississippi and created 123,659
direct and indirect jobs for its citizens. New technology that
can mill tree-length logs and cut and delimb them all in one
action is helping to rebound the timber industry, as is the
increase in new construction in the housing industry. In
George County, wood pellet plants produce 500,000 tons of
pellets per year for shipment mainly to European markets,

and mechanized tree planters developed by the Illinois
Central Railroad Company replant saplings.   
In 1949, when pulpwood became a money-making

product, 122,899 tons of it went through the harbor in
Pascagoula. By that time, Pascagoula was also shipping out
coal, fuel oil, asphalt, and sulfur, creating a profitable
manufacturing region. By the 1960s, Standard Oil Refinery,
Mississippi Chemical Company, and Chevron were all
operating in the Bayou Cassotte Industrial Park, which the
Jackson County Board of Supervisors established in 1954.
Jackson County is often called “the most industrialized
county in the state.”
Between 1889 and 1920, logging companies that

harvested the trees, sawmills that processed the timber,
and businesses that manufactured naval stores took
advantage of the abundant longleaf pine in the region.
Towns in the upper portion of Jackson County such as
Benndale, Bexley, Eubanks, Lucedale, and Shipman all
witnessed the growth of their communities because of the
yellow pine. Lucedale had a post office by 1899 with
Frankie Banks its postmaster. Benndale’s first postmaster
was George D. McCormick in 1900. The town of Bexley
followed four years later, with J. G. Leatherbury serving
as its first postmaster.  
The community of Shipman received its first post office

in 1906; John T. Pringle served as postmaster. Companies
such as R. C. Luce and Sons, Farnsworth Lumber, Star
Lumber, and F. B. Merrill & Company all thrived for a
transitory time as they took advantage of the available trees.
Even as late as 1938, Kirklan Turpentine Company
produced barrels of turpentine distilled from pine resin. 
As a result of the growing enterprises and expanding

population of the northern Jackson County region, on March
16, 1910, officials conducted an election to decide whether
to create a new county from portions of both Jackson and
Greene counties. The results of the election were an
overwhelming victory in favor of establishing George
County—182 votes supporting the movement and only
sixteen voting against the proposal. The namesake of
George County was James Zachariah George (1826–1897),
a United States senator and state supreme court justice in
Mississippi. Mississippians called him the Great Commoner. 
Acting governor Luther Manship appointed the original

slate of George County officers. The sheriff was C. P.
Eubanks, while the chancery clerk was L. G. Sellers. A. E.
Dean became the circuit clerk and W. S. Cowart the county

After the Civil War ended, sawmills in Hancock and Jackson counties once again operated
as railroad construction became a reality and commenced along the Mississippi Gulf Coast. 
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town prior to the creation of George County. Luce was from
Grand Rapids, Michigan, and arrived in Mississippi in
1896. He was typical of other entrepreneurs who were
taking advantage of the fact that timber was the primary
building material of the time. Demand for it was high, and
Mississippi had thousands of board feet of pine waiting to
be harvested. Two other factors also dramatically shaped the
development of the lumber industry and the growth of
towns such as Lucedale. Railroads began laying tracks
across Mississippi at a rapid rate. Thus, the rail system
actually became the primary transporter of forest products
by 1878. Additionally, two technological improvements, the
band saw and the new dry kiln that reduced the moisture of
pine timber, pushed the business to expand further. By
1880, the lumber business was one of the first to recuperate
in this region after the Civil War and Reconstruction.
In 1910, when citizens formed the county, the population

of George County was 6,599. The sheriff’s department
developed that same year. Charles Posey Eubanks was the
first sheriff of George County, providing stability to the new
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treasurer. The tax assessor was W. A. Steed, while the
superintendent of education was W. A. Avery. Manship
chose three in the area to be the original George County
Board of Supervisors—J. B. Goff, C. F. Ward, and F. G.
McQuaggle. The George County Board of Supervisors
quickly convened on May 2, 1910, to establish the working
government of the county.  
Thomas R. James, a local attorney from Lucedale who

had advocated heavily for the creation of the new county,
became George County’s first attorney. Controversy,
however, swirled around James as accusations that he
might have given a bribe to then Senator Theodore G.
Bilbo of Poplarville to secure the passage of the bill
creating George County. Eventually, by December 14,
1910, local papers heralded that Judge W. A. Henry had
dropped the case. James continued as the county attorney,
but he remained in George County only two more years
before moving to Texas. 
Lucedale became the county seat, and it still is today.

Named after George N. Luce, this community was a lumber

BARQ’S  
Edward Barq, founder of Barq’s Root Beer, left his job as a sugar chemist and moved to Biloxi in 1897. Barq
created the Barq’s root beer recipe and opened Biloxi Artesian Bottling Works where he began bottling and
selling the soft drink in 1898. Today, the Coca-Cola company owns Barq’s Root Beer. 
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county and maintaining the state and local laws. For
example, on April 12, 1922, the Gulfport Daily Herald
reported that a record distillery had been “captured”
eighteen miles southeast of Lucedale. By all accounts, it
was the largest “cooking” apparatus for illegal alcohol con-
fiscated by law officials in the state up to that time.     
By March 1911, officials of George County hired Hull

Construction Company of Jackson to construct a
courthouse. The two-story redbrick courthouse with
imposing white columns is in the neoclassical style. The
cupola is distinctive in that it has a red roof. The courthouse
underwent renovations in 1974 and 1975 to stabilize and
modernize it for safer use. The citizens and county
government agencies of George County still use this
courthouse. It is recognized today for its historical and
architectural integrity and is a Mississippi Landmark.   
George County enjoyed a booming agricultural economy

as it grew. Local newspapers reported that land sold for $50
per acre in 1915 and that sweet potatoes were a blooming
crop. In fact, the local sweet potato cannery shipped out a
train-car load daily of processed sweet potatoes stacked to
the top of the car. The Illinois Central Gulf Railroad hauled
the products northward while the Mississippi Export
Railroad ran between Lucedale and Pascagoula, one of the
largest shipping ports along the Gulf of Mexico.  
During this same time, another agribusiness endeavor

began—the growing of ornamental plants, trees, and shrubs.
E. E. Bolen started the first nursery for ornamental plants in
George County in 1898, and by the early twentieth century,
businesses were flourishing. In order to better facilitate
transportation of the sometimes delicate plants, a road-
building effort began in George County. In 1916, bonds for
$90,000 were issued for R. R. Collins to construct good
roads in the county. The next year, a route from Lucedale to
Gulfport linked the two cities, and by 1922, the town
witnessed modern highways through its environs. Today,
Mississippi State Highways 26, 57, and 63 all run through
the county, as does U. S. Highway 98, connecting it to
points beyond Mississippi.
In 1914, the Luce Lumber Mill closed, as the supply of

longleaf pine began to dwindle because of overharvesting the
trees. In an effort to continue employment for the laborers
who had worked for him, Luce organized Luce Farms and
Luce Products, capitalizing on the cleared land and available
resources for agricultural investments. He employed those
who had worked for him in the timber industry. 
When the United States entered World War I on April

6, 1917, a local newspaper reported that on September 6
of that year, men in George County were signing up for
the war effort in droves and some were requesting
enlistment in the United States Cavalry. George County
was but one example of what was occurring across the

MAD POTTER 
George Edgar Ohr, a ceramic artist, was known as the
Mad Potter of Biloxi. He experimented with modern clay
designs from 1880 to 1910. Ohr’s designs were
revolutionary, but fit more into the abstract-expressionism
movement which did not happen until the 1940s. Ohr was
born in Biloxi on July 12, 1857, as the son of German
immigrants. He is considered to be an early leader of the
modernist movement, and his creations helped influence
twentieth and twenty-first century art. Ohr’s work was
rediscovered in the late 1960s and is still admired by
artists and collectors. 
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nation. In 1917 and 1918, approximately 24 million men
in the United States completed draft cards in anticipation
of serving in the Armed Forces. Governor Theodore G.
Bilbo stated that he would arrest all “slackers” who did
not enlist in the war effort and turn them over to the
United States government for prosecution.
As in other South Mississippi counties, citizens in

George County experimented with various crops and
economic avenues. In 1922, satsumas were a money crop
that yielded $3,000 annually to their growers.
Unfortunately, because of hard winters in the 1930s and
the Great Depression, the citrus industry declined and
disappeared as the groves of trees died of neglect. Cane
syrup, cooked from sugarcane juice, was another product
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prevalent in George County. H. L. Hopper reported in
1925 that the syrup crop was good that year. As a result of
the county’s agricultural economy, in the 1920s, Lucedale
and George County boasted about new settlers and
farmhouse construction. 
When the 1930s arrived, however, George County

experienced the effects of the Great Depression and other
calamities, as all of South Mississippi did. Luce Farms and
Packing, which once provided jobs to hundreds of people
and annually made $300,000, burned in 1934. With support
from the populace of the region, Luce Farms rebuilt a new
canning plant because livelihoods were at stake in difficult
economic times. Even so, foreclosures on farms persisted
through the Depression, and ultimately the Farm Security
Administration purchased Luce Farms in 1938 and divided

the holdings into forty-
acre tracts to aid more
farmers and lumber mill
workers out of work.
Before the creation of

George County and
during the last three
decades of the nineteenth
century, lumbering
operations in Hancock
County boomed. In the
1880s, fifty miles of shell
roads linked communities.
As the lumbering
operations flourished and
better transportation
developed, on February
22, 1890, citizens living
in the northern portion of
Hancock County voted to
break away and form
Pearl River County. This

new county contained portions of northern Hancock County
and southern Marion County. The county seat of Bay St.
Louis was not convenient to those citizens. Poplarville
became the county seat of Pearl River County. However,
Pearl River County was not a new idea. Previously, efforts
to create this area were not successful.
In 1872, the Mississippi legislature recognized Pearl

County as a new district created from parts of Marion,
established in 1811, and Hancock, established in 1812,
Counties. It was named after the Pearl River, which
separated it from Louisiana and created its western
boundary, and Riceville was designated as the county seat.
The new county had problems from the start. During
January 1878, a contemporary newspaper reported that the
county was “poverty-stricken” and not electing officials nor

enforcing laws. It had a voting population of less than 200
persons and a tax assessment of less than $600. The citizens
had not built a courthouse and were still using the Masonic
Lodge at Byrd’s Chapel as the seat of county business.
After fire destroyed the lodge, there was no place for the
county government. By February 1878, headlines read,
“The Legislature has abolished the county of Pearl.”
Because Pearl County offered few economic opportunities
and was in a state of flux resulting from the Civil War and
Reconstruction, its citizens were unable or unwilling to
maintain its sovereignty.
Through the latter part of the nineteenth century,

lumbering and sawmill businesses established themselves
in the region as northern entrepreneurs bought lands in the
South. Railroad construction simultaneously linked
Mississippi communities within the state and with areas
beyond, resulting in economic growth and opportunities for
citizens. The lumber industry in Harrison County therefore
experienced an upsurge. With new technologies,
lumbermen could now push farther into the county to
harvest the longleaf pine. New sawmills opened along the
Tchoutacabouffa River, relocated from northward off of the
coast or pre-1870 sites of harvesting. In 1884, the older
community of Wolftown changed its name to DeLisle, and
sawmills appeared there. New steam-powered machines
opened lands heretofore inaccessible, and machinery
replaced the ox teams that once plodded out of the forest
with their caralogs of cut trees. The log wagons typically
hauled six or seven pine logs two to four feet in diameter
and twenty or more feet long. Machinery now more quickly
harvested the trees. With improved means of cutting the
seemingly never-ending pines and hauling them to market,
new cities in Harrison County developed as lumber mill
and railroad towns. Progress pushed ever forward to find
the stands of trees. 
Gulfport, incorporated on July 28, 1898, was the result

of a vision held by two men, William H. Hardy, the
president of the Gulf & Ship Island Railroad that connected
inland lumber mills to the Coast, and Joseph T. Jones, who
dredged a shipping channel into the Port of Gulfport in
1902. F.B. Hewes was the city’s first mayor. By 1910,
Gulfport, a lumber/shipping town, had a United States Post
Office and Customhouse that today is listed on the National
Register of Historic Places (1984) and a Carnegie Library
(1916). In 1900, Gulfport had a population of 1,060, but in
1910, that number skyrocketed to 6,386 as a result of the
expansion of the lumber and shipping industries. That same
year, the Port of Gulfport reported a value for the tons of
goods that had passed through it—$8,232,676. Gulfport
eclipsed Mississippi City then as the nexus of Harrison
County business. Today what had been Mississippi City is a
part of Gulfport. 

When residents voted
to form Stone County
in 1916, its economy,
once based mainly on
the lumber business,
quickly underwent
some fluctuations, as
the timber industry had
relied upon a finite

resource. 
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As lumbering operations settled into the Piney Woods,
shifts in populations and economic centers resulted in the
creation of new counties from the established ones along the
coast. Locations such as Wiggins, in what was then Harrison
County and named after Wiggins Hatten, a settler from
Covington County, established in 1881, benefited from
railroad transportation and increased settlement. Wiggins, a
sawmill town, was fortunate enough to have the railroad pass
through its environs and was then able to take advantage
economically of the improved transportation and trade route
opened through the Piney Woods. Not only did municipalities
benefit from railroad construction, so did the entire region.
Thus was the case of northern Harrison County.   
At the turn of the twentieth century, Harrison County

stretched from the Mississippi Gulf Coast to the 31st
latitude. It was one of the few remaining large counties in
the state. By 1911, as lumbering operations grew and new
investments occurred in the county, residents called for an
election to create a new county from much of northern
Harrison and parts of George and Forrest counties. Even
though a vote took place, this movement never came to
fruition. By 1916, advocacy for an election again arose,
particularly from those in Wiggins, to establish a new
county. According to the Daily Herald on May 9, 1916,
once the election was over, the tally to create a new
county was a close one, with only ninety-nine votes
carrying the motion. 
Named after John Marshall Stone of Iuka, Mississippi,

who served as governor of the state from 1876 to 1882 and
then again from 1890 to 1896, Stone County contained
mostly piney woods crisscrossed with numerous waterways
such as Black Creek and Red Creek. Its gentle hills with
abundant natural resources provided a scenic backdrop for
future development. Until a courthouse could be built, the
old Lott store in Wiggins served as the first site for
conducting county business, and it served as the courthouse
for two years. Acting Governor Lee Maurice Russell
appointed the first Stone County officers on May 20, 1916.
By 1918, enough tax money had been collected from the
citizens of Stone County that a new courthouse could be
constructed in Wiggins. 
The new Stone County courthouse was a two-story brick

structure erected by the Standard Construction Company
from Meridian. The courthouse cost $29,515.18 to build. A
separate jailhouse was then completed behind the
courthouse The state of Mississippi designated the Stone
County Courthouse a Mississippi Landmark in 1996
because of its architectural significance and history. In 2004,
it underwent a $2.4 million dollar renovation to upgrade the
structure. The courthouse is still in use today by the citizens
and government agencies of Stone County.  
When residents voted to form Stone County in 1916, its

economy, once based mainly on the lumber business,
quickly underwent some fluctuations, as the timber industry
had relied upon a finite resource. Once cut, the longleaf pine
trees were completely eliminated from the landscape
because the idea of replanting and replenishing the trees
through good stewardship did not exist until later. For the
most part, trees were not considered a renewable resource
until the 1940s. Stone Countians had relied upon such
lumber operations as the Niles City Lumber Company of
Ohio and the Finkbine Guild Lumber Company, owned by
three men from Iowa—E. C. Finkbine, W. O. Finkbine, and
W. E. Guild. 
At the time of the creation of Stone County, the Finkbine

Guild Lumber Company had already purchased the Niles
enterprise in 1903 and was the major lumber operation in
the region, owning
approximately 25,000
acres. These businesses
also spun off other
enterprises such as
turpentine mills, creosote
works, and other
numerous planting and
sawmills. The Newton
Naval Stores Company
collected pine resin and
produced barrels of
distilled turpentine. This
company existed 
until 1988. 
Cattle enterprises

were also a consequence
of the timber industry, as
many lumbermen who
harvested the longleaf
pine used oxen to
penetrate the forest and
haul out the cut trees. In July 1916, for example, a local
newspaper reported that a team of ten oxen together with a
wagon cost a local citizen $775. This appeared to be a prime
price for such a purchase, illustrating another profitable
offshoot of the lumbering business.  
By 1916, however, overharvesting depleted much of the

piney woods in the region. Citizens of the new county turned
to other avocations to earn a living. Cotton was one crop that
farmers counted on as the timber industry began to wane. In
1918, Joseph Breland, who lived near Wiggins, reported that
he had ginned 25 bales of cotton off of his acreage. Even
with the boll weevil appearing in the county and attacking
the cotton bolls before they could develop their white fleece,
cotton producers were still able to persevere and make a
profitable crop in the early twentieth century.

Because Pearl River
County is in the Long
Leaf Pine region of the

state and had
transportation lines,
many flocked to it in

order to take
advantage of the
lumber and 
turpentine

opportunities. 
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HURRICANE CAMILLE 
Hurricane Camille was a Category 5 storm that
raged past the mouth of the Mississippi River and
struck the Mississippi Gulf Coast on the night of
August 17, 1969.  Early the next morning, the
hurricane hit land between Bay St. Louis and Pass
Christian.  The storm damaged all measuring
instruments, but the top wind speeds were
estimated to be 200 miles per hour.  Camille
wrecked the Mississippi Gulf Coast, completely
demolishing restaurants, homes, hotels, and other
buildings. 
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Pearl County Revived
When the New Orleans & Northeastern Railroad laid

tracks through the former Pearl County as lumber
enterprises sought the seemingly inexhaustible stands of
longleaf pines, people seeking a livelihood in the lumber
and trade businesses moved into the region, particularly
along the rail lines. This area also witnessed a remarkable
increase in population, and as a result, the Mississippi
legislature in Senate Bill 119 passed the motion once again
to create a county with the same boundaries as Pearl. 
This new county was named Pearl River County, and it

was officially established on February 22, 1890, with a
population of 2,957 and an area of 663 square miles.
Marion and Lamar counties provide its northern boundaries,
while Perry and Harrison counties are to its east. South is
Hancock County. The Pearl River, its namesake, provides
its western boundary between it and Louisiana. 
Because Pearl River County is in the Long Leaf Pine

region of the state and had transportation lines, many
flocked to it in order to take advantage of the lumber and
turpentine opportunities. Railroads provided a solid mode of
transporting the harvested timber, and the Pearl River
offered another means of moving the felled logs to
profitable markets. Therefore, from 1890 to 1900, the
population of the county more than doubled, to 6,697. With
this increase, the citizens of Pearl River County constructed
their first courthouse in the county seat of Poplarville. 
This town had previously been incorporated on March 4,

1886. Its namesake was “Poplar” Jim Smith, an early settler
who also has Poplar Creek named after him. At its
incorporation, 236 people lived there. Smith had been a
resident of the region when it was Pearl County, and one
source states that he had traded ten bushels of corn with the
Native Americans for his land claim. Regardless, his name
lives on in the town. Poplarville is situated on the New
Orleans & Northeastern Railroad that ran north and south
through the county. When it became the county seat by an
act of the Mississippi legislature, Poplarville had a
population of 1,500. A local lumber company, Camp &
Hinton, built the two-story brick courthouse. 
Because the soil of the county was unsuitable for large-

scale agricultural endeavors, tending to livestock had
become a part of the economic makeup of the county. The
piney woods people who lived in Pearl River County

herded beef and dairy cattle and also sheep. By the 1940s,
dairy and beef cattle became even more important factors in
the economy as the yellow pine forests were depleted from
overharvesting. Even though the soil was not as conducive
to planting crops for profit as in other parts of Mississippi, it
produced plentiful forage that supported the vast herds of
cattle and sheep. 
In addition to raising cattle, in the 1920s residents

planted citrus and peach trees, grew strawberries, and
cultivated pecan orchards. Prior to World War II and
through the following years, tung trees were also an
important crop, as the oil from their fruit was a component
in the manufacture of paint. People in the county grew the
tung trees on tracts of land called plantations. In fact, people
called this region the Tung Oil Capital of the World. Only
when synthetic products appeared and Hurricane Camille
roared onto the Mississippi coast in 1969 destroying groves
of the tung trees did tung oil production cease to be a major
economic factor in Pearl River County. 
By 1900, the inhabitants of Pearl River County found

successful employment opportunities based on natural
resources, primarily in the lumber business. In 1904, the
citizens of Lumberton, a lumbering town founded by the
Hinton brothers and H. A. Camp earlier in the 1880s, voted
to become part of Lamar County. Hancock County then
ceded nine miles more of its territory to Pearl River County
in 1908, with the town of Picayune included in that cession.
As a result, Pearl River County then had a new town and
828 square miles of land. It became the fourth largest
county in Mississippi. 
Pearl River County saw an upsurge in growth through

the twentieth century. Towns, such as Picayune, developed.
Citizens founded Picayune, located on Interstate 59
approximately three miles from the Louisiana line, in 1904.
Eliza Jane Poitevent Nicholson, the owner and publisher of
the New Orleans Times, named the town after the Spanish
coin called a picayune, which was less than a cent. Since
the region at one time belonged to Spain, this gesture
harkened back to Pearl River’s colonial history. At the
same time, the Picayune Item began service to the area,
reporting the latest news.
In 1919, the East Side Colored School opened to provide

educational opportunities to the African American citizens
of Picayune. The 1930 census revealed the county then had
19,405 citizens, with 5,149 of that count African Americans.

Even with the boll weevil appearing in the county and attacking the cotton bolls
before they could develop their white fleece, cotton producers were still able to
persevere and make a profitable crop in the early twentieth century.
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HURRICANE KATRINA 
HURRICANE KATRINA’S THIRD LANDFALL HIT THE
LOUISIANA-MISSISSIPPI BORDER ON AUGUST 29, 2005
AS A CATEGORY 3 HURRICANE. The Mississippi Gulf
Coast suffered deaths and billions of dollars in
damage. The hurricane travelled up the entire
state, and all eighty-two counties were declared
disaster areas. 
The highest unofficial wind speed recorded was

135 miles per hour in Poplarville. The storm came
twelve miles inland along rivers and bays and
crossed Interstate-ten for miles, as well.  Katrina
caused eight to ten inches of rain in southwestern
Mississippi and produced eleven tornados in the
state. More than half of the casinos in Mississippi
were damaged and washed inland. The Bay St.
Louis-Pass Christian Bridge and the Biloxi-Ocean
Springs Bridge were entirely destroyed.   
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With segregation, African American students had to attend
separate schools from their white counterparts. Later in the
early 1950s, a new African American school, George
Washington Carver High, replaced the east-side school. It
was on the west side of Picayune and provided schooling
for students during the segregation years, with its last
African American class graduating in 1970. The students
who attended the school, whose nickname was the Pirates,
still hold class reunions.
Race relations in Pearl River County have had some

dark moments, the most notorious being the lynching of
Mack Charles Parker in 1959. Parker, an African American
man from Poplarville, was accused of raping a pregnant
white woman in February of that year. He was incarcerated
in the Pearl River County Jail, awaiting trial on April 27,
when a lynch mob dragged him out of the jail on the night
of April 24, allegedly with the help of the jailer. On May 4,
a passerby found Parker’s body in the Pearl River near
Bogalusa, Louisiana. Even after the United States Justice
Department pursued criminal indictments against eight
suspects at the time, the person or persons who perpetrated
the crime were never brought to justice. Race relations in
the county today are harmonious and have been for some
time, a far cry from the Parker case nearly sixty years ago.

Colleges on the Coast
In the early years of the twentieth century, with its

increased land size and growing population, Pearl River
County embarked on visionary pursuits in education. On a
ninety-acre tract of land donated by the city of Poplarville,
the newly constructed Pearl River County Agricultural High
School (PRCAHS) opened with fanfare. On September 8,
1909, forty-two high school students, male and female,
began classes, taking advantage of the Agricultural High
School law passed in 1908 by the Mississippi legislature.
Poplarville also donated $2,245 to the building fund, along
with the land. Leading the charge was Theodore Gilmore
Bilbo (1877–1947), a native son of Pearl River County and
elected trustee of the new high school. 
In 1911, the Rockefeller Foundation funded a program

called the Model County School Plan. John D. Rockefeller
had established the General Education Board in 1903 to aid
educational efforts “without distinction of race, sex, or
creed” across the United States. This was a national grant
competition funded by the Rockefeller Foundation to
recognize star efforts in education and provide additional
funding for building and endowment growth. Nine counties
in Mississippi competed for the award that year, and Pearl
River County won.  With the Model County School grant
monies, Pearl River County Agricultural High School

BLESSING OF THE FLEET
The Blessing of the Fleet marks the start of shrimp fishing
season. The ceremony was created because of the Catholic
faith of the Eastern European and Vietnamese immigrants.
The Pastor of St. Michael Catholic Church and the Bishop
of the Biloxi Diocese bless each boat and pray for a safe
and successful fishing season. The first Blessing of the Fleet
in Biloxi occurred in 1929. Sunday Mass took place on the
beach and the parish priest blessed each boat. Now, the
ceremony is much larger and more efficient. A procession
is formed in the Mississippi Sound and the boats come to
the “Blessing Boat” where the priest and bishop are
located. The Blessing of the Fleet also includes events, such
as the Shrimp Festival and the Fais Do-Do.  The Shrimp
Festival is one day before the Blessing of the Fleet.  At the
festival, a Shrimp King and Shrimp Queen are crowned and
shrimp dishes and dancing opportunities are available. 
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SEAFOOD INDUSTRY  
Until the late 1800s, Biloxi was a quiet resort community.
Everything changed when several businessmen opened
plants for canning seafood.  During this time, a railroad was
created connecting the inland markets. Also, ice
manufacturing and modern canning procedures were
introduced. The growth of the seafood industry drew
thousands of immigrants to the area. At first, the immigrants
worked in canning plants. Eventually, they bought their own
boats and started catching shrimp and oysters themselves.
History was repeated when Vietnamese immigrants came
to Biloxi during the 1980s. They took jobs at seafood plants
when they first moved to Biloxi. Now, many of them own
their own boats and are fishermen. 
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MARITIME & SEAFOOD INDUSTRY MUSEUM   
The Maritime and Seafood Industry Museum was established in 1986 to preserve and interpret the maritime history and
heritage of Biloxi and the Mississippi Gulf Coast. It accomplishes this mission through an array of exhibits and an extraordinary
collection of photographs which tell the story from the time of the first Native American settlement through generations of
immigrants whose journey contributed to the melting-pot culture of the Gulf Coast.  The Museum exhibits hundreds of one-
of-a-kind artifacts, all the while telling the tale of more than 300 years of history, culture, and heritage.  A feature of the
Grand Hall in the Museum is the “Nydia,” a thirty-foot gaff-rigged cabin sloop built in Biloxi in 1898 at the Johnson Shipyard. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF MARITIME & SEAFOOD INDUSTRY MUSEUM
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OYSTERS  
It can take up to two years for oysters in the Gulf of Mexico to reach
marketable size (three inches). Dating back to the late 1800s, the
oyster industry in Mississippi has been on the Coast, where records
show two million pounds of oysters were processed in 1890.
Seafood factories for fishing and canning opened and involved
entire families in the process of harvesting. The numbers continued
to grow, and by 1902, canneries reported almost 6 million pounds
of oysters which led to Biloxi being referred to as “The Seafood
Capital of the World.” More than 400,000 sacks of oysters were
harvested from Mississippi waters in 2004 but fell to 26,000 sacks
by 2015 in part due to Hurricane Katrina and the BP oil spill. In
order for the State to return as a leader of oyster production,
Governor Phil Bryant created the Oyster Restoration and Resiliency
Council which has created a plan in order to implement strategic
steps necessary to increase oyster harvest and create new job and
business opportunities. Tonging is one of the principal methods of
harvesting oysters from the Mississippi Sound and its connecting
waters. Tonging usually involves a crew of one or two fishermen
and is performed from flat-bottom skiffs. The tongs, an elongated
basket-like device with handles, are lowered down to the oyster
reefs while the handles are moved to work the oysters into the
baskets. Once hauled onto deck, the oysters are sorted on a culling
board with those below-market size returned to the water. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY
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expanded, and county officials were able to hire several key
individuals to improve both the county and the high school. 
By 1921, Pearl River County Agricultural High School

began offering freshman college courses, leading the way
for other agricultural high schools across the state. The
student body by that time was 250 pupils. During the 1925–
26 school year, it became the first public two-year college in
Mississippi when it added sophomore classes to the
curriculum. The institution was now a member of the first
state-funded junior college system in the United States, as
the Mississippi legislature established a governing
commission in 1928 to control such schools transforming
from agricultural high schools across the state. The name of
the school changed to Pearl River Junior College. By the
1980s, the junior college became Pearl River Community
College, and it has continued to grow its programs. In
2003–04, it received a large bequest from the Ethel Holden
Brownstone Estate, which was used to build a new
performing arts center. These were also the years in which
all four of the men’s athletic teams—soccer, football,
basketball, and baseball—won state championships for
Pearl River Community College.    
In 1912, the new Harrison County Agricultural High

School at Perkinston was accepting students. This
institution would ultimately become Mississippi Gulf Coast
Community College after undergoing decades of change
and advancement. At that time, African American students
were segregated into schools purportedly suited to their
educational needs. For example, in 1925, a training school
at Wiggins offered African American students such
opportunities as gardening, needlework, home economics
skills like canning fruit and vegetables, and livestock care. A

literary component was a part of the school’s curriculum,
and Professor W. P. Locker was the principal. It would not
be until after 1954 that racial segregation in public schools
was declared unconstitutional across the United States in
the Brown v. Board of Education decision. Stone County
today has two elementary schools, a middle school, and a
high school.
Also in 1921, on the site of McCaughan’s Rosalie, Gulf

Park College opened as a college for women. Dr. Richard
G. Cox and Col. J. C. Hardy, the founder of the Gulf Coast
Military Academy in Gulfport, envisioned a school for
women offering a variety of courses. Gulf Park closed in
1971, and the University of Southern Mississippi now owns
the campus. Today, graduates of Gulf Park College still
hold annual reunions and return to their campus. Hurricane
Katrina compromised many of the original buildings on the
grounds, but after tremendous preservation efforts, Hardy
Hall (1921) and Lloyd Hall (1926) are still flagship
buildings on the campus. 
In 1925, Harrison County Agricultural High School

changed its name and expanded its offerings. The school
offered first-year junior college work to the students who
attended. By 1942, George County became affiliated with
the school. At that time, it became Perkinston Junior
College. Twenty years later, the name changed yet again to
reflect its growth and offerings and was called Mississippi
Gulf Coast Junior College District. By 1985, the college
added two sites—one in Gautier and another in Gulfport
called the Jefferson Davis campus. With two more decades
of growth and program development, the school became
Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College (MGCCC),
and in 1996 school administrators added the online

MISSISSIPPI POWER
Mississippi Power was established at midnight on December 31,
1924. Today, Mississippi Power, a subsidiary of Southern Company
(NYSE:SO), produces safe, reliable, and environmentally
responsible energy for nearly 187,000 customers in twenty-three
southeast Mississippi counties. The company has earned numerous
awards for excellence in storm restoration and recovery efforts in
addition to being a leader in reliability, customer service, and
safety. For more than ninety years, Mississippi Power has
participated in programs and volunteer efforts to help improve the
quality of life throughout its service area and the state of
Mississippi. Mississippi Power remains a leader in the community
and in the state, bringing the latest technology to south Mississippi
and providing the power that helps make Mississippi run. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI POWER
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Community Campus. Today the school has 10,080 students,
and in 2006 President George W. Bush spoke at its
commencement, becoming the first sitting president to
speak at a community college graduation. 

Hurricanes
Along the Mississippi Coast and inland, hurricanes are a

constant threat. Each summer and fall, citizens speculated
about hurricanes. The area experienced several hurricanes,
like the storm in 1841, but the 1893 storm was particularly
powerful and destructive. Wharves, railroad bridges, stores,
warehouses, vehicular bridges, homes, schooners, and G.W.
Dunbar’s seafood cannery were all damaged or destroyed
completely in this storm. Newspapers called this the Storm
of the Century. This was a Category 4 storm with 115 mile-
per-hour winds and a fifteen-foot storm surge. Overall, it
resulted in 1,500 deaths. It is ranked as the fourth deadliest
storm in United States history. 
The Mississippi Coast experienced three more deadly

storms in the twentieth century. The 1947 hurricane,
Hurricane Camille (1969), and Hurricane Katrina (2005) all
brought Mississippians to their knees. The 1947 storm was a
Category 1 that struck the coast on September 19. In Bay St.
Louis, the United States Weather Bureau at New Orleans
reported 100-mile-per-hour winds. Waveland suffered
extreme damage in this hurricane because of its low-lying
locale. Flooding was intense. In this storm, twenty-two
people died in Mississippi, with twelve of those from
Hancock County. Five of the victims were from Waveland.
By 1950, most businesses had resumed.
In 1969, Hurricane Camille struck the Mississippi Gulf

Coast. This was a Category 5 storm, packing 165 mile-per-
hour sustained winds and probably up to 200 mile-per-hour
wind gusts when it made landfall on August 17. The storm
was so powerful it destroyed all weather measuring devices
along the coast. Camille was the second most intense
hurricane in United States history and caused 143 deaths
along the coast and $1.4 billion in damages.
The last of the big three hurricanes was Katrina, which

made landfall on August 29, 2005. The storm slammed
ashore as a Category 3 with tidal waves in excess of twenty-
four feet in some coastal areas. Almost total destruction
resulted along the immediate coast, particularly in Hancock
County and Harrison County. Mississippi recorded 238

deaths, with sixty-seven missing. The storm caused
approximately $100 billion worth of damage, and many
citizens were unable to rebuild. By 2010 significant
recovery was evident, but much remains to testify about the
worst natural disaster to strike North America.

Fruit and Vegetable Farming  
Truck farming was an enterprise that some coastal

citizens pursued in spite of annual hurricane threats. With
the arrival of the railroad, the community known as Rosalie
in Harrison County changed its name to Scott’s Station in
honor of George Scott, a local man who donated land for a
train depot. The New Orleans, Mobile & Chattanooga
Railroad used the depot until 1880 when the Louisville &
Nashville Railroad purchased it. During this time, Robert
Boggs moved into the area and settled in what is today
called Boggsdale, within the Long Beach city limits. Three
times this family has rebuilt their homes because of the
destructive forces of hurricanes—1947, Camille, and
Katrina. It was James O. Thomas, however, of Lebanon,
Tennessee, who changed the name of the community once
more in 1882 to Long Beach. Long Beach would capitalize
on truck farming. 
When William J. Quarles arrived in Long Beach to visit

his friend James Thomas, he liked what he saw and moved
his family to the Harrison County community. Thomas and
Quarles began truck farming in Long Beach as an
entrepreneurial venture. They introduced radishes as a cash
crop, and when the city incorporated in 1905, up to 150
railroad carloads of packed “Long Beach Long Reds” were
being shipped to cities such as Detroit and Cleveland. Long
Beach became known as the Radish Capital of the World.
Truck farming was profitable for the town until 1921, when
other markets replaced it. 
In 1918, reports from Stone County indicated that cane

syrup was being shipped out of the county, as were sweet
potato plants. V. L. Beyer of the Beyer Plant Company
stated sweet potatoes were becoming a lucrative food crop
and that his plants had gone to seventeen different states for
cultivation. Additionally, the Finkbine Lumber Company
had begun to expand its operations into agricultural
endeavors as early as 1912. The company formed a
subsidiary named the American Pickle and Canning
Company at that time. The company used cutover land

Along the Mississippi coast and inland, hurricanes are a constant threat.
Each summer and fall, citizens speculated about hurricanes. 
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resulting from the lumber harvesting operations, and truck
garden crops were introduced to Stone County. The
American Pickle and Canning Company processed pickles,
tomatoes, beans, fruits, berries, and sweet potatoes. 
The plant was located a short distance from the train

depot to take advantage of that transportation line. The
products were sold under the registered brand name of
American Brands. In 1923, the company reported a profit
of $300,000 and employed 150 workers. In 1926, the
company sold the pickle plant to the Widlar Company of
Cleveland, Ohio, but the plant closed in 1980 even after
prospering through world wars, a depression, and changing
technological demands. When the plant shut down,
Rainbow Foods, Inc., owned it. In those times, Wiggins
claimed to have the world’s largest pickle processing
company.
Another group who used cutover timberlands were

twenty-five Danish-American families who settled in
Jackson County during the 1930s. Establishing farms,
these settlers created an area referred to as Granly and
maintained their language and folkways within the
region. Other groups in the six South Mississippi
counties also established businesses reliant upon the
environment of the area. 

A Different Type of Cash Crop
After World War I, lumber operations and shipbuilding

enterprises suffered from a lack of business. During the
Depression, many of the lumber mills closed in that region
because of the economic difficult times, and also because of
the overharvesting of the longleaf pine trees. The Hines
Lumber Mill at Kiln shut down in 1933. 
Prior to that time, Kiln residents had manufactured

moonshine as a means of earning money. Kiln was actually
called the Moonshine Capital of the World, as secret bayous
and hideouts on Cat Island facilitated the illegal trade and
manufacture of the liquor. In 1935, headlines in a local
newspaper spotlighted the seizure of a still in Hancock
County. Officials confiscated a seventy-five-gallon copper
distillery with 420 gallons of whiskey mash and six gallons
of moonshine in the Kiln area. When Prohibition, which
lasted from 1919 to 1933, ended with the 21st Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution, the bootleg business ceased for the
most part. 

BILOXI BAY BRIDGE    
The Biloxi Bay Bridge is located over the Biloxi Bay between
Gulfport and Biloxi.  The bridge was damaged by Hurricane Katrina
in 2005 but was repaired completely in twenty months.  
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The Seafood Industry
At approximately the same time that Long Beach

launched its truck farming industry, the first seafood
enterprise in Harrison County appeared in 1881 after F.
William Elmer, William F. Gorenflo, John Maycock, Lazaro
Lopez, and William K. M. Dukate organized the firm of
Lopez, Elmer & Company in Biloxi. Canning oysters and
shrimp, this first enterprise soon launched many others in
Mississippi City, Pass Christian, and Bay St. Louis. With
imported labor from Baltimore originally working in the
factories, by the twentieth century, immigrants from what
was Yugoslavia came to Biloxi particularly to work in the
canning factories and help harvest the shrimp and oysters. 
By the 1890s the population of Biloxi doubled from

1,500 to 3,000, as more people entered into this new
business. Biloxi schooners developed as a consequence to
meet the demands of working in the shallower waters found
in the Mississippi Sound. Eventually, an additional vessel
designed for seafood work in Mississippi waters was the
lugger, another shallow-draft boat. With an improved
transportation system, specifically designed boats to push
into the bayous and shoal waterways of the Gulf of Mexico,
and an ample supply of laborers, Biloxi became known by
some as the Seafood Capital of the World by 1893.  
During the disastrous hurricane of 1893, the seafood

enterprises suffered tremendous losses. The storm tossed
thirty-five Biloxi schooners ashore, and 105 fishermen lost
their lives. As a result of the disaster, new technologies were
introduced to save the seafood industry. The steam oyster
dredge appeared and launched the industry into recovery.
With this new contraption to rake the oysters up from the
bottom of their beds, by 1896, Biloxi was again in
economic good times, with five major canning companies
running wide open. Oysters were Biloxi’s primary
economic engine, with shrimp also driving it. The city
would boast fifteen oyster and shrimp plants in Harrison
County by 1936.
During the late nineteenth century, Jackson County also

started expanding its seafood industry. With shallow-draft
schooners catching fish and seining shrimp, in 1878 the first
shrimp cannery opened in Pascagoula. By the 1920s and
1930s, many of the sail-power schooners had been
converted to use gasoline engines. These new engines
increased the catch size, as boats were no longer dependent
on the wind and could go farther and stay out longer. 
In 1922, Pelham’s Seafood Company of Pascagoula

owned six boats and on a weekly average shipped out 300
pounds of fish, 2,000 pounds of crabmeat, and 5,000
pounds of shrimp. Oysters were also part of the seafood
catch for Jackson County, and in 1893, the Pascagoula
Democrat-Star reported that the size of the bivalves had

STENNIS SPACE CENTER 
The John C. Stennis Space Center, located in Hancock
County, is a 13,000-acre NASA rocket testing facility. The
federal government chose the center’s location in October
1961. The center’s first test firing was on April 23, 1966. In
June of 1975, testing of the space shuttle’s main engine was
conducted at the center and testing continued until 2009.
Though the Space Shuttle Program ended in 2011, the
Stennis Space Center continues to test engines as NASA
plans more space exploration.  The center’s name changed
a few times over the years. Originally called the Mississippi
Test Operations, in 1965, the center was renamed the
Mississippi Test Facility. Then in 1974 it was changed to the
National Space Technology Laboratories. In 1988, it was
given its current name in honor of Mississippi Senator John
C. Stennis for his support of the U.S. Space Program. 

PHOTOS COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY
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“remarkably improved.” In 1939, investors established the
Wallace M. Quinn Fisheries, which processed menhaden for
their oil and for fish meal to make chicken feed. In the
1940s other menhaden companies opened, even up the
Escatawpa River.  
Through the decades, the seafood industry has waxed

and waned with the economic times along the Mississippi
Gulf Coast. Vietnamese workers arrived in the 1970s and
provided much-needed personnel for the industry. Today,
the seafood industry has undergone many changes, with
steel-hulled boats catching the shrimp and new picking
machines shelling them in the factories. After Hurricane
Katrina and the Deepwater Horizon oil spill (BP Spill) in
2010, the industry suffered further setbacks when many
workers moved because of a lack of employment in the
industry. Regardless, families such as the Gollotts,
Desportes, and Mavars and other shrimpers, oystermen,
fishermen, and processing plant owners annually celebrate
the Blessing of the Fleets and enjoy seafood festivals in
honor of the history and culture that are part of the fabric of
the Gulf Coast.  

Shipbuilding 
Private shipbuilding operations existed in Jackson

County during the French colonial period in the 1700s, and
once the harvesting of timber became so profitable along
the coast and inland, shipbuilding businesses followed
naturally. With the Clark and BeBee yards in the nineteenth
century, coastal Mississippi established itself as a
shipbuilding center in Mississippi. Prior to World War I,
shipyards such as John DeAngelo’s in Jackson County
employed approximately 100 craftsmen and laborers to
produce three-masted schooners. The United States
government established a repair yard in Jackson County in
1910 for government vessels. 
When World War I broke out on July 28, 1914, the

shipbuilding boom took off in Jackson County. “Liberty
Ship” contracts were available through the United States
Emergency Fleet Corporation, and many yards in the county
began building larger military ships to fulfill these contracts.
By 1917, three major shipyards in Pascagoula provided
employment and constructed wooden cargo vessels made of
longleaf pine and coastal live oak. Companies such as
Dierks-Blodgett Shipyard, Dantzler Shipbuilders & Drydock
Company, and International Shipyard all worked to build the
needed ships. International Shipyard, or Piaggio’s, as
Pascagoulans called it, employed 5,000 workers and
constructed five-masted wooden ships more than 300 feet in
length. Toward the end of World War I, however, steel-
hulled ships began to replace the wooden behemoths.  

CROSBY ARBORETUM 
In the late 1970s, the children of L.O. Crosby, Jr. established
the Crosby Foundation and Arboretum to honor their father’s
deep passion for Mississippi nature. Located in Picayune,
Mississippi, the facility expanded during the early 1980s, and
in 1986, the Arboretum was opened to the public. In 1997, the
Crosby Foundation partnered with Mississippi State University,
which offered significant resources to further develop the
Arboretum. Today, the facility remains owned and operated
by Mississippi State University as part of its Coastal Research
and Extension Center. The facility seeks to preserve and
protect native plants of the Pearl River Drainage Basin
Ecosystem and to inform the public about the environment
through its many educational and recreational opportunities.
The Arboretum is located on 700 acres containing 300 species
of plants, providing endless potential for research. With three
main exhibits—Savanna, Woodland, and Aquatic, plus several
other special exhibits—the Arboretum is able to offer many
programs and events for children, as well as people of all ages.
In addition to its plant life, the facility is also home to award-
winning architecture. The Arboretum’s Pinecote Pavilion—
designed by E. Fay Jones, native of Fayetteville, Arkansas, and
protégée of Frank Lloyd Wright—was given the Honor Award
by The American Institute of Architects in 1990 and is
considered a Mississippi Landmark by Mississippi Department
of Archives and History. The MSU Crosby Arboretum
continues to preserve native plant life while educating its
visitors from across Mississippi and the country.  In 2016, the
Arboretum received the Garden Excellence Award from the
American Public Gardens Association.  

PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE CROSBY ARBORETUM, MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY
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Many workers from Stone County found employment
especially in the Pascagoula yards throughout 1916 to 1918.
Newspaper accounts abound relating that the Miles brothers
from Wiggins and Big Level were home visiting on the
weekends after working through the week in Pascagoula. R.
W. Hatten and George Anderson also worked in the yards,
but L. R. Bond of Big Level decided after three weeks of
good wages that Stone County was for him and not the ship
carpentry business. Other news snippets related that Ladd
Hase and Edgar Bond regularly returned to Stone County
visiting “homefolks” after working the week in Pascagoula.
The International Shipbuilding Company had even built a
fifty-room hotel in Pascagoula to house its workers during
their weekly shifts. During World War II, people from Stone
County were employed in the shipbuilding industry along
the Mississippi Gulf coast, and they still are today.
The increase in shipbuilding caused an explosion in the

Pascagoula population. New housing projects abounded to
provide amenities to the workers, and International
Shipyard actually built houses for workers. Some of those
homes still exist today in Pascagoula. In 1920, the
population in that city was 6,082.  
One shipyard in Jackson County competed on a national

level even in the Depression years. The F. B. Walker & Sons
Boatyards, formerly the Gulf Ship Company, began
constructing steel vessels for commercial purposes during
the 1920s and 1930s. Ingall’s Iron Works of Birmingham,
Alabama, purchased the company, which had a 160-acre
tract on the bank of the East Pascagoula River with a
deepwater channel. 
During World War II, many people from the surrounding

counties traveled to Pascagoula to work at Ingalls. Women
from the region entered the workforce and learned to weld
and construct ships. From that beginning and after several
name changes and technological advancements, Ingalls
continues to provide the United States military with
submarines and ships of all sizes and uses. It is
internationally recognized for its craftsmanship and
expertise in shipbuilding. The company employs 11,000
workers today.
As an offshoot of the lumber and seafood business in the

1890s to 1940s, Biloxi also engaged in shipbuilding. Many
Biloxians either worked in shipyards like the Westergard
Boat Works during World War II or owned their own
businesses, or both. The Covacevich family of J. D. “Jackie

Jack,” Oral “Fatty Jack,” Anthony “Tony Jack,” and Neal
“Neely” made names for themselves as master boatbuilders.
The Fountain family also built many boats that plied the
waters of the Gulf of Mexico. Walter Fountain, Sr. was a
master builder who constructed more than 100 schooners in
his lifetime, using lumber from his own sawmill. 
After World War II, many boatbuilders concentrated on

yachts, shrimp boats, and cat boats or small sailboats. Many
builders like these and others such as the Manuel and
Higginbotham families contributed to the reputation of
Biloxi boatbuilders throughout the twentieth century. Today
their skills are still appreciated, as many of the boats are still
in use. The Biloxi Maritime and Seafood Museum annually
holds the Wooden Boat Show to highlight the city’s
boatbuilding past.  

The Hospitality Industry
As early as 1896, Ramsey Springs Hotel in Stone County

advertised its curative waters for those suffering from
everything from stomach ulcers to blood and bowel
diseases. In the early twentieth century, Dr. George
McHenry and George Bustin purchased the property and
developed it as a health resort. After it changed owners
several times, by 1920 the new owner, Robert Miller,
constructed a new thirty-five-room hotel near Red Creek,
about twenty miles southeast of Wiggins. There were also
cottages on the property that visitors could rent. Often
people came for the day to partake of the Sunday dinners or
just to picnic on the grounds. 
In the first half of the twentieth century, the resort

thrived. In 1935, fourteen Civilian Conservation Corps
members were assigned to work at Ramsey Springs,
maintaining its grounds and keeping up the buildings.
However, in 1961, the hotel was demolished because it had
fallen into disrepair, as most tourists now visited the
beaches along the Mississippi Gulf Coast with their modern
hotels rather than this more rustic resort. Today the state of
Mississippi owns fifty-seven acres of the original A.C.
Ramsey property after the Land Trust for the Mississippi
Coastal Plain conveyed it to the state for conservation.  
The tourist trade that developed during the antebellum

period of Mississippi Coast history also provided an
economic engine to the three coastal counties throughout
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. In Jackson County

Private shipbuilding operations existed in Jackson County during the French colonial
period in the 1700s, and once the harvesting of timber became so profitable along the
coast and inland, shipbuilding businesses followed naturally. 
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INGALLS 
Located on 800 acres in Pascagoula, Ingalls Shipbuilding has become known
as one of the nation’s top ship manufacturers. With more than 11,000
employees, the shipyard is the largest industrial employer in Mississippi and
part of the largest military shipbuilding company in the United States, which
produces almost 70 percent of ships for the U.S. Navy. Notably, the company
is responsible for constructing thirty-five Aegis DDG 51 guided missile
destroyers—the most advanced surface combat ships in the world. Ingalls has
already delivered twenty-nine of these destroyers and is in the process of
building six more as a result of a $3.3 billion contract awarded to the company
in 2013. Ingalls is also building the entire LPD 17 San Antonio Class of
innovative ships, as well as LHA multi-purpose assault ships for the U.S. Navy.
Additionally, Ingalls manufactures ships for the United States Coast Guard,
including the National Security Cutter, the flag ship of the Coast Guard fleet.
The company also constructs ships for the U.S. Marine Corps, as well as foreign
and commercial buyers. Today, Ingalls continues its seventy-nine year legacy
as a pioneer in quality, technologically advanced shipbuilding.  

PHOTOS COURTESY OF INGALLS SHIPBUILDING
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CHEVRON PASCAGOULA REFINERY 
Since beginning operation in 1963, the Chevron Pascagoula Refinery has grown to be the corporation’s largest U.S. refinery
and one of the top petroleum refineries in the United States. The refinery’s success is built upon business and community
partnerships with the people of Jackson County, as well as production of quality products in ways that are compatible with
the community and the environment. At the heart of the Pascagoula Refinery’s success are Chevron’s employees and their
commitment to The Chevron Way. Employees share Chevron’s vision to be the global energy company most admired for its
people, partnership, and performance. Approximately 1,500 employees and roughly 2,500 contractors work at the
Pascagoula Refinery. Operating around the clock, 365 days a year, the Pascagoula Refinery processes 330,000 barrels, or
13.9 million gallons, of crude oil per day. The refinery’s primary products are motor gasoline, jet fuel, and diesel fuel. Other
products include fuel oils such as bunker fuel, Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG), aviation gasoline, petroleum coke, and sulfur.
The refinery also manufactures specialty products that include paraxylene, a pure compound used as a feed stock in the
textile and plastics industry; benzene, used in the manufacturing of a wide range of products including automobile tires,
sporting goods, nylon, and pharmaceuticals; and premium base oils, used in high performance lubricants, including motor
oils for consumer and commercial use. The Pascagoula Refinery is located east of the City of Pascagoula in an unincorporated
area of Jackson County. The Chevron facilities are situated in the Bayou Casotte Industrial Park on over 3,000 acres adjacent
to the Mississippi Sound. Since only a portion of the property is developed, about two-thirds of the acreage is wetlands and
forestlands that are home to many species of wildlife indigenous to the Gulf Coast. 

PHOTOS COURTESY OF CHEVRON PASCAGOULA REFINERY
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much of that industry is situated in Ocean Springs. Prior to
the Civil War, in the 1830s, Henrietta Porter established the
Ocean Springs Hotel, which set the tone of the city’s
development as a tourist center. At that time the city was
called Lynchburg. With rail service in 1870, people from
New Orleans and Chicago traveled to this quaint city in
greater numbers. 
F. W. Illing built the Illing House in the early 1870s,

and later investors built the Old French House.
Washington Avenue was the hotel strip of Ocean Springs
as well as the beachfront. With its supposed curative
waters at the Marble Springs, the city was a destination
throughout the late nineteenth century. Its orchards—
particularly pecan and citrus—seaside breezes, and
seafood all contributed to the tourist commerce. The city
incorporated on September 9, 1892, with a population of
1,500, and became Ocean Springs. 
With the development of the Gulf Hills Resort by

Chicago investors in 1926, Ocean Springs became even
more popular for people to visit. Later in the 1950s, visitors
such as Elvis Presley came to Gulf Hills. Today, the resort
has recovered after Hurricane Katrina and reopened the golf
course and a hotel. Capitalizing on the new “Million Dollar

Highway” to Mobile, travelers could travel more easily
once new Highway 90 was completed, especially after the
War Memorial Bridge opened across Biloxi Bay in 1930.
The Biloxi-Ocean Springs Bridge today is a superhighway
constructed after Hurricane Katrina destroyed the twentieth-
century structure. 
Ocean Springs continues to attract tourists with its

numerous festivals such as the Peter Anderson Festival and
its d’Iberville Landing event held every April. The Gulf
Islands National Seashore with the National Park Service,
established in 1971, offers many outdoor attractions while
maintaining the unique environment of the area. The town
has become an artist colony that highlights its history. 
Today, the population of Ocean Springs is 17,493, with

100 percent claiming urban status. The population has
increased only 1.6 percent since 2000. The mean family
income is $55,884, with manufacturing accounting for 19
percent of all jobs, accommodations/food service
employing 13 percent of the people there, and health care
10 percent. 
With the end of World War II in 1945, Hancock County

embarked on a building boom. By the early 1950s, tourism
was once again attracting people to the county, with

GULF COAST SHIPYARD GROUP 
Founded in Gulfport in 2008, the Gulf Coast Shipyard Group is a leading manufacturer of aluminum and steel commercial offshore
vessels, inland and offshore barges, and oil spill, field support, and patrol vessels. The Gulf Coast Shipyard Group has the capacity
to build vessels up to 330 feet in length, with a shiplift launch system of 4,575 long-tons. The shipyard is also capable of side
launching on a rocker beam system for vessels with a greater beam of sixty-four feet. For smaller vessels, the shipyard utilizes a 500-
ton ascom lift.  Gulf Coast Shipyard also has a full fabrication shop with panel line, press brake, and plasma cutter, allowing the
company to produce a variety of quality ships. Recently, Gulf Coast Shipyard expanded to open an additional location in New
Orleans, Louisiana. As of June 25, 2015, Gulf Coast Shipyard Group, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Harvey Shipyard Group.   

PHOTOS COURTESY OF GULF COAST SHIPYARD
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CASINO INDUSTRY
SINCE DOCKSIDE CASINO GAMBLING WAS
LEGALIZED IN MISSISSIPPI IN THE EARLY 1990s,
THE GAMING INDUSTRY—particularly that on the Gulf
Coast—has grown to become one of the most profitable
industries in the State. In 2011, the Mississippi gaming
industry fostered $4.26 billion in state economic activity,
employed 25,000 people, and attracted 20 million visitors
from outside the state. With twelve casinos that provide
twenty-four-hour gaming and attract tourists from across the
country and around the world, the Gulf Coast accounts for
much of the state gaming profits. In 2014, the Gulf Coast
casino market ranked eighth nationally, with a total revenue
of $2.095 billion. In addition to helping fuel the state and
national economy, the Coast region’s multi-billion-dollar
casino industry provides a host of benefits at the local level
as well. For example, casino profits in recent years have
allowed Biloxi to invest millions of dollars in public education
and public safety, lower property taxes, and more. Perhaps
most important, casino resorts provide Mississippians with
thousands of employment opportunities. The Beau Rivage
alone employs almost 1,400 people, the IP Casino employs
over 1,200, and the Island View Casino employees roughly
1,300. Interestingly, casinos are one of the largest donors to
charitable causes on the Gulf Coast. For example, the Beau
Rivage raised over $180,000 for nonprofits serving South
Mississippi and coastal Alabama during a MGM employee-
giving campaign in 2012. Today, as thousands of tourists
continue to flock to the Coast for its attractive gaming
opportunities, the casino industry remains an integral part of
the coastal and state socioeconomic landscape. 

PHOTO BY GREG CAMPBELL

PHOTO COURTESY OF ISLAND VIEW CASINO
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CHEMOURS DELISLE PLANT   
The Chemours Titanium Dioxide (TiO2) plant began
operation in 1979 as a part of DuPont’s Chemicals, Dyes,
and Pigments Division. It has operated continuously since
then as one of the world’s largest TiO2 plants in the world
and remains near the top in production capability. The plant
is situated on 2,600 acres on the north side of the Bay of St.
Louis, but only about 400 of those acres were developed for
industrial use. The remaining acreage is maintained by the
site in its natural state, and the site has achieved certification
by the National Wildlife Council as a Certified Wildlife
Habitat. On July 1, 2015, DuPont completed the spinoff of
its Flouroproducts, Chemical Solutions, and Titanium
technologies businesses. The DeLisle plant is now a major
part of the new company—Chemours. While a spinoff of
that magnitude presents great challenges, the transition to
a new smaller company has been successful. The DeLisle
plant continues to make TiO2 with superior technology and
world-class quality.  TiO2 is used broadly in a number of
products, primarily coatings and plastics. TiO2 adds
durability, brightness, UV protection, and hiding powder to
the products in which it is used. Typical end-uses are paints
and coatings, architectural products like vinyl siding, PVC
pipe, plastic garbage bags, and a host of other products
used by the public. The DeLisle Plant maintains a strong
presence in the community, most recently being recognized
by the Mississippi Association of Partners in Education
(MAPE) with the Partnership Excellence Award for the work
they do in collaboration with DeLisle Elementary School,
part of the Pass Christian School District.  

PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE CHEMOURS COMPANY
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KEESLER AIR FORCE BASE    
Keesler Air Force Base is proud of its seventy-six years of heritage
and is home to the 81st Training Wing and the 403rd Air Reserve
Wing. When Keesler first opened in 1941, it was the Army Air
Corps’ schoolhouse. Today, Keesler graduates are assigned to
expeditionary air, space, and cyber forces all around the world,
supporting both combat and non-combat missions. Keesler is also
home to the world-famous Hurricane Hunters, who investigate and
collect data from tropical storms, keeping Mississippi Gulf Coast
residents and our nation safe and informed. The base was named
after aerial observer, 2nd Lieutenant Samuel Reeves Keesler Junior.
Lieutenant Keesler was born in Greenwood, Mississippi, and killed
in action on October 9, 1918, during World War I. Today, Keesler
trains an average of nearly 3,100 students per day and graduates
more than 27,900 students a year in a variety of technical and
administrative fields. The people who make up Team Keesler are
its most important resource. As of 2016, Team Keesler was made
up of more than 114,000 military members, civilian personnel,
retirees, and their family members living in the region. Team Keesler
is very proud of its heritage and the significant role it plays in
training the country’s present and future war fighters. Keesler
remains committed to having a world-class installation with the best
trained Airmen in the world’s best Air Force.  

PHOTOS COURTESY OF KEESLER AIRFORCE BASE
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gambling wide open along the Mississippi Coast. The
population of the county in 1958 was 11,000, with 4,600
living in Bay St. Louis. In that city, practically every
barroom and other businesses had slot machines in them for
locals and tourists alike. 
Gambling continued in a more-or-less backroom

atmosphere in Hancock County until after the passage of the
National Indian Gaming Act in 1988 by the United States
Congress. With this precedent, on June 29, 1990, the
Mississippi legislature passed the Mississippi Gaming
Control Act, allowing for dockside gambling if approved by
the voters of a community. In 1991, a Dockside Gaming
Study for Hancock County was part of a larger movement
for downtown development in Bay St. Louis and other
communities. This was a comprehensive plan for Hancock
County economic development that explored all options,
including casino gambling.
Casino Magic received the green light to proceed with

its planned construction in Hancock County, and in 1992
opened with about 125,000 square feet of space and
approximately 40,000 square feet of casino floor. It had
1,130 slot machines and sixty-four gaming tables. An
initial staff of about 400 people operated the casino. For the
first six months of Casino Magic’s operation, Hancock
County received $336,488 from taxes. Casino Magic was
heavily damaged in Hurricane Katrina, which hit the coast
in 2005, and became inoperable. Three casinos run today in
Hancock County offering amenities to guests and multiple
gambling opportunities.  
Harrison County also took advantage of the tourist trade.

During the first half of the twentieth century, many grand
hotels appeared in the region, catering to the Northerners
who came south in the winter months to play on the Coast,
especially on its golf courses. Even President Woodrow
Wilson spent a Christmas season along the Mississippi
Coast at what was thereafter referred to as the Dixie White
House in Pass Christian. The Broadwater Beach,
Edgewater, White House, Markham, Great Southern, Tivoli,
Pine Hills, and Buena Vista all provided entertainment, golf
“links,” good seafood, and relaxation for their guests. Some
of the grand hotels even offered air-conditioning to their
guests by the 1920s. 
The Buena Vista also provided boat rides to the Isle of

Caprice, just beyond the Mississippi Sound limits of the
state boundary. There visitors could enjoy dancing,

drinking, and gambling in a resort-like setting. The Isle of
Caprice disappeared into the Gulf of Mexico in 1932 and
does not exist anymore because of tidal movements,
shifting winds, and man-made disasters. The Walter Hunt
family, however, still claims ownership rights today if it
were ever to reappear.
In 1925, the tourist boom resulted in the construction of

the Pine Hills Resort on the Bay of St. Louis north of Pass
Christian. It had an eighteen-hole golf course and a 173-
room hotel. The hotel alone cost $1.35 million to build.
The owners expended another $200,000 for the
furnishings. For several years this resort rivaled others
until a bridge across the Bay of St. Louis diverted traffic,
and the stock market crashed. The new bridge was
approximately two miles long and connected Bay St.
Louis and Pass Christian. Its dedication on March 2, 1928,
was a day of celebration, but no one realized the
detrimental effect it would have on the Pine Hills
development. The new bridge and road completely
bypassed the resort. The majestic hotel was torn down in
the late 1980s after several financial difficulties and
attempts to revive it failed. All that is left is the brick
entranceway.
Gambling along the Harrison County shores was well

known even if it was illegal throughout the twentieth
century. Hotels offered illegal liquor and gambling
opportunities, particularly slot machines, to their patrons.
During the Great Depression years, gambling in Harrison
County fueled the economy, and by 1950, with the opening
of U.S. Highway 90 along the coast of Mississippi,
nightclubs lined that travel corridor and entertainers such as
Elvis Presley, Andy Griffith, and Jayne Mansfield appeared
in those establishments. The Strip, as it was known, offered
all means of entertainment. By the early 1950s, however,
that would begin to change.
In 1951, the U.S. Senate Committee to Investigate

Organized Crime in Interstate Commerce began hearings to
assess the extent of organized crime. Officials at Keesler Air
Force Base, established in Biloxi in 1941, were concerned
about the 327 businesses along the Strip that could adversely
influence the Air Force personnel. As a result, gambling
operations began to decline even though some establishments
remained that offered games of chance. When Hurricane
Camille struck the coast in 1969, the gambling industry did
not recover.  

With the development of the Gulf Hills Resort by Chicago investors in 1926, Ocean
Springs became even more popular for people to visit. Later in the 1950s, visitors
such as Elvis Presley came to Gulf Hills.
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Harrison County.  

The Coast and the Military 
The military presence along the Mississippi Gulf Coast is

strong. Keesler Air Force Base opened in 1941 and today is
the largest technical training wing in the Air Force—the
81st Training Wing. Also, it ranks as the largest medical
training site in the Southeast United States, with the 81st
Medical Group. 
The Hurricane Hunters, an elite group of pilots with the

53rd Weather Reconnaissance Squadron, began in 1946 and
continue today. They fly ten Lockheed WC-130J aircraft
into weather systems and storms to gather intelligence for
reporting purposes. 

By the 1990s, a renewed interest in gambling for Harrison
County emerged. Harrison and Hancock countians approved
dockside gambling, and in 1992, the Isle of Caprice opened
in Biloxi. With this new industry, by 2004, over 42 million
people visited Mississippi. However, when Hurricane
Katrina slammed Harrison County, the casino industry was
hit hard. Many of the casinos floated off of their dockside
moorings because of the waters and wind of the storm and
caused extensive damage as they bulldozed over inland
areas. Hurricane Katrina created a thirty-two-foot tidal surge.
As a result, to avoid other such disasters, casinos can now
establish gambling operations on the north side of Highway
90 in Harrison County on firm land rather than continue only
dockside anchoring. Today, ten casino properties exist in

HANCOCK BANK  
Hancock Bank opened on October 9, 1899, in Bay St. Louis with $10,000 in capital and $8,277.41 in opening-day deposits.
Today, Gulfport based parent company Hancock Holding Company (Nasdaq: HBHC) has assets of $28 billion—the largest
financial services company headquartered in Mississippi, with regional business headquarters and 200-plus locations serving
people and businesses across a growing Gulf South corridor. Guided by core values of honor and integrity, strength and stability,
commitment to service, teamwork, and personal responsibility, the bank provides comprehensive financial products and services
through Hancock Bank locations in Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida and Whitney Bank locations in Louisiana and Texas. The
bank also operates a loan production office in Nashville, Tennessee.  In August 2005, the bank opened the day following
Hurricane Katrina to be able to distribute cash to its dedicated customers. Less than twenty-four hours after the storm, branches
of the bank opened in parking lots using flash lights and folding tables. Survivors of the storm were allowed $200 in cash if they
were able to provide any identifying information, with some writing information down on a sticky note for the bank. Customer
or not, people were needing cash to assist their families in recovery efforts in order to pay for travel or purchase basic needs
such as ice. Hancock Bank gave around $50 million out after the storm on an “honor-system” but only lost about $200,000. 

PHOTOS COURTESY OF HANCOCK BANK
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PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE UNITED STATES COAST GUARD
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After beginning in World War II, the Naval
Construction Battalion Center (NCBC) in Gulfport
officially developed in 1952. Today 4,900 active-duty
Seabees, 900 civilian employees, and 150 contractors are
associated with this base. The military presence in Harrison
County is rich in its history.
On October 25, 1961, with the strong support of President

John F. Kennedy, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), created by the United States
government in 1958, announced that it would build a rocket-
testing site in Hancock County. Plans outlined that the
massive project required 13,480 acres for the site and
125,828 acres for a buffer zone.  
Within the proposed buffer zone were the towns of

Gainesville, Logtown, Westonia, Santa Rosa, and Napoleon.
Gainesville fell entirely within the NASA zone and at the

time counted ninety-one residences, two churches, two
stores, one nightclub, and a school within its town limits.
Sentimental attachment to the land was strong in the area.
Residents who lived there and whose roots ran deep for
generations packed up, often unwillingly, and moved.
Sometimes entire homesteads were relocated, and other
times, people walked away. In all, 2,600 property owners
were displaced. 
In 1962 and 1963, the building process began with 6,100

workers and moved forward for the multimillion-dollar
Space Age Project. The Project Apollo lunar-landing
program was ready to roll full speed ahead. The center tested
the main engines for each of the 135 space shuttle missions.
Today, Stennis Space Center welcomes guests to its new
Infinity Center that opened in 2012 as an educational tool in
teaching the public about the space program.  

DEEPWATER HORIZON OIL SPILL 
Located in the Gulf of Mexico approximately forty-one miles off the shores of the Louisiana, an oil rig known as Deepwater
Horizon suffered an explosion on the night of April 20, 2010. Deepwater Horizon was owned by Transocean and leased by
leading oil and gas company, British Petroleum (BP). The explosion, which occurred when natural gas broke through the rig’s
concrete structure, resulted in eleven crewmember deaths. The environmental damage which followed had a devastating effect
on the environment as oil and gas leaked steadily from the well, spreading thousands of miles across the ocean and causing
irreparable damage to surrounding marine life. Early attempts to cap the well in late April and May failed; therefore BP resorted
to a mechanism known as the Lower Marine Riser Package (LMRP) cap. The wellhead, located more than 5,000 feet below the
surface, was finally sealed eighty-seven days after the explosion on July 15, 2010. In total, an estimated 3.19 million barrels of
oil leaked into the Gulf of Mexico as a result of the Deepwater Horizon incident. In addition to efforts to cap the well, BP, in
collaboration with other relief organizations such as the Environmental Protection Agency and the National Response Team,
used a variety of methods to clean up the spilled oil. For months, oil infiltrated multiple layers of the ocean, making cleanup
efforts highly challenging and complex. To break up the oil covering the ocean surface, known as slicks, over a million gallons
of dispersants were forced into the effected water, and as much of the compiled oil as possible was removed using skimmers
and sorbents. However, this method had some adverse effects, including a twenty-two-mile plume which hovered below the
surface. Within months, oil had contaminated more than a thousand miles of coastal land in Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama,
and Florida. Members of relief groups resorted to manual labor in order to clean contaminated lands and wildlife. Fish, turtles,
birds, and more were found either smothered by or covered in oil. Researchers estimate that hundreds of thousands of seabirds
died as a result of the spill, which will likely have long-term effects on the overall population. Precious coral reefs deep below
the surface were permanently destroyed. This disaster is considered the largest accidental oil spill of all time, the effects of which
are still being dealt with. Today, many scientists, researchers, and others are still working to analyze and understand the spill and
its effect on surrounding areas, especially on marine ecosystems. 
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WALTER ANDERSON   
In 1918, Annette McConnell Anderson purchased twenty-four acres of land in Ocean Springs, and four years later, Annette, her
husband, and three sons (Walter, Peter, and James McConnell “Mac”) moved from New Orleans to Ocean Springs. Walter
Anderson spent most of his life observing, drawing, and painting plant and animal life on the Gulf Coast. He found the barrier
islands in the undeveloped coastal region to be best for his close studies of nature. Anderson’s block prints, watercolors, and
ceramics have become historical representations of the Mississippi Coast. Annette and Peter started Shearwater Pottery in 1928.
Peter would throw pottery and Walter and Mac would decorate these figurines known as “widgets.” The Walter Anderson
Museum of Art opened in 1991 in Ocean Springs. The museum is dedicated to all three of the Anderson brothers. Walter
Anderson was a painter, Peter Anderson was a potter, and James Anderson was a painter and ceramist. The museum’s collection
is filled with watercolors, drawings, oils, block prints, ceramics, and carvings represented in more than 1,000 objects. Neighboring
the museum is Walter Anderson’s largest mural located on the Ocean Springs Community Center. 

PHOTOS BY GREG CAMPBELL
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DIZZY DEAN 
Major League Baseball star Jay Hanna “Dizzy” Dean was
born in Lucas, Arkansas, in 1910. Following a difficult
childhood, Dean left school to join the Army at age sixteen,
but despite his lack of education, Dean was a man of
immense talent. During his military service, he discovered his
impressive athletic ability—most important, his passion for
baseball. Recognizing Dean’s talent on the post laundry
baseball team, a sergeant drafted him to the Twelfth Field
Artillery team. Dean’s professional baseball career began in
1929, when he was signed to pitch for the St. Louis Cardinals.
During the next few years, Dean developed his reputation
as a standout talent with a lively personality.  Dean is perhaps
best known for leading the “Gashouse Gang” St. Louis team
for thirty wins in the 1934 season, including the World Series
victory over the Detroit Tigers. This earned Dean the honor
of Most Valuable Player that year. After suffering foot and
arm injuries in the 1937 season, St. Louis traded Dean to their
longtime rival, the Chicago Cubs, for whom Dean pitched
from 1938 until 1941. Although Dean had essentially retired
after his time with the Cubs, he pitched a four-inning shutout
win for the St. Louis Browns in 1947. The four-time twenty-
game winner’s passion for the sport continued long after his
playing career ended. During the 1940s and 1950s, Dean
became a popular sportscaster, announcing for major radio
and television networks such as CBS and NBC. Dean joined
other baseball legends as a member of the National Baseball
Hall of Fame in 1953. When Dean retired from broadcasting
in the 1960s, he and his wife, Patricia Nash, settled in her
hometown of Bond. Dean passed away in 1974 and is buried
in Bond, where he is remembered as a notable and
celebrated member of the community. In 1990, Dean was
inducted into the Mississippi Sports Hall of Fame. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI SPORTS HALL OF FAME
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The Coast and Its People
Fred Wallace Haise, Jr., who was born in Biloxi on

November 14, 1933, was an astronaut on Apollo 13. He
is one of only twenty-four people who have flown to the
moon. Because of an aborted mission, he was unable to
walk on the moon, but he continued his career as a test
pilot and retired from NASA in 1979. Most recently,
Haise has been instrumental in working to develop and
bring to fruition the Infinity Station in Hancock County.  
Many notable people call or have called South

Mississippi home. Jerome Herman Dean, better known
as Dizzy Dean and remembered as a famous pitcher for
Major League Baseball teams, settled in his wife’s Stone
County home in Bond after retirement. Olympic gold
medalists Alice Ruth Bolton and Janice Faye Lawrence,
both born in the Coast region, played on the U.S.
women's basketball team. Lawrence won a gold medal in
1984 and Bolton won gold medals in 1996 and 2000.
Eric Moulds, also of Lucedale, played professional
football for the Buffalo Bills for most of his professional
career. Another football personality is Brett Favre, who is
from Kiln in Hancock County and was recently inducted
into the National Football League Hall of Fame. The
majority of his career was with the Green Bay Packers,
and he led his team to the Super Bowl XXXI
championship.
Dr. Gilbert Mason and Dr. Felix Dunn had organized

the Biloxi Civic League in 1959 and initially began
instituting Head Start Educational Programs throughout
the county. Mason also organized the first Gulf Coast
chapter of the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People (NAACP), which worked within the
county to improve opportunities for all. He lead the
efforts to integrate the beaches of Biloxi and Gulfport in
the 1960s. In 1964, he successfully lead the effort to
desegregate the Biloxi Public Schools. 
Anthony Herrera was born in Wiggins and made a

career as a television producer and director. Another
television personality, Robin Rene Roberts, was raised in
Pass Christian. Once an anchor of SportsCenter, she can
be seen daily on Good Morning America. Toni Deniece
Seawright from Pascagoula is currently an actress and
was also the first African American woman chosen as
Miss Mississippi. Jake W. Lindsey was a Medal of Honor
recipient for his actions in World War II. He was born in
Lucedale. Chester “Trent” Lott, Sr., from Pascagoula,
was a United States senator and served from 1989 to
2007. He served as Senate Majority Leader and is the
author of Herding Cats: A Life in Politics. Theodore
Gilmore Bilbo, from Pearl River County, was a
Mississippi senator, lieutenant governor, and governor as

JESMYN WARD 
Award-winning novelist Jesmyn Ward was born in DeLisle, a
small rural town located on the Mississippi Gulf Coast.
Ward’s painful experiences in her hometown—particularly
her brother’s death by a drunk driver during her last year of
college—led her to pursue a career in writing. Shortly after
Ward received a Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing from
the University of Michigan in 2005, her family and community
fell victim to Hurricane Katrina. During the storm and in the
days following, Ward and her family sought refuge in
neighboring homes and communities. As she empathized
with fellow storm victims, she began to grapple with the
meaning of her own experience. Doug Seibold of Agate
Publishing accepted her first novel, Where the Line Bleeds,
in which she dealt with the difficult lives of two young African
American men in the post-Katrina Gulf Coast. Ward’s second
novel, Salvage the Bones, was published in 2011. Most
notably, the novel earned her a National Book Award for
Fiction in 2011, as well as final consideration for the Dayton
Literary Peace Prize. From 2010 to 2011, Ward served as the
John and Renee Grisham Writer in Residence at the
University of Mississippi. Ward’s memoir, Men We Reaped,
was published in 2013, earning a National Book Critics Circle
Award that year. Ward’s latest work, The Fire This Time—
inspired by James Baldwin’s 1963 work The Fire Next
Time—was published by Simon and Schuster in August
2016. The anthology includes works by many contributing
writers, including a number of Ward’s fellow Mississippians.  

PHOTOS COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI BOOK FESTIVAL
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well as a United States senator. Emilie Blackmore Stapp
was a children’s author and philanthropist who chose
Stone County as her home. She and her sister established
the Stone County Public Library. Another author,
Natasha Trethewey, won the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry in
2007 for her book Native Guard (2006). Her roots
remain deep in Harrison County, and she was the poet
laureate of the state of Mississippi in 2012. Many visual
artists claim South Mississippi also. Included are
Richmond Barthe, from Bay St. Louis, who was a key

JIMMY BUFFETT  
Singer, songwriter, and entrepreneur Jimmy Buffett was born in
Pascagoula, Mississippi, in 1946 and spent much of his early life in
Mobile, Alabama. He attended Auburn University and the
University of Southern Mississippi, where he majored in journalism.
With hopes of becoming a country singer, Buffett moved to
Nashville in the late 1960s. His first record with Barnaby Records,
Down to Earth, sold 324 copies. After Barnaby “lost” his second
album prior to its release, Buffett moved to Key West, Florida, in
1972 and soon signed with ABC-Dunhill. In 1974, Buffett released
a top-thirty hit called “Come Monday.” He formed the first version
of his Coral Reefer Band in 1975. Buffett’s career breakthrough
came in 1977 with his platinum album Changes in Latitudes,
Changes in Attitudes, which included the famous  hit single
“Margaritaville.” With albums like this, as well as Coconut
Telegraph (1981) and A White Sportcoat and a Pink Crustacean
(1983), Buffett began solidifying his  easy-going, “beach bum”
reputation. Rather than promoting his music on world tours like
most hit artists, Buffett spent a majority of his time traveling the
Caribbean on his treasured fifty-foot sailboat. Nevertheless, Buffett
continued to gain popularity. His Coconut Telegraph album
inspired the creation of a fan club newsletter of the same name,
and his fans and subscribers to the newsletter began referring to
themselves “Parrotheads.” By the early 1990s, Buffett had
established a Margaritaville empire—including a record label,
stores, and restaurants. Buffett also wrote three best-selling books:
a collection of short stories called Tales from Margaritaville; a novel
titled Where Is Joe Merchant?; and his memoir,  A Pirate Looks at
Fifty. Additionally, Buffett co-wrote two children's books with his
daughter Savannah Jane. For three consecutive years from 1993
to 1995, Forbes magazine listed Jimmy Buffett as one of the
highest-paid entertainers. In recent decades, Buffett has
contributed to a range of charities, but he is particularly passionate
about environmental causes. For example, he has advocated on
behalf of Florida's endangered wildlife and marinelife. Today, in
addition to his Margaritaville franchise, Buffett has his own record

label, Mailboat Records, as well his own radio station, Radio
Margaritaville. As of 2007, Buffett had produced over thirty albums,
including eight Gold and nine Platinum or Multi-Platinum. Today,
Buffett continues to travel, tour, and produce music, often
collaborating with other well-known artists such as Alan Jackson,
George Strait, and Zac Brown Band.

figure in the Harlem Renaissance and an internationally
recognized sculptor who worked in marble, bronze, and
stone. 
With its rich and varied history, the six counties of

South Mississippi maintain their histories and
simultaneously look to future growth in the twenty-first
century as Mississippi celebrates its bicentennial
birthday. 

PHOTO BY CLARE STEGALL PHOTOGRAPHY, COURTESY OF CITY OF PASCAGOULA
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COUNTIES
Adams: Founded in 1799. County seat is Natchez. 

Jefferson: Founded in 1799. County seat is Fayette.
Claiborne: Founded in 1802. County seat is Port Gibson.
Wilkinson: Founded in 1802. County seat is Woodville.

Amite: Founded in 1809. County seat is Liberty.
Franklin: Founded in 1809. County seat is Meadville.
Warren: Founded in 1809. County seat is Vicksburg.
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Two decades before Mississippi was established in 1817 as the twentieth state
in the Union, Eli Whitney’s cotton gin had greatly sped up the process of
removing seeds from raw cotton fiber, making large-scale cotton plantations
financially lucrative endeavors. By 1814, Robert Fulton and Edward

Livingston were offering regular steamboat and freight service between New Orleans
and Natchez, facilitating the transport of tons of cotton bales down the Mississippi River
to New Orleans for export to textile mills along the Eastern Seaboard in Great Britain
which eagerly bought all the white fiber the new southern territories could grow. And,
although the steam train engine “Mississippi” would not arrive in Natchez by steamboat
until 1836, the rapid expansion of rail lines connecting the Mississippi River to Jackson
and other inland communities facilitated overland transportation of cotton, other
agricultural products, and manufactured goods from the Lower River counties to
scattered markets throughout the United States. 

Slavery was phasing out in other parts of the nation by the early 1800s, but not in
cotton country where Whitney’s gin led to an increased demand for field laborers. When
a federal law passed in 1807 prohibited the importation of additional slaves from Africa,
Mississippi cotton planters turned to the existing slave labor force in Virginia, Maryland,
and other older slave states where agricultural productivity was beginning to decline.

By 1833, the largest slave market in the southeastern United States was located at
Forks of the Road, now the intersection of Liberty and Washington Road just one mile
east of downtown Natchez. Straddling what was then the city’s easternmost boundary,
the market site occupied a prominent knoll. It was at this crossroads that the last element
in the social and economic development of the Lower River counties fell into place—an
abundance of manpower needed to produce and harvest the region’s rapidly expanding
cotton crop. 

FORKS OF THE ROAD MAP
Downtown Natchez contained one of Mississippi’s most active
markets where enslaved people, livestock, and other goods were
bought and sold. The slave market, a courtyard surrounded by low
buildings, was located at a Y-shaped fork in the road. There are no
remnants of the market left after Union troops completely
disbanded and destroyed it during the Civil War. The area was also
used briefly as a contraband market and a refuge for slaves freed
after the abolition of slavery in 1865.
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BUILT ON THE SITE WHERE THE PLANTATION HOME ROULAND ONCE STOOD, Dunleith was given its
Scottish name by Alfred Davis, who owned the home during the Civil War after buying it from the Routh family. Taking the
place of Routhland, which burned to the ground after being struck by lightning, Dunleith was built in Greek Revival style
surrounded by twenty-six Tuscan columns. The Carpenter family lived in and owned Dunleith from 1886-1976, when it was
sold and became an inn. Dunleith remains a popular bed and breakfast and wedding venue.

DUNLEITH

Counties and Communities
Prior to Mississippi’s statehood in 1817, the Lower

River counties were home to the majority of settlers in the
Mississippi Territory. On April 2, 1799, Adams and
Pickering counties, named for President John Adams and
Secretary of State Timothy Pickering, respectively, were
established. On January 11, 1802, Pickering County was
renamed Jefferson County after President Thomas Jefferson
by the Democratic-Republican majority in the territorial

legislature as a slight to their Federalist political rivals. The
creation of Claiborne County, named for W.C.C. Claiborne,
governor of the Mississippi Territory and Wilkinson County,
named for Brigadier General James Wilkinson, followed that
same month. All established in 1809, Amite County was
named for the Amite River; Franklin County was named for
Benjamin Franklin; and Warren County was named for
General Joseph Warren, a Revolutionary War hero.

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE MISSISSIPPI SECRETARY OF STATE’S OFFICE



Established by French colonists in 1716 as the site of
Fort Rosalie, Natchez is the oldest and perhaps one of the
most important European settlements in the lower
Mississippi River Valley. Its strategic location on a bluff
overlooking the Mississippi River ensured Natchez’s role as
a pivotal center of trade, commerce, and transportation in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

Located about 100 miles upriver, the city of Vicksburg,
tracing its history back to colonial times, was founded in
1811. In 1719, the French built Fort Saint-Pierre about ten
miles north of the modern city on the Yazoo River bluffs. It
was destroyed by a band of Natchez warriors in a surprise
attack in December 1729.

When the Spanish gained possession of the Mississippi
following the American Revolution, they quickly decided to
plant a new fort in the Vicksburg area. A settlement called
Nogales or Walnut Hills was established at Vicksburg in
1790. Vicksburg was founded as a town in 1811 on a
strategic bend in the Mississippi River and was incorporated
eight years after statehood.

Both Natchez and Vicksburg prospered as cotton
exporting ports during early statehood, and in the 1820s,
Lower River counties had more than three-fourths of the
assessed property valuation in the entire state. Prior to the
Civil War, Natchez was the home of more millionaires than
any other community in the United States. Three-fourths of
Mississippi’s largest planters owning more than 250 slaves
each lived in Natchez. By 1860, Natchez and Vicksburg had
become the two wealthiest and largest cities in Mississippi,
with Natchez’s population estimated at 6,600 and
Vicksburg’s at around 4,800 and rapidly gaining on Natchez. 

Chartered in 1811, Port Gibson in Claiborne County was
the third town incorporated in Mississippi. It was originally
settled in 1788 as Gibson’s Port or Gibson’s Landing, a
frontier town on the south fork of the Bayou Pierre. It was
the home of the state’s first library and published
Mississippi’s second newspaper.

Woodville, the county seat of Wilkinson County, was
also incorporated in 1811. The Woodville Republican
newspaper, founded in 1824 by Andrew K. Marshchalk, is
today Mississippi’s oldest newspaper and business
institution. In 1837, the town became the headquarters of the
first standard-gauge railroad in America, the Woodville-West
Feliciana Railroad. 

The unincorporated community of Washington in Adams
County was the site of the Mississippi statehood convention
of 1817 and served as the second territorial capital in 1822. It
was the home of Fort Dearborn, established in 1802 to
protect Natchez which was the capital of the Mississippi
Territory at the time.

The Lower River counties were unquestionably the
political, social, educational, cultural, and economic

OLD COURTHOUSE MUSEUM 
The Warren County Courthouse is located in Vicksburg.
Completed in 1860 with slave labor, the Warren County
Courthouse is known as one of most outstanding courthouses
in the United States. Ionic columns support the entrance,
porticos surround the building, and an iron stairway leads
between floors inside the building. Iron doors and existing
shutters are original to the building. The courthouse survived
the Siege of Vicksburg, taking only one direct hit from Union
shelling. The courthouse is now a museum managed by the
Vicksburg and Warren County Historical Society and contains
a wide variety of artifacts from the area. 

PHOTO BY GREG CAMPBELL
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epicenter for the newly formed state of Mississippi. When the
U.S. Congress created the Mississippi Territory on 
April 7, 1798, out of the land ceded by Spain in the Pinckney
Treaty of 1795, the Natchez District was chosen as the center
of government and Natchez was its capital. In July 1817, the
first Mississippi State Constitutional Convention was held in
the small town of Washington in Adams County. Of the forty-
eight delegates, the overwhelming majority represented the
seven Lower River counties. At that conclave, Natchez was
chosen as the first state capital. 

Religion
During this formative period, the region saw the

establishment and growth of various Christian denominations.
By 1817, Catholic, Baptist, Methodist, Episcopal, and
Presbyterian gatherings had been established. In the years
following statehood, these congregations began to organize

beyond the level of local
churches. In 1816, the
Methodists, meeting at the
home of William Foster in
Adams County, organized
themselves into the
Mississippi Conference,
which at that time covered
the whole of the
Mississippi Territory. When
the territory was split into

the separate states of Mississippi and Alabama the next year,
a separate conference was established for Alabama.

The Episcopal Church in Mississippi is unique in that its
first official congregation was not established until after
statehood. This was Christ Church, which was organized in
1820 in Church Hill in Jefferson County. In May 1826, after
additional Episcopal congregations were established in
Natchez, Port Gibson, and Woodville, they held a convention
in Natchez and organized an Episcopal Diocese for
Mississippi. In November, approval of the application for
recognition of the new diocese was granted by the General
Convention. 

The Baptist congregations took longer to organize on the
statewide level, unsurprisingly for a denomination whose
theology elevated the independence of the individual
conscience above obedience to the dictates of a central
authority. The first Mississippi Baptist Convention was
founded in Pike County in 1824 and was dissolved in 1830,
fatally weakened by doctrinal disputes and the fears of the
loss of congregational independence. The idea of a statewide
convention was soon revived by the Reverend Ashley
Vaughn, the dynamic pastor of the Clear Creek Baptist

Church in Washington. He agitated for the formation of a new
Mississippi Baptist Convention. In 1836, he even founded a
magazine, the Southwestern Religious Luminary, to promote
the idea. That same year, he got his wish. In December,
representatives from the Baptist congregations of Mississippi,
including Vaughn, met in Washington to form a new
statewide convention. On Christmas Eve, they passed a
resolution establishing the modern Mississippi Baptist
Convention. 

The Catholics were the last to organize statewide for two
reasons. First, the church in Mississippi had been
disorganized since the local priests left with the Spanish in
1798 when the Natchez District came under American
control. Second, Catholics, unlike Protestants, could not
simply choose pastors for individual congregations or create a
state governing body from below. A diocese for the state and
the appointment of a bishop and parish priests all had to come
from the Holy See in Rome, a slow process in those days. It
was not until 1837 that the creation of the Diocese of Natchez
encompassing the state of Mississippi was approved by Pope
Gregory XVI, and the first bishop, Father John Chance from
Maryland, was not appointed until 1840. 

Education
Jefferson College was the first institution of higher

learning in Mississippi. It was founded in Washington, just
outside of Natchez, primarily as a college preparatory school.
It received a charter from the General Assembly of the
Mississippi Territory in 1802 as an all-male college and
would soon become a military boarding school. Classes
opened with fifteen students in a one-room wood-frame
structure. The first permanent brick building was completed
in 1820. John James Audubon was a teacher there from 1822
to 1823.

The Elizabeth Female Academy was founded in 1818 in
Washington as a Methodist school. Manners and deportment
and various academic subjects were taught to young ladies of
prosperous families. The school closed in 1847. In 1830,
Oakland College was founded near Rodney by the
Mississippi legislature as a school under the care of the
Mississippi Presbytery. It was sold to the state in 1871 for use
as a school for higher education of African American
students. The name was changed by the legislature in 1878 to
Alcorn Agriculture and Mechanical College. 

In 1846, J.B.S. Thacher of Natchez drafted the first state
law in Mississippi to establish a statewide system of tax-
supported county public schools. This law was the product of
consultation with Horace Mann, pioneer education reformer
and the father of the American public school system. It
followed the establishment in 1845 of the Natchez Institute, a

Jefferson College was
the first institution of
higher learning in

Mississippi. 
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JEFFERSON COLLEGE
Jefferson College, the first college to be
incorporated in Mississippi, was founded in 1811
before Mississippi achieved statehood. At the time,
it was the only chartered education institution in the
Mississippi Territory. Jefferson College, a preparatory
school, was built in Washington, Mississippi, which
was then the territorial capitol. Named after Thomas
Jefferson, Jefferson College provided excellent
academic instruction to its students and support to
its community during the time it was operational.
Jefferson College closed in 1964.

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE MISSISSIPPI SECRETARY OF STATE’S OFFICE

municipal public school in Natchez, on land donated by
local merchant and planter Alvarez Fisk. Upon the passage
of Thacher’s law and its alteration by the legislature to adapt
it to conditions outside the region, new county public school
systems were founded. In 1848, both Jefferson and
Wilkinson counties created their own tax-supported county
school systems. By 1848, Vicksburg had founded a public
school similar to the Natchez Institute. Both the Natchez
Institute and the Vicksburg school provided children from a
variety of economic backgrounds and not just the planter
elite could obtain a free education.

In nearby Port Gibson, the Port Gibson Female College
was founded in 1843. Unlike many small colleges in the
South, the school kept its doors open throughout the Civil
War. It was donated to the Methodist Episcopal Church in
1869 and was closed in 1903.
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PORT GIBSON
Port Gibson, nicknamed “the city too pretty to burn,” is
one of the oldest settlements by non-Native Americans in
Mississippi. First occupied by French settlers in 1729, the
town was incorporated in 1803. Port Gibson was involved
in battles in the Civil War, including those surrounding the
Siege of Vicksburg. Union General Ulysses S. Grant was the
one who decided Port Gibson should not be burned
because of its beauty after he had captured it in 1863.
“Hand Pointing to Heaven,” pictured above, is atop the
First Presbyterian Church steeple. The hand imitates the
first pastor of the church, Dr. Zebulon Butler, pointing up. 
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Economy 
The Lower River region prospered and diversified

during the early days of statehood. Natchez was the banking
center of Mississippi as the home of the Bank of
Mississippi, later renamed the Agricultural Bank of
Natchez. The Bank of Mississippi held a monopoly of state
banking until 1830 when its charter was stripped by the
state legislature. A new bank, the Planters’ Bank of Natchez,
was founded in 1830 and quickly surpassed its predecessor
as the largest bank in the state. 

A new industry, lumber, began to grow. By 1819,
Hartwell and James H. Center operated a sawmill in the
unincorporated river town of Vicksburg. Shortly afterward,
Scottish immigrant Andrew Brown purchased an already
existing sawmill in Natchez. In the following decades, he
built it into the biggest in the state of Mississippi.

Of course, the economic health of the Lower River
counties needed transportation to move its cotton to market.
In 1831, a new form of transportation debuted: the railroad.
First, Wilkinson County planters led by Edward McGehee
chartered the West Feliciana Railroad to run from Woodville
to Bayou Sara in Louisiana, and from Bayou Sara down the
Mississippi River to market in New Orleans. The longer and
more expensive route by road to Natchez was thus
bypassed. Later that same year, a charter was issued for a
line from Vicksburg to Clinton that by 1840 had been
extended to Jackson. This line, along with its favorable
position on the Mississippi River and at the mouth of the
Yazoo River, made Vicksburg the new economic center of
the Lower River counties. 

In 1835, construction began on a railroad from New
Orleans to Nashville but stopped two years later when the
company building it failed. In 1858, the project of a north-
south line through Mississippi was resumed by a new line:
the New Orleans, Jackson, and Great Northern Railroad.
After the Civil War, as part of the Illinois Central line
between New Orleans and Chicago, this line would help
move the economic center of Mississippi away from the
Lower River counties to the Delta and Jackson. 

In 1837, the growth of the cotton economy in the
Lower River counties came to a halt as a financial panic
brought on by the bursting of a credit-driven speculative
bubble in new lands in the recently-opened Chickasaw and
Choctaw sessions in northern and central Mississippi. As a
result, banks became so distrusted in the region no new ones
were established until after the Civil War. Cotton brokers
stepped in to fill the void and began making loans to
planters and to the public at large. 

The panic and the lean times afterward did spur a
number of cotton planters to experiment with diversification
of crops by raising corn, potatoes, livestock, and orchard
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MURRAY HOUSE 
The dilapidating state of the Murray House, shown when this photo was taken, depicts the turn of Fort Adams
no longer serving as a vital river port. The structure of the Murray House is much like other plantation homes
built in the area but little history is known about the family that lived here.

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

crops. John Carmichael Jenkins was a member of a group
of Natchez-area planters led by Benjamin L.C.C. Wailes
interested in scientific agriculture. He cultivated fruit trees,
especially peaches, apples, and pears, and carried out
pioneering experiments with soil quality and fertilizers.
Later, these early attempts at crop diversification would be
overwhelmed by the need for cash brought on by the Civil
War and its aftermath. 

A Prelude to War
The demand of the cotton economy for field labor

fueled a thriving slave trade that continued to be centered at
the Forks of the Road. By the 1830s, this market brought
more than 1,000 slaves a year overland from Virginia to
Natchez to be sold locally or shipped to the slave marts in
New Orleans. Author and Episcopal minister Joseph Holt
Ingraham estimated that between 1820 and 1835 this
operation was responsible for two-thirds of the slaves

brought into the Lower River counties. “The number of
slaves introduced into the south-western market is annually
increasing. Last year, more than 4,000 were brought into the
state, one-third of whom were sold in the Natchez market,”
Ingraham wrote.

Aside from small but durable communities of free
African Americans centered mostly in Natchez and
Vicksburg, almost all in the Lower River counties were
slaves, most of whom worked as field hands. For these
slaves, plantation life was a yearly cycle of dusk-to-dawn
labor built around cultivation of cotton. When laborers were
not tending cotton, they were tending livestock, gardens, or
food crops such as corn. A few slaves were house servants
who tended to their masters and their masters’ children.
Whether field hand or house servant, slaves were property
and had no personal rights under the law. Slave owners had
the right to sell slaves at will and could separate families as
needed. If slaves failed to perform as instructed or violated
their owners’ orders, they were subject to any punishment
without recourse or legal appeal. 
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In contrast to practices typical of slave owners, an
experiment in loosening the restrictions of slavery was put
forth on the Davis Bend plantations of planter Joseph Davis,
brother of future Confederate president Jefferson Davis.
Influenced by Welsh industrial reformer Robert Owen’s
experiments in cooperative industry and self-determination
for laborers, Davis allowed his slaves a degree of autonomy
extraordinary for a Southern plantation. The slaves enforced
discipline among themselves through their own court. Some
were taught to read and write. One of Davis’s slaves,
Benjamin Montgomery, eventually opened his own
profitable dry goods store. 

Toward the end of the antebellum era, the people of the
Lower River counties were as much concerned with the
politics of slavery as with the science of agriculture. A rising
abolitionist movement began in the North in the 1830s with
the avowed purpose of ending slavery. Its agitation
provoked southern defenses of the institution, which
provided southern planters with their labor force. One of the
most influential defenses was made by Presbyterian
minister James W. Smylie of Amite County who ministered
to slaves, even preparing a slave catechism designed to
teach them what he considered their Christian duty. In 1835,
he cited biblical scripture to argue that slavery was a
positive good rather than a necessary evil and that African
Americans were ordained by God to be “hewers of wood
and drawers of water.” 

This attitude exemplified the political beliefs of radical
Southern defenders of slavery called Fire-Eaters. They
believed that the preservation of slavery justified, and some
even mounted armed expeditions (called “filibusters”)
against the governments of Latin American countries with
the ultimate aim of annexing them into the United States as

slave states. They feared the growth of free states through
western expansion would eventually give the free states a
majority and thus the ability to limit or abolish slavery. 

The most prominent Fire-Eater in Mississippi was John
A. Quitman of Natchez. Quitman was a hero of the
Mexican War who rose to the rank of major general and
participated in the capture of Mexico City. In 1851, he was
forced to resign as governor of the state under indictment
for his support of Narciso Lopez’s filibustering expeditions
to overthrow the Spanish government in Cuba. Success
would have been followed by the establishment of a Cuban
government friendlier to Southern interests as defined by
the Fire-Eaters. Quitman denied having supplied Lopez
with arms, but there is no question that he advised him and
used his influence to help him recruit officers and men.
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VICKSBURG NATIONAL MILITARY PARK
Vicksburg was an important location for Confederate troops in Mississippi. The Battle of Vicksburg, from
May 18 to July 4, 1863, is preserved by markers and monuments throughout the Vicksburg National Military
Park. Vicksburg National Cemetery holds the remains of 17,000 Civil War Union soldiers. This 116-acre
cemetery was established by an act of Congress is 1866. At Vicksburg National Cemetery, 75 percent of
the Civil War soldiers are listed as unknown. The known soldiers’ graves are identified by rounded, upright
headstones; the unknown soldiers’ graves consist of small, square blocks imprinted with a grave number.
The War Department had authority over the Vicksburg National Cemetery until 1933. After this, jurisdiction
changed to the Department of the Interior’s National Park Service. In 1947, the superintendent of Vicksburg
National Military Park gained responsibility of the cemetery.
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Secession and War
In 1860, Abraham Lincoln, hostile to the expansion of

slavery, was elected president of the United States, bringing
the tension between slave and free states to a head. By that
time, the Fire-Eaters had established a statewide majority
and pushed for Mississippi to secede from the Union.
However, the majority in the Lower River counties were
Unionists who opposed secession. During the secession
crisis they argued that Mississippians should unite in trying
every other possible alternative. Opposition to secession
was especially fervent in and around Vicksburg and
Natchez, both river ports with strong commercial ties to the
North. Nonetheless, on January 9, 1861, the delegates to the
Mississippi Secession Convention voted for secession,
making Mississippi the second state after South Carolina to
leave the Union. Of the river counties’ delegates, only three

of the eight voted for
secession. Walker Brooke
of Warren County only did
so because, even though he
deplored secession, he had
come to believe it
inevitable. He felt that if
Mississippi were to take
such a momentous action, it
should do so united. 

The people of the
Lower River counties, out
of loyalty to their state, did
unite to contribute to the
war effort for the conflict
that followed. During the

Civil War, they organized 121 infantry, cavalry, and artillery
companies for the Confederate Army. Many of the region’s
young men went to war in other theaters, for there was little
fighting in the Lower River counties for a year and a half
following the war’s beginning.

In December 1862, General Ulysses S. Grant began the
first of several attempts to take Vicksburg, the most
strategically valuable port and crossing point on the
Mississippi River not yet in Union hands. After months of
failures, his final campaign began with a landing at
Bruinsburg in Claiborne County. As Grant landed his troops,
Wirt Adams’ Cavalry, stationed in Natchez, was lured away
by a diversionary cavalry thrust toward the Lower River
counties by Union Colonel Benjamin Grierson. On April 29,
Adams met Grierson in a fierce but indecisive skirmish at
Union Church in Jefferson County. Battles ensued at
Raymond, Jackson, and finally at Champion Hill. Grierson’s
diversions made it impossible for Adams to interfere with
Grant’s crossing of the Mississippi River.

Confederate forces were divided and Vicksburg held out
under a grueling siege until July 4 when Confederate General
John C. Pemberton surrendered the city. Grant’s campaign is
still studied for strategic movement of forces. A national
cemetery in Vicksburg is dedicated to the fallen and
wounded. USS Cairo was sunk by a torpedo and remains
there to reflect the naval battles fought on the Mississippi
River. The city continues to be mainly surrounded by the
Vicksburg National Military Park.  

The final blow for Union control of the Mississippi River
was struck nine days later when General T.E.G. Ransom took
Natchez, the sole remaining Mississippi River crossing left in
Confederate hands. The Federals occupied Vicksburg and
Natchez until the end of the war. Their presence allowed the
slave inhabitants of the Lower River counties to flee the
plantations in droves. Contraband camps were established for
them in both cities. Unfortunately, the new military
authorities were not prepared for such a tremendous influx of
people requiring food, housing, and clothing. For the first few
months, conditions in the contraband camps were terrible.
Catholic bishop William Henry Elder, a frequent visitor to the
one in Natchez, remembered shortly afterward that “blacks of
the surrounding country came flocking here to enjoy the
freedom offered them. Poor creatures, died away by whole
families—measles, pneumonia, dysentery, and finally
smallpox prevailed among them.”

In Warren County, seventy freed slaves at Davis Bend
leased land under the auspices of the Freedmen’s Bureau as
part of a mostly successful experiment in self-sufficiency.
Many went to work for the Union as laborers on fortifications
such as Fort McPherson, built on the northern outskirts of
Natchez to secure the town. Others joined the new black
regiments such as the 6th Mississippi Colored Infantry being
recruited for garrison duty and occasional raids on
Confederate forces and resources in the rest of the Lower
River counties. Ironically, the 6th Mississippi was stationed at
the now unused slave market at Forks of the Road. 

In October 1864, the military authorities at Natchez
launched a series of raids into Louisiana and the Lower River
counties south of Adams County to destroy Confederate
supplies and industry. One of these through Wilkinson
County in October 1864 resulted in the rout of a Confederate
force at Woodville with the help of a charge into the enemy’s
rear by the 3rd U.S. Colored Cavalry.

The Aftermath of War
At the end of the Civil War, the old plantation economy

in the Lower River counties was in shambles. The slaves
were free, and many planters had little left but their land. A
great deal of property had been destroyed or looted during

Confederate forces
were divided and
Vicksburg held out

under a grueling siege
until July 4 when

Confederate General
John C. Pemberton
surrendered the city. 
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the war. The loss of most of the cotton crop of 1866 and
1867 to armyworm did not help. A new system of labor was
needed. Experiments were made with wages, renting, and
sharecropping. Many planters couldn’t afford cash wages,
and most freedmen couldn’t afford to purchase land, so by
the end of Reconstruction sharecropping emerged as the
dominant answer. 

The sharecropper farmed as much land as he and his
family could plant and harvest. They received a portion of
the crop minus cost and interest on whatever tools and
supplies the farmer provided during the year. Unfortunately,
this system was open to exploitation. Planters could charge
exorbitant interest on supplies, pad bills, and short the
sharecropper on his share at the end of the harvest. Not all
planters were dishonest, but those sharecroppers who found
themselves cheated had little recourse other than leaving
and finding another employer.

Reconstruction itself saw many freedmen in the Lower
River counties exercising considerable political power and
this stirred much white resentment. Giles Hillyer of
Natchez, editor of the Unionist Natchez Courier before the
war, now supported the effort by white Mississippi
legislators to limit the rights and freedoms of freedmen
through what became known as the Black Code. The
Mississippi Black Code forbade freedmen to own firearms
unless in military service or licensed by the local Board of
Police. It also forbade them to rent or lease lands outside of
municipalities. They were required to carry proof of
employment or face arrest for vagrancy. A poll tax that hit
cash-strapped African Americans particularly hard was also
imposed.

The passage by U.S. Congress of the Civil Rights Bill
of 1866 and the Fourteenth Amendment which guaranteed
equal protection of the laws effectively extinguished the
Black Codes. The Reconstruction Act of 1867 placed the
Southern states except Tennessee under military rule only to
be readmitted to the Union upon adoption of state
constitutions requiring manhood suffrage and approval of
the Fourteenth Amendment. The resulting reorganization of
state and local government on a basis of political equality
allowed the African Americans of the Lower River counties,
a majority in some counties, to engage in local politics. 

In Natchez and Vicksburg, many local ex-Unionists
joined with the cities’ African American majorities to build
political dominance. A number of capable leaders came to
the fore in Natchez. These included a respected minister,
Hiram Revels. Appointed to serve an unexpired U.S. Senate
term, he became the first African American to serve in that
body. After leaving the Senate, he became the first president
of Alcorn University, established in Claiborne County in
1871 as America’s first African American land grant
college. In 1873, he took a leave of absence from the

university to serve an interim term as Mississippi’s secretary
of state after the sudden death of James Lynch. Robert
Wood, a freeman before the Civil War, served at different
times as mayor of Natchez and sheriff of Adams County.
The most notable African American leader in Adams
County was John R. Lynch, an ex-slave who rose to become
the first black Speaker of the Mississippi House of
Representatives. In 1873, Lynch took a seat in the U.S.
House of Representatives.

During Reconstruction, African Americans in the
Lower River counties began to build their own institutions.
In 1865, the African Methodist Episcopal Church and the
North-Western Baptist Missionary Convention began to
organize African American churches in the Lower River
counties. In 1867, the first African American newspaper and
Masonic lodge in Mississippi were founded in Vicksburg. In
1866, Ben and Isaiah Montgomery agreed to purchase the
Davis Bend plantations of
Joseph Davis, who had
regained ownership after
being pardoned for his
support of the Confederacy.
For the next fifteen years,
they struggled to pay off the
debt and fulfill their dream
of an independent African
American cooperative
community. They
ultimately failed due to
floods, pests, unreliable
cotton prices, and some
unwise management
decisions. In 1881, the
land reverted to the Davis family. In 1888, however,
Isaiah Montgomery used the lessons learned from the
experience to found Mound Bayou, a successful
community of African American farmers and business
owners in the Delta.

The poetry and literature of the region during this time
reflect the racial views of whites prevailing nationwide that
African Americans were simple, childlike, and needing the
direction and protection of whites. This view is most
notably expressed in the work of Port Gibson poet Irwin
Russell. Russell, like his contemporaries Mark Twain and
Bret Harte, was a pioneer of the local-color school of
writing that emerged after the Civil War emphasizing the
use of vernacular speech, customs, and characteristics for
background and flavor. His poem “De Fust Banjo” is his
version of an African American folktale about why the
possum’s tail is bare later retold in Mules and Men by
Harlem Renaissance writer Zora Neale Hurston. It tells the
story of how Ham, one of Noah’s three sons and believed
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farmed as much land
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harvest. 
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NUTT’S FOLLY 
Construction on Longwood, an octagonal plantation home, began in early 1860 but abruptly stopped when the Civil War
began in 1861. Built in the Oriental Revival style, Longwood sits on eighty-seven acres and remains the largest octagonal
home in the United States. Only nine of the thirty-two rooms in the plantation home were completed before the Civil War
started. While visiting Longwood, guests can see ladders, saws, and even a paintbrush exactly where they were abandoned.



HIRAM R. REVELS
Hiram R. Revels was born in 1827 in Fayetteville, North
Carolina. Even though he was born in the south during
a time of slavery, he was a member of a free family. He
was a barber and then became an ordained minister in
1845. After participating in the Civil War, he made his
home in Natchez. After serving as an alderman in 1868,
the state congress chose Revels to fill a vacancy in the
U.S. Senate in 1970. Revels was the first African
American to serve in the U.S. Senate. While in
Washington, he was praised for his speeches. He fought
for civil rights and focused on integrating schools and
giving African American workings equal opportunities.
After a year in the Senate, Revels resigned and took the
position of president of Alcorn Agricultural and
Mechanical College. He also taught philosophy classes.
Revels died in 1901 at a Methodist ministers meeting.
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to be the father of the African American race, invents the
banjo on Noah’s ark.

By attempting to write in African American vernacular
and drawing on genuine folklore, Irwin Russell broke new
ground. He had an immediate influence on Southern local
colorists such as Joel Chandler Harris, who collected African
American folklore in his Uncle Remus stories, and Thomas
Nelson Page, who used vernacular in his romanticized
portraits of the antebellum South. Russell’s use of the
vernacular was clumsy, but “De Fust Banjo” does reveal
some genuine knowledge of his African American neighbors.
The banjo was an African American invention. Ham’s
profession of barber reflects the reality that African American
barbers were common in the Lower River counties. Russell
probably knew of John Bird of his hometown, Port Gibson.
According to the Port Gibson Standard, Bird was “an honest
and respectable colored man who was long a barber and
hairdresser in our town.” 

The great majority of Lower River county whites, like
their counterparts in the rest of the state, were determined to
overthrow Reconstruction and regain political control. This
resulted in a statewide wave of violence and intimidation that
had a dry run in December, 1874, in Vicksburg. After local
whites expelled the Reconstruction government there, Sheriff
Crosby returned and called on Warren County Republicans to
support him in resuming his office. On December 7, a group
of his African American supporters marching to Vicksburg in
answer to his plea was attacked by better-armed whites and
dispersed, with the loss of seven lives. Ben and Isaiah
Montgomery had urged Davis Bend African Americans to
refuse to support Crosby for fear of reprisals against their
community by white terrorists. Federal troops later reinstated
Crosby in his office, but that was the last such intervention. A
wave of violence and fraud against Mississippi African
Americans and their few white supporters carried the 1875
elections for the Democratic Party and ended Reconstruction
in Mississippi. These actions were unopposed by the federal
government.

In Adams County, relations between African Americans
and whites were less hostile than in Vicksburg. There was
fraud in the 1875 elections, but no violence or civil disorder.
John R. Lynch’s reelection to his last term in Congress was
the last gasp of Reconstruction-era African American political
power in the Lower River counties. A new order of white
dominance was in place. The willingness of whites to use
violence to maintain it was underlined in May, 1876, by a
revolt in Wilkinson County. The cause was the lynching by
white vigilantes of several people accused of murdering a
white merchant. African Americans in Wilkinson County
gathered into armed bands to protect themselves. They were
crushed by bands of armed whites, including one from Amite
County.
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In the decades afterward, African American leaders in the
Lower River counties mostly tried to coexist peacefully with
whites to obtain whatever advantages could be had for their
people under a system of segregation. Hiram Revels,
president of Alcorn University, supported the Democrats in
the 1875 election and cultivated friendly relations with them
in an effort to preserve Alcorn’s very existence. Revels was
forced to accept drastic funding cuts, the replacement of the
all-African American board of trustees with an all-white
board, and the changing of the school’s name to Alcorn
Agricultural and Mechanical College to symbolically
downgrade it from an institution of higher learning to a
vocational college.

Between 1877 and 1950, there were sixty-two known
lynchings in the Lower River counties. African Americans in
the Lower River counties were forced to submit to white
political and economic control of their lives. There was,
however, one notable flurry of organized resistance to
segregation in the century between the end of Reconstruction
and the civil rights era. In the summer of 1904, a new state
law requiring segregated streetcars triggered a boycott of
them in Natchez and Vicksburg. These actions were part of a
chain of boycotts across the South in response to a wave of
similar laws. Those in Natchez and Vicksburg ultimately

ALCORN STATE UNIVERSITY 
After the Emancipation Proclamation in 1865, Alcorn
Agricultural and Mechanical College opened as a trade
school designed to educate newly freed African Americans.
The college became Alcorn State University in 1974. Today,
it continues to offer more than forty different bachelor’s and
master’s degrees to students from many different countries.
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failed. African American economic power was not then
sufficient to sustain them, and some local African American
clergymen came out against the boycott which proved fatal to
the effort.

In one subtle act of resistance, African American citizens
in the region formed chapters of the Grand Army of the
Republic that stood in stark contrast to the wave of
glorification of the Confederacy that prevailed at the time.
There were five chapters in the area; two in Vicksburg, one in
Warrenton (Warren County), one in Port Gibson, and one in
Natchez. When African American veterans of the Union army
marched on parade in their uniforms, they were a living
reminder of a legacy of the brave actions of liberated slaves
who fought for their freedom.

Another form of resistance to the white power structure
was simply to leave the South entirely. Between World War I
and the end of the Civil Rights Movement, 6 million African
American Southerners did just that in what has become known
as the Great Migration. When the Great Migration began, 90
percent of African Americans lived in the South. By the time it
was finished, only 53 percent lived there. 

Area Musicians and Their 
Influence on America’s Music

The Great Migration cost the Lower River region a lot of
its native talent. For example, between 1909 and 1918, five
of the finest musicians America ever produced were born in
the Lower River counties. Jazz saxophonist Lester Young,
who worked with Count Basie and close friend Billie
Holliday, was born in 1909 in Woodville. Jazz bassist Milt
Hinton was born in 1910 in Vicksburg. Bluesman Theodore
“Hound Dog” Taylor was born in 1915 in Natchez. Willie
Dixon, bluesman and composer of such Chicago blues
standards as “Wang Dang Doodle” and “Hootchie Cootchie
Man,” was born in 1915 in Vicksburg. Jazz pianist Hank
Jones, father of the Detroit school of jazz pianists, was born
in 1918 in Vicksburg. All five of them, alone or with their
families, left the Lower River counties and the South for the
North and there made their distinguished contributions to
American music.

Jazz was not the first foothold in show business for
African Americans in the Lower River counties. Many first
made their way into the entertainment business in large
numbers through the institution of the minstrel show. These
shows, filled with songs and jokes, were derogatory. They
portrayed rural African Americans as unintelligent, and
urban African Americans as flashy. Originally, before the
Civil War, all the performers in minstrel shows were white.
By the turn of the twentieth century, however, the all-black
minstrel show had become an accepted part of the minstrel
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tradition. These minstrel performers brought some elements
of genuine African American culture such as spirituals,
ragtime, and the cakewalk into the minstrel repertoire.
Spirituals were a particular specialty of the African
American minstrel troupes.

One of the best known minstrel shows in America was
the Rabbit Foot Minstrels, headquartered after 1918 in Port
Gibson. Legendary blues singers such as Bessie Smith, Ma
Rainey, and Rufus Thomas were among the performers who
got their start with the troupe. Of all the distinguished alumni
of the Rabbit Foot Minstrels, the one of most consequence to
the course of music in the Lower River counties was Louis
Jordan. Jordan was one of the most popular of the post-
World War II bandleaders and arguably the father of rhythm
and blues. His major hits such as “Is You Is or Is You Ain’t
Ma’ Baby,” “Choo Choo Ch’ Boogie,” “Saturday Night Fish
Fry,” and “Blue Light Boogie” would have a strong
influence on rock and roll. Minstrel stars like Lester Young,
Willie Dixon, Theodore “Hound Dog” Taylor, Milt Hinton,
and Hank Jones, Jordan went north to the big cities and
made their marks on American music.

STEAMBOATS AND PADDLEWHEELERS 
While rivers were always a main avenue of travel for the developing American nation, currents and flooding often
impacted the speed at which riverboats were able to transport loads. In 1769, James Watt developed an early
version of the steam engine that was later used by John Fitch in successfully trialing steamboats on the Delaware
River in the late 1780s. Robert Fulton of New York was the first to develop a commercially viable steamboat used
on the Mississippi River.
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Post-War Cotton Production
Cotton remained as the major economic engine well into

the twentieth century. The large scale agricultural units
needed to make cotton profitable ran on credit. Sharecroppers
and tenant farmers who provided most of the labor on most of
the farms and plantations took out loans on their crops to be
paid back at harvest in exchange for whatever supplies they
needed during the rest of the year. The need for a profitable
cash crop to stay ahead of debt meant that they usually, and
often exclusively, grew cotton. A bad harvest or low cotton
prices could be disastrous.

Once harvested, the cotton had to be brought to market.
Vicksburg was the major cotton shipping center in the region,
with much of the cotton it shipped coming from the Delta.
After 1870, most Delta cotton was diverted away from
Vicksburg to New Orleans and St. Louis merchants because
of discriminatory rail and steamboat freight rates.
Nonetheless, Vicksburg steamboats did manage to retain
dominance of the Yazoo River cotton trade thanks to Shum
Parisot and his Yazoo River Packet Company, later renamed
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individuals. The boll weevil crisis sped up existing efforts to
organize locals of the Farmers’ Union to promote
cooperative cotton marketing and better agricultural
practices. The Farmers’ Union had been organized in 1906,
and their lobbying efforts led to the creation of the
Mississippi Department of Agriculture the same year. In
1908, a law was passed allowing the establishment of
county departments of agriculture. 

Earlier, in 1905, the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s
program of hiring local farmers to demonstrate up-to-date
farming techniques had been brought to Mississippi. One of
the first three of these county agents was W. M. Bamberg of
Natchez. County agents quickly became active throughout
the river counties. According to Enid Richmond of the
Works Progress Administration (WPA) when the farmers of
Claiborne County were advised by their county agents on
how to fight the boll weevil: “…they did learn by new
methods of cultivation and by planting varieties of cotton
that ripen early, by destroying hibernating places, frequent
cultivation, thick spacing, and dusting with Calcium-
Arsenate, to grow a cotton crop in spite of the enemy.”

Between the coming of the boll weevil and start of the
Great Depression, efforts were made to diversify
agricultural production in the Lower River counties. In
Adams County, some farmers cultivated pecan and peach
orchards, and a thriving poultry industry also took hold.
Production of poultry products went from $1 million in
1912 to $15 million by the late 1930s. In addition, cattle
raising saw tremendous growth in Claiborne County. In
1910, there were 2,603 head of cattle. By 1920, there were
20,408 head of beef cattle and 4,447 dairy cattle. This
development was encouraged by county agent G. H. Alford.
According to Enid Richmond, he “has concentrated on beef
cattle, better pastures, more feed, cover crops, and soil
conservation.”

The lumber industry in the Lower River counties
enjoyed considerable growth, benefiting from the
deforestation of most of South Mississippi and the Piney
Woods due to industrial logging of longleaf pine and some
hardwood. This was partly caused by state and county tax
policies that encouraged fast clear-cutting of timber in order
to reduce taxes based on land value and standing timber. By
the second decade of the twentieth century, the stands of
virgin pine and hardwood in the Lower River counties
attracted some of the logging companies that had exhausted
much of the pine forests to the east. 

Thriving lumber mills already existed in the Warren
County towns of Vicksburg and Waltersville. After 1908,
other mills opened throughout the Lower River counties,
helped by the building of the Mississippi Central Railroad
through Franklin County. One of these mills, founded in
1912, was the Homochitto Lumber Company. That same

the Mississippi & Yazoo River Packet Company and
commonly known as the P. Line after its owner. Thanks to a
favorable agreement with the New Orleans–based New
Orleans and Vicksburg Packet Company, Parisot controlled
the Yazoo River trade and ensured decent rates from
Vicksburg to New Orleans for his customers.

In order to survive as a port, Vicksburg needed to
maintain access to the Mississippi River. On April 26,
1876, the river broke through the isthmus of the bend on
which Vicksburg was located, diverting the main channel
away from the city. For the rest of the twentieth century,
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers maintained access to
the Mississippi River for Vicksburg with a series of stop-
gap engineering projects. Finally, in 1902, the Corps
diverted the Yazoo River past Vicksburg and into the
Mississippi River below by completing the Yazoo River

Diversion Canal. 
Keeping the port open

was not the only way in
which Vicksburg courted
prosperity. During the last
years of the nineteenth
century, the city slowly
began to develop as a
manufacturing center. In
1882, the Refuge Cotton Mill
Company began operation
and expanded by taking
advantage of new uses for
cottonseed such as feed and
cooking oil. In the 1880s, S.
S. Spengler founded

Spengler’s Mill, a new lumber mill that serviced its own sash
and blind factory. In 1894, a new American industry, soft-drink
bottling, was born in Vicksburg when Joseph Biedenharn first
bottled Coca-Cola. By the 1930s, Coca-Cola, Dr Pepper, and
Nehi all had bottling plants in the city.

Despite such manufacturing inroads, cotton remained the
economic mainstay of the Lower River counties. Finance,
transportation, and some manufacturing depended on the
health of that one cash crop. The cost of such vulnerability
became apparent in 1907 when the cotton-eating boll weevil
came to the Lower River counties. The weevil’s destruction
set off a wave of crop losses and bankruptcies that depressed
the local economy. In one sad example, the boll weevil dealt
the final blow to Rocky Springs in Claiborne County, a town
already being abandoned because of the soil erosion caused
by the cotton monoculture.

The people of the Lower River counties were forced to
rethink their dependence on cotton and many of their
traditional agricultural practices. The first step was
admitting that they could not handle the problem as

Between the coming
of the boll weevil and
start of the Great
Depression, efforts

were made to
diversify agricultural
production in the

Lower River counties. 
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year, the Homochitto Lumber Company built the town of
Bude on the Mississippi Central Railroad as a mill town. By
1937, according to Roxie native W. W. Davis, two-thirds of
the people in the western half of Franklin County were
associated with the lumber industry.

It was not until 1925 that the lumber industry reached
Claiborne County on a large scale. In 1924, the Port Gibson
Veneer Company, specializing in the manufacture of boxes,
crates, hampers, and furniture veneer, was established. The
presence of this new local market for lumber on an
industrial scale encouraged the formation of the Port Gibson
Lumber Company a year later. In 1931, the Port Gibson
Veneer Company merged with other mills and wood
products factories in southern Mississippi to form the
Southern Package Corporation. By the mid-1930s, the
company’s Port Gibson plant was making the veneer for the
cabinets of Philco Radios.

The era of industrial logging began in the Lower River
counties as the era of the steamboat was drawing to an end.
Railroads could transport cargo faster and cheaper once
insurance, storage, and drayage costs were factored in. By
1886, the railroads had taken over most of the river cotton
trade between Memphis and New Orleans. After the turn of
the century, cargo hauling on the Mississippi was
increasingly done by barges pushed by towboats. In 1900,
there were seventy-three steam-powered towboats on the
lower Mississippi River hauling 1,704 tons of cargo and
195 paddle-wheeler steamboats hauling 18,227 tons of
cargo. In 1910, there were 178 steam-powered towboats on
the lower Mississippi River hauling 7,234 tons of cargo and
only seventy-three steamboats hauling 9,483 tons of cargo.
These figures do not include gasoline-powered towboats,
which were growing in numbers by 1910 and would
eventually replace their steam-powered counterparts
altogether. 

World War I brought huge demand from the Allied war
effort for the cotton and timber the railroads, steamboats, and
barges carried. Prices for both commodities soared. The
Lower River counties also sent a generation of young men off
to fight overseas. At least one of that generation, Cedric
Fauntleroy of Church Hill in Jefferson County, joined the
fight even before America entered the war. After the sinking
of the Lusitania in 1915, Fauntleroy enlisted in the French
Foreign Legion. Later, he transferred to the Lafayette
Escadrille, a flying squadron of American volunteers fighting
under French command. He was credited with four kills on
the western front, one short of becoming an ace. After World
War I ended, he joined the Kosciusko Squadron and fought
with other American volunteers for Poland in the Russo-
Polish War. In one incident, he prevented a detachment of
Cossacks from blowing up a Polish troop train. He survived
both his wars and returned safely to Mississippi.

When World War I ended, so did the huge demand for
cotton and timber. This lower demand coupled with new
foreign competition brought on an economic slump both
worldwide and in the Lower River counties. Cotton
producers were hit especially hard. In April 1920, inflated
wartime cotton prices crashed. By April 1921, they had
fallen from 38.5 cents per pound to 9.8 cents per pound. The
most precipitous drop was between July 1920 and
December 1920, when the price fell from 37 cents to 13.7
cents a pound. The cottonseed industry in the Lower River
counties was also hard hit. Between May 1920 and
December 1920, the price for cottonseed in Mississippi
dropped from $70.70 per ton to $21.30 per ton. Twenty
years of mostly low cotton prices followed. Adding insult to
injury, the farmers also suffered from a renewed boll weevil
infestation due to a long season of wet weather.

Renewed need for
cooperation in hard times
spurred the formation of a
new farmers’ organization
to replace the now defunct
Farmers’ Union. On
October 20, 1922,
representatives of newly
organized Farm Bureau
county locals founded the
Mississippi Farm Bureau
Federation. The first order
of business was to revive
the Farmers’ Union efforts
to organize cooperatives for
the buying of necessities
such as seed and fertilizer and for the selling of their crops.
The goal of the Farm Bureau’s first drive to sign up farmers
for its new cotton pool was ten thousand contracts
statewide. Jefferson County was the third Mississippi
County to exceed the assigned quota.

By this time, the Delta had long since surpassed the
Lower River counties as the major cotton-growing region in
Mississippi, but that dominance depended on flood control
along the Mississippi River and its tributaries. The Delta
was part of the Vicksburg District of the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, which was responsible for flood control in
that area. In 1930, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
completed construction on its new U.S. Waterways
Experiment Station in Vicksburg, which included a
hydraulic laboratory for studying problems related to river
and harbor improvements.

The money and jobs the U.S. Waterways Experiment
Station brought to Vicksburg were more welcome than
usual. By 1930, the Lower River counties were in the
throes of the worst depression in American history, a

The era of industrial
logging began in the
Lower River counties

as the era of the
steamboat was

drawing to an end. 
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SIEGE OF VICKSBURG
Vicksburg was impregnable to Union forces for years because of its high bluffs and the rough terrain
surrounding the city. Union forces laid siege to the city from May 26 to July 3, 1863. Disease, limited food,
and casualties eventually made the Confederate forces vulnerable to the Union troops. The Confederates
repulsed after the Union army tunneled under Confederate trenches and blew up charges. Two years later,
after a siege lasting several months, 30,000 Confederate troops surrendered the city of Vicksburg and control
of the Mississippi River to the 70,000 Union soldiers that had surrounded the city. In 1861, President Abraham
Lincoln said Vicksburg was the key to defeating the Confederacy. The loss of Vicksburg on July 4, 1863,
caused the Confederate troops to lose supply lines, troops, morale, and split the Confederacy in two by
changing who controlled traffic on the Mississippi River.

crisis that would require government to take a greater
hand than ever before to meet it. Overproduction of
cotton and the resulting low prices drove farmers into
bankruptcy. After the stock market crash of 1929, there
were two waves of bank closures in Mississippi.
Fortunately, neither was as bad in the Lower River
counties as in much of the rest of Mississippi. Between
January 1, 1930, and December 1, 1933, eighty
Mississippi banks closed and had to be liquidated. The
Federal Reserve Branch in Atlanta, the district
headquarters, publicly and vigorously pursued a policy of
extending credit to illiquid banks to prop up the banking
system. This action may explain the virtual nonexistence
of permanent closures in the Lower River counties.

Beginning in 1933, the administration of Franklin Delano

Roosevelt responded to the Depression with a variety of New
Deal programs designed to alleviate the resulting hardships and
deal with their underlying causes. The most vital to the Lower
River counties were probably the Agricultural Adjustment Acts
of 1933 and 1938, which provided marketing quotas and price
supports to render farmers less vulnerable to the vagaries of the
market. Nearly as significant was the creation in 1933 of the
Emergency Conservation Works Corps, later renamed the
Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC). In the Lower River
counties, the CCC, operating out of work camps throughout the
region, brought systematic soil conservation through erosion
control and replanting of forests. Among the projects on which
its employees worked were the newly established Homochitto
National Forest and the Natchez Trace Parkway. 

It could be said that the CCC had its origin in the



VICKSBURG LEVEE AND STEAMBOATS 
Vicksburg was a busy port in the mid-1800s when the use
of steamboats as transportation was at its highest. It was
also during that timeframe that levee construction along the
Mississippi River began. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
which has had a permanent office in Vicksburg since 1884,
has been responsible for helping guide and maintain the
Mississippi River.

STEAMBOAT WITH COTTON 
The Mississippi River is the third longest river system in the
world. The river and its tributaries have long been used as
a transportation system. Steamboats not only carried lum-
ber, freight, and passengers, but also hauled cotton from
the fields to marketplaces around the United States. Steam-
boats continued on the Mississippi River until barges and
tugboats began taking their place in moving Mississippi pre-
cious resources around.
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Lower River counties. The idea for such a program
originated with F. A. Anderson, a lumberman from
Gloster in Amite County. Anderson was born in Iowa and
later moved to Gloster, where he operated a lumber mill.
Looking at the twin curses of unemployment and
deforestation, he came up with a plan to deal with them
both. He outlined his plan in a 1931 letter to then
governor of New York Franklin Roosevelt. He suggested
that 40,000 unemployed young men be hired at the rate of
$1 a day to plant trees on deforested land to be purchased
by the government. They would work as part of a new
department of the U.S. Army. Anderson was the first but
far from the last to suggest such a program to Roosevelt.
As we have seen, when Roosevelt became president of
the United States of America in 1933, he put all of these
suggestions into action in the form of the CCC.

Between 1933 and 1942, there were ten CCC camps
in the Lower River counties, five of them in the vicinity
of Vicksburg. The others were near Crosby, Meadville,
Knoxville, and Bude. The hilly topography of most of
Warren County, including Vicksburg, kept the local CCC
camps very busy with erosion control. One of the biggest
challenges in that regard was Vicksburg National Military
Park. The park was established on February 21, 1899, by
an act of Congress. Following the line of the Confederate
fortifications and the Union siege works, it formed a belt
of land surrounding the city of Vicksburg. 

The park was organized and developed by a
commission consisting of three men, Stephen Dill Lee,
William T. Rigby, and John S. Kountz. All of them were
veterans of the siege of Vicksburg. Together they acquired
the necessary land and built roads to make it easier for
visitors to see the park. They placed historical markers
interpreting the battle and persuaded the states whose
soldiers had fought at Vicksburg to build monuments to
them. 

By the 1930s the park was threatened by widespread
erosion. The danger was great enough that between 1933
and 1934, four CCC camps were established in the
Vicksburg area to deal with the problem. Work began to
stabilize the rugged landscape of the park. CCC volunteers
planted trees, flowers, and shrubs for beautification as well
as erosion control. Their work was appreciated by the
people of Vicksburg. At a celebration of the fourth
anniversary of the founding of the CCC, Vicksburg Mayor
J.C. Hamilton summarized what the organization had done
for his town. “Trenches, forts, and other historical remains
which had stood for years exactly as the veterans of the
Blue and Gray had left them were being scarred and
destroyed by erosions which were prevalent in every section
of the park…A total of four CCC companies were assigned
to the park. The work of erosion prevention, restoration, and
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sorghum, peas, peanuts, sweet potatoes, and usually a variety
of vegetables.…Cattle, hogs, and chickens are now raised to
a greater extent than formerly.”

Farmers in the Lower River counties were able to build
new lives for themselves because of the work of the
Resettlement Administration. This agency was established
in 1935 by the Federal Emergency Relief Act, which also
established the WPA. Its purpose was to restore ruined and
abandoned farmlands and make it possible for landless
farmers to own and work their own farms. Landless farmers
could apply to the Resettlement Administration for loans to
purchase lands, which they would be expected to build into
thriving farms. This was no easy task. The lands offered
were some of the worst available, blighted by erosion and
soil exhaustion. However, for many tenant farmers and
sharecroppers, it was a chance at a better life along with the
pride of land ownership. For African Americans, especially,
this was a rare opportunity to better their circumstances of
which some were quick to take advantage. As of 1936,
there were ninety-two African Americans in Amite County
working lands under the resettlement program.

In 1936, the Lower River counties became part of a
statewide effort conceived by Governor Hugh White to
alleviate the economic insecurity of the Depression and of
Mississippi’s dependence on agriculture. Under White’s
Balance Agriculture with Industry (BAWI) program,
municipalities would lure industries by floating bond issues
to build factories for companies that would move
manufacturing jobs to Mississippi. In the Lower River
counties, the result was the Vicksburg Garment Factory in
Vicksburg and the Armstrong Tire Factory in Natchez. 

The Armstrong Tire Factory was the more important of
the two. Armstrong Tire was a major national manufacturer,
and Natchez was more in need of diversification from
agriculture than Vicksburg. For the rest of the century,
BAWI would be the standard model by which communities
throughout the Lower River counties attracted industry. 

Between 1939 and 1999, six municipalities in the area
passed sixty bond issues for the benefit of forty-four
companies. Some, especially in Natchez and Vicksburg,
were the recipients of multiple bond issues. The coming of
the Armstrong Tire Factory was the beginning of a new
period of prosperity for Natchez and for Adams County.
The tremendous population growth Adams County
experienced between 1930 and 1950 shows the effect of the
resulting influx of new jobs and wartime prosperity. In
1930, 23,564 people lived in Adams County. By 1950, that
number had risen to 32,256, the highest population growth
of any of the Lower River counties during that period. 

The long ordeal of the Great Depression had ended in
the region by the coming of World War II. Government
rearmament and war spending created tremendous demand

beautification went rapidly and intelligently forward. Great
state and federal memorials, roads and historic fortifications
were saved.… The destruction of Fort Nogales (or Fort
Hill), one of the most historic spots in Mississippi, was
prevented.…The park was preserved in its entirety and will
continue to be a great magnet attracting annually to this city
around one hundred thousand visitors.” 

The CCC volunteers had been a boon to Vicksburg in
other ways. “Their letters to the home folks as well as their
personal descriptions, upon returning home, have had great
value from an advertising standpoint. They have greatly
stimulated national interest in both the park and this
picturesque city.… From a purely material standpoint they
contributed to business prosperity in Vicksburg. The camps
have bought liberally here. The boys have all spent some
money. A great deal of employment was provided for local
mechanics in the erection of the camps and a number of
Vicksburg citizens are permanently employed in the camps

in various duties.”
The effect of the New

Deal programs and
legislation on the Lower
River counties was noted by
Warren County agent W. R.
Lominick. “Over 100
farmers, many of them
colored, for the first time
have planted vetch or some
winter legumes. Most of the
increased planting of winter
crops is due to the emphasis
placed on soil building
under government
conservation act.” An
unknown WPA researcher,

in agreement with Lominick’s opinion of the value of federal
efforts to solve the problems of erosion and soil exhaustion,
observed, “The landowners of this county are awakening to
the value of soil conservation, now. The CCC camps with
those busy boys are demonstrating day by day what can be
done to prevent erosion and help build up waste places.”

All farmers in the Lower River counties, white and
African American, benefitted from New Deal laws, agencies,
and the spreading of scientific farming concepts throughout
the region. There were 443 African American farm owners in
Amite County in 1935 in spite of the obstacles sharecropping
and tenantry placed in the way of obtaining land. According
to “Source Material for Mississippi History: Amite County
Volume III Part 2,” “their method of farming has
improved.…The present trend in farming is for
diversification of crops.…Therefore, the average Negro
farmer raises, in addition to cotton and corn, sugar cane,

Farmers in the Lower
River counties were

able to build new lives
for themselves

because of the work of
the Resettlement
Administration. 
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for cotton and brought military contracts to area factories.
The Southern Packaging Company in Port Gibson made
wood products for the U.S. Navy. In 1942, Camp Van Dorn
opened near Centreville on the county line between Amite
County and Wilkinson County. The camp was named for
Confederate major general Earl Van Dorn of Port Gibson. It
operated as an infantry training camp. Many regiments
received their basic training there before being shipped off
to war. 

Among the regiments that trained at Camp Van Dorn
was the 364th Infantry Regiment (Colored), which
arrived in May 1943 filled with African Americans from
northern states. Considerable friction developed between
local whites and soldiers of the 364th Infantry. The most
notable incident took place when a group of soldiers from
the regiment went into Centreville without passes. Efforts
to send them back to the camp resulted in the shooting of
one by the local sheriff. Enraged fellow soldiers
attempted to obtain guns from a supply room at the camp
but were dispersed by Military Police. In 1945, Camp Van
Dorn was closed and declared army surplus.

By the end of the war, many changes were afoot in the
Lower River counties that would continue afterward. The
system of cotton raised by sharecroppers plowing with
mules and picking cotton by hand was on the way out.
Mules were slowly being replaced by tractors and hand
picking by mechanical cotton pickers. Sharecropping itself
was more and more a thing of the past. Between 1940 and
1950, the decline in the number of sharecroppers was
drastic. In 1940 in Adams County, there were 363
sharecroppers. In 1950, there were only forty-nine
sharecroppers. The other Lower River counties followed
suit. In Warren County from 1940 to 1950, the decline was
from 526 sharecroppers to 128, in Claiborne County from
631 to 192, in Franklin County from 286 to seventy-three,
in Jefferson County from 745 to 143, and in Wilkinson
County from 521 to 128. The steepest drop during these
years was in Amite County, which went from 1,133 to only
321 sharecroppers.

Crop diversification began to make real headway
during this time. In 1925, 22 percent of Mississippi farm
income came from agricultural products other than cotton.
By 1948, 37 percent of Mississippi farm income came from
those sources. Another trend, accelerated by the farm
foreclosures of the Great Depression, was the consolidation
of agricultural land into fewer and fewer hands. The farmers
and planters were left raising cotton on fewer and fewer
acres. Between 1925 and 1948, cotton acreage was reduced
by a third with little loss of production.

Enid Richmond of Claiborne County explained how
this bounty was achieved. According to her, “such modern
methods as planting of cover crops, rotations of crops,

terracing the land to hold moisture and prevent washing and
quick maturing seed are used. On level land, tractors and
discs are used, but, on rough land the plow and the hoe must
still be employed. The value of commercial fertilizer
designed to hasten maturity has been recognized.
Experimental stations have been helpful in developing new
varieties of cotton.”  

Another change in the Lower River counties was the
birth of an oil and natural gas industry. In the summer of
1943, the California Company began drilling Mississippi’s
first gas condensate well into a salt dome near Cranfield in
Adams County. By October, the well was producing 106
barrels of distillate fuel oil and 10 million cubic feet of gas
per day. The result was a rush to tap the tremendous oil and
gas reserves of what became known as the Cranfield Field.
By 1945, thirty-three wells were in production at the site.
Fayette Field in Jefferson County had also been brought
into production.

The postwar years
were very kind to the
lumber industry. The
promotion of soil
conservation and timber
reforestation by the CCC
paved the way for better
forestry practices. In 1940,
the Mississippi legislature
passed a severance tax on
timber. Revenue was
collected from cut timber
rather than standing timber,
encouraging more
judicious cutting and
discouraging the wasteful
clear-cutting that had
ravaged the southern half of the state at the beginning of the
twentieth century. After the war, the use of young second-
growth pine for pulpwood made it economical to replant
cutover land. By 1950, timber products were second in
value only to cotton as agricultural products.

This growth was spearheaded by the rise of the
pulpwood industry in Mississippi and in the rest of the south.
By 1950, half of the nation’s pulpwood came from the south.
The Lower River counties, and especially Natchez, benefited
from the new industry. In the late 1940s, the Johns Manville
Corporation built an insulating board plant at Natchez. In
1950, International Paper built a new pulp mill at Natchez
that was the first in the world to produce rayon pulp from
hardwoods by the use of the sulfate process. These two
plants, along with the Armstrong Tire Company, would be the
primary employers in Natchez for decades to come.

Crop diversification
began to make real
headway during 

this time. 
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WINDSOR
Windsor, built by Smith Daniel, was finished in 1861. There are no photographs of the completed
structure. Windsor, one of the largest Greek Revival homes in Mississippi, was used as a hospital
for Union soldiers during the Civil War. Thus, the structure was spared from the war-torn damage
that destroyed many other plantation homes in the state. In 1890, a guest at a party left a lit cigar
on the balcony, causing the entire home to burn to the ground and earning it the new title “Windsor
Ruins.” Twenty-three Corinthian columns and a wrought iron staircase were all that survived the
fire. The only known surviving sketch of the home built to showcase the height of deep south
plantation culture was drawn by a Union soldier who was marching by the house in 1863.

PHOTO BY GREG CAMPBELL
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area. Two of Mississippi’s most talented blues musicians,
drummer and harmonica player Hezekiah Early and
guitarist Elmore “Elmo” Williams, were born there,
Williams in Natchez and Early ten miles north in Anna’s
Bottom. Williams remembered, “The businesses were
mostly on St. Catherine Street; you had cafes and juke
joints all the way up the street. You could come up St.
Catherine and just about every joint you’d find somebody
with a guitar.”

By the early 1950s, both Early and Williams were
playing in the band of blues guitarist John Fitzgerald. By
1954, they were playing at the Wagon Wheel, a white club in
Natchez, and at Haney’s Big House across the river in
Ferriday, Louisiana. Haney’s Big House was the most
important blues venue in the area until its destruction along
with most of the jukes on the street in a 1966 fire. Among the
top artists who performed there were B. B. King, Fats
Domino, and Bobby “Blue” Bland. Sometimes white
Ferriday native and later rock-and-roll superstar Jerry Lee
Lewis sat in and listened. Later, Lewis would assimilate the
blues and jump influences into his own music. Trombonist
“Pee Wee” Whittaker, later a member of Hezekiah Early’s
Houserockers, remembered, “He’d be with us every Saturday
night, come and sit in. At that time, they wouldn’t allow him
to play with colored, you know in bands around there then.
We all couldn’t just travel together and stay together. But he
could come in and sit in and play, you know.”

Hezekiah Early also remembered Lewis: “I never
seed him in Haney’s Big House, but they would be on the
street, they would come by. You know. But they was
young you know and they didn’t never come in. But
they’d hang around there. Well, Jerry Lee Lewis. Before I
went out on my own, I played at the Wagon Wheel right
over here on 61 North and it was a white club and Jerry
Lee would come in on a Monday night an’ they had a

AZALEA GARDENS 
A harbinger of springtime, azaleas are a flower grown all over the
South. Imported from Asia when the United States was still a young
nation, azaleas follow dogwoods and redwoods in blooming for a
short few weeks in springtime. Azaleas are ideally suited to
Mississippi landscapes, and decorate the grounds of many of the
older homes in the state.

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE MISSISSIPPI SECRETARY OF STATE’S OFFICE

Music as a Unifying Force
There was one area of life in the Lower River

counties—not to mention the South in general—in which
the color line could blur considerably: music. It was far
from unknown for African American musicians to play for
audiences made up of many races. African American and
white musicians listened to each other’s music on radio
and records and traded influences back and forth.
Working musicians played whatever the audience wanted
to hear. After the 1920s, there was a divergence in
recorded music that ignored this reality. Record
companies in the South would only record African
American artists who played the blues or white artists who
played country.

In the 1950s, a new music evolved out of blues, gospel,
boogie-woogie, and country that would shatter this artificial
division. It was called rock and roll. Vicksburg was one of
its birthplaces thanks to a band called the Red Tops and
their electrifying lead singer, Rufus McKay. The Red Tops
had a distinctive sound built on the use of trumpet,
trombone, and saxophone, but no guitar. They first
performed professionally on June 20, 1953, at the Sequoia
Hills Club in Bovina, Mississippi. For the next twenty
years, they were the most popular rock-and-roll act in
Mississippi, performing at nightclubs, colleges, country
clubs, and dances. The back-and-forth influences between
African Americans and whites can be seen in their music.
The style and instrumentation were probably influenced by
the high-powered swing blues of Louis Jordan with roots
going back to New Orleans jazz, black spirituals, and field
hollers. The band’s signature tune was “Danny Boy,” sung
unforgettably by Rufus McKay. The lyrics are by a white
Englishman, and the melody is an Irish folk tune.

There was also a thriving blues scene in the Natchez
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piano in there an’ he would get on the piano an’ join us.
Man, we would have a jam. That man could play a piano.
And that went on for a long time.”

The Civil Rights Era
On May 17, 1954, the U.S. Supreme Court handed down

Brown v. Board of Education. Segregation in education, and
for all intents and purposes anywhere else, was declared
unconstitutional. On July 11, 1954, opponents of school
integration in Indianola, Mississippi, organized the first White
Citizens’ Council, soon renamed the Citizens’ Council.
Citizens’ Councils quickly spread throughout the state,
organizing whites in every county, including the Lower River
counties, to resist integration by threats and economic
pressure against the African American community.

The African American community, however, had its
own resources. In the seventy-eight years since the end of
Reconstruction, it had built churches, businesses, farms, and
fraternal organizations. Every one of the Lower River
counties had its farmers, business owners, preachers,
professionals, and, in Vicksburg and Natchez especially,
factory workers. Vicksburg and Natchez had chapters of the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP).  Together, they amounted to a reserve of
economic power, education, and organizational ability
strong enough to challenge white supremacy and
segregation. After Brown v. Board of Education, that is
exactly what they did. In Natchez and Vicksburg, local
parents presented petitions to their school boards urging
immediate desegregation. Elsewhere, more county NAACP
chapters were formed.

One such was begun in Amite County by a
courageous farmer named E. W. Steptoe. African
American farmers like Steptoe were a mainstay of the
Civil Rights Movement in the Mississippi countryside.
Steptoe would be the leading advocate for civil rights in
Amite County throughout the civil rights era. Like all
Mississippi NAACP chapters, his encountered hostility
and harassment at the hands of local whites. 

In 1961, a voter registration drive was launched in
McComb led by Robert Moses and the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC). At the request of African
Americans from Amite and Walthall counties, the drive was
expanded to include both. E. W. Steptoe provided local
contacts and a place for activists to stay. 

On August 29, Robert Moses accompanied two Amite
County residents, Preacher Knox and Curtis Dawson, to the
Amite County Registrar’s office to register to vote. They
were intercepted by a violent bully who subjected Moses to
a brutal beating. His head wounds required nine stitches.
The next day, Moses returned to Amite County and pressed

charges, but his assailant was later acquitted. Shortly after
the attack, Moses brought four more African American
Amite County residents to the registrar’s office, but this
attempt at voter registration also failed. 

The violence in Amite County reached an ugly
crescendo in September, 1961, when Herbert Lee, a local
civil rights activist, was shot and killed by Representative E.
H. Hurst of the Mississippi legislature. Lee was shot in front
of a cotton gin in Liberty. Witnesses backed up Hurst’s
claim before the coroner’s jury that Lee attacked him with a
tire iron despite eyewitness testimony to the contrary. 

In 1963, the SNCC, NAACP, and umbrella group of
Mississippi civil rights organizations to which both
belonged, the Council of Federated Organizations (COFO),
returned with a project designed to demonstrate African
American Mississippians’ desire to vote. The freedom vote
campaign was a mock
registration of African
American voters
throughout Mississippi to
be followed by a mock
gubernatorial election to
coincide with the real
one. Robert Moses was
one of the candidates.
The other was the white
chaplain of Tougaloo
College, Ed King. 

Harassment of civil
rights activists in the
Lower River counties
continued before and
during the freedom vote
campaign, but the campaign was fairly successful statewide.
Along with registration and voting drives, it was a useful
tool for getting local African Americans involved with the
Civil Rights Movement and showed that they would vote if
not prevented by segregation laws and intimidation. 

Civil rights work in the region was hampered by the
revival of the Ku Klux Klan in Natchez. The Natchez Klan
chapter was part of the newly formed White Knights of the
Ku Klux Klan of Mississippi, the Klan faction that would
soon become notorious for bombings and murders
throughout the state. Beginning in February 1964, a wave
of violence, including one murder and an attack on Archie
Curtis, an undertaker and chairman of the Natchez
Business and Civic League’s voter registration drive. Curtis
was lured to an empty road by a fake call to pick up a body,
and he and his assistant were kidnapped and blindfolded by
hooded men. The two victims were beaten severely.

Archie Curtis and his assistant survived their ordeal.
Two weeks earlier, Lewis Allen in Amite County had not

In 1961, a voter
registration drive was
launched in McComb
led by Robert Moses

and the Student
Nonviolent

Coordinating
Committee (SNCC). 
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been so fortunate. Allen had been a witness for the defense
in the Herbert Lee murder trial, but later recanted his
testimony in favor of the white defendant. This change in
testimony led to a campaign of harassment against him.
Allen was twice arrested on false charges, and the banks
and customers he usually dealt with in his timber cutting
and haulage business refused to loan him money or buy his
timber. By January 1964, he had decided to go north to
find work. On January 31, 1964, one day before he was to
leave, he was shot to death by unknown assailants in front
of his house. 

The civil rights workers in the Lower River area responded
to such attacks with nonviolent resistance for the most part. In
Vicksburg, COFO had established a headquarters and freedom
school in a former Baptist academy. Vicksburg native Rev.
Charles K. Chiplin, whose store-owner father was one of the
local movement leaders, remembered, “They went in and

repainted and fixed broken
boards, put in a new porch and
stabilized the place to use it for
the freedom school, and we
had pretty good attendance.…
And it was really a good, good
school. We had teachers from
the North sharing ideas that to
us were very foreign.… More
particularly, the freedom
school was greatly involved
with getting black folks
registered [to vote].”

On October 4, 1964,
COFO headquarters in

Vicksburg along with the attached freedom school and
library were wrecked by a bomb planted under the building.
There were fourteen people inside including seven children.
Most suffered cuts and bruises, but no one was killed. The
entire rear of the building including the freedom school and
the library was destroyed, yet the COFO leadership persisted.
In August, 1965, Vicksburg African Americans attempted to
integrate the city’s whites-only public pool. The city
responded by closing all public pools. A center for teens was
also closed when African Americans tried to use it. A lawsuit
in U.S. District Court sought to reopen all pools on an
integrated basis.

By 1965, African American citizens had begun to
wonder if nonviolent resistance was enough. Across the river
in Louisiana, some civil rights activists had established
Deacons for Defense and Justice, a group of local African
Americans who provided armed guards for freedom schools,
civil rights activists, and civil rights demonstrations.
According to a civil rights activist in Natchez in July 1965,
“Natchez is quietly sending out feelers to set up a Deacons

for Defense and Justice Chapter, I believe. I’m really not too
sure about that at all, but there is discussion.”

A month later, on August 27, 1965, the anger and
resentment of the African American community at the
violence of some of their white neighbors boiled over. That
day, George Metcalfe, president of the Natchez branch of
the NAACP, was badly injured by a bomb planted in his
car in the parking lot of the Armstrong Tire plant where he
worked. Metcalfe had been subjected to months of
harassment at work before the assassination attempt. At an
angry mass meeting, NAACP state field secretary Charles
Evers urged his listeners not to start violence, but to defend
themselves with armed force against any violence against
them by whites. 

The Natchez NAACP responded to the attempt on
Metcalfe’s life by issuing twelve demands that called for an
end to legal segregation in Natchez. They sought a public
denunciation of the Klan by the mayor and the board of
aldermen, a policy for city employees to address African
Americans with courtesy titles such as Mr. and Mrs. or sir
and ma’am, the desegregation of public accommodations and
public schools, the providing of equal public services to
African American neighborhoods in Natchez, the
appointment of African Americans to the school board, and
the hiring of African American store clerks. 

Natchez African Americans also began to arm
themselves and a Natchez Deacons for Defense and Justice
Chapter was established. Some of its members were also
NAACP members and/or members of the local African
American Elks lodge. The chapter was unaffiliated with the
Louisiana Deacons for Defense and Justice, but did seek it’s
although advice on organization and operation.

In the days afterward, tensions in Natchez grew.
According to Billy Bob Williams, the FBI agent in charge of
the bureau’s investigation into the Metcalfe bombing, “a
group of young militant African Americans from New
Orleans representing the Deacons for Defense and Justice
intended to come to Natchez and take a hand in the situation.
This information quickly spread to the Klan.” Williams
received information from an informant inside the Klan that
“the Klans intended to gather in Natchez and move against
the Deacons. The order had specifically stated that Klansmen
were to bring their guns.” 

Governor Paul B. Johnson, Jr., responded to this
information and other reports of the volatile situation in
Natchez by sending in the Mississippi National Guard led by
its adjutant general, Walter Giles Johnson. The adjutant
general held a meeting at the Adams County Courthouse with
several Klansmen and Deacons and warned both that no
violence would be allowed in Natchez. To make his point, he
directed the attention of the group out a window to an
antiaircraft/infantry gun in the parking lot. According to

By 1965,  African
American citizens 

had begun to wonder
if nonviolent
resistance 

was enough.  
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SPANISH MOSS 
A common sight on trees in damp areas, Spanish moss can grow nearly everywhere in Mississippi. The moss is
not parasitic, and lives off the moisture it absorbs from humidity and fog in the air. Spanish moss was once used
in upholstering, building, and even clothing by both Native Americans and European settlers. Birds building
their nests are now the main utilizers of this beautiful southern plant.
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UNDER THE HILL
Natchez used to be divided not by railroad tracks, but by
the bluff that drops away to the Mississippi River. The part
of Natchez that was below the bluff was called “Natchez
Under the Hill” and was the site of saloons, taverns,
gambling halls, and brothels that met the crews of the
keelboats, flatboats, and steamboats docked at the port.
Riverboat tours and floating casinos have once again made
“Natchez Under the Hill” a bustling area for nightlife.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF VISIT NATCHEZ

Williams, “The general signaled the gun operator to
demonstrate the gun’s mobility. He then stated that he
wouldn’t hesitate to employ the gun and any other weapons
to maintain the peace.” 

On September 2, 1965, the Natchez City Council with
the approval of Mayor John Nosser rejected the African
American community’s demands, and the African American
community’s response was swift in coming. Charles Evers
called for a boycott of white-owned Natchez stores. Since
the African American population of the county was heavily
concentrated in the City of Natchez, a boycott was a very
dangerous economic threat. Any Natchez store subjected to
it stood to lose half or more of its business.

As the Mississippi National Guard pulled out of Natchez
over the Labor Day weekend, the boycott began. It would
soon spread to the adjoining counties. Enforcement of the
boycott by African American leaders was strict and effective.
Violators were subject to the disapproval of their neighbors
and often had their names read out at mass meetings. A squad
of enforcers was formed under the leadership of Korean War
veteran Rudy Shields. Members watched stores under the
boycott and confronted violators, often confiscating or
destroying their purchases.

On October 2, more than 300 people marched in Natchez
to protest an injunction issued by a local judge against
marching and picketing. The next day another 150 marched.
All were arrested, and those arrested who were older than
twelve were sent to Parchman Penitentiary. However, the
unity of the African American community held, and the
marches continued until the injunction was lifted. By
October, it appeared that Mayor Nosser and the city council
had agreed to meet most of the African American
community’s demands, including those for new African
American policemen, the use of courtesy titles by city
employees, and the appointment of African Americans to the
school board. However, two days later, Nosser publicly
denied having agreed to any of the demands.

Marches and demonstrations continued, and by late
November, with the Christmas season approaching, Natchez
merchants were alarmed. Six businesses had closed, and few
wanted to face the prospect of Christmas without African
American trade. On December 3, in a press conference at Mayor
Nosser’s office, NAACP leaders including Charles Evers
announced the end of the boycott. Nosser, the city council, and
twenty-three white merchants had come to an agreement to meet
the African American community’s demands. 

Before December was out, the Natchez boycott began to
inspire similar actions elsewhere in the Lower River
counties. The first, in Fayette, county seat of Jefferson
County, came to be known as the Black Christmas boycott. It
followed the same pattern as the Natchez boycott. Charles
Evers established himself as the leader. The same series of
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demands as in Natchez was issued. The African American
community was mobilized, and white merchants lost a
tremendous amount of business. 

Even before the boycott had started in Fayette, efforts to
organize civil rights activities in Claiborne County had
begun. In November 1965, veterans of the Natchez struggle
led by Rudy Shields came to Claiborne County to begin a
voter registration drive. Claiborne County African
Americans, including many businesspeople and farmers,
heeded their call to join the local NAACP chapter, and they
put forth a series of demands based on those earlier proposed
in Natchez. They opened negotiations with the white
community and won three concessions: the use of courtesy
titles on customers’ mail, the hiring of an African American
policeman, and the establishment of a biracial committee
consisting of the Human Relations Committee (HRC) and
prominent whites. There the negotiations stalled, but the
threat of boycott remained and 2,600 African Americans
registered to vote.

Merchants and city and county officials finally gave in to
the NAACP demands. African American law enforcement
officers were hired for the Fayette Police Department and the
Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office. Courtesy titles were used
by clerks in stores and by city and county employees. In
March 1966, the NAACP presented another list of demands
covering much the same ground as the first. They included
desegregation of public institutions and facilities and the
hiring of African American clerks in local businesses, African
American school board members, African American jurors,
and more African American policemen. Also included was
the by now standard request for the use of courtesy titles. 

The white community in Claiborne County refused to
accept any of the NAACP demands. On April 1, the African
American community began to carry out its threat of a
boycott. As the boycott proceeded, the beginning of a change
in the attitude of many Lower River counties whites toward
violence against African Americans could be seen. The
United Klan of America approached a group of local white
business and civic leaders in Port Gibson to drum up support
for a new chapter in Claiborne County. Instead, they found
white community leaders who had come to believe that Klan-
style terror was counter-productive. Two-thirds of the whites
who had met with the Klan at the meeting signed a petition
against their entry into Claiborne County. Attempts to recruit
for a Port Gibson chapter of the Klan also failed miserably. 

The boycott continued for the rest of the year in spite of

mounting sales losses. Some African Americans were fired
from their jobs or denied credit by white-owned banks for
supporting the boycott. There was even some harassment of
boycott leaders through false arrests. Nonetheless, in January
1967, a settlement between the NAACP and many of the
local merchants to hire African Americans as clerks and
require the use of courtesy titles by their employees was
reached.

From 1966 forward, the old segregationist order began to
crack in the Lower River counties due to combined pressure
from the African American population and the federal
government. New civil rights laws and U.S. Supreme Court
decisions and an increasing willingness of the Justice
Department to enforce both undermined the legal basis of
segregation. Infiltration of the Klan by the FBI broke the
back of white supremacist violence. African Americans
began to vote, serve on juries, and run for public office. In
February 1966, in Amite County, five African Americans
were appointed to serve on a grand jury, the first to do so
since Reconstruction, and in 1967, James Jolliff, Jr., an
African American man, was elected to the Wilkinson County
Board of Supervisors. 

On February 27, 1967, Wharlest Jackson, treasurer of the
Natchez NAACP, was killed by a car bomb planted by the
local Klan. Instead of displaying indifference to Klan
violence, Mayor Nosser, Chief of Police Robinson, and
Sheriff Anders attended a mass meeting of the Natchez
African American community. They condemned Wharlest
Jackson’s murder and promised to do everything in their
power to find and convict those responsible. Jackson’s
murderer was never caught, but this action by the city fathers
demonstrates the disrepute into which Klan violence was
beginning to fall. 

One month after the Wharlest Jackson murder, an
African American man, Robert Mackell III, was named to the
Civil Service Commission in Natchez. At the same time,
three Klansmen, Claude Fuller, Ernest Avants, and James
Lloyd Jones, were tried in Natchez for the 1966 murder of
Chester White, an African American handyman. Three
African Americans sat on the jury that tried the case. The jury
failed to convict, but the fact remained that the police had
arrested and the courts had tried Klansmen for a crime
against an African American person. 

In Fayette, a white man fired at and hit one of his
African American neighbors with buckshot while he was on
his way to an NAACP meeting. The victim sued his

From 1966 forward, the old segregationist order began to crack in the Lower River
counties due to combined pressure from the black population and the federal government. 
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attacker for damages, and in September 1967, a jury of
six African Americans and six whites awarded him $400
in damages. Two years later, an African American, Charles
Evers, was elected mayor of Fayette. The days when
whites in the Lower River counties could monopolize
public offices were coming to an end.

The Schools Respond 
to Desegregation

White resistance to integration coalesced around the issue
of school desegregation. In October 1969, the U.S. Supreme
Court in Alexander v. Holmes ruled that the public school
system in Mississippi must immediately and fully desegregate.
This decision ended fifteen years of massive resistance to

school integration followed by token integration. Many whites
in Mississippi, especially in cities and majority African
American areas such as the Lower River counties, established
segregated private schools, often with the cooperation of local
governments, and mostly abandoned the public school system.

In Claiborne County, a fund-raising drive was launched to
move the Claiborne Education Foundation next to the
Chamberlain Hunt Academy, putting the county’s two
segregated private schools next to each other. The
Chamberlain Hunt Academy changed its admissions policy to
allow girls to attend as day students. Most of the white
schoolchildren of Claiborne County were enrolled by their
parents in one or the other for the 1970–71 school year. At the
beginning of that year, only ninety-one of the 449 white
children eligible to attend the Claiborne County public schools
actually did so.

GRAND GULF NUCLEAR REACTOR (ENTERGY)
The largest single-unit nuclear power plant in the United States of America is at Port Gibson. The Grand Gulf Nuclear
Station was also the first nuclear power plant in the state. The plant regularly and safety produces 1,266 megawatts
of energy preventing millions of tons of environmental emissions from being released into the air.

PHOTO COURTESY OF ENTERGY CORPORATION
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White flight in Natchez, although not as great as
elsewhere in the Lower River counties, was still considerable.
After integration in January 1970, whites made up 30 percent
of the Natchez Special Municipal School District although
they were nearly 50 percent of the Natchez population. In
Wilkinson County, the school board’s three white members
drew up integration plans without consulting their African
American colleagues. In the end, the local Citizens’ Councils
set up private schools that were attended by all white school-
age children in the county. 

The Economy Modernizes
By the 1970s, the age of cotton farmed largely on the

sharecropping system planted, tended, and picked by hand
was over. Cotton farming was almost completely
mechanized. Cotton, although still important, was no longer
Mississippi’s major agricultural product. By 1971, acreage
planted in soybeans had overtaken that planted in cotton.
Only ten years earlier, soybean planting had passed one
million acres for the first time in the history of the state. Its
growth was helped by the fact that it was one of the least
expensive crops to grow. It was also possible to plant it on
more unproductive farmlands and still get a decent crop. 

The importance of the soybean crop was so great that in
1973, the Mississippi legislature founded the Soybean
Promotion Board to encourage the health and growth of
soybean farming. From the 1960s onward, research by the
MSU Extension Service and the Mississippi Agricultural
and Forestry Experiment Station resulted in new soybean
varieties and better methods for dealing with weeds and
pests. These methods included using herbicide-resistant
varieties of soybeans, tillage, and crop rotation.

Beginning in the 1980s, the Lower River counties were
affected by long-term nationwide trends in manufacturing.
Factories were shipped to countries like China and Mexico,
and the jobs lost were typically replaced by service jobs. In
the 1990s, these trends were accelerated by free-trade
agreements that removed tariff protections for American
industries. One plant after another closed in Natchez. In
1986, International Paper reduced the number of its
employees from 1,000 to 600, and the town’s main
employer, the Armstrong Tire Company, abandoned the
Armstrong Tire Plant. 

At about the same time, Natchez was rocked by two

The importance of the soybean crop was so great that in 1973, the Mississippi
legislature founded the Soybean Promotion Board to encourage the health and
growth of soybean farming. 

GRAND GULF NUCLEAR PLANT
Nuclear power plants in the United States prevent two
million tons of nitrogen oxide and 168 million tons of
greenhouse gasses from being released into the earth’s
atmosphere. The pictured turbine is used in the Port
Gibson Grand Gulf Nuclear Plant. Water is heated by
nuclear reactions taking place inside tubes and turned into
steam, which then drives the turbine and produces the
electricity. The only byproduct released in this process is
pure water vapor.

other major plant closings. In September 2002, the Johns
Manville plant closed. It was followed, in 2003, by the
International Paper plant. The three closings cost Adams
County more than 1,000 jobs and deprived it of more than
$2 million in taxes. The Natchez area has never entirely
recovered from this loss, and efforts are ongoing to find
new industries and strengthen old ones.

In Port Gibson, the Port Gibson Oil Mill had been in

PHOTO COURTESY OF ENTERGY CORPORATION
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from the 1970s to the present. In Claiborne County,
Mississippi Power & Light built the Grand Gulf Nuclear
Power Plant. The plant became operational in 1985 and
provided 2,580 construction jobs and millions of dollars in
taxes. However, 70 percent of the revenue went into the
state treasury and to forty-two other counties after passage
of a law requiring that it be shared with the state and with
those counties buying power from the plant. Claiborne
County sued to regain its revenues and lost in the
Mississippi Supreme Court. However, it continued the suit
in higher courts until 1990 when the legislature revised the
law. The revised sharing plan gave Claiborne County a one-
time payment of $4 million, plus $1 million annually for all
collections after the first $16 million, plus 10 percent of the
remaining balance for ten years.

RIVERBOAT GAMBLING
Gambling in Mississippi is centuries old and began with Choctaw,
Chickasaw, and other Native American people in the region. In the 1790s,
people would place bets on horses and jockeys at the Fleetfield Race
Track in Natchez. By the time Mississippi reached statehood in 1817,
gambling was already ingrained into the culture. During the 1800s,
Mississippians traveled to the Under-the-Hill District in Natchez and the
Landing in Vicksburg. The river cities offered billiards, card games, horse
racing, and cockfighting at their ports. As steamboats began to be
replaced with railroads at the end of the nineteenth century, the Under-
the Hill District and the Landing began to lose popularity and visitors. In
1990, the Mississippi legislature passed a Mississippi River and coastal
gambling bill. By the late 1990s, the economy began to stabilize and the
casinos began to thrive. Today, Vicksburg is home to four casinos and
Natchez is home to one casino.

operation since 1882 producing cottonseed oil. For ten
years, it was owned and operated by Archer, Daniels,
Midland. However, in 2002, a declining market for
cottonseed oil led to its closure. Vicksburg, still a rail and
river transportation center and located on an interstate
highway, was in better shape than Natchez and Port Gibson.
In 2002, Exide and Vicksburg Chemical announced that
they would be closing their Vicksburg plants. However,
Calsonic and Yorozu Automotive Mississippi Inc. were
opening new ones. According to Vicksburg Main Street
director Rosalie Theobald, “With tourism, the Corps of
Engineers and Waterways Experiment Station, a strong
industrial and retail base, when you get hit in one area you
just about can absorb it in another.”

There have been a number of efforts to attract industry
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Another industry to enter the Lower River counties was
gambling. When the state of Mississippi legalized gambling
boats, Natchez and Vicksburg, with already established
riverfront tourist industries, were in a good position to take
advantage. In February 1993, the first casino in the Lower
River counties, the Lady Luck Casino, opened for business.
There were talks aimed at bringing in more casinos.
However, the hoped-for boom never materialized. It wasn’t
until 2012 that another casino, the Magnolia Bluff, opened
in the city. Vicksburg was more successful. On August 9,
1993, the Isle of Capri became the first casino to open there.
By July 1994, it had been joined by Harrah’s and Ameristar.

Beginning in 2012, new oil exploration brought hope
for prosperity to the Lower River counties. Amite County in
particular was suffering from business closures such as the

Georgia Pacific mill at Gloster, which cost roughly 850
jobs. High oil prices made it more economical to use a new
oil drilling technique known as fracking to reach shale
formation oil inaccessible to older techniques and
technologies. Adams, Amite, and Wilkinson counties lie
over the Tuscaloosa Marine Shale, which runs under the
southern half of the Lower River counties. Encana
Corporation and Goodrich Petroleum came in and began to
drill millions of dollars’ worth of exploratory wells, some of
which soon became producing wells. All the activity
brought fees and royalties to local landowners and
prosperity to local business. 

In Wilkinson County, Halcon Resources drilled a well
at Horseshoe Hill that reached production of more than
1,500 barrels a day. On June 9, 2014, Halcon announced
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plans to build an oil-handling terminal at the Natchez-Adams
County Port to ship its oil to be refined and sold. The port also
saw other oil industry traffic increasing as the terminus of a rail
route bringing dilbit—a combination of bitumen and diluents—
from the oil sands of Alberta to be shipped downriver to
refineries on the Gulf coast. This route included the Natchez
Railway running between Natchez and Brookhaven, which
mostly served the lumber and paper industry. 

Optimistic as some in the Lower River counties were are
concerns about the long term economic sustainability of
exploration in the Tuscaloosa formation. The expense and
difficulty of bringing up oil from the formation make the
shale oil drilling very much a gamble. In late 2014, oil prices
plummeted and fracking suddenly became an expensive and

GREG ILES
New York Times bestselling author Greg Iles was born on 
April 8, 1960, in Stuttgart, Germany, where his father, Dr. Jerry W.
Iles, ran the U.S. Embassy Medical Clinic. Upon returning home to
the southern United States in 1963, the Iles family settled in the
small Mississippi River city of Natchez—the place they have called
home for more than five decades. Heavily influenced by his
parents—Dr. Iles, a widely respected and beloved community
physician, and Betty Iles, a highly intelligent English teacher and
librarian—Iles showed artistic talent at a young age, learning to
play guitar and writing creatively. In high school, Iles played on the
football team and earned the honor of National Merit Finalist. After
graduating from Trinity Episcopal School in 1978, Iles went on to

attend the University of Mississippi, where he graduated with a
B.A. in English in 1983. While at Ole Miss, Iles lived in a cabin in
which William Faulkner and his brothers had spent time listening to
stories told by “Mammy Callie,” a nanny and former slave. After
graduating from college, Iles followed his passion for music,
performing professionally with his band, Frankly Scarlet, throughout
the 1980s. Despite his talent and love for music, Iles realized, for
him, this was not likely to be a substantial way to earn a living and
decided to begin work on his first novel. He spent two years writing
Spandau Phoenix,which was published in 1993. Two years later, Iles
completed his second novel, Black Cross, a thriller about Nazi war
criminal Rudolf Hess. The work earned Iles his first spot on the New
York Times bestseller list. Iles’s fifth novel, 24 Hours, published in
2000, was later made into a film titled Trapped, for which Iles
helped write the screenplay and assisted on set. In March 2011, Iles
experienced a life-threating car accident near his home in Natchez.
During his multi-year recovery from a ruptured aorta, many broken
bones, and amputation of his right leg, Iles completed a trilogy
based on real-life civil rights murders carried out by a covert militant
cell of the Ku Klux Klan in and around Concordia Parish, Louisiana
in the 1960s. The titles in the trilogy, which builds on the story of
beloved protagonist Penn Cage and uncovers hidden parts of the
South’s painful past, include Natchez Burning, The Bone Tree, and
Mississippi Blood. In a review of Natchez Burning, Bookpage
described Iles as “William Faulkner for the Breaking Bad
generation.” In total, Iles has published sixteen novels—thirteen of
which are New York Times bestsellers—and one novella. His novels
cover a variety of genres and have been translated into over twenty
languages and published in nearly forty countries around the world.
Iles continues to reside in his hometown of Natchez. His latest
novel, Mississippi Blood,which completed his long-awaited trilogy,
reached number one on both the New York Times and USA Today
bestseller lists. Additionally, for more than a decade, Iles has
performed as a member of the literary music group the Rock
Bottom Remainders, which includes well-known authors Stephen
King, Scott Turow, Dave Berry, and others.
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difficult process. The future of fracking in the Lower River
counties remains uncertain.  

Agriculture in the region is on somewhat steadier
ground. A little more than 100 years after the arrival of the
first county agent, farmers continued to rely on the
Extension Service and the Mississippi Farm Bureau. As a
result, they now have far more adaptability in the face of
changing conditions than their forebears, locked in cotton
monoculture, could ever have managed. In 2009, the
farmers of the Lower River counties were dealing with a
period of low cotton prices. Before World War II, this would
have meant tight circumstances or maybe ruin for many.
Today, farmers have been educated by decades of Extension
Service work and Mississippi Farm Bureau programs, and
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PILGRIMAGE
Tours of old homes and gardens, including many in the
Lower River region, are conducted in the spring and fall by
Mississippi garden clubs all over the state. The tours,
dubbed “pilgrimages,” are led by locals dressed in period
clothing. The costumed guides are often direct descendants
from the original owners of the home who take delight in
retelling the history and stories of the area. Thousands of
people from around the state, nation, and world, gather
twice a year to hear the stories of pre-Civil War Mississippi.
Events throughout the days of the pilgrimage showcase
plantation culture and the stories of the enslaved people
who worked in and around Natchez.

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY

when cotton prices are low, they simply lower their cotton
acreage and plant other crops. In Claiborne County, Lonnie
Fortner reduced his cotton acreage from more than 2,000
acres to 600 acres and rotated it with corn, peanuts, and
soybeans. According to Fortner, “Diversification has now
become important in Mississippi. It’s what has saved us in
recent years, and I don’t see farmers changing too much in
the future.”

The Lower River Region 
Faces the Future

Agriculture was not the only aspect of life in the Lower
River counties that changed drastically in a hundred years.
So, in many ways, had relations between African
Americans and whites. In politics and work, African
Americans rose to heights that would have once been
unthinkable. In 1993, Lorenzo Creighton became the first
African American person to serve as general manager of a
casino, the Lady Luck in Natchez. He was successful
enough in the position, a year later he was chosen to be the
first general manager of the new Lady Luck Casino and
Hotel in Vicksburg.

In 1989, the Cornerstone Theater Company visited Port
Gibson and performed a version of Romeo and Juliet in
which the Capulets were white and the Montagues were
African American. The setting was changed from
Renaissance Verona to the modern South, and parallels
were implied between the feud of the Montagues and the
Capulets and the South’s history of racial strife. The
Cornerstone players were welcomed by the community,
some of whose members participated in the sold-out
performance. 

In 1990 a new Natchez Pilgrimage event, Southern
Road to Freedom, was launched which told the history of
African American Natchez through gospel. This was
performed by the church choir of Holy Family,
Mississippi’s oldest African American Catholic parish. That
same year, black Natchezians organized the Natchez
Association for the Preservation of Afro-American Culture
to preserve their history. Shortly afterward, they founded a
museum for that purpose. In 1991, Mimi Miller of the
preservationist organization the Historic Natchez
Foundation persuaded the Natchez Convention and Visitors
Bureau to offer an African American history tour. In 1995,
the Jacqueline House African American Museum was
established to educate the public about the contributions of
Vicksburg African Americans to the history of the region.
By 2013, it contained more than 20,000 artifacts, including
photographs, manuscripts, books, and music.

In 1988, Congress established Natchez National Park.
Two antebellum homes, Melrose, mansion of white planter
John T. McMurran, and the William Johnson House, abode
of African American businessman William Johnson, were

its core. The object, according to the final general
management plan, was to “preserve and interpret the sites
and structures associated with all the peoples of
Natchez...including African Americans, both slave and
free.” 

In 2015, for the first time, the centerpiece of the
Natchez Pilgrimage, the Historic Natchez Tableaux, was
reworked under the leadership of local novelist Greg Iles to
incorporate some contemporary impressions and attitudes
toward slavery and the civil war. Greg Iles was born in
Germany in 1960, but spent his youth in Natchez and
graduated from the University of Mississippi in 1983. Iles
wrote his first novel in 1993, and it became the first of his
twelve New York Times bestsellers. His novels have not
only been made into films, but also have been published in
more than thirty-five countries and translated into more than
twenty languages. He is also a member of the lit-rock group
“The Rock Bottom Remainders.”
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CROSSING THE MISSISSIPPI
The new Vicksburg bridge was completed in 1973. It was built so
closely to the existing US-80 bridge, the pilings aligned precisely.
This was necessary so the barges and tugboats carrying goods on
the river could easily pass beneath both bridges.

Jerry Clower is also a famous writer from the Lower
River, but is more known for his skills as a comedian. Jerry
Clower was born in Liberty on September 28, 1926. He
graduated from high school in Amite County in 1944 and
then proceeded to join the navy. After being discharged, he
earned scholarships to Southwest Mississippi Community
College and Mississippi State University. After graduating,
Jerry joined the workforce and was always entertaining his
coworkers. One of his friends suggested that he record an
album with some of his routines, and Jerry decided to make
an album under the Lemon label. Clower earned the title of
Country Music’s Funniest Man with his albums Jerry Clower
from Yazoo City Talkin’, From the Mouth of Mississippi,
Clower Power, and Live in Picayune. Clower also was an
author of many books. He was a member of the Grand Ole
Opry until he died and made more than thirty-two recordings. 

One of the oldest college preparatory schools in the
nation was located in the Lower River. Chamberlain Hunt
Academy (CHA) was founded in 1830 as Oakland College.
The college was closed during the Civil War but reopened as
Chamberlain-Hunt Academy in 1879 in Port Gibson. From
1915 to 1971, Chamberlain-Hunt Academy was run as a
traditional boys military prep school. In 1971, the academy
began to transition into a more civilian way of life. These
changes allowed females to be admitted and gave more day
students the opportunity to attend. In 1996, Chamberlain-
Hunt Academy was reorganized with new ownership. The
new trustees and administrative team made the school all-
male, all military, and mostly boarding. They also
incorporated Christian values into the curriculum.
Chamberlain-Hunt Academy closed its doors in 2014.

The Lower River counties continue to flourish with
many industrial and manufacturing plants. Anderson-Tully
was founded in 1889 as a vegetable crate manufacturer in
Benton Harbor, Michigan. Shortly after, operations moved
to Vicksburg. The Vicksburg location is a shipping hub that
utilizes railroad and river traffic. The river soil and long

growing season allowed for a variety of hardwoods. As the
company grew in recognition in the national marketplace,
doors were opened for sawmill expansion. This made
Anderson-Tully known worldwide. By 2006, the company
managed more than 300,000 acres of timberlands in
Mississippi, Arkansas, and Louisiana. The sawmill
complex in Vicksburg produces 68 million feet of
hardwood annually.

Another mill that is located in the Lower River is
Netterville Lumber Company. Fred Netterville Lumber
Company began in the small community of Buffalo (eight
miles north of Woodville) in 1952 when Fred Netterville
returned home after college and purchased his father’s small
sawmill. Fred’s son, Charlie, joined the team at Netterville
Lumber in 1980 and this duo helped grow the company to its
current success. After Fred passed away in 2000, Charlie
took over the business and his two sons, Matthew and Seth,
plan to help their father carry on the Fred Netterville Lumber
tradition of excellence. Netterville Lumber offers a wide
range of hardwood and lumber products, including red and
white oak, ash, poplar, and cypress woods.  

The International Paper Mill in Vicksburg opened in
1967. The mill is located on 1,200 acres that are adjacent to
the Yazoo River. The mill employs approximately 315
people and produces containerboard, linerboard used in
boxes for industrial packaging, and medium corrugation
inside boxes. The International Paper Mill in Vicksburg
ships various products by railroads and trucks and uses
outdated cottonseed inventory as a fuel source. This
minimizes landfill usage in the area.

In 2012, a major economic development project was
completed when C Spire Wireless and Telepak Networks,
Inc. opened an operations center in Meadville. C Spire
Wireless is the largest privately held wireless provider in the
United States and owns approximately half of the complex
for its customer billing operations. Telepak Networks is a
full-service provider of internet, telecommunications, and

PHOTO BY GREG CAMPBELL
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network services. The remainder of the building is used for
their customer call center.

The Lower River is also home to Ergon Refining and
Waring Oil Company. Ergon formed Ergon Refining, Inc.
(ERI) in 1978 and formed its first fuel refinery in
Vicksburg. The refinery is the largest manufacturer of
specialty naphthenic products in the world and can process
up to 25,000 barrels of crude oil per day. Ergon Refining
was strategically built 340 river miles north of New Orleans
in Vicksburg Industrial Park. Because of its location, ERI is
able to keep transportation costs low by using river, rail, and
highway. Ergon Refining produces many residual products
like industrial asphalt flux that is used in the roofing and
bunker fuel markets.

Waring Oil Company began as a service station in 1938
in Vicksburg. In 1954, D.P. Waring, Sr. and D.P. Waring, Jr.
formed Waring Oil Company as a Phillips 66 wholesale
distributor of oil and gas. Waring Oil Company became
associated with Texaco, Inc. in the 1970s when they
purchased a local distributor in Vicksburg. This helped the
company grow in the oil and fuel market. In 1985, Waring
Oil Company purchased a Texaco wholesaler and in 1995,
they purchased a Chevron distributer. Waring partnered with
Exxon Lubricants in 1999 and when Exxon and Mobil
merged in 2000, Waring Oil Company became a major
supplier of OEM products. Waring joined the convenience
store business in 1979. Over the next twenty-five years,
they owned more than forty stores in Mississippi and
Louisiana until the stores were sold to The Pantry, Inc., in
2006. Waring Oil Company also offers JAX, Mobil, and
Bioblend, as well as ECO-1 and Super Enzymes. Waring
Oil offers lubricants and bobtail fuel service North and East
Central Mississippi and Western Alabama.

The Lower River counties are also filled with many
outdoor activities. The Homochitto National Forest is
named after the Homochitto River. The 189,000 acre forest
offers camping, picnicking, biking, hiking, swimming,
fishing, boating, and more. The wildlife is abundant and
visitors can hunt deer, turkey, and small game. The
Homochitto National Forest covers Franklin, Amite,
Copiah, Wilkinson, Lincoln, Jefferson, and Adams counties.

A popular means of travel in the Lower River is the
Natchez Trace Parkway. The historic Natchez Trace
Parkway is a 444 mile long path that connects Natchez to
Nashville. The Parkway was created and used for centuries
by Native Americans, and was later used by early European

The Lower River counties as they now exist were forged by its citizens from the land they live
on, the river they live by, and the economic and cultural currents from within and without. 

and American explorers, traders, and emigrants in the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The Trace is open
year-round to motorists, hikers, and bikers. The Parkway is
maintained and administered by the National Park Service.
Visitors can discover scenic areas, numerous hiking trails,
picnic sites, campgrounds, and water recreation areas.
Almost thirty hiking and self-guiding trails cover sixty miles
of the Natchez Trace. Aside from cars, motorcycles,
bicycles, and RVs are popular ways visitors travel the Trace.

The Vicksburg District of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers is one of the largest civil works districts in size
and activities. The Vicksburg District covers Mississippi,
Arkansas, and Louisiana and seven major river basins. This
district also includes 800 miles of commercially navigable
streams and rivers including the Ouachita-Black, the Pearl,
the Red, and the Yazoo Rivers. The Vicksburg District
averages $220 million annually and current missions include
flood control, navigation, hydropower, recreation, water
supply, emergency operations, water quality, and
environmental restoration. Established in 1873, the district is
Vicksburg’s second oldest business.

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Waterways
Experiment Station (WES) was created as a result of the
1927 Mississippi River flood. This was one of the worst
floods in American history and hit Mississippi, Louisiana,
and Arkansas the hardest. The WES was established in
Vicksburg in 1929 by Congress to provide research
support for the Mississippi River and Tributaries Project.
The WES now consists of five laboratories that support in-
depth studies of coastal engineering, dredging, earthquake
engineering, geology, weapons effects, soil and rock
mechanics, and more. The Waterways Experiment Station
labs continue to advance the planning, construction, and
maintenance of the nation’s water transportation
framework.

The Lower River counties as they now exist were forged
by its citizens from the land they live on, the river they live
by, and the economic and cultural currents from within and
without. They are moving beyond the divisions of the past
and are poised to work together to build a prosperous and
harmonious future. 
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COUNTIES
Wayne: Founded in 1809. County seat is Waynesboro.

Greene: Founded in 1811. County seat is Lucedale.
Marion: Founded in 1811. County seat is Columbia.

Lawrence: Founded in 1814. County seat is Monticello.
Pike: Founded in 1815. County seat is Magnolia.

Covington: Founded in 1819. County seat is Collins.
Jones: Founded in 1826. County seats are Laurel and Ellisville.

Perry: Founded in 1829. County seat is New Augusta.
Lincoln: Founded in 1870. County seat is Brookhaven.

Lamar: Founded in 1904. County seat is Purvis.
Forrest: Founded in 1906. County seat is Hattiesburg.

Jefferson Davis: Founded in 1906. County seat is Prentiss.
Walthall: Founded in 1910. County seat is Tylertown.
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THE SOUTHERN PINE TREE, ALSO KNOWN AS THE SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE, WAS FOUND
THROUGHOUT THE SOUTHERN STATES. Using simple tools early loggers, such as this Eastman, Gardiner &
Company crew, would fell the trees and load onto rail cars using mechanical loaders. The trees were used for general
purposes in the 1800s, such as constructing houses and fences, and were later marketed to cities along the east coast. Today,
the lumber from Yellow Pine is popular among professional builders as well as novices for weekend projects. 

YELLOW PINE HARVESTERS
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also known as the Second Choctaw Cession, purchased
from the Choctaw nation by the Treaty of Mount
Dexter in November 1805.
The region is visibly identifiable by its abundant

pine forests. At the time of statehood in 1817, the
longleaf pine covered much of the southern part of the
Pine Belt, while the shortleaf dominated in the upper
portion. While these two pines were often the most
prolific, other species such as the loblolly and slash
pine also grew in the region. On a broader scale, the
longleaf pine, or Pinus palustris, ecosystem covered
much of the coastal plain of the Southeast from
Virginia southward to the Georgia coast and westward
to East Texas. The longleaf dominated the landscape
because it thrived in the sandy soils of the region and
had a high resistance to fire, which other pines lacked. 

T
he Piney Woods of Mississippi constitute
a distinct physiographic region of the
southern portion of the state. Other names
for the region include the Longleaf Belt,

the Pine Barrens, and simply the Pine Belt. The area
stretches from the Alabama state line westward to
within thirty miles of the Mississippi River and
extends almost to the Mississippi Gulf Coast. The
northern boundary of the area is the Jackson Prairie or
Central Black Belt, to the west by the Loess or Bluff
Hills, and along the coastline by the pine meadows.
This area constitutes all or part of Lincoln, Pike,
Lawrence, Walthall, Jefferson Davis, Marion,
Covington, Lamar, Jones, Forrest, Perry, Wayne, and
Greene counties and extends into Stone, Pearl River,
and George counties as well. Historically, this area is

DOGTROT 
Before the era of air conditioning in homes, the dogtrot house was a common style in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, especially
for the hot summers of the Southeastern United States. A breezeway was incorporated between the cooking, dining, and sleeping section,
which naturally drew cool air into the open area and open windows in the adjoining rooms. In some styles, a porch would stretch across the
front and rear of the house, with a rear porch sometimes enclosed to create shed rooms. A fireplace was usually placed on each of the
gable ends. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, FARM SECURITY ADMINISTRATION/OFFICE OF WAR IN-
FORMATION BLACK-AND-WHITE NEGATIVES
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Fires caused by frequent lightning strikes and the
Native American practice of burning the underbrush shaped
the environment by allowing the longleaf to become the
dominant pine in the region by the time Europeans arrived.
Lawrence Early in Looking for Longleaf attributes the tree’s
resistance to fire to four key characteristics: “…thick bark,
large seed size, inconsistent seeding, and slow growth
during the tree’s early years….” While longleaf was not the
fastest-growing pine, it had a unique ability to survive the
fires that frequently occurred in the Piney Woods. These
fires ravaged other varieties of trees and shrubs with which

the longleaf competed for
nutrients, proving a great
advantage to the longleaf. 
Descriptions of

longleaf forests by
visitors to the region
entail a canopy of trees
with very little
underbrush. The wire
grass, or Aristida, was
often found in
conjunction with the
longleaf pine; travelers
commented on the open,
park-like expanses that
went on for miles and
miles as they journeyed
through the longleaf pine
forests. Wildlife was also
abundant—deer, squirrels,
and turkeys in

particular—and served as important food sources for the
inhabitants of the Piney Woods. Two once common
inhabitants of the longleaf pine ecosystem, the gopher
tortoise and the red-cockaded woodpecker, are less
abundant today because of the decimation of the longleaf
forest by logging during the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. The modern pine forest that replaced
the longleaf ecosystem is a mixture of faster-growing pine
species and southern hardwoods. While efforts are being
made to reestablish the longleaf pine, many of the pines that
exist today are fast-growing varieties managed for the forest
products industry. The pine forests still represent a
significant economic resource in the region today.
The copious waterways of the Piney Woods shaped

human settlement patterns. The land along the rivers was

more fertile than the high, sandy ridges. The creeks, rivers,
and streams in the region run roughly north to south,
flowing eventually into the Gulf of Mexico. The majority of
the Piney Woods is drained by two major river systems, the
Pascagoula and the Pearl. 
The Pascagoula is the largest river system in the United

States with no dam to inhibit its flow. Tributaries of the
Pascagoula include the Chickasawhay River, Escatawpa
River, Leaf River, Bouie River, Okatoma Creek, Chunky
River, Tallahala Creek, and Black Creek. These tributaries
wind through Covington, Lamar, Forrest, Jones, Perry,
Wayne, and Greene counties. 
Unlike its eastern neighbor, the Pearl River basin has

fewer feeder streams and today is affected by a series of
dams along its upper reaches. The Bogue Chitto River,
Strong River, and Yockanookany River all merge into the
Pearl, with only the Bogue Chitto being located in Piney
Woods proper. The Pearl is the primary watershed in
Marion, Jefferson Davis, Lawrence, Walthall, and Lincoln
counties. Western Lincoln County is the origin of the Amite
River, which runs southward into Louisiana and into Lake
Maurepas. Pike County is dissected by the Tangipahoa
River, which flows southward into Louisiana and empties
into Lake Pontchartrain.

The Choctaw tribe inhabited almost all of the thirteen-
county area that makes up the Piney Woods prior to the
arrival of the French on the Mississippi Gulf Coast in 1699.
The French and Spanish governments who controlled the
region between 1699 and 1798 showed little interest in
Mississippi’s Piney Woods. In 1795, the United States and
Spain agreed in Pinckney’s Treaty, also known as the Treaty
of San Lorenzo, the southern boundary of the United States
between the Mississippi River and the Chattahoochee River
would be the 31st parallel. The United States subsequently
sent Andrew Ellicott to survey the boundary in 1798, a
process that took four years but would eventually establish
the 31st parallel as the official international boundary. 
The 31st parallel is important because today it serves as

the state boundary between Mississippi and Louisiana from
the Mississippi River to the Pearl River, and is the point
from which all land claims in southern Mississippi are
measured. The 31st parallel is also the southernmost
boundary of much of Lamar and Greene counties. The
importance of the St. Stephens Baseline—not be confused
with the St. Stephens Meridian which runs north to south
from St. Stephens to Mobile—is illustrated in the First
Choctaw Cession, or the Treaty of Mount Dexter. The

In 1820, 75,448 people
called Mississippi home.
Of that number, 21,505,
or 28.5 percent, lived in
the Piney Woods. The
settlers who migrated to
the Piney Woods in the
antebellum period often
journeyed west from
similar southern

climates. 

Descriptions of longleaf forests by visitors to the region entail a canopy of trees with
very little underbrush. The wire grass, or Aristida, was often found in conjunction with
the longleaf pine; travelers commented on the open, park-like expanses that went on
for miles and miles as they journeyed through the longleaf pine forests. 
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MASONITE
The Masonite Corporation was formed in 1925 after
William H. Mason, a Laurel resident and engineer,
discovered a use in 1924 for the stumps and scraps of
timber left behind after the devastation of the Piney
Woods region by skidders and steam loaders. This
machinery was much more efficient at harvesting logs
and replaced more labor-intensive methods, but it
destroyed a large acreage of timber growth. Eventually,
new timber was planted, and the Masonite process
fused wood particles from these young trees and
skidder rubbish into what is now known as particleboard. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, FARM SECURITY ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF WAR INFORMATION
PHOTOGRAPH COLLECTION
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NEWT KNIGHT 
Newton Knight, born in 1837 in Jones County, is famous
for becoming a Confederate Army deserter who formed
the Knight Company, a band of deserters who fought
against the Confederacy to protect their homes in and near
Jones County during the Civil War. Knight, who never
owned slaves, worked as a farmer to support his family until
he reluctantly enlisted in 1861 to fight for the Confederate
Army during the Civil War. At those times, men who
refused to enlist could be prosecuted. Knight only served
a few months before coming home to tend to a sick
relative. He re-enlisted in May 1862. By November 1862,
Knight was so frustrated with actions of the Confederacy
reportedly seizing his property at home and exempting
men who owned twenty or more slaves from battle, that
he went Absent Without Leave (AWOL). Once home,
Knight found women and children starving. After refusing
to rejoin the Army, he was taken prisoner by the
Confederates. Meanwhile, the number of deserters was
growing in the area near Knight’s home in Jones County
and neighboring counties. Knight formed the Knight
Company in 1863. The men often hid in the swamps to
avoid capture by the Confederates. Locals, including
whites and some slaves, especially a slave named Rachel,
helped the company. The Knight Company reportedly
sought to claim the area as the Free State of Jones
(County) as a sign it had seceded from Mississippi and thus
the Confederacy. So outdone with the Knight Company’s
exploits, the Confederate Army finally prevailed in an
attack on the deserters in April 1864. Several men were
killed, but Knight was not captured. When the Civil War
ended, Knight worked for the Union. He eventually
returned to his farm. His wife left him, and he married
Rachel, the former slave, and fathered several children.
Rachel died in 1889, and Knight passed in 1922. Despite a
Mississippi law that prohibiting burying African Americans
and whites in the same cemetery, Knight left instructions
to be buried next to Rachel, which were fulfilled.  
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majority of the thirteen-county area that is the focus of this
chapter was ceded by the Choctaw nation to the United
States government on November 16, 1805. This effectively
opened a large swath of South Mississippi above the 31st
parallel to settlement by citizens of the United States. The
terms of this treaty also formalized the northern boundaries
of these future counties: Wayne, Jones, Covington,
Jefferson Davis, and Lawrence. 
In the same year Ellicott initiated his survey, 1798, the

United States formed the Mississippi Territory. At that time,
the only area in western Mississippi Territory open to
settlement was the Natchez district. The First Choctaw
Cession opened to settlement in 1805, and in 1812 the area
between the 31st parallel and the Gulf of Mexico was
formed into counties. When the Mississippi Territory looked
toward petitioning for statehood, it was unclear how the vast
territory, which included both modern-day Alabama and
Mississippi, would be divided. A gathering of interested
residents from across the territory met at the John Ford
home twenty miles south of Columbia to ponder the
statehood issue. Ford, a South Carolina transplant and
Marion County pioneer, was active in the War of 1812, and
at least one account documents that Andrew Jackson spent a
night in the Ford home on his way to the Battle of New
Orleans. 
The 1816 meeting, dubbed the Pearl River Convention,

called for the Mississippi Territory to be admitted as a
whole to the United States of America. The group sent
Harry Toulmin to Washington, D.C., to argue this course of
action. In the end, the territory was instead split in half, with
the western half admitted as the state of Mississippi in 1817
and the eastern half as Alabama in 1819. Ford served as a
Marion County delegate to the Mississippi Constitutional
Convention of 1817 and signed Mississippi’s original
constitution. In 1817 the Piney Woods contained five of the
new state’s fourteen counties: Greene, Lawrence, Marion,
Pike, and Wayne. 

The Antebellum Piney Woods, 
1817–1960
In 1820, 75,448 people called Mississippi home. Of that

number, 21,505, or 28.5 percent, lived in the Piney Woods. The
settlers who migrated to the Piney Woods in the antebellum period
often journeyed west from similar southern climates. Matthew and
Cassandra Carter, for example, migrated from Bulloch County,
Georgia, to Perry County, Mississippi and in September 1811
“bought a little improvement in the piney woods.” The distance
from the Gulf Coast and the ecological climate of Bulloch County
and Perry County are similar, and the family carried with them the
folkways learned in southern Georgia. 
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FERNWOOD LUMBER COMPANY 
Mississippi lumber pioneer Isaac C. Enochs, along with his brothers, established Fernwood Lumber Company during the
late 1800s. The company was so successful by 1910 the sawmill at Fernwood could produce up to 100,000 board feet
per day. That same year, the company added nine steam locomotives and other equipment to enhance production and
distribution, and by 1917, Fernwood could produce an impressive 175,000 board feet per day. To transport lumber, the
company utilized the Fernwood, Columbia & Gulf Railroad, which spanned across the southern part of the state and
beyond. The Enochs family’s involvement in the logging business lasted nearly a century until the early 1970s, when the
Fernwood, Columbia & Gulf Railroad enterprise was merged into nearby connecting lines. 

PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE COLLECTION OF DAVID S. PRICE
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The Carters purchased thirty hogs and a few head of
cattle and settled into a life of farming and herding, which
typified the life of the early settlers in the region. By 1822
the farm produced both corn and cotton, the two main
crops of the region. The Carter’s property was along the
more fertile river bottomlands, which made the land more
productive than the sandy soil, which covered a majority
of the rolling hills of the Piney Woods. The selection of
this property allowed them to participate in an evolving
market economy by growing the two most marketable
crops in the region.
Corn was the most important crop in the Piney Woods,

planted in large quantities across the state and throughout
the South. The great advantage of corn was its versatility; it
served both as a subsistence crop for food for people and
livestock and as a cash crop. Corn had a multitude of uses
for the antebellum household. As a foodstock, corn was
prepared in a variety of ways and was a staple of the
Southern diet. Fresh sweet corn was eaten after roasting the
ears, or the kernels could be scraped off the cob to produce
cut corn or creamed corn. Corn could be ground into
cornmeal or grits for consumption or turned into mash to
produce corn whiskey. Antebellum residents utilized the
shucks and cobs of the corn as well. Shucks served as dolls

GOLDEN EAGLES
In 1910, the Mississippi legislature founded Mississippi Normal College as the state’s first tax-supported teacher’s training
school. The school’s five original buildings were constructed on 120 acres of cut-over timberland in Hattiesburg. Its first
class in 1912 consisted of 227 taught by seventeen faculty members. In 1940, the name was changed to Mississippi Southern
College. In 1962, it became the University of Southern Mississippi. The nickname “Golden Eagles” was adopted for the
athletic teams in 1972.  

PHOTO BY GREG CAMPBELL
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and as padding for pillows and mattresses, while cobs
became pipes or were used as hair curlers. Families and
their livestock consumed much of the corn produced on the
farm, but it was also a valuable form of currency in an age
when cash money was often scarce. Corn was bartered for
goods and services or sold to acquire cash. Cornmeal and
corn whiskey also represented sale and barter by-products
of corn. 
In addition to corn, Piney Woods residents generally

produced cotton as a cash or barter crop. During the
antebellum period in the American South, cotton was
“king” and in great demand by the textile industry in
England and the northeastern United States. Several factors
prompted Southerners to engage in cotton production. First,
in 1794, Eli Whitney patented a cotton gin, which made it
much easier to remove the seed from the cotton lint.
Second, after 1820, a new strain of the plant, Mexican
cotton, both increased yield and contained large blossoms
which accelerated picking rates. New hybrid cottons, such
as Mississippian Rush Nutt’s Petit Gulf, further enhanced
production, and by 1860 the South produced more than
two-thirds of the world cotton supply.

In contrast, the majority of the Pine Belt was not well
suited to long-term cotton production. The yield per acre for
cotton was in general much lower in the Piney Woods than
in the Delta adjoining the Mississippi River or in the Black
Belt region of Northeast Mississippi along the Tombigbee.
While some of the more fertile bottomland along the rivers
was the exception, cotton production on the higher sandy
ridges proved more challenging. The average yeoman
farmer of the Piney Woods also did not hold enough acreage
or have enough hands to engage in plantation agriculture.
Most Piney Woods residents planted small crops of cotton
for market. Many could not resist the potential payoff of a
bountiful cotton crop and participated at least in a small
scale in the broader world economy. Only a handful of
landowners produced large cotton crops. By the early
1840s, Pike County produced “several thousand bales of
cotton,” and S. H. Wilkes of Orangeburg in Covington
County shipped “eight hundred bales of cotton” annually to
New Orleans. 
Other crops were important to the survival of Piney

Woods families. A variety of fruits, grains, and vegetables
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

BARE-KNUCKLE BOXING 
The Sullivan-Kilrain bare-knuckle boxing fight of 1889 (won
by Sullivan) was the last of its kind in the country, organized
in secret and lasted for an astonishing seventy-five rounds.
The fight became one of the most famous events in all of
Hattiesburg’s colorful, rough-and-tumble history. 

A lack of transportation, however, limited the growth of lumber mills in the interior of
the Piney Woods. Many of the mills on the interior were powered by water and also
provided other functions, such as serving as a cotton gin or gristmill. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, PANORAMIC PHOTOGRAPHS COLLECTION
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supplied nourishment for man and beast alike. Two
vegetables, sweet potatoes and cowpeas, grew well in the
soil of the region. On his famous trip through the Piney
Woods in 1841, John Francis Hamtramck Claiborne noted
that “…the main crop is the sweet potato.” Humans
consumed the sweet potato in a variety of ways: boiled,
baked, and fried. Cowpeas thrived in the sandy soil and
provided the added value of enriching the soil with
nitrogen. Both the sweet potato and cowpeas also served
as forage for livestock.
While crop agriculture was essential to survival,

raising livestock and poultry offered the opportunity to
provide fresh meat and a valuable market commodity.
Historians Thomas D. Clark and John D. W. Guice
highlighted the importance of livestock to the southern
economy in their monograph Frontiers in Conflict: The
Old Southwest, 1795–1830, stating that the “…value of

Southern livestock in 1860
was twice that of the same
year’s cotton crop and
roughly equal to the
combined value of all
Southern crops.” By the
early nineteenth century,
stock raising was already
an important commercial
activity in the Piney
Woods. The open
pinelands abounded with
forage for herd animals.
Cattle, hogs, and sheep
were the primary types of

livestock, and many families raised chickens. 
These animals served as an important source of protein

in the diet of the locals but also provided a variety of by-
products, including hides and wool. Herd animals were
allowed to graze on the open range, an advantage to many
Piney Woods residents because the federal government still
owned large swaths of unclaimed land in the region. For the
Pascagoula watershed, Mobile, Alabama, was the market of
choice for livestock, and residents often drove cattle
overland to the port city from as far away as Jones County.
New Orleans, Baton Rouge, and the coast community of
Pass Christian offered other outlets to livestock drovers. 
The forest products industry also served as a source of

income for a small number of Piney Woods citizens. In the
antebellum period, the vast majority of sawmills utilized
either water or steam power and were located along the
waterways of the region. With sawmills located along the
banks of waterways, timber was easily felled from the
adjacent forests and floated to the mill without a grueling
overland trek. The sawn lumber traveled along the same

waterways by flatboat or ship to either a port on the coast or
its final destination. Historian Nollie Hickman, in his
seminal work on the Pine Belt, postulates that the demand
for forest resources in New Orleans spurred the
development of these antebellum mills after the 1830s.
These early mills stood along the lower reaches of the Pearl
and Pascagoula rivers, and without the cheap form of water
transportation, shipping the forest products to market would
not have been cost effective. By the 1850s, lumber mills,
mostly located in the coastal counties of Hancock, Harrison,
and Pearl River, shipped forest products to both regional
markets in New Orleans and international markets in
Mexico and the West Indies. 
A lack of transportation, however, limited the growth

of lumber mills in the interior of the Piney Woods. Many
of the mills on the interior were powered by water and
also provided other functions, such as serving as a cotton
gin or gristmill. Of the fifteen mills in Pike County in
1860, eleven contained saws. In addition, all of the mills
ground corn into meal, and the majority also served to
power cotton gins. Jones County contained only six water
mills in 1860; Covington County contained eleven. These
mills served mostly local markets in the interior Piney
Woods. A viable form of transportation was the key to the
further development of the timber industry in the heart of
the Piney Woods, and the technology to achieve the goal
was the railroad. 
Railroads were a product of antebellum America. Once

investors realized their potential to reshape the nation’s
transportation network, railroad mileage expanded rapidly.
In 1830, the United States had less than thirty miles of
railroad track; by 1860 more than 30,000 miles of track
connected the nation. The steam-powered railroad quickly
became a preferred method of transportation, as it could
transport heavy loads across great distances in a cost-
efficient manner. 
Two railroad lines penetrated the Pine Belt during the

antebellum era: the Mobile and Ohio and the New Orleans,
Jackson and Great Northern. The Mobile and Ohio was the
first to lay tracks through the Pine Belt in 1854, entering
extreme northern Greene County and continuing through
Wayne County, roughly parallel with the Chickasawhay
River. The railroad originally connected Mobile, Alabama,
with Meridian, Mississippi, and reached Columbus,
Kentucky, by 1861. The New Orleans, Jackson and Great
Northern began operation between New Orleans and
Canton, Mississippi, in 1858. The railroad stretched
northward from New Orleans and traveled through Pike
County on its way to Jackson. From the Mississippi state
capital, the railroad eventually extended to Jackson,
Tennessee, by 1860.
During much of the antebellum period, however,

The Pearl and
Pascagoula rivers,
and their branches in
particular, served as a
vehicle for trade
development. 
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residents depended on ports and waterways for a connection
to the outside world. Although not a part of the Piney
Woods proper, both New Orleans and Mobile, Alabama,
exerted a pull on the region, both in the antebellum period
and beyond. As major cities along extensive river networks,
both cities developed large market bases and possibly
inhibited development of smaller market comm-unities in
the Piney Woods. During this era, most centers of
population in the United States developed along the
coastline or waterways, which offered natural and efficient
routes of travel. 
Although not tributaries of either the Mississippi or

Mobile River systems, the rivers of South Mississippi did
provide waterborne trade routes to the central market cities
of New Orleans and Mobile. The Pearl and Pascagoula
Rivers, and their branches in particular, served as a vehicle
for trade development. New Orleans could be reached by a
much shorter route from the Pearl River by entering Lake
Borgne, passing through the Rigolets, and then into Lake
Pontchartrain. Likewise, cotton growers in Pike County by
1840 shipped their cotton to Covington, Louisiana, on the
north shore of Lake Pontchartrain. Once in Lake
Pontchartrain, travelers could follow the southern shore of
the lake to Bayou St. John, directly north of the city of New
Orleans. A short overland portage from the bayou, or later
from the Carondelet Canal, to the city culminated the
journey. Native Americans surely used this route, and the
French explorer Iberville followed a similar route from
Lake Pontchartrain to the Mississippi Gulf Coast on his
descent down the Mississippi River during his first voyage
in 1699. Many Piney Woods merchants later took advantage
of this abbreviated path to move products and supplies
between the coast of South Mississippi and New Orleans.
This natural trade route offered a particular advantage

to settlers along the Pearl River, as the western mouth of the
waterway empties directly into the area adjacent to the
Rigolets and Lake Borgne. By the time of Andrew Ellicott’s
survey of the Pearl River in 1778–79, small coastal ships
made use of both the Pearl and the Lake Pontchartrain
connection for commerce. During the territorial period,
Piney Woods residents worked toward making the Pearl
navigable for larger craft by eliminating logjams and
clearing the waterway of other obstructions. By 1830, an
active steamboat trade appeared along the Pearl River,
reaching as far inland as Jackson. 
The most important Piney Woods settlements along the

Pearl were Columbia and Monticello. Founded in 1812 as
Lott’s Bluff, Columbia was the county seat of Marion
County. In 1821 to 1822, the community served as the
state’s center of government before the removal of the state
capital to Jackson in the latter year. An adequate river
landing and good road connections in all directions allowed

Columbia to entrench itself as a market town with
connections to multiple counties in the region. Located on a
high bluff overlooking the Pearl River, Monticello was the
vision of Georgia native Harmon Runnels. Incorporated in
1818, the town prospered, and in 1821 Lawrence County
legislators pushed for Monticello to be the state capital.
After a contentious battle, legislators instead selected a site
farther up the Pearl River, LeFleur’s Bluff, as the permanent
state capital. Monticello continued to thrive during the
antebellum period as one of the main trading centers along
the central Pearl River.
Settlements also developed along the Pascagoula and its

tributaries during the antebellum period, but traffic along
this river in the eastern portion of the state was often bound
for Mobile. Used by Native Americans for travel, the
Pascagoula was suitable for navigation by vessels of
shallow draft. An 1822 map by Lucas Fielding bears the
following information
about the Pascagoula:
“…is formed by the Leaf
and Chickasawhay
Rivers, which unite in
about lat. 31 N. It runs
S.E. by S. about 40 miles,
and falls into the Gulf of
Mexico. This is a very
fine river, about 200
yards wide, and is
navigable by large boats
through its whole course.
The two branches are
also navigable, the Leaf
30, and the Chickasawhay 70 miles. They are each about 80
yards wide at the junction.” 
Sleepy trading communities existed by 1833 at

Winchester and Leakesville on the Chickasawhay River, at
Augusta on the Leaf River, and at Ellisville on the Tallahalla
Creek. At least one steamboat plied the waters of the
Pascagoula and Chickasawhay during the antebellum
period, and other large vessels carried cash crops to markets
in Mobile and sometimes New Orleans. A settlement at the
mouth of the Pascagoula River also allowed a coastal port to
increase trade, and beginning in 1838, ship construction
occurred along the lower reaches of the Pascagoula. Much
like the Pearl River communities, the small hamlets along
the Pascagoula served primarily as way stations between the
farming hinterland and the regional market city of Mobile.
A river location certainly assisted town formation by
providing increased traffic along one of the primary avenues
of transportation during the antebellum era, but these routes
alone could not ensure community success. Along the upper
tributaries, large-scale navigation was often not possible, but

Pascagoula River
allowed a coastal port
to increase trade, and
beginning in 1838, ship
construction occurred
along the lower reaches
of the Pascagoula. 
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residents utilized keelboats during times of high water to float
goods to market. Roadways became increasingly important as
one traveled inland, and, indeed, residents of Winchester
often traveled overland to Mobile instead of by river.  
Augusta, on the Leaf River, and Winchester, on the

Chickasawhay, were the two most important towns in the
Piney Woods along the Pascagoula River system during the
early antebellum period. Founded in 1812 and situated on
the banks of the Leaf River, Augusta served two important
functions: that of the county seat of Perry County from 1818
to 1906 and also as a United States Land Office from 1819
to 1860. In 1841, the town consisted of a town square dotted
with a dozen structures, including a tavern, courthouse,

clerk’s office, the county jail, and ten to twelve homes. 
Augusta was well known as the site of the hanging of

the outlaw James Copeland on October 30, 1857. Copeland,
who was thirty-four years old at the time of his death, was
one of the leaders of the Copeland and Wages clan, which
contained some sixty members. Copeland learned his trade
from Gale H. Wages and Charles McGrath, bandits who
operated in and around Mobile. Copeland’s area of
operation extended from the Mobile area westward to the
Pearl River. His purported crimes included arson, rustling
cattle and hogs, theft, and murder. The murder, which would
send him to the gallows, occurred in July 1848 in Perry
County, Mississippi, when the Copeland gang rode to
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LINDSEY WAGON   
The eight-wheeled Lindsey Log Wagon was patented by John Lindsey in 1899 and became
the Lindsey Log Wagon Company in Laurel, around 1890. He and his brother S.W. Lindsey
built the wagon to haul logs to his sawmill using teams of oxen or mules and used eight
spoked wheels for better weight distribution. The business eventually grew to be one of the
largest in the state. After demand dwindled, the company ceased manufacturing of the log
wagons in 1950. The wagons remain as collector items, antique restorations, and parts of
museum exhibits.  

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY

avenge the deaths of Wages and McGrath, who had been
slain by James Andrew Harvey. In a fierce gun battle,
Harvey was mortally wounded, as was one of the Copeland
clan. In 1849, Copeland was captured near Mobile and
spent four years in an Alabama prison for his crimes in that
state. Upon transfer to Mississippi, he was tried and
convicted of the murder of Harvey and sentenced to hang at
the gallows about a quarter of a mile from Augusta.
Thousands of onlookers watched as he met his fate. Before
his death, he confessed to Sheriff J.R.S. Pitts. His
confession was published in 1874 as the Life and Bloody
Career of the Executed Criminal, James Copeland. 
Winchester was another important river town along the

Pascagoula River system. Situated on the banks of the
Chickasawhay River in Wayne County, Winchester was one
of the most prominent towns in Mississippi in the years
immediately following statehood. Located on the
northeastern edge of the Piney Woods, Winchester served
as a fortified place of safety during the War of 1812 and as
a county seat and trading town. River access linked the
settlement to the Gulf of Mexico, and trade goods could be
acquired in Mobile, roughly eighty miles to the southeast.
Winchester was also the early childhood home to John J.
McRae, later to become governor.
Winchester became the political rival of the Natchez

District from 1817 to 1830 and was the residence of

LUMBER BARONS 
The lumber industry is responsible for the development of Jones County and the city of Laurel.
Northern tycoons, mainly the Eastman, Gardiners, and Rogers families, arrived after the Civil War
to harvest the abundant Yellow Pine timber. Aided by the Northeastern railroad from New Orleans
through the Piney Woods to Meridian, a crucial supply line, the region flourished during the early
1900s as a top lumber center. The industry was supported by multiple sawmills and inventions,
such as the Lindsey Eight-Wheeled Wagon, which made it easier to transport large logs without
bogging down. As the wealthy lumber barons settled in the area, large mansions were
constructed in what is now Laurel’s Historic District. The timber industry prospered until the 1930s
when the Great Depression caused sawmills to cease operations. 
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COOPERATIVE ENERGY 
Cooperative Energy, formerly known as South Mississippi Electric Power Association, powers the quality of life in fifty-five of the
state’s eighty-two counties from the Coast to the Delta. Since its formation more than seventy-five years ago, the mission has
been to bring reliable, affordable power to members. Today, despite many changes in the electric industry, that mission remains
the same. Cooperative Energy serves as the only not-for-profit wholesale electric power provider headquartered in Mississippi.
In this role, the company generates and transmits electricity for eleven member distribution systems located in the southern and
western portions of the state. Cooperative Energy and these eleven member cooperatives, known as the Power of 12, provide
power to more than 423,000 homes and businesses, ultimately serving approximately 1 million Mississippians.

PHOTO COURTESY OF COOPERATIVE ENERGY™

powerful Mississippi politicians Powhatan Ellis and James
Patton. Ellis, the namesake of the town of Ellisville in Jones
County, was a United States senator twice, once from 1825
to 1826 and again from 1827 to 1832. Patton served as
lieutenant governor from 1820 to 1822 and was a member
of the three-member commission that selected Jackson as
the location of the state capital. John McRae served as a
United States senator from 1851 to 1852, as Mississippi
governor from 1854 to 1857, and in the United States
House of Repre-sentatives from 1858 to1861. 
Winchester’s days were numbered, however. By the

time of John Francis Hamtramck Claiborne’s visit in 1841,
he found “the town literally tumbling to pieces, and one
finds only the skeleton of the flourishing Winchester which

existed twenty years ago...” Sadly for its citizens,
Winchester’s decline would continue. A decade later, as the
Mobile and Ohio became the first railroad to lay tracks in
the Piney Woods, it bypassed Winchester. The town…”
Sadly for its citizens, Winchester’s decline would continue.
Another factor in Winchester’s fall was the railroad.
Railroads had yet to make much headway in the region,
with the exception of the New Orleans, Jackson, and Great
Northern in the far western Piney Woods and the Mobile
and Ohio, which cut through Wayne County on its path
from Mobile to Meridian. Unfortunately for Winchester,
this new railroad passed by it. The once thriving community
virtually disappeared after losing its status as county seat to
the nascent railroad town of Waynesboro. 
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THERMO-KOOL MID SOUTH INDUSTRIES  
Thermo-Kool, a leading walk-in cooler and freezer and blast
chiller/shock freezer manufacturer, was established in Laurel
in 1960. Since moving to the current location in 1975, the
company has expanded four times to amass a 139,000-
square-feet establishment with 150 employees.
Thermo-Kool’s products have earned the company
recognition in the foodservice industry of overall “Best In
Class” among consultants, dealers, and operators for walk-
in coolers and freezers. Thermo-Kool’s walk-in coolers and
freezers and blast chillers/shock freezers are utilized across
the United States and in some foreign countries by major
chain and renowned restaurants, schools, banquet facilities,
hotels, stadiums, and warehouses.  

From the settlement of the territory until 1860, the population of the Piney
Woods grew slowly. The poor soil of the region and a land rush in the area
above the Choctaw Cession Line combined to limit settlement. 

Slow Growth in the 
Antebellum Piney Woods
Since agricultural market production, particularly in the

form of corn and cotton, was the central tenet of the
Southern agricultural ethos, many prospective residents
chose to seek land in the central or northern portions of the
state during the antebellum period. Until the Choctaw and
Chickasaw Cessions during the second and third decade of
the nineteenth century, settlement in Mississippi was limited
to roughly the southern one-third of the state. After this
time, however, new and fertile lands opened for settlement
in the northern section of the state, causing a boom in
speculation often referred to as “Flush Times.” Derived
from the title of Joseph G. Baldwin’s 1853 volume The
Flush Times of Alabama and Mississippi: A Series of
Sketches, the term refers to the period of immense land
speculation that occurred as settlers sought land in the
newly opened section of the state. 
By 1833, five land offices served the public, and in

1835, land sales topped 2 million acres. The land office for
the southeastern Mississippi counties, or the District East of
the Pearl River, was at the Perry County seat of Augusta.
This central location failed to draw entrants for much of the
land in the Pine Belt, an excess of which lay unclaimed until

after the Civil War, when timber buyers purchased large
tracts of land, often at the federal minimum price of $1.25
per acre. People were on the move to Mississippi, but often
the move was not to the Piney Woods. The immediate
impact of “Flush Times” on the Piney Woods counties in
the southeastern portion of the state was a much slower rate
of growth than the state average.  
While between 1820 and 1860 the population of

Mississippi increased tenfold from 75,548 to 791,305, the
number of people calling the Piney Woods home did not
increase proportionately to that of the state in general. In
1860, eight counties composed the Piney Woods:
Covington, Greene, Jones, Lawrence, Marion, Perry, Pike,
and Wayne. The total population of these counties was
41,294, a mere 5 percent of the state population. Between
1820 and 1860, the population of the Piney Woods counties
grew by 20,000. Pike County, which had the advantage of
an early railroad line, was the most densely populated Piney
Woods county with 11,135 residents, up from 4,428 in
1820. Greene County contained the fewest residents, in
spite of a population increase from 1,445 in 1820 to 2,232
in 1860. 
In the Piney Woods, 61 percent of the population was

free, compared with a total of only 44 percent statewide.
Only Wayne County contained more slaves than freemen.
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VERNON F. DAHMER  
Vernon Ferdinand Dahmer attempted to register to
vote in the 1940s, filed lawsuits, founded NAACP
chapters, and befriended Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee volunteers in the 1950s.
Dahmer tried to make it easier for African Americans to
register and vote before his home was attacked by the
White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan on January 10, 1966.
The Voting Rights Act had only been signed 157 days
earlier, and the Klan group was keeping Dahmer under
close watch and made him a frequent topic of
discussion. The Dahmer family woke to the sound of
gunfire and jugs of gas, which ignited his home, grocery
store, and car. Dahmer defended his home while his
family escaped. He later died of smoke inhalation and
severe lung damage at age fifty-seven. Thirteen men
were tried and four were convicted for Dahmer’s
murder. Twenty-five years later, Imperial Wizard Sam
Bowers, who was freed in the first trial, was convicted
and sentenced to life in prison in 1998. 

PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE VERNON DAHMER FAMILY

The Piney Woods on average was more sparsely populated
and contained a lower percentage of slaves than other
regions of the state in 1860.While most communities in the
antebellum period relied on river access to thrive, a handful
did not. Brookhaven, founded in 1818 by Samuel Jayne,
was a sleepy hamlet for much of the antebellum period. In
the 1850s, Brookhaven became one of the ten-mile stops on
the New Orleans, Jackson, and Great Northern Railroad.
The railroad depot was a distance away from the old town,
and the residents moved to the new site from “Old Brook.”
By March 1857 the railroad was complete, and Brookhaven
acquired regular train service to the state capital at Jackson
and the regional metropolis of New Orleans. 
Just one year later, the Whitworth College for

Women, operated under the auspices of the Mississippi
Methodist Conference, opened in the town. The Reverend
Milton J. Whitworth of Brookhaven agreed to provide
land and a building for the school and teamed with the
Reverend Henry J. Harris to found the school. The
college would operate as Whitworth College from 1859 to
1928 and in a variety of other capacities thereafter.
Whitworth College was the first female college for
women in the state of Mississippi.
From the settlement of the territory until 1860, the

population of the Piney Woods grew slowly. The poor soil
of the region and a land rush in the area above the Choctaw
Cession Line combined to limit settlement. As early
residents soon learned, the sandy, thin soil of the Pine
Barrens offered few opportunities for large-scale intensive
crop-based agriculture. Instead, many residents turned to
herding cattle, swine, or sheep as a means for profit.
Although some entrepreneurs turned to activities that
utilized the abundant resources of the pine forest, such as
turpentining, lumbering, or pitch production, there is no
doubt the Piney Woods was a region based on agriculture in
the antebellum period. 
In the census of 1850, 48 percent of white inhabitants in

Greene County listed their occupation as farmer. This
percentage is identical to the statewide average of 48
percent who listed their occupation as farmer, but the
number of farm laborers in Greene County was well above
the state average. Farm laborers made up another 36 percent
of the population, bringing the total of free farm workers to
84 percent of the total number with a listed occupation.
In addition to the white population who toiled in some

form of agriculture, the census recorded 638 slaves in
Greene County in 1850, approximately 32 percent of the
county’s 2,008 residents. Only 12 percent of Greene County
male white residents owned slaves. Of these ninety-two
individuals who owned slaves in Greene County in 1850,
64 percent owned five or fewer slaves, 29 percent owned
six to twenty slaves, and only 7 percent owned twenty
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slaves or more. So while slavery was not as pervasive in the
Piney Woods as in some other regions of the state, it was to
have a huge impact. An impending national crisis over the
right to own slaves would shake the nation to its foundation
and directly impact life in the backcountry of the Piney
Woods.

The Civil War in the Piney Woods
In the decade prior to the Civil War, Mississippi

experienced a wave of prosperity based on the world cotton
economy. The voracious textile mills in England and the
United States created a demand for cotton on the world
market, and the United States supplied a majority of the
world’s raw cotton to feed these mills. In 1859, Mississippi
ginned more cotton than any other state, with 1,202,507
bales of cotton weighing roughly 400 pounds each. As
mentioned earlier, this demand for cotton created a system
of plantation agriculture, where groups of slaves toiled in
the fields to produce the cotton crops. 

The notion that plantation slavery was a common
practice in Mississippi is belied by population figures: In the
census of 1860, Mississippi contained 353,901 whites and
436,631 slaves. The largest concentrations of slaves were in
counties along the Mississippi, Yazoo, and Tombigbee
rivers. These cotton-producing regions were tied to the
global cotton economy, and the elimination of slavery
would threaten the livelihood of the planters. The election
of Abraham Lincoln, an avowed opponent of slavery, to the
office of president of the United States in November 1860
was the event that caused the slaveholding states to question
their status in the Union. In December of 1860, South
Carolina called a state convention and voted to secede, or
remove itself, from the United States.

Mississippi followed a similar path. Governor John J.
Pettus, a states’ rights advocate, quickly called for a special
session of the Mississippi legislature to convene on
November 26, 1860, to address the events at hand, in
particular the safety of the state and the relationship of
Mississippi with the federal government. The special
session of the legislature called for elections to be held in
December 1860 for delegates to a state convention to be
held in January 1861. This convention would decide the fate
of Mississippi as it related to the United States government. 

Like many other Southerners, all Mississippians were
not firmly convinced that departure from the Union was a
certainty. While the great majority of the delegates elected
to the state convention supported secession, at least two
Piney Woods counties elected delegates who favored other
methods. Porter Jacob Myers of Perry County, for example,
voted against secession, despite the fact that he owned

sixteen slaves. In Jones County voters elected John H.
Powell, a Unionist candidate who garnered 65 percent of
the total vote, to the state secession convention. When
Powell voted in favor of secession, local residents voiced
their displeasure by burning him in effigy. The convention
delegates ultimately voted 83 to 15 in favor of secession
from the federal government of the United States. The vast
majority of the delegates of the Piney Woods supported this
measure. Mississippi quickly moved to arm itself and to
join the newly formed Confederate States of America.

When war arrived with the firing upon Fort Sumter,
South Carolina, in April 1861, the white males of the
Piney Woods were quick to enlist to fight for Mississippi.
Piney Woods counties raised a number of volunteer
companies to fight in the war. Perry County, for example,
with a white male population of less than 1,000 in 1860,
raised at least seven
Confederate units of
men during the war. One
of the first units to enlist
from Perry County was
Company G, the
Kennedy Guards, of the
27th Mississippi,
organized in September
1861. Among their
number was a twenty-
one-year-old John
Prentiss Carter, a Piney
Woods native who
graduated from
Centenary College just
one year prior. Listed as
a third lieutenant on the
original roster of the unit, Carter rose to the rank of first
lieutenant before his capture at the Battle of Lookout
Mountain in November 1863. Carter spent the remainder
of the war in the Johnson’s Island Union prison camp and
was paroled in June 1865. After the war, Carter served as
delegate to the Constitutional Conventions of 1865 and
1890 and was a member of both the Mississippi House of
Representatives and the Senate for multiple terms.
Elected lieutenant governor in 1903, he served from 1904
to 1908. 

One with a more typical war experience is William J.
Bass, from the western Piney Woods, who recorded his
memories of the war in a detailed diary. Bass enlisted in
August of 1861 in Goode’s Rifles, Company G of the 7th
Mississippi Rifles. Goode’s Rifles consisted of men
primarily from Lawrence County. The remainder of the
units in the 7th Mississippi came from Piney Woods and
neighboring southwestern counties of the state. The 7th

Like many other
Southerners, all

Mississippians were not
firmly convinced that
departure from the

Union was 
a certainty. 
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Mississippi was first stationed at Pass Christian,
Mississippi, in the fall of 1861 before being ordered north to
Jackson, Tennessee. Bass saw his first major battle at Shiloh
in April 1862. On July 28, 1864, Bass suffered a wound at
the Battle of Ezra Church during the Atlanta Campaign. He
was sent to a hospital in Macon, Georgia, and eventually
furloughed home. Weary from travel, he stopped at the
home of a good friend of his father’s in Marion County only
to find that the man refused to have a Confederate soldier
sleep under his roof. This incident is illustrative of the
divided loyalties in the Piney Woods as the war ground on
into its third bloody year. Bass served out the war with
various Confederate units on the home front and was
paroled on May 14, 1865. Bass, like the majority of the men
in the Piney Woods, remained loyal to the Confederacy
throughout the war.

Most of the military action took place in north,
central, and western Mississippi. Major encounters
seldom penetrated the Piney Woods. An exception was
Grierson’s Raid, which took place in late April and early
May 1863 in support of Grant’s Vicksburg Campaign.
The raid began on April 17, 1863, when Union Colonel
Benjamin H. Grierson left LaGrange, Tennessee, with a
force of 1,700 men. He proceeded southward through
northeast Mississippi on a path that took him near
Corinth, New Albany, Pontotoc, Starkville, and
Philadelphia. Arriving at Newton in Newton County, he
destroyed two railroad bridges and over four miles of
track and captured thirty-eight wagons of supplies. He
then moved southwestward through Smith, Simpson, and
Copiah counties, arriving at Hazlehurst on April 28, 1863.
There Grierson’s men disrupted traffic on the New
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POULTRY PRODUCERS 
Sanderson Farms began nearly seventy years ago as a small family business for feed, seed, and fertilizer
and is now engaged in the processing and marketing of chickens as the nation’s third largest poultry
producer. Sanderson Farms is based in Laurel and has twelve processing plants in five states more
than 13,000 employees and partners and more than 900 independent growers. Altogether, the
company has a processing capacity of 10.625 million chickens per week, with annual sales reaching
$2.8 billion. Sanderson Farms was founded in 1947, incorporated in 1955, and continues to be run by
third-generation Sanderson family members, including Chief Executive Officer and Board Chairman
Joe F. Sanderson, who is dedicated to continuing his family legacy of exceptional poultry production.    
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CAMP SHELBY  
Camp Shelby military base is the largest state-owned and operated field training site in the United States. It opened July 18,
1917, as a National Guard training post during World War I. The base named in honor of Isaac Shelby, the first governor of
Kentucky who was a military leader in the Revolutionary War and War of 1812. Kentucky National Guard units trained at the
site in World War I and World War II. The military base is made up of more than 134,820 acres in Perry, Forrest, and Greene
counties about twelve miles south of Hattiesburg. Since World War I, training for the Army Reserves and active members in
the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force has taken place at Camp Shelby. The site serves as the annual training location
for National Guard and Reserve units in Mississippi, Alabama, and Tennessee. It supports battalion level maneuver training, is
home to the 177th Armored Brigade, and is the training ground for the M1 Abrams tank, Bradley Infantry fighting vehicles,
and the M109A6 Paladin Howitzers. 

PHOTOS COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY, COOPER POSTCARD COLLECTION
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Orleans, Jackson and Great Northern Railroad, destroying
train cars of ammunition and supplies. 
From Hazlehurst, Grierson initially moved west toward

Grand Gulf, only to be blocked by Confederate cavalry
under Colonel Wirt Adams. From this point on, the
Confederate forces relentlessly pursued Grierson’s
command. Grierson turned back south toward the New
Orleans, Gulf and Northern Railroad station at Brookhaven,
where he captured 200 prisoners and a store of muskets.
They continued south along the tracks, tearing up the
railroad tracks and burning railroad bridges. At both Bogue
Chitto and Summit, Grierson burned railcars and supplies.
Instead of continuing along the railroad south to Osaka,
Grierson turned westward toward Amite County. 
Three companies of the 9th Tennessee confronted the

Union cavalrymen at Wall’s Bridge on May 1, but they were
unsuccessful in stopping the Union advance. Grierson
reached the safety of the Union lines outside Baton Rouge
on May 2. His command destroyed much-needed

While Knight and his men certainly held a great deal of power in
Jones and surrounding counties, the county never officially
seceded from the Confederate States of America. 

Confederate supplies and disrupted the regional railroad
network that was supporting General Pemberton’s forces
along the Mississippi River. More important, the 550-mile
raid was successful in drawing Confederate forces away
from the Mississippi River, allowing General Ulysses S.
Grant to land his forces on the eastern side of the
Mississippi River. Grant’s foothold in Mississippi allowed
him to encircle Pemberton’s forces at Vicksburg, and after a
forty-seven day siege, the garrison surrendered on July 4,
1863. The defeat at Vicksburg was a critical one for the
Confederacy, as it was the last stronghold on the Mississippi
River and gave the Union complete control of the river.
Mississippians soon learned that just one day before the
siege ended at Vicksburg, Union forces under General
Meade defeated General Robert E. Lee’s Confederate Army
of Northern Virginia at Gettysburg (July 1–3). 
While the majority of Piney Woods residents staunchly

supported the Confederacy, some began to doubt the cause
after 1863 as morale faltered and economic conditions

PHOTO COURTESY OF CAMP SHELBY, STAFF SGT. TIM MORGAN, JFH-MS PUBLIC AFFAIRS
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deteriorated. Prior to the summer of 1863, the Confederate
government put in place several unpopular laws. The first
was the Confederate Conscription Act, passed on April 16,
1862. This law made all healthy white males between
eighteen and thirty-five liable, with a few exceptions, to a
three-year stint in the Confederate army. It also extended the
enlistment of soldiers already enrolled in the service to three
years, an action that was unpopular with some early
enlistees. The age range of eligible service would expand to
those between seventeen and fifty in February of 1864. In
October 1862, Congress amended the law to exempt anyone
owning twenty or more slaves from military service. This
twenty-slave law was also unpopular with small and non-
slaveholders, prompting the famous slogan that the war had
become a “rich man’s war and a poor man’s fight.” 
In the Piney Woods, many families lacked the

manpower to produce
enough foodstuffs to
survive. The tax in kind
exacerbated the situation.
Put into place by the
Confederate government on
April 24, 1863, this tax
required all farmers to give
10 percent of all
agricultural products and
livestock raised for
slaughter. If the tax was not
delivered in a timely
manner, then a 50 percent
penalty could be assessed.
Word began to trickle out to

those in the military service that families were starving at
home, heightening their concern. In addition, the defeat of
the Confederate army at Vicksburg in July 1863 further
dampened the morale of both the soldiers and those on the
home front. A number of Confederates deserted and headed
back to their homes, vowing to sit out the war. 
From his post in Alabama, Private Richard B. Pittman of

Marion County heard rumors by the summer of 1863 that
times were “getting...bad...among our men at home and [they
were] shooting one another.” Pittman asked his wife “...if they
were conscripting and arresting them that run off home for I am
anxious to see what will be done about them...” and alluded to
the fact that men who had sacrificed by serving in the war
would be “disheartened” if no action was taken. The
Confederate government sent Major Amos McLemore, the
commander of Company B, 7th Battalion, Mississippi
Regiment, to round up deserters in the Piney Woods in August
1863. Although he was against secession before the war,
McLemore raised Company B, known as the Rosin Heels, in
Jones County in September 1861. After he successfully

conscripted more than 100 men in two months, an unknown
assailant shot and killed McLemore on October 5, 1863, in the
home of Amos Deason in Ellisville, Mississippi. 
The primary suspect in the shooting was Newton

“Newt” Knight. Despite his earlier enlistment in the
Confederate Army in the fall of 1862, Knight left his unit
and became a deserter. Making his way across the
Mississippi countryside, Knight returned to Jones County
only to be captured and sent back to the Confederate army.
General Grant ordered the parole of the majority of the
prisoners from the fall of Vicksburg, with Knight’s unit, the
7th Mississippi Battalion, among their number. Sometime
late in the summer of 1863, Knight once again deserted the
Confederate Army and returned home to Jones County,
resolved not to return to the military service for the
Confederacy. Whether Newt Knight actually murdered
McLemore is uncertain, but only one week later Knight
formed a company of men some 125 strong. Officially
known as the Jones County Scouts, the more popular name
of the group was the Knight band after their elected leader,
Newt Knight. The goal of the company was to protect one
another and to serve the interests of the United States
government. The Knight band was a formidable group of
men, essentially a paramilitary group organized to oppose
the Confederacy. The gang protected deserters, but they also
threatened local government officials. Out of their actions,
the legend of the Free State of Jones arose. 
While Knight and his men certainly held a great deal of

power in Jones and surrounding counties, the county never
officially seceded from the Confederate States of America.
By 1864, however, their actions were known outside of the
local area, and they became marked men. In February 1864,
General Leonidas Polk ordered a force of 500 men under
Colonel Dabney Maury to suppress Knight’s company.
Maury sent his son, Colonel Henry Maury, to the Piney
Woods with a cavalry troop, and they met with little
success. The Knight band raided Confederate supplies from
Wayne County south to the Honey Island Swamp on the
Pearl River. Greene County officer Wirt Thomson of the
24th Mississippi noted: “Government depots filled with
supplies have been either robbed or burned. Gin-houses,
dwelling houses, and barns, and the courthouse of Greene
County, have been destroyed by fire. Bridges have been
burned and ferry-boats sunk on almost every stream and at
almost every ferry to obstruct the passage of troops; their
pickets and vendettas lie concealed in swamps and thickets
on the roadside; spies watch the citizens and eavesdrop their
houses at night….” 
Polk realized something drastic must be done to

reinforce the local government in the region. To head a new
sweep of the area, he chose Colonel Robert Lowry. A
former resident of Smith County, Lowry enlisted in the war

The surrender and
dissolution of the

Confederacy signaled
the beginning of
Reconstruction in
Mississippi.
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as a private and by the time the war ended was a brigadier
general. He would later serve two terms as governor of
Mississippi from 1882 to 1890. For the raid, Lowry was put
in charge of two units, the 6th Mississippi Infantry and the
20th Mississippi Infantry. Moving through Smith, Jones,
and Perry Counties, Lowry tracked deserters, shooting those
who resisted. Some of the men captured in the raid
reenlisted in the Confederate service. While the Maury and
Lowry raids thinned the ranks of the pro-Union natives, it
did not eradicate them. Newt Knight and the core of his
band evaded capture until the end of the war in 1865.  
While the Knight band was the most noted example of

anti-Confederate activity in the Pine Belt, others took
individual or kinship group actions of civil disobedience.
Some refused to pay taxes to support the Confederate
government. At least 200 inhabitants of the Piney Woods
independently chose to journey to South Louisiana to join
the 1st and 2nd New Orleans Infantry of the Union army in
late 1863 and 1864. Two brothers, Alvin and Daniel Sumrall
of Perry County, enlisted on June 11, 1864, roughly two
weeks after their brother-in-law, Elias Allen. Elias Allen and
Alvin Sumrall were former Confederate soldiers of
Company F, 17th Mississippi Battalion Cavalry and most
likely went to Louisiana to avoid being forced back into
Confederate service. Daniel Sumrall, the namesake of the
future Lamar County Piney Woods town, most likely joined
to avoid conscription into the Confederate service. Alvin
Sumrall died of typhoid in September 1864 while in the
Union service. On his deathbed he told his brother-in-law
Elias that “he saw a white horse saddled and he was going
home on him.” Like Alvin Sumrall, two out of every three
Civil War soldiers died from disease instead of combat. 
In April 1865, the American Civil War came to an end,

prompted by Robert E. Lee’s surrender to General Grant at
Appomattox Courthouse. In all, 80,000 white men from
Mississippi fought for the Confederacy, another 500 for the
Union. Some 17,000 Mississippi slaves and freedmen either
fought in the Union army or assisted in military operations.
Although no firm death toll exists, by the close of the war
an estimated 27,000 Mississippians laid down their lives
during the armed conflict. 
The surrender and dissolution of the Confederacy

signaled the beginning of Reconstruction in Mississippi.
Over the next eleven years, Mississippi struggled to deal
with the aftermath of war. Three major issues dominated
reconstruction: the path Mississippi would take to
readmission to the Union, who would control the new
government, and the status and standing of former slaves. In
Jones County, the bitter divisions between Unionists and
former loyal Confederates continued after the military truce.
Newt Knight received an appointment from the federal
military as a relief commissioner in Jones County in 1865,

which angered former Confederates. While the South had
lost the war, many white Mississippians chafed at the close
federal scrutiny of their postwar government, and looked
with disdain upon men such as Knight, whom they
considered a deserter and renegade. 
In October 1865, nearly 100 petitioners forwarded a

request to the state legislature to change the name of Jones
County to Davis County and to rename the county seat
town of Ellisville to Leesburg. This bold move came at a
time when a newly elected Mississippi legislature tested the
boundaries of the accommodating terms of presidential
Reconstruction. Under Reconstruction, most individuals
received amnesty by simply declaring an oath of loyalty to
the United States. Those who held high Confederate office
or owned $20,000 worth of property in 1860 had to apply
for a presidential pardon. When 10 percent of the voters in
the state took the oath of
loyalty, the state could
form a new government
and rejoin the Union. 
The new Mississippi

government seated in
the fall of 1865 was
predominantly
conservative Whigs but
contained a sizable
group of secession
Democrats. The
legislature enacted the
Jones County petition,
changing for several
years the name of the
county and its primary town to memorialize former
Confederate leaders. The legislature, in addition to
refusing to adopt the Thirteenth Amendment, passed a
group of laws to address the status of African Americans
known as the Black Codes. While recognizing the
freedom of the former slaves, the Black Codes limited
African American civil rights and sought to enforce white
control of economics and politics. Harsh measures such
as the Apprentice Code, under which former white
masters could retain legal control of African American
youths until they turned eighteen, smacked of a return to
slavery. 
Statewide, African American Union soldiers constituted

a majority of the federal forces who remained in the state to
keep order. These soldiers often drew the ire of
Mississippi’s white residents. In Pike County, members of
the federal 66th Colored Infantry Regiment encountered
racism and disrespect from local whites during 1865. In one
encounter, two white residents ordered an African American
soldier out of town at gunpoint after they defaced his

From March 1867 to
March 1870, the
federal military

controlled Mississippi
under the Military
Reconstruction Acts. 
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uniform. The federal government, controlled by Radical
Republicans, quickly moved to institute a more stringent form
of Reconstruction to ensure African American civil rights.
From March 1867 to March 1870, the federal military

controlled Mississippi under the Military Reconstruction
Acts. Under provisions of the acts, Major General Edward
O. C. Ord, the military officer in charge of the 4th Military
District composed of Arkansas and Mississippi, took control
of voter registration to ensure African Americans would be
able to participate in an election to elect representatives who
would write a new Mississippi constitution. By the fall of
1867, a total of 137,561 men had registered to vote, 79,176
African American and 58,385 white. 
In the election, a triumvirate made up of scalawags,

carpetbaggers, and African Americans formed the
Republican Party in Mississippi. Native whites who
supported Reconstruction gained the derisive moniker

“scalawag,” while Northern whites who came south after the
war, many of whom served in the Union army, were referred
to as “carpetbaggers.” Thomas Nast popularized the latter
term with his 1872 sketch. This group would control
Mississippi politics until 1876 and the end of Reconstruction. 
The election of 1867 resulted in the 1868 biracial

“Black and Tan” Convention, which wrote a new state
constitution that gave African American men the right to
vote and ensured rights, such as trial by jury and access to
civil courts, for all Mississippians. A broad spectrum of
delegates represented the Piney Woods: one African
American, Wesley Lawson of Lawrence County; a former
Union soldier and surgeon, Carlos Chapman from
Covington County; a member of the Knight band from
Jones County, Vinson A. Collins; a pre-war white Whig
turned Republican from Pike County, Peres Bonney; Wesley
Yeoman, who signed the finished document and served in

PHOTO COURTESY OF CAMP SHELBY, SENIOR AIRMAN ALEXANDRA MINOR, 1ST COMBAT CAMERA SQUADRON
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LAUREN ROGERS MUSEUM OF ART 
The Lauren Rogers Museum of Art is considered Georgian Revival architecture located in the historic district of Laurel,
Mississippi, among early twentieth-century homes. It was built in 1923 in memory of Lauren Eastman Rogers, who
was the son and grandson of Laurel’s original founders dating back to 1882. Rogers died in 1921 at the early age of
twenty-three after complications from an appendectomy. The quaint museum, also regarded as being the first art
museum in Mississippi, has art collections of North American Native woven baskets, historic photographs and early
maps, as well as nineteenth and twentieth-century works by European, American, and Japanese masters. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF AMANDA GORDON, LIFE AT CLOVERHILL
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the legislature from Wayne County in 1870–71; and
Alanson Goss, who represented Marion and Hancock
counties and did not sign the finished document. One Piney
Woods delegate, John Moody, did not attend the convention
and left Greene, Jackson, and Perry counties without a voice
in the proceedings. Democrats managed to defeat the first
attempt at passing the new constitution in 1868, but a
second election in 1869 successfully ratified the document.
When the new state legislature met in January of 1870, it
quickly ratified the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments,
an action required for readmission to the Union. President
Ulysses S. Grant signed a bill readmitting Mississippi to the
Union on February 23, 1870.
For six years, Republicans controlled the major

executive offices of the state and the state legislature.
Conservative Democrats actively worked to oust the
Republicans from power, using means both legitimate and
illegitimate. In the Piney Woods, where whites constituted a
majority of voters, Democrats quickly regained a modicum
of political control. Pike County elected all Democratic
legislators to represent them in Jackson after 1871. Perry
County elected former Confederate officer J.P. Carter, a
conservative Democrat, to the state legislature in 1865. He
served there until 1867. After a six-year hiatus, Carter
returned to the legislature and served from 1874 to 1880.
Former Confederate officer Thomas J. Hardy, brother of
William H. Hardy, represented Covington, Jones, Smith,
and Wayne counties as state senator from 1870 to 1874.
When legitimate elections failed, groups such as the

BASKETS AT LAUREN ROGERS MUSEUM
Catherine Marshall Gardiner, the great aunt of Lauren
Rogers and wife of one of Laurel’s founders, collected
baskets for around fifty years during her travels throughout
the world and friendships developed with tribal weavers and
collectors. Her donation of over 500 items to the museum
was considered at the time to be one of the most extensive
collections of North American Native baskets. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE LAUREN ROGERS MUSEUM OF ART
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Bulldozers, the Ku Klux Klan, and the White League
worked to intimidate, threaten, and physically attack African
Americans. The contested election of 1875, during which
whites purposefully worked to keep African American voters
from exercising the franchise under the Mississippi Plan,
marked the end of Republican rule in the state.

Redemption and the New South
On March 28, 1876, Republican Governor Adelbert

Ames resigned from his post and was replaced by Democrat
John M. Stone. Ames’s resignation came in the wake of a
lengthy political battle between the Republican and
Democratic parties for control of the state government and
represented the end of Reconstruction in the state. Known
as conservative Democrats, Redeemers, or Bourbons, the

party moved to
reestablish white political
dominance. Just one year
later, the Compromise of
1877 informally ended
Reconstruction in the
South and left the
Republican Party without
the federal support upon
which it depended during
the prior decade to retain
power. Democratic
dominance of Mississippi
politics would last an
entire century. From 1882

until 1963, the Republican Party had no nominee for
governor, and no Republican held the office until Kirk
Fordice won the seat in 1992. 
Between 1875 and 1902, Democrats worked to dilute

the voting power of poor whites and African Americans in a
variety of ways. First, voter intimidation and ballot box
fraud were common tools utilized to shape the outcome of
elections. Disenfranchisement laws limited the ability of
both African Americans and poor whites to take part in the
political process. The Mississippi Constitution of 1890 was
the primary vehicle of disenfranchisement. The new
constitution required voters to pay a poll tax of $2 in
February of each year and required that all voters “be able
to read any section of the constitution of this State; or he
shall be able to understand the same when read to him, or
give a reasonable interpretation thereof.” It also denied the
right to vote to those convicted of a broad range of crimes
and required those registering to vote to have lived in the
state for two years and for two years in the election district. 
These conditions drastically reduced the numbers of

voters of both races; overall voter turnout in 1888 was 43
percent and declined to slightly less than 19 percent in
1892. In 1890 some 190,000 African Americans registered
to vote; by 1892 this number fell to just over 8,000. In 1898,
the Supreme Court ruled in Williams v. Mississippi that both
the poll tax and the literacy test legal, as they were required
of all Mississippians. While the new constitution did not
fully eliminate either African American voting or African
American officeholders, it made both a rarity and greatly
limited the political power of African Americans for the
next seventy-five years.
In 1880 the majority of the population of the Piney

Woods remained white and rural. Like the rest of
Mississippi, the residents of the Piney Woods engaged in
agricultural production for their main source of income.
Farmers planted much the same crops as they had before the
war: cotton, corn, and a variety of vegetables. After 1865,
significant changes in the structure of land ownership and
the status of workers altered the rural dynamic. In the
antebellum period, slaves worked the fields of their masters,
but the abolition of slavery brought new hope of land
ownership and control of their economic destinies. 
Calls for land redistribution, in which former slaves

would receive forty acres and a mule, did not materialize.
Landowners needed labor to produce a crop that they could
market but lacked the cash to pay laborers. The laborers, in
turn, did not have the financial resources to purchase or rent
land. The systems that evolved were called sharecropping
and tenant farming. Under these systems, poor whites and
African Americans worked a plot of land on shares with the
landowner. Sharecroppers often had no tools or equipment,
which the landowner furnished in turn for a portion of the
year’s crop. Sharecroppers retained less than half of the
year’s production. Share tenants or tenant farmers provided
their own tools and equipment and typically retained two-
thirds of their crops. 
The landowners also provided credit through the crop

lien system, which allowed sharecroppers and tenants to
purchase goods, food, and supplies using a lien against their
crops as credit. Sharecropping also forced landowners into
producing an internationally marketable cash crop: cotton.
By 1910, Mississippi contained 274,000 farms, of which
sharecroppers or tenant farmers worked 66 percent. In the
same year, African Americans accounted for three-fourths
of all sharecropper and tenant farms. White farmers owned
75 percent of all owner-operated farms statewide. 
In the Piney Woods counties east of the Pearl River,

tenant farmers made up a minority of all farms. African
American farm owners outnumbered African American
sharecroppers in Marion, Lamar, Forrest, Perry, Greene,
and Wayne counties in 1910. The poor soil of the region
made the land less attractive and allowed African

In the Piney Woods
counties east of 

the Pearl River, tenant
farmers made up a

minority of 
all farms. 
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MISSISSIPPI SCHOOL FOR THE ARTS 
The Mississippi School of the Arts opened in 2003 after receiving funding from the 1999 and 2001 legislative sessions.
Located on the historic campus of Whitworth College, which is on the National Register of Historic Places, the Brookhaven
visual-arts school accepts eleventh and twelfth-grade students in a residential environment with a strong interest in the
arts. The Mississippi landmark envisions students expressing themselves through creativity and imagination to create a
better world. 
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Americans to achieve the agrarian dream of land
ownership. Still, whites made up the majority of farm
owners in the Pine Belt. The sharecropping and tenant
farm systems were prevalent in Mississippi agriculture
from 1865 through 1940, and sharecropping existed in
some areas of the state as late as 1960. 
In 1880, the Piney Woods counties of Mississippi were

home to 71,739 people, or 6.3 percent of Mississippi’s total
population of 1,131,597 residents. Pike was the most
populous Pine Belt county, with 16,688 people, followed by
Lawrence, with 13,547. Increasing populations in both
counties was attributable in part to the growth of towns
along the New Orleans, Jackson and Great Northern
Railroad. Greene County remained the least populated
county in the region, with 3,194 residents. Untouched by
railroad development, Greene, Jones, and Perry represented
three of the state’s least populated counties. White residents
accounted for 67 percent, or two-thirds, of the overall

population of the Piney Woods, compared with a figure of
42 percent for the state as a whole. Jones County was 90
percent white, and in contrast to 1860, all of the Piney
Woods counties were majority white. The region contained
7,744 farms and only 106 manufacturing establishments. 
The three counties with railroad development—Lincoln,

Pike, and Wayne—contained sixty-nine of the manufacturing
establishments. In contrast, there were 7,744 farms, which
produced products valued at $1,994,898 in 1879. In the years
between 1880 and 1940, life in the Piney Woods changed
dramatically. Agriculture continued to be an important part of
the regional economy, but the influx of railroads allowed
access to the valuable pine timber and fostered the
development of manufacturing, especially after 1900. Rapid
urbanization would give rise to towns and villages, increasing
the population of the region and giving rise to the formation of
four new counties in the span of ten years: Lamar (1904),
Jefferson Davis (1906), Forrest (1906), and Walthall (1910). 
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The western Piney Woods communities of Brookhaven
and McComb were the first sizable towns to develop in the
region, primarily because of their location along the New
Orleans, Jackson and Great Northern Railroad. Both towns
relied on two major products: cotton and lumber. While
cotton had long been a staple of local production, large-
scale timber mills first arrived in the Piney Woods after the
Civil War. 
Founded in the antebellum era, Brookhaven saw

significant growth after 1880 by attracting manufacturing
interests and serving as a regional retail center. When the
state formed Lincoln County from portions of Pike County
in 1870, Brookhaven became the county seat. Two
sawmills, the Pearl River Lumber Company and the East
Union Lumber and Manufacturing Company, operated in
the city during the last decades of the nineteenth century.
Ferdinand Brecker operated the Brookhaven Cotton
Compress Company, and John and Willard Seavey formed
a brick manufacturing company. Two mercantile stores, one
owned by the Seaveys and the other by John McGrath and
Sons, served the surrounding area. 
Whitworth College offered a first-rate education for

young women and further diversified the local economy.
Tallulah “Lula” Ragsdale, a Brookhaven native,
graduated from Whitworth College in 1878. After
studying acting in New York, she returned to Brookhaven
and taught at Whitworth College. She became the first
female Mississippi author to have a book adapted as a
screenplay: the 1917 work Miss Dulcie from Dixie. In
1900, Brookhaven’s population was 2,678, and the city
reached a population of 6,232 in 1940. Brookhaven’s
population leveled off and remained fairly steady
between 1910 and 1940.
In adjacent Pike County, the development of McComb,

one of the first major industrial towns in the Pine Belt,
spurred manufacturing development. Founded in 1872 by
former Union Colonel Henry McComb, the carefully
planned town was a precursor to many other railroad towns
that would rapidly populate the Piney Woods during the
next several decades. After taking control of the New
Orleans, Jackson and Great Northern Railroad, McComb
put in motion a plan to build a town fifteen miles north of
the Louisiana state line in Pike County. Hoping the town
would attract a thriving lumber business, he also ensured
the success of the new city by selecting the site to house the
railroad’s machine shops. The town attracted a sawmill
owned by J.J. White, and by 1880 it contained 1,972
residents and was one of the largest towns in the Pine Belt. 
White was one of the early sawmill operators in the

Piney Woods, having run a small sawmill near Summit
before the Civil War. He served in the Confederate army,
was captured at Port Gibson in 1863, and spent the last two

LEONTYNE PRICE 
Mary Violet Leontyne Price was born in Laurel on
February 10, 1927, as the daughter of a lumber mill
worker and midwife. Her music career started early with
piano lessons, the church choir, and high school chorus.
Although she wanted to be a teacher, Price landed in
opera programs in the early 1950s and started down the
path to become of one of America’s greatest sopranos,
with her first operatic debut in 1957 at the San Francisco
Opera and later performances at New York’s Town Hall,
NBC Opera, and Carnegie Hall. The next decade led
Price to the Teatro alla Scala Milan and, finally, a debut
with the prestigious Metropolitan Opera for the 1960
and 1961 seasons. During the 1970s, Price’s
performances in Madama Butterfly led to her last new
role in 1977 and a farewell appearance at the Met in
1985. Price retired from the stage with international
fame and over a dozen Grammy Awards. 
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years of the war in the Union prison camp on Johnson’s
Island in Lake Erie. Returning to Pike County, he
established a sawmill near Summit and moved its
operations to south of McComb in 1873. In addition, White
built a narrow-gauge railroad and owned stock in a variety
of local businesses, including the McComb Electric and
Light Company and the McComb Cotton Mill. J.J. White
outlived his McComb mill by one month; it cut the last log
in October of 1912, and he passed away in November of the
same year. 

J.J. White’s sons, including future governor Hugh
White, built a new mill at Columbia that opened in 1913
and operated until 1931. McComb’s population grew
steadily in the decades after 1880. By 1900, with a
population of 4,477, the city was the most populous in the
Piney Woods. The population in 1930 reached 10,057, but
growth stagnated during the decade of the Great
Depression. The town remained one of the four largest and
most important cities in the Pine Belt and along with its
nearby rival Brookhaven, vied for dominance as the primary
market town in southwestern Mississippi.

Unlike the western Piney Woods, in 1880 the central
part of the region was devoid of railways. The vast timber
resources located there did not go unnoticed, however. John
Francis Hamtramck Claiborne, who first romanticized the
Piney Woods in his 1841 to 42 articles in the Natchez Free
Trader, continued to trumpet the value of the region to the
public in an 1876 letter to the International Exhibition in
Philadelphia. In particular, Claiborne called for the building
of a railroad from the Gulf coast into the Pine Belt to
provide access to the valuable timber resources there. 

Claiborne was not the only visionary who saw railroads
as the future of the region. After the Civil War, men like
Georgia’s Henry Grady urged the South to industrialize and
mechanize both to compete economically with the North
and to provide jobs for the people of the South. The vast
stands of yellow pine timber in the region became a much-
sought commodity as the preferred white pine forests of the
Midwestern states neared extinction. Accessing the forests
required railroads, and entrepreneurs such as former
Confederate officer and Meridian attorney William Harris
Hardy eagerly undertook the process of surveying the
region and establishing rail lines. Hardy would be the
driving force behind the construction of two important
South Mississippi railroads: the New Orleans and
Northeastern, which connected New Orleans with Meridian,
Mississippi, and the Gulf and Ship Island, which connected
the Gulf Coast with the state capital at Jackson. Not only
would his vision bring the railroad to the region, but he
would also found three of Mississippi’s largest urban areas:
Hattiesburg, Laurel, and Gulfport. 

Hardy’s railroads altered the landscape of South

OSEOLA MCCARTY   
Oseola McCarty was  born March 7, 1908, in Wayne
County. She became the University of Southern
Mississippi’s (USM) most famous benefactor in 1995 when
she decided to leave $150,000 of her life savings from
washing and ironing clothes for others to the university.
McCarty wanted the money to be used to help pay college
costs for worthy African American students who could not
afford USM’s tuition. McCarty’s grandmother and aunt
raised her in Hattiesburg. McCarty had worked since she
dropped out of school in the sixth grade to help take care
of her aunt. She never married, had children, or learned
how to drive. She walked most places she went. She began
saving money not long after she started working.
Eventually, she deposited the savings into accounts at local
banks. One of her customers, who was an attorney and a
bank representative, helped her carry out her wishes of
distributing her savings to her church, relatives, and USM.
Many people became inspired by McCarty’s generosity
and gave money to help fund the endowment. She
received national recognition for her gift including
receiving the Presidential Citizens Medal, the United
Nations’ Avicenna Medal, an honorary doctorate from
Harvard University, and an honorary degree from the
University of Southern Mississippi. USM has since
established the McCarty Legacy, a society created to
recognize individuals who decide to give to the university
through estate planning. McCarty died September 26,
1999, from liver cancer. 
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SAENGER THEATER  
Built in 1929 as part of the Saenger Amusement Company, the
Hattiesburg Saenger was one of seven theaters established
throughout the southern United States by brothers Abe and
Julian Saenger. Designed by New Orleans architect Emile Weil
with seating for nearly a thousand patrons, the Hattiesburg
Saenger was considered a movie palace—one of the few of its
kind that still remains today. During its early years, the theater
featured silent movies, with admission costing only six cents.
Perhaps the theater’s most impressive entertainment feature was
its grand Robert Morton organ. The Saenger quickly became
known as the elite movie-viewing venue in the Hattiesburg area,
often presenting the most popular first-run movies. During its
long-lasting prime, the Saenger showed as many as three
different movies per week. The theater featured a wide variety
of movie types and even door prizes for added entertainment.
When the Saenger closed its doors in the 1960s, the city received
ownership. The building was added to the National Register of
Historic Places in 1979. During the 1980s, Hattiesburg mayor
Bobby Chain located the original Morton organ and returned it
to the Saenger, making it one of the few Morton organs still used
in an American theater today. In 2000, the Saenger underwent a
successful $3.75 million restoration. Today, the Saenger remains
a major attraction to downtown Hattiesburg, hosting various
events such as film screenings and live performances. 



BOOTS SMITH 
Established by G.B. “Boots” Smith in 1954, Boots Smith Oilfield Services is a leader in pipeline construction and oil and gas
support services. Three generations of Smith family members—including its current president, Jason Smith—have led the
company. Headquartered in Laurel, Boots Smith has offices located throughout the southern United States. The company
prides itself on its wide variety of services offered, which are divided into three main categories: pipeline construction,
drilling support services, and production support services. This provides customers with convenience, allowing them to use
one contractor for all their oilfield needs. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF BOOTS SMITH

Mississippi. After 1880, railroads proliferated in the Piney
Woods. As quickly as the rails were laid through the Pine
Barrens, new towns came to life, many of them boasting
newly- erected sawmills. Hattiesburg is a prime example of
this development and would ultimately become the Piney
Woods’s leading city. Captain William Harris Hardy
determined the fate of the yet unformed city in the late
summer of 1880 while surveying the southern section of the
proposed tracks of the New Orleans and Northeastern
Railroad. Stopping for a noontime rest on a creek near the
Leaf River, Hardy took time to contemplate the geography
of southern Mississippi in relation to his proposed railroad

line. As he studied the topography, the realization set in that
a locale very near the spot in which he was relaxing was the
logical choice for the intersection of any future route built
from the Mississippi Gulf Coast to the state capital. As
related in his memoirs, Hardy “...then and there determined
to locate a station here because this was the place where the
line from the Gulf Coast would cross the New Orleans and
Northeastern. I also decided to name the place Hattiesburg
for my wife, Hattie.” 
True to his word, Hardy located a station in the area,

just south of the confluence of the Bouie and Leaf rivers. In
1882, Hardy purchased the land that would become the
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heart of the future city of Hattiesburg. When the railroad
arrived in the fall of 1883, the signal stop was briefly called
Gordon’s Station, but the name soon changed to Hattiesburg
once the federal government established a post office there
in December 1883. A mere four months later, Hattiesburg
became a municipality on March 11, 1884, when the
Mississippi legislature approved the citizens’ request for
incorporation. Oliver Hazard Perry Jones took office as the
first mayor, overseeing city limits that extended “to the Leaf
River on the East and one mile in all other directions from
the railroad depot of the New Orleans and Northwestern
Railroad.” Hardy’s imaginative tribute to his wife had
become a reality. 
During the last two decades of the nineteenth century,

the young municipality grew steadily. Although Hattiesburg
represented the home of only a few hundred people at the
time of incorporation in 1884, the town boasted over 4,000
residents by 1900, and by 1910 the population had
burgeoned to over 11,000. A visitor to the town in 1894
offered the following description:
“We found Hattiesburg to be much above the average

of railroad towns. It has a population of over 2,000, a fine

array of excellent business houses—several two-story
brick—and now a few first class as to the amount of
business being transacted. All of the trades seem well
represented and a fine market for all country produce,
such as cotton, turpentine, corn, and vegetables, is found
in its marts and among its people.” 
On November 21, 1906, the youthful city of Hattiesburg

celebrated the opening of the five-story Hotel Hattiesburg
with a grand banquet. Special trains ran from both Jackson
and Gulfport along the Gulf and Ship Island Railroad,
carrying guests including Mississippi governor James K.
Vardaman, former Congressman John Allen, Congressman
Eaton J. Bowers, and John Sharp Williams. A number of
other political and business leaders from Mississippi, New
York, and Louisiana also attended, but the two most
important guests at the gathering were William Harris Hardy
and Joseph T. Jones. 
These two men were instrumental in the growth and

development of Hattiesburg and, to a greater extent, the Piney
Woods of South Mississippi, as they forged the rail network
of which Hattiesburg became the hub. Hardy founded
Hattiesburg, but it was Jones’s night as he celebrated the
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opening of the $298,000 combination hotel and Gulf and
Ship Island Railroad terminal, designed by New Orleans
architect Thomas Sulley, in downtown Hattiesburg. 
As the hour grew late, both men rose to speak,

extolling the virtues of Mississippi. This celebratory
occasion trumpeted Hattiesburg’s rise as a regional rail
center, comparable to other important cities in the region.
Hattiesburg was well on its way to becoming one of
South Mississippi’s most important cities. Jones, a former
Union soldier who made his fortune in the Pennsylvania
oil fields, was responsible for the completion of the Gulf
and Ship Island Railroad between Gulfport and Jackson,
Mississippi, in 1900. This rail line provided a direct
connection between the mills of the Pine Belt and the
deep-water international harbor at Gulfport. Hattiesburg
was a crucial connection, as the New Orleans and
Northeastern, the Mississippi Central, and the Mobile,
Jackson, and Kansas City intersected in the city. 
Two important institutions of higher education,

Mississippi Normal College and South Mississippi College,
took root in Hattiesburg during the first decade of the
twentieth century. Located on the southern edge of
Hattiesburg, South Mississippi College opened its doors in
1906 and operated until a devastating fire in 1910 forced its
closure. Local businessman W. S. F. Tatum then purchased
the property and offered it to the Southern Baptist
Convention, which reopened the school in 1911. The school
operated as a women’s only college from 1911 to 1954 and,
with the switch to coeducational status, changed its name to
William Carey College. 
Since no state-supported institution of higher education

existed in rapidly growing south Mississippi, the state
legislature authorized a state-supported teachers college to
be built in Hattiesburg. Mississippi Normal College,
comprising five brick buildings on 120 acres of cutover pine
timberland west of Hattiesburg, was founded on March 30,
1910. In 1922, Mississippi Normal College was authorized
to award its first bachelor’s degrees, and in 1924 the name
of the institution changed to State Teachers College. In
1940, the name of the college changed yet again, this time
to Mississippi Southern College to reflect the growing
breadth of its course offerings. These two institutions played
an important role in the Hattiesburg economy, bringing in
teachers and students from across the state.
Thirty miles away, another whistle-stop on the New

Orleans and Northeastern quickly developed into a thriving
city. John Kamper erected a sawmill near the signal stop of
Laurel in central Jones County in 1882, and a small
community formed. In 1886 Laurel incorporated, and in
1891, the Eastman Gardiner Lumber Company purchased
the mill. To replace the old Kamper facility, it erected a new

PHOTOS COURTESY OF HOWARD INDUSTRIES INC. 

HOWARD INDUSTRIES 
Howard Industries, now a four-division company with a
net worth of over a billion dollars, began in 1968 when
Billy W. Howard, Sr. returned to his home state of
Mississippi to start his own business, leaving behind a
promising career at General Electric. Located on 504
acres in Laurel, Howard Industries has since grown to
become one of the country’s leading computer and
medical cart manufacturers. Howard has state-of-the-art
facilities composed of 60,000 square feet of office space,
72,000 square feet of manufacturing space, and a 3,200
square-foot bridge connecting the two areas. Howard’s
Technology Solutions division produces desktop and
notebook computers, servers, medical equipment, and
more, while its Lighting Solutions division creates safe,
energy-efficient lighting. Howard Power Solutions, which
is considered the largest transformer plant in the world
and leads the nation in distribution transformer
production, has more than 7 million Howard transformers
currently in service around the globe. 
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sawmill, extended a dummy line into the pine woods to
supply logs, and purchased rail equipment. The new
improvements occurred just before the Panic of 1893, and
the young company struggled to remain solvent. The mill
survived the 1893 depression and was the economic engine
driving the town by 1900, at which time Laurel contained
3,193 residents. The Gardiner interests in 1900 opened the
Laurel Cotton Mill, which employed 400 workers. 
A second major business soon called Laurel home. In

1898, brothers John and S. W. Lindsey began production of
a specialized eight-wheel wagon used to haul timber from
the forest to the dummy line railroads. Fire destroyed the
first company plant at Sandersville, at which time they
decided to relocate to Laurel. The Lindsey Wagon Company
began operation in Laurel in 1901, and the two brothers also
financed the Laurel Machine and Foundry Company, which
opened in 1904. The wagons were popular with timber
operations and were also put into service in France during
World War I. 
As in Hattiesburg, the real impetus for the growth of

Laurel was the opening of the Gulf and Ship Island Railroad
from Gulfport to Jackson. This line provided an
international outlet for the yellow pine timber harvested in
the region. In 1904 the Eastman Gardiner Lumber
Company opened a more efficient modern facility that
employed 800 workers. Other sawmills soon located in the
vicinity, including the Gilchrist-Fordney Company, Wausau
Southern Lumber Company, and Marathon Lumber
Company. By 1910 Laurel’s population had grown to 8,465,
making it the second largest city in the Pine Belt, trailing
only regional rival Hattiesburg. 
In 1924, William H. Mason discovered that wood chips

could be formed into a high-density fiberboard. To promote
development of the project, the Mason Fibre Company, later
known as Masonite, formed in September of 1924. In 1926,
the company opened its first plant in Laurel. Over the next
two decades, Masonite production expanded, and the young
company became an industry leader in fiberboard
production. The board was cheap to purchase and held up
well to the rigors of construction, making it highly
marketable. By the time of Mason’s death in 1940,
Masonite fiberboard was in widespread use. Despite the
success of Masonite, Laurel’s growth slowed dramatically
during the decade of the 1930s. In 1940, the city had a
population of 20,598, slightly less than its regional rival
Hattiesburg.
Other smaller Pine Belt towns, villages, and hamlets

along the region’s railroads prospered in the period between
1877 and the start of World War I. Those able to attract a
sawmill also attracted laborers, although the heyday of
some of the communities was fleeting. Along the Gulf and

GERALD MCRANEY 
Known as “Mac” to his friends and family, actor Gerald
McRaney was born in Collins in 1947. His acting career
began when he injured his knee playing football and
subsequently joined the drama club in junior high school.
After high school, McRaney supported himself and his
family by working in the oil fields of Louisiana, although he
did not give up acting. During this time, he took minor
roles and guest appearances whenever possible.
McRaney’s breakout role came in 1981 when he was
granted the role of Rick Simon on CBS’s Simon & Simon,
which lasted eight seasons. He later starred and produced
the hit show Major Dad. Since the late 1980s, McRaney has
starred in a number of made-for-television movies and has
also appeared as a guest star on many popular television
shows, including Designing Women and NBC’s new hit
drama, This is Us (2016). 

PTA  
The Congress of Parents and Teachers, now Parent Teacher
Association (PTA), was organized by delegates from five
cities in October 1909 at Lake Chautauqua tabernacle in
Crystal Springs. The founder and first president was Mrs. R.
B. Stapleton of Hattiesburg. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF HENRY CARNEY AND DOROTHY ALFORD
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REED’S METALS 
Reed’s Metals, Inc., started with a portable shed in Lawrence
County in 1998 by Bernie Reed, the President and Chief
Executive Officer. Over the past two decades, Reed’s has
become one of the most prominent and successful metal
roofing and metal building providers in the South. Located
on twenty acres in Brookhaven, Reed’s uses advanced
methods and technology to manufacture residential,
industrial, and commercial buildings of all sizes. The multi-
million dollar company also offers a wide variety of metal
roofing options in ten locations throughout the south central
United States.  

Ship Island Railroad in Covington County north of
Hattiesburg, a string of communities, including Lux,
Sanford, Gandsi, Seminary, Kola, Collins, Mish, and Mount
Olive, attracted at least small-scale sawmill operations. Lux,
Sanford, Gandsi, Kola, and Mish all declined rapidly or
simply disappeared when the supply of timber proved
inadequate to support mill operations. Larger towns, such as
Seminary, Collins, and Mount Olive, developed as trading
centers serving the surrounding communities. Even the
larger towns saw their growth stagnate as the mills cut out
after exhausting their supply of longleaf yellow pine.
Similar results occurred along the tracks of the

Mississippi Central Railroad, a main east-west route that
connected Hattiesburg and Natchez. The J.J. Newman
Lumber Company under the direction of Pennsylvanian
Fenwick Peck constructed the line in part to gain access
to timber to the north and west of Hattiesburg. The
Newman Company operated large sawmills at
Hattiesburg and Sumrall. 
After his stint in the Union army, Daniel Sumrall

moved from Perry County to northern Marion County,
operating a gristmill and store. Fenwick Peck selected the
site near the mill for a new sawmill and laid out a town to
the east of the mill site. Incorporated in 1903, the town kept
the name of the local post office, Sumrall. By 1910, the
population of Sumrall swelled to over 2,000 people, and
prospects for the town were bright. The town attracted two
banks, a newspaper, and a movie theater and built a first-
rate school for white residents. Several churches, including
three Baptist churches and a Methodist church, catered to
the spiritual needs of the population. 
Under Jim Crow laws and custom, the town was

PHOTO BY AMANDA SMITH
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geographically segregated, as each race had separate
churches and schools. While the mill attracted both African
American and white workers, African Americans usually
worked for less pay and in more dangerous conditions than
their white counterparts. Despite these limitations, and the
preference of the Newman Lumber Company to employ
white workers, when wage labor jobs were available,
African Americans pursued them vigorously. For many
African American residents this was a temporary sojourn;
they left sharecropping to pursue wage labor but still faced
rigid segregation. This lack of autonomy in part explains the
Great Migration or Great Diaspora of the early twentieth
century. From 1910 to 1920, Mississippi experienced a
population loss as African Americans left in large numbers
for better opportunities in the Midwest. 
The New South era disproportionately impacted the Piney

Woods region of Mississippi because the new emphasis on
manufacturing coincided
with a boom in railroad
construction and a spike in
national and international
demand for a cheap source of
quality timber. The number
of manufacturing
establishments in the Piney
Woods increased from 106 in
1880 to 484 in 1900. The
total value of manufactures
increased from $596,049 in
1880 to $8,101,636 in 1900.
In Jones County alone, the
value of manufactures
increased from $9,305 to
$2,087,650 over the twenty
year period. 
The New South also

meant new cities. In Lamar
County in 1910, 42 percent of the county’s 11,740 residents
lived in one of three towns: Purvis, Lumberton, or Sumrall.
For many of the towns in the Pine Belt, this prosperity was
short-lived. Of the largest towns in Covington and Lamar
Counties—Collins, Lumberton, Mount Olive, Purvis,
Seminary, and Sumrall—all but one suffered population
declines between 1910 and 1940. Four of the six lost at least
half of their population as sawmill production dwindled. In
Sumrall, the First Baptist Church, which constructed a new
brick sanctuary, weathered both the Great Depression and
the departure of the Newman lumber mill only by receiving
an emergency loan from the Baptist Foreign Mission Board
in Atlanta. When the mill in Lumberton cut out, much of the
machinery and some of the workers relocated to the West
Coast. In Covington County, even the county seat suffered

depopulation, as the population declined from 2,581 in 1910
to 1,100 in 1940. The larger, more diversified towns in the
region—Brookhaven, Columbia, Hattiesburg, Laurel, and
McComb—grew quickly until 1930, when the rate of
growth slowed due to the Great Depression. All except
McComb grew slightly between 1930 and 1940, but the
tremendous growth of the timber boom was over. 
In an era of “cut out and get out” timber harvesting,

owners could not afford to pay taxes on cutover
timberlands. The federal government incorporated millions
of acres into national forests in the 1930s, and in the Piney
Woods formed De Soto and Homochitto National Forests.
The De Soto contained lands that large landowners literally
donated to the federal government to escape the burden of
taxation. Widespread reforestation and timber management
did not become a common practice in the industry until
after 1940, although some early adopters such as
Hattiesburg businessman W.S.F. Tatum saw their long-term
value. 
While the longleaf prospered when it had long periods

of uninterrupted growth, it took decades to mature.
Reforestation therefore focused on pines that would grow to
harvest size more quickly, such as loblolly or slash pine. In
the succeeding decades, some residents turned to
pulpwooding, or utilizing modified pickup trucks and
chainsaws, to cut smaller timber for regional mills. The
great longleaf pine stands were gone, and the majority of
the people of the Piney Woods were left to find an
alternative means of economic success.

Piney Woods Governors: Conner,
White, and Johnson, 1932–1943
At the same time the timber industry was on the decline

in the Piney Woods, its politicians rose to political power in
the state. Between 1932 and 1943, all of Mississippi’s
governors hailed from the Piney Woods. Martin S. Conner
(1932 to 1936) and Hugh White (1936 to 1940) helped
Mississippi weather the Great Depression and sought new
industrial opportunities for the state. Paul B. Johnson, Sr.,
campaigned to bring relief to the common man but instead
found himself guiding Mississippi through the initial years
of World War II. The policies and programs instituted by
these three men shaped modern Mississippi.
Martin S. (Mike) Conner was a native of Hattiesburg

and educated at the University of Mississippi and Yale
University. He opened a law office in Seminary and, at age
twenty-five, embarked upon a political career as a member
of the Mississippi House of Representatives and was elected
Speaker of the House during his first year of office in 1916.
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Conner served two terms as head of the body. Defeated in
1923 and 1927 in gubernatorial elections, Conner finally
won election in 1931 over fellow Piney Woodsmen Hugh
White and Paul B. Johnson, Sr. Taking office in the early
years of the Great Depression, Conner also inherited
problems created by his predecessor Theodore G. Bilbo.
Creating a balanced budget and regaining accreditation for
Mississippi’s institutions of higher learning were two of his
top priorities. 
Conner’s options to rectify the budget deficit were

limited by the economic downturn of the Great Depression.
The state auditor reported just $1,326 in the State Treasury
on January 1, 1932. One solution was to trim the state
budget by eliminating services and to reduce the number of
state workers, but this solution did not fully address the
problem. Conner pressured the legislature to enact a retail
sales tax to assist in balancing the state budget. After an
extended battle, the legislature produced an Emergency
Revenue Act in his first year in office, a 2 percent state sales
tax that went into effect May 1, 1932. This frugal approach
to state government worked, and over the next four years,
Conner was able to balance the budget. 
The second priority was to reestablish accreditation for

the state’s major colleges and universities. Due to the
actions of former governor Bilbo, the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools (SACS) in 1930 revoked the
accreditation of the University of Mississippi, Mississippi
A&M, Mississippi State College for Women, and the State
Teachers College at Hattiesburg. One of the ousted college
presidents, Joseph Cook of the State Teachers College, ran
for and was elected to office as a state senator from
Lowndes County in 1932. Conner and Cook worked
together to push through a bill that they hoped would regain
accreditation for the state’s colleges and universities. The
new law consolidated the three separate boards of trustees
into one ten-member board, which would have oversight of
all of the state’s colleges and universities. It also provided
that each college president prepare a detailed budget. The
executive secretary of the board of trustees would then
forward the budget to the state legislature, which would
make one appropriation for the entire system. Presidents
gained the authority to nominate faculty and staff, while
employees of the colleges and universities received
assurance that political matters would not enter into
reappointment decisions. The law passed in 1932, and in
December 1932 SACS restored provisional accreditation to
the four institutions. By 1934, SACS restored full
accreditation to all schools. Overall, when Conner’s term in
office ended in 1936, he left the state government on solid
footing for his successor.
In 1935, two Piney Woods natives vied for the office of

governor. The winner was Hugh L. White, who promised to

work toward Balancing Agriculture with Industry (BAWI).
Hugh White spent the majority of his early life as partner in
a sawmill firm and was well acquainted with the economic
circumstances facing the Piney Woods. In 1929, White, in
his capacity as mayor of Columbia, began work to diversify
the local economy. The town attracted a canning factory and
a textile mill, but White realized that to succeed Columbia
needed to attract a major employer. 
At the same time, Reliance Manufacturing Company, a

textile firm producing men’s shirts and pajamas, was
seeking a site for a new plant. White approached Reliance,
offering $85,000 for the construction of a plant building in
return for a guarantee from the company that it would
employ at least 300 workers and agree to spend $1 million
in wages over the next decade. Instead of the normal
business model of a few wealthy businessmen funding the
plant, ordinary citizens signed promissory notes so the city
could obtain a loan to
construct the building. The
unconventional plan
worked, and in July 1932
the plant opened with 300
workers, most of whom
were women. Farm families
benefited from Reliance
Manufacturing Company
because they could
supplement the males’ farm
income with the women’s
wages from labor. Despite
the harsh financial
conditions of the Great
Depression, the plant
survived. In 1935,
emboldened by his success
in Columbia, Hugh White
ran for governor, and at the
heart of his agenda was the BAWI plan: Balance
Agriculture with Industry. 
Elected the forty-fifth governor of the state, White

served from 1936 through 1940 and worked to implement
the Columbia plan across the state. The first step in the plan
was to pass the Mississippi Industrial Act to grant local and
county governments the legal right to finance land
purchases and plant construction via bond elections. Out of
3,800 firms that inquired into the BAWI program, the
Industrial Commission selected twenty-one applicants.
Twelve established plants, with only two being located in
the Pine Belt, Ellisville Hosiery Mills and Hattiesburg
Hosiery Mills. Overall, BAWI was a success; the plan
brought industry into the state during a harsh economic
climate. Ingalls Shipbuilding in Pascagoula was one of the
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industries begun under this plan, which continues to thrive
in the second half of the twentieth century. 
White’s term as governor, while often defined by

BAWI, also saw the origins of a modern highway system
and the implementation of the homestead exemption law.
Modern highway miles increased from 922 in 1936 to 4,000
in 1940. Despite Governor White’s best efforts, Mississippi
remained the poorest state in the nation mired in a
longstanding depression. The event that would shake the
nation to its core and prompt both the end of the Great
Depression and an economic revival in the region was the
attack on Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941.
In 1939, Paul B. Johnson, Sr., ran in his third

consecutive gubernatorial campaign, having lost the prior
two to rivals from the Piney Woods. His opponent was
Mike Conner, former governor and prior adversary in the
Democratic primary election of 1931. Unlike Conner and
White, Johnson grew up in an impoverished farm family
and sought to bring New Deal–type social welfare programs
to Mississippi. He was a former U.S. congressman and a
friend of Franklin Roosevelt’s. At the head of his agenda
were improvements in education, including free textbooks
for schoolchildren. The free textbook law passed the
Mississippi legislature in 1940, ensuring all public-school
children in grades 1–8 received free textbooks. In 1942 a
second law provided free textbooks to all high school
students. Realizing that the entry of the United States into
World War II was looming on the horizon, Johnson spent
much of his time readying the state for the impending
conflict. He died in office in 1943, one year shy of
completing his term in office.

World War II and Civil Rights
World War II represents a watershed event in

Mississippi history. Much like the Civil War, the conflict
influenced the lives of virtually every Mississippian. From
the 230,000 Mississippians who served in the armed forces
to the thousands of carpenters who built training facilities
across the state, the people of Mississippi worked toward a
common goal: the defeat of Germany, Italy, and Japan. The
war effort also changed the economy of Mississippi,
providing jobs for both men and women. 
At the same time, a move toward mechanization in

agriculture saw sharecroppers and some farm owners leave
their farms for wage labor opportunities in Mississippi cities
such as Biloxi, Gulfport, Hattiesburg, and Pascagoula.
Others left the state for wage labor opportunities. Between
1940 and 1950, Mississippi suffered a net loss in
population, mainly due to African Americans leaving the
state to move north as part of the Second Great Migration.
Typically, white farmers left the farm for wage labor jobs in
Mississippi towns, while African Americans, frustrated with

WARREN PAVING 
Warren Paving has been in operation for nearly half a century.
Warren annually produces more than 500,000 tons of asphalt for
heavy highway building, construction, and high-tech site work,
along with various specialized projects. Quality service is a core
principle held by its employees, including management, quality
control technicians, equipment operators, engineers, and laborers.
Heavily involved in local communities, Warren has increased jobs
at both the Hattiesburg and the Gulfport locations, helping to
create their strong economic development. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF WARREN PAVING, INC. 
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the Jim Crow system, left for wage labor jobs in cities such
as St. Louis, Chicago, and Detroit. For the first time in over
100 years, in 1950 African Americans composed less than
one-half of the total population of Mississippi as a whole.
Those who remained would strive to change the system of
segregation and work toward equal treatment under the law
and regaining the right to vote in a Civil Rights Movement
that began in the 1940s and continued for the next three
decades.
While the Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbor marks the

official beginning of American involvement in World War
II, military mobilization took place as early as 1940. In the
Piney Woods, Hattiesburg and Laurel became active
military sites.
Located south of the city of Hattiesburg, Camp Shelby

became a major training center for the Armed Forces.
Deactivated after the First World War, even the rails
reaching the camp had to be re-laid. Hattiesburg became a
beehive of activity, as workers vied for the much-desired
17,000 civilian construction jobs required to build some
1,800 buildings to prepare the post for an influx of soldiers.

Soldiers slept in almost 14,000 tents, and at one time an
estimated 100,000 soldiers called the base home. In addition
to at least six infantry divisions, the 442 Regional Combat
Team made up of Japanese soldiers trained at the base.
Members of the Women’s Army Corps (WAC) also trained
at the base. A nearby prisoner of war camp, now Paul B.
Johnson State Park, housed 5,300 Germans from Rommel’s
famed Afrika Korps. In Hattiesburg, separate white and
African American USOs served the needs of the troops at
Shelby. 
Hattiesburg’s segregated business districts, white and

African American, welcomed soldiers and the many
civilians who flocked to the Hub City to take advantage of
the wage labor jobs created by the influx of troops. Local
manufacturer Komp Equipment Company re-tooled its
factory to produce ammunition, employing a majority
female workforce. In Laurel, the recently completed
airfield became home to the Laurel Army Airfield in
December 1942. The field was utilized by the Third Air
Force; its first mission was anti-submarine defense over the
Gulf of Mexico. Late in the war, medium-range and long-
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OKATOMA 
Okatoma Creek is a tributary of the Bouie River and part of the
watershed of the Pascagoula River. Okatoma Creek, located near
Seminary in Covington County, is a popular recreational draw for
canoeing and kayaking. Several rental businesses and camping
facilities are located in the area. The creek is the only whitewater
stream in Mississippi and offers several class one and class two falls
and shoots. 
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range bomber crews trained for deployment in Laurel. 
World War II exposed Mississippi’s African American

service-men to a world outside of Mississippi where they
were not bound by the strict legal and immoral code of
segregation. These men proudly fought for their country but
returned to find that they remained second-class citizens in
their native state. The increasing mechanization of
agriculture meant fewer opportunities for sharecroppers and
tenant farmers, and when jobs failed to materialize in their
home state, more than 434,000 Mississippians, two-thirds of
whom were African American, migrated to other states. 
Between 1880 and 1950, the population of the Pine Belt

increased from 71,739 to 296,587. More importantly, Piney
Woods residents constituted 13 percent of the state
population, up from only 6 percent seventy years earlier.
The increase in wage labor jobs in the Piney Woods
attracted workers from all areas of the state, and the urban
centers of Hattiesburg and Laurel spurred population
growth. By 1950, Jones County (57,235) and Forrest
County (45,055) were the most populous counties in the
Piney Woods and ranked sixth and tenth in the state in total
county population. Hattiesburg, buoyed by wartime growth,
boasted 29,474 residents, while Laurel counted another
25,038. Greene continued to be the least populated county,
with only 8,215 residents in 1950. Although African
Americans left the state overall in large numbers, they
constituted the same percentage of the Piney Woods
population in 1950 as they did in 1880: 33 percent. 
The major issue facing Mississippi from 1945

through 1970 was the equal rights struggle of African
Americans. Segregation and disenfranchisement were
significant barriers that limited the economic and political
power of African Americans. In 1946, President Harry
Truman formed a Commission on Civil Rights, which

published a 178-page report in 1947. In the wake of the
report, Truman issued Executive Orders 9980, which
desegregated the federal workforce, and 9981, which
desegregated the Armed Forces. These actions sent a clear
message that addressing civil rights would be a major part
of the post–World War II agenda. 
These events led to the Dixiecrat movement of 1948, in

which white Southern Democrats split from the national
party to form their own ticket, with Mississippi Governor
Fielding Wright as the vice presidential nominee. Although
the party failed to elect a president, it sent the message that
Southern Democrats existed in an uneasy relationship with
the national party and would fight civil rights measures
when it was feasible. In 1951, Hugh White won a second
term in the governor’s office, defeating fellow Piney Woods
Democrat Paul B. Johnson, Jr. Sensing a challenge to
segregation, White pushed a truly separate but equal school
system. Since 1890, white schools received a much higher
percentage of state dollars for education, and one solution
was not only to provide more equal funding for education
but to improve Mississippi’s system of public education. In
1953, a special session of the Mississippi legislature passed
an equalization measure, which provided for equal pay for
white and African American teachers and equal spending on
school buses; it also included a building plan to improve
African American school facilities. While the measure
passed, the legislature withheld appropriations for funding,
waiting on a pending U.S. Supreme Court ruling in Brown
v. Board of Education. 
On May 17, 1954, the Supreme Court issued the Brown

decision, voting unanimously to overturn Plessy v.
Ferguson and paving the way for wholesale integration of
public schools. In 1954, a “last resort” amendment passed
the legislature and was approved by voters. This measure



allowed the state legislature, by a two-thirds vote, to abolish
all public schools in the state, or local boards could disband
schools and rent the property to private entities. Enacted as
a last-ditch measure, the legislation and subsequent
adoption by the state’s voters by a 2–1 margin signaled
white Mississippians would not acquiesce on integration. In
1955, the Mississippi legislature finally authorized funds for
the equalization plan, a more conservative and practical
approach to school integration. Over the next decade,
Mississippi continued to resist compliance with Brown v.
Board of Education by seeking alternative measures to
ensure segregation and by delaying implementation of
integration in public schools.
A challenge to school segregation was quickly

forthcoming, not from a public primary or secondary
school, but at a public four-year college, Mississippi
Southern College. In 1955, Clyde Kennard, an African
American United States Army veteran, applied for
admission to Mississippi Southern College. Kennard, who
lived in Eatonville, had previously attended the University
of Chicago. Since Mississippi Southern was the closest
university to his home, he hoped to gain admission to the
all-white school. The college first denied Kennard
admission based on his inability to provide five references
from school alumni. Over the next five years, Kennard
continued to pursue admission to the college. College
President William McCain and Governor James P. Coleman
talked Kennard out of applying in January 1959, but
Kennard again applied in the fall of that year. In the fall of
1959, McCain denied Kennard admission on the grounds
that he included no University of Chicago transcript, despite
his knowledge that Kennard had sufficient grades to warrant
admission. 
In the fall of 1960, local police arrested Kennard for

accessory to burglary for five bags of stolen chicken feed
valued at $25 taken from the Forrest County Cooperative.
Based on the testimony of a part-time employee of the co-
op who admitted stealing the feed but insisted Kennard
planned the crime, an all-white jury convicted Kennard of
theft and sentenced him to seven years in the state prison.
Kennard served three years before being paroled because of
intestinal cancer. He died only a few months after his
release from prison. Nearly forty years after his conviction,
the employee whose testimony implicated Kennard
admitted that the case was a sham, designed to keep
Kennard from enrolling at Mississippi Southern. 
The Kennard case revealed the implications of

challenging segregation in Mississippi: African Americans
who challenged segregation were subject to a wide variety
of reprisals both legitimate and illegitimate. While Kennard
did not live to see university integration, the arrival of two
female African American students, Raylawni Branch and

VENTURE OIL & GAS 
Since its beginning in 1988, Venture Oil & Gas has grown
to become the second largest oil producer in Mississippi.
Targeting primarily the Southeastern Gulf Coast states,
Venture engages in the exploration and development of
oil and natural gas properties in the United States. In
2012, the independent energy company averaged a daily
production rate of 8,000 bopd and 13,000 mcfd.  
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BRETT FAVRE     
Professional football star Brett Favre was born in Gulfport in 1969. In 1987, Favre left his hometown of Kiln for
the University of Southern Mississippi where he played as the starting quarterback for four years. He was drafted
in the second round—33rd overall— in the 1991 National Football League Draft by the Atlanta Falcons and
traded to the Green Bay Packers the following season. In week three, the Packers’s starting quarterback was
injured, kicking off Favre’s impressive twenty-year record-breaking career. That season, Favre led the team to
their second winning season in a decade. For eighteen straight seasons, Favre reached 3,000 yards passing, and
he reached more than 4,000 yards passing in six of those eighteen seasons. In the late 1990s, he led the Packers
to three straight NFC Championships and two Super Bowls, defeating the Patriots in Super Bowl XXXI. In 2007—
his last year at Green Bay—he surpassed Hall of Fame quarterback Dan Marino’s record as the career passing
leader in attempts, completions, yards, and touchdowns. He played for the New York Jets in 2008 and the
Minnesota Vikings from 2009 until his retirement in 2010. During his career, Favre was selected for the Pro Bowl
eleven times. He was inducted to the Pro Football Hall of Fame in 2016. 
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finally eliminated the term “all deliberate speed” and forced
the immediate integration of all Mississippi schools. By
1970, virtually all of the public schools in Mississippi were
integrated. While Mississippi schools integrated, they did
not always completely desegregate. Hattiesburg, for
example, created a fully integrated high school, but three of
the four elementary schools remained majority African
American in the 1980s, with one white majority elementary
school. Many urban districts in the state became majority
African Americans as whites relocated to majority white
school districts in suburban areas. The Hattiesburg and
Laurel school districts were majority white in 1970, but
both were majority African American just thirty years later.
Racial geography proved to be a significant barrier to
integration.
Reversing disenfranchisement laws that kept African

Americans from voting was equally problematic. State law
required voters to fill out a twenty-one-question voter
application and be able to interpret any of the 285 clauses of
the state constitution. A white circuit clerk administered the
test and had the final say as to whether the potential voter
passed or failed. Few African Americans managed to
achieve voter status, and those who did had only white
Democratic candidates for whom to vote. A project called
Freedom Summer, launched in 1964, represented an attempt
to bring attention to this plight. 
One goal of Freedom Summer was to register African

Elaine Armstrong, on campus in 1965 signaled significant
long-term change. In 2015, 32 percent of the total
undergraduate population of the University of Southern
Mississippi were African Americans, and the racial makeup
of the university’s students closely resembles that of the
state as a whole, where 37 percent of Mississippians are
African American, according to the 2010 census. In 2006, a
Forrest County jury posthumously overturned Kennard’s
conviction, and today the Student Services Building at the
University of Southern Mississippi bears his name. 
Primary and secondary school integration did not come

with the “all deliberate speed” required by the Brown v.
Board of Education  decision. The Civil Rights Act of 1964
was the next major step toward ending segregation.
Included in the original bill were stipulations that: outlawed
discrimination based on race, color, religion, or national
origin at gasoline stations, hotels, motels, inns, restaurants,
sports arenas, theaters, and all other public accommodations
engaged in interstate commerce; encouraged the
desegregation of public schools and allowed the United
States attorney general to file suit as a method to enforce
these actions; and prohibited state and local governments
from denying access to public facilities on grounds of race,
color, religion, or national origin. 
The first school desegregation cases in Mississippi were

filed in 1964, but it was the 1969 Alexander v. Holmes
County Board of Education U.S. Supreme Court case that

Freedom Summer failed in its goal to register large numbers of African American voters.
Instead, federal intervention in the form of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 finally gave 
African Americans in the state an even playing field when registering to vote. 
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SOFIDEL AMERICA      
Sofidel America is a manufacturing facility
located in Hattiesburg. Sofidel was
founded in 1966 in Pocari, Italy and is a
worldwide leader in sanitary and
domestic paper production. Sofidel
America was established in 2012 and the
Hattiesburg location began production in
2016. This project represents a corporate
investment of $120 million. 
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Americans to vote, but the project also established Freedom
Schools to supplement the regular school curriculum. Civil
rights workers under the umbrella of the Council of
Federated Organizations (COFO) established fifty Freedom
Schools in Mississippi, two of which were in McComb and
Hattiesburg. The leader of the McComb branch of the
NAACP, Curtis Bryant, approached organizer Robert
Moses, who as a member of the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) was seeking a Mississippi
town in which to begin an African American voter
registration drive. Threats and physical violence escalated
and rose to a new level with the murder of dairy farmer
Herbert Lee allegedly by white state legislator E. H. Hurst.
Although Hurst was acquitted, one African American
witness, Louis Allen, claimed that Hurst shot Lee without
provocation, but he was afraid that as a witness he would
become a target if he told the true story. The January before
Freedom Summer started, Allen was murdered as well. 
It was during Freedom Summer, however, that

McComb became known nationwide for racial intolerance.
Local whites turned to bombings, church burnings, and the
beating of African American citizens as intimidation tactics
to deter Freedom Summer activities. NAACP head Curtis
Bryant survived two bombings, had shots fired into his
home, and a cross burned in his yard in a period of six
months leading up to Freedom Summer. Local officials
either refused to investigate or did not actively pursue
bombing suspects until late September of 1964, when a
threat by Governor Paul B. Johnson, Jr., to activate the
National Guard to keep peace forced locals to make arrests
in the bombing cases. Eleven local Klan members were
arrested, but at trial nine were given token suspended
sentences. Despite this discouraging outcome, as historian
John Dittmer noted in his 1995 book Local People, “Blacks
and their white allies had won the right to organize in
McComb, and the city would never be the same again.” 
In Hattiesburg, 3,000 local residents and ninety out-of-

state volunteers participated in the nonviolent activities of
Freedom Summer. Anyone who opposed segregation faced
animosity, including threats, intimidation, and violence,
although violence in Hattiesburg was minimal compared
with McComb. Some local residents, such as Marvin
Reuben, the co-owner and general manager of the local
television station, supported the Civil Rights Movement and
delivered online editorials against the Ku Klux Klan. In

response, those against integration burned crosses on the
lawn of the television station and shot the television tower. 
Others, like Hattiesburg native and newly elected

Governor Paul B. Johnson, Jr., took a more moderate
approach. Although Johnson ran as a segregationist, he
adopted a cautious approach to civil rights activities. It did
not take long for opposition to the Freedom Summer
activities to materialize in Hattiesburg. During June, whites
distributed literature that read, “Beware, good Negro
citizens. When we come to get the agitators, stay away.”
They soon followed through on these threats. On July 10,
1964, local whites attacked civil rights workers Arthur
Lelyveld, Lawrence Spears, and David Owens, beating
them severely. At the urging of the local Jewish community,
Rabbi Lelyveld left town. 
In Laurel, on August 16, several whites beat white civil

rights workers David Goodyear and Linnelle Barrett. Two
days earlier, on August 14, 1964, Sandra Adickes, a white
Freedom School teacher from New York, led a group of
African Americans attempting to integrate the Hattiesburg
Public Library. In response city officials closed the library,
only to have protesters again attempt to integrate the library
when it reopened three days later. After leaving the public
library on August 14, Adickes then went to the lunch
counter at S. H. Kress in downtown Hattiesburg. She sat
with the African American youths, and the waitress refused
to serve her. As she left, a police officer arrested her and
charged her with vagrancy. She later filed a suit for
damages against Kress, Adickes v. S. H. Kress, on the basis
that her Fourteenth Amendment rights were violated and
that Kress and the local police conspired in her arrest. The
United States Supreme Court ruled in her favor in 1970. 
Hattiesburg citizens were also active in 1964 in the

Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party (MFDP). After
unsuccessfully attempting to participate in white-controlled
Democratic Party election activities, African American
Mississippians formed the party as an alternative. At the time,
registered African Americans represented only 20,000 of the
state’s 500,000 registered voters, and the MFDP literature
stated: “The Freedom registration is designed to show that
thousands of Negros want to become registered voters.” The
MFDP nominated Victoria Gray Adams of Hattiesburg to
challenge longstanding senator John C. Stennis and Forrest
County native and Reverend John Cameron to oppose
Congressman William Colmer. Over 2,500 people attended the
MFDP State Convention on August 6, 1964, in Jackson, where

The early efforts by Hugh White to Balance Agriculture with Industry proved helpful to a
number of Mississippians, and in 1965 the number of industrial workers in the state finally
exceeded the number of those engaged in agriculture. 
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the group elected sixty-eight delegates to the Democratic
National Convention in Atlantic City, New Jersey. The group’s
plan was to challenge the white Democratic Party of
Mississippi’s credentials, insisting that the MFDP be seated to
represent the state instead. President Lyndon Johnson was
under pressure from other Southern delegations to remove
MFDP delegates from the convention. President Johnson
needed the support of these delegations in the upcoming
presidential campaign. A compromise negotiated by President
Johnson offered the MFDP two at-large delegates and the other
delegates the right to watch from the floor. The MFDP declined

the compromise and left the convention. The national coverage
of the MFDP brought to light the plight of African American
Mississippians as they worked to gain the right to vote and
helped shape opinion in the months leading up to the Voting
Rights Act of 1965.
Freedom Summer failed in its goal to register large

numbers of African American voters. Instead, federal
intervention in the form of the Voting Rights Act of 1965
finally gave African Americans in the state an even playing
field when registering to vote. Sadly, the Piney Woods lost one
of its staunch supporters of African American voting rights,

RAILROAD AND LUMBER 
As Mississippi’s lumber industry was being formed in the early nineteenth century in the Piney Woods region, the early loggers
depended on rivers and streams to float logs to mills. But the growth of railroad companies, such as the Gulf, Mobile & Ohio
(GM&O), which operated between 1940 and 1972, played an important role in getting the region’s lumber from sawmills to
markets throughout the northern states. Other railroad companies instrumental in transporting logs include Mobile, Jackson,
Kansas City, and the New Orleans & Northeastern Railroad. All of these companies, along with GM&O, built lines through Laurel.
Many sawmills also built their own rail lines deep into the woods to harvest timber not close to rivers. Because of the railroad
growth, towns such as Laurel grew from a sawmill to a city in the late 1800s. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE LAUREN ROGERS MUSEUM OF ART LIBRARY COLLECTION
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Vernon Dahmer, after White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan
members firebombed his home in the Kelly settlement of
Forrest County on January 10, 1966. Samuel H. “Sam”
Bowers, the head of the White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan,
ordered the death of Dahmer for his role in assisting African
American voters to register. In 1964, Bowers had played a
crucial role in planning the murder of three civil rights workers
near Philadelphia, Mississippi: African American Mississippian
James Chaney and two white New Yorkers, Andrew Goodman
and Michael Schwerner. Trying to ensure the safety of his
family, Dahmer received severe burns and died the next day. 
Bowers would serve time in federal prison for his role in

the Chaney, Goodman, and Schwerner murders but avoided
prison for more than thirty years for ordering the Dahmer
firebombing. In 1998, he went on trial again for the murder,
and this time the result was a conviction. Bowers died in prison
in 2006. During his lifetime, Dahmer encouraged African
Americans to vote, stating: “If you don’t vote, you don’t
count.” After the passage of the Voting Rights Act in 1965,
African Americans stood up to be counted, and voting
registration numbers soared. By 1988, nearly 75 percent of
African Americans in Mississippi were registered to vote,
mainly in the Democratic Party. This shift in turnout allowed
for the election of African American officials and would soon
initiate the end of one-party dominance in Mississippi.

“END OF THE WORLD” 
NIGHTMARE IN LAUREL 
The Southern Railway Company had been in
existence since 1894 when the wreck of train
154 in Laurel on January 25, 1969, was
described as the “end of the world.” The train
was moving at about thirty miles per hour with
139 cars and caboose when a wheel broke on
the sixty-second car, which derailed fifteen
tankers carrying liquefied petroleum gas. The
resulting fire and explosion caused two deaths,
thirty-three hospitalizations, and extensive
property damage, mainly from pieces of the
train cars being thrown around. As a result of
the horrendous accident, several safety
recommendations were implemented for the
railroad industry by the National Transportation
Safety Board (NTSB). 

PHOTOS COURTESY OF GENEALOGIST SUSAN BLAKENEY, LAUREL-JONES COUNTY LIBRARY SYSTEM

The Piney Woods, 1970–2017
After 1970, the overall population of the Piney Woods

grew steadily. The industrialization begun under BAWI
continued, and the service industry expanded to provide
more wage labor workers jobs in towns and cities. After
1970, population growth in three counties, Forrest, Jones,
and Lamar, increasingly drove the Pine Belt economy.
African Americans increasingly located to the cities and
towns of the region, while whites moved to the suburbs,
imitating nationwide patterns. Last, the Piney Woods
changed politically. After a century of Democratic
governance, the Republican Party made a resurgence and in
the twenty-first century is the dominant party in much of the
Piney Woods.  
In 2010, Mississippi’s total population stood at

2,967,297, up from 2,216,912 in 1970. Mississippi’s
population increased nearly 14 percent in the 1970s, the
highest decade of growth in sixty years. The outmigration of
members of both races to other regions of the country from
Mississippi decreased after nearly a century. The population
of the Piney Woods increased from 296,589 in 1950 to
408,265 in 2010. While the numerical population increase
in the Piney Woods is impressive, the counties in this region
still made up the same percentage of Mississippi’s
population that they did in 1950, roughly 14 percent. By
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WALTER PAYTON    
Famed Chicago Bears running back Walter Payton was born on July 25,
1954 in Columbia to parents Peter and Alyne Payton. After attending John
Jefferson High School and Columbia High School, Walter Payton began
his football career at Jackson State University, where he majored in
Communications and was fourth in line for the Heisman Trophy in 1974. A
highly successful running back, Payton completed 3,563 yards and scored
sixty-five touchdowns during his college career. In 1975, Payton became
the fourth overall pick in the NFL Draft when he was chosen by the Chicago
Bears.  During his first two years with the Bears, Payton earned the
nickname “Sweetness” for his humility, and quickly developed a reputation
for his speed, agility, and fortitude on the field. In the off-season, Payton
was known for his intense training workouts on the sand banks back home
in Columbia. In 1977, the football star was chosen as NFL Player of the Year
and Most Valuable Player. Eight years later, his hard work paid off when he
helped lead the team to a Super Bowl win under Coach Mike Ditka. During
his thirteen years with the Bears, Payton completed an impressive 16,726
rushing yards—a league record he held until 2002. He played in the Pro
Bowl nine times, and showed his diverse athletic ability for catching passes, for 4,538 yards and fifteen touchdowns. Payton
was inducted into the Pro Football Hall of Fame in 1993. Following his retirement, Payton involved himself in several different
professional fields and pastimes—including real estate, the restaurant business, and construction. After developing liver
disease during his late thirties and early forties, Walter Payton tragically passed away from complications due to bile duct
cancer on November 1, 1999 at the young age of forty five. Today, Payton’s legacy lives on through the charitable efforts of
the Walter and Connie Payton Foundation.  
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BIO SOIL ENHANCERS, INC.     
Bio Soil Enhancers, Inc. (BESI), is headquartered in
Hattiesburg. The production facility consists of specialized
laboratories, blending operations, and biological testing
equipment. BESI’s marketing, accounting, and administrative
business operations are located adjacent to the
manufacturing plant. BESI employs molecular
microbiologists, environmental scientists, arborists, foresters,
independent contractors, and agronomists. Bio Soil
Enhancers, Inc., has increased international exports by 189
percent since 2015. 

PHOTOS COURTESY OF BIO SOIL ENHANCERS, INC.

2010 one-half of the Pine Belt’s residents lived in three
counties: Forrest, Jones, and Lamar. Lamar County,
ranked tenth out of the thirteen Piney Woods counties in
population in 1950, saw its population increase
dramatically over the next sixty years and in 2010 was the
third most populous county in the Pine Belt with over
55,000 residents. Forrest County also continued to grow
and was the most populous county in the Piney Woods in
2010, closely followed by Jones. 
Outside of Hattiesburg and the suburb of Petal, the

larger towns of the Piney Woods stagnated between 1970
and 2010. The most populous towns in the area in 2010
were: Hattiesburg (45,989), Laurel (18,540), McComb
(12,790), Brookhaven (12,513), and Petal (10,454). Laurel’s
population declined from a high of 27,889 in 1960 to
18,540 in 2010, although Jones County grew in population
during the same time period as many residents moved from
the city into the unincorporated suburbs. McComb entered a
cycle which saw the population grow in 1960, 1980, and
2000 but decline in 1970, 1990, and 2010. Brookhaven
grew moderately in 1970 and 1980, lost population in 1990
and 2000, and saw a 25 percent population growth in 2010.
The fifth largest city in the Piney Woods in 2010 was Petal,
originally a Hattiesburg suburb incorporated in 1974. 
The early efforts by Hugh White to Balance Agriculture

with Industry proved helpful to a number of Mississippians,
and in 1965 the number of industrial workers in the state
finally exceeded the number of those engaged in
agriculture. Textile firms such as Reliance and Movie Star
opened sewing plants in cities big and small. Columbia,
Hattiesburg, and Laurel boasted Reliance plants, while the
smaller Lamar County towns of Lumberton, Purvis, and
Sumrall saw women go to work at Movie Star in significant
numbers. The wage labor positions offered in these facilities
were often low paying, but the income they generated was
important to many families. 
After 1980, the garment factories increasingly suffered

from international competition and began to close their
doors. The timber industry remained important to the
region, with large timber firms such as Weyerhaeuser and
International Paper locating in the Piney Woods.
Diversification of industry in Jones County is represented
by Howard Industries. Founded in Laurel in 1968 by Billy
Howard to produce transformers, the company greatly
expanded its operations to produce ballasts and technology
products and had an over-the-road transportation division.
Howard Industries in 2015 employed over 3,500 people in
Jones County, making it the largest employer in the county. 
During the late 1970s and early 1980s, major

nationwide retail chains located to the major cities of the
region, including Brookhaven, McComb, Hattiesburg, and
Laurel, making them regional shopping centers for the Pine
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SOLAR INDUSTRY IN THE PINE BELT    
The Pine Belt currently has two solar development projects underway.
These two $100 million solar farms cover 1,000 acres and are expected
to produce 100 megawatts once completed. These facilities will be
located in South Hattiesburg in Forrest County and near Sumrall in
Lamar County. Both projects will be purchased by Mississippi Power
Company when finished. These projects have created hundreds of
construction jobs and stimulated the hotel, restaurant, and retail
economies in the area. Solar power is continuing to grow in popularity
and prices have decreased to a level which is competitive with
traditional power sources.. 

PHOTOS COURTESY OF AREA DEVELOPMENT PARTNERSHIP

The Pascagoula River system is one of the longest rivers that remain unimpeded by dams or
other impoundments. A portion of Black Creek is designated as a National Wild and Scenic
River, and canoes and kayaks full of those seeking the outdoors paddle its waters.

Belt. In the 1970s, large indoor shopping malls began to be
built around the nation. The Cloverleaf Mall in Hattiesburg
and Sawmill Square Mall in Laurel are examples of this
movement, where heavy national retail presence is clustered
together to attract clients so they could shop under one roof.
The Cloverleaf Mall in Hattiesburg, located at the
intersection of Highway 49 and Highway 11, opened in
1974 as the region’s first mall. Laurel’s Sawmill Square
Mall, an example of economic redevelopment, opened in
1981 on the former site of the Eastman Gardiner Lumber
Company. The construction of Turtle Creek Mall in western
Hattiesburg in 1994 anchored a process of suburbanization
that caused many national chain retailers to locate along the
Highway 98 West corridor. 
The development of the service economy in the region

changed work and residential patterns in the late twentieth
century. Hattiesburg is the prime example of how a diverse
economy drives development in the postindustrial economy
of the twenty-first century. With two colleges, two of the
region’s largest hospitals, and a multitude of national retail

outlets, the Hattiesburg metropolitan area grew steadily. By
2015, Forrest General Hospital was the largest employer in
the area, with 3,021 employees. Two other healthcare
providers, Hattiesburg Clinic and Wesley Medical Center,
employed 2,218, and 1,222, respectively, making the city
the health-care nexus of South Mississippi. 
Institutions of higher education are also driving the

development of the local economy; in 2015 the University
of Southern Mississippi had a student population of just
over 14,500, and William Carey University enrolled some
4,100 students. The two universities combined employ
nearly 2,000 area residents. 
Channel Control Merchants, LLC, a secondary market

products company, in its Treasure Hunt and Dirt Cheap
retail stores and Hattiesburg distribution center, provides
another 600-plus jobs to the local economy. Hattiesburg’s
metropolitan development is typical of metropolitan
statistical areas around the nation. After 1970, many retail
establishments in the Hub City moved to the suburbs. In
Hattiesburg, this growth was to the western portions of the
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city, eventually spilling across the county line into adjacent
Lamar County. As the city grew, many whites left the city to
move to the suburbs of Lamar County as well. Bellevue,
Oak Grove, Purvis, and Sumrall experienced growth as
workers increasingly chose to live outside the city proper
and commute to work. 
In the 2010 census, Hattiesburg contained 45,989

residents, while the three-county metropolitan area
contained 142,842 people. For the first time in the city’s
history, a majority of the population was African American,
at 53 percent, while the metropolitan area as a whole was
majority white, with a total of 68 percent. Hattiesburg
elected its first African American mayor, Johnny Dupree, in
2001. Also, in 2011, Dupree became the first African
American nominee from a major party to run for governor
of Mississippi since Reconstruction. 
The return of a two-party political system in Mississippi

was in part a result of the Civil Rights Movement. For
nearly 100 years, white Democrats controlled Mississippi
and much of the Deep South. As a result of the Voting

LUTER’S SUPPLY     
In 1944, Hosea Luter operated a plumbing and electrical store out of his
home before moving to a new location to focus on kitchen and bath
product lines. Years later, his son Emmette had the vision to create a
kitchen and bath showroom impressive enough to attract customers from
far outside their small rural community of Tylertown. Now CEO, Emmette
Luter and his sons Chad and Max market the company as the world's
largest single-location walk-in bathtub store, as well as having the largest
display of bathtubs and showers. 

PHOTOS COURTESY OF LUTER’S SUPPLY

Rights Act of 1965, African American voters began to
register in large numbers as members of the Democratic
Party. Following the Southern Strategy advocated by
Richard Nixon and his adviser Kevin Phillips, Republicans
began to actively court white voters in the South during the
1970s and 1980s. Touting the Republican Party as the party
of conservatives which promoted small government,
Republican candidates from 1972 through 2016 won
Mississippi in ten out of eleven presidential elections with
Georgian Jimmy Carter being the only exception.

In the 2012 presidential election, Democrat Barack
Obama carried only two of thirteen counties in the Pine
Belt: Pike and Jefferson Davis. The success of the Southern
Strategy at the national level helped Mississippi
Republicans seeking national office. The 1972 election was
pivotal; the Piney Woods helped elect Trent Lott
congressman from the 5th congressional district and Thad
Cochran from the 4th congressional district. Both men were
part of a new wave of Republican leaders representing the
South and easily won reelection to their congressional seats.
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In 1978, Cochran ran for and won the U.S. Senate seat
vacated by James Eastland, a position that he still holds
today. After eight terms in Congress, in 1988 Lott ran for
the Senate seat vacated by John C. Stennis and easily won
election. He served in the U.S. Senate from 1989 through
2007, was Senate majority leader, and was a powerful
figure in national politics. 
While Mississippi’s rejuvenated Republican Party

consistently won on the national level, a true two-party duel
occurred between Democrats and Republicans during the
1980s on the state and local level. In the gubernatorial
election of 1991, Kirk Fordice carried all thirteen Pine Belt
counties on his way to election as the first Republican
governor of Mississippi since Reconstruction. Republicans
gained control of the full Mississippi legislature in the
election of 2011. 
Today, the Pine Belt continues to have a strong

industrial business presence. Sanderson Farms began in
1947 as a farm supply business, and is now the nation’s
third largest poultry producer. The company employs more
than 13,000 people and has more than 900 independently
contracted growers. Eleven processing plants, ten
hatcheries, eight feed mills, and one prepared foods division
span five states and fourteen cities. Based in Laurel,
Sanderson Farms is the only Fortune 1000 company to be
headquartered in Mississippi. The company processes
10.625 million chickens per week and has annual sales of
more than $2.8 billion. After seventy years in business,
Sanderson Farms continues to be led by a third-generation
Sanderson. Joe F. Sanderson, Jr., serves as the current Chief
Executive Officer and Chairman of the Board of Directors.
Reed’s Metals began in 1998 in a portable shed in

Lawrence County. Today, the company is headquartered on
a twenty-acre site in Brookhaven. Over the past twenty
years, Bernie Reed has guided the well-known metal
roofing and metal building businesses to one of the largest
in the South. Currently, Reed’s Metals has ten locations in
six states.
The Piney Woods also has a strong appreciation of the

arts and is home to the Mississippi School of the Arts, as
well as the Lauren Rogers Museum of Art, and the Saenger
Theater. The Mississippi School of the Arts (MSA) is
located in Brookhaven on the historic campus of Whitworth
College. MSA opened in 2003 after receiving funding from
the 1999 and 2001 legislative sessions. The school accepts
eleventh and twelfth grade students and provides programs
of study in music, theatre, visual arts, dance, literary arts,
and media. The Lauren Rogers Museum of Art began in
1923 when Catherine Marshall Gardiner, Lauren Rogers’s
great aunt, donated a collection of almost 500 baskets and
artifacts. Today, the Lauren Roger’s Museum of Art serves
the community by opening the collections six days a week,

sponsoring an educational program, and offering exhibitions
that display many various forms of art to the public. The
Saenger Theater in Hattiesburg was built in 1929 by the
Saenger Amusement Company. The theater originally had
an admission of six cents and featured silent movies. In
2000, the building underwent a $3.75 million renovation.
Today, the Saenger presents film screenings, and live
performances.
The Piney Woods today is still a distinguishable

bioregion of the state, identifiable by its conifers, rolling
terrain, and meandering streams and rivers. However, little
of the longleaf ecosystem shaped by Native Americans and
encountered by the first Europeans remains. Instead, other
faster maturing varieties of pines populate the forestlands of
the region. The Mississippi Tree Farm program allows
landowners to grow quality forests in a sustainable manner.
Likewise, the lands encompassed by the De Soto National
Forest and the Homochitto
National Forest are under
the management of the
United States Forest
Service. The American
Forest Foundation is
leading a multi-group
public and private
partnership to restore
longleaf habitat by
encouraging private
landowners to replant with
longleaf pine. 
The Pascagoula River

system is one of the longest
rivers that remain
unimpeded by dams or
other impoundments. A
portion of Black Creek is
designated as a National
Wild and Scenic River, and canoes and kayaks full of those
seeking the outdoors paddle its waters. The Okatoma River
also attracts tourists to paddle its curving bends and mild
rapids. State parks highlight the natural beauty of the region,
including Paul B. Johnson State Park south of Hattiesburg,
Percy Quinn State Park near McComb, and Lake Lincoln
State Park in northern Lincoln County. Numerous state
fishing lakes and wildlife management areas dot the region
offering fishing and hunting opportunities for residents and
visitors. By managing and conserving natural resources,
state, local, and federal governments, along with private
landowners, are working to ensure that the “cut out and get
out” policies of the early twentieth century are no longer
common practice and that the Piney Woods maintains its
character for successive generations. 

The 1972 election
was pivotal; the Piney
Woods helped elect

Trent Lott
congressman from the
5th congressional
district and Thad

Cochran from the 4th
congressional district. 
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COUNTIES
Hinds: Founded in 1821. County seat is Jackson.

Copiah: Founded in 1823. County seat is Hazlehurst.
Yazoo: Founded in 1823. County seat is Yazoo City.

Simpson: Founded in 1824. County seat is Mendenhall.
Madison: Founded in 1828. County seat is Canton.
Rankin: Founded in 1828. County seat is Brandon.
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CAPITOL 
THERE HAVE BEEN THREE CAPITOL BUILDINGS IN JACKSON SINCE MISSISSIPPI ACHIEVED STATEHOOD
IN 1817. Construction on the third and final “New Capitol” was completed in 1903. The original
building cost $1,093,641 and was renovated for $19 million from 1979 to 1983. The “New
Capitol,” as it is still called today, is filled with marble from around the world, painted scenes
from Mississippi history, a hall of portraits of governors, and carvings of “Blind Justice.” Facing
south on the 180-foot tall dome of the capitol, a solid copper eagle covered in gold leaf stands
eight feet tall with its wings spread fifteen feet wide. In 2017, Mississippi’s bicentennial
birthday year, the Mississippi Capitol building was designated as a National Historic Landmark
by the U.S. Department of the Interior. 



When Mississippi became a state in
1817, the older river counties that
held the territory’s economic and
political power faced serious

competition from areas east of the Pearl River. In the
midst of the state’s constitutional convention, divisions
between the landed elite from Natchez and the newer
counties in the eastern part of the state surfaced most
clearly in debates about location of the state capital.
Just three years later,  a “backwoods boom” in the
central part of the state gave new strength to these
eastern areas when significant cessions from the
Choctaws nearly doubled the amount of land available
for settlement in Mississippi. 
The people who were to populate what would

become Copiah, Hinds, Madison, Rankin, Simpson,
and Yazoo counties were a growing constituency of
frontier communities at the periphery of American
settlement. Their passion for property ownership,
individualism, and local sovereignty put them at odds
with the aristocrats in areas like Natchez, where the
concept of democracy was more feared than loved
among the ruling class. But Jacksonian Democracy
was on the rise, and demands were growing in the
central area of the state for closer access to the seat of
government. In 1821, this growing backwoods voice
was heard and the legislature voted to move the seat of
government to a site near the center of the state. They
named this new capital city in honor of Andrew
Jackson, the political hero of the common man.
Though surrounded by flourishing growth in

frontier nearby communities, Jackson remained devoid
of settlement until 1830. Today, Hinds County leads
the state in population. Its sister counties in the Capital
Area, Rankin and Madison, rank fourth and sixth,
respectively. Jackson has grown into its role as the

SEAT OF GOVERNMENT 
Mississippi became the 29th state to enter the Union in
1817. At that time, the capital was located in Washington,
Mississippi, though government leaders occasionally met
in Natchez. The capital city moved to Jackson in 1822.
The state legislature met in a building now known as the
“Old Capitol” until the “New Capitol” was built in 1903.
The state legislature continues to use this “New Capitol”
building, now a National Historic Landmark, as the seat
of statewide government in Mississippi.

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI ARTS COMMISSION, MALCOLM WHITE

capital city, serving not only as the seat of government
but as a cultural, economic, and educational center for
Mississippi. Suburban developments in Rankin and
Madison counties sit alongside more rural settlements
in Copiah, Simpson, and Yazoo counties. The
coexistence of rural and urban landscapes today
echoes the diversity of influences that have shaped the
Capital Area. Native and migrant, free and enslaved,
farmer and wage worker have shaped the area, each in
profound ways, making its six counties a reflection of
the state’s past and a measure of its promise.
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JACKSON NIGHTTIME
Jackson, the seat of state government, is the largest city
and metropolitan area in Mississippi. Nearly one fifth of
Mississippi’s 3 million residents live in and around
Jackson. The city has museums, galleries, convention
centers, parks, concert halls, and a planetarium. The
Jackson metropolitan area also has eleven institutions of
higher learning along with eighteen different hospitals.
Even though Jackson is the largest city in Mississippi, it
retains the small-town feel and friendliness which defines
the Magnolia State through events like Fondren’s
neighborhood event on the first Thursday of every month,
farmers markets, rodeos, and other gatherings filled with
Southern hospitality.

Native Mississippians
The Choctaws occupied and controlled the Capital

Area when white settlers began to migrate. But the
Choctaws were not the only indigenous group with a
history in the region. In the 1600s when the French
arrived, other groups of indigenous peoples that included
the Chonque, Koroa, Ofo, Tioux, Tunica, and the Yazoo
were settled around the mouth of the Yazoo River. By
1740, those tribes had either been been killed, left the
area, or joined with larger tribes such as the Choctaws or
Chickasaws. By 1763, when England gained control of
the region by winning the French and Indian War, only
the Choctaws remained. When the Mississippi Territory
officially organized in 1798, the Choctaw Nation ruled
the central areas. Their claims to what would become the
Capital Area discouraged white settlement in the region
as other areas of the territory, like Natchez, thrived. 
Shortly after Mississippi secured its statehood in 1817,

George Poindexter, Mississippi’s representative in
Congress and chair of the committee on public lands,
responded to growing demands at home for more land.
His report condemning Choctaw encroachments into the

Louisiana Territory aimed to nudge Choctaw leaders into
land negotiations. They refused. But fissures among the
various factions within the Choctaw Nation were
growing. When Choctaw leaders met with General
Thomas Hinds and General Andrew Jackson at Doak’s
Stand on the Natchez Trace in the fall of 1820, divisions
among the Choctaws and a growing indebtedness to the
American government pushed Choctaw Chief
Pushmataha to concede, and on October 18, 1820, the
Treaty of Doak’s Stand was finalized. In exchange for
$20,000 allocated from the Mississippi legislature, the
Choctaw Nation traded one-third of its remaining land in
the state for a “tract of country west of the Mississippi
River, situated between the Arkansas and the Red River.”
The land acquired through the treaty was eventually
divided into approximately ten counties, including the
Capital Area.
The Treaty of Doak’s Stand and the transfer of the

central territory of the state disrupted the herding
practices and mobility within the Capital Area that the
Choctaws had always exercised. Even though most
permanent Choctaw settlements were located outside the
Capital Area, these new restrictions were seen as ominous
signs by tribal leaders. Choctaw leaders in other parts of
the state felt a new sense of urgency to pursue
assimilation measures that they hoped would better equip
them to resist future white encroachments. Such efforts
met with little success, however, and permanent removal
was on the horizon.

Stablizing the Capital
In February 1821, the state legislature charged

commissioners Thomas Hinds, William Lattimore, and
James Patton with the task of surveying locations in the
central part of the state that could serve as the state
capital. The commissioners identified a ridge of high land
along the Pearl River and recommended LeFleur’s Bluff.
On February 12, the Mississippi legislature passed an act
declaring, “all that tract of land ceded to the United States
by the Choctaw Nation of Indians on the 18th day of
October, 1820, and bounded as above stated, shall be and
is hereby directed and established into a new county,
which shall be called and known by the name Hinds.”
Thus, Hinds County was established in 1821. It was
named for General Thomas Hinds. On November 28,
1821, LeFleur’s Bluff was selected by the state legislature
to be the capital and given the name Jackson in honor of
the popular general. 
Despite its designation as the state’s capital, Jackson

served as little more than a central location for state

PHOTO BY GREG CAMPBELL
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CAPITAL AREA
COLLEGES 
THE JACKSON METROPOLITAN AREA IS HOME 
TO FOUR PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER
EDUCATION: Millsaps College and Belhaven
University, both located in the heart of the
city, Tougaloo College at the northern edge,
and Mississippi College, located in Clinton.
With easy access to the capital city, these
universities have provided thousands of
students with an exceptional educational
experience since the 1800s.

MILLSAPS COLLEGE
Established by Major Reuben Webster Millsaps and
members of the Methodist Church in 1890, Millsaps
College is a private liberal arts college which offers a
multitude of campus programs and course disciplines,
including thirty-three majors and forty-seven minors. The
institution has a long history of academic excellence, as
well as community involvement. Because of its
leadership within the state and its collaboration with
Tougaloo College during the days of the Civil Rights
Movement, Millsaps has been called a small beacon of
light in Mississippi. Today, with a student population of
just under 1,000, Millsaps is, as its mission states, “…
dedicated to academic excellence, open inquiry and free
expression…and the innovative shaping of the social,
economic, and cultural progress of our region.” Since
2010, Millsaps has thrived under the leadership of Dr.
Robert Pearigen, the institution’s eleventh president.
The faculty, staff, and administration are committed to
helping students reach their full potential under the
motto “Ad Excellentium.” Millsaps is one of forty
colleges included in Colleges that Change Lives.

PHOTO COURTESY OF MILLSAPS COLLEGE
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legislators in its earliest years. When they convened in the
new capitol for the first time in December 1822, there
were no hotels, and only one tavern was open for
business. Growth remained slow over the next few years,
but a few businesses began to dot the area. By 1825, two
printers, a state newspaper, and a handful of physicians
and attorneys constituted the beginnings of a business
community. Schools and churches, however, were nearly
nonexistent in the 1820s. In 1828 and 1829, legislators
tried to move the capital a few miles west to Clinton, a
location with direct access to the Natchez Trace and in
closer proximity to the booming port city of Vicksburg.
Those attempts failed, but debate remained about the
future promise of the city whose growth seemed stymied
when compared to population booms in other parts of the
state. The new constitution of 1832, however, ensured
that Jackson would remain the capital city until 1850. The
Treaty of dancing Rabbit Creek in 1830, the second land
cession from the Choctaw Nation, accelerated migration
into the Capital Area, especially into Jackson and Hinds
County. 
The stability that the new constitution provided set off

a wave of construction in the city. The legislature

MISSISSIPPI COLLEGE
Founded in 1826, Mississippi College is the oldest
institution of higher learning in the state of Mississippi and
the second-oldest Baptist-affiliated college in the United
States. Today, located in Clinton, the institution serves a
student population of nearly 5,000 from thirty-nine states
and twenty-three different countries. The university offers
a wide array of educational programs, including more than
eighty undergraduate degree options and a number of
graduate-level opportunities. With the college’s core
values—fidelity, integrity, inquiry and knowledge, service,
respect, excellence, and stewardship—in mind, the faculty
and staff of Mississippi College encourage students to
reach their full academic and personal potential while
staying true to and building on Christian ideals.

appointed William Nichols as state architect in 1835.
Basing his designs on the Greek Revival architectural
style, Nichols immediately set to work on plans for a new
statehouse. When it reached completion in 1841 it
contained space for both houses of the legislature, the
High Court of Errors and Appeals, and the state library. In
1842, Nichols also designed and completed a mansion for
the governor and the state’s first penitentiary. In 1855, the
State Insane Asylum opened on the site where the
University of Mississippi Medical Center is sited today.
The completion of these projects further secured
Jackson’s location as the seat of governance and
encouraged both residential and commercial growth.

Migration and Growth 
in the Capital Area
After establishing Jackson and Hinds County in 1821,

the state legislature methodically set up governmental
structure for the surrounding areas. On January 21, 1823,
it approved the creation of both Yazoo and Copiah
counties. Simpson County followed a year later. By 1828,
when the legislature approved the creation of Madison
and Rankin counties, the Capital Area assumed its
present-day structure.
The economic and political composition of the six

counties represented a cross-section of competing
interests in Mississippi. The region held small farmers
and planters alike, each with their own particular political
loyalties. Despite their political differences, however, all
six counties, like most areas in Mississippi, had a
substantial economic interest in cotton farming and in the
labor system upon which it depended: chattel slavery.
With the exception of Simpson County, whose enslaved
population comprised a little less than 40 percent of its
total, in 1860, slaves accounted for over half the
inhabitants of the Capital Area counties. Nearly 78
percent of Madison County’s population was enslaved. In
Yazoo and Hinds counties, the numbers were only slightly
lower at 74 and 71 percent, respectively. The populations
of Rankin and Copiah counties were slightly over one-
half slave, with Rankin at 51 percent and Copiah at 52.
The transformation of sparsely populated areas of the

state into a plantation-based center of prosperity did not
happen overnight, but growth was rapid. In Yazoo County

On November 28, 1821, LeFleur’s Bluff was selected by the state legislature to be 
the capital and given the name Jackson in honor of the popular general. 
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in 1830, there were 2,472 slaves counted in the census.
By 1850, that number rose to 10,349. These numbers
reflected a cotton boom that spurred the economies of not
only the plantation counties, but those of surrounding
areas as well. Simpson County exemplified this spillover
effect. In addition to its access to timber, the county held
a tannery as early as 1820. Thirty years later, Simpson
County residents had access to five sawmills, four grist
mills, three cotton gins, and two tanneries and finishing
shops. Magee, which is located in the southeastern part of
the county, became well known for its lumber
distribution. 
The economic infrastructure of Madison County

followed a similar pattern. Among the capital city
counties, its communities were perhaps the most deeply

BELHAVEN UNIVERSITY
Founded in 1883, Belhaven University sits in the historic Belhaven neighborhood of Jackson. Known for its longtime connection
to the Presbyterian Church, the Christian institution offers seventy different areas of study to its population of 4,500 students.
Belhaven is also nationally accredited for each of the major arts–one of only thirty-six universities in the country. In addition to
the high quality undergraduate programs on its main campus, Belhaven offers a number of graduate and adult degree programs
in Jackson, Memphis, Atlanta, and Chattanooga. In recent years, Belhaven has been named multiple times as one of “America’s
100 Best College Buys.”

invested in large-scale cotton production. But the county
also became well known for livestock (mules, horses, and
beef and dairy cattle) and fruit farming (peaches, apples,
and strawberries). As landowners made the transition into
cotton as its cash crop, industry followed. Timber was
plentiful in the area, and a number of lumber companies
were born out of that abundance. The county also
experienced the emergence of a banking industry that
contributed significantly to its growth and development
through the years.
As the economy developed and diversified, educational

institutions followed. While state-funded public education
would not exist until after the Civil War, each of the six
counties in the Capital Area provided opportunities for
white children through private academies. Because of their

PHOTO COURTESY OF BELHAVEN UNIVERSITY
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dependencies on private funding and qualified teachers,
these schools were often short-lived. For example, between
1832 and 1860, Copiah County was home to several
private schools, including the Gallatin Female Academy,
Gallatin Female Seminary, Gallatin Male Academy, Crystal
Springs Gady School, Rutledge Academy, Newton
Institute, Old Crystal Springs Academy, and Millsaps
School. Madison County experienced similar patterns in its
educational offerings. As early as 1836, the town of Canton
provided educational opportunities to young women

through the Canton Female Academy. A year later, the
Canton Male Academy was established. The same year, the
Male and Female Academies were opened in Madisonville.
The Sharon community also sought to educate its young
people and established the Sharon Female Academy (1836)
and the Sharon Male Academy (1838). In Rankin County,
the Masonic Institute at Fannin (1836), Richland Academy
(1859), and Hebron Academy (1859) offered secondary
and vocational education to children in the county. 
Centers for higher education also existed in the Capital

As the economy developed and diversified, educational institutions followed. 

TOUGALOO COLLEGE
Plans to establish Tougaloo College officially began in 1869 when the American Missionary Association of New York purchased
500 acres of land in Jackson. Tougaloo received its name charter two years later in 1871. In addition to its rigorous academic
programs—which span a variety fields including the humanities, natural sciences, and social sciences—the historically African
American college is revered around the country for its long history of social activism, particularly its courageous commitment
to improving race relations in the state. During the tense years of the 1960s, students and faculty of Tougaloo helped lead the
Civil Rights Movement in Mississippi and also opened their campus as a refuge for activists such as the Freedom Riders and
countless others. Today, under the leadership of Beverly Wade Hogan—the college’s thirteenth president and first female
president—Tougaloo fosters an exceptional standard of learning for its students, preparing them to succeed in the community
and the world at large, all while staying true to its long-term goals of moral and social progress.

PHOTO COURTESY OF TOUGALOO COLLEGE
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Area. Baptists, Presbyterians, and Methodists all
established such institutions across the Capital Area.
Centenary, a four-year Methodist college, operated in
Rankin County from 1841 to 1845. In 1849, the Brandon
Male and Female Academy was reorganized as Brandon
College. In Jackson, the Union School met in the
basement of a Baptist church. In the city of Clinton, in
Hinds County, Hampstead Academy was founded in
1826. In 1827, the academy was renamed Mississippi
Academy and opened its doors to men and women in the
state. The school was renamed Mississippi College in
1830 and was authorized “to confer...such degrees in the
arts, sciences and languages as are usually conferred in
the most respectable colleges in the United States.” In
1842, the Presbyterian Church assumed leadership of the
college, and in 1850, the Mississippi Baptist Convention
took leadership of the school. Today, Mississippi College
remains a private, coeducational institution and the oldest
institution of higher education in Mississippi. 
There was also a proliferation of religious fervor in the

region, mostly the “plain folk” religions that
predominated in the aftermath of the Second Great
Awakening revival movement. In these churches, there
was an emphasis on proper gender roles and modest
conduct. Women could not be ordained in any of these
denominations. Ministers and teachers alike emphasized
the proper submissive role of women within the
household. Drinking and dancing were strictly prohibited
and violators punished. The proliferation of these
churches happened alongside an expansion of wealth
created by the plantation system, and this led to tensions
between the more sophisticated wealthy class and the
modest lifestyles that were embraced and encouraged by
the evangelicals. 
For slaves in the Capital Area, as in other slaveholding

areas of the state, worship practices varied. African
American churches were not uncommon nor were
segregated congregations. In Madison County, for
example, a number of enslaved men and women appeared
on the membership roll of Old Madison Presbyterian
Church. African American participation in evangelical
religion seemed paradoxical given the religious defense
of slaveholding as divine intention that was espoused by
most fundamentalist congregations. 

An Antebellum Legend
Undoubtedly the institution of slavery in the Capital Area

enabled economic growth. In some instances, planter
families gained immense wealth under the system. One
such family was the Johnstones of Madison County. Their
story is memorialized today by an Episcopal chapel they
built in south Madison County that is still in use today.
Situated in what is now known as Mannsdale, the Chapel of
the Cross has a rich, yet sorrowful history. John Johnstone,
patriarch of the Johnstone family, bought 3,500 acres where
the chapel of the Cross currently stands. In the 1840s,
Johnstone remodeled an existing log cabin on his newly
acquired land, named it Annandale, and moved his wife and
daughter into it. Unfortunately, John did not live to see the
completion of the chapel due to his premature death in
1848.
Johnstone’s widow, Margaret Thompson Johnstone,

began construction on the chapel in 1848. The chapel’s
architecture design was heavily influenced by Frank Willis
of Virginia. The bricks that entomb the wooden frame were
baked in ovens monitored by slaves. The entire chapel took
three years to build, and a consecration service held upon its
completion in 1852. Once completed, John Johnstone’s
body was exhumed from the cabin and buried behind the
chapel. His grave, though solemn, would come to be the

YAZOO COUNTY COURTHOUSE
Originally built in 1848 when the county was formed, the
Yazoo County courthouse was burned by Union troops
during the Civil War in 1863. The current courthouse was
rebuilt in 1872 and renovated to add space in 1974. The
three story Beaux Arts-style building with an octagonal
cupola and hipped roof survived the devastating Yazoo City
fire in 1904.

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY
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first but certainly not the last of the chapel’s silent audience.
Despite the chapel’s grandeur, it failed in comparison to

the vision that Margaret possessed for Annandale. Similar to
the great Thornewood Castle, Annandale was a sight to
behold: forty rooms, twenty-four hallways, and an indoor
water tank. Once completed, Annandale became the
epitome of class and luxury for miles around. During the
construction of Annandale, Margaret’s youngest daughter,
Helen, fell in love with Henry Grey Vick of Washington
County. Having courted for two years, Helen and Henry
were to be married in the chapel on May 21, 1859. On May
17, however, Henry was killed in a gun duel by a former

school mate James Stith in Mobile, Alabama. His body was
brought back to Annandale and buried beside Helen’s father
at her behest. Henry would become the second addition to
the chapel’s cemetery.
A third addition to the chapel’s cemetery and the source

of the “Ghost of Annandale” is that of Annie Delvin. Of
Irish descent and educated in France, Annie Delvin was
considered something of a genius. However, her brilliance
was marred by a spinal deformity which caused her to have
a hump in her back. To mask this physical feature, Annie
adorned herself with a three pointed shawl.
The widowed Helen Johnstone found solace in her

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

YARN FACTORY
The Industrial Revolution began in 1760 in Great Britain. By the 1790s, the revolution had crossed the
Atlantic to America. Factories, assembly lines, and technology drastically changed the way Americans
manufactured goods. Yazoo City was home to a yarn factory in the early 1900s where cotton fibers were
spun by machines into yarn. Children many times worked in these factories next to their parents, as labor
laws either did not exist or were not strictly enforced.
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correspondence with Annie Delvin. She frequently sent
Annie monetary gifts in the hope of alleviating her
suffering. Finally, Helen invited Annie to visit Annandale
with the agreement that should she like it, it would
become her permanent home. When Annie arrived in
Annandale, everything went well for a brief time.
However, Annie soon began to become restless and
disenchanted with her new home. On June 23, 1860,
servants notified Helen that Annie had died. However,
closer examination revealed that she had simply slipped
into a coma. Summoning a doctor to stay with Annie
during the night, Helen awoke to discover that Annie had
passed away the next morning. Though not explicitly
stated, it can be presumed that Annie committed suicide
based on the evidence that she had swallowed nearly
thirty grains of morphine along with some brandy.

With the tragic death of Annie Delvin, history began to
flirt with the supernatural. Guests at Annandale are
thought to have witnessed a short lady with a hump in her
back wearing a three-point shawl, who would disappear
when spoken to. Because Annie’s ghostly personage was
seen so frequently, the maids at Annandale began to
regard the apparition as an everyday spectacle.
Helen’s mourning for Annie was short lived due to

Mississippi’s secession from the Union and the inevitable
war that followed. Once a place of entertainment and
socialization, Annandale soon turned into a reserve for
wounded troops. In the midst of the madness that
followed the Civil War, happiness blossomed for Helen as
she was wed to George Carol Harris in August, 1869. The
two were wed in the Chapel of the Cross.
After the Civil War, Helen and her husband moved to

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

TOMATO CAPITAL OF THE WORLD
When the cotton crops were not fruitful, Mississippians turned to raising tomatoes and shipping them around the nation.
Acres of tomatoes were grown in central Mississippi until they were just barely turning red, then they were picked and sent
to packing centers where workers wrapped the mostly-green tomatoes in paper and boxed them up. The boxes were shipped
by train to markets around the United States. This extensive and involved process gave the town of Crystal Springs the title
“Tomato Capital of the World.”
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Rolling Fork where she built another Chapel of the Cross
in 1894. A congregation was started in 1819. In addition
to the new chapel, the couple eventually built another
mansion called Mt. Helena, but it could not compared to
the splendor of Annandale.

After the passage of time, the Harris family moved to
Memphis where George became the Dean of a Catholic
school. It was there, in Memphis, that Helen’s mother,
Margaret Johnstone, died in 1880. Subsequent to her
mother’s death, Helen and her husband returned to
Mississippi and reopened Annandale. However, in 1924,
Annandale was consumed by fire. It has been said that
when the home burned, the ghost of Annie Delvin was
seen in her old room. George Harris returned to Rolling
Fork and died in 1911, and Helen died in 1917. They
were buried in Rolling Fork, but her mother, Margaret,
was laid to rest behind the Chapel at the Cross in Madison
County. 

Today, the Chapel at the Cross boasts an active
congregation. The original structure and cemetery still
stands in all its ancient glory. Placed on the National
Register of Historic Places in 1971, thousands of visitors
visit the chapel each year, especially during the annual
Day in the Country event that has been held on the church
grounds each fall since 1979. The chapel serves as a
historical marker to the Madison community and a
connection to the distant past.

Slavery and Disunion
The wealth accumulated by the Johnstones and other

planter families was a powerful lure for others who
migrated to the region hoping to grow rich through the
planting of cotton on a large scale. In the days before
mechanized farming, such large scale planting was based
on the labor of slaves, and the demographic patterns the
Capital Area soon reflected the prominence of plantation
farming in the local economy. In all but one county, the
enslaved population grew to far outdistance that of
whites. 

By the 1830s, the nation engaging in a growing debate
over allowing slavery to expand into new territories and
states in the west. As the federal government weighed the
issue, increasing unrest among the slaves led to anxiety
and sometimes paranoia among white southerners,
especially in those areas where slaves outnumbered
whites. Those fears escalated in 1831 when Nat Turner
launched a violent slave revolt in Virginia that led to the
murders of approximately sixty white men, women, and
children. 

Four years later, fears of a slave insurrection became

JUBILEE
Margaret Walker was born in Birmingham, Alabama, in
1915, and grew up in New Orleans, Louisiana. She went
to Northwestern University in Illinois, and her first poem
was published there in 1934. It was after she had moved
to Mississippi in 1943, though, most of her novels and
poetry were published. Walker was one of the youngest,
most acclaimed African American writers in the twentieth
century, authoring books about history, freedom, the Civil
Rights Movement, and minorities. Her first book, Jubilee,
is hailed as the “first truly historical black American novel.”
One of her books of poetry, For My People, poignantly
gives faces and character to forgotten and marginalized
people. She was not only an award-winning writer, but
also a beloved professor at Jackson State University and
a wife and a mother to four children. While she was at
Jackson State University, Walker founded the Institute for
the Study of the History, Life, and Culture of Black People
in 1968. The institute still exists, but now carries her name.
The Margaret Walker Center seeks to continue to educate
students and the public about the issues of equality and
freedom Walker held so dear.

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE MARGARET WALKER CENTER, JACKSON STATE UNIVERSITY
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real for white residents in Madison County. Rumors
spread of a possible rebellion set for December 25, 1835,
at Beattie’s Bluff, a town on the Big Black River that was
a cotton transport point. An investigation ensued to find
the conspirators and to punish anyone connected to the
plan. It would later turn out that the rebellion plot was an
elaborate scheme by the outlaw John Murrell to create
havoc and set up a distraction while his henchmen robbed
and looted communities in Madison County. The paranoia
and terror engendered by Murrell set off a furious
reaction among local whites, a Salem-style frenzy that
resulted in the hanging of ten slaves on July 2, 1836. In
addition to the ten slaves, five white men were hanged as
conspirators in Livingston. John Murrell, the architect of
the plot, was jailed for ten years, and he eventually
succumbed to tuberculosis. 
Thus, anxiety about the future of slavery coexisted

with fears of slave rebellion. Small farmers and planter
elites held similar fears about expansion and what they
perceived as a growing chorus of abolitionist sentiment in
the North. Mississippi was a major participant in the
Mexican War and expected their participation to be
rewarded with admission of more slaveholding states.
This did not happen, and the 1850s became a decade of
political unrest in the state. The Whig Party, which had
held power in certain areas of the state, disintegrated as
resentment toward northern members of the party grew.

MISSISSIPPI STATE SENATORS 
Mississippi’s territorial government instituted and enforced laws from 1798 until Mississippi became a state in 1817. The
current state constitution was adopted in 1890, though it has been amended over time. The Mississippi legislature consists
of two houses, a House of Representatives and a Senate. There are fifty-two senators and 122 representatives representing
Mississippians during the annual legislative session that usually lasts from January until March or April unless a special session
is required at another time during the year.

In its place, the states’ rights faction of the Democratic
Party expanded its influence. At its helm sat Copiah
County resident, Albert Gallatin Brown. A native of South
Carolina, he migrated into the Capital Area frontier in
1823 at the age of ten. He attended Mississippi College
and while practicing law in Copiah County, he won
election first to the state legislature, and then to the U.S.
House of Representatives at the age of 25 in 1838. In
1844, Brown became the youngest governor in
Mississippi’s history. 
Albert Gallatin Brown’s ability to win the support of a

collection of small landholders who held few, if any,
slaves distinguished him from his peers. Previous
political enmities centered on divisions between planters
along the river bottomlands and small farmers in the pine
forests that covered most of the state. Brown’s campaigns
focused on preserving slavery as a necessity, popular with
the planters, and his race-baiting tactics which were
successful with poor white voters. Brown, as a resident of
Copiah County, understood that although the slave
population in the Capital Area outnumbered the white
population, most of those slaves were held by a minority
of white residents. His recognition of that fact and his
ability to speak to the racial fears of non-elite whites
secured his political success.
The expansion of the Vicksburg rail line through the

Capital Area east of Brandon in Rankin County also
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deepened the dependence on slavery. Rail transportation
nearly doubled the amount of cotton being shipped, and
further convinced farmers, planters, and yeoman alike that
protecting and extending the reach of slavery was critical to
their economic success. As a result, voters in the Capital
Area threw most of their support to John Jones Pettus
during the gubernatorial election of 1859. Pettus had a lot
in common with Brown who was serving alongside
Jefferson Davis in the United States Senate by 1859.
Branded a “fire-eater,” Pettus’s warnings about slave
rebellions and abolitionist designs and the threat they posed
to the economic success struck a chord with Capital Area
residents and hardened their attitudes about slavery. 
However, despite Pettus’s success in 1859, not

everyone in the Capital Area supported secession. The
presidential election in 1860 that brought Abraham
Lincoln into office exposed ideological fissures among
Southerners. Hinds, Madison, and Yazoo counties cast
their votes for John Bell, the Constitutional Union Party
candidate. Rankin, Simpson, and Copiah counties voted
for Vice President John C. Breckenridge, the Southern
Democratic candidate. Bell championed union over
secession and supported compromise as way to resolve
the differences between free and slave states.
Breckenridge, on the other hand, was an outspoken

THE CLARION-LEDGER
The Clarion-Ledger, Mississippi’s statewide newspaper, began a
series of articles on education reform after many advocacy activities
caught their attention. They covered town hall meetings and
provided data on education in Mississippi. The Clarion-Ledger
published fifty-one news articles, twenty-seven staff editorials, and
an eight-part investigation into public schools in the state. They
also reported on all legislative committee and floor votes on all
sections of the education reform bill. The Clarion-Ledger’s
extensive reporting led to the newspaper receiving a Pulitzer Prize
for Public Service in 1983. Journalists who received this award were:
Cliff Treyens, Nancy Weaver, Dave Hardin, Lee Cearnal, Charles
Overby, and Fred Anklam.

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE CLARION-LEDGER, 1983

Rail transportation nearly doubled the amount of cotton being shipped, and further
convinced farmers, planters, and yeoman alike that protecting and extending the reach of
slavery was critical to their economic success.

member of the states’ rights faction within the Democratic
Party and disavowed any compromise on the slavery
issue. Breckenridge carried Mississippi, but his mixed
showing in the Capital Area reflected the competing class
interests the six counties held. The wealthiest planters
who held the most real and slave property, tended to vote
for Bell, while smaller planters, farmers, and non-
slaveholders tended to support Breckenridge. Elite leaders
in the Capital Area, like their sister counties along the
Mississippi River, preferred Bell’s moderate approach to
the fiery rhetoric used by Breckenridge. 
Lincoln’s election, however, moved even the Bell

supporters toward secession. Hinds and Madison counties,
both Bell strongholds, called for local secession
conventions immediately following the Republican
victory. Governor Pettus called Mississippi’s
congressional delegation to Jackson to discuss separation.
Elections for delegates to a secession convention were
held, and secessionist candidates across the state prevailed
by a two-to-one margin. When the convention began at
the state capitol on January 7, 1861, every county in the
Capital Area, with the exception of Rankin, had delegates
who favored immediate, individual secession. Rankin
County’s two representatives, William Denson and John
T. Thornton, split their votes, with Denson voting as a
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Cooperationist, in favor of secession but only in the
company of other states. On January 9, the convention
voted to secede from the United States with eighty-four
votes in favor of separation and fifteen opposed. 

The Capital Area in 
War and Reconstruction

Men from all six counties flooded into volunteer
regiments, and Governor Pettus found providing arms and
uniforms to be a difficult task. Most of Mississippi’s men
found themselves in volunteer companies named after
prominent leaders in their communities. In Copiah
County, however, the Pettus Rifles drew their name from
the governor. They eventually joined Company D in the
12th Mississippi Infantry. In Madison County, volunteers
joined the Helen Johnstone Guards, a company that drew

its name from its sponsor, the owner of the Annandale
Plantation. They served in the 24th Mississippi Infantry. 

Most volunteers were unmarried young men who had
not yet established their own property and livelihood. The
officer corps, in contrast, tended to be more settled in
their social standing. Many officers were slaveholders ad
property owners, and their rank often reflected their
standing in the civilian world.

The central area of the state held less significance in the
beginning of the war than other parts of the state. Corinth, a
railroad hub in the northeast, and Vicksburg, a boomtown
whose location was on the Mississippi River, were more
coveted targets for Union forces. The Mississippi Central
Railroad, however, ran right through Jackson and served as
a critical connection between the Gulf Coast and
Tennessee. In the spring of 1863, a campaign to take
Vicksburg drew the area into battle. Grierson’s Raid, as it
would come to be called, was launched as a diversion from

TOUGALOO MANSION
Built on a former slave plantation, Tougaloo College is now a liberal arts institution of higher learning in Jackson. The college
was founded in 1869 by the American Missionary Association as a “normal school” for the purpose of training teachers. In
1897, Tougaloo began offering classes for full college credit. Tougaloo Mansion, built in Italianate style, is registered on the
National Register of Historic Places and is also a Mississippi Historic Landmark. The Mansion is the highest point on campus.
The building has served at various times as the college president’s residence, and as the first classrooms of the college, a
dormitory, and administrative offices. In the 1960s Tougaloo College, a historically African American college, also served as
the main hub for the Civil Rights Movement in Jackson. As the school was privately run and free from state control, students
were encouraged to take part in restaurant sit-ins, protests, voter registration drives, and freedom rides. The college president
at the time would often bail students out of jail for their anti-segregation activities.

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY
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Grant’s advance on Vicksburg. After a sweep through the
eastern part of the state, federal troops arrived at the railroad
depot at Hazlehurst. A handful of civilians were waiting for
them, but they dissipated as soon as shots rang out. Union
troops proceeded to destroy a train and local buildings. 
In preparation for the Civil War’s Vicksburg campaign,

General Ulysses S. Grant needed to destroy the rail lines
running west out of Jackson in order to isolate supply
lines and obstruct Confederate troop refreshment.
Capturing the capital city was a critical piece of the plan.
The move toward Jackson began with a raid of the rural
areas surrounding it. Confederate troops anticipated Grant
would pursue a direct assault on Vicksburg and bypass
Jackson. With that in mind, Confederate forces camped
out at Raymond, the county seat in Hinds County and a
bustling commercial town. On the morning of May 12,
1863, 3,000 Confederate troops arrived anticipating a
small force of Union troops. Instead, they found
themselves vastly outnumbered and facing an army
10,000 strong. The Battle of Raymond began around
noon. After two hours of fighting, the badly outnumbered
Confederate troops abandoned the town after suffering
around 500 casualties.
Following the Confederate retreat, Raymond’s

buildings became hospitals for Union and Confederate
wounded. Churches, hotels, and the county courthouse soon
filled, and local women volunteered as nurses. Union troops
who were not wounded occupied the town and raised the
American flag. News of the Confederate retreat initiated
massive slave migrations into Union lines. Yazoo, Madison,
and Hinds counties, among the top slaveholding counties in
the state, became fearful that the slaves may go into open
revolt. The Battle of Raymond injected a fresh wave of panic
as residents in the area confronted the realities of battle and
defeat on their own soil. 
Following the defeat at Raymond, the Confederates

headed to Jackson and found a city terrified. Governor
Pettus had already pulled out and had moved the capital
to Enterprise, south of Meridian. Jackson mayor Charles
H. Manship urged his constituents to stay calm, but he
failed to stem frantic flight out of the city. The residents
that remained isolated themselves in their houses. On
May 14, Union troops arrived in Jackson. The devastating
Battle of Jackson lasted for five hours, at a cost of 800
Confederate and 250 Union casualties. Most of Jackson
was burned to the ground and residents suffered the loss
of personal property. Convicts from the penitentiary next
to the Governor’s Mansion looted local shops alongside

DUTCH AIRMEN
After the Nazis and the Japanese had taken over Dutch
military training bases during World War II, the Netherlands
needed somewhere else to train troops, specifically, their
military pilots. Jackson became the site of the Royal
Netherlands Military Flying School in 1942. Dutch and
Indonesian pilots came to Mississippi’s capital city be
trained for active duty in World War II. The pilots and their
families lived in Jackson for two years during training, some
even marrying Mississippians and remaining in the area
after their service. Cedar Lawn Cemetery contains a plot of
land considered Dutch soil where airmen and at least one
widow are buried near a memorial inscribed “Voor Hen Die
Vielen,” or “For Those Who Fell.”

In preparation for the Civil War’s Vicksburg campaign, General Ulysses S. Grant needed to 
destroy the rail lines running west out of Jackson in order to isolate supply 
lines and obstruct Confederate troop refreshment. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY
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local whites and slaves. Rail lines coming out of the city
were quickly destroyed. In a final act of destruction and
under the orders of General Grant, Union general William
T. Sherman evacuated a textile mill and set it on fire
despite the pleas of its owners. 
Grant left Jackson on May 15 and spent the night in

Clinton before moving through the western part of Hinds
County near Edwards Station. The next day saw the
bloodiest battle of the Vicksburg campaign at Champion
Hill. Confederate forces lost nearly 4,000 men in battle
and an entire division charged with covering the retreat
ended up in Jackson by mistake. A brigade and a division
who were depending on them to hold the bridge at the Big
Black River completed the calamity when over 1,700 of
their men were captured by the Union forces. 
Though Confederate forces were able to reoccupy

Jackson as Union troops moved toward Vicksburg and
found the city devastated. Confederate forces moved to
occupy the Big Black River Bridge and remained there,
but were unable to move further to reinforce Vicksburg
and alleviate the siege that had begun. When Vicksburg
surrendered on July 4, 1863, they retreated back toward
Jackson, arriving on July 9. When Sherman’s troops
arrived, they put the city under siege for a few days
before shelling began. Confederate forces, unable to
mount an effective defense, retreated through Brandon
and Morton, losing scores of men to desertion along the
way. Sherman, choosing not to pursue them, occupied the
Governor’s Mansion and set his troops to work destroying
all of the rail lines around the city.
The destruction of the Capital Area in 1863

destabilized the entire state. Without an effective
government structure and buildings in ruins, it became
impossible to supervise financial outlays to support the
military effort. The daily functions of government

SPILLWAY SUNSET
The Ross Barnett Reservoir was created by building an earthen dam
across the Pearl River in the 1960s, flooding 33,000 acres. There
are sixty-six neighborhoods built around and in the vicinity of the
Ross Barnett Reservoir, nicknamed the “Rez” by locals. Picnic areas,
marinas, fishing, and water sports make the Rez a popular place
with around 2.5 million people visiting each year. The Ross Barnett
Reservoir is the water supply for the entire city of Jackson.
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deteriorated everywhere as the state capital moved to
various locations and back to Jackson several times.
Morale plummeted among civilians and recruitment of
new enlisted men became impossible in the final months
of war. In February 1864, Sherman reoccupied Jackson
before moving east toward Meridian where supply lines
were still intact. 
The end of 1864 and the final months of war in 1865

left the Capital Area largely untouched by military
movements. While other areas of the state continued to
experience disruptions, Jackson and the surrounding areas
began the slow process of recovery, largely in the absence
of civic oversight. The legislature reconvened in Jackson
on May 20, 1865, and attempted to effect re-entry into the
Union on their own authority, despite federal occupation
of the city. They were promptly run out and federal
officials took over administrative responsibilities

including seizure of the
state archives.
The war halted the

rapid growth that had
defined the previous
thirty years in the Capital
Area. While Mississippi
College managed to stay
open, most schools in all
six central counties were
shuttered during the war.
Severe damage to the
railroads was
compounded by the

destruction of factories and plantations in the area. Much
of the area had been invested in slaves, and now that was
gone through emancipation. And there was an outflow
from the region by the newly-freed slaves. Hinds County
registered 4,000 fewer African Americans in the 1870
census than it held ten years earlier. The county also lost
nearly $30 million in real property assets. 
In October, the legislature convened in Jackson and

immediately set to work allocating money for physical
repairs in the capital city in spite of the state’s postwar
financial constraints. Repairs to the state capitol, the
governor’s mansion, and the state penitentiary were
completed by 1867. Legislators also sought restoration of
white control through a series of laws that severely
circumscribed the movements and freedoms of newly-
freed men and women. This measure, alongside the
election of former secessionists to Congress, alarmed and
angered the Radical Republicans. In March 1867,
congressional reconstruction began with a series of
federal laws that placed states in the former Confederacy
under military occupation. Mississippi was placed in the

4th Military District and Republican rule in the state
began. A new constitution was written under federal
oversight and approved in 1868. 
Migrants to the state and the mobility of freedmen and

freedwomen changed the landscape of the Capital Area.
In no area was change more visible than in the
proliferation of educational opportunities for African
American students. In 1869, the American Missionary
Association founded a school on the former John Boddie
Plantation at the edge of Jackson. By decree of the
Mississippi legislature, the school was named Tougaloo
University and granted its charter in 1871. In 1875, Sarah
Dickey, an Ohioan and a graduate of Mount Holyoke,
established Mount Herman Female Seminary in Clinton
with assistance from the John F. Slater Fund for the
Education of Freedmen. In 1877, the American Baptist
Home Missionary Society formed Natchez Seminary,
which would later become Jackson State College. The
school was founded on the principle it would be “for the
moral, religious and intellectual improvement of Christian
leaders of the colored people of Mississippi and the
neighboring states.” In the fall of 1882, the school moved
to Jackson and the name was changed to Jackson College
in early 1889. 
Political and economic opportunities for African

Americans also expanded during the Reconstruction
period. African American men registered to vote and
began to integrate into local, state, and national politics.
In 1868, the Hinds County voter roster counted 3,546
African American voters, more than twice the number of
whites. Newspaper accounts described integrated political
rallies in the Capital Area, and African American
candidates appeared on ballots. 
Perhaps one of the most promising developments under

Congressional Reconstruction happened in Yazoo County
where the Morgan brothers, northern migrants to Mississippi,
invested in land, became employers, and entered local politics.
Postwar cotton prices helped reinvigorate Yazoo’s economy
and encouraged some African American farmers to buy land
there. Yazoo City experienced renewal among the merchant
class as well, as African American customers became a staple
of the local economy. In contrast to Jackson, its population
grew in the wake of the war. In 1850, Yazoo County had
14,418 residents. Twenty years later it counted 17,279. By
1890, that number had nearly doubled. Copiah County
experienced similar economic renewal with the opening of
Wesson Mills in 1866, the largest manufacturing plant south of
the Ohio River. In Simpson County, the population more than
doubled from 1850 to 1890 as rail lines crossing the county
reached completion. Rankin County saw dramatic growth as
well, increasing its population from 7,227 in 1850, to 12,977 in
1870, and 17,922 in 1890. 

A new constitution was
written under federal
oversight and approved

in 1868. 
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By 1874, however, white resistance to Reconstruction
measures grew stronger and whites organized to end
Republican rule. In Yazoo County, a local planter, Henry
M. Dixon, organized Dixon’s Scouts in 1875 for the
purpose of defending whites against rumors of African
American violence. He led a confrontation at a
Republican rally in Yazoo City in which gunfire erupted,
leaving one man dead and several more wounded. 
Similar events followed in Clinton, where a group of whites

interrupted a Republican rally and shots erupted. Though
whites initiated the disruption, once the gunfire began rumors
of African American-led violence against whites spread
quickly. The next morning armed whites arrived and
massacred nearly thirty African American residents. Terrified
African American Jacksonians sought refuge in the vicinity of
the executive mansion and a nearby courthouse. 

Clinton and Yazoo City were targeted by white
Democrats as African American political strongholds to
be captured in the push to take control from Republicans
in the 1875 elections. Ten days prior to the November
elections, Copiah County’s African American residents
witnessed bands of whites roving rural areas in a show of
intimidation to discourage African American voter
turnout. Such intimidation along with rumors about
African American violence and confusion about polling
places all helped usher in a new era of white Democratic
rule. Republican challenges were quelled, African
American voters were disenfranchised, and whites once
again assumed control of Mississippi’s power structure. 

EUDORA WELTY HOUSE
The home of famous Mississippi author Eudora Welty for seventy-six years, this house was where she wrote the vast
majority of her books and essays. The house was built by her parents in 1925 when Welty was sixteen years old. Welty
donated the property to the state of Mississippi in 1986, leaving the house filled with books and various pieces of arts,
all in their original places left by the Welty family. Welty won the Pulitzer Prize in 1973 and her writings have been translated
into many different languages around the world. She was not only an acclaimed writer, but also a well-known photographer
during the Great Depression. Focusing most of her stories and essays on life in Mississippi and familial relationships, Welty
also authored two pieces standing against the racism she saw in Jackson.

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE EUDORA WELTY HOUSE AND GARDEN
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INTERNATIONAL BALLET COMPETITION
Every four years an Olympics-style ballet competition comes to Jackson. Hundreds of talented young dancers from
around the world compete in front of judges, ballet instructors, and ballet company directors. The competition
rotates between Varna, Bulgaria; Moscow, Russia; Tokyo, Japan; and Jackson. At the first competition Jackson hosted
in 1979, seventy dancers from fifteen different countries participated. In the 2013 competition, more than 100
participants from twenty-one countries competed for gold medals, cash prizes, and job opportunities.

PHOTO BY GREG CAMPBELL
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Redemption and a New Century
The decades following the end of Reconstruction in

Mississippi saw the ascendance of white Democratic rule
throughout the state. Known as the Redemption Period,
those years reversed much of the political and economic
changes made during Reconstruction. By 1890, when
Mississippi inaugurated its new constitution, the
appropriation of separate school systems and
disfranchisement for African American voters signified a
return to a political and social order similar to that of the
antebellum era. In Hinds County, which had the second
largest African American voting age population, the
numbers were revealing. There were 5,566 African
American in 1890, but only 101 in 1892. The impact was
so dramatic that what little African American voter
participation remained was deemed “harmless” by the
Jackson Daily Clarion-Ledger newspaper. Mass African
American disenfranchisement would persist until the
1960s and the advent of the Voting Rights Act. 
Education experienced similar transitions. The 1890

Constitution established: “It shall be the duty of the
legislature to encourage by all suitable means, the
promotion of intellectual, scientific, moral and agricultural
improvement, by establishing a uniform system of free
public schools, by taxation, or otherwise, for all children
between the ages of five and twenty-one years, and, as
soon as practicable, to establish schools of higher grade.”
It also required that “Separate schools shall be maintained
for children of the white and colored races.” 
While segregation did not eliminate African American

access to public education, it did severely underfund it. In
1894, Smith Robertson School opened and became the first
public school for African Americans in Jackson. Named
after a former slave and the first African American alderman
in Jackson, Smith Robertson School educated many
children in the area including the celebrated writer Richard
Wright, who drew from his Mississippi childhood for his
novels Black Boy and Native Son. Private efforts also
continued to support African American education in the
area. In 1909, Laurence Jones founded Piney Woods
Country Life School for African American children in
Rankin County.
Opportunities in higher education also expanded. In

1883, Belhaven College was founded as a private
institution in Jackson. Seven years later, in 1890, Reuben
Webster Millsaps, a former Confederate officer, made a
generous donation of $50,000, which was matched by
Mississippi Methodists, to go towards the founding of a
Methodist college in Jackson. 

In 1902, a young Tuskegee Institute graduate moved
to Mississippi with a vision to offer young African

American men and women agricultural and industrial training
that would serve as a means of self-improvement and financial
upward mobility. William Henry Holtzclaw built Utica
Normal & Industrial Institute in rural Hinds County with
funding from the John F. Slater Fund for the Education of
Freedmen and northern donors. Holtzclaw, who grew to be
close friends with Booker T. Washington, modeled Utica
Institute after his alma mater. In 1903, the school opened.
Although Utica Jr. College merged with the Hinds
Community College District in 1982, it has maintained its
status as a historically African American college. It is the
oldest campus branch in the six-campus district.
Perhaps one of the greatest contributions to America’s

education system started in Hinds County. At the turn of
the century, there were more than fifty agricultural high
schools across the nation. One of those was located in
Raymond and opened in September 1917. With budget

MEDGAR EVERS, JR.
Medgar Wiley Evers, Jr., was a World War II veteran, a
graduate of Alcorn College (now Alcorn State University),
and a husband and father. He was born in 1925 in Decatur
and served in the European theater during World War II.
Later, Evers became an insurance salesmen and a leader in
the NAACP during the beginning of the Civil Rights
Movement in Jackson. Evers worked to recruit members for
the NAACP, organize voter registration drives, sit-ins,
boycotts, and was instrumental in getting James Meredith
admitted to the University of Mississippi. His activities
threatened local segregationists, and after numerous
threats and attempts, Evers was assassinated at his home
in Jackson in 1963. Byron de la Beckwith was charged with
Evers’ murder in 1964, but was not successfully convicted
until 1994. Evers’ murder brought national attention to the
Civil Rights Movement in Mississippi. He was buried with
full honors in Arlington National Cemetery for his fight for
the freedom and equality of all people.

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE MEDGAR AND MYRLIE EVERS INSTITUTE
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STATE FAIR
The Mississippi State Fair has been a tradition in Jackson for more than
156 years. The fair started as a livestock and agriculture show. While
events related to livestock and agriculture are still a major component,
fair food, the midway, concerts, and other entertainment are now large
attractions. The Mississippi State Fair is one of the largest fairs in the South
with more than 700,000 people attending each year.
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cuts and fears that the school would be consolidated,
school leaders proposed that the school offer college
courses to its students. In the fall of 1922, Hinds added
college courses to its curriculum. Other agricultural high
schools followed suit. The first freshman class at Hinds
consisted of thirty students who had graduated from the
high school. In 1926, the sophomore level was added to
the school, marking the establishment of Hinds Junior
College. In April 1928, Mississippi passed legislation
creating the first junior college system in the United
States. That same year, Copiah-Lincoln Junior College
was founded in the town of Wesson in Copiah County.
As the Democrats reasserted their political dominance,

however, the opportunities for African American students
in the Capital Area shrank. In 1875, only one African
American school existed in Jackson and it held class in a
hotel. African American membership on the school board
was phased out, and by 1888 the area’s two white schools
had consolidated and whites dominated the school board.
Within a few years, the impact of this transition became

MYNELLE GARDENS
Established in 1917, Mynelle Gardens started as a private
garden surrounding the house and grounds of the
Westbrook family home in Jackson. Mynelle Westbrook
Green Hayward and her husband moved into her parents’
large home in Jackson, and opened a flower shop,
Greenbrook Flowers, on the property. Other homes and
greenhouses were built on the grounds, and all eventually
were renovated to the Southern Antebellum style. In 1952,
Mynelle Hayward began restoring the gardens. One year
later, the seven acres of gardens, ponds, arbors, and islands
opened to the public. Mynelle Gardens has been owned by
the city of Jackson since 1973 and remains open year-round
to the public.

PHOTO COURTESY OF VISIT MISSISSIPPI™ 

clear. During the 1894-1895 school year, the one white
school employed sixteen teachers with a 46:1 student to
teacher ratio while the African American school had only
nine teachers with a ratio of 72:1. In the African American
school, the per-student-allocation was $35. In the white
school it was $51.56. This gap would continue to grow
wider in the following decades.
Politics in the Capital Area during the 1880s and 1890s

differed somewhat from the rest of the state. Economic
crisis and a yellow fever epidemic in the 1870s
exacerbated complaints among poor farmers who blamed
Democrats for failing to address what they considered an
unfair share of the tax burden. Those farmers joined
former Democrats and Whigs and began looking for an
alternative to the Democratic ticket which would better
represent their interests. The Greenback Party was born
out of that coalition and reflected a broader agrarian
revolt in other parts of the country. 
The Greenback Party’s strongest support came from

the northeastern part of the state, but it was also
prominent in Hinds and Rankin counties. The high
percentage of African American residents in the Capital
Area was a promising recruiting field for Greenback
leaders. Along with disillusioned former Democrats and
Whigs, African American voters who had seen their rights
undermined by the Democrats were also attracted to the
party. After a respectable showing during the 1878
campaign season, the party grew and organized in Hinds
County in 1879. By August, Hinds had a full slate of
candidates, two of whom were African American. It also
began publishing its own paper, the Weekly Independent.
The efforts were successful. Three Greenback candidates
were elected to the state legislature and the Greenback
candidate became the county’s treasurer. 
However, not all of the anti-Democrat protest votes in

the Capital Area fell into the Greenback camp. Voters in
Copiah, Madison, and Yazoo counties drew more votes
for Independent candidates. In all, the Capital Area in the
1880s carved out its own political niche outside of the
Democratic Party, evidence of growing strength among
small farmers in the region. 
The threat to white unity represented by both the

Greenback and the Independent political alternatives
ultimately led to their demise. By the 1890s, the Populist
movement that swept northern areas of the state faltered
in the Capital Area. Democratic candidates pointed to the
African American majorities in the Capital Area in order
to dissuade white voters from supporting alternative
parties. If white unity split, they argued, African
American voters and candidates would be the winners.
The threat of African American domination ultimately
carried more weight than did the alienation that Capital
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Area residents felt from state Democrats. 
The political strength of small farmers in the Capital

Area persisted as agriculture remained the dominant
source of wealth and income well into the twentieth
century. By the 1910s, Copiah County was the leading
tomato producer in the state. Tomato clubs in the area
encouraged young women to educate themselves on
efficient production and preservation methods.
Agriculture remained critical in other counties as well. In
1920, Yazoo had farm property within its boundaries that
totaled $23,015,000, while cash crops totaled $6.8
million. 
Diversification in health, industry, and transportation

also made robust contributions to economic development
in the state and placed the Capital Area within wider
streams of progressive change. Labor patterns in the
Capital Area soon connected Mississippians with national
reform movements. Yarn mills in Yazoo County, for
example, drew attention in 1911 when photojournalist
Lewis Hine reported that a majority of the workers were
under the age of sixteen. Under the directive of the
National Child Labor Committee, Hines’s images helped
galvanize the national child labor reform movement,
which culminated in the passage of the 1938 Fair Labor
Standards Act.
Jackson experienced dramatic growth during the first

two decades of the twentieth century. Its population
tripled between 1900 and 1910. Undeveloped land
between the downtown center and the State Insane
Asylum filled in during those ten years and expanded
Jackson’s residential and business communities well
beyond downtown. Property values increased, and when a
new capitol building opened in 1903 there was serious
discussion about shuttering or demolishing the old capitol
and selling the now-valuable land. Instead, in 1906, the
legislature agreed to lease the building to the Mississippi
Industrial Exposition Company to use the site for a state
fair. 
For six years, the old capitol served as fairgrounds for

only one week in late October or early November. Rooms
in the Capitol served as music and exhibit halls. Once the
lease expired in 1912, the building was abandoned and
fell into disrepair. The growth of state agencies, however,
required more office space than the new capitol building
could accommodate. To meet the needs of a rapidly
expanding government, the state legislature approved
renovation of the old building in 1916, thus preserving it
for future generations. 
Despite some economic progress in the Capital Area,

however, it mostly remained steeped in poverty
throughout the early decades of the twentieth century.
Malnutrition, contagious diseases, and poor sanitation

WITCH OF YAZOO
When much of Yazoo City burned to the ground in 1904,
residents blamed the fire on the “Witch.” The legend of the
Witch of Yazoo continues to haunt the Yazoo City cemetery,
as a grave with chains around it attracts many visitors during
the year. Locals say the witch was a woman who had been
luring fishermen to their deaths. She sank to her death in
quicksand after warning the sheriff that she would return in
twenty years to carry out her revenge on the townspeople.
The fire occurred twenty years later. Though reports say the
fire started in the kitchen of a bride preparing food for her
wedding, locals claim it was the witch. Legend also has it
that when all the chains around the witch’s grave break, she
will return to exact revenge on the town once more. The
Witch of Yazoo became famous in Willie Morris’s book
published in 1971, Good Old Boy. Willie Weaks Morris was
born in 1934 in Jackson and moved to Yazoo City when he
was six years old. Morris started his career as an
independent writer after he resigned from his job at Harper’s
Magazine in 1971. His writings deal with his life experiences
in the south. He has written many books, including North
Toward Home, Yazoo, Good Old Boy, My Dog Skip, and The
Last of the Southern Girls. Three of his books have been
made into movies. JoAnne Prichard Morris married Willie
Morris in 1990. Willie died in 1999 and his wife published
his book Taps posthumously.

PHOTO COURTESY OF JACK BALES
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debilitated many residents and spurred a movement for
health care reform. Joseph Goldberger’s experiments
with prisoners on the Rankin County prison farm in 1914
helped identify the causes of pellagra, a disease that ran
rampant across the South but remained shrouded in
mystery. Goldberger restricted the prisoners’ diet to the
three M’s of milk, meat, and molasses, and this revealed
the connection between nutrition and health. 
There was also a growing tuberculosis epidemic across

the South. In response, the Mississippi legislature
appropriated $25,000 in 1916 to construct a state
sanatorium in Simpson County to treat victims of the

disease and study its causes. The hospital admitted its first
patients in 1918. 
Between 1911 and 1913, the State Insane Asylum added a

medical hospital to its mental health facilities. Even with those
added accommodations, the facility in Jackson was
overwhelmed with patients, reaching its limit of 2,000 by 1925.
In 1926, the legislature approved the construction of a new
facility in Rankin County. The Mississippi State Hospital at
Whitfield opened in 1935 and became the state’s main facility
for patients with mental illness. The former asylum in Jackson
was abandoned and remained vacant until 1955 when the
University of Mississippi Medical Center opened at the site.

NISSAN
Since 2003 when it opened outside of Canton, the Nissan
plant has increased its labor force and also created jobs in the
surrounding areas. Nissan vehicles are transformed from rolls
of raw steel to fully-functioning automobiles. The four-fifths of
a mile long Nissan plant opened in 2003 and provides nearly
6,500 jobs for Mississippians. The plant produces about
500,000 vehicles a year, adding $2.6 billion to the state’s
economy annually.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE MISSISSIPPI DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY



Racial violence and intimidation remained
commonplace well into the new century. Hinds County
led the state in the number of lynchings, and most victims
were African American men. In the summer of 1920, a
Simpson County tenant farmer disputed what he claimed
were inaccuracies in his account with his white landlord.
This escalated into a violent confrontation and spread,
resulting in the deaths of three African Americans and one
white. Later that year, an African American Hinds County
farmer agreed to work for a white farmer in exchange for
a hog. Claiming his dissatisfaction with the work
performed, the white farmer demanded that the hog be
returned. A fight ensued in which the African American
farmer killed the white farmer. The farmer was later
lynched by an angry mob, and his mother-in-law who
lived in Rankin County was also hanged.
By 1920, the Capital Area shared most of the concerns

that defined the rest of the state, region, and nation.
Educational changes, economic strains and booms, health
crises, labor reforms, and violence caused the political
divisions that defined the post-Reconstruction period. The
remnants of slavery resurfaced through disfranchisement,
segregation, and lynching. At the same time, limited
progress broke through as educational opportunities
proliferated and local economies diversified. However, the
population boom that would make the Capital Area a true
center of commerce, culture and politics, however, still lay
ahead.

Culture and Activism 
in the Capital Area
The hard times precipitated by World War I and later by

economic depression accelerated changes in the Capital
Area. War mobilization helped drive economic growth that
carried into the 1920s, but this boom would give way to the
Great Depression of the 1930s that brought extreme levels
of poverty to Mississippi’s. Deforestation from clear cutting
in the region’s pine forests coupled with over-farming in the
cotton belt to create an environmental crisis and leave the
state with few economic alternatives. The passage of the
Mississippi Industrial Act in 1936 helped address the
problem by awarding financial assistance to cities and
counties interested in cultivating industry. The Crystal
Springs Shirt Company in Copiah County resulted from that
assistance, and there were many other examples across the
state. 
Soon, World War II would initiated economic progress

through wartime contracts in Madison and Hinds
counties, both of which also served as military training
sites. By war’s end, however, Mississippi’s economy once

CAL-MAINE FOODS 
Fred Adams launched his first commercial egg farm in 1958
in Edwards. By 1963, Adams’s operation expanded to
become the largest egg farm in the world. Six years later,
Adams Food, Inc., merged with Dairy Fresh Products
Company and Maine Egg Farms to create Cal-Maine Foods,
which continues to supply eggs across the United States from
California to Maine. In 1999, Cal-Maine sold about 10 percent
of all the eggs on the market in the United States. In fiscal
year 2016, the Company sold approximately 1,053.6 million
dozen shell eggs which represents about 23 percent of
domestic shell egg consumption.

PHOTO COURTESY OF CAL-MAINE FOODS

LELAND SPEED
A Mississippi native, Leland Speed is a leading Jackson-
based real estate developer and has encouraged Mississippi
to become more involved in international trade. Speed
created the Eastover neighborhood, and has used his
influence to not only improve Mississippi’s economy, but
also Mississippi’s education system. He has served as
chairman for the Jackson State University Development
Foundation. The library at Mississippi College also bears his
name. Starting in the late 1970s, Speed acquired multiple
national real estate investment trusts in several states and
brought all management functions of properties to
Mississippi, now known as Eastgroup Properties.

PHOTO COURTESY OF UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI
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UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI MEDICAL CENTER
A campus of the University of Mississippi, the University of Mississippi Medical Center (UMMC) is the state’s
only academic health sciences center and the state’s second-largest employer. Located in Jackson, it
encompasses seven health science schools, including medicine, nursing, health-related professions,
dentistry, pharmacy, graduate studies, and population health. UMMC is the state’s only teaching and
research hospital, providing resources and education to medical professionals around the state. UMMC
was the site of the world’s first human lung transplant in 1963, as well as the world’s first human heart
transplant in 1964, and continues to be the home of state’s only heart transplant program. UMMC’s health
care enterprise includes the state’s only Level I trauma center, only organ transplant program, and only
children’s hospital. UMMC’s education, research, and health care missions share the objectives of creating
a healthier Mississippi and eliminating health disparities.

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI MEDICAL CENTER
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more lagged behind other states. Diminishing economic
opportunities, especially in agricultural work, led to out-
migration among many African American Mississippians.
And for returning African American veterans, especially
those who saw combat overseas, the return contributed to
segregation and disfranchisement at home prompted
demands for action.
On December 2, 1946, nearly 200 African Americans

from across Mississippi, almost all of them veterans,
gathered at the federal building courtroom in Jackson to
testify before the U.S. Senate Committee about obstacles
they faced in registering to vote. Over the course of four
days, the Senate Committee heard testimony after
testimony of how African American Mississippians had
been denied the vote in Democratic primaries in the state.
One of the most profound testimonies came from Rankin
County resident and World War II veteran Etoy Fletcher.
Fletcher shared with the committee that upon his attempt
to register to vote, the county registrar made it clear
African Americans were not allowed to vote in Rankin
County. After being told to leave, Fletcher exited the
building. As he sat waiting for a bus, a group of white

men abducted him, took him to a wooded area, stripped
him, and flogged him with a cable wire.
The Senate Committee hearings in Jackson spurred

African American organization in the area. In 1947, the
Mississippi Progressive Voters League organized and
located its headquarters in Jackson. The purpose of the
Progressive Voters’ League “was civic education and
participation through motivation and literacy by
potentially qualified black voters.” In 1948, The
Mississippi Association of Teachers in Colored Schools
(MATCS) supported Gladys Noel Bates, an African
American Jackson teacher, in a lawsuit seeking to raise
the salaries of African American teachers to those of
whites across the state. A federal court struck down the
lawsuit in 1950, but it was clear that African American
activism in the state was growing. 
In 1954, upon the reactivation of NAACP chapters

throughout Mississippi, the national organization appointed
its first field secretary to Mississippi. Medgar Evers, a native
of Decatur, moved his family to Jackson and began working
to initiate grassroots challenges to segregation, discrimination
in employment practices, and disfranchisement. 

MISSISSIPPI BOOK FESTIVAL
The annual Mississippi Book Festival is held on the grounds of the Mississippi Capitol to celebrate
Mississippi’s literary history and future. Authors, readers, and publishers all come together for a day
of celebrating Mississippi books. The gathering, broadcast live on C-SPAN, is open to the public with music, kids’ activities, and food vendors
entertaining attendees. The festival started in 2015, attracting an ever-increasing crowd to the Jackson area. Mississippi’s annual “Literary
Lawn Party” at the capitol includes panels of writers, publishers, booksellers, and others. The Mississippi Book Festival is a family-friendly
event where all are welcome to enjoy food and activities while celebrating Mississippi’s rich literary history.

In 1947, the Mississippi Progressive Voters League organized 
and located its headquarters in Jackson. 

PHOTOS COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI BOOK FESTIVAL



Writer Eudora Welty, who won a Pulitzer Prize for her
novel The Optimist’s Daughter, was born in Jackson in
1909 and spent almost her entire adult life there. Her
travels throughout the state as a photographer for the
federal Works Progress Administration project in the
1930s captured the experience of economic depression by
both white and African American Mississippians. During
World War II, Welty devoted much of her time to the Red
Cross and the USO before returning to writing. Welty
remained troubled by the racial climate that followed the
war. Her literary contributions typically illuminated the
complexities of small southern towns, their people and
their culture. Occasionally, Welty would engage the racial
dynamics of her home state through short stories like
“Powerhouse” and essays such as “Where Is the Voice
Coming From?” 
Welty was fascinated by African American music,

religion, and culture and spent time on Farish Street, a
business district in Jackson near Jackson State College. From
the 1910s through the 1970s, Farish Street was a hub of
business and entertainment for African American
Jacksonians. Civil rights leader Medgar Evers rented his first
office space there, shortly after his appointment as the state’s
NAACP field secretary in 1954. Theaters, dance halls,
restaurants, hospitals, and other businesses made the district a
vibrant center of African American commerce. 
In Rankin County, the “Gold Coast” reflected similar

patterns, and African American and white interaction was
not unknown. Formerly known as East Jackson, the Gold
Coast was a center for illegal gambling, bootleg liquor,
and live music, and it drew patrons of all races. Local
singers Sam Meyers and King Mose performed to
hundreds in clubs like the Blue Flame and the Rocket
Lounge. The vibrancy with which African American
culture and business thrived in places like the Gold Coast
and Farish Street, underscored the complexities of
segregation in the Capital Area. African American-owned
businesses and cultural districts could serve as spaces of
liberation and empowerment. 
However, such cracks in the walls of segregation

remained the exception. In the daily practices of towns and
cities across the area white power reigned unchallenged. In
light of postwar stresses to that system, its network of
politics, economy and institutional surveillance became
hardened. Nowhere was this reinforcement of the norm
more visible than in the capital city itself where a collusion
of media and politics combined to delay civil rights reforms.
The first two television stations in the state, WJTV and

WLBT, were founded in 1953 in Jackson. The former was
owned by the Hederman family through the Mississippi
Publishers Association (MPA). The MPA also owned
Jackson’s two daily newspapers, The Clarion-Ledger and

THALIA MARA HALL
Built in 1968 and originally known as the Jackson Municipal
Auditorium, Thalia Mara Hall attracts thousands of
Jacksonians and visitors from around the world each year.
Plans for the facility as it is used today began during the mid-
1970s when world-renowned performer from Chicago, Thalia
Mara, accepted an invitation from the Jackson Ballet Guild to
establish a professional ballet company and school in
Mississippi, with performances to be housed in the
auditorium. In 1979, at the recommendation of Thalia Mara,
Congress named Jackson the United States home for the
International Ballet Competition. The Jackson City Council
voted to rename the auditorium for Thalia Mara in 1994.
Today, with seating for more than 2,000 people, Thalia Mara
Hall remains the municipal auditorium for the City of Jackson
and is managed by the Department of Human and Cultural
Services. In addition to serving as the home for the IBC once
every four years, Thalia Mara Hall hosts a variety of events
including operas, concerts, and plays.

the Jackson Daily News. These media outlets became
outspoken defenders of segregation and gave editorial
support to the Citizens’ Council, the leading organization
for white resistance to civil rights in the state. As
organized African American activism became more visible
in the wake of the U.S. Supreme Court’s 1954 Brown v.
Board of Education decision, Jackson-based newspapers
and television stations helped shore up the segregationist
position throughout the state.
Some of the most visible confrontations between white

authority and African American activism happened in the
capital city. On March 27, 1961, nine students from

PHOTO COURTESY OF IMANI KHAYYAM, JACKSON FREE PRESS
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DOROTHY MOORE
Soul, gospel, and R&B singer Dorothy Moore was born on
October 13, 1947, and reared by her great grandmother in
Jackson. Recognizing her musical talent at a young age,
Moore’s relatives encouraged her to sing in the church choir
when she was just five years old and to learn musical
instruments even before turning five. During junior high and
high school, Moore competed in many of the popular talent
shows that took place at Jackson’s famous Alamo Theatre,
marking the beginning of her successful music career. After
repeatedly winning Alamo talent shows, Moore was given a
recording contract. Moore attended Jackson State University
following graduation from Lanier High School in 1965. While
at Jackson State, Moore was the lead singer for a female vocal
group known as the Poppies, with whom she recorded an
album in 1966. During their prime, the Poppies collaborated
with music legends like Wilson Pickett and Bobby Goldsboro
and recorded hit songs with Columbia Records, including
“Lullaby of Love” and others. During the late 1960s and early
1970s, Moore worked as a background singer for Jackson’s
Malaco Records, where she later became a featured vocalist.
There, she recorded her hit songs “Misty Blue” and “I Believe
in You,” which both received Grammy nominations.
Throughout the 1990s, Moore continued to record and
perform, often with famed artists such as B.B. King, Al Green,
and The Temptations. Moore established a record label called
Farish Street Records in 2002. She has received four Grammy
Award nominations and a 1996 Mississippi Governor’s Award
for Excellence in the Arts and is a member of the Mississippi
Musicians Hall of Fame. Today, while she has the opportunity
to record for many labels around the country, Moore
continues to live and work in her hometown of Jackson
recording for her first label, Malaco Records.

PHOTO COURTESY OF BLUES ARCHIVE, UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI
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C SPIRE  
C Spire, headquartered in Ridgeland, is a diversified telecommunications and technology services company which provides world-
class customer-inspired service and a superior comprehensive suite of wireless communications, high-speed internet access, and a
range of other telecommunications products and services to consumers and businesses. C Spire service was officially launched on
the Mississippi Gulf Coast on February 4, 1988, with five wireless towers and nine employees, and is now the nation’s largest
privately held wireless communications provider and includes a workforce of more than 1,450 employees. C Spire, formerly known
as Cellular South, was founded by brothers Wade H. Creekmore, Jr., and James H. (Jimmy) Creekmore, Sr. Victor H. (Hu) Meena is
chairman and CEO. The company operates more than sixty retail locations, three call centers, a $23 million Tier III+ Data Center
headquartered in Starkville, a Central Triage and Operations Center, Technical Operations Center, and C Spire Business Solutions
team for corporate and government sales. As a company focused on and committed to the customer, C Spire is dedicated to
investing in the communities it serves by supporting educational initiatives through the C Spire Foundation, scholarship and
endowment funding, and corporate contributions. C Spire has donated nearly $30 million since 2003 to various educational
programs, scholarships, community services, and other non-profit social, health, and human services programs.
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JACKSON MEDICAL MALL
Founded by Dr. Aaron Shirley in 1996, the Jackson Medical Mall works with community partners on a daily basis to provide
quality healthcare for the people of Jackson and the state of Mississippi. The idea for this unique healthcare venture came
about when, near the end of the 1980s, Jackson’s first shopping mall closed as a result of competing shopping centers.
Several years later in 1995, community health specialist and resident of Jackson’s Midtown area Dr. Aaron Shirley was
inspired while walking through the deserted mall to convert the space into a healthcare facility for disadvantaged citizens.
As a result of collaborative efforts of Reuben Anderson and several institutions including University of Mississippi Medical
Center, Jackson State University, and Tougaloo College, as well as three state financial organizations, the Jackson Medical
Mall has been able to carry out its mission of providing healthcare to those in need, as well as fostering community
development, for more than two decades. Under direction from the Medical Mall’s Community Advisory Board, the facility
works with local businesses, schools, churches, and other entities to improve local healthcare access for the well-being of
Jackson’s people. The Medical Mall also partners with and receives grants from institutions outside Mississippi. Dr. Shirley
remained dedicated to the continued success of the Medical Mall long after founding the institution, serving as chairman
of the Board of Directors for the Jackson Medical Mall Foundation until he passed away in 2014.

PHOTO COURTESY OF JACKSON MEDICAL MALL

GREAT SOUTHERN INDUSTRIES
Founded in 1962, Great Southern Industries, Inc., has
produced and distributed packaging and shipping supplies
for more than fifty years. The company, located in Jackson,
uses its 189,000 square foot facility to manufacture
products for its customers—including corrugated boxes,
plastic and bubble wrap, and tape and labeling supplies—
and to deliver them throughout the Southeastern United
States using the company’s own fleet of delivery trucks.

PHOTO COURTESY OF GREAT SOUTHERN INDUSTRIES, INC.
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Tougaloo Southern Christian College attempted to
integrate the Jackson Public Municipal Library. The
students were arrested for “breach of peace,” but their
actions garnered the support of the local African American
community and served as a catalyst for the start of the
Jackson civil rights movement. 
On April 20, 1961, three Jackson State College

students, George Washington, Doris Bracey, and Walter
Jones, along with a Campbell College student, Johnny
Barbour Jr., boarded a city bus and sat in the whites-only
section. When they refused to move to the “colored”
section, they were arrested and charged with breach of the

peace. A month later, on May 24, 1961, the Freedom
Riders disembarked at the Jackson bus station and were
promptly arrested. In response, Jackson resident Claire
Collins Harvey founded Womanpower Unlimited to
collect supplies for the arrestees during their time Riders
in the local jails. The organization also established a
network of homes throughout the state where civil rights
activists could safely stay during their campaigns. 
In the spring of 1963, the Jackson Movement, an

organized series of protests on Capitol Street in
downtown Jackson, took place under the leadership of
Medgar Evers. Capitol Street also became the scene of

SANDERSON FARMS CHAMPIONSHIP
The Sanderson Farms Championship has been a stop on the PGA Tour since 1986, when it was called the Magnolia Classic and
hosted in Hattiesburg. The tournament has gone through several names and host cities and courses, but is now hosted by the
Country Club of Jackson and sponsored by Sanderson Farms, which is based in Laurel. The tournament helps raise money for Blair
E. Batson Children’s Hospital and other nonprofits in Mississippi. The winner of the Sanderson Farms Championship receives a
chicken-shaped trophy, monetary prize, and points which count toward the FedEx Cup. The tournament raises more than $1 million
annually for the Blair E. Batson Children’s Hospital. Since Sanderson Farms began sponsoring the event, more than $1 million has
been donated each year to nonprofits, including Blair E. Batson Children’s Hospital, across the State.

PHOTO COURTESY OF TATE K. NATIONS
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FAITH HILL 
Grammy-winning country artist Faith Hill was born on 
September 21, 1967, in Jackson. Adopted as an infant and
named Audrey Faith Perry, she grew up in the small Mississippi
town of Star. She began singing for her family when she was just
three years old, and at age seven gave her first public performance
at a local luncheon. Throughout her childhood and teenage years,
Hill sang whenever she could, and by age nineteen, she had formed
her own band that played at rodeos in and around Mississippi. This
same year, Hill left college to pursue a music career in Nashville,
where she started out working low-paying jobs and soon married
Dan Hill, a media executive. While working as a secretary at a music
firm, Hill caught her big break when Gary Morris, head of the
company, overheard her singing to herself. Morris promoted her to
demo and background singer. Given this opportunity, Hill quickly
proved her talents and landed a record deal as a solo artist. Her
first album, Take Me As I Am, was released in 1993. The most
popular of several acclaimed songs from Take Me As I Am, “Wild
One,” remained number one on country charts for a month—
making Hill the first female country artist to achieve this
long-running success in three decades. The album sold more than
3 million copies. In 1995, the title track on her second album earned

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE MISSISSIPPI SECRETARY OF STATE'S OFFICE

Hill her fourth number one song. Hill went on tour with Tim McGraw
in 1996, and the two married that fall. After the birth of their first
child, Gracie, in 1997, the couple recorded a duet, “It’s Your Love,”
which reached number one, where it stayed for six weeks. Her first
true pop-country crossover song “This Kiss” was a hit, reaching
number one on the country charts for several weeks and number
seven on the pop charts. The following year, Hill produced Faith,
her top album to date, which sold more than 6 million copies. In
1999, her major hit album Breathe debuted at number one and sold
more than 7 million copies. Her single of the same name was
considered the biggest song of the year 2000. Hill continued to
produce hits into the new millennium, and in 2000 again went on
tour with her husband. Two years later, after taking time off to
spend with her family, Hill produced Cry. The artist won Best Female
Vocal Performance for the title song in 2003. In 2005, Hill paid
homage to her Mississippi roots with the release of the song,
“Mississippi Girl,” on her album Fireflies. Both song and album
reached number one that year. Her 2006 tour with Tim McGraw is
considered the highest-earning country tour in history. Today, Hill
holds her position as one of the most prominent country singers of
the 1990s and early 2000s, and continues to record and perform
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KLLM TRANSPORT SERVICES
KLLM Transport Services began as KLM, Inc., under the ownership of Tom Kobuke, W. J. Liles, B. C. Lee, and Henry
Moudy. In 1986, Liles and Lee made the company public under the name KLLM. KLLM was incorporated as a wholly
owned subsidiary of KLLM Transport Services. The company originally transported exempt commodities and then
began hauling regulated commodities in 1982. In 2000, the company became private again under the leadership of
Jack Liles and Bernard Ebbers. KLLM was purchased by Duff Brothers Financial in 2008 and in 2013, the Duff’s
purchased Frozen Food Express Industries, Inc. Frozen Food Express combined with KLLM is one of the largest
refrigerated carriers in the United States and their freight movements cover across the forty-eight contiguous states
and Canada. KLLM is a leader in customer service and technology and is continuously expanding. They provide
transport services for many of the country’s Fortune 500 manufacturers and producers.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF KLLM TRANSPORT SERVICES, LLC
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BOBBY RUSH  
Award-winning blues musician Bobby Rush, now a Mississippi icon,
was born Emmett Ellis, Jr., on November 10, 1933 in Homer,
Louisiana. As a child, Rush’s father, a pastor, played the guitar and
harmonica, which inspired Rush to create his own music using a
sugarcane syrup container and broom wire. This homemade
instrument was Rush’s first guitar, as his family could not afford a
real one at the time. When Rush was a young teenager, his father
received a job as pastor and moved the family to Pine Bluff,
Arkansas. There, Rush’s passion for the blues intensified, as he
acquired a real guitar and began playing in local juke joints. In order
to maintain respect for his father’s position as a pastor, Rush
decided to adopt a stage name. He interacted with prominent
blues artists of the day and formed a band with Elmore James,
often playing at a local club called Jackrabbit. Rush left Arkansas
for Chicago with his family in 1953 in pursuit of an opportunity to
further develop his music career. During the middle and latter parts
of the decade, Rush had opportunities to play with legendary
bluesmen like Muddy Waters, who was his neighbor, Howlin’ Wolf,
Etta James, and many others. Rush formed his own group and
began developing his unique, funky blues style in the 1960s. He
produced his first gold certified record, entitled Chicken Heads, in
1971. Rush continued to record throughout the 1970s, and in the
early 1980s moved to Jackson, which he has called home ever
since. There, he has recorded songs such as “What’s Good for the
Goose is Good for the Gander Too,” “I Ain’t Studdin’ You,” and
“Sue, A Man Can Give (But He Sure Can’t Take It),” which became
popular juke joint tunes. Mississippi’s central southern location and
rich history in the music industry allow the artist to easily travel for
performances in nearby locations and to continue recording his
music. Rush has recorded several hundred songs over more than
five decades, garnering popular and critical acclaim not only in the
American South, but also throughout the United States and across
the globe. Known as the “King of the Chitlin’ Circuit,” today the
eighty-two year old bluesman continues to perform around the
world with much of the same energy and passion he displayed
throughout his earlier career. In 2007, Rush became the first blues
artist to perform at the Great Wall of China. Some consider his
latest album, Porcupine Meat, one of his best works and most
representative of his stand-out style. Rush has received three
Grammy Award nominations and forty-one nominations and ten
awards from the Blues Foundation. As of 2006, Rush is a member
of the Blues Hall of Fame. Tellingly, American Blues Scene stated
that Rush “deserves being mentioned in the same context as the
blues greats Muddy Waters, Sonny Boy Williamson, and B.B. King.”
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the one of the most iconic moments of the civil rights
movement when students from Tougaloo College staged a
sit-in at a whites-only lunch counter where they met a
group of angry whites from a local high school. And it
was in Jackson, in his driveway, that Medgar Evers was
assassinated just hours after President John F. Kennedy
announced his commitment to sweeping federal civil
rights legislation. 
Civil rights activities also sprang up in other parts of

the Capital Area. In Madison County, where African
Americans made up 70 percent of the total population,
George Raymond worked with the Congress of Racial

Equality (CORE) in partnership with local leaders C.O.
Chinn and Annie Devine to get African American men and
women registered to vote. In 1967, in Copiah County,
African American leaders in Hazlehurst organized an
economic boycott of white-owned businesses who
refused to comply with the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Despite the atmosphere of racial tension, the Capital

Area made remarkable progress in the area of modern
health care. In 1955, the University of Mississippi
Medical Center, a four-year medical school and teaching
hospital, opened its doors. At 491,498 square feet, the
new medical center held one medical unit, one surgical

SIMMONS CATFISH 
During the 1970s, a cotton and soybean farmer from Yazoo City, Harry Simmons, recognized a unique opportunity to join
the newly rising Delta catfish farming industry. Using aquifers located more than 100 feet below the soil surface, Simmons
transformed his fields into ponds and over the next several years, filled the ponds with catfish and expanded his farmland.
In 1982, the Simmons family established the Simmons Farmed Raised Catfish Processing Plant, allowing them to develop
their own highly marketable, quality catfish brand that has lasted more than three decades. Today, Simmons remains a
family owned and operated business under Harry’s leadership, with his daughter, Katy, using her knowledge and experience
as a professional chef to help enhance catfish preparation and promotion. Simmons offers a variety of options from whole
catfish to marinated or breaded fillets and nuggets, many of which can be found in restaurants, grocery stores, and markets
in various locations throughout the southern United States. 

PHOTO BY JOHNNY JENNINGS
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NEW STAGE THEATRE   
For more than fifty years, New Stage Theatre, located in the
Belhaven neighborhood of Jackson, has offered a professional
theatre environment for the people of Mississippi and surrounding
states. Jane Reid Petty—with the help of a seven-member board,
the American National Theatre Academy, and Actors’ Equity
Association—established New Stage Theatre as a nonprofit
organization in 1965. Initially located in a 150-seat church on the
corner of Gallatin and Hooker Streets, the theatre held its first
season of plays in early 1966. After thirteen successful seasons,
New Stage moved to its present location in 1978. There, with
more auditorium and office space, New Stage was able to build
on its already significant contribution to the arts in Mississippi.
From the 1980s to present, the governing board and members of
New Stage—along with many community partners—have worked
to ensure that Mississippians have access to the highest quality
theatre facility and resources, top artists and playwrights, and
innovative projects. When the Eudora Welty New Play Series was
established in 1984 in honor of the writer and lifetime New Stage
board member, Petty spoke of the vision for the program and the
theatre as whole, explaining that its focus on new work stems from
the state’s rich literary tradition and “provides the creative meeting
of playwright and performing artists that nurtures the art of the
dramatist and the present and future vitality of the American
theatre.” Today, New Stage continues to bring new plays to life
through the Welty Series and other programs, and hosts a variety
of other plays each year. The entire facility—which contains the
364-seat Meyer Crystal Auditorium, the Jimmy Hewes Room,
housing for actors, and office space—was named the Jane Reid
Petty Theatre Center for its founder in 1997. The 12,000-square-
foot complex is used not only for performances, but also for
educational and community outreach purposes such as internships
and theatre classes for people of all ages. In 1995, New Stage
received the Governor’s Award for Excellence in the Arts for its
many years of dedication to theatre production and education in
Mississippi.
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FLOOD OF 1979
The most devastating and costly flood to ever occur in Mississippi was the 1979 Easter flood. The damages were
equal to $1.63 billion in current dollars. On April 11, 1979, heavy thunderstorms moved into western Mississippi and
lasted for thirty-six hours. By April 13, rain totaled eight inches over the Pearl Basin and up to twenty inches in the
east central part of the state. The Pearl River was more than fifteen feet above flood stage and the flooding occurred
when the levees became overwhelmed with heavy rain upstream. More than 17,000 residents of Jackson, Flowood,
Pearl, Richland, and other communities were forced out of their homes and most of downtown Jackson was under
water. Water was nine feet deep at the Mississippi Fairgrounds. In 1979, flood stage in Jackson was eighteen feet;
now it has been raised to twenty-eight feet. Four people died as a result of the flooding.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY
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unit, a pediatric department, a nursery, and ten operating
rooms. It was built on the former location of the
antiquated state asylum, a siting that symbolized the full
evolution of Jackson into the state’s center of politics,
healthcare, and economy. Once the Jackson medical
center opened, the two-year medical school at the Oxford
campus of the University of Mississippi moved to the
capital city, and the old charity hospital in Jackson closed.
In 1963, the University of Mississippi Medical Center
made history when Dr. James Hardy performed the first
lung transplant. 

The Capital Area Today
Since the selection of Jackson as the capital city in

1821, the Capital Area and its residents have seen
tremendous growth and change. Once rural farmland,
Hinds and its surrounding counties have become a mix of
urban, suburban, and rural populations. Although Jackson
was initially slow to grow, it now serves as the hub of
politics, education, healthcare, and commerce in
Mississippi. Economic growth, especially in Hinds,
Rankin, and Madison counties, has been especially
notable. 
Perhaps one of the most robust industries to bring jobs

and revenue to the Capital Area has been the auto
industry. In 2003, Nissan entered into talks with the state
of Mississippi to open a plant in Madison County in the
small town of Canton. Both a groundbreaking and historic
moment for Canton, the plant brought automotive
production to Mississippi for the first time. The Nissan
plant has become an economic force and paved the way
for more automotive plants in other parts of the state.
Today, it employs more than 6,000 people from 61 of the
state’s 82 counties. In addition to this impressive
employee count, Nissan has also contributed more than
$11 million to local causes as part of its commitment to
central Mississippi. Nissan is also a supporter of
education, having granted more than $430,000 in full
tuition as well as funding over forty education initiatives
impacting the lives of area residents.
Rankin County is also becoming a focal point for

corporate businesses and retailers. In fall 2013, the
Outlets of Mississippi, noted as the largest and most
diverse outlet in the area, opened in Rankin County. The

shopping center has 300,000 square feet of retail and
restaurant space. It also houses more than eighty stores
ranging from designer brands to body shops. Because of
significant growth and development, Rankin County’s
population is increasing as people are searching for city
conveniences in a small-town environment. Rankin
County has one of the highest average household incomes
in Mississippi, a robust population growth, and it
currently maintains the lowest unemployment in the state. 
In Simpson County, one recent economic success story

is a family-owned business that has been in existence
since 1969. In 1974, John Polk purchased Polk’s Meat
Product from his parents and has built upon its early
accomplishments. In May 2000, Polk’s built a state of the
art facility in Magee to carry the family business into the
new millennium and has increased its production by five
times. Since that time, John Polk has been able to merge
other companies in the family brand after buying out
Hickory Hollow Farms and Magnolia Brand labels. In
2001, Polk’s daughter, Julie Polk Breazeale, assumed the
role of CEO. Under her leadership, Polk’s grew to be the
largest smoked meat processor in the state of Mississippi
with plans to expand into new markets nationwide.
Sanderson Farms, a poultry processing company in

Laurel, was incorporated in 1955 and opened a plant in
Hazlehurst in 1961. Since that time, Sanderson Farms has
become a national stock exchange company and has been
successful in merging other companies under its umbrella.
It has redefined the chicken processing industry, and as a
result it has seen tremendous growth. Now head-
quartered out of the Pine Belt, Sanderson Farms processes
10.625 million chickens per week and has annual sales of
more than $2.8 billion. Fred Adams started his egg farm
in Bolton, Cal-Maine Foods, which now represents
around 23 percent of all egg shell consumption in the
country.
The history of the Capital Area reflects the

complexities of the state, its people, and its legacy of
growth and struggle. At times its six counties has
accurately reflected the climate of politics, economy, and
culture that defined other parts of the state. The diversity
of people and economies that have defined the area make
it a microcosm of the entire state.

Although Jackson was initially slow to grow, it now serves as the hub of politics, education,
healthcare, and commerce in Mississippi. Economic growth, especially in Hinds, Rankin,
and Madison counties, has been especially notable. 
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COUNTIES
Clarke: Founded in 1833. County seat is Quitman.

Jasper: Founded in 1833. County seats are Bay Springs and Paulding.
Kemper: Founded in 1833. County seat is DeKalb.

Lauderdale: Founded in 1833. County seat is Meridian.
Leake: Founded in 1833. County seat is Carthage.

Neshoba: Founded in 1833. County seat is Philadelphia.
Scott: Founded in 1833. County seat is Forest.
Smith: Founded in 1833. County seat is Raleigh.
Newton: Founded in 1836. County seat is Decatur.
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The East Central region of Mississippi is composed of Clarke, Kemper,
Lauderdale, Newton, Neshoba, Jasper, Leake, Smith, and Scott counties.
The region can be divided into a number of sub-regions. The Yellow
Loam region includes all or portions of Leake, Scott, Newton, Kemper,

and Lauderdale. The Strong River region encompasses those lands along the river of
that name and runs southwestwardly through Smith, Rankin, and Simpson counties,
past the town of D’Lo and into the Pearl River. The Northeastern Prairie region, with
fine prairie soil, is productive for cotton, cereals, fruit, clover, and grasses, and dips
into Northeast Kemper County. 

The Flatwoods region is a narrow belt bordering the Northeastern Prairie region to
the west that slips slightly into Kemper County, but remains mostly north of the
county. Bordering on the south, the Central Prairie and Long Leaf Pine regions include
South Leake, Scott, north Smith, Newton, Jasper, Lauderdale, and Clarke counties.
Further south is the Long-Leaf (Yellow) Pine region encompassing the southern
portions of Smith, Scott, Jasper, and Lauderdale counties and all of Clarke County. 

These vastly diverse regions drew a multitude of cultures and ethnicities with the
hopes and dreams of new lives and fresh starts, all of whom contributed to the social,
political, spiritual, and economic development of the East Central region.

MISSISSIPPI’S GIANT HOUSE PARTY 
When the Neshoba County Fair first started in 1889 as an agricultural fair, attendees would stay in wagons
and tents. Around 1898, people began to build cabins to stay in during the fair. There are now more than
600 cabins on the property that are passed down through families. A tradition for generations, the Neshoba
County Fair is the largest county fair and the only remaining campsite fair in the United States. While the
original agricultural aspect still remains a part of the attraction, political speeches, carnival rides, and family
cabins have all added to the culture surrounding the fair. The site of the only licensed horse-track in
Mississippi, the Neshoba County Fair has harness races every afternoon and three horse races during the
week. Betting on horse races is illegal in Mississippi, but many people still gather around the track and on
cabin porches to watch and cheer for the competitors. 
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The Early Years—The Choctaws 
Before the Treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek and the

division of Mississippi’s East Central region, Choctaw
settlements and trails populated the area. The greatest
concentration of Choctaws in Mississippi was in Kemper
County, with the second largest concentration in Neshoba
County. Along the minor tributaries of the Tombigbee
River, Choctaw settlements were almost continuous. 
In North Lauderdale County, Coosha (also Concha or

Kunshak meaning Canebrake) extended over two miles
along Little Lost Horse Creek. In that area, clusters of
hamlets separated by fields of vegetables and thickets of
plums formed the town. So well-known were Coosha
Town’s fields, when English naturalist William Bartram
passed through in 1777, he wrote “They [the Choctaw] are
said to be the most ingenious and industrious
Husbandment….by which means their territories are much
more generally cultivated and better inhabited than any
other Indian republic we know of.” East of Coosha on
Ponta Creek, was the village of Ponta or Pante. 
Indian trails ran in straight lines as nearly as possible

and connected major Choctaw towns. The trails (mostly
rugged paths, though some were well marked) usually
followed streams and valleys. They became roads for the
pioneer and later became main trading roads. Deeply worn
paths remained traceable for more than 100 years after
abandonment. 

The trail on Danville’s map of 1732 led from the old
trading route at Chickasawhay in the East Central region
in what is now Clarke County, to “Concha-Tchitou, the
Great Village of Canes” in the southwest corner of
Lauderdale County along the Chunky Creek. American
soldiers in the Creek war utilized the paths to the
Tombigbee River. One path of great military importance
ran from Holitasha at Dekalb, westward through what is
now Jackson and on to the Mississippi near Vicksburg.
That trail, later called the Old Jackson Military Road, was
used by General Andrew Jackson in marching troops to
the Battle of New Orleans. 
The Choctaw-Bay St. Louis trail followed the current

state Highway 11 from Meridian to Poplarville, then the
State Routes 53, 603 and US Route 90 to Bay St. Louis.
Approximately three miles north of Bay Springs, the Old
Jackson Military Highway from New Orleans to Nashville
crossed the upper branch of the Federal Horse Path (Three
Chopped Way) from Evergreen, Alabama, to Natchez. 

Established in 1807 between Natchez and Burnt Corn,
Alabama, Three Chopped Way connected the Federal
Highway with another major road, the Natchez Trace.
Three Chopped Way was one main route for settlers
coming into central Mississippi to establish claims. It was
also one of the first mail routes and the first road through
Alabama.  

The Memphis-Pontotoc-Mobile trail led from the
Chickasaw Bluff on the Mississippi River at the present
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SULLIVAN’S HOLLOW 
Once an area where family disputes occurred, Sullivan’s Hollow, a valley near Mize in Smith County, was not a place where outsiders
were welcome. One large, extended family lived in Sullivan’s Hollow, and legends report many of them were unruly with no respect for
a law outside their hollow. Moonshine runners, highwaymen, and other people of dubious morals lived and fought each other in the
area, and while there are still Sullivans in the hollow, they have been at peace for generations now. 
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BAY SPRINGS 
Named for a natural spring that flowed from the bottom of a bay tree, Bay Springs was a
bustling town even before it was incorporated in 1904. The many natural springs surrounding
the area are still used for baptisms and are reputed to have healing properties. 
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site of Memphis to the Chickasaw towns in Pontotoc
County, then southwesterly to the Choctaw towns in
Neshoba and Kemper counties. From there it went to the
Native American settlements of the Mobile, Tohome, and
other tribes around Mobile Bay. 

The Cotton Gin Port, St. Stephens, and Mobile Trail
connected with the Memphis, Pontotoc, Mobile Bay
Trail near present day State Line. North of that location
the trail.

Between 1785 and 1820, passports were issued to
emigrants traveling south and west into the new territory.
These passports consisted of statements from local
officials and neighbors testifying to the good standing of
the applicant. They were signed by the governor of the
state from which they hailed. Some of these pioneers
settled in the East Central region. In 1790, Sciple’s Mill
near DeKalb began as a cotton mill.

A-Push-ma-ta-ha-hu-bi, better known as Pushmataha,
o ne of the greatest American Indians, was born in

WILLIAMS BROTHERS GENERAL STORE  
Brown and Amzie Williams established the Williams Brothers General Store in Philadelphia in 1907. The popular country store
quickly developed a reputation for its wide variety of quality merchandise, including anything from clothing to animal feed. Through
the years, the Williams family worked together to run the store, and interestingly, Brown Williams also worked as a highway
commissioner for the state of Mississippi. The store attracted such widespread attention that, in 1939, National Geographic
magazine included a feature about Williams Brothers. Today, Williams Brothers remains a family-owned-and-operated business,
with Sid Williams, his aunt, Peggy Dees, and her daughter, Jane Crosswhite, serving as co-owners. The store currently employs
more than fifty people, and five of those employees have worked there for more than three decades. In addition to the many
loyal local Philadelphia customers, thousands of tourists and out-of-town guests visit the store each year. Many customers travel
from afar to purchase the store’s high-quality meats. In fact, Williams Brothers has become known for their bacon, selling
approximately two tons per week. Visitors are often surprised to find what appears to be a simple country store contains hundreds
of desirable, up-to-date products. Although Williams Brothers is stocked with modern merchandise, such as designer clothes and
shoes. The store maintains a look and atmosphere very similar to that of its early years.  
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Mississippi around 1764. It is said his name means, “His
arm and all the weapons in his hands are fatal to his foes.”
He was born on the east bank of the Noxubee River, not
far from Macon, Mississippi. He was orphaned when his
parents were killed in the wars against the Osages and the
Creeks. Becoming chief while having no family
connections within the tribe was a rarity. Legend shares a
time when lightning struck a tree, killing many in the
Choctaw tribe. Pushmataha stepped forth from behind the
burned tree and the survivors asked him from where he
had come. “From the Great Spirit,” he answered. 

He once said, “Pushmataha has no ancestors; the sun
was his father, the moon, his mother. A mighty storm
swept the earth midst the roar of thunder; the lightning
split a mighty oak and Pushmataha stepped forth a full-
fledged warrior.” 

Some historians credit Pushmataha as much as
Andrew Jackson for victory in the War of 1812.
Pushmataha and his 700 warriors also served Jackson and
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WEIDMAN’S
Weidman’s Restaurant, founded by immigrants, has been at
its current location in downtown Meridian since 1923. The
establishment’s first location was at the Union Hotel. 

BLACK BOTTOM PIE 
AND PEANUT BUTTER 
Weidman’s has been serving family recipes since 1870.
Peanut butter in locally made crocks and crackers on every
table are a Weisman’s tradition dating back to World War II. 

his army against the Creeks in 1813 at the Battle of
Horseshoe Bend. One year later in the Battle of New
Orleans, Pushmataha, a brigadier-general of the American
army, led 800 Choctaws alongside Jackson’s army against
the British. 

As the Revolutionary War was coming to an end, half-
brothers Pierre and Charles Juzan moved into the
Mississippi Territory and settled in the Choctaw Nation.
Taking Choctaw wives, Pierre lived at the Native
American village Chunky Chitto (Newton County) and
Charles Juzan at the Native American village Koosa
(Coosa) Town (Lauderdale County).  For sixteen days in
February 1814, during the War of 1812, Private Charles
Juzan served under the command of Major General
Andrew Jackson. Pierre served as a Captain under Jackson
from December 1814 to March 1815 and was in charge of
a company of 200 Choctaws. The brothers established and
ran trading posts at Native American villages and in
Tuscahoma (Choctaw County, Alabama). 

Doak’s Treaty of 1820 was ratified by the U.S. Senate
on January 8, 1821, and ceded approximately 6 million
acres of the Choctaw Nation in exchange for about 13
million acres in the Arkansas Territory. Pushmataha and
Puckshanubbee insisted a large sum to be set aside as a
perpetual school fund for the education of Choctaw youth.

In late September 1824, a Choctaw delegation set out
for Washington. They met with Senator John C. Calhoun of
South Carolina for negotiations concerning another
Choctaw cession. The Choctaw delegation held fast in their
refusal to cede any more land, though they agreed to move
the boundary of their Arkansas territory. In Pushmataha’s
address to the Secretary of War, he said, “I can boast and tell
the truth that none of the Choctaws ever drew bow against

PHOTOS BY GREG CAMPBELL
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THE GYPSY QUEEN 
Kelly Mitchell, Queen of the Gypsies, is buried in Meridian.
Mitchell died while giving birth of what was rumored to be her
fifteenth child. Even though she lived in a gypsy camp in
Coatopa, Alabama, the Gypsy Queen was buried in Rose Hill
Cemetery because this was the closest town with proper
funeral facilities. The funeral took place twelve days after her
death in order to give gypsies from all over the country time
to travel to Meridian. More than 20,000 Romani people
attended the funeral which turned in to an extravagant festival.
Gifts, trinkets, and other offerings are still left on her grave in
hopes that she will provide answers from beyond this world.

PHOTO BY GREG CAMPBELL

the United States. We have held the hand of the United
States so long that our nails are long like bird’s claws.” 

In August 1826, the three main Choctaw chiefs met
back in Mississippi to establish a national constitution
whereby no district could sell or cede any portion of
Choctaw land without the full and fair consent of the other
two districts. In addition, no chief could create a contract
involving annuity money without the consent of the other
two chiefs.

On January 19, 1830, the state of Mississippi extended
its laws over all the Native Americans residing in the state.
Tribal governments were established and the office of chief
was outlawed. A few months later, the Indian Removal Act
was passed by the national congress on May 28, 1830.
Treaties proposed by the Choctaws to halt removal were
rejected. 

The Treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek, dated 
September 27, 1830, surrendered the Choctaw land of
fields, forests, rivers, streams and wildlife in return for the
promise that the Choctaw could make their own laws
without government interference and that the government
would provide transportation for the removal of the
Choctaw Nation from Mississippi to Oklahoma. Most
Choctaws traveled in their own groups on the Trail of Tears
and many died along the way from the cold, severe weather. 

Article XIV of the treaty granted the Choctaw much
land in what became Neshoba County. Those choosing to
remain were promised about 640 acres. Half of that amount
was also provided for each unmarried child over ten years
of age and a quarter section for each child under ten, all of
which would be adjoining lands. Many early deeds record
land sales from the Choctaw to white settlers. Since the
relocation to Oklahoma, the Oklahoma Choctaws have been
called the Choctaw Nation and the Choctaws remaining in
Mississippi call themselves the Mississippi Band of
Choctaw Indians.

The Creation of Counties
The Legislative Act of December 23, 1833, created

from the area recorded in the Treaty of Dancing Rabbit
Creek the counties of Noxubee, Kemper, Lauderdale,
Clarke, Oktibbeha, Winston, Choctaw, Tallahatchie,
Yalobusha, Carroll, Jasper, Neshoba, Smith, Scott, Leake,
and Attala. The same act altered the boundaries of
Lowndes, Madison, and Wayne counties to extend county
jurisdiction into all parts of the territory acquired by the
Treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek. 

Clarke County was named in honor of Judge Joshua
G. Clarke, the first Chancellor of the State. Quitman, the
county seat, was named for General John A. Quitman, an
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officer in the Mexican war, second chancellor of the state,
and a Mississippi governor. 

Jasper County was named for Sergeant William Jasper
of Fort Moultrie (South Carolina) fame. Originally
occupied by the Six Town tribe of the Choctaw, Jasper
County was formed out of Jones and Wayne counties. The
county seat of Paulding was named for John Paulding,
who assisted in capturing Major Andre during the
Revolutionary War. In 1906, by an act of the legislature,
Jasper County was divided into two judicial districts.
Paulding served the seat of the Eastern District, and Bay
Springs became the seat of the Western District.

Kemper County was named after Reuben Kemper, an
American soldier in the Florida, Mexican, and 1812 wars. 

Leake County was named for Governor Walter Leake,
a member of the 1817 Constitutional Convention, a United
States senator, and twice-elected governor of Mississippi. 

Scott County was named in honor of Abram M. Scott,
the seventh governor of Mississippi. On February 8, 1838,
the county was enlarged to 597 square miles of territory. 

Smith County was named for Major David Smith who
served as a private in the Revolutionary War at Kings
Mountain, Cowpens, and Eutaw Springs. The first county
seat was at Fairfield, four miles south of present day
Raleigh. Not long afterward, it was relocated to Raleigh,
named for Sir Walter Raleigh. Lauderdale County was
named in honor of Colonel James Lauderdale of the War
of 1812. The county seat remained at Marion (and Marion
Station) until 1866, when Meridian became the seat. 

The County of “Neshoba” derives its name from
Nashoba, the Choctaw word for wolf.  In the beginning,
Neshoba had three county seats because Newton County
had not yet been formed. The courthouse was located at
Old Union, a village that became a thriving town. 

Newton County was created due to various economic,
political, and transportation issues in Neshoba County. An
act of the Mississippi legislature on February 26, 1836,
enabled Neshoba County to split and create Newton
County from the southern half. Newton County was
named in honor of Sir Isaac Newton, and Decatur is the
county seat.

Early Roads
Many early roads followed Native American trails,

such as the stage road through Lauderdale Springs and
Daleville, which were among the first communities to
have stagecoach service. Original surveys showed a road
running southwest to northeast between Lauderdale and
Enterprise. This was probably the early route of U.S.
Highway 11 and most likely ran through present-day
Meridian by way of Sixth Street. 

One mail and stage route was possibly the “Choctaw
Trail.” On that route in 1800, a stagecoach stop was
established in the community of Lauderdale. A major stage
line was the Jemison and Ficklin. Coaches arrived in
Marion on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday evenings and
stopped at the Bains Hotel in the town square so
passengers could eat in the hotel’s café. 

Other important roads were the Marion–Livingston
Road and the Gaston Road running from Marion to
Alabama by way of Alamucha. An early road to Alabama
probably followed the route of Highway 19 through
Lauderdale County. Decatur Road from Marion may have
followed today’s Seventh Street in Meridian. Under the
management of B. B. Smith, Lauderdale Springs resort
had a two-story hotel, cottages, bathhouses, and a dance
pavilion. A first-class stage line took guests to and from
the hotel to Lauderdale and Marion Stations in Lauderdale
County.

By late 1835, Scott, Newton, and Lauderdale county
residents had persuaded the legislature to establish a mail
route from Jackson eastward through Brandon, to the three
county seats of Scott, Newton and Lauderdale counties
passing through Alamucha to the county seat of Sumter
County, Alabama. Postal authorities wished to upgrade
three routes to Lauderdale County so that the coaches
pulled by four horses would have greater speeds. 

Early Schools
Usually located near a spring or creek to ensure ample

water supply, schoolhouses were normally one room log
structures with bench seats and a fireplace at one end.
Church services, community meetings, and justice of the
peace court could also be held in the school. When a new

Many early roads followed Native American trails, such as the stage road
through Lauderdale Springs and Daleville, which were among the first
communities to have stagecoach service.
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church was built in the community, the school often
moved into the old church building. 

In the East Central region, a school was built on the
west side of the Chickasawhay River in Enterprise.
Daleville was home to the Cooper Institute, an important
school in the 1800s. Also in Lauderdale County, there
were academies like White Sulfur Springs Academy in
Lauderdale and Walnut Springs Academy in the
Alamucha area. 

Higher education academies were Marion Academy,
established in 1837, and Alamucha, formed in 1838. Later
Pinckney-Vaughn Academy and the Cook Academy were
founded. In 1840, John Newton Waddel settled in Jasper
County and established Montrose Academy in 1841,
which became the educational center of Southeast
Mississippi. Alabamian William H. Hardy taught school at
Montrose in Jasper County and was the founder of the
Sylvarena Academy in Smith County. 

Early Commerce
Keeping up with the news was important even in the

earliest years of the East Central region. It was vital to
commerce that residents be informed on what was
happening throughout the region. The Eastern Clarion
newspaper started in Jasper County in 1837, but was sold
the same year and moved to Meridian. At the end of the
Civil War, the paper was moved to Jackson where it
merged with other publications and became the Daily
Clarion-Ledger in 1888. 

In January 1854, Marion residents Con Rea and
Charles Wesley Henderson purchased an interest in the
Lauderdale Republican newspaper founded by William
Penn Andrews around 1851. The Lauderdale Republican
kept citizens up-to-date on newsworthy items and
business activities. 

As the Lauderdale County seat, Marion grew
politically, economically, and socially. Peddlers in the area
had to pay annual fees to the county where they traded. In
Marion, those on foot paid around $100, and those selling
from vehicles paid as high as $200. In the mid-1800s,
licenses were issued to Moses Rosenbaum; Lipman [sic]
Levy; Aaron, Leopold and Moses Lowenstein; Samuel
Loeb; and Isaac Mayer.

Free citizens shopped at general stores and males did
the most of the buying, which included household items
and cloth requested by the wives. The general store
became the gathering place for men, a place to talk
politics, share stories, play checkers, whittle, share a drink
or two, and spit tobacco. 

The stores dealt mostly in credit sales (most all names

in the store’s credit ledger were male) and little in cash
sales, although store proprietors preferred the latter. Cash
sales were more exception than the rule, so advertisements
enticed cash paying consumers with great discounts on
merchandise and stated that credit sales were only made to
responsible persons. 

Rarely did the men, or even their women, shop for
variety and fashion. Wives and daughters might on
occasion sign for various items, mostly cloth and sewing
tools, but rarely did they disturb a gathering of men. Town
women especially avoided farmers who had come to town,
especially on a Saturday when drunkenness occurred. In
extremely rural areas, ready-made clothing was rarely
available since it was generally seen by the farmers as a
luxury and a frivolous expense. 

General stores usually advertised cloth, hats, and
shoes for negroes. Clothes for the slaves were usually cut
and sewn from the same inexpensive colorless cloth so
slaves belonging the same family dressed alike. Osnaburg,
also called “negro cloth,” was very inexpensive, but
durable. While slave owners did provide the bare
necessities of clothing and footwear to slaves, many slave
owners became suspicious when slaves needed or asked
for more than was given once or twice a year. Oftentimes,
if winter clothes still looked reasonably acceptable, slaves
might not receive clothes for summer.

Mississippi plantation diaries and account books
reveal that on occasion slaves received payment for work
beyond their normal responsibilities, but mostly on
special occasions like Christmas. Slaves could spend their
money at the general store with the consent of his or her
owner. Some slaves saved up their money to buy their
freedom. Others bought colorful cloth, silk fringe, and
belts, items that helped distinguish them as individuals.
They also bought musical instruments, candles, and
lanterns. Most bought snuff and tobacco, which all
nineteenth century Americans considered necessities.
Slaveholders believed that providing slaves a little
spending money eased tensions and kept the slaves
contented enough not to run off. 

The East Central region relied on its agricultural assets
and waterways to drive economic development and was
therefore subject to the elements, such as droughts, floods,
and tornados. To respond to the state’s efforts to
industrialize, the district worked to serve its agricultural
and forestry resources through cotton gins, sawmills, farm
implement manufacturers, grain millers, carriage makers,
and leather finishers. 

With the increasing wealth in the South,
Mississippians and other Southerners felt they did not
need to rely on the United States and pay the heavy tariffs
and duties on import and export trade. Clarke County
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LUMBER  
The late 1800s and early 1900s saw the arrival of logging railways in Mississippi. Before railroads connected logging camps
to sawmills, the mills were restricted to being on rivers where barges of wood could be floated to them. Railroads such as
those operated by the Mississippi Lumber Company provided valuable transportation and revenue. Mississippi’s vast forests
make lumber one of its primary natural resources. The sawmill in Quitman was built around 1900 and harvested 75,000 feet
of board every day. From 1905 to 1915, Mississippi was one of three states which produced most of the nation’s lumber.
Crandall was one of the hubs of the logging industry in the Magnolia State. Once the site of a hardwood mill, only parts of
the foundation of the mill are visible today. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI RAILS, GIL HOFFMAN COLLECTION
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resident, Colonel W. A. Ward of Enterprise said, “We can
trade direct with Europe, ship our cotton there, the (English
and French) merchant can afford to give us more for it and
sell (his wares) to us cheaper than the Northern merchants
can; the farmer will have no extravagant duties to pay as he
does now, and a large proportion of which goes to the
support of those who are unfriendly to slave labor.” 

Slavery in the East Central Region
The 1850 U.S. Census counted over 1,600 slaves in

Clarke County. By the 1860 Census, the Clarke County
population included 5,692 whites, three “free colored,”
and 5,076 slaves. There were sizable plantations in the
Shubuta area, including the Lang Plantation in the
Langsdale community in Clarke County. Small farms and
some large plantations spread out along the Chickasawhay
River and creek banks. Clarke County especially
depended on the cultivation of cotton and the
Chickasawhay River that provided a travel route for
flatboats and keelboats to market the crops. 

Situated at an intersection of the era’s few main roads,
Paulding was a major commerce hub as the seat of Jasper
County. The large brick courthouse was constructed of
bricks manufactured on-site by slaves. Kemper County
prospered due to its fertile soil where cotton, corn,
vegetables, and other crops were grown. Kemper
Countian Frank T. Scott bought and sold slaves. He
constructed the first grist mills, gin, sawmill, whiskey still,
thread and cloth factory, tan yard, and shoe shop. At the
surrender of the South during the Civil War, Scott released
300 slaves.

In 1836, the state auditor reported 1,830 free persons
and 760 colored people in Lauderdale County. But by the
1850 U. S. Census, the number of slaves in Newton
County was around 1,000, Scott County close to 1,200,
Jasper County around 1,800, and Smith County around
800. Lauderdale County had reached to more than 3,000
slaves, and Kemper County had close to 5,000 slaves. By
the 1860 Census, the Slave Schedule revealed an increase
in slaves with Lauderdale and Clarke counties, each
having approximately 5,000 slaves and Kemper County
over 5,700 slaves.

In Lauderdale County, B. F. Moore owned twelve
slave houses, W. T. Cole owned thirty, L. A. Ragsdale

owned three, and E. A. Durr owned fifteen. The U. S.
Census was not taken of Neshoba County until 1840. In
1850, 1,135 slaves made up about one-fourth of the
county’s population. By 1860, the population had grown
to 8,343, which included 2,152 slaves. Neshoba was one
of the smaller cotton-producing communities and ranked
forty-eight out of fifty-nine counties in cotton production.
The largest cotton producers in the county were E.
Meredith, A. S. Lee, F. M. Huton, and Joseph Wilson.

The Growth of Transportation
Before the railroad, most mills and logging operations

were located near streams or on the coast where the
lumber could be easily transported by water. Some of the
squared timbers and lumber produced in Clarke County
were sent overseas by way of Mobile. An early pioneer of
steamboat travel was Captain Thomas Woolverton, owner
and captain of the steamboat Piney Woods. In the early
1840s, John J. McRae helped introduce steamboat travel
on the river and sponsored roundtrips from Lake
Pontchartrain to Enterprise.

The Jackson & Brandon Railroad and Bridge
Company, incorporated February 5, 1836, and
reincorporated February 5, 1841. The line began in 1841,
with grading completed in 1845. The road was completed
and opened for operation in 1849. The roads were built
almost entirely by slave labor. One historian estimated
that 75 percent of the labor on all railroads was performed
by slaves. For example, the Jackson & Brandon line
owned more than 200 slaves. 

The railroad between Brandon and Morton, twenty-
one miles in length, was completed in 1858. Rails were
laid through Newton County in the latter part of 1860.

The Southern Railroad Company was chartered in
Mississippi on February 23, 1846, to construct a railroad
from Brandon to the Mississippi-Alabama state line that
would connect into Alabama. However, the charter lapsed
before any construction commenced. Still, railroad
construction became a top priority in Mississippi and
during John J. McRae’s administration, the state
legislature appropriated $2,218,000 for building railroads
in the state. 

The Mobile & Ohio Railroad became one of the
country’s first land grant railroads, meaning the federal
government ceded to the railroad company land for a

Before the railroad, most mills and logging operations were located near streams 
or on the coast where the lumber could be easily transported by water.
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right-of-way. In turn, the railroad company sold the land to
individuals and corporations to obtain needed capital to
construct the rail lines. The Southern Railroad Company
reincorporated as a Mississippi corporation on March 9,
1850. On September 20, 1850, Congress donated land to
Alabama and Mississippi to assist in the construction of
the Mobile & Ohio (M & O) Railroad. 

On February 10, 1852, the Gainesville & Mississippi
Railroad was incorporated to build from the river town of
Gainesville, Alabama, to the nearest connection with the
Mobile & Ohio Railroad in Mississippi, which happened
to be Narkeeta in Kemper County. On February 14, 1854,
the charter was amended to change the name of the
railroad to Mississippi, Gainesville & Tuscaloosa
Railroad. 

In July 1852, Southern Railroad Company acquired
the Jackson & Brandon Railroad and Bridge Company’s
line between Jackson and Brandon, encompassing lands,
depots, slaves, engines, and cars, and proceeded east.
Marion resident Con Rea predicted that Marion, the
county seat of Lauderdale County, would be the primary
beneficiary. He was wrong.

A railroad right-of-way granted by Congress could be
twelve to thirty miles wide, making the M & O a large
landowner in Lauderdale County. The M & O sold much
of the land at prices four times greater than the price of
public land. In June 1857, it sold 1,200 acres at land
auctions held at Lauderdale Springs and Marion Station.
In 1858, 500 lots were offered for sale at public outcry in
the “City of Ragsdale” alias “Meridian.”

Citizens L.A. Ragsdale and John Ball worked together
to bring the Southern Railroad to Meridian. The Southern
Railroad headed east in 1859. Originally, the line was set
for Enterprise, a thriving community in Clarke County.
When Enterprise residents rejected the line, Ragsdale and
Ball joined efforts in bringing the Southern into their
village by promising both land and assistance. The deal
sealed, Ragsdale and Ball publicized and promoted the
coming of the Southern. 

On February 10, 1860, the Mississippi legislature
passed the following: “Be it enacted by the Legislature of
the State of Mississippi that all that piece, parcel or tract of
country known as the whole of Section 18, township 6,
Range 16, east and the west half of the N. W. quarter of
Section 17, Township 6, Range 16, east be incorporated
under the name and style of the city of Meridian.”

Legend has it that Ball and Ragsdale feuded over the
name of the proposed city so much so that the sign at the
train depot changed day to day from Ragsdale City to
Meridian to Sowashee. The name of the village was changed
to Meridian by William C. Smedes, president of the
Southern Railroad Company, at the suggestion of John Ball. 

The Growth of the Cotton Economy
The railroad was crucial for transporting cotton,

America’s leading export. The cotton industry one of the
world’s largest industries, generating vast amounts of
money for the United States which enabled the nation to
borrow money in global markets. Mississippi was the
largest cotton-producing state in America. Following
statehood, the white population grew from 5,179 in 1800
to 353,901 in 1860. The slave population expanded from
3,489 to 436,631. Cotton production in Mississippi
skyrocketed from zero in 1800 to 535.1 million pounds in
1859. Producing 75 percent of the cotton supplied to
Britain’s cotton mills, the South’s role in a global economy
included Europe, New York, other New England states,
and the American west. 

Slave-produced cotton aided New York City’s
commercial dominance and was the driving force for
territorial expansion in the Old
Southwest. It was the major
reason for trade between
Europe and the United States.
New England had 52 percent
of the manufacturing
establishments in the United
States and 75 percent of the
5.14 million spindles in
operation nationwide.
Massachusetts possessed 30
percent of all spindles with
Rhode Island having another
18 percent. New England mills consumed 283.7 million
pounds of cotton, or 67 percent of the 422.6 million
pounds of cotton used by mills in the United States in
1860. At the onset of the Civil War, New England’s
economy depended upon the textile industry and the labor
of slaves in the South.

In short, Cotton was not only the backbone of the
South; it was the backbone of America, and slaves provided
the backbone for the supply the cotton demand. The railroad
fueled the state’s growing need for slave labor, not only in
cotton, but in the building of railroads. Although most
Southerners didn’t own slaves, most grew defensive of the
institution because of its economic benefits, justifying their
view by saying the benevolent institution of slavery kept
slaves fed, clothed, and occupied. 

The M & O started construction through Clarke
County in the 1850s and was completed April 22, 1861,
providing ready access to Mobile, Alabama and the Ohio
River in the North. The 472-mile line was the longest in
the South. The line between Vicksburg and Meridian was
in operation two months after the first shot of the Civil

The railroad was
crucial for

transporting cotton,
America’s leading

export. 
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DENTZEL CAROUSEL 
Built in 1896 with hand-carved horses, the Dentzel Carousel came home to Meridian in
1909 after being on display in the 1904 St. Louis World’s Fair. The Dentzel Carousel is
one of eleven carousels nationwide designated as a National Landmark.

PHOTO BY GREG CAMPBELL
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War was fired at Fort Sumter, South Carolina, on April 12,
1861. On May 29, 1861, the first train pulled by the
Mazzeppa, rolled over the Southern into Ball’s Store in
Meridian at 6:45 a.m. On board were the Vicksburg
Southerners of the Confederate Army. 

Because the railroad had missed Marion by two miles,
Marion Station was built where the current Marion exists
today and became the county seat. Newton offered the
only station between Jackson and Meridian with a
sidetrack where two trains could meet and pass. That
affected Newton greatly during the Civil War.

The War Between the States 
(1861-1865)

The East Central region contributed more than 170
Confederate companies to the South’s cause in the Civil
War. William H. Hardy organized and was elected captain
of a unit of volunteers from Smith County that became H
Company (The Defenders) of the 16th Mississippi
Infantry. The Shubuta Rifles was the first unit in Clarke
County to join the Confederate Army.

On December 20, 1860, after Abraham Lincoln won
the presidency, South Carolina voted to secede from the
Union. On January 9, 1861, by a vote of 84-15,
Mississippi became the second state to secede from the
Union to join the Confederate States of America. The
Ordinance of Secession was signed on January 15, 1861.
The Army of Mississippi was organized on January 17,
1861. On February 4, 1861, in Montgomery, Alabama,
Mississippi joined six other states in the establishment of
Confederacy. Jefferson Davis was elected to serve as
president of the Confederacy. 

Newton (Newt) Knight, born in 1837 near the Leaf
River in Jones County, moved to Jasper County in 1858.
On May 13, 1862, Newt Knight enlisted into Company F
of the Seventh Battalion, Mississippi Infantry in Jasper
County. Knight became disgruntled over the “Twenty-
Negro Law” passed by the Confederate Congress allowing
planters owning twenty or more slaves to be exempt from
fighting. Newt’s friend, Private Jasper Collins, said this
law “…makes it a rich man’s war and a poor man’s fight,”
before throwing down his arms and leaving the
Confederacy. 

In November 1862, after learning that the Confederate
cavalry had seized his family’s horses, Newt went AWOL
(Absent Without Official Leave) and refused to return to
the Confederate Army. Knight organized a company of
around 125 men from Jones, Jasper, Covington, and Smith
counties to defend themselves against the Confederates.
They were known as The Knight Company. In August 1863,
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Confederate Major Amos McLemore was commissioned to
round up the deserters, but on October 5 he was shot and
killed in the home of Amos Deason in Ellisville,
Mississippi. Rumor had it that Knight was the murderer. 

To those in the East Central region, war meant giving
what you had and doing what you could. In 1862, after the
Vicksburg Campaign began, Governor Pettus moved the
state capital to Enterprise for a while and then back to
Jackson. In Lauderdale County, the mill at Dunn’s Falls
was used by the Confederacy to produce items such as
blankets, clothing, and hats. A distillery and blacksmith
shop were added to aid in the war effort. 

The Lauderdale Springs Resort became a hospital for
Confederate soldiers, and the railroad spur that once
transported patrons to the Lauderdale Springs Resort was
used to deliver wounded Confederate soldiers to the
hospital. After Union forces destroyed their home on
Davis Island, Joseph Davis, brother of Jefferson Davis,
and his wife Eliza settled at Lauderdale Springs. When
Jefferson Davis toured the Lauderdale Springs Hospital in
October 1863, he discovered his sister-in-law Eliza had
died from typhoid fever and was buried in the Lauderdale
Cemetery. Her body was exhumed following the war and
carried home to Davis Island. 

Choctaw Indians living in the East Central region
joined the Confederate ranks, including Jack Amos,
grandson of Nahotima, a sister of Chief Pushmataha.
Amos enlisted in the 1st Choctaw Battalion, Mississippi
Calvary under the command of Major J. W. Pearce. On
February 19, 1863, three miles east of Hickory, heavy
rains washed out the railroad bridge and the engineer
failed to heed warnings that the bridge was out on the
Little Chunky Creek between Chunky and Hickory. The
troop train bound for Vicksburg derailed. Jack Amos and
other Native Americans stripped and plunged into the
water to save about twenty-two people. The February 26,
1863 issue of The Daily Southern Crisis (Jackson, Miss.)
reported that sixty-plus soldiers and civilians died in the
accident and were buried on the railroad right-of-way. 

Before the fall of Vicksburg on July 4, 1863, Union
Major General Ulysses S. Grant sent Colonel Benjamin
Grierson and his 6th Illinois Cavalry to Newton where the
Confederates had large stores of weapons and supplies and
a hospital for wounded Confederate soldiers. Grierson was
to confiscate and destroy all supplies destined for
Vicksburg. Grierson sped through Starkville and
Louisville on June 22, secured the bridge across Pearl
River by the morning of June 23, and was in Neshoba
County by three that afternoon. 

News of Grierson had already reached citizens of
Neshoba County and they hurriedly stashed provisions and
stock in places of safety, as well as valuables such as

THREEFOOT BUILDING 
With a name taken from the English translation of the
builder’s original German name, Dreifuss, the Threefoot
Building was an imposing, fifteen story addition to Meridian’s
skyline. Built in the Art Deco style of the 1920s with dark
brick, the building was completed in 1929. The building has
been used as an office in the past but economic troubles
have surrounded it from the beginning and it has not been
continuously occupied for any long length of time. 
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In April 1865, with the war almost at its end, Colonel Robert Lowry of Smith County, who
later served two terms as Mississippi governor, and his troops with a pack bloodhounds
entered Jones County to flush The Knight Company from the swamp.

silverware, jewelry, money, and firearms. Grierson
reached Decatur at dawn on April 24, 1863, and struck the
Meridian and Jackson road at Newton station at 6 a.m. on
the eighth day of the raid. Grierson torched the Newton
depot and warehouse and destroyed approximately twenty
miles of tracks east and west of the town. 

Sherman’s Meridian Campaign began in February
1864 with his 150-mile march from Vicksburg. The
morning of February 11, the XVI Corps, led by Union
Major General Stephen A. Hurlbut, entered Newton
County at the Tuscalameta Creek.  Around noon on
February 12, Smith’s Division of the XVI Corps entered
Decatur and made camp east of Decatur. With Hurlbut’s
column was Major General William T. Sherman, who
decided to spend the night in the area. In Sherman’s
memoir, he writes:

“Presently I heard shouting and halooing, and then
heard pistol-shots close to the house. My aide, Major
(J. C.) Audenried, called me and said we were
attacked by Rebel Cavalry, who were all around us...”
The infantry regiment Sherman posted at the crossroads

was gone and he commanded Audenried to bring them back. 
“…Meantime, I went out into the backyard, saw
wagons passing at a run down the road, and
horsemen dashing about in a cloud of dust, firing
their pistols, their shots reaching the house in which
we were. I was preparing to get into a corncrib at the
back side of the lot wherein to defend ourselves,
when I saw Audenried coming back with the
regiment…The escort defended their wagons as well
as they could and thus diverted their attention;
otherwise I would surely have been captured.”
On February 14, Union troops marched from Marion

Road at Suqualena Creek south to the Meridian Road.
Confederate soldiers attempted to slow the opposition by
cutting down trees, burning bridges, and using sniper
bullets. Union troops cleared the debris, climbed over the
obstacles and repaired the bridges as they marched toward
Meridian. The Civil War Chronicle newspaper reported: 

“Rebels Retreat as Sherman Strikes Through
Mississippi Meridian, Miss., Feb.14—It is a
Valentine’s Day this city will never forget. The Union
army of Gen. W.T. Sherman marched into the city this
afternoon unopposed by any Southern force. Tonight
storehouses, depots, hospitals, arsenal, offices and

hotels are going up in flames. More than 10,000 U.S.
troops have been ordered to destroy all rail
approaches, bridges and trestles leading to the city...” 
On February 16 at 6 a.m., Crocker’s Division, the 11th

Illinois Cavalry and one section of the 15th Ohio Battery
departed Meridian and headed to Enterprise while the 45th
Illinois guarded the bridge over the Okatibbee in
Meridian. Colonel Potts and his brigade marched along the
railroad to Chunky. Potts ordered that all bridges and
culverts be burned. 

The Chunky Bridge, about 200 feet long, had a
stockade fort on each end. After the men crossed the
bridge, a great pier of railroad ties was piled above and
below the bridge and the torch set to it. The railroad
northeast of Marion was left to Brigadier General James
Veatch. Two miles east of Meridian, the Pioneer Cotton
Manufacturing Mill had only been open a few months
before Sherman’s troops destroyed it and the community,
leaving only three houses standing. The railroad from
Lauderdale Springs to the Chickasawhay River south of
Quitman was also destroyed. Enterprise as well as
Quitman received great damage.

A letter from Brig. Gen. Walter Q. Gresham to Gen.
Sherman dated March 5, 1864 stated: “I proceeded
from Enterprise to Quitman and destroyed a large
railroad bridge over the Chickasawhay, two miles
south of the town. The bridge was covered and 210
feet long. Immediately north of the bridge I effectually
destroyed the railroad depot at Quitman, the large
stream flouring mill, and one large steam sawmill.” 
According to the War of the Rebellion: Official Records

of the Confederate and Union Armies, Sherman recorded
“...For five days 10,000 men worked hard and with a
will in that work of destruction, with axes, crowbars,
sledges, claw bars, and with fire and I have no hesitation
in pronouncing the work as well done. Meridian with its
depots, store-houses, arsenal, hospitals, offices, hotels,
and cantonments no longer exists.”
In April 1865, with the war almost at its end, Colonel

Robert Lowry of Smith County, who later served two
terms as Mississippi governor, and his troops with a pack
bloodhounds entered Jones County to flush The Knight
Company from the swamp. Bloodhounds mauled several
of Knight’s men and ten men were hanged. Those left
dangling from the trees served as a warning to others.
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Some deserters were forced back to their Confederate
units. Newt Knight was never captured, and he returned to
his Jasper County farm after the War.

The surrender of Confederate troops began on April
26, twelve days after the assassination of President
Abraham Lincoln. Former Mississippi Governor Pettus,
who had joined the Confederate Army, refused to
surrender, left Mississippi and settled in Arkansas. For the
duration of his life, he resisted federal military authorities.

Confederate soldiers returned home to shocking
conditions, with farms having gone to waste, fields
overrun with weeds and growth, buildings and fences
demolished, and friends and families near starvation. The
number of women widowed during the Civil War was
approximately 200,000, and the number of children who
lost one or both of their parents was 400,000, with 10,000
of these orphans in East Mississippi alone. 

During a postwar session, the Mississippi Baptist
Convention appointed a board of trustees that aided in
finding and funding facilities to care for the orphans of
East Mississippi. The facility and property obtained were
the former resort hotel and Confederate hospital at
Lauderdale Springs. The children’s home opened in 1866.
In only a few months, the number of orphans rose from
fifty to 200. More than 940 Confederate soldiers and
eighty Union soldiers are buried in the Lauderdale Springs
Cemetery

Postwar World—Reconstruction 
and Beyond (1865-1900)

Remnants of war kept the East Central region on a
shaky foundation, but none felt the quiver more than
freed slaves. Before the war, Slaves Codes had governed
the slaves. Mississippi refused to ratify the Thirteenth
Amendment, which abolished slavery. The new
Mississippi legislature adopted the Black Code in late
November 1865, but agents of the Freedmen’s Bureau
and northern Republicans condemned the Code as an
attempt to bring back slavery. Most features of the Black
Code were repealed, except for the vagrancy clause. All
districts had to emancipate all slaves before Mississippi
could be readmitted into the Union.

Mississippi was readmitted to the Union on February

23, 1870. Much property that had belonged to
Mississippi’s east central planters was confiscated for
back taxes and divided among the tenants. Many original
owners never regained their property. Extreme poverty
during reconstruction caused further vulnerability. The
same year, after much dispute, Meridian won out against
Marion as the new seat of Lauderdale County, which had
a population of 13,462, consisting of 7,051 whites and
6,411 African Americans.

The rise of the Ku Klux Klan in the 1870s had
Governor Alcorn approving a law imposing severe
punishments. The law did little, however, to prevent the
Meridian Riot of 1871 or the 1877 Gully Assassination
that spurred the Chisolm Massacre in Kemper County.
Republican judge William Chisolm and the Ku Klux Klan
had been feuding over control of Kemper County. When
Klansman John Gulley was shot and killed from ambush,
Chisolm was blamed, and in retaliation a mob killed
Chisolm, his daughter, and his son. 

In 1877, James Monroe Wells published his book The
Chisolm Massacre: a Picture of Home Rule in
Mississippi. His dedication read: “To Emily S. M.
Chisolm, the Faithful Wife, Fond Mother and Devoted
Friend, whose bitter tears, like the blood of her martyred
and beloved dead, fall to the earth and pass from sight,
unheeded and unavenged, these pages are affectionately
inscribed.” To answer the Wells book, James Daniel
Lynch wrote and published Kemper County Vindicated:
And a Peep at Radical Rule in Mississippi published in
1879. 

Racial views and situations severely affected the
freedoms of African Americans in the East Central region.
Jasper Countian John Newton Waddel returned to Oxford
to become Chancellor of the University of Mississippi.
His “Open Letter” dated September 1870 stated he would
resign before they would matriculate Negro students. Due
to Governor Alcorn’s support of Waddel, the
establishment of Alcorn A & M College kept that from
happening. In contrast to Waddel’s views, Newton Knight
Newt ignored the dangers of a white man living openly
with an African American woman and returned to his
Jasper County farm in 1875 with his wartime ally Rachel,
a slave who had belonged to Newt’s grandfather and then
to Newt’s uncle. 

Confederate soldiers returned home to shocking conditions, with farms having gone to
waste, fields overrun with weeds and growth, buildings and fences demolished, and 
friends and families near starvation.
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Immigrants in East Central
Mississippi After the War

Reconstruction in the East Central region provided
opportunities for many immigrants with entrepreneurial
spirits. In 1868, in Mobile, Alabama, Felix Weidmann
stepped off the boat where he had served as chef. In 1869,
he and wife, Clara, settled in Meridian. They sold fruits
and vegetables and hot cups of coffee in the growing
industrial town. Their son, Phillip, started a restaurant
business in 1870 that continues to this day: Weidmann’s
Restaurant. Also in the 1870s, Joseph Baum, an immigrant
from Boosen, Prussia, came to Meridian and established a
wholesale and retail dry goods store which purchased
large amounts of cotton from local farmers.  The business
took up an entire city block, which became known as the
Baum Block.

Meridian also became the home town of a sizeable
Gypsy contingent. In 1915, by the funeral of Gypsy Queen
Kelly Mitchell, which drew thousands of Romani people
of the Mitchell, Marks, Bimbo, and Costello clans into
Meridian. The services were held at St. Paul Episcopal
Church. A crowd of about 20,000 followed the Black
Maria to the burial site at Rose Hill Cemetery. The Gypsy
Queen died in Coatopa, Alabama, while giving birth to her
fourteenth or fifteenth child. Meridian was the closest
town that could provide enough ice to preserve her body at
Watkins Funeral Home (now Webb Funeral Home) until
Gypsy bands from across the nation gathered six weeks
later for her funeral. Visitors still leave trinkets on her
grave. 

Lumber Becomes a Major Industry
After the War, Captain William H. Hardy moved to

Paulding in Jasper County and began working on his idea
for a railroad line between Meridian and New Orleans. In
1872, Hardy moved to Meridian to promote and raise
funds for the line. While on surveying trips for his
proposed Meridian/New Orleans railroad line, Hardy
established the towns of Hattiesburg, named after his wife,
Hattie, and Laurel, which would be the stop between
Meridian and Hattiesburg. On November 18, 1883, the
New Orleans railroad line became reality. The first

passenger train—made up of Engine #203, a baggage car,
two coaches, and a sleeper—traveled the rails between
Meridian and New Orleans in seven hours. 

The railroad provided the transportation needed for
growing industries. The state’s annual cotton production
rose to almost 1 million bales, matching its pre-war
production rate. The raising of livestock proved to be
lucrative, and before long livestock and dairy herds rivaled
cotton and row farming in the East Central region. Both
cotton and livestock benefited from the railroads, but not
to the extent that the emerging lumber industry did.

In the nineteenth century, lumbering was a migratory
industry. The ravenous world-wide appetite for lumber
had already led to the rapid depletion of the forests in
New England and the Great Lakes. Large scale
commercial lumbermen began looking toward the vast
forests of the south where the rails provided the extensive
transportation needed. Commercial lumbering centered
on steam engines which pulled log cars into the forest by
way of narrow-gauge tracks. Trees were felled, de-
limbed, and logs were pulled to trackside by enormous
steam-powered skidders. Rails extended into undeveloped
forest areas where timber was harvested, creating in turn
new fields for farmers to plant. 

Mill towns, sometimes company-owned, often
featured housing and recreational facilities. Logging
camps, however, were company-owned and primitive.
Segregated camps moved as companies moved through
the Mississippi forest. Some allowed families to live in the
camps and the YMCA occasionally had a presence there. 

The Gilchrist-Fordney Lumber Company camp in
Jasper County was built in 1930 for about $30,000. It had
thirty houses for whites and twenty for African Americans,
all with electric lights and water. There was also a hospital
and a railroad logging camp kitchen. Some logging camps
even had schools. 

In the late nineteenth century, workers included
African Americans, immigrants, and native whites. Crews
were racially mixed with the better paying jobs held by
whites. Sawyers and saw filers were considered laborers
well paid by the standards of southern rural society. Most
jobs were for low wages, but paid in cash, something
valued by rural folks and immigrants, both African
American and white. Labor could be treacherous, and
workers lost limbs and even their lives. Nonetheless, the

To provide education for rural students, the Mississippi legislature passed laws in 1908
which allowed counties to establish agricultural high schools for white students.
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SOUTHERN PIPE AND SUPPLY 
At the beginning of the twentieth century, a hopeful young Russian entrepreneur named Louis Davidson traveled by sea to the
United States. In 1901, the ship docked at Mobile, Alabama, leading Davidson to eventually settle in Meridian. After involving himself
in various business ventures over the next decade, Davidson started a scrap-metal company called St. Louis Junk Company in 1918.
In 1930, Louis brought his sons, Meyer and Sammie Davidson, into the business, and eight years later, they sold their first full shipment
of steel pipe. Due to a steady increase in these shipments over the next year, the Davidsons chose to center their business on the
supply of plumbing equipment and change its name to Southern Pipe and Supply Company. Although Meyer and Sammie lacked
formal schooling in business procedure and management, they had been exposed to their father’s family-run company all their lives
and used this knowledge and skillset to provide quality, customer-friendly service. Meyer’s son, Marty, worked in the store as a young
child and went on to run the business beginning in the late 1960s. Marty Davidson currently serves as chairman of the company,
while his son, Jay, serves as president. Southern Pipe and Supply Company, with headquarters in Meridian, more than 100 locations
in seven states. Through their business, the Davidsons sell a variety of high-quality plumbing, HVAC, industrial, and mechanical
equipment to buyers across the southeastern region of the United States. Today, Southern Pipe and Supply continues as a successful
family-operated company whose leaders work tirelessly to carry on the legacy of their ancestor, Louis Davidson. 

PHOTOS COURTESY OF SOUTHERN PIPE AND SUPPLY
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timber harvest was a special event relished by all with log
rollings being the main attraction.

Lumber and cotton mills sprang up throughout the
East Central region causing growth and wealth to even the
smaller communities, such as Suqualena and Pine Springs
where cotton and timber were abundant. Dummy lines
connected to the main rails and ran from Meehan’s Cotton
States Lumber Company into the woods around
Collinsville and from Clarke County’s Long Bell Lumber
Company into the southeastern corner of Lauderdale
County to the communities of Whynot and Causeyville. 

Shubuta had become a lumber town, and company
houses were built for sawmill workers. Kaupp Lumber
Company handled large-scale timber cutting, hauling, and
shipping from Shubuta. Benefiting from the timber
industry were towns like the predominantly African
American community Wilsondale, named for Professor
Thomas Jefferson Wilson, and Chunky Station where
McDonald and Company turpentine distillery operated
along with several sawmills. 

The Sumter Lumber Company mills at Electric Mills
had a daily capacity of 300,000 feet and was one of the
first electrically powered operations in the south. In the
early 1890s, the lumber industry moved into Chunky,
bringing several large sawmills and the McDonald and
Company turpentine distillery. By 1885, Enterprise had
Peter Madsen’s Chickasawhay Cotton Mills. A. DeWeese
opened his mill in Neshoba County in 1897 on land his
father gave him about nine miles east of Philadelphia. In
1905, with the coming to the railroad, he moved his mill
and mercantile store to town. 

Clarke County’s post-antebellum industry was still
mainly cotton, but timber and textile industries were
prosperous up to the Great Depression. Mississippi Lumber
Company, consisting of mostly wealthy Chicago
businessmen, located into Quitman and purchased all
properties of the Wetherbee Lumber Company which
included a sawmill, short logging railroad, and 1,240 acres
of timber. On July 25, 1900, the Mississippi Lumber
Company signed a contract with the Alabama Land and
Development Company, a subsidiary of the Mobile & Ohio
Railroad, for timber on 28,560 acres it owned that
encompassed 24,880 acres in eastern Clarke County and
3,680 acres in southern Lauderdale County. In 1901,
Governor Longino signed a charter for the City of Quitman. 

One-third of the land in the south came under the

control of speculators who profited from harvesting timber.
That harvesting stimulated the rise and expansion of the
rail center in the East Central region but caused southern
dependency to northern industry. An 1884 survey predicted
that the Mississippi pine forests would survive for at least
150 years. Between 1880 and 1888, Northerners purchased
889,259 acres of federal timberlands as compared to the
134,270 acres purchased by Southerners. Industrial growth
in the South, therefore, was minimal, and the unregulated
techniques of timber harvesting reaped drastic
consequences in the East Central region. 

The timber industry boom in 1904 created a source of
wealth for East Central region and made Mississippi third
in lumber production in the country through 1915.
Because Meridian was linked to the nation by the rails,
northern timber magnates were drawn to the area.
Meridian became the state’s largest yellow pine and
hardwood market. However, northern wood companies
monopolized the timber market and set whatever prices
they wanted without regard for replanting practices. 

The greed of absentee owners motivated by the quick
profits from clear-cutting caused major erosion problems.
Timber resources were soon exhausted, and timber
companies laid off employees, pulled up stakes, and
headed to the American Northwest. Between 1915 and
1920, the last of the forests were depleted and cotton was
stymied by the blight of the boll weevil. Between 1910
and 1930, Mississippi lost 5,000 manufacturing
employees. Meridian’s rail business slowed to a crawling
pace and the East Central region’s golden years of the
timber boom ended. 

A New Century With Ties
to the Past (1900-1945) 

Textile mills of the East Central region provided
wages and economic growth, even in small communities.
By the 1900s, as many as forty mills were in Newton
County. Meridian’s East Mississippi Cotton Mill,
purchased and expanded in 1871 by local compress
operator J. S. Solomon, became one of the largest
industries in Meridian. The Wanita woolen mills outside of
Enterprise were in operation in 1891. The Enterprise
Knitting Mills, which made half-hose and suspenders,
were running by 1895. In Shubuta, a cotton warehouse and

The timber industry boom in 1904 created a source of wealth for East Central region
and made Mississippi third in lumber production in the country through 1915. 
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HAPPY HOLLOW, NESHOBA COUNTY FAIR  
The Neshoba County Fair has been a Magnolia State tradition since 1889. “Mississippi’s Giant
House Party” provides a historic setting for political discussions, family gatherings, and old-
fashioned fun. Offering fair rides, a horse-racing track, and delicious food, the Neshoba County
Fair is unique experience Mississippians across the State look forward to every summer. 
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cotton seed warehouse were built between 1900 and 1906. 
About twenty miles south of Meridian, near

Enterprise, Daniel Dupree, John Harland, and M. M.
Brooks constructed a cotton mill opened in late 1868 and
named it in honor of Stonewall Jackson. The mill was
powered by a steam engine to operate 2204 spindles but
used country hand looms to weave cloth. It wasn’t long
before the Stonewall mill installed fifty-two power looms
and began weaving sheeting. Unfortunately, the mill had
financial difficulties, but in 1875, T. L. Wainwright
reorganized the plant and within a few months he stopped
the losses and turned a small profit. By 1882, the capacity
of the Stonewall Manufacturing Company mill had
doubled and a second mill was added. 

Alden Spinning Mill was established in 1909 and
employed 250 workers operating 5,000 spindles. H.M.
Threefoot established the Lauderdale Cotton Mills on the
outskirts of Meridian in 1911. The mills manufactured
prints and colored fabrics and employed 250 to 300
workers, mostly farmers who had crop losses because of
the boll weevil. Mill workers settled into communities
such as Georgetown and Tuxedo Park. Sometimes entire
families, including underage children, worked in the mills

A 1908 Mississippi law established ten-hour work day
and a fifty-eight-hour work week and prohibited children
under twelve from working factories. Although county
health officers were required to monitor conditions in the

factories, investigations found that several mills used
underage workers. Investigators observed working hours
at the mill and located the homes of children workers to
collect more data. Photos showed girls under the age of
sixteen working on the production lines. 

Child mill workers could put in at many at sixty-three
hours a week and they rarely attended school. The
Mississippi legislature strengthened child labor law in
1912 with a newstatute prohibiting girls under fourteen
and boys under twelve from working in industrial
establishments. Older youths could only work an eight-
hour day.

Jewish Contributions in 
East Central Mississippi

Citizens of the Jewish faith transformed the railroad
town in Lauderdale County into one of the most Eastern
cities in the South. In 1872, Mark and Hannah Winner
started Winner and Klein department store, located at 22nd
Avenue and Fourth Street. In the late 1860s, Abraham
Threefoot, (original surname Dreyfus) began his
establishment with his sons H. Marshall, Kutcher, and
Lewis. The Threefoots were Meridian’s main wholesaler
and retailer of groceries. They were also makers of leather
goods and buyers of cotton. Israel A. Marks opened a

SPEAKING PAVILION
The Neshoba County Fair is one of the most important political gatherings in the state. Above, the Speaking
Pavilion at the fair is where politicians deliver speeches each summer.
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wholesale dry goods business in 1870. In the 1880s, he
consolidated with Lichtenstein and Company, forming
Marks-Lichtenstein at Sowashee Station on Front Street.
Lichtenstein left in 1887. In 1889, Marks and his three half-
brothers Sam, Levi, and Marks Rothenberg, reincorporated
as Marks, Rothenberg & Company. 

The Marks company’s five story building and the
Grand Opera House were built on Fifth Street and 22nd
Avenue. They were designed by G. M. Torgenson, a
Swedish immigrant who supervised the building of the
New Orleans Cotton Centennial Exposition in 1884.
Torgenson also designed other buildings in Meridian.
General contractor Charles M. Rubush, who had been to
Meridian while serving in the Indiana mounted infantry
during the Civil War, returned in 1868 and went on to
build many structures in the bustling city. 

Planning for the growth of the railroad town and
seeing the future need for a larger downtown hotel, the

Marks-Rothenberg
building’s many windows
allowed for future room
partitions if ever converted
from a department store to
a hotel. Opening on
December 17, 1890, the
Grand Opera House seated
approximately 1,100
people. The first
performance held there
was The Gypsy Baron by
Johann Strauss, performed
entirely in German. 

A strong advocate of African American education,
Rabbi Judah Wechsler, Beth Israel’s spiritual leader in
Meridian, led the movement to provide public school
facilities for African Americans during racial segregation.
In 1888, the year Mississippi enacted Jim Crow laws,
Wechsler campaigned for a bond issue to construct the
first brick public school building for African Americans.
The East Central region entered a Golden Era and
Meridian became the largest city in Mississippi.  

By 1927, Meridian had become one of the largest
Jewish communities in the state with a population of 575
strong. Downtown Jewish businesses included Levy &
Tannebaum Confectionary; Lowenstein & Brothers
Grocery; Eagle Cotton Oil Company; Strauss & Lerner
Jewelry Store; Metzger & Kahn wholesale and retail
grocers; and many others.  Louis Davidson founded the
St. Louis Junk Company. Today, Marty Davidson
continues his family legacy with Southern Pipe and
Supply Company, one of Mississippi’s most successful
family-run businesses. 

Meridian's Jewish community also went into business
with non-Jewish community members, representing
diverse thinking and planning for economic development
in the East Central region. Harold Meyer and Hunter
Webb founded the Meywebb Hosiery Mills in 1930.
Meyer later built the Lamar Hotel, which now serves as
the Lauderdale County office building. Even during
strained economic conditions leading to the Great
Depression, the Threefoot family contributed to their
community helping to ensure the completion of the local
YMCA in the late 1920s. Their landmark sixteen-story art-
deco Threefoot Building was built in 1929. 

Marks contacted Andrew Carnegie about building a
library in Meridian, which became the fifth southern
community to receive Carnegie funding. In addition to a
white library, Marks also requested funding for an African
American branch. Both libraries opened in 1913 and I.
Marks served as president of the first library board. The first
Negro Library Advisory Board included Frank Berry and
Henry Strayhorn, owners of Strayhorn & Berry Funeral
Home which would soon become Strayhorn, Berry &
Gardner when local blacksmith George Gardner bought in.
Under the next generation it was to become Berry and
Gardner Funeral Home, which still operates today.

The contributions of Jewish businessmen Kutcher
Threefoot and John Kamper helped make possible
Highland Park, the premier streetcar pleasure park in the
South and the only one in Mississippi. Meridian Light &
Railway Company provided streetcar transportation to the
park which had electricity, indoor plumbing, and concrete
promenades illuminated by hundreds of electric lights. The
City of Meridian purchased a Dentzel Carousel from
Dentzel & Co. of Philadelphia and placed it at Highland
Park inside the Dentzel house. It is still on display and is
the only remaining original carousel built from a Gustav
Dentzel blueprint. 

World War I
On April 6, 1917, the United States declared war on

Germany after a German submarine torpedoed the
Lusitania, an unarmed British passenger ship that was
transporting ammunition, causing the deaths of 1,198
people, including 128 Americans. The United States
organized a draft of all men twenty-one through thirty
years of age to register for military service. The war led to
the cancellation that year of Mississippi’s centennial
celebration (1817-1917).

The Neshoba County Fair was officially incorporated
on August 28, 1891. The fair quickly grew and by the time
of America’s entry into the war, it had become a three-day

In the nineteenth
century, lumbering
was a migratory

industry.
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event with many cabins so attendees could stay overnight.
The fair had always offered a platform for politicians, and
excitement over entry into the war brought many
politicians in 1917. Speakers included Ross Alexander
Collins, Governor Theodore G. Bilbo (1916-1920, 1928-
1932), Governor Lee Maurice Russell (1920-1924), U. S.
Congressman W. W. Venable, and Speaker of the
Mississippi House of Representatives Martin Sennet
(Mike) Connor who was later elected governor in 1932. 

Senator James Vardaman also attended. Vardaman, an
outspoken progressive, had both puzzled and angered many
Mississippians by his adamant opposition to American
involvement in the European war. His address to the
Neshoba County crowd was titled “Our Part in the War.” 

Former governor Earl Brewer spoke next and said a
few words about Senator Vardaman’s vote on participation
in World War I. When Pat Harrison took the podium, he
stated that he would oppose Senator Vardaman in the 1918
Democratic primary for the position of United States
Senator from Mississippi. The Neshoba Democrat
reported: “Mr. Harrison made perhaps one of the strongest
speeches he has made in the campaign. His oration
picturing the return of the soldier boys caused many strong
hearted man and women to weep.”

Not all Mississippians supported the move to war. The
Espionage Act of 1917 and the Sedition Act of 1918
limited the ability to openly oppose it. In response, some
opponents retaliated by refusing to buy war bonds. In
addition, many Mississippians deserted the military by not
showing up for induction or going AWOL. In the spring of
1918, troops were sent to Neshoba, Lauderdale, and
Tippah counties to round up deserters who had taken
refuge with family and friends. 

The age to enlist in the military service was expanded to
ages eighteen to forty-five in 1918. The Marines did not
accept African Americans, while the Navy and Coast Guard
only allowed African Americans to serve in limited and
menial positions. Still, by the end of World War I, African
Americans had served in cavalry, infantry, artillery, medical,
and artillery units. They also served as chaplains, surveyors,
truck drivers, chemists, and intelligence officers.  

Emergence of Junior Colleges
To provide education for rural students, the

Mississippi legislature passed laws in 1908 which allowed

counties to establish agricultural high schools for white
students. In 1910, the language was changed to “white
and Negro” students to comply with the U. S. Supreme
Court’s 1896 Plessy v. Ferguson ruling. In 1916, the
legislature passed laws allowing any two or more schools
in towns or rural areas to consolidate or combine their
operations. 

In 1912, Kemper County Agricultural High School
formed. In 1922, the Mississippi legislature passed a bill
allowing the agricultural high schools to offer one or two
years of junior college education. The school became
Kemper County Agricultural High School—Junior
College, with J. D. Wallace being the first president. By
1929, the school offered two years of college instruction.
Upon Noxubee County joining in support of the school,
the name was changed to Kemper County Agricultural
High School and Kemper-Noxubee Junior College which
would become East Mississippi Junior College. 

East Central Junior College in Newton County
opened to students in September, 1928. Roscoe Conklin
Pugh served as its first president. Dr. Leslie Rush, who
surgically inserted the country’s first bone pin, was—
along with Miss Catherin Hovious and Meridian School
Superintendent Dr. H. M. Ivey—instrumental in starting
Mississippi’s first junior college nursing program. 

Coping with the Depression
During the Great Depression, some in the East

Central region worked to rise above financial collapse. In
the 1930s, Phil Hardin purchased a bankrupt bakery
business in Meridian and grew it into a corporation with
plants in Meridian, Jackson, and Tupelo. His
entrepreneurial spirit, accompanied by his selfless,
community-mindedness and strong sense of citizenship
created his financial legacy: the Phil Hardin Foundation.
Since its inception, the Foundation has provided more
than $38.8 million in grants and loans to improve the
education of Mississippians. 

Others like Hardin helped transform the region into a
medical mecca. In 1929, Dr. Jeff Anderson purchased
Turner Hospital in Meridian and renamed it Anderson
Infirmary, which operated a laboratory, two operating
rooms, and thirty hospital beds. During the Depression,
Anderson mortgaged his home on 23rd Avenue to keep
the infirmary open. 

By 1927, Meridian had become one of the largest Jewish communities in the state 
with a population of 575 strong.
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Dr. F. Gail Riley became the first physician in
Meridian to intravenously administer fluid and
electrolytes, and was also the first physician to use blood
transfusions and the hemogram as a diagnostic tool. In
October 1929, construction began on Riley Hospital, the
first specialty hospital dealing with maternity and pediatric
cases in Meridian. In 1930, Riley Hospital opened as a
ten-bed hospital and clinic for children. The American
Board of Pediatrics, formed in 1933, certified Dr. Riley
without examination. 

African Americans opened a clinic at 2506 Fifth
Street, which had surgeon-in-chief Dr. DeWitt A.
Buckingham, Dr. L. F. Brooks, R. F. Spears, and J. C.

Macon. The dental staff consisted of Doctors H.W.
Wilson, W. B. Block and A. B. Blackwell. Nurses were
Louise Tyler, G. N and Bertha Jack Emerson, R.N.
Buckingham’s clinic offered twelve fluoroscope and x-ray
rooms, an operating room, and a laboratory.

The low spirits of the people in the Depression were
lifted briefly by the exploits of a group of aviators in
Meridian. The airport in Lauderdale County was dying in
the mid-1930s and Al and Fred Key, managers of the
airport, brainstormed an idea to bring world-wide publicity
to the airport and make aviation history: set the flight
endurance record. The problem was they didn’t own a
plane. The Key brothers borrowed Bill Ward’s Curtiss
Robin high-winged monoplane and named it Ole Miss.

PHOTOS BY GREG CAMPBELL
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Ground crew member A.D. Hunter, a machinist at Soule
Steam Feed Works, fashioned an automatic shut-off valve
for when the fueling hose dislodged from the tank.
Another Soule employee, David Steph-enson, constructed
the aluminum catwalk used to perform maintenance on the
plane during flight. 

In 1879, George Wilberforce Soulé had moved his
Morton and Shubuta operations to Meridian. In 1893, he
incorporated Soulé Steam Feed Works located at the corner of
Fifteenth Avenue and Fifth Street. James Keeton had received
his pilot’s license from the Key brothers in 1933. He owned a
used Curtiss Robin single-engine plane and operated Keeton-
Parker Flying Services out of Bates Field in Mobile, Alabama.
He also spent free time as a stunt airplane performer. 

Keeton used this Curtiss Robin to refuel the Ole Miss
and transfer meals to the Key brothers four times a day. The
airplanes made it through a near-miss midair collision, a fire
on board and 52,320 miles of nonstop flight. Twenty-seven
days (653 hours and thirty-four minutes) later, the Key
brothers landed on July 1, 1935, with the flight endurance
record they still hold today. The Ole Miss is on permanent
display in the National Air and Space Museum.

Relief from the Great Depression was also found in
entertainment like the Neshoba County Fair. The fair
included a carnival with six riding shows such as the Ferris
wheel, whip, merry-go-round, thriller, tilt-a-whirl, and
others. During the country’s downward economic spiral, the
40th annual Neshoba County Fair broke attendance records. 
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FATHER OF COUNTRY MUSIC 
Country music legend James Charles “Jimmie” Rodgers was
known as “The Singing Brakeman,” because he learned
many tunes and chants from time spent with fellow railroad
workers. The country singer’s success began on a visit to
Asheville, North Carolina, to perform on a local radio station,
WWNC. Within a few months of the performance, Rodgers
had coordinated his own group, known as “The Jimmie
Rodgers Entertainers,” with a weekly spot on the radio
station. Later that year, the group auditioned for a
representative of the Victor Talking Machine Company who
agreed to give the entertainers a record deal. However, the
group broke up shortly after, and Rodgers went to the
recording appointment alone. In a session that lasted just
over two hours, Rodgers recorded his first two songs, “The
Solder’s Sweetheart” and “Sleep, Baby, Sleep,” for which he
received a $100 payment. Rodgers left Meridian and headed
to New York City. Rodgers’s record, which included the song
“Blue Yodel,” sold almost 500,000 copies and finally kicked
off Rodger’s career as a famous musician. Consequently,
Rodgers sold out shows everywhere he performed. Known
for his rhythmic yodeling, he spent the next several years
recording and performing all over the country, and even
participated in a film project for Columbia Pictures, titled The
Singing Brakeman. Rodgers also toured with Will Rogers, the
humorist, for a Red Cross-sponsored tour across the
Midwestern part of the country. In 1930, Rodgers got the
opportunity to record a song called “Blue Yodel No. 9” with
the famous Louis Armstrong. During the early 1930s,
Rodgers’s illness overcame him, and he was forced to give
up touring, but continued to record songs. His last recording
session took place in New York City on May 24, 1933.
Rodgers passed away two days later at the age of thirty-five. 

The Father of Country Music
Some joy was also found in the music market, which

included “Race” records by the Africa American artists
(later labelled R & B) and Hillbilly (later labelled
Country) records by the white artists. The music of
Jimmie Rodgers reflected both. His career would
encompass the early years of the Depression from its
beginning in 1929 until his death in 1933.

Born in Lauderdale County on September 8, 1897,
Jimmie Rodgers was thirteen when he got his first job as a
water boy on his father’s railroad gang. He later became a
brakeman on the New Orleans & Northeastern with oldest
brother, Walter, who was a conductor on the Meridian–
New Orleans line. In 1924, tuberculosis halted Rodgers’
railroad life, but allowed him to concentrate on music, his
first love. 

He incorporated his love for the Blues into his songs
and the songs he and sister-in-law, Elsie McWilliams,
wrote. In late July 1927, Rodgers auditioned in Bristol,
Tennessee before Ralph Peer, a representative of the Victor
Talking Machine Company. Rodgers’ fame spread
throughout the world because he connected with everyday
people struggling to make ends meet during the Depression.
Integrated into his songs were the blues, jazz, and East
Coast styles of Tin Pan Alley songs. Tubas, clarinets, and
ukuleles added uniqueness to his music. Rodgers’ yodeling
songs became a trademark in country music. 

Between 1927 and his death from tuberculosis at the
Taft Hotel in New York on May 26, 1933, Rodgers
recorded more than 100 songs and sold around 12 million
records. Considered the Father of Country Music, Jimmie
Rodgers was one of the first three artists inducted into the
Country Music Hall of Fame. He was also inducted into
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and the Nashville
Songwriters Hall of Fame, along with Elsie McWilliams.
Rodgers received the first marker on the Mississippi
Country Music Trail and was honored with a Mississippi
Blues Trail marker. 

Federal Programs 
During the Depression

People in the East Central region, like every other region
in the country, needed jobs to put food on the table. President
Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal program in 1933 was
designed to do just that. The Civilian Conservation Corps
(CCC) operated under the army’s control. Clarkco State Park
was developed as part of the state park system on 750 acres
by Civilian Conservation Corps Company 1437, whose
barracks were on the property. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE JIMMIE RODGERS MEMORIAL MUSEUM
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In Forest, there was a Negro CCC Camp and a
reforestation lookout tower as well as a sawmill. Some
CCC camps were integrated, but due to complaints and the
views of the US Army and CCC administrators, integrated
CCC camps were disbanded in July, 1935. The CCC held
that “segregation is not discrimination.” Only 10 percent
of the CCC’s overall membership were African American. 

There were ninety-five CCC camps in Mississippi:
twenty-six categorized as forest camps, ten as state park
camps, nine as military park camps, twenty-three as private
land camps, and twenty-seven as conservation camps. CCC
camps in the East Central region included: Morton,
Quitman, Meridian, Forest, DeKalb, and Philadelphia. 

The Works Progress Administration (WPA) employed
from 25,000 to 40,000 Mississippians. WPA documentary
tours in the East Central region recorded facts such as
Kewanee, Chunky, and Hickory were sawmill towns,
while Whynot was a farming settlement. In Marion, the U.
S. Department of Agriculture’s Horticultural Experiment
Station planted more than 100 acres of pecan trees, fruits,
and vegetables. Other New Deal Program projects in the
East Central region made possible the gymnasium for
DeKalb High School, built by The National Youth
Administration in 1938. The O’Keefe Airport (James H.
Eason Field) was dedicated in Newton on November 12,
1934, with Major John O’Keefe, U.S. Senator Pat
Harrison, and Mayor J. L. Summer attending. O’Keefe, a
federal Civil Works Administration (CWA) employee, was
instrumental in bringing several CWA-funded airports to
Mississippi. 

Thirty-two post offices were constructed in
Mississippi under the New Deal Administration, including
offices in Philadelphia, Newton, and Forest. The Civil
Works Admin-istration (CWA) added a jail to the Newton
County courthouse in Decatur as a part of a temporary job
creation program under the Federal Emergency Relief
Administration (FERA). Most post office works of art
were not funded by the WPA, but rather through
commissions under the Treasury Department’s Section of
Painting and Sculpture. Public funded art included works
in Carthage (“Lumbermen Rolling a Log” wood relief by
Peter Dalton, 1941), Forest (“Forest Loggers” mural by
Julien Benford, 1941) and Newton (“Economic Life in
Newton in the Early 1940s” oil on canvas by Mary and
Frank Boggs). 

Racial Tensions Surface
Financial strain increased racial tensions and placed

the Africa American population under harsh scrutiny
whenever a crime occurred. In Kemper County, on
September 10, 1930, “Pig” Lockett and Holly White were
lynched after they were accused of robbing a white
couple of $45 and a wedding ring. The 1934 murder of
62-year-old Raymond Stuart spurred a white mob to beat
several of Stuart’s Africa American tenants. Ed Brown,
one of Stuart’s most trusted tenants was arrested for the
murder, along with Arthur Ellington, and later Henry
Shields of Kemper County. Evidence showed the three
accused had been severely beaten until they confessed. 

Three attorneys from DeKalb were assigned to
defend the trio. One was John Clark, the Senate Floor
Leader under the administration of Sennett Connor. After
thirty minutes, the jury found the three accused guilty of
murder. Clark pursued an appeal to the Mississippi
Supreme Court in 1934 and lost. Clark then suffered a
mental and physical breakdown, and his wife urged a
close friend, former Mississippi Governor Ed Brewer, to
take the case to the high Court. The high court overruled
the convictions. Rather than risk a second trial, the
defendants accepted a plea bargain and served relatively
short sentences.

For Medgar Evers the civil rights struggle began in
Decatur, his hometown in Newton County. His father
James and his mother Jessie had six other children
between them. One was Charles Evers, an older brother.
At about age fourteen, Medgar witnessed the dragging of
an Africa American man, Willie Tingle, behind a wagon
through Decatur. Tingle was later shot and hanged after
being accused of insulting a white woman. Medgar and
Charles also witnessed an altercation between their father
and white store owner in a dispute over money the store
owner claimed the elder Evers owed him. When the
argument got heated, James broke a bottle and told the
store owner if he made a move for the gun he kept, James
would kill him. Medgar and Charles were sure nightriders
would come for their daddy. They never did. 

The Works Progress Administration (WPA) employed from 25,000 to 40,000 Mississippians.
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The Home Front 
During World War II

The surprise attack on Pearl Harbor the morning of
December 7, 1941, united the East Central region. In
Clarke County, the newspaper pleaded for citizens to buy
War Bonds. Sugar was rationed and scrap iron recycled.
The Stonewall Mill started producing khaki and tenting,
and the military became its biggest customer. Added to the
facility were new, modern buildings and machinery.
Workers saw improvements in their living conditions,
such as city water and a sewage disposal system. Along
with those improvements came increased wages,
employee benefits, and paid vacations. 

Lauderdale County schools conducted air raid drills
and placed large bins on site for scrap paper, metal, and
rubber. African American and white schools competed on
collecting the most usable scrap each month. U. S. Army
guards were placed at vital locations in the city, such as
railroad, rail, and highway bridges. There was a freeze on
vehicular tires and a rationing of sugar. 

To raise money for the war, many purchased war
bonds and stamps. Flintkote of Meridian announced that
anyone drafted or volunteering under the new military
service act would be re-employed after the war. 

Professor T. J. Harris urged all African American
citizens, “to be present and contribute as liberally as
possible, manifesting the same spirit of loyalty, devotion,
and patriotism to the country that has so nobly
characterized the Negro in past wars and crises through
which our country has passed.” The Meridian Civilian
Defense Council and Harris sponsored an African
American town meeting in the city Hall’s auditorium
where attendees filled out volunteer blanks to be assigned
to various groups that would participate in the city’s
defense work. Patriotism in the African American
community was evident when they filled their quota goal
for the Red Cross before the white community. They also
managed to organize their own recreation center and USO
for African American soldiers. The wives of African
American soldiers also organized the Soldiers-Civilian
Busy Housewives Victory Club. 

During the war, various interracial events were held to
unify the races in the East Central region. Reverends Dr.
N. H. Jeltz and E. A. Mays, who were African Americans,
and Reverends Dr. T. M. Brownless, Alfred Mathes, and

William L. Compete, Sr. from the white community,
attended an event at the Meridian City Hall. Another
good-will unity service was held at First Presbyterian
Church on February 13, 1943. Race Relation Sunday was
held on Valentine’s Day at Central Methodist Church,
sponsored by the Lauderdale County Ministerial
Association and the Negro Ministers’ Alliance. Also, at
First Baptist Church, Charles A. Wells gave a series of
lectures called “Religious and Racial Persecution at Home
and Abroad” comparing American prejudice to the Nazi
horror. There was little change, however, in race relations
in the area.

Ollie Clark from Kemper County was twenty-five
years old when he enlisted in the army and went through
basic training at Fort Benning, Georgia. A jeep driver in
the 4th Division, Company H of the 8th Infantry
Regiment, Clark earned a Bronze Star for taking food to
isolated units during the enemy’s winter offensive. An
enemy shell struck near him while he was on watch and he
remained in army hospitals until 1947. 

Lt. Robert E. Lee of Philadelphia commanded an
American tank that busted through the gates of Santo
Tomas prison and set free prisoners who had been held
captive since May 1942. Reported “missing in action” on
May 4, 1942, Lt. Jean Kennedy, an army nurse, had been
captured and held prisoner by the Japanese at Santo Tomas
Internment Camp near Manila in the Philippine Islands for
almost three years. She made it home to Philadelphia in
March 1945. 

Postwar Period Sees the Rise
of the Civil Rights Movement

Those in the East Central region who survived the
Great Depression and World War II concentrated on
building back the economy. W.A. “Ancle” Cleveland,
returned to his Newton hometown, finished two years of
trade school, and became a woodworker making window
and door components. His brother Ruben later joined him
in the business. The small homegrown venture evolved
into Tri-C Wood Products, a producer of furniture
components, novelty items, point-of-purchase displays,
architectural moldings and flooring.

In 1945, The Holeproof Company, which later became
Quitman Knitting Mill, made plans to come to Clarke

Those in the East Central region who survived the Great Depression and World War II
concentrated on building back the economy. 
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County and employ 300 workers. Chickasawhay Natural
Gas began servicing Quitman residents by 1951 and
Southern Natural Pumping Station, established south of
Enterprise, helped the area grow considerably. New
housing at the gas plant brought new residents to
Enterprise. Erwin Mills bought Stonewall Mill, which
later became a division of Burlington Industries. 

Following military discharge in 1946, Medgar and
Charles Evers returned home as American veterans and
registered to vote in Decatur. They were, however, barred
from voting. Both joined the NAACP and became avid
civil rights activists. Medgar Evers made application to the
University of Mississippi Law School, but was denied
admission in 1954. He assisted the NAACP with a racial
discrimination lawsuit against the university. His attorney
was Thurgood Marshall. 

Medgar Evers was never admitted to the University of
Mississippi, but became Mississippi’s first field secretary
for the NAACP, organizing voter registrations, boycotts,
and demonstrations against discrimination. His passion for
fairness and justice, especially after the 1955 lynching of
Emmett Till, made him and his family a threat to
Mississippi’s closed society and stirred even more hate. 

The Supreme Court’s Brown v. Board of Education
decision in 1954 was unpopular among Mississippi’s
white majority, and this was reflected by resistance led by
the state’s political leaders. Kemper Countian John C.
Stennis opposed the Voting Rights Act, the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, and the Civil Rights Act of 1968. He also
signed the Southern Manifesto of 1956,
supporting filibuster tactics to block or delay passage in all
cases. Leake Countian Ross Barnett was a Dixiecrat and a
Southern Democrat who lost the Mississippi governor’s
race in 1951 and 1955, but would go on to win in 1960.
Another East Central native, Scott Countian James
Eastland, stated, “On May 17, 1954, the Constitution of
the United States was destroyed because of the Supreme
Court’s decision. You are not obliged to obey the decisions
of any court which are plainly fraudulent sociological
considerations.”

The Citizens’ Council formed in Mississippi to resist
attempts at desegregation. The Council publicly eschewed
violence, but generally failed to condemn the use of
violence by the Ku Klux Klan. The Council used political
and social connections to enact pro-segregation
legislation, exert economic pressure on supporters of civil
rights activities, and intimidate African Americans who

MARTY STUART 
Five-time Grammy Award winner Marty Stuart was born on
September 30, 1958, to parents John and Hilda Stuart in
Philadelphia. By the time Stuart was twelve years old, he had
developed a deep passion for country music, learned to play
both the guitar and the mandolin, and even performed
professionally with the Sullivans, a group of bluegrass
musicians. Soon after meeting and playing with Roland White
and other band members of Lester Flatt in the early 1970s,
Stuart was asked to officially join the band. He performed
with Lester Flatt until the group disbanded in 1978 and was
involved in various music jobs until 1980, when Stuart’s
childhood idol, Johnny Cash, invited him to join his backing
band. That year, Stuart produced his first long play record,
With a Little Help from My Friends. But his first highly
recognized album came in 1982 with the release of Busy Bee
Café, which included guest recordings by Johnny Cash, Earl
Scruggs, and other well-known artists. After Marty divorced
in 1988, he found himself back in Mississippi. There, Stuart
quickly rejoined the Sullivans and again left Mississippi for
Nashville. Within a year, Stuart signed with MCA and
produced a critically acclaimed album called Hillbilly Rock,
which featured three Top Ten hits including “Little Things”
and “Burn Me Down.” In 1992, Stuart became a member of
the Grand Ole Opry. Throughout the 1990s, Stuart and his
label tried to build on this success, producing The Marty Party
Hit Pack and promoting several Marty Party concert features
on the Nashville Network. In the late 1990s and early 2000s,
Stuart took a brief hiatus from recording. During this time, he
collected country music memorabilia and served as president
of the Country Music Foundation. Also, in 1997, Stuart
married fellow country artist Connie Smith. In 2003, Stuart
joined Sony’s Nashville division, with whom he would
produce his albums Country Music, Souls’ Chapel, Badlands,
and Live at the Ryman. Stuart later produced a honky tonk
album called Ghost Train: The Studio B Sessions with Sugar
Hill Records in 2006. Today, Stuart continues to record with
his band, The Superlatives, and with other legendary artists
such as Mike Campbell, guitarist for Tom Petty and the
Heartbreakers. In addition to his five Grammys, Stuart has
been recognized numerous times by the Country Music
Association and the Academy of Country Music.  

PHOTO COURTESY OF VISIT MISSISSIPPI™
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TEMPLE THEATER 
Once the second largest theater in the United States, Temple
Theater in Meridian has been both a movie theater and a traditional
stage theater. Silent movies were once shown accompanied by an
organ that still resides in the theater. Today, the venue hosts
movies, concerts, and other community events. Completed in
1928, the Temple Theater underwent major restoration in 1973.  
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tried to register to vote. The Citizen was the Council’s
national magazine, and similar views were espoused in
The Forum, a weekly telecast shown on WLBT-TV in
Jackson. The Council’s activities and propaganda
successfully reduced the number of African Americans
registered to vote in Mississippi in the 1950s. The Council
would become known as “The Uptown Klan.” 

The Council received membership dues and grants from
the publicly-funded Mississippi State Sovereignty
Commission, which promoted segregation and investigated
civil rights groups and supporters of those groups. The
commission had a number of ex-officio advisers including
the governor and various legislators. The objective of the
commission was to “do and perform any and all acts deemed
necessary and proper to protect the sovereignty of the state of
Mississippi, and her sister states...from encroachment thereon
by the Federal Government or any branch, department or
agency thereof.” 

On March 11, 1958, after buying a bus ticket from
Meridian to Jackson, Medgar Evers chose the open seat
behind the bus driver. The bus operator ordered Medgar to
the back of the bus. Again, Evers refused to move and was
ordered off the bus. Police officers were called. They
questioned Evers before allowing him back on the bus
where he once again chose to sit up front. In route to
Jackson, a cab driver flagged down the bus, boarded the
bus, and repeatedly struck Evers in the face. 

In 1959, Luther Jackson, an African American
Philadelphia resident, was sitting in his car with a former
girlfriend when, according to testimony, police officer
Lawrence Rainey pulled Jackson out of the car, took him
around to the back and shot him. This killing was
considered a lynching to the African Americans of
Neshoba County, but a coroner’s jury agreed that
Jackson’s death was a case of “justifiable homicide.”
Rainey was never charged.

During the 1961 Freedom Riders movement,
Mississippi Governor Ross Barnett sent a telegram to
Attorney General Robert Kennedy saying, “You will do a
great disservice to the agitators and the people of the
United States if you do not advise the agitators to stay out
of Mississippi.” Barnett added: “The people of Mississippi
are capable to handling all violations of law and keeping
peace in Mississippi.”

Freedom Riders were arrested in Jackson in May,
1961. Instead of paying their fine of $200 and accepting a
twenty-day suspended sentence, the riders chose to serve

out their sentence in jail. Because of the overcrowded
jails, Governor Barnett ordered the riders to be sent to
Parchman Prison, the maximum-security facility in
Sunflower County. 

The Mississippi Association of Methodist Ministers
and Laymen (MAMML), created in the spring of 1955,
worked closely with the Citizen’s Council. MAMML
criticized the national church and insisted that secession
from the denomination was the only option. During the
fall of 1962, as African American student James Meredith
entered the University of Mississippi, four Methodist
ministers in the Mississippi Annual Conference responded
to the segregationists saying the teachings of Jesus
“[permit] no discrimination because of race, color, or
creed.” In that statement, they supported public schools
and opposed attempts to close them. Supporters and
creators of the statement obtained the signatures of
twenty-eight pastors; they were labelled simply “The
Twenty-Eight.” 

The Jasper County Board of Education informed the
Sovereignty Commission of the case of Louvenia Knight
and her children. Louvenia had submitted application to
the West Jasper County School Board for her oldest child
to attend the all-white Stringer School. Though Louvenia
was listed as “Colored” on her birth certificate, her two
sons were listed as “White.” Louvenia’s parents, Otho and
Addie Knight, had always been considered “Colored” in
Jasper County. Jasper County and Sovereignty
Commission officials visited Louvenia and her parents,
and they agreed not to make another attempt at that time to
register the children at the all-white school. Neither the
Sovereignty Commission nor the School Board knew
Louvenia was the great-granddaughter of Newton Knight. 

In late fall 1963, Louvenia Knight again attempted to
register her sons, ages eight and nine, at Stringer School in
Jasper County. Erle Johnston of Forest, part owner of the
Scott County Times, had been appointed Director of Public
Relations of the Mississippi State Sovereignty
Commission in 1960 by Governor Barnett. Johnson’s
research on the Knight family disclosed that even if the
slave and great-grandmother Rachel Knight had been
“pure Negro,” that would only make Louvenia’s children
1/16 Negro. If Rachel had been mulatto, that meant the
boys were only 1/32 Negro. In either case, under the
Mississippi law, Louvenia’s children’s racial make-up did
not equal or surpass the “1/8 or more Negro blood” law.
Therefore, the boys were legally white. 

Much was at risk during the Civil Rights Movement, especially the lives of those 
who dared to participate.
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The problem was, “in the eyes of the locals,” Louvenia
and her boys were still African American. And there were
two other problems. First, the white school would not
accept the Knight boys even though by law they were
white. Second, if these two “white” boys attended a Negro
school, Jasper County would have the first integrated school
in Mississippi. Johnston and the Jasper County School
Board worked out a way to provide transportation for the
Knight boys to attend Shady Grove School in Jones County,
which was willing to accept them into the student body. 

When the school later backed out, the Knight boys
were once again without public education. The
Sovereignty Commission tried to talk Louvenia into
moving where no one knew her racial background, but she
refused. The Commission even considered providing
private tutoring for the boys. The biggest fear was what to
do when the media got hold of the story. The Sovereignty
Commission chose to quietly close the case. Later, in
1965, with the help of the Jasper County welfare office,
Louvenia’s children were allowed to enroll at Stringer as
first graders. 

Much was at risk during the Civil Rights Movement,
especially the lives of those who dared to participate. On
June 12, 1963, civil rights activist Medgar Evers was shot in
the back at his home in Jackson. Evers was rushed to the
hospital, but died in less than an hour. His killer, Byron de la
Beckwith, a white racist and Citizens’ Council member, was
a World War II veteran. So was Medgar Evers.

Workers from Freedom Summer 1964, a project made
possible by Allard Lowenstein and Bob Moses, said their
project was one “con-cerned with construction not agitation.”
The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC)
tried to limit white involvement in Freedom Summer, but
Fannie Lou Hamer said, “If we’re trying to break down the
barrier of segregation, we can’t segregate ourselves.” Bob
Moses stated emphatically he would not take part in anything
that was all African American. 

Since the March 1964, establishment of the
Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party, Bob Moses
worked to obtain signature registrations for the
Democratic National Convention to challenge regular
Mississippi Democrats at the Convention. Those too afraid
to register at the court house could sign a form as Freedom
Democrats, which would be delivered in August to the
Democratic National Convention in Atlantic City. 

Rumors mounted of 30,000 invaders making their way
into Mississippi and of Negro gangs forming. In response,

MISSISSIPPI BURNING 
While investigating a church burning and helping register
African Americans to vote, three young men were brutally
murdered by members of the Ku Klux Klan. Andy Goodman,
James Chaney, and Michael Schwerner went missing June
21, 1964 after they had been arrested on fabricated charges,
then released later that night. The nationwide uproar caused
by their disappearances led to the FBI claiming the
investigation of the case. While the investigation established
eyewitness testimonies and informants, the institutional
racism in the court system thwarted the conviction of some
of the eighteen men arrested. None of the seven men
accused of civil rights violations served more than six years,
and none of them were convicted of murder by the all-white
jury. It was not until 2005 that Edgar Ray Killen, a preacher
who had been instrumental in planning the murders, was
actually convicted of murder. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY
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RILEY CENTER 
The Mississippi State University Riley Center for Education and
Performing Arts, located in downtown Meridian, provides a rich
source of learning, community, and entertainment to the people
of Mississippi and surrounding areas. The plan to combine
adjoining historic buildings was implemented by Mississippi State
University, The Riley Foundation, and the people of Meridian and
underwent a $25 million restoration during the early 2000s with the
Center opening in September of 2006. The facility dates back to
the late 1800s, when half-brothers I. Marks and Levi Rothenberg
decided to invest in the city of Meridian by building the Grand
Opera House and the Marks Rothenberg Department Store. The
Grand Opera House held much more than operas. During its prime
years of operation in the early twentieth century, the opera house
also attracted widely-renowned traveling shows and presented
silent films. But following a decline in business due to the advent
and growing popularity of movie theaters in the 1920s, the Grand
Opera House closed in 1927. The building remained largely in its
original condition for decades. The Marks Rothenberg Department
Store underwent significant changes over the years including
remodeling and new ownership. Beginning in the 1980s,
community leaders and historic preservationists made various
attempts at restoring both buildings, setting the stage for renewed
use of the historic space. Today this space, now the Riley Center,
serves as a home for performing arts, conferences, and educational
opportunities. More than 60,000 people visit Meridian every year
for events at the Riley Center. The newly restored Grand Opera
House remains inside the Riley Center with seating for nearly 1,000
people. In addition to the theater, the Riley Center contains a
30,000 square foot meeting room and boardrooms. 
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the Mississippi legislature passed laws doubling the
number of state police and banning picketing, leafleting
and assembly. Police plans were guided in part by
information from Informant X and Informant Y, who were
both African Americans with ties to the Freedom Summer
activists. The State Sovereignty Commission facilitated
clinics for law enforcement to handle the invaders, and
Mississippi law enforcement stockpiled electric cattle
prods, tear gas, and riot guns. 

Television coverage of Freedom Summer was
massive, except in Mississippi, which referred to the
movement as “Northern ideas.” Television stations in
Mississippi flashed announcements like “Cable Difficulty”
or “Sorry Cable Trouble” across the screen to keep outside
coverage from getting into Mississippi. Citizens’ Council
members like the owners of the Jackson Daily News and
The Clarion-Ledger, and the manager of Jackson’s WLBT-
TV, established monopolies that helped turn Mississippi
into a “Closed Society.” 

Freedom Summer
workers and the Civil
Rights Movement
penetrated the East
Central region. Staughton
Lynd, a Spelman
historian, Quaker activist
and Freedom School
coordinator, traveled to
Carthage where the
SNCC volunteers were
experiencing strong
resistance from the white
population regarding the

proposed Freedom School. In 1964, no African Americans
had registered to vote in Neshoba County since 1955.
Longdale Methodists, including Ross Jones, Clinton
Collier, Burleen Riley, and Ernest Kirkland, dared to work
with the movement by driving at night to Canton in two
cars to pick up clothes and literature. 

George Smith became involved full-time with the
movement in 1964. He had always wanted to work in the
Meridian hospital where he was born. He was hired as an
orderly at the hospital and awarded employee of the month.
Smith and his wife Louise became active in the Civil Rights
Movement. He was arrested for picketing a grocery store and
his name was listed in The Meridian Star. George was called
into his supervisor’s office at work and was fired for being a
part of the movement. 

Roscoe Jones served as a student organizer and a
student leader in the Meridian Freedom School, the largest
freedom school in Mississippi. Jones joined the civil rights
movement when he was thirteen years old through the

NAACP Youth Council led by Ralph Darden, an African
American photographer in Meridian. Their first sit-in at
Woolworth in Meridian was on May 30, 1964. Thirteen
were arrested and taken to city hall, where they were
booked and sent to jail.

Alvin L. Fielder of Meehan Junction entered the
Meharry Medical School of Pharmacy in 1930 and
passed the Tennessee Board of Pharmacy in 1933. He
opened his pharmacy, Fielder & Brooks, with a local
physician, L.F. Brooks on September 16, 1934. The
Meridian area Council of Federated Organizations
(COFO) office was located in the upper story of this
building. There, voter registration drives and other civil
rights activities took place, headed by Michael (Mickey)
Schwerner.

The Murder of Three Civil Rights
Workers Sparks Outrage

A new Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) recruit,
Andrew Goodman, arrived in Meridian from Ohio for the
first time on Friday, June 20, 1964. He immediately wrote
a reassuring note to his parentts:

“I have arrived safely in Meridian, Miss. This is a
wonderful town and the weather is fine. I wish you
were here. The people in this city are wonderful and
our reception was very good. All my love, Andy”
Andrew began working with Michael Schwerner and

a local African American man named James Earl Chaney.
Those who knew Michael “Mickey” Schwerner and
worked closely with him said he was kind and filled with
life and ideas. Schwerner and his wife, Rita, were the first
white civil rights workers in Meridian. Meridian resident
James Earl Chaney became a Congress of Racial Equality
(CORE) staffer and made night runs to Neshoba County.
The Mississippi Sovereignty Commission had given the
license tag number of the car to law enforcement all over
the state. Using only his parking lights and moonlight to
guide him in Neshoba County, when he made it into
Lauderdale County, he turned his headlights back on,
feeling safe enough to drive home. His mother Fannie Lee
was afraid for her son, and her fears proved well-founded. 

On Sunday, June 21 at noon, Andrew Goodman,
Mickey Schwerner, and James Earl Chaney headed to
Longdale to investigate the burning of Mt. Zion Methodist
Church where meetings had been held regarding voter
registration. Many who attended the meeting just before
the burning had been severely beaten by Klan members.
Andrew Goodman hadn’t even spent a full day in
Meridian before he, James Chaney, and Mickey
Schwerner left for Neshoba County. 

No one admitted to
seeing Schwerner,

Chaney, and Goodman.
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That afternoon at 4 p.m. the young men still had not
returned to Meridian. The Jackson COFO office directed
the Meridian office volunteers to wait another hour. When
the hour passed, the volunteers called the Philadelphia jail,
the Meridian jail, and the county jail. An Atlanta SNCC
Staffer, posing as an Atlanta Constitution reporter, also
called the jails. No one admitted to seeing Schwerner,
Chaney, and Goodman. 

Calls were also made to the FBI in Jackson and the
FBI in Meridian. When nothing was done, the Mississippi
Highway Patrol and the Justice Department in Washington
were contacted, as well as the parents of Goodman,
Chaney, Schwerner, and Schwerner’s wife, Rita. Finally,
the Neshoba County jailer’s wife admitted that James
Chaney had been stopped and booked for speeding on the
night of June 21. Schwerner and Goodman had also been
questioned. All had been released that evening. 

The day after the disappearance of Schwerner,
Chaney, and Goodman, New Orleans FBI supervisor
Harry Maynor instructed John Proctor to start an
investigation. John Proctor accepted an FBI resident agent
job in Meridian in 1962 under the supervision of the New
Orleans FBI office.  As a resident agent, Proctor
investigated crime on Indian reservations, interstate auto
theft, tracking down interstate fugitives, and investigated
alleged violations of civil rights laws. In his job, he
formed relationships with whoever could assist him,
including bootleggers, law enforcement, African American
leaders, civil rights workers, and Klansmen. 

Agents questioned those at the jail, the courthouse, the
police, and residents of Philadelphia. No one talked. The
jailer said that James Chaney had been fined $20 and the
three were released around 10:30 p.m. Deputy Sheriff
Cecil Price said he even watched Chaney’s tail lights
disappear down Highway 19 toward Meridian. On June
23, 1964, Proctor’s supervisor and ten special agents
joined Proctor after he received a tip from the
superintendent of the Choctaw Reservation. There was a
smoldering car in northeast Neshoba County. It was the
burned CORE station wagon. There were still no signs of
Schwerner, Goodman, or Chaney. 

At 8 a.m. on August 4, 1964, the FBI provided a search
warrant to Olen Burrage, the owner of a dam site in Neshoba
County. With a steam shovel, bulldozer, sleeping bags, tarps,
and food, the FBI began their search for the three missing
CORE workers. John Proctor was there with his camera.

In Meridian, at Mt. Olive Church, folk-singer Pete
Seeger was performing for the COFO workers when he
was handed a note, which he read out loud to those in
attendance. The bodies of Michael Schwerner, Andrew
Goodman, and James Earl Chaney had been found.
Moans and tears filled the space before Seeger led them in
another song, one about a healing river washing the blood
from off our sand. The bodies had been unearthed at the
dam site in Neshoba County at 5:07 p.m.

The discovery of the bodies led to Doyle Barnette’s
signed confession and additional information from James
Jordan. Because murder is a state offense, unless it occurs
on federal property, the FBI couldn’t charge anyone with
murder. Therefore, initially nineteen suspects were charged
under the section “Conspiracy Against Rights of Citizens”
of the 1870 law to control Ku Klux Klan terrorism. Two
suspects were charged with failing to give information
about a felony. In addition to the arrests of Neshoba County
Sheriff Lawrence Rainey and Deputy Cecil Price, twenty
other white men from the area were arrested. 

On January 15, 1965, a federal grand jury in Jackson,
reporting in the district court of Judge Harold M. Cox,
indicted eighteen suspects. In February 1965, Judge Cox,
known as an “opinionated segregationist,” dismissed all
the felony indictments and ruled that the suspects could
only be charged with misdemeanors. In March 1966, the
Supreme Court overruled Judge Cox’s decision. 

Martin Luther King, Jr., led the June 21, 1966 march
from Independence Quarters in Philadelphia to the
downtown courthouse to bring attention to the murders.
Deputy Cecil Price blocked King from taking the
courthouse steps, so King addressed the crowd from
where he stood. After his speech, King led the marchers
back toward Independence Quarters. Whites yelled
obscenities and struck them with fists and hurled stones,
bottles, clubs, and firecrackers. When African American
youths began to fight back, the Neshoba County police
stepped in.

On October 19, 1967, eighteen defendants went on
trial in Meridian in the court of Judge William Cox. An
all-white jury of five men and seven women gave guilty
verdicts for conspiracy against seven who were indicted.
Five of the seven were convicted as members of the
murder party. The jury was unable to reach a verdict on
Edgar Ray Killen and were deadlocked on verdicts
regarding the former Sheriff Hop Barnett and Jerry

In 1994, Byron De La Beckwith was convicted in the 1963 assassination of
NAACP field secretary Medgar Evers.
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SELA WARD 
Emmy Award-winning actress Sela Ward was born on July 11, 1956, to an electrical engineer and a homemaker in Meridian.
The oldest of four children, Ward later left Meridian to study fine art and advertising at the University of Alabama, where
she joined both Chi Omega Sorority and the cheerleading squad and was elected Homecoming Queen. Following college
graduation in 1977, Ward began working for an advertising agency in New York City. In addition to her advertising job,
Ward also kicked off her modeling career with the Wilhelmina Agency. There, she landed appearances in numerous television
commercials, including ads for Maybelline cosmetics. Eager to build on her initial success, Ward moved to Los Angeles,
California, where she soon earned her first roles in film and television. In addition to time devoted to her family and successful
acting career, Ward maintains ties to Mississippi and contributes greatly to her hometown of Meridian. During visits with
her family to a local Meridian shelter in the late 1990s, Ward became inspired to help the foster children of Mississippi. She
and her husband, entrepreneur Howard Sherman, collaborated with community leaders and sponsors to create Hope Village
for Children. Located on thirty acres where the Masonic Children’s Home once stood in Meridian, Hope Village provides a
safe, community-oriented home environment for children in need.  

PHOTO COURTESY OF HOPE VILLAGE FOR CHILDREN
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Sharpe. On July 17, 1969, the defendants in the Chaney,
Goodman, and Schwerner case were denied a new trial by
the U. S. Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals and, eventually, by
the U. S. Supreme Court. 

The Civil Rights 
Movement Forges Ahead

The Klan launched terrorist attacks against members
of the Jewish community, African Americans, and civil
rights workers, bombing Temple Beth Israel in Jackson on
September 18, 1967, and the home of Rabbi Perry
Nussbaum a few months later. Also, the Jackson homes of
Dr. William T. Bush, Dean of Tougaloo College, and
Robert Kochtitzky were bombed. In 1968, between
January and May, terrorist attacks in Meridian included
the burnings of African American churches, such as
Pilgrim Rest Methodist Church on Old Eighth Street
Road, Sun Light Baptist Church, Rose Hill Methodist
Church, Newell Chapel, and Mount Pleasant Baptist
Church on Highway 45. 

Meridian Mayor Al Key facilitated the Committee and
Conscience and raised $75,000 from white citizens to help
rebuild the African American churches. Violence continued
with gun blasts into the home of Dr. Hobert Kornegay, a
prominent African American dentist in Meridian, and the
burning of Mount Zion Baptist Church on Tenth Avenue. A
few weeks later, on May 28, Temple Beth Israel in Meridian
was bombed. A cross was burned on Mayor Key’s front
lawn, and Meridian attorney Bill Ready received death
threats as well.

On June 29, Tommy Tarrants and Kathy Ainsworth, a
school teacher at a Citizens’ Council school in Jackson,
drove into Meridian from Jackson to meet Wayne and
Raymond Roberts. The Roberts brothers had been
suspects in several church burnings, but were now acting
as FBI informants. The brothers had tipped off the FBI
about Tarrants and Ainsworth and the plans to bomb the
Meridian home of Meyer Davidson, a Jewish supporter of
the civil rights movement. By the time Tarrants and
Ainsworth arrived at the Davidson home, local authorities
had moved Mr. Davidson and his family to a place of
safety and were staking out the home. 

Probably no other politician in the East Central region produced more harmony
among politicians and everyday citizens, or accomplished more for Mississippi
and American veterans, than G.V. “Sonny” Montgomery.

Tarrants exited his car to place twenty-nine sticks of
dynamite attached to a clock on the front porch of the
Davidson home. It was set to detonate at 2 a.m. Ainsworth
waited in the car. Law enforcement officers moved in, and
Tarrants darted toward the car to retrieve his submachine.
Shots were fired and Ainsworth cried out that she had
been hit. She died in the car while Tarrants, though shot
multiple times, floored the accelerator and took off. 

The police chased Tarrants through North Meridian
streets and shot out one of his tires. He leapt from the car and
emptied his submachine into a police cruiser, injuring a police
officer. At the hospital, when the doctors first got to Tarrants,
he had no pulse or heartbeat. Thanks to Meridian orthopedic
surgeon Dr. Leslie Rush, Tarrants survived. He would later be
convicted and would serve time in Parchman State
Penitentiary. After his release eight years later, he became co-
pastor of an interracial church in Washington, D.C.

The Long Process of Healing
In 1994, Byron De La Beckwith was convicted in the

1963 assassination of NAACP field secretary Medgar
Evers. With this success, many Mississippi citizens urged
Attorney General Jim Hood to reopen the investigation
into the Goodman-Schwerner-Chaney murders. The case
was reopened, thanks in part to investigative reporting by
Clarion-Ledger veteran Jerry Mitchell, and Edgar Ray
Killen was arrested. 

On June 21, 2005, a mixed-race jury returned guilty
manslaughter verdicts forty-one years to the day after the
murders occurred. Circuit Court Judge Marcus Gordon set
Killen’s sentencing. Mississippi Attorney General Jim
Hood said, “There’s justice for all in Mississippi.”
Neshoba County District Attorney Mark Duncan said,
“Today we’ve shown the rest of the world the true
character of the people of Neshoba County.” 

Then Secretary of State Dick Molpus issued an
apology to the families of the three slain men in 1989.
Leroy Clemons grew up in Philadelphia, but as a teenager
he knew hardly anything about the 1964 murders. He
would become president of the NAACP’s Philadelphia
chapter in 2003 and would help form the Philadelphia
Coalition, a group dedicated to finally healing the wounds
left by that tragic event. The Coalition was instrumental in
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having the files on several civil rights era killings re-
opened. On June 14, 2014, almost fifty years to the day
after Andrew Goodman’s murder,  Molpus took David
Goodman, Andrew Goodman’s brother to the murder site.
David had never seen the place where his brother had
been killed. 

Racial attitudes in the East Central region slowly
began to shift. In 1969, Charles Evers left the area to

PEAVEY ELECTRONICS 
Hartley Peavey, Mississippi native and founder of Peavey Electronics Corporation, developed his talent and passion for music
technology in his hometown of Meridian. Growing up, Peavey worked in his father’s local music store, Peavey’s Melody Music,
where he often interacted with up-and-coming musicians of the 1950s and 1960s. In 1957, drawing inspiration from a Bo
Diddley concert, Peavey decided to become a rock-and-roll guitarist, convert his acoustic guitar to electric, and build an
amplifier. While in high school, Peavey began to envision his future music company, drafting guitar designs, as well as the
famous Peavey logo. He constructed the first Peavey-brand amplifier in the basement of his family’s home in 1961. Just four
years later in 1965, Hartley Peavey founded Peavey Electronics Corporation using the attic space above his father’s music
store as his first base of operations. Peavey’s company quickly rose to success, and during the next five decades, solidified its
reputation as a leader in the music industry. Today, Hartley has grown his one-man company into one of the world's largest
makers and suppliers of musical instruments, amplifiers, and professional audio systems—distributing more than 2,000 products
to more than 130 countries. Peavey Electronics has ushered in great advancements in the science of sound, such as pioneering
the use of computers to make better guitars, and creating the first computer-configurable audio system, MediaMatrix, a move
that triggered a digital revolution in the audio industry the company continues to lead today. Over the years, Hartley Peavey
has been recognized for his entrepreneurship and his company’s immense success in the music industry. In 1988, Peavey was
inducted into the National Association of Music Merchants (NAMM) Hall of Fame, and in 1990 inducted into the Rock Walk
of Fame in Hollywood, California. Peavey Electronics opened its current international headquarters in Meridian on the
company’s twenty-fifth anniversary in 1990. The facility includes a complete recording studio, a 227-seat auditorium, and
multimedia studios and classrooms for training and education. A proactive innovator and industry leader, Peavey continues to
develop cutting-edge products and categories which will leave an indelible influence on the history of music and sound. 

become mayor of Fayette, making him the first African
American man since Reconstruction to be elected as a
mayor of a Mississippi city. In Neshoba County, Cecil
Price, Jr., the son of Deputy Cecil Price, and Marcus
Dupree, an African American student, started first grade
together in the same integrated school in Philadelphia and
became friends. They played on the same high school
football team. They visited each other’s homes. Author

PHOTO COURTESY OF PEAVEY ELECTRONICS
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Willie Morris wrote about this friendship in his book, The
Courting of Marcus Dupree, first published in 1983. “I
like him and he likes me,” Marcus had said. “It’s not hard
to understand. I don’t know his father. I only met him
once or twice.”

By the 1990s, there was a new racial atmosphere in
the East Central region. African American citizens of
Shubuta held the positions of librarian, chief of police,
postmaster, and bank officer. Clyde Brown became
Shubuta’s first African American mayor and was the
longest serving mayor in the town’s history. In the 2009
Neshoba County Democratic primary for mayor, James
Young, an African American Pentecostal preacher and
former county supervisor beat three-term incumbent
Rayburn Waddell by forty-six votes. Four years later,
Young was reelected for a second term. Percy Bland
became Meridian’s first African American mayor in 2013
after defeating incumbent Mayor Cheri Barry, Meridian’s
first female mayor. 

A Native Son and National Leader
Probably no other politician in the East Central region

produced more harmony among politicians and everyday
citizens, or accomplished more for Mississippi and
American veterans, than G.V. “Sonny” Montgomery. Born
in Meridian August 5, 1920, he graduated from Mississippi
State College in 1943 and immediately joined the U. S.
Army to serve in the European Theater, for which he was
awarded the Bronze Star for Valor, Legion of Merit, and
Combat Infantry Badge. Montgomery served in the

Mississippi House of Representatives from 1956 to 1966,
and as a U.S. representative from 1967 to 1997. 

In 1984, Montgomery revamped the original GI Bill
enacted on June 22, 1944. The Montgomery GI Bill
ensured educational benefits to all who served in the
military. In 1990, Congressman Montgomery negotiated
with the North Korean government to bring home the first
set of remains of U.S. servicemen killed during the
Korean War. Montgomery received the Department of
Defense Medal for Distinguished Service in 1995, the
highest civilian award given by the Pentagon. He also
earned the Congressional Award from the Veterans of
Foreign Wars, Distinguished Service Award from the
American Legion, the Silver Helmet Congressional
Award from AMVETS of World War II and the National
Guard’s highest honor, the Harry S. Truman Award. 

Montgomery was instrumental in saving Naval Air
Station—Meridian, which encompasses more than 8,000
acres of land. Williams Field and the target facility
SEARAY add an additional 4,000 acres. More than 4,700
military, civilians, and dependents work and live at the air
station. Montgomery is one of three individuals in
American history to have a military aircraft named for
them. A C-17 Globemaster aircraft was named the “Spirit
of G.V. “Sonny” Montgomery. 

On November 10, 2005, at a White House ceremony,
President George W. Bush awarded Montgomery the
Presidential Medal of Freedom, the nation’s highest
civilian honor. Congressman Montgomery died May 12,
2006. A huge throng of friends and admirers including
former President George H.W. Bush and former First lady
Barbara Bush, attended his funeral at the Temple Theater
in Meridian. 

Arts and Entertainment
Arts and entertainment are vibrant in the East Central

region. In the 1950s, Meridian’s movie theater
entrepreneur Lloyd Royal became the first producer of
full-length films in Mississippi. Bass Brothers Store in
Enterprise was the site of a western movie filmed by the
Royal Family. Parts of the movie were set in the town in
which there were local and Hollywood actors. Jesse
James’ Women (1954) starred Don “Red” Barry and
Peggie Castle. Frontier Woman (1956) starred Royal’s
wife, Ann Kelly, Cindy Carson and Lance Fuller and was
filmed at Dunn’s Falls in Lauderdale County. The baby in
Frontier Woman, Ron Howard, grew up to be an award-
winning actor and producer. 

In 1960, Natchez Trace starred Zachary Taylor,
William Campbell, Irene James, and Ann Kelly. Another
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SILVER STAR AND GOLDEN MOON  
The Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians—a tribe of about
10,000 people of Native American descent—established two
casinos as part of the Pearl River Resort in Philadelphia: the
Golden Moon Casino and the Silver Star Casino. The Golden
Moon facility features a twenty-eight-floor tower with more
than 700  slot machines. The entire Pearl River Resort houses
two hotels, two golf courses, a water park, multiple
restaurants, and a spa. The resort, which contains 90,000
square feet of gaming facilities and employs more than 2,000
people, is ranked the number one casino in Mississippi by the
Mississippi Business Journal. In 2016, the Pearl River Resort
generated revenue of $170,100,000.

CHOCTAW PRINCESS 
As part of the annual Choctaw Indian Fair, young women
from the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians compete to
become the next Choctaw Princess. The Choctaw Princess
reigns for a year as a goodwill ambassador for the tribe. 

Outgoing princess Kursten Watkins crowns her 2012
successor, Shaye MacKinzie Scott. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE NESHOBA COUNTY DEMOCRAT
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of Royal’s productions was a comedy of errors featuring
Elliott Street, who later became an actor in television
shows such as Mayberry R.F.D., Love American Style,
Cade’s County, Ironside, the Mod Squad, Hawaii Five-0,
Kung Fu, Serpico, and The Rockford Files, and movies
like The Legend of Bagger Vance and Runaway Jury. 

Born in Whynot (Clarke County) in 1941, David
Ruffin left home around the age of fourteen and ended up
in Memphis, Tennessee, where he sang and wrote songs
and toured with various groups. After he moved to
Detroit, Michigan, David’s big brother, Jimmy, joined
him. Berry Gordy of Motown Records signed both
brothers, but it was David who stood out as a singer and a
performer. In 1963, David replaced Eldridge Bryant as a
tenor vocalist in the Temptations, and sang the vocal lead
on such hits as My Girl, I Wish It Would Rain, and Ain’t
Too Proud to Beg. Jimmy Ruffin also had success as a
solo artist with several top ten Motown hits, including
What Becomes of the Brokenhearted, released in 1966.
The Ruffin Brothers remain music legends from the East
Central region, alongside Jimmie Rodgers, William
Butler Fielder, Al Wilson, George Cummings, Hayley
Williams, Paul Davis, Randy Houser, Big K.R.I.T., and
many more.

Through a partnership between Mississippi State
University and the Riley Foundation, the Grand Opera
House in Meridian built in the late 1800s was reopened in
2006 as the MSU Riley Center, reviving its history as a
premier entertainment venue in the South. On the same
block, the historic J.J. Newberry and S.H. Kress
Buildings are another phase of the MSU/Riley partnership

and will serve as branches of the MSU Meridian campus.
In 2002, the Mississippi legislature established the

Mississippi Arts & Entertainment Center in Meridian. The
economic tailspin from Hurricane Katrina caused serious
delays in the project originally planned for the Meridian
Bonita Lakes area. With a new board and new plans for a
downtown Meridian location, board member and BMI
Senior Vice President Fred Cannon asked the board to
create a Walk of Fame in front of the MSU Riley Center
to honor Mississippi legends in the field of arts and
entertainment. The first Walk of Fame star was awarded
to Meridian’s own Jimmie Rodgers. 

Walk of Fame Bronze stars have been presented to
several East Central region artists, including Marty Stuart
(Philadelphia), Moe Bandy (Meridian), Sela Ward.
(Meridian), and Hartley Peavey (Meridian). The Walk of
Fame is winding its way through downtown Meridian to
the new museum site on the corner of 22nd Avenue and
Front Street. At the October 3, 2015 groundbreaking that
drew state officials and excited people to the site where
the two-story, 58,500 square foot facility is being built,
the new official name of the Center was announced: The
Mississippi Arts and Entertainment Experience. 

Walk of Fame Star recipient Hartley Peavey, the
founder of Peavey Electronics began his company in the
spring of 1965 with the $8,000 his father had reserved for
Peavey’s college education. Hand crafting amplifiers in
his father’s basement, Peavey expanded his Meridian
business into the only American company that
manufactures every link in the audio chain, including
public address systems, guitars, amps, digital electronics,

UNION STATION
With multiple major rain lines and up to forty-four trains running through the city daily, Meridian was the largest city in
Mississippi in 1900. Union Station was the center of the railroads, and has become a multi-modal transportation facility. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY, COOPER (FORREST LAMAR) POSTCARD COLLECTION
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STRUCTURAL STEEL SERVICES 
After spending nearly a decade as a steel worker and plant manager for Bates Steel Company in the 1960s, Meridian native Tommy
Dulaney set out to establish a company of his own. By 1975, Dulaney had gained financial support from two well-known Meridian
businessmen, Sammie Davidson and Tommy Webb, and incorporated Structural Steel Services. Early on, Dulaney worked from a 12,000
square-foot shop located near St. Louis Street in the east Meridian Industrial Park. After some success, Dulaney expanded to include
another building in 1979, and his company has continued to grow steadily ever since. For more than four decades, Structural Steel
Services has provided steel and platework fabrication to customers and industrial markets in numerous locations. While much of
Structural Steel’s business comes from power plants and steel mills in the United States, the company has worked across the globe,
including China, Indonesia, and the Philippines. In June of 2015, Dulaney and his employees celebrated the company’s fortieth year, in
which they looked back on decades of service and success. Today, Structural Steel Services includes six plants that, in total, cover more
than 1 million square feet. One of those plants is the former Bates Steel Company, which Dulaney purchased in the mid-1990s. 

PHOTOS COURTESY OF STRUCTURAL STEEL SERVICES
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NAVAL AIR STATION, MERIDIAN  
For more than fifty years, Naval Air Station (NAS) Meridian has provided aviation and technical training to Navy and Marine Corps
personnel. The original $60 million facility, known as Naval Auxiliary Air Station Meridian, was commissioned on July 14, 1961,
when U.S. Senator from Mississippi John C. Stennis spoke at the opening ceremony. Meridian’s facility and operation grew quickly
and by 1968 became a full naval air station. Throughout the 1970s and after, Naval Air Station Meridian continued to expand and
receive high recognition for its expert training programs. In 1973, President Richard Nixon visited the station with Senator Stennis
for the dedication of a new training center. Today, Naval Air Station Meridian accomplishes its mission of "Training the Warfighter"
by providing timely, quality services, and facilities in an environmentally safe, secure community. In 2016, NAS Meridian celebrated
fifty-five years of supplying the lifeblood of Naval Aviation by expertly training 98 USN, USMC and International Aviators, through
170,981 hours of flight operations. In addition, NTTC Meridian and MATTS-1 trained more than 1,800 enlisted Sailors and nearly
800 Marines. Also located on board NAS Meridian is the Regional Counterdrug Training Academy (RCTA). Operated by the
Mississippi National Guard, RCTA has provided "street-level" counterdrug training to 112,000 civilian and military law enforcement
officers from all across the U.S. since 1992. NAS Meridian is the largest employer in Lauderdale County with 3,000 jobs, in addition
to a $430 million economic impact on east Mississippi yearly. 

PHOTOS COURTESY OF NAS MERIDIAN PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICE
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YATES CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
In 1964 William G. “Bill” Yates officially incorporated his own business
as W.G. Yates & Sons Construction Company which quickly grew to
become a successful business across the southeastern United States.
During the late 1970s and 1980s, Yates began expanding the
company by purchasing other businesses, such as Thompson Welding
and Machine Works in 1976, Edwards Electric Service in 1977, and
Baldwin Sand and Gravel in 1981, and by establishing new divisions
like Yates Building Supply, Yates Heavy Division, and Yates
Engineering Corporation. In 1989, Yates Construction opened its first
office outside of Philadelphia, located in Jackson. Yates started the
Superior Asphalt office in Byram in 1991. The following year, Yates Construction was the general contractor the first casino to open
in Tunica—Splash Casino. In 1994, the company expanded across state lines to an office in Mobile, Alabama. Yates continued its
involvement in the Mississippi casino industry throughout the 1990s, helping to build the Silver Star Casino in Philadelphia, the
Beau Rivage Resort and Casino in Biloxi, and several others. The Yates Companies, Inc. was formed as a holding company, and
several other construction companies were acquired as subsidiaries, including JESCO, Inc. in Tupelo, Blaine Construction in Knoxville,
Tennessee, and Merit Electrical in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. 
Yates has opened additional offices not only in Mississippi, but also in numerous cities in Tennessee, Florida, Texas, Georgia,
Louisiana, South Carolina, and Maine. Ranked by Engineering News Record in its Top 400 Contractors in the U.S. since 1990 and
in the top fifty since 2002, the Yates Construction mission is to provide value to clients. The Company and its employees are focused
on working within its core values of safety, integrity, passion, and commitment. The Company celebrated its fiftieth year anniversary
of incorporation in 2014. Today, Yates maintains its reputation of high-quality work and success, and contributes greatly to the
economic development of the state of Mississippi. In 2016, Yates generated revenue of more than $1.6 billion, which placed the
company second on the Mississippi Business Journal’s Mississippi 100 List. 

PHOTOS COURTESY OF YATES CONSTRUCTION
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software, and accessories. Since then, Peavey has been
inducted into the Mississippi Musicians Hall of Fame,
Mississippi Innovators Hall of Fame, International Music
Products Association Hall of Fame, the Rock Walk of
Fame and the Vintage Guitar Hall of Fame. A recipient of
the Musikmesse International Press Association Hall of
Fame Lifetime Achievement award, Peavey has also
received an honorary doctor of creative and performing
arts degree from Mississippi State University.

Walk of Fame star recipient, actor, author, and
producer Sela Ward, has also received an Emmy and a
Golden Globe award. But her greatest role has been to
combat homelessness and child abuse. Ward founded
Hope Village for Children, a state-of-the-art campus in
Meridian for abused and neglected children and since its
opening, the Hope Village staff, programs and volunteer
programs have nurtured thousands of children. Sela’s
word to her Hope Village for Children is to, “Believe in
yourself, because if you don’t believe in yourself, how
can you expect anyone else to. And persevere, because
when you get knocked down you have to get up again and
go back out.” In an earlier interview, Sela said she
believed Mississippi could be a model for the rest of the
country in terms of how to revamp the foster care system.
That model began in East Central Mississippi at Hope
Village for Children.

Choctaws Enter a New Era
The Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians had

struggled for generations until Philip Martin, a Choctaw,
left his position at the Tribal Council in 1966 to become
director of the new Choctaw Community Action Program
where he served until 1971. In the early 1970s,
unemployment on the reservation had risen to nearly 80
percent. In 1979, Martin was elected as chief and under
his direction the tribe started Chahta Enterprise, the first
manufacturing company, which produced wiring for
automakers and other electronic systems. Chief Martin
successfully lobbied for government grants to build an
eighty-acre industrial park and worked with Philadelphia
officials to issue bonds to attract American Greetings
Corporation to the reservation industrial park. In 1981,
the 120,000 square-foot American Greetings plant
provided about 250 jobs for the local community. 

Partnering with Oxford Speaker Company out of
Chicago, Choctaw Electronics Enterprise opened as the
Tribe’s first joint-venture in 1985. Also in the ’80s, the Tribe
opened the Choctaw Residential Center and a community
retail shopping center that employs approximately 100
people. In 1988, Congress passed the Indian Gaming

A&B ELECTRIC COMPANY  
James D. “Jimmy” Alexander established A&B Electric
Company in Meridian in 1974. Since then, the company has
grown to become a two-state operation with locations in
Meridian and Tuscaloosa, Alabama, and serving a variety of
customers across both states. A&B Electric has worked with
partners to handle massive industrial, commercial, and gaming
projects in both states. Some of A&B’s most prominent and
successful projects in Mississippi include East Mississippi
Correctional Facility, Walnut Grove Correctional Facility,
Keesler Air Force Base, Horseshoe Casino and Hotel, Beau
Rivage Hotel, and Louie Dreffus Commodities Barge Loading
Facilities. Today, A&B Electric Company remains a family-
owned-and-operated business dedicated to providing quality
electrical contracting service to Mississippi and Alabama. 

GIPSON STEEL, INC.
Following a twenty-three-year career in the steel industry,
E.M. “Hoot” Gipson established Gipson Steel, Inc. in
Meridian in 1976. For more than four decades, Gipson Steel
has experienced great success and developed a quality
reputation working for customers in California, Michigan,
New York, and more, as well as for countries outside the
United States including Aruba, Guatemala, Togo, and Latvia.
Mr. Gipson previously served as president of Mississippi
Associated Builders and Contractors. In 2000, Gipson and his
company donated a steel sculpture to Mississippi State
University’s College of Engineering in order to foster a hands-
on learning approach to steel framing and connections.
Today, Gipson has close to eighty employees and fabricates
more than 7,000 tons of steel each year. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF GIPSON STEEL, INC. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF A&B ELECTRIC COMPANY
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HOL-MAC  
Charles Belton Holder, Jr., life-long Mississippian and founder
of Hol-Mac Corporation, was born in Louin in 1939. After
graduating from Louin High School in 1956, Holder married his
high-school love, Joyce Warren, and entered Jones County
Junior College (JCJC) with a basketball scholarship in 1957.
Following graduation from JCJC, Holder, with financial support
from his wife, went on to attend the School of Engineering at
Mississippi State University. Holder returned home to Louin in
1961 with a bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering and
began his career when he took a job with Neco Electrical
Products Corporation, located in Bay Springs. In 1963, Holder,
along with his business partner,
A.T. Land, established a local
machine and welding shop that
was located in a barn previously
used to sell livestock. Six years
later, Holder gave up his job with
Neco in order to spend more time
developing his and his partner’s
business, which they had named
Southern Welding and Machine
Company. Shortly after leaving Neco, Holder bought Land’s
share of the business and, with two more investors, newly
incorporated the company as Hol-Mac Corporation. Today,
Hol-Mac is a leading producer of steel products, machinery,
and more, and has three separate facilities—two responsible
for steel fabrication, and one for cylinders. Over the years, Hol-
Mac has received nearly a dozen awards for its quality product
and service. As a reminder of the company’s beginnings, the
front wall of the old barn is displayed in its main steel
fabrication plant.  

Regulatory Act (IGRA) which authorized casino gambling
on Indian reservations. The National Indian Gaming
Commission (NIGC) provided a regulatory framework and
oversight body for the industry and the Mississippi Band of
Choctaws entered the tourism industry on July 1, 1994, with
the opening of the Silver Star Hotel & Casino, one of the
largest casinos in the State of Mississippi. 

Another lucrative tourism draw on Choctaw lands
was the award-winning Dancing Rabbit Golf Club, a 36-
hole golf resort designed by Tom Fazio and Jerry Pate.
The progressive Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians
still make sure that the tribe learns and speaks the
traditional Choctaw language. Other Choctaw traditions
like social dance, swamp-cane basketry, and creating and
wearing tribal clothing during special events remain
strong on the Reservation. 

Economic Transformation 
Points to a Bright Future

Economic transformation in the East Central region
involved tremendous changes to the railroad industry. The
nation’s railroads were getting rid of unprofitable tracks,
and this led to track closings and corporate mergers. The
Illinois Central Gulf abandoned the old Meridian &
Memphis line to Union. It also sold off the Meridian to
Shreveport line to Midsouth Rail Corporation. The
Mobile & Ohio lines to the north and south of Meridian
were sold to the Gulf & Mississippi Railroad. The Gulf &
Mississippi fell onto hard times and was bought by
Midsouth Railroad, which controlled the former Illinois
Central Gulf rails in and around Meridian. Southern
Railway merged with Norfolk & Western and formed the
Norfolk Southern Railroad. 

Naval Auxiliary Air Station (NAAS) Meridian was
commissioned on July 14, 1961. NAAS Meridian
continued to grow, and by July 1968, the station became a
full naval air station (NAS). Over the years, NAS
Meridian has become a refuge for both aircrafts and
people who have been evacuated from the coast because
of hurricanes. The main base of NAS Meridian occupies
more than 8,000 acres of land, with an additional 4,000
acres at Joe Williams Field and the target facility
SEARAY. NAS Meridian trains Sailors and Marines in
aviation and technical related fields. The total population
served is approximately 2,300. Naval Air Station
Meridian is home to Training Air Wing One, Training
Squadron 9, Training Squadron 7, Naval Technical
Training Center, Marine Aviation Training Support
Squadron One, and the Regional Counterdrug Training
Academy.
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Meridian Mayor John Robert Smith (who served
from 1993 to 2009) established a Multi-Modal Transit
Study Committee to investigate renovating the Union
Station Tower to house Amtrak, Greyhound and Meridian
Transit System. Meridian’s Union Station was awarded
$5.1 million in federal and state grants from the
Mississippi Department of Transportation (MDOT),
including the first ISTEA grant ever awarded by the state
for a historic reconstruction project. Amtrak granted
$431,000 and locals contributed more than $1 million
through Certificates of Participation for the project, which
was dedicated on December 11, 1997. 

Entrepreneurs from the East Central region had long
recognized the profitability of the steel industry. After
World War II, Sammy Davidson and Melvin Smith, the
owners of Meridian Oxygen, established Central
Fabricators on Eighth Street in Meridian. Alabamian Jack
Bates went to work for Central Fabricators in the 1950s. 

Not long after, Dewey Tucker bought the company
and renamed it Tucker Steel. In 1962, Magnolia Steel
began fabricating rebar. Jack Bates formed Bates Steel in
1966. The next year, Bates hired Tommy Dulaney, and
after ten years, Tommy decided to start his own business.
In the mid-1970s, Dulaney founded Structural Steel
Services with the financial backing of Tommy Webb and
Sammy Davidson, with whom the Meridian’s steel
industry had begun. Around the same time, E.M. “Hoot”
Gipson founded Gipson Steel after working for twenty-
three years in the structural steel industry. 

Currently, almost 20 million acres of trees cover the
state, an amount that some say equals the amount of
forested land encountered by the first European explorers.
The Mississippi Forestry Commission estimates that the
timber industry earns between $1.3 and $1.5 billion from
forestry and forest products every year. Private forest
landowners make up most of the forestry and timber
industry in the state, owning between 70 and 80 percent
of the harvested forests in Mississippi. There are 125,000
forest landowners in Mississippi, and the timber industry
provides 189,000 jobs. The East Central region plays a
huge role in forestry. 

Jasper County has 59.4 percent of its surface in
woodlands. In Kemper County, woodlands constitute 57.5
percent of the total land acreage. Likewise, Lauderdale
County has 57 percent of its land used for growing
timber. Other counties in the region reflect this same
pattern of land use. Clarke County is 48.7 percent
woodland; Leake County is 46.3 percent; Neshoba
County shows 43.6 percent; Newton County is 49.5
percent. 

Poultry continues to be Mississippi’s number one
agricultural commodity. East Central Mississippi offers

the perfect setting for raising chickens, making the region
a prime location for national poultry industries to set up
plants. In 1989, Peco Foods, Inc., the eighth largest
poultry company in the country in 2014, added a plant in
Bay Springs, Mississippi. B.C. Rogers Poultry Inc. in
Morton, Mississippi, was bought by Koch Foods, Inc. in
December 2001. Koch Foods has 2,700 employees and
650 growers in Mississippi. 

Marshall Durbin, Sr. expanded his chicken business
into Mississippi in the 1930s. At his death, his son,
Marshall Durbin, Jr. took over the business and in 1973
bought four Mississippi poultry firms, three of which
were in Leake County: Canton Poultry, Inc. and the
Carthage-based Leake County Milling Company, Inc.,
Leake County Hatchery, Inc. and Leake County Trucking
Company, Inc. With the acquisition of those four firms,
company production rose to 1.22 million birds per week.
In 1978, Durbin built a feed mail, hatchery and fleet
garage in Philadelphia. 

Choctaw Maid Farms in Carthage had processing
plants in Carthage and
Forest Mississippi, two
hatcheries and a feed mill
and was one of the top ten
largest private companies
in Mississippi, employing
around 3,400 people, with
a large number of Hispanic
workers. Between 2000
and 2010, the Hispanic
population in Carthage
grew from 1.9 percent to
12.3 percent. In late 2003,
Tyson Foods Inc., the
second largest food
processing company in the
United States, purchased
Choctaw Maids. 

Total Mississippi exports of poultry accounts for
more than $300 million annually in sales. The biggest
foreign customers are Mexico, Russia, Hong Kong,
Angola, and Cuba. Much of this exported poultry comes
from East Central Mississippi, and these exports account
for much of the tonnage shipped out of the Port of
Pascagoula where there are huge cold storage and freezer
warehouses at the docks. Since 2001, over 300,00 tons of
poultry, much of it from East Central Mississippi, have
been shipped out of Pascagoula to Cuba alone. 

With the region’s wealth of timber and natural gas
and a growing worldwide demand for poultry products,
East Mississippi, with its modern system of highways and
railroads, is poised for a bright economic future. 

The Mississippi
Forestry Commission
estimates that the

timber industry earns
between $1.3 and
$1.5 billion from
forestry and forest
products every year. 
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COUNTIES
Washington: Founded in 1827. County seat is Greenville.

Tallahatchie: Founded in 1833. County seats are Charleston and Sumner.
Bolivar: Founded in 1836. County seats are Rosedale and Cleveland.

Coahoma: Founded in 1836. County seat is Clarksdale.
Tunica: Founded in 1836. County seat is Tunica.

Issaquena: Founded in 1844. County seat is Mayersville.
Sunflower: Founded in 1844. County seat is Indianola.
Leflore: Founded in 1871. County seat is Greenwood.
Sharkey: Founded in 1876. County seat is Rolling Fork.
Quitman: Founded in 1877. County seat is Marks.

Humphreys: Founded in 1918. County seat is Belzoni.
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T
he Mississippi Delta crescent is a vast alluvial floodplain in northwest Mississippi.
The location of what Mississippians call the Delta is not the Mississippi River’s
actual delta; that lies in Louisiana at the river’s mouth below New Orleans. Nor
does our Delta bear the shape of a deltoid. Instead, the region’s shape resembles

more of a diamond or a football. In his landmark memoir, Lanterns on the Levee, Greenville
native William Alexander Percy called this land “the river country.” Percy noted that it “lies
flat, like a badly drawn half oval, with Memphis at its northern and Vicksburg at its southern
tip.” 

The landscape, history, and culture of the Delta are inextricably linked to the Mississippi
River, which serves as the region’s western
border. To the east, a series of bluffs follows
the general path of the Yazoo River and stands
as the eastern boundary of the Delta. The
Coldwater, Tallahatchie, Deer Creek, and
Sunflower rivers run through the Delta and
serve as important tributaries of the
Mississippi and the Yazoo. 

For thousands of years, the melting runoff
from northern snow and ice propelled

powerful waters down the Mississippi River. The constant flooding and deposits of sediment
emerging from those swelling waters created what Percy called an “ancient depression.”
Another Greenville writer, David Cohn, called this alluvial plain the “loins of the river. It
had sprung from the body of the Mississippi in a gestation eons long.” The flooding of the
Mississippi and its tributaries gave the Delta its most valuable natural resource, a “pure soil”
that Cohn described as “endlessly deep, dark, and sweet.”  

SKY LAKE 
Sky Lake, a lake formed by what was once an oxbow bend
of the Mississippi River, is located near Belzoni. The lake is
now a nature preserve and the site of an archeological dig,
with two Native American mounds nearby and more than
1,000 feet of raised board walk. Sky Lake is home to some
of the oldest cypress and tupelo trees in Mississippi, as well
as numerous species of water birds and other wildlife. 
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STORMS AND RAIN ARE ESSENTIAL TO THE FARMLAND THAT COVERS MOST OF THE
MISSISSIPPI DELTA. The Delta has some of the richest soil in the world, thanks to years of the Mississippi River
flooding the area. The river is now contained by an intricate levee, lock, and dam system, but the Delta soil still
grows bountiful crops of cotton, corn, soybeans, and rice.

DELTA STORM CLOUDS 

PHOTO BY GREG CAMPBELL
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Delta Frontier (1817–1861) 
This fertile land belonged to the Choctaw and

Chickasaw nations until the 1820s and 1830s. With
Hernando de Soto’s ill-fated sixteenth-century expedition
across northern Mississippi to the Arkansas side of the big
river, the Spanish ceremonially laid claim to the present-day
Delta but never established a real foothold. The French later
claimed the Delta along with the rest of present-day

Mississippi, but they only colonized the Gulf Coast and
those lands along the Mississippi River from present-day
Vicksburg southward. The French were ousted by the
British after the French and Indian War, but once again a
European power that assumed control over the Delta failed
to settle it. 

A slow trickle of white settlers descended upon the
Delta following the United States of America’s creation of
the Mississippi Territory in 1798. These Americans
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FAULKNER SPEECH TO DELTA COUNCIL  
On May 15, 1952, William Faulkner, one of the most celebrated writers in American literature, delivered the keynote address
at the Seventeenth Annual Meeting of the Delta Council in Cleveland. On the day of the address, the audience consisted of
several thousand farmers and businessmen representing eight counties. The Delta Council, an organization founded in 1935
to promote economic security and agricultural development in the post-Great Depression Mississippi Delta, invited the Oxford
native and Nobel Prize-winning author to speak on a topic of his choosing. In his speech, entitled “Man’s Responsibility to
Fellow Man: Freedom is Each Citizen’s Charge,” Faulkner interpreted the nation’s founding principles as a present-day call to
action. Expanding on the inalienable rights outlined in the Declaration of Independence, Faulkner explained with these rights
comes personal responsibility. Faulkner noted that in establishing a new nation, the founding fathers bestowed upon America’s
citizens—and its future citizens—a duty to maintain their freedom and independence. He stated that man is “…not just
responsible to and for his fellow man, but to himself,” and that the forefathers intended for each individual “to be responsible
for the consequences of his own acts, to pay his own score, owing nothing to any man.” Citing what he considered to be
flaws in American government, specifically the welfare system, Faulkner argued that man had somehow lost his sense of
individual responsibility. Faulkner suspected the current state of the country had caused many to lose faith in the future of
man but assured the audience he had not. Near the end of the speech, Faulkner stated: “I believe that the true heirs of the
old tough durable fathers are still capable of responsibility and self-respect, if only they can remember them again.” 

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE DELTA COUNCIL
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encountered a dangerous region full of bears, panthers,
alligators, mosquitoes, and plenty of disease. Will Percy
wrote the Delta of that time was “a land of unbroken
forests.” Travelers to the Delta vividly captured descriptions
of its treacherous environs in their journals and diaries. One
French visitor from the early eighteenth century found the
area to be a “lush, seething hell.” 

With its persistent flooding, its rugged and swampy
landscape, and its wild animals and stifling humidity, the
Delta did not seem to be meant for human settlement. One
traveler in the early nineteenth century assessed this
waterlogged expanse of land to be of “no value.” “Barren
and wholly worthless” were the words a North Carolinian
used when discussing the Delta. 

But such observations to the contrary, the treacherous
Delta land held the potential to yield great agricultural
riches. Those with the means to brave the Mississippi
frontier came to realize that the very things making the
Delta a land of harsh uncertainty could also be cultivated to
amass great fortunes. 

At the time Mississippi achieved statehood in 1817, the
State had a population of approximately 75,000. The vast
majority of land within the boundaries of this new state
remained in the hands of Native Americans, namely the
Chickasaw and Choctaw tribes. A series of treaties in the
1820s and 1830s officially ceded these Native American
lands to Mississippi, and this opened the floodgates to white
settlement over the next several decades. In particular, the
1820 Treaty of Doak’s Stand ceded much of the southern
portion of the Mississippi Delta to the young Mississippi
government, and the Treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek
(1832) put most of the northern Delta under Mississippi’s
control. Mississippi’s native peoples for the most part were
moved to the Indian Territory in present-day Oklahoma. 

With the subsequent settlement of Delta lands by white
settlers, the Mississippi legislature began chartering new
counties. In 1827, the state formed Washington County,
named after President George Washington, out of Yazoo and
Warren counties. In 1833, Tallahatchie County was formed,
followed by Bolivar, Coahoma, and Tunica counties in
1836. During the 1840s, the legislature created Issaquena
County out of Washington County. Sunflower, once part of
Bolivar, became a separate county as well. 

These Delta counties experienced continuous—and
sometimes dramatic—population growth from 1830 to
1860. In 1830, the population of Washington County was
recorded at 1,976. By 1860, it had ballooned to 15,679. The
overwhelming majority of Washington’s population resided
along the Mississippi River. The port towns of New Mexico
and Princeton were the first county seats of Washington. By
the 1840s, Greenville became the county seat and major
town in Washington County. With just more than 1,000
people in the 1840 census, Bolivar County’s population
skyrocketed to over 10,000 in 1860 on the cusp of the Civil
War. Similarly, Tunica County grew from 821 people in
1840 to 4,366 in 1860. Other Delta counties experienced
similar increases.

Cotton
Eli Whitney patented the cotton gin in 1794, and almost

immediately lands in Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, and
Louisiana became prime targets for cotton cultivation. The
Eastern Seaboard states of South Carolina and Georgia
grew only small amounts of cotton prior to the nineteenth
century, but when Whitney devised a way to separate the
seeds from the fibers of short-staple cotton, cotton
production began to expand beyond the coastal Atlantic
areas. The combination of ginning technology, access to
cheap land, a long growing season, and rich, fertile soil
made the Delta a land full of endless possibilities for cotton,
despite the region’s perilous landscape. 

With cotton production slowing in older states east of
Mississippi, whites moved into Mississippi to cultivate
short-staple cotton and brought slaves to the region in large
numbers. Will Percy put it best when he said that the Delta’s
“pioneers were slave-owners and slaves.” Before the Civil
War, African American slaves vastly outnumbered whites
across the Delta. In Washington County, for example, slaves
made up 60 percent of the population in 1830. The same
census showed that slaves were 48 percent of the entire state
population. In 1860, the slave population had soared to an
astounding 92 percent of all residents. In Bolivar County,
slaves were 87 percent of the population in 1860. Coahoma
County’s slave population stood at 77 percent in 1860,

With its persistent flooding, its rugged and swampy landscape,
and its wild animals and stifling humidity, the Delta did not
seem to be meant for human settlement. 
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STAPLCOTN  
In an effort to improve the way that growers marketed cotton,
Oscar Bledsoe, Jr., collaborated with fellow Delta planters
LeRoy Percy, Oscar Johnston, and others to found Staple
Cotton Cooperative Association (Staplcotn) in 1921. During
its first year, the nearly 1,500-member cooperative marketed
156,026 bales of cotton at 25.96 cents per pound. Staplcotn
continued to thrive throughout the twentieth century, even
surviving difficult times such as the Great Flood of 1927, the
Great Depression, and the post-World War II era. Today,
Staplcotn is considered the oldest and one of the biggest
cotton marketing cooperatives in America, handling almost
14,000 farm accounts in eleven states—Mississippi, Arkansas,
Louisiana, Tennessee, Missouri, Florida, Alabama, Virginia,
North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia. Staplcotn
markets approximately 2 to 3 million bales of cotton per year.
With nearly 100 years of success in the cotton industry,
Staplcotn continues its legacy of quality production and
service. Under the leadership of President and Chief
Executive Officer, Meredith Allen, Staplcotn marketed its 100
millionth bale of cotton in 2015.   

MISSISSIPPI SNOW 
Cotton production has been part of Mississippi’s economy
since before Mississippi achieved statehood in 1817. In
1860, right before the Civil War began, Mississippi was
producing more than 4,000,000 bales of cotton a year.
Usually rotated with soybeans or corn, cotton is still one of
the primary agricultural crops in the state. 

PHOTOS BY GREG CAMPBELL
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CROP DUSTING 
The aerial application of pesticides to crops has become nearly essential to promote healthy harvests. Pilots are
trained not only in row flying and applications but also in entomology. The ultimate goal is to produce good crops
without damaging the surrounding environment. In one of the most dangerous jobs in aviation besides flying military
combat missions, agricultural pilots fly as low as five to ten feet off the ground to ensure the proper chemicals,
fertilizers, or seeds are spread on the right fields. Aerial application of chemicals began to be popular in the 1930s
as the boll weevil, a beetle which feeds on cotton buds and flowers, threatened cotton crops and profits. 
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while 64 percent of Tallahatchie County’s population was
enslaved that same year. In Issaquena County, whites made
up less than 8 percent of the population. 

The growing of cotton proved to be a tumultuous and
unpredictable endeavor in the first half of the nineteenth
century, even as it would be at other times in the Delta’s
history. Before the levees, flooding often threatened to
destroy an entire year’s labor and put a plantation in peril.
Standing water, high temperatures, and extreme humidity
made for disease-infested swamps that did not discriminate
between slave and free, male and female, young and old.
When times were rough and the cotton crop fell under

assault from natural and human forces, the dreams of many
a prosperous Delta could appear to be dashed. But when the
white bolls of cotton stood tall in newly cleared fields, the
promises of the Delta frontier were being realized. 

Fortunes changed from year to year. Over the long term,
though, Delta-raised cotton generated huge profits.
Throughout Mississippi, the average field hand produced
roughly 3.5 bales of cotton around 1850. In the Delta, the
average was 5.7 bales per field hand. (One bale of cotton
weighs approximately 500 pounds.) The value of Delta land
was a clear sign of the productivity and profitability of
cotton. In 1860, the average cash value per acre of farmland

WADE, INC.  
In June of 1909, Wade-Hobbs Hardware Company opened its doors in Greenwood. In 1917 WADE, Inc., expanded by
opening a location in Clarksdale. Over the next 107 years, WADE, Inc., expanded operations to twelve cities within the
State of Mississippi and is now in its fourth generation of family leadership. From selling wood stoves and mule harnesses
in the beginning, to today with the statewide state-of-the-art satellite tower network for self-driving equipment, WADE,
Inc., with its primary partner, John Deere Company, provides agricultural solutions for lawn and garden projects, large
property owners, cattle operations, and substantial farming enterprises. 

PHOTOS COURTESY OF WADE, INC.
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was considerably higher in Delta counties than elsewhere.
For example, in Bolivar, Coahoma, Issaquena, and Tunica
counties, an average acre of farmland was assessed at $34.
For the rest of the state, that number was slightly over ten
dollars. By 1860, Issaquena County, as the second
wealthiest county in the entire country, stood as a testament
to this incredible wealth.

As the Delta became more populated and the cotton
economy generated increased wealth for the planter class,
the pace of life in communities and homes picked up across
the region. Traffic along the Mississippi surged thanks to the
development of the steamboat and booming cotton
production in deep south states like Mississippi. The smaller
tributaries of the Delta brought cotton from riverside
plantations to ports along the Mississippi. By the 1840s,
Greenville, Friars Point in Coahoma County, and Rosedale
in Bolivar County emerged as important Delta towns
drawing lifeblood from the cotton trade and transportation. 

Significant plantations sprang up along the rivers and
navigable streams of the Delta. In 1833, the Griffins-
Spragins House, better known as Refuge Plantation, was
built in Greenville. The Worthingtons, a prominent
Greenville family, built Belmont Plantation near Greenville
in 1857. A year later in Bolivar County, Judge J. C. Burrus,
an Alabama transplant to the Delta in the 1840s, built his
plantation home near the present-day community of Benoit. 

Delta plantations were the source of much of the
“moonlight and magnolia” mystique perpetuated through
books and films depicting the deep south in general and
Mississippi in particular. They were the sites of lavish
parties accompanied by plenty of food, strong drink,
dancing, and storytelling. The wealthiest Delta planters
imported fine furniture and home decorations from Europe.
Compared with yeomen farmers and poor whites from other
parts of Mississippi, the Delta elite lived in a world of high-
quality material goods. 

Secession, Civil War, 
and Reconstruction 

During the 1850s, the Delta found itself in the middle of
a sectional crisis that had the nation spiraling toward a civil
war. The 1850s saw the North and South divide over the
issue of expanding slavery into the western territories. The

PHOTOS COURTESY OF DELTAG

DELTAG
Founded by Johnny McRight in Greenville in 1976, DeltAg
began as a soil and crop nutritional testing and consulting
company. Dissatisfied with grower results during the
company’s first several years, McRight and his team began
using their experience and resources to develop more
efficient formulas for fertilizer performance and crop
response. Within just a few years, DeltAg had designed a
complete set of successful crop nutrition products. DeltAg’s
current product line has proven a success since the early
1990s. Today, the company works with growers across the
nation and the world, and all products are distributed from
DeltAg headquarters in Greenville. 

As the Delta became more populated and the cotton economy generated
increased wealth for the planter class, the pace of life in communities
and homes picked up across the region. 
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SHELBY FOOTE 
Highly respected novelist and Civil War historian
Shelby Dade Foote, Jr., was born into a
prominent Delta family in Greenville on
November 17, 1916. While Foote’s family name
carried great meaning in the region, much of his
relatives’ wealth had been lost by the time of his
birth, leaving his parents struggling to work their
way back up the social and financial hierarchy.
During the first years of his life, Foote moved
with his parents to Jackson and Vicksburg, then
to Pensacola, Florida, and Mobile, Alabama, as
his father was promoted to various positions for
his job in the meat-packing industry. However,
when Foote was only five years old, his father died of septicemia,
and he and his mother Lillian moved back to Greenville, where
Foote spent perhaps the most formative years of his life. During his
teenage years, Foote befriended brothers Walker, LeRoy, and
Phinizy Percy, who had moved to Greenville to live with their father’s
cousin, William Alexander Percy. Foote developed a lifelong
personal and intellectual connection with the Percy boys, as they
influenced one another’s writings and scholarly pursuits. After
attending Greenville High School, where he edited the student
newspaper The Pica, Foote followed the Percy men in enrolling at
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. There he contributed
writings to the award-winning Carolina Magazine. While Foote
greatly advanced as a scholar during his tenure at UNC Chapel Hill,
he developed a reputation for frequently skipping class to explore
the library and other areas of campus. In 1937, Foote moved home
to Greenville to work in the construction business and for the Delta
Democrat Times, a local news outlet. In the early 1940s, Foote
joined the Mississippi National Guard, for which he was stationed
in a number of different regions of the United States, as well as
Europe. After being discharged from the Army, Foote returned to
America to work for the Associated Press in New York City. In 1945,
he spent a brief time in the United States Marine Corps during
World War II but never experienced combat. Following the war,

Foote moved back to his native Greenville to
work for a local radio station. His first novel,
Tournament, which he started writing before the
war, was published in 1949. His second book,
Follow Me Down, was published in 1950. By
1954, Foote had published three more novels:
Love in a Dry Season, Shiloh, and Jordan County.
All of his novels contain themes deeply rooted in
his experiences and interpretations of his home
state of Mississippi. In 1954, Random House
publishing company called upon Foote to write
a history of the Civil War. The project, originally
meant to be a single-volume book, became a

three-volume work—entitled The Civil War: A Narrative—that took
Foote twenty years to complete. The first volume, Fort Sumter to
Perryville, was published in 1958.  The second, Fredericksburg to
Meridian, was published in 1963, and finally, the third, Red River to
Appomattox, was published in 1974. In addition to outlining the
details of the war, Foote recorded the history using a distinct
narrative style, which set his work apart from other historical works.
Foote once said about the study of history, “Narrative history is the
kind that comes closest to telling the truth. You can never get to the
truth, but that’s your goal.” For the next several decades, Foote
continued writing novels, as well as articles, for popular and scholarly
magazines. Foote’s publications went largely unrecognized by the
general public until he appeared in the famous Ken Burns
documentary series The Civil War,which quickly propelled his career
notoriety in the late 1980s and early 1990s. The University of North
Carolina granted him an honorary degree in 1994. That same year,
Foote was chosen for the American Academy of Arts and Letters.
During the late 1990s, Foote collaborated on and appeared in
several video projects, including the Ken Burns documentary
Baseball and various television and news programs. Foote passed
away in Memphis, Tennessee, on June 27, 2005, at the age of
eighty-eight.    

Republican Party, an exclusively northern political party,
vowed to prohibit the expansion of slavery into newly
acquired western lands. When Abraham Lincoln and the
Republicans were victorious in the 1860 national elections,
the South faced a serious dilemma. Should southern states
remain in the Union and work out their differences through
the political system, or should they secede? If they seceded,
should each state secede individually, or should they leave
as an organized, collective unit? 

Almost without exception, Delta planters supported
slavery and its expansion westward. With that said, they did
not rush to embrace secession following Lincoln’s victory.
The plantation aristocracy of the Delta worried any swift
move toward secession would lead to war and, eventually,

economic and social ruin. Planters like James Lusk Alcorn
of Coahoma County and J. Shall Yerger of Washington
County knew they had a great deal to lose if rash action led
to military action and probably the loss of lucrative northern
and East Coast markets for their cotton crops. 

Alcorn eloquently insisted separating from the United
States meant the Delta would face the might of northern
military force that could put an end to slavery. Yerger urged
a convention of southern states to unite the region in
common cause. When Mississippi called a statewide
convention in January 1861 to debate secession, by and
large, the Delta delegates rejected immediate separation
from the United States. Fiery secessionist sentiment took
hold across the state, however, and drowned out the more
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cautious Delta elites. And as predicted by the Alcorn-Yerger
faction, secession did indeed result in devastation for their
economic order.  

Secession resulted in the war and the devastation that
Alcorn accurately predicted. One of the first Delta casualties
of the Civil War was the delay in levee construction along the
Mississippi River. In 1858, the state legislature established the
Levee District to build levees and protect vulnerable lands
from flooding. For Delta planters, this investment in
infrastructure was a godsend and portended a future in which
cotton crops were protected and profits would soar. The
Union campaign to take control of the Mississippi River put
the levee plan on hold for the war’s duration. 

By the end of 1862, the Union had captured New
Orleans, Baton Rouge, Natchez, and Memphis. Securing
control of the area south of Memphis to Vicksburg gave the
Union full control of the river and isolated the western
Confederate states of Louisiana, Arkansas, and Texas. Still
largely wilderness, the Delta’s geography was a formidable
obstacle for both Union and Confederate soldiers. Writer
Shelby Foote described the Delta in 1862: “It was, in short,
impenetrable to all but the smallest of military parties
engaged in the briefest of forays. An army attempting to
march across or through it would come out at the other end
considerably reduced in numbers and fit for nothing more
strenuous than a six-month rest, with quinine as the
principal item on its diet.” The Delta’s swamps and
unhealthy climate took their toll on Union efforts to take
Vicksburg. General Ulysses S. Grant tried to move his
Union troops south along the Yazoo River to reach that
well-fortified Mississippi River city. After several failed
Union attempts to capture it, the Gibraltar of the Mississippi
fell into Union hands on July 4, 1863. Grant’s victory in
Vicksburg was a key turning point in the war.

Life on the home front was harsh and chaotic. Attacks
from Yankee gunboats along the Mississippi and Yazoo
Rivers were a source of daily concern in the Delta.
Plantations across the floodplain were vulnerable to Union
raids, which often led to the destruction of cotton, a source of
major wealth and currency for the Confederate States of
America. It was also the economic lifeline for the families left
behind after farmers vacated to fight for the Confederacy.
Greenville was especially hard-hit, as Union forces burned all
but two buildings in the once-bustling river city. 

With young and middle-aged men off to fight the war,
Delta plantations lost many of the white masters who lorded
over these lands. In addition, many owners who went to
battles in far-flung parts of the South took their slaves with
them. Slaves served their masters’ daily needs in camps and
while at battle. Back home, plantation mistresses assumed
control of the daily operations of the plantation. 

The rough conditions of the Delta made running a

plantation a difficult challenge under normal, peaceful
circumstances, but the Civil War multiplied the challenges
of producing a stable cotton crop and foodstuffs to feed
those who lived on the plantation. Delta residents quickly
learned that a war-ravaged landscape could not produce the
cotton crops that had been the lifeblood of the Delta
economy just a few years earlier. By the end of the Civil
War, once-fertile cotton fields had been taken over by
weeds and wild animals. Prewar efforts to tame the wild
Delta went for naught.  

Another blow to the plantations came when a restless
slave population sought their own freedom. Before the war,
running away to freedom was an extra-ordinary risk for
slaves. The chances of attaining freedom were slim, as the
Delta swamps gave few options for survival. The arrival of
Union troops during the war opened doors to freedom for
African American slaves throughout the South and
especially in the Delta with its
large enslaved population.
Slaves were emboldened by
Union advancements and left
plantations in large numbers
for Union army lines. 

Union officers were
perplexed at what to do with
these runaway slaves,
especially given the high
numbers who needed to be fed
and clothed. The Union
routinely put slaves to work
dredging swamps and building
fortifications. By 1863, the
Union allowed African
Americans to serve in
regiments for the U.S. Colored
Troops. Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation, two years
after the war began, made the destruction of slavery a clear
Union goal. 

Following the war, political reconstruction from 1865
to 1877 ushered in a constitutional revolution in
Mississippi. The Fourteenth Amendment granted
citizenship to all persons born in the United States and
stated that no state could deprive its citizens of life, liberty,
or property without due process of law. Passed in 1866 by
Republicans in Congress and ratified by new Republican
governments in the South, the Fourteenth Amendment
ensured that states could not deny citizens equal protection
of the law. Four years later, the Fifteenth Amendment
declared that the right to vote could not be abridged on the
basis of race, color, or previous condition of servitude.  

African Americans in the Delta acted upon their
newfound freedoms and rights in powerful, affirming ways.

Following the war,
political

reconstruction from
1865 to 1877
ushered in a
constitutional
revolution in
Mississippi. 
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GREENVILLE CROSSING 
Spanning the Mississippi River and replacing the failing Benjamin G. Humphreys bridge, the Greenville
Bridge was the second longest cable-stayed bridge in the United States when it opened in 2010. The
project took about four years to complete and is now the third longest of its kind in the United States.
The bridge is 2.5 miles long. 

PHOTO BY GREG CAMPBELL
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MOON LAKE   
Oxbow lakes are formed when a curve of a river
gets bypassed by the river and sediment builds up
to form a lake near the riverbed. Moon Lake is an
oxbow lake off the Mississippi River near Clarksdale.  

PHOTO COURTESY OF MALCOLM DAVID LOGAN
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REST HAVEN RESTAURANT 
Just down Highway 61 from the famous Crossroads, another
restaurant gained fame for equality of service during the Civil
Rights Movement. Rest Haven was founded in 1960. Chafik
Chamoun, the founder, was a Lebanese immigrant whose menu
included Southern, Lebanese, and Italian dishes. The popular
restaurant continues to serve homemade food to anyone who
walks in the door. 

PHOTO BY GREG CAMPBELL

DELTA GROCERY 
In response to plantation commissaries shutting down, Chinese
immigrants began to open grocery stores throughout the Delta.
Workers on the plantations made the grocers prosperous and
enabled them to succeed when others could not during the
Great Depression. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY

DOE’S EAT PLACE 
The world-famous Delta restaurant Doe’s Eat Place was established
by the Signa family in Greenville in 1941. The origin of Doe’s dates
back to much earlier, when Dominick “Big Doe” Signa moved to
Greenville in 1903. In the building which now houses the
restaurant, Big Doe first opened a grocery store—known in the
community as “Papa’s Store”—and lived with his wife and family
in a house behind it. Signa’s store proved prosperous until 1927,
when the Great Flood struck the Delta region. Left without a
business, Big Doe turned to bootlegging to support his family. He
later sold the forty barrels in his possession for several hundred
dollars and a Model T Ford. In 1941, Signa’s wife, Mamie,
discovered a tamale recipe, which she altered to her liking and
began selling out of the family building. This is considered the start
of the now-popular Doe’s Eat Place. In the early years, Big Doe and
Mamie managed a honky-tonk in the front part of the building,
strictly serving African American patrons and offering food such as
buffalo fish and chili. Known in the community for his delicious
steaks, Big Doe began cooking for white doctors and lawyers who
visited him in the back of the building. Before long, Big Doe had
gained so many customers in the back he decided to close the
honky-tonk and officially open a restaurant.  Together, Big Doe and
Mamie started what was to become a hugely successful eatery.
Mamie passed away in 1955, but Big Doe continued running the
restaurant until his retirement in 1974, when he turned over the
reins to his sons, Charles and Little Doe. Big Doe passed away just
over a decade later in 1987. Although time has taken a toll on both
the family and their building, the Signas continue to provide an
authentic and delicious early twentieth-century Delta dining
experience to visitors from all over the country and the world. Now
a Southern multi-state franchise, Doe’s Eat Place has locations not
only in Mississippi but also in Arkansas, Louisiana, and Kentucky.  

PHOTO COURTESY OF DELTA MAGAZINE
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BBQ AND KIBBIE 
Abe’s BBQ in Clarksdale was founded and continues to be run by a Lebanese immigrant family who have made the restaurant
one of the most popular in the state. Sitting on the edge of the Crossroads where Robert Johnson sold his soul to the devil,
Abe’s has been a symbol of community uniting over a love of good food since 1924. 

PHOTO BY GREG CAMPBELL

BLUE & WHITE
The Blue and White restaurant was founded in 1924, later
moved to sit on the edge of Highway 61, and continues to
provide home-cooked Southern food. The restaurant was
originally part of a newsstand, bus stop, and service station and
continues to be a popular local eating spot with both locals,
tourists, and casino visitors. 

REX THEATER IN LELAND 
Segregation was a way of life around the world for thousands
of years. The abolition of slavery in America in 1865 was the
first step in reaching equality, and the civil rights movement of
the 1960s went even further in accomplishing the
desegregation of schools, equality in voting, and changing
perceptions of society’s functioning. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY
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AARON HENRY   
The “Freedom Vote” campaign in 1962 was organized by Aaron Henry while he was president of the Council of Federated
Organizations (COFO). In 1963, COFO organized a mock election in order to show how eager African American citizens
were to vote. Edwin King, a white man known for being active in the Civil Rights Movement, ran against Henry in the mock
election where nearly 80,000 African American citizens voted. Henry was selected as the gubernatorial candidate. The mock
election was a platform to end segregation and offer fair employment, better schools, and a right to vote.  

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY, MONCRIEF, WINFRED PHOTOGRAPH COLLECTION

Prior to emancipation, slave marriages were illegal.
Freedom now in hand, African American marriages were
sanctioned by law, and across the Delta and the South,
African Americans formed legal families for the first time in
U.S. history. Freedmen worked to build their own churches,
a move that led to the church becoming the most important
institution for African Americans in the Delta. Freedmen
staked their claim to the land and sought to reap the fruits of
their own labors. Hoping to own land and build wealth, they
worked with the federal agency known as the Freedman’s
Bureau to sign labor contracts, build schools, and ensure
that the basic needs of ex-slaves were met. Freedmen also
formed political voluntary associations to help their
communities. African American males became politically
active, hoping not only to vote but hold political office at
the local, state, and even national levels.

Republicans became the dominant force in Mississippi

politics during Reconstruction thanks largely to African
Americans. James Alcorn, a Whig turned secessionist,
understood the changing political winds of the post—Civil
War period and formed alliances with African American
officeholders and voters to create a robust Republican Party.
In Mississippi, the Party of Lincoln pushed through a new
system of land taxes to fund public schools for the first time
in state history. Higher taxes also financed levee construction
and railroad repairs, among other measures, to help rebuild
the state after the devastation of war. This agenda put
Republicans at odds with the conservative planters who
owned the lands that were taxed to fund these reforms. 

The political revolution of Reconstruction was
particularly astonishing. African Americans held a variety of
political offices in the Delta during the period from 1865 to
1877. From African American sheriffs to a former slave
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PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, HISTORIC AMERICAN BUILDINGS SURVEY/HISTORIC AMERICAN
ENGINEERING RECORD/HISTORIC AMERICAN LANDSCAPES SURVEY

ISAIAH T. MONTGOMERY HOUSE  
Isaiah Montgomery was the son of Benjamin Montgomery,
the initiator of the first African American colony at Davis
Bend. When the colony at Davis Bend failed because of
crop failure, flooding, and illness, Isaiah Montgomery
founded Mound Bayou. This was the twenty-one bedroom
home Montgomery built for his family in the self-
segregated community at Mound Bayou. 

In the late 1870s, the Delta was still predominantly wilderness and swampland.
The wild animals that roamed the region in the days of de Soto, French and
British rule, and the early Mississippi Territory had gone nowhere. 

serving as a United States senator, a new day had arrived in
Mississippi politics. There was no better symbol of this
political revolution than Blanche K. Bruce. Bruce was born
a slave, but his father, a white plantation owner, freed his
son and sent him to Oberlin College in Ohio. He helped
establish a school for African American children in
Missouri. Following the Civil War, Bruce moved to
Mississippi and acquired land in the Delta. He translated his
material success into political power becoming Bolivar
County sheriff, tax collector, and superintendent of
education. He was eventually elected to the U.S. Senate in
1876, becoming the state’s second African American U.S.
senator. Bruce served one term in the Senate and, in 1879,
presided over the Senate’s proceedings, a first for an African
American. By the time of his death in 1898, Bruce had
worked as U.S. Register of the Treasury and as the recorder
of deeds for the District of Columbia. 

Republicans in Reconstruction-era Mississippi
engendered many political, economic, and social changes
in Mississippi and the Delta. This period, however, was
short-lived. White Democrats launched a coordinated
plan to eliminate Republican rule in the mid-1870s.

Growing discontent over high taxes, political corruption,
and fears of “Negro rule” helped unite white Democrats
in a campaign of intimidation, fraud, and violence against
African American and white Republicans. Although some
offices were held by African Americans in the Delta until
the 1890s, the overthrow of Republican rule in
Mississippi gave white Delta elites the chance to regain
the unbridled political power they once held. The end of
Reconstruction led to a period of political, economic, and
social decline for African Americans in the Delta. The
period of Jim Crow would emerge in the aftermath of
Reconstruction’s demise and become, as one historian has
termed it, a “dark journey” for African Americans. 

New South Frontier
In the late 1870s, the Delta was still predominantly

wilderness and swampland. The wild animals that roamed
the region in the days of de Soto, French and British rule,
and the early Mississippi Territory had gone nowhere.
Plantations had emerged during the first four decades of

PHOTO BY GREG CAMPBELL
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ELMORE JAMES 
Known as “the king of the slide guitar,” Elmore James—
originally given the name Elmore Brooks—was born in
Richland on January 27, 1918. The influential blues artist
grew up playing a one-string guitar and later created his
own multi-string guitar using household items. As a young
man in the late 1930s, James played in Belzoni with blues
legends Sonny Boy Williamson II and Robert Johnson, from
whom James picked up elements of his electric style. After
residing on several different farms in the Delta counties of
Holmes and Humphreys, James received honors for his
service in the U. S. Navy during World War II from 1943 to
1945. James worked at Holston’s radio repair store in
Canton where he was exposed to the newly developing
musical electronics of the mid-twentieth century. James
became popular while performing on radio shows in the
Delta and in Arkansas, but got his career breakthrough with
his first song recorded for Trumpet label in 1951. For this
recording, James collaborated with Sonny Boy Williamson
II on Robert Johnson’s 1936 song, “Dust My Broom,”
making it a nationwide hit. During the next ten years,
James split his time performing and recording for
numerous well-known labels in both Mississippi and
Chicago. Some of his greatest hits include “The Sky is
Crying,” “I Believe,” and “It Hurts Me Too.” James passed
away due to a heart attack on May 24, 1963. He is buried
at the Newport Missionary Baptist Church cemetery in
Ebenezer. Although James only lived to the age of forty-
five, his music left a lasting legacy, influencing both blues
and rock guitarists such as Alan Wilson of Canned Heat,
Jeremy Spencer of Fleetwood Mac, and members of the
Allman Brothers Band.  

PHOTO COURTESY OF BLUES ARCHIVE, UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI
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DOCKERY FARMS 
If the Delta is considered the birthplace of the Blues, then Dockery Farms should be considered its
epicenter. Built in 1895 as a cotton farm, the Dockery family were unique in that they paid fair contracts
to all of the workers on the farm. Blues legend Charley Patton grew up on Dockery Farm while learning
to play music, write, and compose the distinctively haunting melodies of the blues. 
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THE CROSSROADS  
Robert Johnson, one of the top blues musicians of all times, was born in Hazlehurst. Legend has it that he sold his soul to the devil
to play the blues. The site of this devilish exchange is allegedly in Clarksdale at “The Crossroads,” or the intersection of Highway
49 and Highway 61. The myth of the origin of Johnson’s incredible abilities was fed by the musician’s suspicious death at the age
of twenty-seven, and the fact that his music only became well known after his death. 
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Mississippi’s statehood. Small river towns came and went
in the antebellum period. Slave owners and slaves made up
nearly all members of this frontier society. The Delta’s great
agricultural productivity had been only partially realized as
thousands upon thousands of acres of land and forest
remained to be drained, cut, and put to use for growing
cotton. Then, the railroads came. Railroads not only shaped
the Delta’s economy and society, but they also proved to be
exciting. Delta residents marveled at the size and power of
trains rushing across cleared Delta lands. The arrival of
tracks and bustling locomotives transformed the Delta into
a growing cotton kingdom with vibrant towns and an
increasing sense of the modern life that took hold
throughout much of post-Reconstruction America. Writers
and boosters in southern cities like Atlanta and Nashville
talked extensively about a “new” South emerging after the
trauma of the Civil War. The Delta contained no Atlanta or
Nashville, but it was certainly caught up in the powerful
changes sweeping the post–Civil War South.

Sharecropping
Neither slavery’s death nor the Reconstruction

amendments, however, led to King Cotton’s demise. In fact,
the tumultuous years of war and reconstruction caused
Delta planters to see cotton as a regional savior like never
before. Once the war ended, landowners’ primary concern
was getting the cotton crop planted and cultivated. Delta
farmers looked to King Cotton to bring the region out of the
depths of economic despair. 

The chief concern of landowners, not surprisingly, was
how to get the labor required to complete the tasks of
cotton agriculture since slave labor was no longer available.
Planters came to realize that they must engage in some
form of negotiation with their former bondmen.
Meanwhile, freed people yearned to own land. African
Americans in the Delta were people of the soil. They knew
the land; they worked it, and they now wanted it to be their
own. The federal government, however, never launched a
coordinated plan of land redistribution to former slaves, so
African Americans seeking work had to negotiate
individually with their old masters. 

Planters bankrupted by the war lacked access to cash,
so payment in wages was out of the question. With planters

seeking workers and freed people desiring a way to control
their labor and own land in the future, the system of
sharecropping emerged. Under this arrangement, the
landowner provided a portion of the crop, usually between
one-third and one-half, to the laborer known as a
sharecropper. At the beginning of this contractual
relationship, planters provided seed, tools, and housing to
the sharecropper and his family. 

Planters and freed people understood sharecropping to
be the best possible bargain during an uncertain time for the
Delta’s agricultural economy. As time went on, though,
sharecropping deteriorated into an exploitative system
reaping considerable benefits for the landowners at the
expense of the sharecroppers. By the turn of the twentieth
century, sharecropping had become synonymous with debt
and poverty among African Americans and a number of
poor whites in the Delta.

Transportation 
Water had long been the Delta’s chief source of

transportation. The Mississippi River was the key outlet for
travel and commerce in the Delta before and after 1817.
Inland waterways such as Deer Creek and the Yazoo and
Sunflower rivers connected early Delta residents to the vast
world along the Mississippi River. The smaller tributaries
often posed problems for shipping. Trees frequently
blocked river paths, and overhanging tree branches made
the use of large steamers a real challenge on the shallow,
internal Delta waterways. 

Post-war, railroads were poised to make travel easier
and cheaper. During the 1870s, Delta planters pooled
together resources to build smaller, single-track lines
covering approximately fifty to seventy miles. In the 1880s,
railroad entrepreneur Collis P. Huntington sought to build a
track to link Memphis to New Orleans and run through the
heart of the Delta. Huntington’s company purchased more
than 700,000 acres to give his railroad company the right-
of-way to lay track. By 1886, Huntington’s Louisville, New
Orleans, and Texas (LNO&T) Railroad traversed the Delta
flatlands with cotton, other agricultural crops, and people.
Major plantations had their own stops along the LNO&T,
which was later renamed the Yazoo and Mississippi Valley
Railroad as part of the Illinois Central rail system. 

As a result of this new wave of farmers, cotton production soared in the late
nineteenth century. Although the cotton market never lost its volatility,
cotton plantations brought in profits that the earliest Delta settlers could
not have dreamed of realizing before the Civil War. 
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Other short-run rail lines emerged throughout the
region. The Pea Vine Railroad connected Dockery
Plantation on the Sunflower River in Bolivar County to the
river town of Rosedale. To the east in Sunflower County, the
Yazoo Delta line, known as the Yellow Dog, connected the
communities of Moorhead and Ruleville. 

The coming of the railroads had a powerful ripple effect
on the region’s economy. Timber companies saw an
opportunity to benefit from railroad expansion and cleared
thousands of acres of land in preparation of the railroads’
arrival. Timber sales from the lands thus cleared quickly
brought in windfall dollars for a rapidly expanding
Mississippi timber industry. Loggers cut down cypress,
walnut, tupelo, and pine trees and loaded them onto railcars
for sale all across the state and the country. 

In 1886, the Delta Pine and Land Company was
formed, selling farmland to people from the United States
and around the world. This enterprise played a pivotal role
in the Delta’s transformation from a wilderness to a modern
cotton kingdom later in the twentieth century. The access to
new farmland caught the eyes of struggling farmers in the
Mississippi hill country, which led to a Delta population
boom in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.
African American and white farmers poured into the region
with hopes of taking advantage of the Delta’s rich earth. 

As a result of this new wave of farmers, cotton
production soared in the late nineteenth century. Although
the cotton market never lost its volatility, cotton plantations
brought in profits that the earliest Delta settlers could not
have dreamed of realizing before the Civil War. Railroads
provided easier and less costly transport of cotton from
Delta fields to their many commercial destinations. Easier,
cheaper trade meant greater wealth for large landowners in
the Delta. As a result, the expansion of cotton farming made
levee construction even more urgent. 

Following a destructive flood in 1882, the U.S.
Congress provided major help to the region by sending
federal resources to help with flood control, including
authorizing the Army Corps of Engineers to assist local
levee boards in construction. Another arm of the federal
government, the U.S. Census of Agriculture, summed up the
stranglehold that cotton had on the Delta. In a 1910 report,
the agricultural census proclaimed “the plantation system is
probably more fixed in the Mississippi Delta than in any
other area of the South. The fertile soil and climatic
conditions favorable for raising cotton, together with the
large negro population, make the plantation the dominant
form of agricultural organization in the Delta.” 

Railroads and cotton, in tandem, led to the creation of
new towns such as Clarksdale, Cleveland, and Indianola
and spurred a population boom unparalleled in the Delta’s
history. From 1880 to 1930, the Delta towns and

KING OF THE BLUES 
The rich music of Riley B. King, known as B.B. King, has its
roots in the Mississippi Delta. B.B. King continues to be one
of the most recognized names in the blues and music
industry. B.B. King got his start in music early in life, singing
in church and listening to gospel music, spirituals, and
country music that are so much a part of life in the Delta.
King learned to play the guitar from his cousin in Memphis
and within a few years was on the radio and recording
albums. King’s distinctive guitar style set him apart and
continues to inspire people around the world. 
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B.B. KING MUSEUM 
The B.B. King Museum and Delta Interpretive Center
opened in 2008 in B.B. King's hometown of Indianola. The
museum and center commemorates King's fame and talent
with artifacts and exhibits around his life of playing the
blues. King was buried in the memorial garden at the
museum and center after his death in 2015.
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countryside swelled with the throng of new residents.
Leflore County, which was formed in 1871 out of parts of
Carroll and Sunflower counties, had a population of roughly
10,000 in 1880. By 1930, the county recorded more than
53,000 residents. Created in 1877, Quitman County, in the
northern part of the Delta, had only 1,407 people in 1880.
Fifty years later, upwards of 25,000 people lived in
Quitman. Coahoma County saw a population expansion of
more than threefold from 1880 to 1930. Washington
County’s population of approximately 54,000 in 1930 was
more than double its 1880 population. Bolivar County
boasted a population of 18,652 in 1880. The 1930 U.S.
Census revealed the county to have a population of 71,051,
making it the second-largest county in the state and trailing
only Hinds County. 

Important local and regional institutions emerged
during this period of expansion. The resilience of King

GROUND ZERO BLUES CLUB   
Founded in 2001 by Mississippi natives Morgan Freeman and Bill Luckett in Clarksdale, the club serves as the current
ground zero of blues music. Ground Zero is an old cotton warehouse next door to the Delta Blues Museum, which
was renovated to provide a place for people to experience the food, culture, and music innate to the blues. 
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Cotton led to the creation of not only larger and more
prosperous cotton plantations than in the antebellum era
but also brokerage firms and merchants who capitalized
on the cotton trade. Merchants played a critical role in the
postbellum cotton economy by offering supplies and
goods on credit to cotton farmers. Unfortunately, the
merchants’ insistence upon the planting of cotton in order
to receive credit exacerbated the region’s dependence
upon the white fiber and prevented the development of a
more diversified agriculture. 

Ethnic Diversity
The Delta’s growing population consisted, as it had

since the 1830s, of mostly African American and white
residents. A changing economy and new opportunities,
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however, attracted other ethnic groups to the region during
the second half of the nineteenth century. In particular,
Chinese, Italian, Jewish, and Lebanese migrants settled in
Delta communities and carved out their own economic and
cultural niches that had lasting effects on the region. 

The first known Chinese immigrants set foot in the
Delta after the Civil War. Hailing from southern China,
early Chinese immigrants came to the Delta with hopes of
making money to send back home to their families. Some
Delta planters looked to Chinese laborers to replace African
American slaves following the passage of the Thirteenth
Amendment. Chinese immigrants did not last long in Delta
cotton fields. The inability to control their own pace and
type of labor proved frustrating to Chinese immigrants, and

it did not take long for the
Chinese labor experiment
to evaporate. However,
the Chinese immigrants
did not leave the Delta.
Instead, they built
businesses—often
grocery stores—and, of
course, homes and
churches.  

Early on, these
grocery stores were tiny
operations, but as the
Delta grew in the late
nineteenth century,
Chinese groceries catered
to an expanding clientele
that included poor African
American sharecroppers,
as well as African
Americans and whites
who worked in logging
and the clearing of land.

The early Chinese migrants to the Delta did not speak
English, which made communication with the English-
speaking Delta population a formidable challenge. The
second and third generations of Delta Chinese adapted
much more easily to the culture and environment of the
region, although as nonwhites, they endured racial
segregation and discrimination. Thriving communities in
Rosedale and Greenville were a testament to the resilience
of the Delta Chinese. In Bolivar County, a Chinese Mission
School became an important site for education of Chinese
youth. By the early twentieth century, the Delta Chinese
were a small but important part of the Delta economic and
cultural landscape.

Italian immigrants came to the Delta in the 1880s as
part of a larger Italian immigration to the United States in

the late nineteenth century. Although most would associate
Italian immigration with New York City and Ellis Island,
many Italians from Sicily came to the United States through
the port of New Orleans. Some of these migrants settled
along the Gulf Coast while others moved north up the
Mississippi River to Natchez and Vicksburg and the Delta.
During the 1880s and 1890s, planters and levee builders
hired Italian workers. Italian immigrants just across the
Mississippi River in the Arkansas Delta faced harsh
treatment from planters and were treated as debt peons,
which prompted a government investigation into the
handling of Italian immigrant laborers. 

Like the Chinese, many Italians managed to make their
living in towns owning groceries, restaurants, and other
enterprises. Greenville had the largest population of Italians
in the Delta. By and large, Italians found town life to be
more to their liking than plantation agriculture. Some
Italians bought large tracts of land and took up farming, but
most of the Delta Italians were townspeople. The Italian
communities were especially important to the creation of
Roman Catholic churches in the region. The Delta, like the
rest of Mississippi and the South, has historically been
dominated by Protestant churches. But there are significant
Roman Catholic congregations in places such as Greenville,
Clarksdale, Cleveland, and Shaw, thanks in large measure to
the first Italian immigrants. 

Since before the Civil War, the Jewish community has
been an important part of Delta life. Jewish people first
arrived in Mississippi during the eighteenth century seeking
to continue practicing their religious traditions while hoping
for a better life in America. In Europe, anti-Semitic laws
and customs barred Jewish people from owning land, a
harsh reality that prompted the Jewish community to pursue
commercial endeavors as merchants. 

Expertise in business came in handy on the Mississippi
frontier, and as the Delta expanded throughout the late
nineteenth century, Jewish merchants established
themselves as staples of town life. Greenville, Clarksdale,
Rolling Fork, and Cleveland all contained thriving Jewish
businesses. A Greenville clothing store owned by a Jewish
family grew into the national corporation known as Stein
Mart. Current stores such as Kornfeld’s in Greenwood and
Abraham’s in Cleveland underscore the historical
importance of Jewish people to the Delta business
community. 

Synagogues have been regular features of Delta culture
since the late nineteenth century. The Jewish presence in Delta
politics has been vital as well. The town of Rolling Fork in
Sharkey County had a Jewish mayor, Sam Rosenthal, who
served in that office from 1924 until 1969. Like Delta residents
of Chinese and Italian descent, Jewish people in the Delta have
worked to find their place in a largely biracial society.

Like the Chinese, many
Italians managed to
make their living in

towns owning
groceries, restaurants,
and other enterprises.
Greenville had the
largest population of

Italians in 
the Delta.
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The late nineteenth century was also a time of Lebanese
migration to the Delta. Similar to the Chinese, Italians, and
Jewish people, the Delta Lebanese population stayed away
from agricultural work and set up businesses within their
communities. Hailing from the Mount Lebanon region of
Syria, Lebanese immigrants worked as peddlers who
traveled and sold goods throughout the region and beyond.
They first relied on horse-drawn wagons and then built their
own stores in various Delta towns. Today, Clarksdale’s Rest
Haven and Abe’s BBQ restaurants are run by people of
Lebanese descent and have become a notable part of the
Delta’s foodways heritage. The presence of Lebanese
descendants in the Delta is a reminder of the region’s
diversity and how economic change and development in the
late nineteenth century made the region a magnet to more
than just African American and white Americans.

Jim Crow Era
Throughout the late nineteenth century, Mississippi and

other southern states enacted numerous segregation, or “Jim
Crow,” laws. The term Jim Crow, which came from a
nineteenth-century minstrel show character, has been used
not only to define the laws of racial segregation but to
encompass the wider discrimination faced by African
Americans until the 1960s. Jim Crow laws required separate
accommodations for whites and African Americans in a
variety of public institutions and businesses. 

Schools had been segregated since the days of
Reconstruction, but transportation had, for a brief while,
been integrated. It was a common sight during the 1860s
and 1870s to see whites and African Americans riding in the
same railcars throughout Mississippi. When the Supreme
Court struck down the 1875 Civil Rights Act in 1883,
Southern states and localities moved to reverse the move to
desegregated transportation. White political leadership
passed and enforced laws providing for separate railcars
and, in larger towns and cities, streetcars. The law required
African Americans to ride in the poorly kept, inferior
“colored” sections of trains while whites made their
journeys in more desirable cars. Although the Supreme
Court ruled in 1896 that racial segregation laws were
constitutional as long as the practice was “separate but
equal,” the accommodations provided for African

Americans were rarely equal to those enjoyed by whites. 
With the end of Reconstruction in the 1870s, white

political rule had been restored and the Democratic Party
returned to dominance. Intimidation, fraud, and violence
caused the number of African American voters to dwindle
following the decline of the Republican Party. In some parts
of the Delta, however, African Americans continued to vote
and make up an important voting bloc following
Reconstruction. In the 1880s, a curious form of political
cooperation occurred between white Democrats and
African American voters, especially in Bolivar County. A
small number of African Americans continued to hold local
office in Bolivar. Some white candidates courted African
American votes by venturing to African American
churches. In the late 1880s, it was not unusual to hear
accusations of white candidates trying to bribe African
American Delta voters. Although the vast majority of white
Deltans were frustrated with the lingering presence of
African American voters, the African American ballot still
had some weight in local elections following
Reconstruction. 

The 1890 Mississippi Constitution wiped out the last
small vestiges of African American political power and
influence in the Delta. At this time, whites in Mississippi
feared the biracial Populist movement threatening
Democratic rule in various parts of the South. The potential
of poor whites and African Americans aligning against the
white Democratic Party, as well as the possibility of federal
oversight of elections through the Lodge Bill of 1890,
convinced Mississippi’s Democratic leadership to develop
various attempted constitutional measures to keep African
Americans and some poor whites from voting.

The disenfranchisement of African Americans came
from several new constitutional provisions in 1890. First,
paying a poll tax was required to vote. Second, if someone
could afford to pay the poll tax, then he (women were not
allowed to vote in Mississippi at this time) would have to
either pass a literacy test or demonstrate an understanding
of the state constitution that met the satisfaction of the
county registrar. Other provisions led to the mass
disenfranchisement of African American voters, but the poll
tax, literacy test, and understanding clause were the most
effective in making politics an all-white domain. Although
delegates at Mississippi’s Constitutional Convention of
1890 admitted bluntly that the goal of the new laws was to

The term Jim Crow, which came from a nineteenth-century minstrel show character, has
been used not only to define the laws of racial segregation but to encompass the wider
discrimination faced by African Americans until the 1960s. 
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keep African Americans from voting, the measures did not
mention race. As such, the U.S. Supreme Court deemed
constitutional and permissible these new voting provisions.
From the 1890s through the 1960s, African Americans in
the Delta remained legally disenfranchised, turning local,
regional, and state politics into an all-white affair.
The lone African American delegate at the 1890

constitutional convention was from the Delta. In 1847,
Isaiah T. Montgomery was born on the Hurricane Plantation
near Davis Bend, which was located just south of
Vicksburg. Joseph Davis, the brother of Jefferson Davis, ran
this plantation in an unusual way. He gave greater
autonomy to African American slaves than the typical
plantation owner did. He avoided brutalizing slaves and
believed that a sense of cooperation with slaves would make
them more efficient workers. In fact, Joseph Davis
eschewed the term slave and instead called the more than
300 African Americans on his plantation servants.
Compared with most plantations, Hurricane provided a
wealth of opportunities for self-determination and
improvement among slaves. 
Montgomery and his father, Benjamin, were allowed to

CURTIS WILKIE 
Southern journalist and scholar Curtis Wilkie was
born in Greenville in 1940. During World War II
in 1943, he moved with his parents to Oak
Ridge, Tennessee, where they contributed to the
war effort. After his father died in a fire in
Greenville in 1947, Wilkie lived with his mother
and stepfather in Summit. He graduated from
Corinth High School in 1958 then went on to
study journalism at the University of Mississippi,
where he received his bachelor’s degree in 1963.
From 1963 to 1969, during the heat of the civil
rights movement, Wilkie worked as an editor
and reporter for the Clarksdale Press Register.
Having witnessed the struggles of African
American students like James Meredith to enroll
at Ole Miss during the early 1960s, Wilkie became inspired to join
political efforts. He worked with Aaron Henry, Hodding Carter III,
and others to unseat segregationist Mississippi delegates during
the 1968 Democratic National Convention. From 1969 to 1971, the
American Political Science Association granted Wilkie a
Congressional Fellowship, which allowed him to work for legislators
Walter Mondale and John Brademas. Beginning in the early 1970s,
Wilkie served as a news reporter for publications in Delaware and
Boston. He solidified his reputation as a top-notch journalist while

working for the Boston Globe for more nearly
three decades. During his time there, he
covered eight presidential campaigns and
numerous wars and foreign revolutions and also
served as a White House correspondent from
1977 to 1982. After developing the Boston
Globe’s Southern division in New Orleans in
1993 and retiring from the paper in 2000, Wilkie
returned to his native Mississippi to teach
journalism at his alma mater, Ole Miss. Wilkie
has held the title of Fellow at the Overby Center
for Journalism and Politics at the University
since 2007.  Wilkie is the author of two critically-
acclaimed political books. The Fall of The House
of Zeus: The Rise and Ruin of America’s Most

Powerful Trial Lawyer was published in 2010 and again in 2013,
and Assassins, Eccentrics, Politicians, and Other Persons of
Interest: Fifty Pieces from the Roadwas published in 2014. He has
also co-authored two books: Arkansas Mischief: Birth of a National
Scandal and City Adrift: New Orleans Before and After Katrina.
Additionally, Wilkie has published numerous articles for The New
York Times, Newsweek, Washington Journalism Review, The New
Republic, and others. Wilkie currently lives in Oxford and New
Orleans, Louisiana, with his wife, Nancy.  
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run their own mercantile business and travel to New
Orleans to deal with prospective buyers. Benjamin and
Isaiah Montgomery had been taught various mechanical and
technical skills on Davis’s plantation. Furthermore, they
could read and write, a rarity among African American
slaves. After the Civil War, the Montgomerys organized the
all-black colony at Davis Bend and enjoyed many of the
blessings of freedom. 
In 1887, Isaiah Montgomery and a group of local

African Americans purchased 1,500 acres of land in Bolivar
County from the LNO&T Railroad and started the all-
African American town of Mound Bayou. Populated and
controlled by African Americans, Mound Bayou became a
thriving and prosperous community. Fine homes and active
businesses dotted the Mound Bayou landscape, a place that
served as an oasis for African Americans during the harsh
times of Jim Crow. 
As a representative to the 1890 convention, however,

Montgomery cast his vote for the constitutional changes
that disenfranchised African American Mississippians for
nearly three generations. He did not object to the poll tax,
literacy test, and understanding clause. The founding
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father of Mound Bayou justified his decision by claiming
that African Americans were rarely able to vote in the first
place. He argued that if African Americans focused on
building up their communities and institutions instead of
protesting for equal political rights, then they would not
face the wrath of white violence. Montgomery believed
that his vote at the convention was necessary because it
protected Mound Bayou from white harassment. Despite
the controversy among African Americans over
Montgomery’s support for the 1890 Mississippi
Constitution, he was an innovative leader at a time when
African Americans faced tremendous despair.

The Mississippi Constitution of 1890 ensured that
whites, particularly white elites, controlled politics, shutting
African Americans out of voting and office holding. Custom
called for African Americans to be deferential to all whites,
regardless of age, sex, or class. Should African Americans
resist white supremacy and stand up for their dignity, the
threat of violence was always waiting. During the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, this threat
increasingly manifested itself in the form of racial
lynchings. 

African American residents of the Delta faced a rising
tide of violence around the early twentieth century, just as
the reign of Jim Crow was being solidified. They showed
resilience in the face of violence and discrimination.
Through cultural innovations and their persistent fight for a
better life, African Americans in the Delta left an indelible
mark on the region, the nation, and even the world through
their actions and forms of expression during the age of Jim
Crow. Churches functioned as a bedrock institution for
African Americans. Some of the few African American-
controlled institutions at this time, churches and various
other religious organizations provided for the spiritual and,
on some occasions, material needs of African American
people. 

In the Delta, most African Americans in the late
nineteenth century belonged to Baptist denominations such
as the National Baptist Convention and nonaffiliated
Missionary Baptist churches. African American Methodists
found their church homes in the Colored Methodist
Episcopal denomination, as well as the African Methodist
Episcopal (AME) Church and the AME Zion. By the early

twentieth century, some African Americans in the
Mississippi and Arkansas Delta embraced a new holiness
movement that stressed the gifts of speaking in tongues and
the power of healing through prayer and worship. The
holiness surge led to the rise of Pentecostal denominations
such as the Church of God in Christ (COGIC), the most
prominent African American Pentecostal group in the Delta.  

The Blues
Music was central to African American life in the Delta.

Blues music became a signature feature of the black
experience in the Delta. Throughout the twentieth and
twenty-first centuries, it has been the most important cultural
art form to emerge from this land. Influenced by African
rhythms and the field hollers of slavery times, the sounds and
themes of the blues were ubiquitous in the late-nineteenth-
century Delta. Black workers sang about heartache, broken
promises, hard times, rowdy living, the hopes of a better
tomorrow, and the challenges of life in general. 

While traveling through the Delta in the first decade of
the twentieth century, African American bandleader and
composer W. C. Handy first encountered what he called
“the weirdest music I ever heard.” At a Tutwiler train station
in 1903 and at a dance in Cleveland on the grounds of the
old courthouse, Handy became exposed to the raw sounds
of poor, ragged, rural African Americans in the Delta.
Handy’s “enlightenment,” as he termed it in his
autobiography, awoke him to the idea that people would pay
good money to be entertained by blues musicians playing a
“battered guitar, a mandolin, and a bass.” 

Throughout the first several decades of the twentieth
century, this sound became ever more popular as the
modern recording industry and radio revolutionized music
technology. The earliest recording artists of the blues came
overwhelmingly from the Delta, particularly from places
such as Dockery Plantation near the Bolivar and Sunflower
County lines. There, blues pioneers such as Charley Patton,
Henry Sloan, Willie Brown, Tommy Johnson, Howlin’
Wolf, and Robert Johnson played to Saturday night crowds
on the plantation. 

These talented musicians also traveled into Delta towns

The earliest recording artists of the blues came overwhelmingly from the
Delta, particularly from places such as Dockery Plantation near the
Bolivar and Sunflower County lines.
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where they attracted large African American audiences
needing a release from the harshness of everyday life. The
proliferation of rural juke joints and a national blues record
industry testified to the popularity of blues music by the
1930s and 1940s. Later blues stars such as Muddy Waters,
B. B. King, and Son House would expand on the popularity
of this Delta sound and attract new national and even global
legions of blues fans. 

Blues became the secular music of African Americans
in the Delta, and gospel hit the right spiritual notes. In black
churches, church hymns and spirituals gave rise to a distinct

CATFISH  
Among the states, Mississippi is the United States’ largest producer of farm-raised catfish. Channel catfish, also known as the
spotted cat, are the best for aqua-farming and are grown in ponds all over the state. The industry began in the 1960s and
since then the catfish industry has added millions of dollars every year to Mississippi’s economy. Catfish are raised in specially
made ponds and harvested when they weigh between one and three pounds. Seine nets on cranes are used to haul catfish
out of the ponds, beginning their journey to homes and restaurants around the United States. Some catfish are shipped live
in tank trucks. Processing plants ensure there is no “muddy” flavor in the catfish and the fillets are all of similar size and quality
before sending them out for sale and consumption. 
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Southern gospel sound. The same social forces that
prompted African Americans to sing the blues also gave
rise to gospel. At Cleveland’s St. Peter’s Rock Missionary
Baptist Church, the Reverend Clarence LaVaughn (C. L.)
Franklin fused religious music with some stylings of the
blues. Franklin passed along this talent and love for music
to his children, the most prominent being his daughter,
Aretha. 

Like many African Americans from the 1910s through
the 1940s, Franklin left the Delta and moved to Memphis,
where Aretha was born. They eventually made their way to
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Detroit, the place where C. L. became a prominent African
American minister and Aretha started on her path to
stardom. Although the migration of African Americans to
Northern cities helped bring them to a national market,
blues and gospel both had their roots in African American
culture and the experiences in the Delta. 

Great Migration
By the time of World War I, with increasing job

opportunities and the promise of a new life, thousands of
Delta African Americans hopped aboard trains, made their
way north, and did not come back. The Great Migration of
African Americans to Northern cities went, for the most
part, unabated from the 1910s through the 1950s. The out-
migration of African Americans from the Delta and
throughout the entire state caused a decline in the overall
African American population in Mississippi. In the early
twentieth century, African Americans made up a majority of
the Mississippi population and were large majorities in
Delta counties. By the 1960s, thanks to the Great Migration
and the mechanization of agriculture, the African American
exodus made whites the new majority in Mississippi. This
had not been the case since before the cotton boom and
slavery expansion of the 1830s and 1840s. 

Another contributing factor to the outflow was the
Great Flood of 1927. Despite the decades-long efforts to
build protective levees for the Delta, flooding continued to
make life hard for all Delta residents well into the twentieth
century. Nothing, though, matched events in the spring and
summer months of 1927. With persistent downpours and
water levels soaring along the Mississippi River, the
Mounds Landing levee just north of Greenville collapsed on
April 21. Greenville, then a city of nearly 15,000, became
inundated with floodwaters. In the higher elevations across
town, a few feet of water caused small damage compared to
the flooding that tore through lower-lying areas. Waters
reached upwards of ten feet in some areas and did not
subside for another several months. Writer William
Alexander Percy led the local relief effort in Greenville. 

The Flood of 1927 inflicted enormous human and
physical damage. In the Mississippi Delta alone, more than

40,000 homes were flooded. Nearly 80,000 buildings were
either damaged or destroyed. Approximately 300,000 head
of livestock were killed. In the floodplain of the Delta, the
human death toll was in the range of 1,000 people.
Although the Flood of 1927 resulted in more
comprehensive and efficient levee-building efforts at the
federal level, the horrors of this disaster reverberated in the
Delta for many years to come. 

The scenes of death and despair made it clear that the
great and powerful river could be just as vengeful as it was
rewarding. Despite the efforts of white leaders, many
African Americans in the Delta, Greenville in particular, did
not stick around once the floodwaters receded. Like many
of their counterparts in the Delta, a growing number of
African American residents in Greenville packed up and set
their sights northward for better opportunities. 

The Great Depression and War
A national and global economic crisis next struck the

Delta. Stock market failures, bank closures, declining
foreign trade, and massive unemployment haunted the
nation’s economy during the years of the Great Depression.
Declining worldwide demand for cotton, along with
rampant overplanting, took prices to unfathomable lows.
The plunging of cotton prices down to ten cents a pound by
1931 put on edge the region’s planters, merchants, and
laborers. The Depression resulted in stockpiles of cotton
and starvation throughout the Delta. 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt was elected in 1932 in the
depths of the Depression and promised what he called a
“New Deal” for the American people. Upon taking office,
Roosevelt took on the agricultural crisis affecting the
country, particularly in the South and Midwest. Low
agricultural prices burdened these farm regions and led to
calls for change in federal agricultural policy. The Congress
responded with the passage of the 1933 Agricultural
Adjustment Act (AAA). Under the AAA, the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA) implemented a series of
policies reducing the amount of farm acreage in production. 

The AAA incentivized landowners to decrease their
overall output by providing subsidies in the form of checks

The New Deal touched the lives of Delta residents in other ways.
Federal surplus commodity programs helped feed poor Deltans
during the Great Depression and for years after. 
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GREAT MISSISSIPPI FLOOD OF 1927 
Runoff from the torrential rains throughout the entire Mississippi
River Valley during the winter of 1926 and 1927 led to a dramatic
rise in the river. The Mississippi River Valley drains from thirty-one
states as well as two Canadian provinces. Rainfall was ten times
average, and, as the waters rose, levees were breached throughout
the Mississippi River Valley. The worst of the flooding and damage
was centered on Greenville. The Mississippi River covered more
than 27,000 square miles with up to thirty feet of water when it
flooded. As the flood was beginning to end in July 1927, the river
was still averaging seventy miles across. In the Great Flood, more
than 246 people in Mississippi were killed, more than 700,000
people were displaced, and more than 130,000 homes were
destroyed. More than $350 million worth of property was
destroyed, today’s equivalent of around $5 billion. The water
reached into eleven different states down the Mississippi River. The
damage of the Great Flood is second only to Hurricane Katrina.
Nationwide more than 920,000 people were displaced, and in
Mississippi more than 300,000 cows, mules, hogs, and poultry
drowned in the floodwaters. It was nearly two months before the
river drained enough for Mississippians to start digging out the
houses and businesses that had been covered in mud and sledge.
One of the immediate results of the flood was the Flood Control
Act of 1928, which had the goal of building a better containment
system for the Mississippi River. Thirteen thousand African American
refugees were stranded on the Greenville levee alone. Planters
feared losing their workers and would not allow boats to take the
refugees away from the disease ridden levee camps. Refugees were
forced to work without pay cleaning up after the flood, and many
were injured and or died. The flood water not only washed away
homes, livestock, and people, the water also damaged railroad lines
and stations. The railroad was one of the major modes of
transportation and ways of getting cotton to market. The damage
to the rails was crippling to the Mississippi economy. 
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supplied by local USDA offices. In a region where planters
held the vast majority of the political and economic power,
USDA checks went directly to landowners or, in some
cases, the merchants who held liens on the cotton crop.
Sharecroppers rarely saw these payments from the federal
government, as white planters controlled the making of
policy and distribution of resources under the AAA. 

The AAA helped revolutionize agriculture in the Delta.
With millions of dollars flowing directly into planters’
hands and acreage reduction becoming a fact of life, cotton
prices rose during the 1930s. A faltering cotton economy
had been redeemed. The AAA enabled landowners to invest
more of their money into farm equipment. Over the next
several decades, machines replaced mules and humans in
the cotton fields of the Delta. This change did not take place
overnight, but by the 1950s, the system of sharecropping
was living on borrowed time. Delta planters began to move
toward a program where they paid wages to workers.

Adopting a system of
wage labor meant that
planters no longer had
any responsibility to
provide food, clothing,
and housing to their
workers, as was part of
the sharecropping
arrangement. More
significantly, planters did
not have to share the crop
with the laborer.

From the 1930s
through the 1960s, the
turn to mechanization
and away from
sharecropping pushed
many African Americans
off the Delta land and
into towns and cities
across the North and
South. Population decline

became a dilemma, one the Delta is facing even today. The
New Deal, quite simply, brought about the demise of
sharecropping and the end of a traditional labor system
that relied on hands, muscle, and the hooves of draft
animals to do the hard work in the fields.

The New Deal touched the lives of Delta residents in
other ways. Federal surplus commodity programs helped feed
poor Deltans during the Great Depression and for years after.
The Works Progress Administration (WPA) and the Public
Works Administration (PWA) also helped provide jobs to
struggling people in the Delta. The town of Clarksdale, for
instance, got a new civic auditorium in 1939 thanks to the

WPA. Founded in 1924, Delta State Teachers’ College (now
Delta State University) benefited handsomely from the New
Deal. The PWA and the WPA provided the young Cleveland
campus with a new library, a gymnasium, a swimming pool,
a building annex, and a forest tract for roads and general
improvements. The PWA built post offices in Cleveland,
Indianola, and Leland. In these post offices, new murals gave
regional artists much-needed work during the Depression.

In a precursor to the civil rights battles of the 1950s and
1960s, the Southern Tenant Farmers Union (STFU) formed
in 1934 to help sharecroppers and tenant farmers appeal for
AAA benefits. The STFU organized poor African American
and white tenants in the Arkansas and Mississippi deltas. In
its early days, the organization had better luck gaining
followers on the Arkansas side of the river than they did in
the Magnolia State. Near the end of the 1930s, STFU
activists garnered some support from Mississippi Delta
sharecroppers, particularly in Coahoma County. In 1945,
African American STFU members from Coahoma held a
brief work stoppage. They used this strike to protest against
white planters’ attempt to lower the wages of cotton pickers.
In the midst of these labor tensions, a 1944 report from the
USDA revealed that “beneath the surface among the
Negroes an important change is going on; even down to the
sharecropper there is a feeling of discontent and a growing
consciousness of exclusion from social, economic, and
political participation.” Focusing specifically on Coahoma
County, the USDA analysis concluded that African
American leaders were “becoming more fearless” and more
assertive in speaking out for the protection of their civil and
human rights.

At the state level, new policies were poised to change
the Mississippi economy. During the Depression,
Mississippi’s small industrial sector took a huge hit. The
economic calamity of the 1930s cut Mississippi’s industrial
workforce in half. Political and business leaders such as
Columbia’s Hugh White, a businessman in the timber
industry and governor during the 1930s, realized that
Mississippi could no longer remain an overwhelmingly
agricultural economy. White and other business leaders
advocated for “Balanc[ing] Agriculture with Industry
(BAWI),” a program later implemented by White. In 1936,
the state legislature approved the Mississippi Industrial Act,
a measure allowing city and county governments to issue
municipal bonds to facilitate the purchase of land for
factory con-struction. These bonds served as a method of
luring industry to the state. The BAWI legislation created a
commission that worked with industries interested in
moving to the state. Opponents of BAWI charged that the
use of public dollars to attract business amounted to
socialism and excessive government intervention in the
private sector. Supporters of the bill argued that it would

World War II was a
transformative

experience for African
Americans in the Delta.
Military service made
African American
Deltans more

confident, courageous,
and conscious of their
rights as Americans.
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provide much-needed diversification to the state’s economy
and would boost jobs at a time when agricultural labor was
being hemorrhaged. 

For the state and some businesses, the deal of BAWI was
too good to resist. Over the next several decades, new
businesses took advantage of BAWI and moved to the Delta.
Baxter Laboratories, a medical equipment company, made its
way to Cleveland in 1949. The 1953 opening of the
Alexander Smith Carpet Company in Greenville was another
notch in the belt of BAWI. The Humphreys County town of
Belzoni also attracted a facility for making broom handles, as
well as a soybean-processing plant. Just over the hills in
Grenada, a new factory promised to bring jobs and
potentially employ workers from nearby Delta towns such as
Ruleville and Drew. While the Delta’s economic, political,
and social structure still hinged upon agriculture in the 1950s
and beyond, the New Deal and BAWI had successfully laid
the foundation for a changing Delta in the decades to follow.

After a decade of depression, World War II also made
its mark on the region. The bombing of Pearl Harbor
resulted in full-scale mobilization of American military and
economic resources. The march to war ended the Great
Depression and set the table for a variety of economic and
social changes. A new air base in Greenville provided a host
of new jobs in the region. Whites and African Americans
volunteered for or were drafted into the Armed Forces in
large numbers, which affected a tenuous labor situation in
the Delta. 

The already declining agricultural labor force and the
considerable loss of men to military service created a
worrisome labor shortage for planters. Cheap, plentiful labor,
which had been the historical backbone of the Delta
economy, was harder to find during World War II. African
American farm workers discovered a greater deal of
bargaining power and leverage during the labor shortages of
the war years: A smaller pool of workers allowed African

WALKER PERCY 
An author, physician, and lifelong scholar, Walker Percy was born May 28, 1916, and
spent much of his childhood in Birmingham, Alabama, although family struggles later
led him to Mississippi. Left an orphaned teenager by several tragic events, Walker—
along with his younger brothers LeRoy and Phinizy—were sent to live with their father’s
cousin, renowned writer and attorney William Alexander Percy, whom the young Percy
brothers called “Uncle Will,” in Greenville. William Alexander’s father, wealthy planter
LeRoy Percy, represented Mississippi in the United States Senate from 1910 to 1913.
William Alexander Percy’s book Lanterns on the Levee: Recollections of a Planter’s Son,
an autobiography that deals with struggles in the Delta region during the Great Flood
of 1927, was published in 1941 and became a bestseller. Walker’s writing was influenced
strongly by his cousin, as well as other Greenville intellectuals like his friend Shelby Foote.
Walker left Greenville in 1934 to attend the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
where he studied chemistry. After receiving his undergraduate degree, Walker attended
medical school at Columbia University in New York City and earned his medical degree
in 1941. He then remained in New York to work as a pathologist but within a year,
contracted tuberculosis. Walker spent several years in a New York sanatorium for
treatment, where he used his newfound spare time to study the works of existentialist
philosophers such as Jean-Paul Satre and Soren Kierkegaard. Walker wrote of this
transition from medicine to writing in 1966: ‘’What began to interest me was not the
physiological and pathological processes within man’s body but the problem of man
himself, the nature and destiny of man; specifically and more immediately, the
predicament of man in a modern technological society.’’  Percy’s most widely recognized
work, The Moviegoer, was published in 1961 and received a National Book Award for
fiction that year. His work Love in the Ruins received the National Catholic Book Award
in 1972. In addition to his six published novels, Percy wrote numerous philosophical
essays exploring the roots of human existence and behavior, particularly in the Deep
South. Walker Percy wrote for more than thirty years before passing away in Covington,
Louisiana, on May 10, 1990, shortly before his seventy-fifth birthday. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE WILLIAM ALEXANDER PERCY MEMORIAL LIBRARY
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Americans and poor whites who remained in the Delta to
earn more and achieve an unprecedented level of economic
security and independence. 

World War II was a transformative experience for
African Americans in the Delta. Military service made black
Deltans more confident, courageous, and conscious of their
rights as Americans. Future civil rights leaders Amzie
Moore of Cleveland and Aaron Henry of Clarksdale were
just two of the many black Mississippians who returned
home determined to challenge white supremacy and Jim
Crow. Segregation made no sense to African American
veterans who fought for their country just as diligently as
white soldiers. Reflecting on his time in a segregated Army
unit in the Pacific, Moore failed to see the reasoning in
being segregated from a white soldier “whom I might have
to save or he save my life.” African Americans pointed out
the inconsistencies of fighting for freedom and democracy
in Asia and Europe while remaining second-class citizens
back home in the segregated Delta.

The hypocrisy of American race relations caught the
eye of some whites in the Delta as well. Hodding Carter,
editor of the Delta Democrat Times in Greenville, was
disheartened at his town for refusing to include African
American World War II soldiers on the same honor roll as
white soldiers. Local whites raised loud objections to the
possibility of desegregating a mere list of servicemen. For
Carter, this form of Jim Crow put forth a “stench in the
nostrils of the fair-minded.” The injustices of Jim Crow
continued to dominate everyday life in the Delta, but
World War II helped cultivate a new sense of activism
among African Americans.

Black Freedom Struggle 
During World War II, Dr. Theodore Roosevelt Mason

Howard moved to Mound Bayou to become the lead
surgeon at the Knights and Daughters of Tabor Hospital.
The Taborian Knights, a fraternal organization, performed
invaluable services of health care and charity to African
Americans in the Jim Crow era. Howard became an instant
leader and activist through the Regional Council of Negro
Leadership (RCNL), which he founded in 1951. The doctor
focused much of his organization’s energy on voter

education and registration. In addition, the RCNL contested
police brutality and boycotted white businesses known for
their unfair treatment of African American customers. The
RCNL did not directly challenge segregation in public life,
especially not in schools. Howard counseled protégés and
rising activists such as Medgar Evers and Amzie Moore
that full citizenship rights, political activism, pursuing equal
justice through the courts, and promoting African American
businesses were the keys to progress. 

On May 17, 1954, the Supreme Court delivered a
major victory for civil rights activists. The court heard a
series of NAACP-litigated cases and, in its historic ruling
Brown v. Board of Education, declared that “separate but
equal” schools violated the Fourteenth Amendment of the
Constitution. Although the court did not establish clear
guidelines for the process of desegregating schools, the
unanimous decision struck an important blow against Jim
Crow in public education. 

Despite the court’s ruling, Delta schools remained
segregated for well over a decade. The most powerful
organized resistance to Brown came out of the Delta. In the
spring of 1954, Indianola plantation manager Robert
Patterson met with several leading members of the
Sunflower County business community and together they
formed the first of the Citizens’ Councils. Vowing to stop
the forces of “communism and mongrelization,” Patterson
and the Councils became a force to be reckoned with in a
short amount of time. 

The Councils were quick to highlight their differences
from the Ku Klux Klan, the most notable anti-African
American and anti civil rights organization throughout
Southern history. Instead of being populated by poorer
working-class whites, Council membership came from the
Delta’s business class, planter elite, and most respected
citizens. Instead of violence, the Councils used all legal,
political, and economic means necessary to prevent
desegregation and thwart an emerging civil rights
movement. 

Prominent politicians, such as U.S. Senator James
Eastland of Sunflower County and Governor Ross Barnett,
trumpeted their membership in the Councils. Eastland
became known as the “spiritual leader of Southern
resistance to school desegregation” in the Senate. Although
they earned tremendous support among Mississippi whites,

The Civil Rights Movement in the Delta soon gave rise to the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC). Bob Moses of SNCC came to the Delta in 1960,
but he believed that the southwest Mississippi town of McComb appeared to be
the best spot for the SNCC’s first grassroots campaign in the state. 
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a small minority of whites, such as Hodding Carter of
Greenville, castigated them creating a climate of fear,
hatred, and violence in Mississippi. 

With the forces of segregation poised to stop any form
of African American advancement, racial violence rocked
the Delta in the mid-1950s. George Lee, an African
American minister from Belzoni, was a prime enemy of the
Humphreys County chapter of the Citizens’ Council. Lee,
like Howard, was a strong proponent of African American
voting. While driving home on a May Saturday night, Lee
was shot to death. Gus Courts, who had worked with
George Lee to promote African American voting, founded
the local chapter of the NAACP. He did not back down
from the threats of segregationists. Courts lost his Belzoni
grocery store when he refused to take his name off the
county’s voting roster. A white man shot Courts but did not
kill him. Wounded in the arm, Courts left Belzoni upon his
discharge from the hospital. He, like so many African
Americans from the Delta, migrated north to Chicago. 

The most harrowing act of violence came on August 28,
1955. A fourteen-year-old boy from Chicago named
Emmett Till came to the Delta that summer to visit his
great-uncle and cousins. One day, Till, his cousins, and
some friends were standing outside Bryant’s Grocery Store
in Money. Accounts differ as to what took place when Till
entered and exited Bryant’s store. Carolyn Bryant, the
young wife of store owner Roy Bryant, claimed that Till
jerked her hand and asked her out on a date. According to
Bryant, Till then tried to grab her waist before leaving the
store and whistling at her. One of Till’s cousins witnessed
the event and said that Till had been on his best behavior,
paid for his candy, and left the store. 

In the early morning of August 28, Bryant’s husband
and his brother-in-law J. E. Milam went to the home of
Mose Wright, Till’s great-uncle. Around 2 a.m., they
knocked on the door and asked for the boy who had caused
trouble at the store. Wright pleaded for the pair not to kill
Till. After kidnapping Emmett Till and driving him more
than seventy miles in the dark Delta night, Milam fired a
shot into Till’s head. He and Bryant then tied Till to a cotton
gin fan before dumping the boy’s body into the Tallahatchie
River. A few days after the murder, two boys fishing off the
banks of the river discovered the missing boy’s body, which
was identified by Mamie Till, Emmett’s mother.

The trial of Milam and Bryant took place in Sumner, a
town in Tallahatchie County where the prosecution stood
little chance of succeeding. The NAACP and the African
American press publicized this case as the most heinous
example of a violent, racist society in Mississippi. Local
whites raised money for the legal defense of Milam and
Bryant. After slightly more than an hour of deliberation, the
jury found Bryant and Milam not guilty. The acquittal left

deep scars on the Delta. For African Americans, this
injustice was seen as another in a long train of abuses.
Whites who had rallied behind Milam and Bryant wanted
the case to be forgotten, particularly after the two killers
confessed to these crimes in a 1956 Lookmagazine
interview. To the rest of the country and the world, the
murder of Emmett Till was further proof that Mississippi
needed to change.

Under the leadership of Mississippi NAACP president
Aaron Henry, Clarksdale became an important site for
regional civil rights activism. Henry, a veteran of World
War II, owned his own pharmacy in Clarksdale and pushed
for black voter registration throughout Coahoma County.
Clarksdale beauty shop owner Vera Pigee served as the
statewide director of the NAACP Youth Councils and was
the branch secretary in Clarksdale. The Youth Councils’
voter registration drive in
1961 led to the registration
of a hundred new voters in
the county. Amzie Moore
of Cleveland led the local
NAACP during the 1950s.
A veteran and businessman,
Moore became an
important contact person
for outside activists and
groups who came to
Mississippi in the 1960s. 

The Civil Rights
Movement in the Delta
soon gave rise to the
Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee
(SNCC). Bob Moses of
SNCC came to the Delta in 1960, but he believed that the
southwest Mississippi town of McComb appeared to be the
best spot for the SNCC’s first grassroots campaign in the
state. Although their voter registration efforts yielded few
concrete gains, young activists, mostly connected to the
SNCC, began to pour into Mississippi in 1961 and 1962.
Many of these civil rights workers came to Mississippi as
part of the 1961 Freedom Rides. 

In 1962, several civil rights groups including SNCC,
NAACP, Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), and
Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC)
coalesced to form the Council of Federated Organizations
(COFO). The COFO ultimately fell apart in 1965, but the
coalition’s work from 1962 to 1964 represented some of the
most creative and thoughtful organizational cooperation in
the history of the movement.

Starting in 1962, young SNCC activists launched a
massive assault on voter discrimination in the Delta. Sam

The trial of Milam
and Bryant took place
in Sumner, a town in
Tallahatchie County
where the prosecution
stood little chance of

succeeding.  
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Block led the SNCC charge in Greenwood. A native of
Cleveland, Block had attended Mississippi Valley State
College in Itta Bena before the university’s conservative
administration dismissed him for putting his activism above
his schooling. Throughout his time in Greenwood, Block
encountered numerous beatings and jailings and impressed
local people and other activists with his tenacity. 

North of Greenwood in Sunflower County, SNCC
activist and native Mississippian Charles McLaurin began a
voter registration project. McLaurin faced similar obstacles
as Block. One Sunflower County resident, a sharecropper
named Fannie Lou Hamer, was evicted when her landlord
learned of her voter registration efforts and attendance at
SNCC meetings. Fiery, plainspoken, and eloquent, Hamer
told stories of being a Mississippi sharecropper and
enduring the hardships that resulted from white-only rule.
No one person embodied the pain, resilience, and
hopefulness of African American Deltans more than Fannie
Lou Hamer.

By 1963, the COFO was in a serious bind. The number
of registered African American voters in 1963 was only
marginally greater than those recorded in 1960. The federal
government continued to be reluctant to protect African
American voting rights in the South. By 1963, financial
support for voter registration projects dried up and placed
the COFO in a state of desperation. Frustrations mounted.
Needing to bolster its campaign in Mississippi and generate
public support for federal intervention, the COFO decided
to launch the Mississippi Freedom Summer Project of 1964. 

The coalition issued a call for summer volunteers,
especially college students, to venture to Mississippi and
engage in a variety of civil rights—related activities. The
corps of mostly young middle-to upper-class Northern
white volunteers primarily focused on helping local
residents register to vote. Although some members of the
COFO expressed concerns about bringing in so many white
college students to the Delta and changing the nature of
civil rights activism on the ground, COFO leaders such as
Moses and Henry saw Freedom Summer as the key to
breaking through in Mississippi.

Change Comes
Compared with the region at the end of World War II,

the Mississippi Delta of the late 1960s appeared to be a
different world. The legislative victories of the 1960s helped
change certain portions of the racial landscape in the Delta.
The legal walls of segregation had breached under the 1964
Civil Rights Act. African American voting signaled the rise
of a new political era. Following the passage of the Voting
Rights Act, African Americans began to vote in large

MORGAN FREEMAN 
Possessing one of most recognizable voices in the
entertainment industry, Academy Award winning actor and
Charleston native Morgan Freeman has narrated, produced,
or appeared in well over 100  productions over a career that
spans nearly five decades. Born in Memphis, Tennessee, in
1937, Freeman spent much of his childhood in the
Mississippi Delta, a place he returned to live in the 1990s.
After a stint in the United States Air Force in the late 1950s,
he moved to Los Angeles to attend college and begin his
acting career. During his long and celebrated career, Mr.
Freeman has won accolades for roles ranging from a prison
inmate to the great Nelson Mandela. He has been the voice
of Frederick Douglass and even played the role of God.
Freeman has dazzled audiences with roles as a chauffeur in
the Academy Award winning film Driving Miss Daisy, as
Sergeant Major John Rawlins in the Civil War film Glory, and
as Bruce Wayne’s invaluable partner Lucius Fox in the recent
Batman series. While well known for his iconic voice, his
prolific career includes an Academy Award for Best
Supporting Actor in the acclaimed film Million Dollar Baby,
as well as four additional Oscar nominations for brilliant
performances in Street Smart, Driving Miss Daisy, The
Shawshank Redemption, and Invictus. Later in life, Freeman
decided it was time to move home to his native Mississippi.
He built a house near his hometown of Charleston and
became heavily involved in the local community, where he
has contributed to a number of causes and invested in new
businesses, such as Ground Zero Blues Club in Clarksdale.
Located on Delta Avenue, Ground Zero opened its doors in
2001 and has helped revitalize downtown Clarksdale and
boost tourism in the Mississippi Delta. Aside from his
financial support, Freeman is one of the most recognized
and relentless ambassadors for his home state. When asked
why he chooses Mississippi when he could live anywhere in
the world, his response is always “because I can live
anywhere.” 

PHOTO BY TIMOTHY IVY, COURTESY OF DELTA MAGAZINE
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numbers and eventually came to hold major public offices in
the region. 

Robert Clark of Holmes County became the first African
American member of the Mississippi legislature since
Reconstruction. Former segregationists and anti–civil rights
politicians such as James Eastland even had to reckon with
African American voters after 1965. In Eastland’s case, he
reached out to Aaron Henry in the 1970s and won the
Clarksdale pharmacist’s endorsement during his Senate
campaign in 1978. Henry translated his civil rights activism
into a political career in the Mississippi legislature during the
1970s and 1980s. 

In 1986, Democrat Mike Espy of Yazoo City became the
first African American Mississippi congressman since
Reconstruction when he won election to Mississippi’s
Second Congressional District, an African American-majority
district covering the Delta. After Espy left the House to
become Secretary of Agriculture in President Bill Clinton’s
administration, former Hinds County Supervisor Bennie
Thompson took over the House seat from the Second
District. Thompson has held that spot since 1993 and
currently serves as the ranking Democrat on the House
Committee on Homeland Security. With the tenures of Espy
and Thompson, at least one member of the Mississippi
Congressional delegation has been African American for the
past thirty years. 

Economically, the Delta witnessed significant change in
more contemporary times. At the end of World War II,
agriculture in the region was defined by human labor, mules,
and sharecropping. From the late 1960s forward, mechanical
cotton pickers, plows, and pesticides became the keys to
modern farming. The Delta’s agricultural economy had once
hinged almost entirely on cotton, but crop diversification
took hold in the late twentieth century. The expansion of rice,
soybeans, and corn production signaled the end of cotton’s
reign in the Delta. Catfish farming, which involved the
raising of catfish in high-tech ponds, became an important
part of the Delta economy from the 1970s through the 2000s.  

Gaming Jackpot
Perhaps the biggest economic transformation over the

past several decades has been the rise of the gaming industry
and the financial windfall it brought to the Mississippi Delta.
Starting in the 1990s with new legislation allowing for

GRAMMY MUSEUM MISSISSIPPI 
Located on the campus of Delta State University in Cleveland,
the Grammy Museum Mississippi is the first of its kind to be
built outside Los Angeles. The museum commemorates the
wealth of music and musicians that have come from
Mississippi and, in particular, the Delta, the birthplace of the
blues. The Grammy Museum Mississippi allows visitors to
learn about the history of the Grammy awards, watch
Grammy performances in a mini-surround sound theater,
experience walking the red carpet, and see collections of
costumes, instruments, and other artifacts demonstrating the
rich history of music making in America and the Delta. The
museum strives to educate guests about the important role
music has played in history and focuses on how Mississippi
music has influenced the world. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE CLARION-LEDGER
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In 1986, Democrat Mike Espy of Yazoo City became the first African American Mississippi
congressman since Reconstruction when he won election to Mississippi’s Second
Congressional District, an African American-majority district covering the Delta. 
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JUKE JOINTS 
Havens of “the devil’s music,” juke joints were once all over the South and frequent sights in
Mississippi. Juke joints were places where blues artists, both well-known and those just starting out,
could play to live audiences. Po’ Monkey’s juke joint in Merigold is part of the Mississippi Blues Trail
and, for over fifty years, offered an authentic atmosphere enjoyed by locals and tourists alike. 
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JIM HENSON   
Born in the Delta, the creator of The Muppets and the
genius behind Sesame Street lived in Mississippi until fifth
grade. Jim Henson is best known for creating the beloved
characters Kermit the Frog, Oscar the Grouch, Big Bird,
Miss Piggy, and many others. Henson was a pioneer in
creative puppeteering. One of his first innovations was
using the edge of the television as the puppet stage in
ancient prosceniums. A small museum in Leland near the
place where Jim Henson grew up celebrates Henson’s life
and his most popular creation: Kermit the Frog.
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casinos, Mississippi underwent a sudden boom in gaming.
The relatively tiny Splash Casino was the first new
establishment to open in the Mississippi Delta, just north of
Clarksdale, drawing in thousands upon thousands of
patrons. Splash Casino quickly fell into the shadows,
however, as Tunica County took the lead—and the lion’s
share of the purse strings—by drawing in major gambling
corporations from Atlantic City and Vegas to transform the
former planting fields into miles of neon-lit entertainment
venues and hotels. 

World-class restaurants and big-name entertainers
caused visitors to flock to the Mississippi Delta from
surrounding states and, eventually, international origins. In
two decades, Tunica County reaped almost $760 million
from casino revenues. Although there have been signs of an
industry slowdown in recent years, casinos in the Delta
have become gaming and entertainment destinations for
vacationers across the country.   

There have also been some positive changes to the
Delta’s racial and economic structure. Public schools in the
Delta are no longer segregated by law, and a few schools
contain a good mixture of white and African American
students. Delta State has the state’s most racially diverse
student body of all of Mississippi’s eight public institutions
of higher learning. 

In Merigold, the Hayes Cooper Center for Math,
Science & Technology opened in 1990 as a groundbreaking
magnet school with a 50 percent African American and 50
percent white enrollment in every kindergarten through
sixth grade classroom. The public school, which has for the
past three decades topped Mississippi’s standardized test
scores and school ratings, was chosen by Congress as a
model for the federal Technology in Education Bill; it also
earned the model practices and mentorship status by the
Southeastern Regional Education Board for its innovative
science and technology educational practices. 

Success Stories
Delta natives have made great contributions to the

worlds of sports and entertainment. In the 1960s and
1970s, no Mississippi athlete was more renowned than
Archie Manning. A star in basketball, baseball, and football
at Drew High School, the humble redheaded kid from
Sunflower County went on to play football and baseball at

the University of Mississippi from 1967 to 1971. Manning
captivated the state as he led the Ole Miss Rebels football
team to victories in the Liberty and Sugar Bowls. Manning
was twice a finalist for the Heisman Trophy as college
football’s most outstanding player. When his Ole Miss
playing days were over, he became the second overall pick
in the 1971 National Football League (NFL) college draft.
Selected by the New Orleans Saints, Manning played for
thirteen years in the league and was selected twice to play
in the Pro Bowl. Manning, who remains a beloved sports
icon in his home state, is recognized nationally for his work
in sports media and the athletic successes of his sons
Peyton and Eli, who have won a combined four Super
Bowl championships.

Although he was born in East Mississippi, football
legend Jerry Rice honed his craft at Mississippi Valley State
during the early 1980s. In 1985, the San Francisco 49ers
selected Rice with the sixteenth pick in the first round of the
NFL draft. Rice also played with the Oakland Raiders and
the Seattle Seahawks, but he made his name with the great
49ers squads of the 1980s and 1990s. As a wide receiver for
the 49ers, Rice broke numerous records, was a perennial
All-Pro, and won three Super Bowls. He earned the Most
Valuable Player award for Super Bowl XXIII when the
49ers defeated the Cincinnati Bengals. Rice retired from
professional football in 2005. Five years later, Rice was
elected to the Pro Football Hall of Fame. In 2010, the NFL
Network conducted a survey of past and present NFL
coaches, players, reporters, and executives to compile a list
of the 100 greatest NFL players of all time. This panel of
experts selected Rice as the greatest player in NFL history.

Since the 1970s, athletic success in the Delta has not
been limited to men. At Delta State University, the women’s
basketball program has been a national powerhouse,
particularly from the 1970s through the early 1990s.
Margaret Wade, a retired Cleveland High School coach and
physical education instructor at Delta State, took the reins of
the Lady Statesmen in 1973. With the help of admissions
recruiter Melvin Hemphill, Wade landed the best women’s
basketball talent in the state. Best of all was Lusia Harris, a
six-foot, three-inch African American center from Minter
City in Leflore County. Less than a decade after the
university desegregated, Harris had become a star on
campus and was the nation’s best player. She averaged
twenty-six points and fourteen rebounds over her career,

World-class restaurants and big-name entertainers caused visitors to flock to the
Mississippi Delta from surrounding states and, eventually, international origins.
In two decades, Tunica County reaped almost $760 million from casino revenues. 
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MCCARTY’S 
Husband and wife team, the late Lee and Pup McCarty started their pottery business in Merigold in 1954. Through
a shared class at Ole Miss, they discovered a love for thrown pottery. Over the years their passion developed
into making the distinctive colors and pieces that are now world-renowned. The jade, cobalt, and nutmeg
signature color pieces contain an identifying mark: a waving black line representing the Mississippi River.

PHOTO COURTESY OF MAUDE SCHUYLER CLAY
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ELISHA ARCHIBALD “ARCHIE” MANNING, III,
WAS BORN AND REARED IN THE SMALL DELTA
COMMUNITY OF DREW. Born in May 1949 to mother
Jane Elizabeth and father Elisha Archibald, Jr., Manning
spent much of his childhood playing sports. After graduating
from Drew High School, Manning enrolled at the University
of Mississippi, where he quickly gained notoriety for his skills
as a quarterback. Although Manning is most known today
for his impressive football career, the young athlete
possessed a talent for other sports as well. While playing
baseball for the University of Mississippi, Manning was
chosen for the Major League Baseball draft by three
different teams: the Atlanta Braves, the Chicago White Sox,
and the Kansas City Royals. During his time at Ole Miss,
Manning excelled as a three-season starting quarterback,
throwing for a total 4,753 yards and thirty-one touchdowns
and running for 823 yards. He was named Mississippi
Sportsman of the Year in 1969 and chosen for the All-SEC
team for multiple years. Because of his immense success and
popularity, the University later retired Manning’s number
eighteen jersey. In 1971, Manning married Ole Miss
Homecoming Queen Olivia Williams of Philadelphia. That
same year, Manning was chosen as the second overall pick
for the National Football League Draft.  After graduating
from Ole Miss, the couple moved to New Orleans, where
Manning would play ten seasons for the Saints. Although
the team suffered many losing seasons during his time as
quarterback, Manning was highly admired by players and
coaches in the league. Notably, during the 1972 season,
Manning had the most pass attempts and completions in
the NFL and also  threw the most passing yards in the
National Football Conference. In both 1978 and 1979,
Manning was chosen for the Pro Bowl. Manning spent his
last professional football years playing for the Houston Oilers
from 1982 to 1983 and the Minnesota Vikings from 1983 to
1984. During his career, he completed 2,011 passes, which
positioned him in the seventeenth rank in the history of the
NFL at the time he retired. Mr. and Mrs. Manning have three
sons, two of whom have led successful football careers.
Peyton Manning played quarterback for the University of
Tennessee and was the first selected for the NFL Draft in
1998. He led the Indianapolis Colts as their quarterback for
twelve seasons and the Denver Broncos for four seasons
until his retirement in 2016 following his second Super Bowl
victory. Peyton’s younger brother Eli followed in his father’s

ARCHIE MANNING 

footsteps as quarterback for the University of Mississippi,
then went on to play professionally for the New York Giants
in 2004 winning two Super Bowls. The eldest Manning son,
Cooper, works at a prominent energy investment firm and
is heavily involved in the sports world. Archie and Olivia
Manning now live in New Orleans, Louisiana, and Oxford,
Mississippi, and both contribute much of their time and
resources to various charitable and philanthropic endeavors. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF OLE MISS ATHLETICS
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including an average of thirty-two points a game during the
1975–76 season. Harris still holds the Delta State career
record for most points and best scoring average, as well as
the school record for points in a single game. Harris and her
outstanding teammates dominated their competition and
won three straight Association for Intercollegiate Athletics
for Women (AIAW) championships from 1975 to 1977. 

Wade ended her legendary career in 1979 and was
inducted into the Naismith Basketball Hall of Fame. Today,
the award for the top women’s college basketball player is
called the Margaret Wade Trophy. Harris went on to play for
the first U.S. women’s Olympic basketball team in 1976
and was even drafted by the NBA’s Utah Jazz before
playing briefly in the professional Women’s Basketball
League (WBL). She is a member of the Naismith
Basketball Hall of Fame and the first African American
woman to receive that prestigious honor. In 1989, 1990, and
1992, Delta State won the National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) Division II women’s championship.
Their six national championships make Delta State
women’s basketball the most successful collegiate athletic
program in Mississippi history.

The Academy Award–winning actor Morgan Freeman
has strong ties to the Delta and currently makes his home in
Charleston. Born in Memphis, Freeman lived for part of his
childhood in Charleston and Greenwood. A graduate of
Greenwood’s Broad Street High School, Freeman served in
the Air Force and then moved to Los Angeles, where he
began a career in acting. The Mississippi native performed
in Broadway and off-Broadway productions in the 1960s
before making his way into film and television in the 1970s
and early 1980s. Freeman’s breakout year in Hollywood
was 1989. He rose to stardom with the lead performance in
Lean on Me, a supporting role in the Civil War film Glory,
and a brilliant part in Driving Miss Daisy that earned him a
Best Actor nomination from the Academy Awards. In 2004,
Freeman won the Oscar for Best Supporting Actor thanks to
his performance in Million Dollar Baby. Today, Freeman
continues to play both lead and supporting roles. He is also
a mainstay as a narrator in documentaries. Freeman’s Delta
roots were on display in the documentary Prom Night in
Mississippi, a film exploring the first integrated prom at
Charleston High School in the 2000s. He co-owns Ground
Zero Blues Club in Clarksdale, a business venture with that
city’s current mayor, Bill Luckett. 

Few may know it, but the popular writer Thomas Harris
has a Delta connection. Famous for his Hannibal Lecter
series, which spawned the Oscar-winning The Silence of the
Lambs and several other movie and TV projects, Harris
lived as a youth in the small Coahoma County community
of Rich. During his boyhood summers, Harris spent time in
Cleveland with family members. While in Cleveland, he

DONNA TARTT   
Award-winning author Donna Tartt was born in
Greenwood in 1963. Following her upbringing in
Grenada, Tartt enrolled at the University of Mississippi in
1981, where she caught the attention of renowned
Mississippi writers Willie Morris and Barry Hannah.
Recognizing her extraordinary literary talent, Hannah
encouraged Tartt—then a college freshman—to
participate in his graduate-level course on short stories.
In 1982, at the suggestion of Morris and other Ole Miss
faculty, Tartt transferred to Bennington College to
continue her high-level study of literature. There, she
befriended fellow students Brett Easton Ellis, Jonathan
Letham, and others, who would also go on to become
successful writers. Tartt began writing her first book, The
Secret History, during her second year at Bennington.
She graduated in 1986, and The Secret History was
published eight years later and soon became a
bestseller, with more than 75,000 copies sold. Tartt’s
second novel, entitled The Little Friend, was published
in October 2002, but her third and most successful work
came in 2013 with the highly-anticipated publication of
The Goldfinch. Tartt was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for
Fiction for The Goldfinch in 2014.  

PHOTO COURTESY OF GINO DOMENICO AP
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GRESHAM PETROLEUM 
In 1920, W.W. Gresham of Indianola built the first drive-in service station in the Mississippi Delta. Gresham had three service
stations by 1933, spanning from Indianola to Isola. Gresham and his son Bill founded Gresham Distributor Business in 1947 to
supply fuel to area businesses, farms, and residences. In 1958, the Greshams partnered with John McPherson to incorporate as
Gresham Petroleum. During the decades following World War II, business soared as the company bought and merged with other
petroleum and gas companies in the Delta region. As it expanded, Gresham Petroleum developed and maintained its reputation
of high quality service.  Although founder W.W. Gresham died in 1978, Bill Gresham and John McPherson continued his
exceptional service station legacy with the establishment of Double Quick convenient stores in the mid-1980s. Today, Gresham
Petroleum continues to supply fuel to the Mississippi Delta, as well as southeast Arkansas. The company also supplies all fuel for
the Delta-located Double Quick stores.   

PHOTO COURTESY OF GRESHAM PETROLEUM

VIKING,  FRED CARL, JR. 
Renowned Mississippi business leader Fred Carl, Jr., has spent the majority of his life in his
hometown of Greenwood. Early in his career, Carl continued the legacy of his father and
grandfather by building homes in the family construction business.  In 1984, recognizing a
need for high-end, commercial-grade home kitchen appliances, Carl founded the Viking
Range Corporation. Viking Range officially manufactured and shipped its first appliance in
1987, and from then on, the company rose to immense success. During its prime, Viking
Range employed more than 1,000 people. Carl was inducted to the National Kitchen & Bath
Association Hall of Fame in 1994 and was chosen as the Mid-South Entrepreneur of the Year
in 1996. He is also a member of both the Mississippi Business Hall of Fame and the Leflore
County Hall of Fame. In 2002, Carl was named Man of the Year by the Greenwood
Commonwealth. Carl served as President, Chairman, and Chief Executive Officer of Viking
Range until his retirement in 2013, the same year that Viking became part of the Middleby
Corporation, the largest corporate kitchen manufacturer in the world. 

PHOTO BY GREG CAMPBELL
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heard stories of Alfonzo Robinson, a serial killer who struck
fear in the hearts of all in Bolivar County in 1934.
Robinson, who went by the alias James Coyner, preserved
and ate part of the body of one of his victims and was
eventually captured. He confessed to the killing of a Bolivar
County couple and was executed by hanging on the Bolivar
County Courthouse lawn in Cleveland. The story of
Alfonzo Robinson helped inspire the creation of Harris’s
character Hannibal Lecter, the most famous cannibal in all
of literary history and one of the most famous characters in
all of modern film.

Of the many notable figures to come from the Delta, no
one has represented the Delta on a world stage quite like
Riley “Blues Boy” King. The world’s most famous blues
musician was born near Itta Bena in 1925. The King of the
Blues and master of the electric guitar eventually declared
Indianola to be his home, although his professional life kept
him on the road for more than 200 days per year throughout
his musical career. A brilliant guitarist and powerful gospel
singer as a child, King made an impression as a teenager by
singing in churches around the Delta and playing on a local
radio station out of Greenwood. King spent his late teens
and early twenties going back and forth between Memphis
and the Delta. By the late 1940s, King gained consistent
work as a disc jockey and singer for station WDIA out of
Memphis. While at WDIA, King attracted audiences with
his powerful, raw performances of the blues, earning him
the nickname Beale Street Blues Boy. That moniker would
later be shortened to Blues Boy and then simply B. B. His
electric guitar was named Lucille and became an integral
attraction at a B. B. King show. From the 1950s until his
death in 2015, King was not only a shining star for the Delta
blues, he was an ambassador for the genre both in the
United States and throughout the world. King put out more
than forty albums and spent much of his life on the road
playing with the greatest blues and rock musicians of the
modern era. He also performed in front of the world’s most
notable leaders, from American presidents to Pope John
Paul II. A member of the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and
the Blues Hall of Fame, King won fifteen Grammy Awards.
In 2007, President George W. Bush awarded King the
Presidential Medal of Freedom. At the medal ceremony,
President Bush remarked that even though King was in his
later years of life, the blues legend was still going strong
and continued to captivate audiences all over the world.

PRISON LABOR  
Prisoners have been used to help clear land surrounding
prisons and do other menial tasks as they pay their debt to
society since the first state prison was established in
Mississippi in 1789. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY

Of the many notable figures to come from the Delta, no one has represented the
Delta on a world stage quite like Riley “Blues Boy” King. The world’s most
famous blues musician was born near Itta Bena in 1925.

PARCHMAN 
The state penitentiary was moved from the site of what is
now the new Mississippi Capitol to land bought from the
Parchman Plantation in Sunflower County in 1901.
Constructed using mostly state prisoner labor, the prison is
located on about twenty-eight square miles of flat Delta land.
Originally built to house around 200 inmates, the penitentiary
currently has capacity for more than 20,000 inmates.  

PHOTO BY GREG CAMPBELL
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FIGHTING OKRA    
Delta State University was established by an act of
Mississippi legislature in 1924. The school was the
originally a teachers’ college training educators,
but now the university boasts more than forty
different majors. Delta State’s sports program is a
point of pride. Women’s basketball has been a
part of Delta State University’s history since the
beginning of the school in the 1920s. Margaret
Wade took the sport to another level of
excellence, leading the Fighting Okra women
through fifty-one consecutive victories and to
three straight national championships. An award
named after her, the Wade Trophy, is still given to
the most outstanding women’s basketball player
in the nation every year. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF DELTA STATE UNIVERSITY
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JOHN LEE HOOKER 
John Lee Hooker, one of the most unique and
prominent blues musicians of all time, was born
on a cotton plantation near Clarksdale in August
1917. One of eleven children in a family of
sharecroppers, Hooker gained much of his
musical influence from his family and
community. Because his father was a minister,
Hooker’s early exposure to music came from
gospel songs heard in church every Sunday. But
Hooker learned the blues—specifically his so-
called “country-boogie” style—from his
stepfather, Will Moore. Hooker was also
influenced by bluesmen who visited his home,
such as Charley Patton, Blind Blake, and Tony
Hollins, who dated Hooker’s sister and gave him
his first guitar. After spending his early years
working in the cotton fields of Vance and
Lambert, the teenaged aspiring musician left the Mississippi Delta
for Memphis, and later Cincinnati, in hopes of making it big. In
Memphis, Hooker worked on Beale Street, where he found the
opportunity to play with successful blues artists like Robert
Nighthawk. Hooker’s career breakthrough came later when he
settled in Detroit in the 1940s. In 1948, he signed with Sensation
Records to record his first songs, several of which quickly gained
critical acclaim. The following year, his song “Boogie Chillin”
reached number one on the Rhythm & Blues charts, and in 1951,
his song “I’m in the Mood” also reached number one, selling over
a million singles.  Hooker recorded songs for several labels under

his real name, but he also used a number
of pseudonyms, including The Boogie
Man, Delta John, John Lee Booker, Texas
Slim, and others. Over the years, Hooker
drew from a variety of genres to form his
distinct style, but he always stayed true to
his Delta roots. Hooker’s style influenced
rock artists of the 1960s and 1970s,
shaping the genre for years to come.
Hooker collaborated with numerous well-
known bands and solo artists, including Van
Morrison, Canned Heat, and others. With
the release of his 1989 album The Healer,
Hooker again gained national popularity. In
1997, Hooker brought a taste of the blues
to San Francisco when he opened a club
called John Lee Hooker’s Boom Boom

Room, named after his 1962 hit “Boom Boom.” Throughout his
career and after, Hooker received numerous awards, including four
Grammys, a Rhythm & Blues Foundation Pioneer Award, and a
Hollywood Walk of Fame star. He is also a member of the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame, as well as the Blues Hall of Fame. In June 2001,
Hooker passed away in his sleep at his Los Altos, California, home
at the age of eighty-three. After his death, his friend and fellow
musician Bonnie Raitt said of Hooker, “John Lee's power and
influence in the world of Rock, R&B, Jazz, and Blues are a legacy
that will never die.” 

PHOTO COURTESY OF BLUES ARCHIVE, UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI

Despite King’s age and some recent health setbacks, the
president declared that “the thrill is not gone. America loves
the music of B. B. King, and America loves the man,
himself.” On May 14, 2015, King died in Las Vegas due to a
series of strokes caused by his type 2 diabetes. His body was
taken from Las Vegas to Memphis. Following a processional
on Beale Street, a hearse carried King way down Highway 61
into the Delta, where large crowds lined the highway in
anticipation of his journey home. He is buried at the B. B.
King Museum in Indianola.

Over the past two decades, state and local governments
have teamed up with the private sector to preserve and honor
the Delta’s history and culture. The Mississippi Freedom
Trail contains a series of historical markers commemorating
key people, places, and events in the Civil Rights Movement.
As a testament to the importance of the Delta to Mississippi’s
civil rights history, four of the first six markers were unveiled

in the Delta. Today, Freedom Trail markers are located in
Money (the Emmett Till murder), Ruleville (Fannie Lou
Hamer), Parchman (the imprisonment of Freedom Riders),
Cleveland (the Amzie Moore House), Clarksdale (Aaron
Henry’s drugstore), Greenwood (Broad Street Park and
Stokely Carmichael’s call for “black power”), Belzoni
(George Lee’s Home), and Mound Bayou (the T.R.M.
Howard House). 

Throughout the year, Delta cities and towns host a
variety of music festivals. Blues festivals, of course, are the
most popular and attract people from across the state, the
country, and even the world. Powerful Delta music can still
be heard in clubs across the region, particularly at places such
as Red’s and Ground Zero in Clarksdale and the various
casinos in Tunica and Greenville. Three area museums have
also become central to the Delta tourist industry. Indianola is
the home of the B. B. King Museum, which contains a highly
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interactive digital exhibit on the life and times of the Delta’s
most famous son. The Delta Blues Museum in Clarksdale is
also an innovative venue; it contains remnants of the cabin
where Muddy Waters lived while working on the Stovall
Plantation in Coahoma County. Most recently, the Grammy
Corporation opened the Grammy Museum of Mississippi in
Cleveland. Located next to the Delta State campus, the
Grammy Museum explores the many contributions Mississippi
has made to American and global music. Through a
combination of blues, country, and rock and roll, Mississippi’s
musical legacy is cemented, and the Grammy Museum is
dedicated to bringing that story to the general public.

Located just outside of Cleveland in the tiny town of
Merigold, Po’ Monkey’s Lounge was known as the last
surviving rural juke joint for years. Willie Seaberry, an
African American farm laborer, would for years shed his
overalls two nights a week to don his loud, colorful suits to
become “Po’ Monkey.” His DJ’s and live musicians
entertained tourists, college students, locals, and anyone
who wanted to have a good time. Today, a year after
Seaberry’s death in 2016, his legacy continues. If one
wants to experience a perfect blend of the old and the new
Mississippi Delta, one need look no further than Po’
Monkey’s, an old shack on a dirt road near Merigold.

While Mississippi’s varied geographic regions provide
the Magnolia State with a deep richness in history, culture,
and diversity, it is the Mississippi Delta that best defines
Mississippi more than any other to the majority of people
across the United States and around the world. Known to
many as the “most Southern place on earth,” the Delta
evokes a spectrum of emotions, experiences, and
preconceptions. 

Historically, the region has possessed both lavish wealth
and grinding poverty. As the celebrated “land where the blues
began” and the birthplace of some of the nation’s most
talented writers, the Delta is a mecca for cultural creativity
and serves as an international tourist destination. The
approximately 7,000 square miles of the Mississippi Delta
have witnessed some of the nation’s most intense battles in
the struggle for civil rights and equality. Today it is garnered
in the majority by African American elected officials. 

Although the Mississippi Delta can appear to be a
timeless place with its feet stuck in the past, it has not been
immune to the powerful winds of change. Historian James
Cobb has written that at its best, the Delta is a region glowing
with warm hospitality and courteous manners. At its worst,
he adds, the Delta has embodied cruelty, racism, and
unbridled greed. A place that has endured great tragedy and
showcased the resilience of the human spirit, the Mississippi
Delta has been and remains one of the most intriguing plots
of earth on our planet.

SONNY BOY WILLIAMSON 
Blues singer, songwriter, and harmonica player Sonny
Boy Williamson—originally given the name Aleck
Miller—was born on a plantation near Glendora in
December 1912. As his music career progressed, he
became known as “Rice” Miller or “Sonny Boy No. 2,”
not to be confused with the blues artist John Lee Curtis
“Sonny Boy” Williamson, who died in Chicago in 1948.
Known for his vibrant, often mischievous personality,
Williamson quickly rose to fame for his live radio
performances on the King Biscuit Time radio show
beginning in 1941. Many critics consider Williamson one
of the greatest Delta harmonica players, as well as one
of the most influential blues composers of all time, with
songs like “Nine Below Zero,” “Bring it on Home,” and
“Eyesight to the Blind.” Songs such as “Don’t Start Me
Talkin’” expose elements of his somewhat leery and
mysterious nature, which could be attributed to his
experiences on the plantation owned by Selwyn Jones,
who had been reprimanded by the governor for
mistreatment of African Americans just a few years after
Williamson was born. Throughout his career, Williamson
collaborated with widely acclaimed artists, including
Muddy Waters, Buddy Guy, Robert Johnson, and many
others. Williamson died of a heart attack on May 25,
1965, in Helena, Arkansas, and is buried in Tutwiler. The
legendary artist was elected to the Blues Hall of Fame in
1980, its very first year of inductions.   

PHOTO COURTESY OF BLUES ARCHIVE, UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI
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MUDDY WATERS 
Called the “undisputed king of Chicago blues singers” by the late blues historian Robert Palmer, Mississippi native Muddy
Waters was one of the greatest ambassadors of the Mississippi Delta style of blues. While playing a significant role in the evo-
lution of rock and roll, his powerful blues inspired musicians and songwriters all over the world. Born McKinley Morganfield on
April 4, 1915, in Rolling Fork, Muddy was raised by his maternal grandmother on the Stovall Plantation near Clarksdale, where
he worked and later ran a juke joint out of his home. He was first recorded in the early 1940s by celebrated folklorist Alan
Lomax, who had traveled to the Mississippi Delta to record local musicians for the Library of Congress. Soon after, he moved
to Chicago where he became the premier blues artist for Chess Records. When Muddy Waters traveled to Europe in 1958, his
pioneering electric blues captivated audiences. His Mississippi Delta roots blended with the new amplified electric music pro-
duced powerful blues that would influence multiple genres of music and inspire future artists. Mick Jagger and Keith Richards
named their band after his 1950 hit song “Rollin’ Stone” which also served as the inspiration for the Bob Dylan hit “Like a Rolling
Stone” and the well-known magazine, Rolling Stone. From Carnegie Hall in the late 1950s to his dynamic performance in San
Francisco at “The Last Waltz” in 1978, Muddy Waters thrilled audiences all over the world with his powerful songs like “Mannish
Boy” and “Got My Mojo Working.” While he was personally influenced in Mississippi by famous bluesmen like Robert Johnson
and Son House, Muddy personally influenced an entire generation of rock guitarists, including the likes of Eric Clapton, Jimmy
Page, and Jeff Beck. As his influence spread, he gained increased recognition which eventually led to six Grammy Awards in
the 1970s. Muddy passed away in Chicago in 1983 at the age of 68. His electric blues, rooted in traditions of the Mississippi
Delta, and booming voice left an immeasurable impact on American music still felt to this day. 
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COUNTIES
Monroe: Founded in 1821. County seat is Aberdeen.

Lowndes: Founded in 1830. County seat is Columbus.
Attala: Founded in 1833. County seat is Kosciusko.

Carroll: Founded in 1833. County seats are Carrollton and Vaiden.
Choctaw: Founded in 1833. County seat is Ackerman.
Holmes: Founded in 1833. County seat is Lexington.
Noxubee: Founded in 1833. County seat is Macon.

Oktibbeha: Founded in 1833. County seat is Starkville.
Winston: Founded in 1833. County seat is Louisville.

Yalobusha: Founded in 1833. County seats are Coffeeville and Water Valley.
Chickasaw: Founded in 1836. County seats are Houston and Okolona.

Calhoun: Founded in 1852. County seat is Pittsboro.
Grenada: Founded in 1870. County seat is Grenada.

Clay: Founded in 1871. County seat is West Point.
Montgomery: Founded in 1871. County seat is Winona.

Webster: Founded in 1874. County seat is Walthall.
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crossed the Tombigbee near Columbus in 1540. Once
white planters and their slaves began to plant the rich
topsoil of the nearby lowland black prairie zone with
cotton, the river and towns such as Cotton Gin Port,
Aberdeen, and Columbus assumed new significance as
commercial export and import centers by connecting
the eastern Clay Hills to the larger world of Atlantic
commerce. 
By the twentieth century, beef cattle and dairy cows

formed the backbone of the local agricultural economy.
These were supplemented by new industries, such as
dairy farming and textile manufacturing, which were
aided by the founding of the state’s land-grant
university. Such change helped to set the stage for
continued growth. Since 1960, several counties in the
region have some of the fastest rates of population
growth in the state, and their per capita income growth
has increased as well. New industries such as steel,
aerospace, and tire manufacturing, along with the
state’s largest public research university, are currently
helping Mississippi to realize a new and more
innovative future for the region and state.
The variety that distinguishes today’s Clay Hills,

including the range of its geography, the diversity of its
residents, its differing agricultural and manufacturing
economies, and the gap between those counties in
economic declines and those which are growing and
prospering make the Clay Hills an especially difficult
region to categorize. Through time, it has evolved into a
region where many people—whether they were rich or
poor, white, African American, or Native American,
free or enslaved—ultimately found a niche, put down
roots, built their families, made their livings, and
constructed their communities. In short, it is a region in
the state where people of diverse interests and
backgrounds have long co-existed, albeit sometimes
uneasily, each with their own unique vision of what the
region was and could be. 

T
he Clay Hills includes the sixteen north-central
counties of Attala, Calhoun, Carroll, Chickasaw,
Choctaw, Clay, Grenada, Holmes, Lowndes,
Monroe, Montgomery, Noxubee, Oktibbeha,

Webster, Winston, and Yalobusha. The region features six
geographic zones ranging from high ridges and rolling hills to
rich bottomlands, lowland forests, and grassland prairies. It is
also marked by two significant rivers, the Tombigbee and the
Yalobusha. Distinguished by a rolling topography and
distinctive red clay soils, these hills cut a wide semi-circular
swath from Tennessee to Alabama. These lands were long
home to the Choctaws and Chickasaws, and members of the
Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians still reside in parts of
this area today. 
Since cotton did not do as well in red clay soils of the

hills in the eastern portion as in other parts of the
region, early settlers and their families could usually
carve out only modest if not hardscrabble existences
growing corn and vegetables, raising cattle and hogs,
and later raising dairy cows.
The bluff or Loess Hills, with its more fertile soils,

form a distinctive western boundary between the Clay
Hills and the Delta. These hills served as a natural
transport corridor between Memphis and Jackson, and
has long been the route of one of the state’s principal
railroads. Since the mid-twentieth century, Interstate 55
has redefined this corridor as a significant auto transport
route bringing travelers and commerce to the area. 
The fertile brown loam soils found in the

bottomlands also shaped the region’s and the state’s
early agricultural history. These rich soils offered
farmers real prospects of economic success, and before
the Civil War, ambitious planters made this one of the
state’s more important cotton producing areas. 
The eastern half of the Clay Hills is, except for a

narrow band of forested flatwoods, distinguished by the
steep ridges and bluffs of the Tombigbee or Tennessee
Hills along its eastern edge. The Tombigbee River, now
the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway, offers water
access to the Gulf of Mexico at Mobile. The Tombigbee
River Valley long served as an important transport,
trade, and settlement corridor. The Choctaws and
Chickasaws took first advantage by building villages
and farms there. Spanish explorer Hernando de Soto
and his men, the first Europeans to visit Mississippi,

FRENCH CAMP VISITOR CENTER 
Once a trading post off the Natchez Trace, French Camp now
has the Natchez Trace Historic Village where visitors can see
and experience what early Mississippi life would have been
like for European settlers.  
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PHOTO COURTESY OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, HISTORIC AMERICAN BUILDINGS SURVEY/HISTORIC AMERICAN ENGINEERING RECORD/HISTORIC AMERICAN LANDSCAPES SURVEY

OLD WAVERLY STAIRCASE 
The Waverly house cupola on the crown of the roof not only
provided a way for residents to view the surrounding countryside,
but also creatively allows natural light into ground floor. 

PHOTO BY GREG CAMPBELL

OLD WAVERLY  
Built in 1852, Waverly was the center of a
large cotton plantation. The plantation
survived the Civil War even after being host
to a Confederate general and Confederate
soldiers. Unique in architecture, Waverly
was abandoned for nearly fifty years in the
1900s before being restored. The mansion
and grounds are now open year-round for
visitors. The Young family moved from
Georgia to build their plantation near West
Point. The Waverly plantation was named
after a character in one of Sir Walter Scott’s
novels, and was completely self-sustaining
when the plantation was at its height.
Today the home is open for viewing, and
an award-winning golf course lies nearby. 
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Early Years—Transforming 
The Lands of The Choctaws 
and Chickasaws  (1817-1860)
These patterns were visible early. In 1817, the year of

Mississippi’s statehood, Americans entering the Clay
Hills region immediately noticed the region’s natural and
human diversity, interpreting it as a measure of the
region’s potential to sustain future abundance, growth,
and development. The Georgia-born naturalist and
pioneer, Gideon Lincecum, was one of these newcomers.
Lincecum migrated with his family in 1818 to the east
bank of the Tombigbee River in what would become
Monroe County and then moved to Possum Town, the
town that he would soon help to survey as Columbus in
1821. For Lincecum, the region’s main draw were the
Choctaws—the region’s primary human inhabitants. 
Although Lincecum helped to pioneer Monroe County

and the town of Columbus where he built a school,
Franklin Academy, and founded a Free Mason’s Lodge,
the Choctaws were what held him to the region and
defined his experience there. He was awed by them. With
the Choctaw interpreter John Pitchlynn as a partner,
Lincecum first entered the Native American trade,
exchanging various manufactured goods, including liquor,
for the valuable deerskins, pelts, and other items the
Choctaws had to offer. Over time, he learned their
language and culture, socialized with them and later
became a doctor schooled in Native American healing
techniques. Lincecum lived and worked in various
locations in and near the Choctaws of Lowndes and
Monroe counties for thirty years. He departed with his
family in 1848 after his frustration with the decadence of
the area’s cotton boom drove him to seek a new life in
Texas. 
The Clay Hills was legally as well as culturally still

Indian country in 1817. Americans had the right to
operate trade posts, but there were no extant counties in
this region. Formal title to the vast majority of the
region’s territory remained firmly in the hands of their
native Choctaw and Chickasaw inhabitants rather than the
United States or the state of Mississippi. The Choctaws
had placed themselves under the protection of the United
States in 1786 and had ceded some of their lands near
Columbus in the 1816 Treaty of Fort Stephens. The treaty
paved the way for the founding of Monroe County in
1821, the first county in the region, and the surveying of
the town of Columbus in the same year. Neither the
Choctaws nor the Chickasaws were antagonistic towards
Americans. Rather, both groups had mostly welcomed
European and then American traders and missionaries
into their communities for some time. The Choctaws,

especially, “were always friends of the white people,”
wrote one Noxubee County historian much later. They
even fought with Andrew Jackson against the Creeks in
1814. 
Circumstances changed rapidly, however, as more white

settlers moved in. Areas of Native American habitation in
the Clay Hills of late 1810s and early 1820s already bore
the cultural marks of the various European explorers and
traders, of American Protestant missionaries, and of an
increasing number of settlers who had been arriving since
Mississippi became a U.S. territory in 1798. The native
peoples of the Clay Hills had a long history of contact with
whites beginning when the Spanish explorer and conqueror
Hernando de Soto and his men crossed the Tombigbee near
present-day Columbus in 1540 and wintered there among
the local native inhabitants. The French had followed in the
late 1600s and early 1700s. In the 1730s, during one attempt
to control the Chickasaws, French troops under Governor
Bienville constructed a small and crudely erected palisade
along the east bank of the Tombigbee where an important
Chickasaw path crossed the river. Although they did not
occupy the structure for long, the “old French fort” evolved
into the settlement of Cotton Gin Port, first as a trade post
and then as a cotton gin and river port site in Monroe
County. 
English traders and slave raiders also arrived in the late

1600s and early 1700s in search of Native American slaves
to serve as laborers for the expanding plantation economies
of their colonies along the Atlantic coastal and in the West
Indies. They found the Chickasaws to be willing partners
and able slave catchers. In fact, the Chickasaws often
targeted their Choctaw neighbors for raids. As an English-
dominated Atlantic slave trade assumed preeminence after
1700, English interests in the Clay Hills shifted towards a
trade in goods rather than Native American slaves. 
Eighteenth-century English traders sought out the

valuable deerskins and other pelts Choctaw hunters and
trappers offered in abundance. In exchange, the English
traders gave the Choctaws various European manufactured
goods, guns, and liquor. More than any other European
group, the English slave and fur traders pulled the Choctaws
and Chickasaws into a European-based market economy
which altered their way of life and cultures. By the 1790s,
the effects of such sustained European contact were clear,
especially among the Choctaws. Outbreaks of European
diseases were greatly reduced. Those who remained lived
an increasingly sedentary existence with men working as
cattle herders and women doing spinning and weaving.
After the Revolution, Americans came in large numbers,

but unlike the English, they wanted land as well as trade.
New roads, built mostly on native trails, provided the more
assertive Americans clear pathways into the Clay Hills
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COFFEEVILLE HOTEL
A remnant of the railway systems which once took
passengers all over the nation, the Coffeeville Hotel,
sometimes called the Hamblet Hotel, served passengers that
were travelling on the Illinois Central Railroad. The Coffeeville
Hotel is a national landmark as it is a demonstration of
railroad hotel architecture, and remains a reminder of what
used to be such an important mode of transportation in
Mississippi and throughout the United States.

region. Under President Thomas Jefferson’s authorization
following the Louisiana Purchase, the U.S. Army began
improving the long-existing Natchez Trace, a native
pathway that runs between Natchez and Nashville. The
Gaines Trace followed not long after. When completed in
1812, it connected Cotton Gin Port on the upper Tombigbee
with various market centers on the Tennessee River. 
Road building through the Clay Hills took on greater

urgency during and after the War of 1812, when the war
generated new demands for military and commercial access
to New Orleans. Jackson’s Military Road was the result.
General Andrew Jackson pioneered the route. At the war’s
conclusion, he lobbied Congress to construct a more formal
road from Nashville to New Orleans by way of Lowndes
and Noxubee counties. Congress appropriated funds for it in
1816, and it was completed in 1820. The Jackson Military
Road was an important trade and travel route until the
railroads came through the region at mid-century. 
Robinson Road, which was built across Choctaw

territory to connect Jackson with Columbus, opened the
next year. Its intersection with Military Road and its
designation as the mail route challenged the status of the
Natchez Trace as the primary path across the Clay Hills.
Robinson Road remained a vital overland artery until
railroads arrived.
The new roads had profound effects on the region. They

made towns such as Columbus and Cotton Gin Port into
commercial crossroads and ushered an increasing number
of Americans to and through Choctaw country following the
War of 1812. Included among the newcomers was the small
group of Protestant missionaries sent by the American
Board of Missions at the behest of the Choctaws in 1818.
The Choctaws hoped to improve their children’s lives and
preserve their independence as a people by obtaining
education from these missionaries. The missionaries were
eager to oblige. 
Just a few years earlier, in a tour of the Mississippi

Territory, two New England missionaries had noted how the
Choctaws and Chickasaws “have already made great
progress in agriculture and civilization and are by degrees
casting off the Indian habits and adopting the modes of the
whites.”  By their reckoning, it was time for them to devote
greater attention to accelerating that process of change by
teaching the Choctaws to be American-style farmers and
producers, and perhaps by converting some to
Presbyterianism. Rev. Cyrus Kingsbury of Massachusetts
took the lead in these efforts by opening the first mission to
the Choctaws at Eliot on the Yalobusha River near present-
day Grenada in 1818. 
The Eliot mission grew quickly into a complex that

included several cabins, a mill, carpenter and blacksmith
shops, and a school, in which fifty students had enrolled in

PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, HISTORIC AMERICAN BUILDINGS SURVEY/
HISTORIC AMERICAN ENGINEERING RECORD/HISTORIC AMERICAN LANDSCAPES SURVEY

HIGHWAY BRIDGE ACROSS 
THE TOMBIGBEE  
This 1927 swing bridge in Columbus is on the National
Register of Historic Places. In keeping with regulations saying
that all bridges over navigable rivers must have a means for
boats to pass under them, the Columbus bridge across the
Tombigbee River has one side which can pivot open to allow
tall ships to pass through. The swing function was only used
twice, and the bridge has not been opened in more than
eighty years. 
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STEAMBOAT ON THE TOMBIGBEE 
Beginning in the early 1800s, the Tombigbee River was a watery highway for trading. Fur pelts, cotton, logs, and
passengers traveled via the steamboats connecting Mississippi cities like Columbus with ports on the Gulf of Mexico. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY, COOPER POSTCARD COLLECTION

by 1819. Kingsbury and his wife then founded another
mission in the eastern Clay Hills in the future Oktibbeha
County in 1821. The Mayhew Mission also started with a
school that initially drew twelve students, but then grew into
a larger complex that included a church that was
incorporated into the Tombigbee Presbytery in 1830. Other
missionaries, led by southerner Rev. Thomas Stuart, worked
among the Chickasaws during the 1820s. In the years before
Indian Removal, these missions were important centers for
cultural and commercial exchange among the diverse
inhabitants of the Clay Hills. 
But still, the United States did not own title to the lands

of the Clay Hills, and this thwarted the ambitions of
American land speculators and settlers to obtain lands at a
time when the cotton economy was taking firm hold in
other areas of the state. Frustrated with the situation, the
United States and Mississippi officials used various means
including bribes, threats, blackmail, and eventually the
outright extension of state authority over their territory, to
pressure the Chickasaws and Choctaws to cede their lands. 
In the 1820 Treaty of Doak’s Stand, the Choctaws

surrendered a large section of their territory in west-central

Mississippi. Winning control of the Clay Hills took another
decade. It was not until the presidency of Andrew Jackson
and the passage of the 1830 Indian Removal Act providing
for the deportation of southeastern Indians to areas west of
the Mississippi that Choctaw and Chickasaw leaders finally
ceded their lands in two major deals with the United States.
In the 1830 Treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek, negotiated at a
site on Noxubee County and named for the rabbits they
hunted there, the Choctaws exchanged title to their
remaining Mississippi lands in exchange for new lands in
present-day Oklahoma, as well as supplies and equipment.
They had three years to move. The Chickasaws soon
followed suit in the 1832 Treaty of Pontotoc in which they,
too, ceded their lands in northeast Mississippi. They began
moving west in 1837. 
For the country and state, these treaties were huge

victories because the cessions finally granted them the
formal control of the remaining lands in the state. For these
two native groups, however, the cessions were huge losses.
Ironically, were negotiated by native leaders, many of mixed
Native American white ancestry, who often put their own
interests above those of their people. This situation was
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especially true among the Choctaws, where some leaders
negotiated themselves land deals in Mississippi while
agreeing to their people’s removal west. Still, a loophole in
Article Fourteen of the treaty allowed individual Choctaw
families to remain in the state and obtain land as long as
they registered with an Native American agent. Although
following through on this loophole proved difficult and
landownership thus remained elusive, some native peoples,
particularly Choctaws, continued to reside in the Clay Hills.
Most who did were generally relegated to the poorest lands
and lived in poverty, though some found new cultural
identities through intermarriage with whites or African
Americans. The status of the Clay Hills as Indian country
had come to an end. 
But endings also marked beginnings. The opening of

Choctaw and Chickasaw lands to white settlement ushered
in a period historian refer to as the “Flush Times.”  With
lands selling for as low as $1.25 an acre and credit available
at banks in towns such as Aberdeen, Columbus, and

Grenada, land sales boomed in the Clay Hills during the
1830s. The boom resulted in a frenzy of settlement and a
rash of county founding. Lowndes was the first new county
to join Monroe in 1830. Lowndes already had a little more
than 3,000 residents, half of whom were slaves. Then in
1833, the state authorized the founding of eight of the
sixteen counties that now exist in the region including
Attala, Carroll, Choctaw, Holmes, Noxubee, Oktibbeha,
Winston, and Yalobusha. One other county, Chickasaw, was
added three years later. The census clearly measured the
region’s dramatic growth. By 1840, the Clay Hills had some
90,000 residents with whites outnumbering black slaves by
only 2,000. Nearly overnight, the Clay Hills had become a
vital part of Mississippi. When Calhoun County, the last
county added before the Civil War, was founded in 1852,
the antebellum Clay Hills assumed its final form. 
New counties resulted in the founding of new towns and

the relocation of old ones. Among the new towns were
Aberdeen, in which Scottish trader Robert Gordon began

MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY 
Mississippi State University was originally established in 1878 as Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College, a national
land-grant college. Now the university offers bachelors, masters, and doctoral degrees in a wide array of fields, and offers
many research opportunities as well as practical experience to all Bulldogs. The university is known for its agriculture,
engineering, and teacher programs, and spans around 4,200 acres of Mississippi land. Designated as a Mississippi landmark,
Mississippi State University’s Lee Hall was built in 1909 and named after former Civil War General Stephen D. Lee, who was
president of the college at the time this building was built.  

PHOTO BY GREG CAMPBELL
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selling lots in 1836, and Boardtown (renamed Starkville in
1835), which moved to its present location and became the
county seat. Columbus was the region’s urban success story.
It began as a settlement known as Possum Town with
around 100 residents in 1820 (eighty-three whites, twenty-
three slaves, and one free black) and began grow with the
opening of Military Road. It was resurveyed and renamed,
and soon it greeted the arrival of the first steamboat on the
Tombigbee. By 1825, it had become an important center of
commerce and transport in eastern Mississippi. By the
1840s, the regional land rush and cotton boom had also
made it the unofficial capital of the Black Prairie. As such, it
was home to banks, craftsmen, and businesses of various
sorts that serviced the local cotton economy. It was also the
site of Franklin Academy, the state’s first public school. 
By the 1850s, with about 2,600 residents, Columbus

became an architectural showplace as the site of many local
planters’ townhomes. The two-story mansion, “Riverview,”
which was erected between 1847 and 1853, is one of the
grander examples still extant today. With its striking brick
facade, columns, porticoes, and cupola atop the roof,
architectural surveyors of the 1930s described it as “an
exceptional Greek revival residence,” noting how “its
design, craftsmanship, and construction materials are of the
highest order.”  They were especially impressed by its
interior details, which included a grand oval spiral staircase
that ascended three floors to the cupola. This was a house its
owner, Colonel Charles McLaren, had built to impress.
McLaren, born in Baltimore but longtime resident of
Alabama, arrived in Columbus in the late 1830s. His house,
one of the finest private residences in the town, was an
expression of his local prominence. He sold it and moved to
St. Louis in 1856.
The newcomers who pioneered the Clay Hills were

overwhelmingly southerners who had migrated west from
the Carolinas, Georgia, Alabama, and south from
Tennessee. The luckiest and most privileged among them
took up residence on the fertile soils of the black prairie or
in the lowlands of the Loess Hills. With their many slaves in
tow, they came from the Eastern Seaboard and began to
grow massive quantities of cotton, the crop that had already
made Mississippi’s Natchez elite wealthy and powerful.
Lowndes and Noxubee became two of the top five cotton-
producing counties in the state by 1859. As a result, in
Holmes and Lowndes counties African Americans
outnumbered whites by a ratio of about two to one. In

CORN CLUBS 
As a way to educate young farmers about different ways to
grow better and more profitable crops, corn clubs were
popular across rural America. The first one in Mississippi was
held in Holmes County where 120 young men learned how
to properly grow corn. What started as a corn club
sponsored by Mississippi State University turned into a nation
wide organization focused on connecting agricultural
universities with communities. The organization, 4-H, taught
and continues to teach young people the importance of
using their head, heart, hands, and health to better
themselves and their communities. 

By the 1850s, with about 2,600 residents, Columbus became an architectural
showplace as the site of many local planters’ townhomes. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY, MISSISSIPPI FARM
BUREAU FEDERATION COLLECTION
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Noxubee, the ratio was three to one. By 1860, eight of the
region’s counties had black majority populations, a
demographic that persists in the area to the present day.
Colonel George Hampton Young, owner of Waverly

Mansion, exemplified the region’s privileged newcomers
who became prominent cotton planters. Young, born in
Georgia in 1799, obtained a degree from the University of
Georgia and practiced law. He came west in the early 1830s
and purchased thousands of acres of former Chickasaw
lands in present-day Clay and Monroe counties. In 1841, he
settled on a parcel along the Tombigbee and took up
residence in a simple log-constructed dogtrot house. The
entrepreneurial Young found success there. With the help of
slaves, he planted cotton and oversaw the ferry that crossed
the river near his home. He became a commission merchant
and opened a cotton gin, as well as a sawmill and gristmills.
Finally, in the 1850s he built his grand home, Waverly

Mansion, which still stands
today and is open to the
public. Before the coming
of the railroads and the
Civil War, Waverly was the
center of a thriving
agricultural and commercial
complex along the river. Its
success earned Young
sufficient wealth, power,
and political influence to
run for governor of the state
in 1859.
Not all newcomers to the

Clay Hills were as
successful as Young. Many other southerners arrived in the
region with more limited economic means, fewer
advantages, and few or no slaves. These humbler sorts often
found themselves pushed to the less desirable clay soils and
rolling hills of the central section of this region where they
cleared small farms, built simple dogtrot houses, and lived
modest lives on what would remain a mostly sparsely
populated agricultural frontier. Although they grew cotton,
most of these settlers found corn, various vegetable crops,
and ranching were better suited to these less fertile soils.
Then, too, there was also the more limited ownership of the
state’s primary labor resource, slaves, as evidenced by white
majorities that prevailed in Attala, Calhoun, Choctaw, and
Winston counties on the eve of the Civil War. 
These pioneers were committed Methodists, Baptists,

and to a lesser extent, Presbyterians, whose religious lives
were shaped by the various revivals that had swept the
South since the mid-eighteenth century. They brought
evangelical Protestantism to the region in a major way.
Those who arrived without strong denominational ties were

converted quickly thanks to the efforts of various Baptist,
Methodist, and eventually Presbyterian organizations in
Mississippi. Protestantism, of course, was not wholly new
to the region. There had been Protestant missions to the
Native Americans since the 1810s, but the Protestantism
embraced by these newcomers was different. 
Unlike missionaries like Kingsbury who used education

as a vehicle to convert his native pupils, or the region’s
emerging planter elite who, like others of their kind, often
preferred the more sedate rituals of the Episcopal Church
(there were Episcopal parishes in Columbus, Aberdeen, and
Okolona), these newcomers favored a more intense
evangelicalism aimed at achieving individual salvation. It
was expressed through boisterous revivals and camp
meetings led by persuasive preachers. In the rural Clay
Hills, this evangelical Protestantism became a bedrock of
the community as evidenced by the number of churches that
appeared so quickly. In Choctaw County, there was no
Baptist church in 1830. Just four years later, the Choctaw
Baptist Association had thirty-four member churches,
eighteen ministers, and 1,000 members, a dramatic rate of
growth. As Mississippi and the Clay Hills grew to have
black majorities, these Protestant churches worked hard to
present and defend a view of society that subordinated both
African Americans and women. 
Then, of course, there were the 100,000 slaves who

populated these counties. They were the region’s majority
population by 1860. Labor of various sorts defined slaves’
daily experiences. In the Clay Hills, slaves bore the brunt of
clearing and preparing this newly opened frontier for
planting. They also constructed houses and quarters, and
erected barns, warehouses, and other outbuildings. Most
then spent their lives in the fields. But that was not true for
all, because slave work experiences varied considerably. As
84-year-old former slave Wayne Holliday recalled, there
were plenty of African Americans who “never worked in de
fiel’ or lived in de Quarters.”  His father, for example, was
“one of de best carpenters in de country,” and his mother
was a cook. As a child during the 1850s, Pet Franks recalled
how he had “worked right ’roun’ white folks mos’ all (of)
my days,” including only some work in the fields. And Rose
Holman spent her early years in Choctaw County “toatin’
water an’ pickin’ up chips.”  Slaves also worked for
themselves. As Franks described, most slaves spent
Saturdays working their own “patches” of ground, “where
they could plant what ever dey wanted to.”  Money they
earned went to purchasing “pretties” (consumer goods) that
came upriver from Mobile. 
Clay Hills slaves also laid the groundwork for the vibrant

African American culture that exists in the region to this
day. Family life was one of its building blocks. Although
slave marriages were not sanctioned under state law, men

Clay Hills slaves also
laid the groundwork

for the vibrant
African American

culture that exists in
the region to this day. 
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and women “hitched up together,” and called themselves
man and wife. The playing and socializing that occupied
much of young Pet Franks’ time was another foundation of
community. Growing up on an Aberdeen plantation near the
river, he enjoyed “playin’ ’roun’ de dock” with others,
telling stories, and watching the steamboats go by. Wayne
Holliday spent lots of time with his thirteen siblings. They
played marbles, rode stick horses, and played house. 
Religion was also a vital component of the budding

African American culture. Mississippi’s evangelical
Protestants targeted both the white and black population for
conversion. Slaves embraced Christianity, but did so largely
on their own terms. They had their own preachers and
founded their own churches. On his Aberdeen plantation,
recalled Pet Franks, “preachin’ an’ singin’ ” was a central
component of life in the slave quarter thanks to a preacher
named Old Daddy Young, who could inspire all involved to
“shout an’ roll” and be baptized in the river. He was, said
Franks, “de bes’ preacher us ever had.”  Off the plantation,
quasi-independent black churches sprang up in various
towns. Aberdeen’s African American church was the largest
one in north Mississippi. Its members built a church to hold
300 in 1847. And Columbus Methodists allowed their
African American members to form a semi-independent
congregation with its own separate building in 1849. 
Thus by the eve of the Civil War, the Clay Hills settlers

had transformed it from land inhabited by indigenous
people to a vital region in the state. The native population
had not disappeared, however, as small numbers of
Choctaws remained, joined by many white settlers, and an
even larger number of black slaves. The region also retained
its remarkable contrasts as sprawling cotton plantations co-
existed with small farms in the region, and wealth
co-existed with poverty.  

Mid-Century Crisis—
The Civil War (1861-1865)
The Civil War came to the Clay Hills, as it did to the

rest of Mississippi, in 1861. Not all whites in the region
supported secession. There were some Unionists in the
region. Once the war began, however, most everyone
came on board for the Confederate cause. Indeed, with
the news of the firing on Fort Sumter in April 1861, a
passion and excitement born of prosperity, regional
hubris, and a degree of naiveté claimed the public
consciousness in the Clay Hills during 1861. 
Local young men, caught up in the excitement and

passion of the times, joined the Confederate Army. They,
like others at the war’s beginning, confidently assumed

that the war would be of short duration and confined
mostly to states east of their own. The Winston Guards,
about 100 strong, were the first to leave that county for
Corinth in May of 1861. The company would serve
throughout the war, fighting in Virginia and Pennsylvania.
They were joined by the Beauregard Rifles and the
Barksdale Grays. In Oktibbeha County, four local
companies—the Agency Rifles, the Oktibbeha Plow
Boys, the Oktibbeha Rescues, and the Oktibbeha
Riflemen—also mustered in 1861. Another company,
called the Invincible Warriors, joined them in 1862. This
company mustered in West Point and included men from
Choctaw, Chickasaw, Oktibbeha, and Lowndes counties. 
Across the Clay Hills, even in counties like Carroll

which did not sit on any vital waterway or railroad,
thousands of men stepped up and volunteered for service.
They continued to do so even when the war went beyond
its first year. Their
motives were various,
ranging from peer
pressure and self-interest
to ideological
commitment to the
Confederate cause.
Fighting this war proved
to be far more dangerous
and difficult than any of
them imagined,
however, as Confederate
troops were
inadequately trained,
supplied, and supported.
The results were devastating. Historians estimate that
more than one-third of Mississippi’s soldiers died of
disease or through injuries received in battle. The Clay
Hills were no exception. Local histories filled with the
names of the many men who gave their lives for this
conflict are testament to the human devastation the war
wrought. 
With so many of the region’s young, able-bodied white

men off to fight the war, life on the home front of the Clay
Hills remained cautiously quiet. Because Mississippians
initially worried little about a landed invasion of Union
troops marching through the state, they expected the
mostly land-locked Clay Hills to remain uncontested
terrain. The only real fear they had for the region’s fate
focused on the potential vulnerability of Tombigbee
River. Waterways were the “Achilles’ heel” of
Mississippi’s defense, according to historian Michael
Ballard, and state leaders most feared a Union naval
invasion that would put valuable Clay Hills’ towns such as
Aberdeen, Amory, and Columbus at risk. And with so

Religion was also a
vital component of the

budding African
American culture. 
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many local white men gone, planters feared potential
slave insurrections more than Yankee invaders at war’s
start; they wished to do everything in their power to prevent
such uprisings.
Dr. Thomas Watkins, a large land and slave owner in

Carroll County, took leave from his medical practice in
1861 to run his plantation. Mississippi’s access to northern
capital for financing, shipping, and selling cotton had ended,
so planters like Watkins faced new challenges. Wartime
shortages of some basic supplies and consumer goods
affected the Watkins’ household, as did the fear of slave
uprisings. His wife and daughter supported the troops by
sewing and later by taking food to wounded men, and

Watkins joined the local Home Guard to police local slaves.
When the Union Army reached Grenada in 1862, Watkins
sent his most productive slaves to work in Alabama,
fracturing some of their families in the process. Although
he later suffered sincere regrets regarding his actions, he
had feared the loss of his plantation more and acted on
those concerns. 
As Watkins’ scramble to protect his slaves suggests, the

war did not go according to predictions. Railroads, rather
than waterways, became a primary target in 1862 when
Union forces under the leadership of Ulysses S. Grant
focused their attention on several of the most vital
Confederate lines that crossed the state. This strategy
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OLD MAIN DORMITORY 
Originally built as the first dormitory on Mississippi State University’s campus, Old Main was added
onto four different times before the entire building was destroyed in a fire in 1959. Bricks that
survived the fire were used to build the chapel of memories on the Starkville campus. Old Main
was a men’s dorm with an open area that size of a football field in the middle. Around 40,000
young men lived in Old main from the time the first part of the building was opened in 1880, until
the time it was destroyed by fire. When it still stood, Old Main was said to be the largest dorm not
only in the State, but also in the nation. 

brought to fruition a land invasion that few in Mississippi
had expected at the start of the war. In consequence, many
Mississippi communities that were distanced from the
conflict suddenly found themselves on the war’s front lines. 
The Union’s first target in the spring of that year was the

small town of Corinth in the state’s northeast corner. Corinth
sat at the strategic juncture of the Memphis and Charleston
and the Mobile and Ohio Railroads. It was a young town,
founded in 1853, only eight years before the war’s
beginning, but it had quickly become a major transport,
communications, and troop induction center for the
Confederacy, and the Union Army made it a priority target.
Union General Henry Halleck predicted that there would

“probably be a big battle somewhere in that vicinity.”  
That battle did indeed come during the spring of 1862

when some 40,000 Confederate forces under the leadership
of General Albert Sidney Johnston launched a successful
surprise attack on Grant’s Army of the Tennessee where it
was encamped near Pittsburg Landing on the Tennessee
River. Union forces counterattacked, and after several days
of especially intense fighting in which Johnston was killed,
Confederate troops fell back to Corinth for refuge. Union
forces soon followed with their numbers strengthened with
reinforcements. After enduring a month-long siege of the
city, the Confederates, who were outnumbered and sick,
evacuated Corinth and the town fell into Union hands. For
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KIRBY BUILDING SYSTEMS 
Kirby Building Systems began in 1968 as Gulf States Manufacturers in Starkville. Approximately 180 employees provide pre-
engineered metal buildings throughout the Southeastern United States and overseas using design, detailing, and fabrication
tools and equipment. Kirby Building Systems is a division of Nucor Corporation, made up of more than 20,000 employees.  
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Grant, this was a significant if costly victory, as Corinth
would serve as an important base of operations for his
subsequent attempts to seize the Mississippi River Valley. 
Although the Clay Hills remained on the southern

periphery of these battles, civilians in some of the region’s
towns played important support functions, particularly in
caring for the wounded. The Battle of Shiloh was the
bloodiest in history up to that point. The casualty rate
among Confederate troops alone was an astounding 25
percent, which meant there were thousands of wounded
men to attend to, far more than the small town of Corinth
could handle alone. In response, authorities distributed
wounded to other nearby communities. Okolona, a railroad
town in Chickasaw County, was one of them, as was
Grenada and Columbus. Okolona took in some 2,000
wounded men who were cared for mostly by local women.
In Grenada, planters like Thomas Watkins allowed his
daughter to deliver food to the men and sent one of his
female slaves to work in the local hospital.
Those men of the region who survived these battles at

Shiloh and Corinth were stunned by the brutal nature of
these experiences. Other battles, such as Manassas, paled in
comparison to the mass destruction of human and animal
life, property, and farmlands at these engagements. Many
Southerners realized that the outnumbered South could not
prevail in a prolonged war of attrition. There were other
concerns too. Confederates had to manage the nearly 2,500
Union prisoners of war they had taken, mostly at Shiloh.
They initially moved these prisoners to Corinth, but then
moved them again by freight car to Grenada, Jackson, and
Meridian, and then eventually to in camps in Alabama and
Georgia. Even victories for the South could become serious
drains on limited Confederate resources.
Following the battles in and around Corinth, Grant

focused his attention on Vicksburg, a critically important
port and railroad hub whose capture would give the Union
control of the Mississippi and divide the Confederacy. In
late 1862, Grant prepared for an overland invasion. While
General William Tecumseh Sherman and his troops moved
from Memphis to Vicksburg, Grant planned to march his
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SOUTHERN IONICS 
Southern Ionics Incorporated (SII) is an innovator and
leading manufacturer of specialty and intermediate
inorganic chemicals. SII’s products are based on
aluminum, sulfur, ammonium, magnesium, and zirconium
chemicals. Southern Ionics was founded in 1980 by
founder and president, Milton O. Sundbeck, to serve its
first customer, United Cement, in Artesia. In 1982,
Southern Ionics established the corporate headquarters
in an 8,000-square-foot building in downtown West Point.
The first plant location was also built in West Point in 1980
with only ten employees. Over the years, Southern Ionics
expanded its operations to include plants in Texas,
Louisiana, Georgia, and Maryland. After thirty-six years in
business, Southern Ionics now has twelve facilities and
employs more than 308 employees with annual sales
revenue of approximately  $225 million. 

Grant planned to capture Grenada, the town on the Yalobusha
River where the Mississippi and Tennessee Railroad from
Memphis joined the Mississippi Central. 

troops southwestward from Tennessee and establish a base
of operations in Holly Springs. He would then march along
the Mississippi Central Railroad, destroying its tracks along
the way, southward through the Clay Hills towns of Water
Valley and Grenada. 
Grant planned to capture Grenada, the town on the

Yalobusha River where the Mississippi and Tennessee
Railroad from Memphis joined the Mississippi Central.
Then, he would move south to Jackson, taking that
important railroad hub. Finally, he would head west to
Vicksburg. Yet Grant’s strategy did not go according plan.
To be sure, he established a supply depot at Holly Springs
and began to move south much to the chagrin of the local
civilian population who “seemed ‘depressed and destitute,’
with a ‘general air of gloom’ all around.”  But then his
advance stalled at the Yalobusha River, just outside
Grenada, in December. 
Two daring raids staged by Confederate cavalry that

winter thwarted Grant’s progress. The first of these raids,
led by Nathan Bedford Forrest, targeted the Union supply
and communication lines between Corinth and Memphis.
The second and more important raid for the Clay Hills was
the one staged by the Mississippian general, Earl Van Dorn,
and his three cavalry brigades. Van Dorn and his men set off
from Grenada in December 1862. Their aim was the

destruction of Grant’s supply base at Holly Springs. Van
Dorn’s Raid, as it is now called, was a successful and
important one for the Confederacy. When the Union
commander at Holly Springs surrendered, Van Dorn and his
men captured more than 1,000 Union soldiers and destroyed
a huge cache of Union supplies. Van Dorn thus redeemed
his reputation after suffering earlier defeats at Pea Ridge
and Corinth. More important for the war, these raids led
Grant to abandon his plans, retreat to Memphis, and rethink
his Vicksburg strategy. 
Grant did not give up on Vicksburg, but his subsequent

strategies to capture the town did not involve marches
through the Clay Hills. Rather, he finally won Vicksburg in
the summer of 1863 by staging a counter-intuitive march
from the south with support from the Union Navy. Still,
Grant’s revised strategy did not mean that all was quiet in
the Clay Hills or elsewhere in northern Mississippi. Morale
was low in the region, and people remained intensely fearful
of new Union raids and slave uprisings. Significant internal
divisions also came to the fore when the Confederate Army
began impressing slaves to do much of the dirty work of
digging and constructing fortifications in preparation for
defending Vicksburg. Slave owners, always vigilant in
protecting their property, resisted these efforts, sometimes
forcefully. According to author and Mississippi historian
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MOSSY OAK 
Mossy Oak, a camouflage brand with a focus on
conservation and living the outdoors lifestyle, started with
a fist full of dirt in 1986 in West Point. Mississippi native,
Toxey Haas, started Mossy Oak more than thirty years ago
out of a commitment to hunting and the outdoors lifestyle.
The Mississippi-based company is the official camouflage
for two prominent conservation organizations: National
Wild Turkey Federation and Ducks Unlimited. Through
other branches of the brand such as Mossy Oak Properties,
BioLogic, Mossy Oak Productions, Mossy Oak Golf,
MOOSE Media, GameKeepers, GameKeeper Kennels,
Nativ Living, and Nativ Nurseries, Mossy Oak strives to
simply encourage people to spend time outdoors. 
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Dennis Mitchell, in Holmes County, armed mobs of angry
slave owners greeted Confederate Army officials who came
to collect slaves for wartime service. 
Then came the devastating cavalry raids staged by Union

Colonel Benjamin Grierson, which brought Yankee invaders
directly into the heart of the Clay Hills for several weeks
during the spring of 1863. Grant sent Grierson and his 1,700
cavalrymen to raid the eastern Mississippi countryside as a
tactic to confuse Confederates and deflect their attention
away from Vicksburg, a daring strategy that worked. For the
people of eastern Mississippi who experienced these raids,
however, there was no confusion. Grierson’s raids brought a
visceral terror to their communities. As Grierson and his
men moved south from LaGrange, Tennessee, cutting a
swath roughly parallel to the Mobile and Ohio Railroad,
they cut communication lines and destroyed railroad tracks.
They undermined the region’s industrial capacity, which had
been expanding, by torching cloth and shoe factories,
machine shops, tanneries, and any quartermaster stores they
could get their hands on. And they aimed to cripple the local
cotton economy by destroying cotton gins, sawmills, and
gristmills. On various plantations and farms, they
confiscated supplies and carried off all kinds of equipment,
tools, and property, including slaves. The result was panic
and confusion among the white civilian populace, even as
many African Americans welcomed the “Blue Coats”
who raided plantation smokehouses and distributed meat
and various personal items to slaves.
Towns were largely unprotected and easy targets for

Union raiders. Grierson’s troops hit Houston, Starkville,
and Louisville. In Starkville, Grierson’s men destroyed
Confederate supplies and confiscated livestock. In
defiance of the Southern racial order, they commandeered
a wagonload of hats and distributed them to local slaves.
In keeping with the patterns they followed elsewhere,
Grierson’s men burned a nearby tanyard and mill.
Memories of these raids persisted for many decades. As
local historian Thomas Carroll of Starkville recalled
during the 1920s, his family still possessed a mahogany
bureau that some of Grierson’s raiders had broken open in
their search for valuables.
Union raids into the Clay Hills resumed again in 1864,

even though the state was by then on the war’s periphery.
Vicksburg and Jackson had fallen the year before, but in an
effort to finally bring the war to a close, the Union Army
continued to target Confederate transportation and supply
centers. In Mississippi, this brought new attention to the
crossroads towns of Meridian and Tupelo and to the Mobile
and Ohio Railroad, the dominant north-south line in the state
since the 1850s. Union General William Tecumseh Sherman
raided Meridian in February 1864, before being transferred
to Tennessee where he then launched his march on Georgia.
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In addition, Union Army officials were eager to knock
out Confederate leader Nathan Bedford Forrest, whose
cavalry raids had first undermined Grant’s efforts to take
Vicksburg in 1862. Forrest had then destroyed Union
supply and communications networks and attacked Union
outposts in Mississippi and Tennessee during the following
year. In 1864, with the most important fights in Mississippi
successfully concluded, the Union finally responded by
launching additional cavalry raids to “smash things” in
northeastern Mississippi and put a final halt to Forrest. 
With Union confidence and their frustration over

Forrest’s activities running high, these raids were especially
brutal for the region’s civilian populations. Using pillaging,
burning, and destruction as their tools, Union cavalrymen
sought to remind Mississippi’s civilian population that any
place Forrest and his men paused or took refuge in would
meet with ruin and destruction. 
West Point, a stop along the Mobile and Ohio, was one

of the places targeted in these raids. One local recounting
tells of how two young boys watched from the sidelines as
a body of “Yankee cavalry” ensconced on the hills
overlooking Sakatonchee Creek outside West Point were
confronted by Forrest and his men. Union guns fired for
hours against the Confederates who were hidden in the
swamp lands below. The shells, the men recalled decades
later did “little damage to the Confederates, but splintered
the great oaks, cypress, and elms under which they were
sheltered.”  The Union cavalrymen moved on. Forrest
pursued them, but then fell back to his camp just north of
Starkville. The Union forces never caught Forrest until he
surrendered only after hearing of Lee’s surrender at
Appomattox.
Then came one last brutal Union drive through the Clay

Hills in late 1864 and early 1865 by Benjamin Grierson
and his men. Grierson’s so-called “winter raid,” the last
campaign of any consequence in the state, was what
historian Michael Ballard terms a 450-mile “foray” from
Memphis through much of the central and eastern portions
of Mississippi to Vicksburg. Moving south from Tupelo,
they destroyed train tracks near Verona and downed
telegraph lines. They occupied Okolona and then
demolished much public property there when they left.
After the Battle of Egypt Station, just south of Aberdeen,
they took 500 Confederate prisoners. In Choctaw County,
they moved through Houston and destroyed cotton mills in
Bankston (now a ghost town). Near Winona and Grenada,
two regiments were told to destroy all the public property
they found between the two towns. They stole from locals,
and rumors of approaching raids prompted some to flee
and take shelter with family or friends in nearby
communities. Some drove their livestock away as well and
buried or hid valuables. Yet not everything could be

protected, and thus the Union’s take was considerable. By
the time Grierson and his men reached Vicksburg in early
January 1865, they had taken some 600 Confederate
prisoners, freed more than 1,000 enslaved African
Americans, and confiscated nearly 800 horses and 700
hogs. 
But these raids generally occurred late in the war. In the

earlier stages, many in the state had perceived the region as
a mostly protected haven from more war-torn venues. State
leaders of the time, including Governor John J. Pettus,
agreed. Confident that the eastern portion of the state
would remain safe in Confederate hands after Jackson’s fall
in 1863, Pettus and members of the state legislature
temporarily relocated the state capital to the east. The state
legislature met in both Macon and then Columbus at the
town’s courthouse and the Baptist Church after 1863. 
Such choices to take refuge in the region made sense.

Despite Union raids, fears of slave uprisings, and many
economic hardships,
people in the eastern
Clay Hills lived mostly
quietly and simply
during the war; they did
not suffer as intensely as
other regions did. To
sustain their
communities, they grew
corn and vegetables, and
they raised hogs that they
smoked into meat. They
spun and wove cloth and they bartered for goods. 
There were exceptions, though, to such simple wartime

living. Some of the region’s wealthiest planter families,
such as Colonel George Hampton Young’s family at
Waverly Mansion, managed to maintain comfortable, even
lavish, lifestyles throughout the war. As Belle Edmondson
of Holly Springs described, she and a traveling companion
spent a delightful day in 1864 in “the country” at Waverly,
“a real Southern Mansion” that was owned by “a very
wealthy family.”  While there, they swam in the pond. They
listened to “delightful Music” performed by one of Young’s
accomplished daughters, and they ate “an elegant dinner”
that included peaches and milk. By her recollections, one
would never guess that a war was still raging. 
As Edmondson’s diaries remind us, in the heart of

Mississippi wartime experiences were highly variable.
Many families and individuals in the Clay Hills suffered
intensely as loved ones died in the war, as shortages and
hardships deeply affected their daily routines, and as the
threat of slave insurrections and the Union raiders kept
them in a near-constant state of fear. But not all suffered
equally. Privileged families like the Young’s at Waverly

Union guns fired for
hours against the

Confederates who were
hidden in the swamp

lands below. 
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IVEY MECHANICAL  
Ivey’s Plumbing and Electrical Company was founded in 1947 by Kermit Ivey in Kosciusko. The small repair shop
focused on residential and small commercial construction. In 1958, the founder’s son, Marlin, joined the partnership
with his father. The partnership was based upon an agreement to shift the marketing focus from residential to
commercial projects. During the 1960s, the company was a major player in mechanical construction throughout the
state of Mississippi. The name Ivey’s Plumbing and Electrical Company was changed in 1969 to Ivey’s, Inc., shortly
after Kermit Ivey’s death. In the early 1970s, Ivey’s took a new direction when the local markets dried up. They
secured a major project with the federal government for barracks work at Keesler Air Force Base in Biloxi. Marlin
Ivey began to shape the company’s philosophy of going where the work was, which eventually led to opening offices
throughout the Southeast. Through the mid-1970s, Ivey’s work was approximately 90 percent government related.
By the later part of the decade, government work slowed. Ivey’s was positioned to move toward private hospital
contracting.  In 1990, J. Marlin Ivey stepped down as Board Chairman and his son, Joe Ivey, took over controls of
what had become one of the largest mechanical contractors in the country. The daily operations were managed by
President Larry Terrell. During the 1990s, the company grew in revenue from $50 million to over $140 million. Today
the company operates under the leadership of both Larry and Denny Terrell and still does so under the name of
Ivey Mechanical Company, LLC. 
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Mansion could insulate themselves from some of the war’s
hardships. African American slaves generally welcomed
the war and the Union Army as their liberators. There were
stark contrasts of experience amidst all the suffering.

Postwar World—Reconstruction 
and Beyond (1865-1900)
The Confederate loss in the Civil War, the end of slavery,

and the coming of Reconstruction brought a new social,
economic, and political order to the Clay Hills. The state
was defeated and devastated. African Americans had been
freed. The state’s cotton economy was in shambles,
industrial production sites and miles of railroad tracks had
been destroyed, and much of the Clay Hills, like other parts
of Mississippi, was occupied. Clay Hills residents reacted to
these profound changes differently. African Americans
celebrated, for many of them had been praying for freedom
since the war’s start. Whites, by contrast, intensely mourned
their losses, which were considerable. They had lost family
members, property and livelihoods, and their slaves. And
some of them reacted by clinging to the past and violently
resisting change.
Everyone in the Clay Hills—rich or poor, white or

black—adapted to the postwar world. It was a time of
pivotal shifts for the region, not all of them negative.
Grenada (1870), Clay (1871), Montgomery (1871), and
Webster (1874) counties were all founded postwar. These
four new counties brought the Clay Hills to its current
form and its current count of sixteen counties. Two of
them, Clay and Grenada, which were founded in the
region’s traditionally most productive cotton growing
areas, had predictably large black majorities, while those
at the region’s center, Montgomery and Webster, where
smaller farms continued to predominate, were either
mostly white (Webster) or about even in their racial mix
(Montgomery). 
Parts of the region’s economy began to see a gradual

boost as the Mobile and Ohio resumed service and
extended rail lines across the Clay Hills through
Starkville. African Americans took the lead in founding
their own independent churches and schools such as the
Noxubee Industrial Training Institute. The establishment
of the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Mississippi
in 1878 and the Industrial Institute and College for the
Education of White Girls in 1884 marked the beginnings
of what would become two of the state’s most important
institutions for higher education, Mississippi State
University and Mississippi University for Women. In
establishing these institutions, positive groundwork was
laid for the region’s future. 

FRANKLIN CORPORATION 
Furniture executive Hassell H. Franklin founded Franklin
Corporation in 1970 in Houston. Production began in a
rented warehouse with thirty-two employees manufacturing
four recliner styles. As CEO of Franklin Corporation, Mr.
Franklin has led his company to become one of America’s
largest privately-owned furniture manufacturers. Today
Franklin employs over 1,200 employees and produces four
categories of furniture. Franklin’s total facilities measure over
1.1 million square feet, all on one campus. Three
generations are involved in the company—Hassell Franklin
CEO, his sons, Mark Franklin – President and COO, and
Hank Franklin – Senior Vice President, along with grandsons
Rob Franklin and Baxter Price. 
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GRENADA LAKE  
Grenada Lake, located in Grenada, is one of the four lakes in North Mississippi that is operated by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers. The Grenada Lake project consists of over 90,000 acres where visitors can go hiking, boating, fishing, hunting,
skiing, bird watching, camping, picnicking, golfing, and swimming. An overlook is available for visitors to get a panoramic
view of the 36,000 acre lake. The Grenada Dam was part of the Yazoo Headwater Project, which was a result of the Flood of
1927. The dam was completed in 1954 and stands eighty feet above the streambed and is 13,900 feet long. 
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NORWOOD-WILLIAMS HOUSE
The Norwood-Williams house in Columbus is an
excellent example of what shotgun houses built
and occupied by many Mississippians in the
early 1900s looked like. This particular house
was built for two African American women who
farmed the surrounding land. 

PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, HISTORIC AMERICAN BUILDINGS SURVEY/HISTORIC AMERICAN ENGINEERING
RECORD/HISTORIC AMERICAN LANDSCAPES SURVEY
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If any group in the Clay Hills had cause for celebration in
1865, it was the region’s 100,000 newly freed African
Americans. Freedom came with much uncertainty, however,
and some former slaves initially believed things had been
better for them during “slavery days” as they told
interviewers in the 1930s. But they were the minority, and
most African Americans welcomed the prospects of
acquiring land, and founding their own churches, and
obtaining an education. Also, African American men could
now participate in the political process. These were “firsts”
that merited celebration. New choices and opportunities
beckoned, and local African Americans showed all
indications of seizing them. 
Marriage and the pursuit of property ownership were

certainly high on the list of priorities for many freed
people. Rose Holman, who had been enslaved in Choctaw
County, recalled being married shortly after the war. She
thought that she was “steppin’ out” in the blue ribbon-
trimmed wedding dress she wore that day. Though poor,
she and her husband enjoyed a freedom of movement
unknown in the past as they farmed lands near where she
had grown up as a slave. Anna Baker of Aberdeen, whose
mother had run away while she was still a child, returned
after the war to claim her. They settled in Columbus, and
Anna would later marry a Columbus man, Sam Baker,
who “made good money” and was able to purchase a
house. Although she was impoverished after his death,
she was bold enough to write a letter to President
Franklin Roosevelt during the Depression to tell him “the
plain facts” of her plight. President Roosevelt wrote back
and sent a representative who assured her that she would
never lose her house. Both her action in writing and the
President’s response were sure signs of how times had
changed for African Americans of the Clay Hills.
Christianity had been a central feature of many slaves’

life experiences even before the war, and that practice
generally intensified when freedom came. The postwar
Protestant churches they joined were in considerable flux
as the biracialism of the past ended abruptly during
Reconstruction, and they found themselves able to form
their own, truly independent churches. In some places in
the state, the shift was a hostile one as whites forced
African Americans out of their churches. In other places,
African Americans acted with white cooperation.
Starkville seems to have combined both. 
African Americans in Starkville had worshipped at the

Some whites in the Clay Hills used the charged racial atmosphere of the time as an excuse to
go further than Lee, taking patrolling to more dramatic and extra-legal lengths. 

town’s Baptist church since its inception in 1839 and
formed a sizeable portion of the congregation. Beginning in
1855, whites had even allowed them to hold their own
separate worship services once a month. Shortly after war’s
end, a white member argued that the African American
congregants should be dismissed to form their own church.
A group of forty-five ex-slaves, under leadership of George
Washington Chiles, did just that. They broke to form their
own truly separate church, which they called Second Baptist
Church Colored, and they constructed their first permanent
church building in 1871. They were not alone. Starkville’s
African American Methodists secured a site for their church
near downtown in 1870. These two African American
churches exemplified a postwar pattern often repeated
across the Clay Hills. 
Education was a privilege denied to slaves, and it became

a critically important goal for African Americans upon
emancipation. With help from the Freedman’s Bureau and
aid from various northern religious societies, sixty-one
black schools were operating in Mississippi by 1867. Many
narratives from former slaves testify to their impact. Wayne
Holliday, for example, attended the local “colored school”
near the railroad crossing in Aberdeen where he learned
how to read and write. He then sent all of his children to
school too, noting proudly in the 1930s that they were
“doin’ well.”  Yet outsiders were not the only ones who led
the drive to found schools in the Clay Hills. While African
Americans took the central role in establishing schools,
some southern whites helped also by serving as teachers,
and in Columbus local whites donated nearly $1,000 to
rebuild a burned black schoolhouse. 
In Noxubee County in 1898, S.J. Hunter founded the

Noxubee Industrial Training school eight miles east of
Macon with small donations from various individuals,
churches, and youth organizations. By 1914, it was one of
twenty-nine normal and industrial schools in the state, and
one of six in the Clay Hills patterned on the industrial
education model pioneered by Booker T. Washington. The
schools included Mary Holmes in West Point, which opened
in 1892, and others in Kosciusko, Okolona, and Winona. 
The non-sectarian Noxubee Industrial Training School

aimed explicitly to serve the area’s large population of rural
African Americans, “eighty-five percent of whom” lived
“remote from those influences of culture and refinement.”
Its program of study was a modest and practical one that
included manual training for boys in agriculture and
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industrial training for girls in cooking and sewing. “Our
object and aim,” wrote its founder, was “to educate the head,
cultivate the heart and train the hand—the head to think, the
heart to dictate and the hand to do noble things.”  And that
was a critical task in a county where the black majority had
grown substantially since the Civil War. Even by the time of
the school’s twentieth anniversary in 1918, when the effects
of the first Great Migration had reduced the county’s
African American population from a high of 26,000 people
in 1900 to just over 18,000, school officials estimated that
6,000 of 14,000 local black children had never attended
school. The school’s mission was thus an especially
important one, designed to meet the changing needs of free
people.
White residents of the Clay Hills had varying reactions to

the changes wrought by end of the war. They, like others
throughout the former
Confederacy, were no
doubt war weary. They
had lost relatives and
friends during the war
and were tired of living in
fear of Union raids and
possible social unrest
from the slaves around
them. Peace was thus a
welcomed state of being.
But it came at a heavy
price. Mississippi was an
occupied state, and local
histories reveal an intense

resentment and hostility among whites toward their
occupiers during Reconstruction. A typical account relates
that “a garrison of Yankee soldiers appeared in Starkville,”
and adds “for the purpose of ‘keeping the white people of
the county down.’” These resentments in some cases
intensified a longing for the racial and patriarchal order of
the past, but many whites sought to adjust to the new order. 
Women seemed especially eager for reconciliation. As

wives and mothers who had lost husbands and sons, and as
bulwarks on the home front when left to manage
plantations and slaves during the war, they had suffered
enough. To express their feelings, they honored the dead
through various symbolic gestures large and small. One of
the most famous examples took place at Columbus’s
Friendship Cemetery in 1866, when the “Women of
Columbus” turned out to decorate both Union and
Confederate graves with flowers on April 25, 1866. News
of their actions was picked up by the national press,
earning these ladies’ fame as “noble example(s) worthy of
imitation by all,” and thereby setting the stage for
Memorial Day as a national day of remembrance.

Not all postwar developments had a negative effect for
the region’s white residents, and the end of the war brought
some positive changes. For example, there was no mass
exodus following the war. With the exceptions of Carroll,
Chickasaw, and Choctaw counties (where population either
held steady or declined postwar), all other counties in the
region saw population growth, some of it substantial.
Holmes County’s growth was the most dramatic increasing
by 19,000 between 1860 and 1900, with most of the
expansion among African Americans. Oktibbeha County
also grew quite dramatically, expanding from just under
13,000 to just under 16,000 people, two-thirds of them
African American and one-third of them white. And during
this era of population growth, the region’s planters and
farmers began to seek stability by turning away from
cotton—a crop whose prices were highly volatile—and
instead began producing crops with more stable demand
and prices, such as grain, corn, potatoes, tobacco, wool, and
honey. Such actions demonstrated that the war’s devastation
of the Clay Hills was not total or fundamentally irreversible.
There was some financial hope.
And yet there was plenty of backlash as well. Many

whites in the region simply refused to adapt to notions of
black equality and to the loss of patriarchal society that
anchored the state’s racial order. Reactions took multiple
forms. The legislature passed a new black code that
attempted to curtail the freedoms and opportunities of newly
freed African Americans, the first such code in the South.
Such laws strengthened the hands of planters as they
negotiated new labor and land agreements with their
recently freed slaves. There were also suspicious and wary
attitudes towards African Americans from which even the
most respectable men of the Clay Hills were not immune.
Former Confederate General Stephen D. Lee, the man who
would soon become the first president of the Agricultural
and Mechanical College of Mississippi (now Mississippi
State University), spent nights at his wife’s Noxubee
County plantation, patrolling to prevent any black uprising
from occurring. 
Some whites in the Clay Hills used the charged racial

atmosphere of the time as an excuse to go further than
Lee, taking patrolling to more dramatic and extra-legal
lengths. Forming themselves into various secret societies
such as the Ku Klux Klan, they staged a violent reign of
terror and intimidation aimed at reinstituting the pre-war
racial status quo. As early as 1867, a secret group known
as Heggie’s Scouts was operating in Holmes, Carroll, and
Montgomery counties. Its goal, like others in the state,
was to discourage black voters from supporting the state’s
1868 constitution, one that its white opponents called a
“mongrel” plan of government. 
The more formally organized Klan also stepped up its

Education was a
privilege denied to

slaves, and it became 
a critically important

goal for African
Americans 

upon emancipation. 
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activities between 1868 and 1871; its members were
especially active in the eastern counties of the Clay Hills
where Alabama’s Klan likely had a strong influence.
Klansmen instituted their “beatings, scouragings, and
warnings” on black voters and white Republicans alike.
They whipped black voters until they promised to vote
Democratic, killed a white magistrate in Noxubee County,
and drove off the white mayor of Aberdeen by threatening
his life. They terrorized African American landowners in
counties such as Noxubee and Winston. Sometimes, they
would police the color line through lynching, and Winston,
Lowndes, Oktibbeha, and Monroe counties all saw
lynchings during this period. 
Klan violence got especially bad after a white jury

acquitted three African American men of assault on five
whites in Monroe County. According to one U.S. Marshall
writing to President Ulysses S. Grant in 1871, the area
became “one continued scene of persecution” in
consequence. In a frenzy of violence, the Klan lynched at
least three local African Americans, killed three U.S.
Colored Troops, and severely beat several others before the
U.S. Army, acting under the provisions of the 1871
Enforcement Act, quelled the actions of the estimated 300 to
400 “outlaws” who operated “under masks, and arms.”
Indeed, it was only with passage of the Enforcement Act
that the Klan’s policing of the racial line and obstructing
Reconstruction took less violent forms for a time. 
The end of Reconstruction in 1877 ushered in a new

period of legalized segregation to keep the state’s African
American majority from exercising control. Yet even under
this time of forced stability, residents both white and black
faced many challenges. Economic depression was primary
among them. Cotton prices were falling, and statewide
overproduction made the situation worse. Consequently, by
the 1870s and 1880s, farm values declined and farms shrank
in size across Mississippi. Depressed cotton prices and land
values meant that many white farmers had to survive on
credit, while others found themselves in the humiliating
position of being forced to give up lands to become
sharecroppers alongside African Americans. 
A major yellow fever outbreak that swept the state in

1878 only compounded the economic challenges. The small
town of Grenada lost more than 100 people alone during
this outbreak. In Columbus, after a horse thief died of the
disease, locals refused to remove his body from the jail out
of fear of contamination. The lives lost in the Clay Hills
were among the approximately 15,000 people who died in
Tennessee, Mississippi, and Louisiana during the epidemic. 
Clay Hills residents were resilient and resourceful, and

that meant that they took advantage of opportunities
where they could find them. With the state’s cotton-based
agricultural economy in precipitous decline and its

farmers suffering intensely by the 1870s, some in the state
embraced the idea of establishing more formal
agricultural and industrial education programs to improve
the state’s fortunes. Their goal was to encourage the
diversification of the state’s agricultural base and to
strengthen it with new industries. Aiding their ambitions
was the Morrill Act that had been passed by northern
Republicans during the war in 1862. Many Mississippians
had opposed the Morrill Act and viewed it as federal
intervention in education, a matter they thought best
handled by the states. But their attitudes changed during
the economic hard times of the 1870s when they used it to
their advantage to propose the founding of an agricultural
and mechanical college for the state’s white youths. 
The Agricultural and Mechanical College of the State of

Mississippi (now Mississippi State University) was
authorized by the state
legislature in 1878 with
strong support from the
Clay Hills counties of
Monroe and Lowndes, as
well as Yalobusha, Clay,
and Choctaw. According
to its charter, the white
agricultural college was
to be a “first-class
institution at which the
youth of the State ...may
acquire a common school
education and a scientific
and practical knowledge
of agriculture,
horticulture and the mechanic arts... without...excluding
other scientific and classical studies, including military
tactics.”  The college was a pet project of the Mississippi
Grange, an organization founded in 1867 and brought to the
state in 1871 as a vehicle to promote agricultural interests
by uniting farmers against industrial interests in the state.
The Grange promoted sectional reconciliation and called for
cooperative buying efforts. The Grange drew its greatest
support from those farmers, including many in the Clay
Hills, who were generally dissatisfied with contemporary
political and economic conditions. 
The appointed trustees of the new college, many of them

Grange men, chose Starkville for its location. With a
university already in Oxford, they sought a spot in the east,
and sought one that was well served effectively by railroads,
the most profitable industry the state at the time and the
focus of its growing transport and communications network.
Starkville fit the bill. Although it was a small town with “a
few frame stores, some residences …; three churches; bad
roads,” it was the center of its county, had plenty of land,
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TENNESSEE WILLIAMS HOME 
& WELCOME CENTER 
The Tennessee Williams Home & Welcome Center, located on Main
Street in Columbus, was the first home of the award-winning
playwright and serves as the official welcome center for the city.
This colorful Victorian home initially served as the pastor’s residence
for St. Paul’s Episcopal Church where the Reverend Walker Dakin,
Williams’s grandfather, ministered from 1905 through 1913.
Following his birth in Columbus on March 26, 1911, Thomas Lanier
“Tennessee” Williams spent the first years of his life at his
grandfather’s home. Williams enjoyed a fairly pleasant upbringing
in Mississippi until he moved with his family to the city of St. Louis,
Missouri when he was eight years old. Perhaps in response to this
new environment, Williams became introverted and began to focus
his time and attention to writing. Despite early health issues and a
difficult childhood, Williams was a highly intelligent and prolific
individual and even found artistic inspiration in his family’s troubles.
During the 1930s and early 1940s, Williams, as he struggled to
achieve recognition as a writer, worked various jobs to support
himself. In 1939, Williams moved to New Orleans to write for
President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s federal program, the Works
Progress Administration. His experience in New Orleans would
later inspire the setting for and some of the characters in his play
A Streetcar Named Desire. With a grant from the Rockefeller
Foundation, Williams was able to jumpstart his career in Hollywood
and in New York City. His first major success came when his play
The Glass Menagerie opened on Broadway in 1944. The work
received both the New York Drama Critics’ Circle Award and the
New York Film Critics’ Circle Award. The highly acclaimed and
popular work A Streetcar Named Desire debuted in 1947,
solidifying Williams’s reputation as one of the great playwrights of
all time. Despite inner fears and struggles, Williams continued to
produce critically-acclaimed works including Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,
Orpheus Descending, and more. In 1979, Williams was inducted
into the American Theater Hall of Fame. In addition to his award-
winning plays, Williams also wrote a number of short stories and
screenplays, two novels, and a memoir. Today, Williams is
celebrated for his extraordinary talent, individuality, and intense
honesty. His childhood home was moved from the church grounds
to its present location in 1993 in order to save the building from
potential destruction and to preserve it as a historic National
Literary Landmark. 
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and its recent connection to the Mobile and Ohio Railroad
had spurred a boom in its growth. The college opened in the
fall of 1880. 
The Charleston-born former Confederate General

Stephen D. Lee, was the school’s first president, serving
until 1899. Lee, a member of the Mississippi Grange,
advocated various kinds of agricultural improvements and
strongly believed that northern capital investment was
desperately needed to save the state. A handful of faculty
joined him, some of them drawn from the North. The first
year, 354 students enrolled. All of them were white men,
most of them were from farm families in Oktibbeha
County, or from Lowndes, Noxubee, and Monroe, the
three prairie counties to the east. Reflecting the interests
of the Grange, the college’s early emphasis was more
agricultural than mechanical. 
Under Lee’s leadership, the new college served the state’s

farmers well from the start. Aside from educating rural
youth, it sponsored various farmers’ institutes, founded an
agricultural experiment station, and published textbooks for
the public schools. In a sign the school was there to stay,
construction began on Old Main dormitory the year the
school opened. Over time, the brick building grew to
become a four-story structure housing 1,500 students,
reputedly the nation’s largest college dormitory under a
single roof. 
Not long after the opening of Mississippi A & M, the

state legislature also established the Industrial Institute and
College for the Education of White Girls in Columbus in
1884 (now Mississippi University for Women). It was the
first publicly supported college for women in the United
States. Columbus had an established history of supporting
women’s education, a rarity in the South, and the Columbus
Female Institute, founded in 1847, was the foundation for
the new school. Control of the cash-strapped private school
was transferred to the state. It reopened as the new public
college with its first classes in 1885. 
The political groundwork for the new institution was laid

by Grenada native Sallie Reneau, who envisioned a school
not just for elites, but also for white women of humbler
economic circumstances. Reneau, who was born in the
1830s, hailed from a middling, non-slaveholding family and
became a school teacher. Beginning in the 1850s, she began
to lobby lawmakers for the creation of a state female
college. Her original target location was Yalobusha County.
After the war, it looked as if her wishes would come to

fruition as the Reneau Female University, but funds failed to
materialize in 1872 and in 1873. After Reneau died in the
yellow fever epidemic of 1878, two other women, Annie
Coleman Payton and Olivia Valentine Hastings, took up her
cause and made a white female women’s college a reality in
Mississippi. With public funding having been made
available for the higher education of white and black men in
the state, the women argued that white women deserved
their due. They got it in the 1880s with a college that offered
a unique emphasis on industrial as well as literary education
for the state’s women.
As the nineteenth century gradually came to a close, the

Clay Hills seemed to be going many different directions at
once, a pattern reflective of its past. On the one hand, the
various peoples of the Clay Hills had survived the Civil War
and its many hardships. There were even some signs that
they were moving on. Despite the continued obstacles they
faced, African Americans were working hard to claim the
prerogatives of freedom and citizenship to which they were
entitled and had been long denied. And local whites had
played instrumental roles in founding and supporting two
public institutions of higher education in the region, schools
that would pave the way for a better future. 
On the other hand, there were less admirable legacies

too. The region was one of the hotbeds of the postwar Ku
Klux Klan, suggesting how willingly some Clay Hills
residents resorted to violence to express their anger and
resentment about change. The anger and frustration though,
was not exclusively based on race. Mississippi’s planters
and professionals, known as “Bourbons,” were
monopolizing power and pushing the state to diversify
through industrialization and railroad construction with little
concern for agriculture, especially small farms. From 1875
until 1895, expressions of dissent and dissatisfaction took a
political form when farmers, especially in the white
majority counties of Calhoun and Webster, flocked to the
Farmers’ Alliance and then the Populist Party in a bid to
challenge Bourbon rule in the state. 
Frank Burkitt of Chickasaw County, an attorney who

also edited the Okolona-based Chickasaw Messenger,
was the small farmers’ chief spokesperson. He politicized
their plight, arguing that the economic hardships they
suffered were the cause of the railroads, banks, and
various corporations, all of them upheld by the state’s
Democratic leaders. His goal was to unseat what he called
the “putrid, putrescent, putrefying political moribund

As the nineteenth century gradually came to a close, the Clay Hills seemed
to be going many different directions at once, a pattern reflective of its past. 
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carcass of bourbon democracy” and then pass regulations
to curtail the power of railroads and other corporate
powers. Burkitt and his followers also made more radical
calls for the state to establish warehouses where farmers
could store crops until prices rose while issuing receipts
that could be used as legal tender. 
Burkitt and others within the Alliance strongly supported

the Mississippi Constitution of 1890 which institutionalized
Jim Crow by disenfranchising black voters with its literacy
clause and poll tax provisions. The Alliance gave little if any
attention to the plight of African American farmers. Theirs
was a whites-first-and-only movement. As such, it was more
reactive than radical. Their public image declined, and they
garnered a lot of bad publicity when one leader fought with
another at their statewide meeting in Starkville and then
drew his pistol for a duel. The movement ultimately died by
the mid-1890s when the candidates they ran for office,
including Burkitt, failed to get elected. The Clay Hills thus
ended the century on decidedly mixed note politically.

Early Twentieth Century—A 
New Century With Ties To 
The Past (1900-1945)
An uneasy blend of progressive innovation and

conservative ties with the past marked the early twentieth-
century Clay Hills. In some respects, it was a time of new
beginnings. Dairy farming took on new importance in the
region as did textile mills. The growth of those industries
encouraged migration to the region’s larger towns, most
especially Starkville and Columbus. Lumbering and
milling took off, and cattle ranching cattle ranching did
too. Even cotton agriculture changed as mechanization
and the boll weevil affected crop yields and reduced labor
demands. The region also gained from new technologies,
such as automobiles, planes, and household appliances,
which were benefitting all Americans. All these
innovations fueled the growth of the areas institutions of
higher education.
There were also plenty of costs to bear. The two World

Wars of the first half of the century brought much
disruption and loss. The wars and the production demands
they generated in the industrialized states of the Midwest
and West, prompted a mass out-migration of some whites
and many African Americans who left to seek jobs and
new opportunities in cities such as Chicago, Detroit, and
Los Angeles. Such massive waves of departures
profoundly reshaped the region’s racial demography,
reconfiguring the Clay Hills as a white majority region for
the first time in its history. 

The economy of the Clay Hills witnessed several major
economic innovations during the early twentieth century.
The innovations were prompted by the continued
downturn of the state’s cotton economy which suffered
another severe decline after cotton demand and prices
dropped dramatically following World War I. Noxubee
County, one of the traditional cotton-producing counties
in the region, led the Clay Hills in production of cotton in
1925 with 25,000 bales. When cotton prices went down,
Noxubee farmers added other crops and livestock to their
farms to help them make ends meet. 
With lots of good pastureland in the region, dairying

emerged as the most viable alternative. Noxubee County
farmers found the combination of cotton and dairy cows to
be the most profitable. Some also raised beef cattle and saw
considerable profits from that pursuit during World War I.
Sheep and commercial poultry raising grew more common.
More livestock, in turn, demanded more corn, grain, and
soybean production as feed,
and this changed the types
and proportions of crops
planted. With
encouragement from
International Harvester,
some farmers in the Black
Prairie adopted alfalfa as
well.
Raising dairy cows

required milk-processing
facilities. Consequently,
creameries began to crop up
rapidly in the eastern Clay
Hills after 1910. Noxubee
County had two by 1920, and the Macon plant was the only
one in the state to produce the dried buttermilk used in
poultry feed. Starkville, home to the state’s agricultural
college, emerged as the center of the region’s dairy industry
in the 1920s. Dairying had been long hailed by some as a
viable alternative to cotton. But was not until the prominent
Starkville planter and agricultural reformer, Col. W. B.
Montgomery, a trustee at the college, brought in the first
Jersey cow to the United States in the 1870s that Oktibbeha
County farmers and others began to embrace the pursuit. By
the early 1900s, thanks to Montgomery’s efforts, the eastern
Clay Hills was emerging as a center of the industry. One
measure of its success was the founding of the A & M
Cooperative Creamery in 1912, one of the first such
enterprises in the South. The Cooperative Creamery, which
specialized in the production of sweet cream butter, grew
rapidly during the 1910s and 1920s. 
More significant was the establishment of the Borden

Southern Company’s (Borden Milk) condenser plant in
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century Clay Hills. 
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MEREDITH’S MARCH AGAINST FEAR  
James Meredith was the first African American to enroll at the University of Mississippi. The intervention of the
federal government in the desegregation of Ole Miss and his outspoken cries for equality made Meredith a
prominent civil rights leader. In 1966, he began a March Against Fear from Memphis to Jackson. Meredith was
shot three times on the second day of the march, but Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., along with other Civil Rights
Movement leaders came and completed the march.

Starkville in 1926. The Borden Milk plant was
tremendously important for the town and region. As the
company’s largest facility in the South, it brought outside
economic attention and business to Starkville. It also had
profound effects on the region’s economy. With the ability
to process nearly 5 million gallons of milk a month into
sweetened condensed milk, the plant boosted the income of
local dairy farmers. As a major employer in the region, the
plant helped to spur Starkville’s grow from 2,500 people in
1920 to over 15,000 by 1980. With Starkville boldly and
proudly proclaiming itself to be “the dairy capital of the
South,” people wanted to live and work there. The plant
remained a critical feature of the town’s economy until its
decline in the 1970s and final closure in 2005. 
Dairying was not the only industry founded during this

era. The appearance of cotton mills across the Clay Hills
attested to how some in the region found new ways to find
profits from the crop that had long been the state’s staple.
Indeed, between 1867 and 1906 the Clay Hills became
home to nine of twenty-two mills constructed in the state.

Because these mills attracted many workers from the
countryside, they boosted urban growth and gave rise to
small industrial districts that lent a more urban feel to
towns. The Water Valley-based Yacona Mills opened in
1879 and was the first in the Clay Hills. The Noxubee Mills
in Shuqualak followed the next year, and one in Columbus
opened seven years later. Then there was a gap. Other mills
in the region did not appear until after 1899. 
The small town of West Point, along the Mobile and

Ohio, opened its small cotton yarn mill at the turn-of-the-
century. With seventy employees, most of whom were
women and girls, the plant at first produced fine yarn for
weaving plants in the Northeast. Under new ownership
during the 1920s, the plant expanded dramatically and its
focus shifted to supplying other weaving mills in
Mississippi. During World War II, it produced yarn for the
military. In 1948, it began to manufacture cloth too. The
mill was a mainstay of the town’s economy until its
closure in 1953. Kosciusko and Winona also had
significant mills that opened at roughly the same time.

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY
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STEEL DYNAMICS, INC.  
Steel Dynamics, Inc., (SDI) one of the nation’s largest and most successful manufacturers of domestic steel, was founded in 1993. With
locations throughout the United States—including six steel mills, eight steel processing facilities, and more—Steel Dynamics generates
annual revenue of nearly $9 billion and employs close to 8,000 people. Steel Dynamics purchased this mill in Columbus in September
2014, establishing the SDI Flat Roll Columbus Division. This facility occupies over 1 million square feet and increased SDI’s production
capacity by forty percent. The Flat Roll Columbus Division mill, located on a 1,400-acre property in Mississippi’s Golden Triangle, is able
to produce more than 3 million tons of steel each year.   

PHOTO COURTESY OF STEEL DYNAMICS® FLAT ROLLED GROUP, COLUMBUS DIVISION

These mills came to specialize in the production of
chenille for robes and bedspreads. The Winona mill
operated until destroyed by a fire in 1940. 
Starkville’s John M. Stone Cotton Mill opened in 1902.

The Stone Mill had joined the smaller mill that opened at
the college’s newly established textile school—the fourth
to open in the South—the year before. After the Stone
Mill changed owners in 1916, it was renamed the J.W.
Sanders Cotton Mill. During the 1920s, after the Sanders
Company expanded it, the mill was known for its
production of “Starkville Chambray,” which was
produced in fourteen colors and exported globally. With
the college’s textile school and two mills in town,
Starkville worked hard to make itself not only the dairy
capital but also a textile technology and manufacturing
center for Mississippi. 
An industrial district, known as the Cotton District, grew

up around the mill and stood between the college and the
downtown. In addition to the Sanders Mill, it included a
cottonseed oil mill, the Cooperative Creamery, the Borden
Milk Plant, and many retail businesses, services, and homes.
By the early 1930s, it had paved streets and sidewalks, and
most houses in the area had electricity, indoor plumbing,
and city water. The mill operated until 1962. Mississippi
State University acquired the building in 1965 for its

Physical Plant Department. In 2015, it reopened as “The
Mill at Mississippi State University,” an office, retail, and
conference-center development.

Early Challenges To Segregation
In turn-of-the-century politics, the region’s hill country

farmers were drawn to an especially racist brand of
Progressivism embodied first by James K. Vardaman, and
then by Theodore Bilbo, two leaders of what has been
labeled “The Revolt of the Rednecks.” Passage of the
state’s 1902 primary law called for selection of a political
party’s nominee to be by popular vote rather than by the
party conventions that had always been controlled by a
tight-knit group of elites. From then on, candidates had to
make popular appeals directly to voters, usually in stump
speeches. In the Clay Hills, where the white population had
either increased or held its own since the Civil War, these
candidates found a loyal following. Many frustrated white
farmers had found themselves economically squeezed and
sometimes pushed to become sharecroppers, and they
listened to the political rhetoric that cast African Americans
and the land-owning planters as scapegoats for all that ailed
them. 
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Vardaman, the so-called “Great White Chief,” pioneered
that message in his run for governor in 1903. In that
campaign, he called for such things as a repeal of the
Fifteenth Amendment and advocated lynching as the best
way to protect white women from sexual attacks by black
men. But the master of such hate speech was Theodore
Bilbo. Bilbo, a Poplarville native, first caught the public
imagination when he was investigated in a bribery scandal
as a state senator in 1908, and then again in 1911 during his
run for lieutenant governor. One of the 1911 campaign’s
most memorable incidents happened on board a train in
Starkville when one of Bilbo’s political opponents, John
Henry, pistol-whipped him for insulting him as “a cross
between a hyena and a mongrel dog” and worse in a public
speech. Bilbo exaggerated his injury to win sympathy and
went on to win the race, thanks to the support of many
voters in the Clay Hills. He served his first term as governor

from 1916 to 1920. Over
his long career, which
included a second term as
governor and one in the
U.S. Senate, he earned
infamy by advocating the
re-colonization of African
Americans to Africa and
by opposing anti-lynching
bills, supporting the poll
tax, and defending white
supremacy. 
In such a racially

charged atmosphere,
African Americans in the

Clay Hills, as elsewhere in the state, found the early
twentieth century to be a challenging time. Segregation and
disenfranchisement affected all aspects of their lives, rolling
back many of the gains they had made following the Civil
War. Many were trapped in the sharecropping system which
had oftentimes devolved into a form of peonage.
Mechanization was reducing the labor needed to harvest
cotton, and many of the newest industrial jobs went to
whites. Thus, it is not surprising that when industrial
production geared up during World Wars I and II and
remained robust into the 1950s, many African Americans of
the Clay Hills joined the ranks of millions of others and
departed the South during the Great Migration. 
Between 1910 and 1930, twelve of the sixteen Clay Hills

counties lost population, with the decrease far more visible
among African Americans than whites. The trend of out-
migration was even more marked between 1940 and 1980.
During those fifty years, all but three counties (Clay,
Lowndes, and Oktibbeha) lost population, with the biggest
losses happening in Carroll, Holmes, and Noxubee. All

three of those counties had below average per capita
incomes between 1959 and 1989. Holmes had the lowest
per capita income in the state by 1989. Carroll’s population
decreased by more than half, while Holmes and Noxubee
lost close to half of theirs. While this post-1940 migration,
unlike that of 1910—1930, saw many whites leaving in the
search for better jobs and living conditions, the most
dramatic effect was on the African American population.  
The African Americans who stayed found that

segregation played out differently in the different
communities of the Clay Hills. Some places could be less
restrictive to their advancement than others as long as they
stayed quiet and posed no political threat. To be sure,
segregation was a fact of life in Starkville just as it was
everywhere else in the state, but the atmosphere there was a
bit more open and accepting than in other towns, likely due
to the influence of the college, and perhaps the presence of
industry as well. Sadye Wier noticed the “good atmosphere”
when she arrived in town during the early 1930s. Her
husband, the barber Robert Weir, learned his craft as a teen
when a white barber took him under his wing and taught
him the basic skills of barbering. Weir went on to work for
the white barber who had trained him. When the white
barber died in 1912, Weir and another African American
barber took over the shop on Starkville’s Main Street where
they continued to serve an exclusively white clientele. In
1921, they moved to a larger shop on Main Street, and
obtained a loan to purchase the building. 
Over time Robert Weir’s business became an accepted

part of the downtown business community. Weir, with his
reputation for hard work, won the respect and support of
many local whites. His shop was a fixture on the town’s
main street for decades. Despite fear that political activism
might negatively affect his barbering business, Weir, one of
the few African Americans in Starkville who could vote,
took that privilege seriously and always voted. His politics
were of a non-confrontational sort, but his presence at the
polls made a statement that others in town could build upon.

Postwar Period—Civil Rights
Movement and Beyond (1945-2015)
Like other regions of Mississippi, the Clay Hills

witnessed major changes during World War II and after. The
war brought an infusion of federal monies into the state,
monies that benefitted the eastern Clay Hills especially well.
Columbus saw sizable growth between 1940 and 1950, its
population increasing by almost 4,000 people. Some of that
increase was due to the wartime founding of the Columbus
Army Flying School, which spurred the local economy by
bringing 7,000 men through the region to train as pilots.

Like other regions of
Mississippi, the Clay
Hills witnessed major
changes during World

War II and after. 
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AIRBUS HELICOPTERS 
At the Golden Triangle Regional Airport in Columbus, a state-of-the-art Airbus Helicopters, Inc. facility assembles UH-
72A Lakotas for the United States Army and manufactures H125 helicopters. To date, nearly 400 UH-72As have been
delivered to the Army. Each is in use in support of vital missions including training, air medical transport, and search
and rescue, with Army National Guard units flying Lakotas in support of Customs and Border Protection operations on
the Southwestern border. In 2014, the facility delivered its first H125 – America’s top selling civil helicopter – from a
new full assembly line established as part of the company’s “made in the USA” strategy. The H125 model is known for
its performance, reliability and multi-mission flexibility. Repairs, upgrades, and customization for various Airbus heli-
copters also are performed in Columbus. Airbus Helicopters, Inc., is the United States affiliate of Airbus, a global leader
in aeronautics, space, and related services. In 2015, Airbus generated revenues of $75 billion and employed a workforce
of around 136,600. Airbus is also a leader providing tanker, combat, transport, and mission aircraft, as well as Europe’s
number one space enterprise and the world’s second largest space business.  

PHOTOS COURTESY OF AIRBUS HELICOPTERS, INC. 
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Although the War Department called for the deactivation of
the base in 1946, events leading up to the Korean War led
to its reopening as a contract flying school in 1950. By
1955, Strategic Air Command had assumed control of the
base, which was enlarged to include another runway and a
480-unit family housing project. Soon thereafter, in 1957,
the Columbus base was designated the home to a B-52 and
jet refueling squadron. Throughout the 1960s, the base was
home to important Air Force Strategic and Bombing
Wings, which played significant roles in the Pacific and
Southeast Asia during the Vietnam War. The town grew as
a result. Between 1950 and 1980, the population expanded

STARK AEROSPACE 
Stark Aerospace, Inc., a subsidiary of IAI North America, was established in 2006 with the mission to advance aerospace and
defense technologies, products, services, and systems to enhance the security of the United States and add value for its
stakeholders. Stark Aerospace is headquartered in Columbus at the Golden Triangle Regional Global Industrial Aerospace Park.
The 120,000 square foot state-of-the-art production facility produces a wide range of aerospace composite, metal, mechanical,
and electrical assemblies. Stark’s Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) Division produces the ArrowLite small UAS system and supports
the U.S. Army Hunter MQ-5B UAS. The Sensors Division assembles and repairs Plug-In Optronic Payloads (POP), including
variants of the POP300 (D, HD, I, LR) used on the Army RQ-7 Shadow UAS. Also in Columbus, Stark Defense Services is comprised
of highly qualified and trained former Special Operations Forces operators working to provide field services and develop technical
manuals, operator checklists, and training curriculum and courseware for Stark products.  

from 17,000 to 27,000. Even today, the Columbus base
remains an important part of the town and vibrant force in
the local economy.
There were more than just structural economic changes

happening postwar. Because the war had made
electrification available to rural areas of these counties for
the first time, Clay Hills residents were able to partake of
the explosion in the United States’ consumer goods
economy postwar. In Starkville, Harry Lawson McIngvale,
Sr., took advantage of the situation to sell and repair
appliances for locals. McIngvale, a Starkville native and
Mississippi A & M graduate, had been a civilian employee

PHOTOS COURTESY OF STARK AEROSPACE
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of the “Seabee” training base in Gulfport during the war. He
returned to Starkville in 1943 when his father died. “Mr.
Mac,” as he came to be known, opened his business on one
of the downtown streets. During the war, he sold paint and
did electrical wiring. After the war, with the several veterans
he trained as electricians, he built his business on wiring
houses with electricity and selling them new appliances,
such as refrigerators or stoves. McIngvale Electric and
Refrigeration Company offered the latest refrigerators,
stoves, water heaters, fans, and stocked a line of electrified
Empire Milking Machines to support the expanding local
dairy industry. When televisions first became available, “Mr.
Mac” was the first to stock them. He placed one in his store
window, and the picture amazed every passerby. 
Perhaps most significant, World War II and its

aftermath set the context for meaningful political and
social change, particularly in race relations. The white
and African American men who had served in the war
returned with new perspectives on the world. Some of
these men had learned hard lessons from the wartime
violence and destruction they had witnessed. They lived
with these traumatic experiences for the rest of their lives.
But many also came home having had new and positive
experiences with other, more cosmopolitan cultures in
other countries. African American soldiers in particular
gained new confidence from their wartime service. Many
of them had experienced places free of Jim Crow
segregation for the first time in their lives. Although their
first priority when they returned home was to get jobs,
wartime experiences set the stage for a future push for
black freedom and equality.
Politicians were starting to change too as exemplified

by the career of the moderate and racially progressive
state politician William Winter. Winter was from an old
Grenada County cotton farming family whose roots in the
region dated back to the 1840s. While growing up, the
young Winter was mostly a product of his time. Yet his
attitudes began to change after attending Ole Miss, where
history professor James Silver, an outspoken critic of
southern race relations, became one of his mentors.
During his World War II service he worked within an
integrated officer corps and trained African American
troops for the Army. With these experiences in mind and a
law degree in hand, Winter followed his father, Aylmer’s,
footsteps and entered state politics postwar. He served in
the state legislature during the late 1940s and 1950s,
where he was a voice of racial moderation. Under the
leadership of Governor Coleman, another Clay Hills
moderate, Winter became state tax collector where, in
1959, he helped lead the John F. Kennedy/Lyndon B.
Johnson presidential campaign in Mississippi. In the wake
of the violence that marked Mississippi’s race relations

during the 1960s, Winter emerged as the voice of
moderation. In 1980, he was elected as the state’s fifty-
eighth governor. 
Yet real change could not happen without a push from

African Americans. For years following the war, however,
many African Americans in this region were unwilling to
rock the racial status quo. Some of them, particularly those
who were professionals or small businessmen like Robert
Weir, had found opportunity in the Clay Hills, especially if
they were willing to work quietly with whites and to confine
their activism to working within their communities to help
their own. They feared that challenging Jim Crow, however
unfair and oppressive it was, would threaten their
livelihoods, their families’ well-being, and perhaps their
lives as well. So, although men like Weir, were “convinced
of the coming of a better day for blacks,” he feared the kind
of violence and retribution that might be needed to make it
possible. For these
reasons and others, the
civil rights movement
was slow in coming to
the region.
Robert Weir’s

cautiousness was
typical among African
Americans in postwar
Starkville. This
changed during the
1960s when Dr.
Douglass Conner, a
Meridian-born
physician and World
War II veteran, emerged as the leader of the city’s
budding civil rights movement. Conner was the founder
of the local NAACP chapter in 1969, and in this position
he fought to change the old racial attitudes that had
worked to stifle dissent and discourage racial change. As
he remarked in retrospect, African Americans in
Starkville, like so many places in the Clay Hills, “were so
accustomed to segregation that they could not imagine
battling the system. They simply believed the town’s white
leaders would ‘do what was right.”
Starkville’s African Americans, like others across the

region, were not necessarily passive, but they were afraid of
the kind of economic or personal retribution they might
suffer if they stepped out of line, spoke up too loudly, or
worked openly to challenge the system. None of them could
afford to lose their jobs, after all. And they had reason for
concern, for lynchings were not unknown in the region. And
then there was the Klan. Both the White Knights and the
United Klan of America, two factions of the Ku Klux Klan,
had active chapters in many central and eastern Clay Hills

Perhaps most
significant, World War II

and its aftermath 
set the context for

meaningful political and
social change,

particularly in race
relations. 
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counties during the 1960s. 
The experience of one local leader in Columbus offers an

instructive example of exactly how intimidation could work.
In the early 1950s, Dr. Emmett J. Stringer, an African
American dentist and veteran of WWII, moved to
Columbus to open his practice. Once there, he quickly
emerged as an important community leader and helped
found the local NAACP, where he made obtaining the
franchise a high priority. Thanks to his efforts, the
Columbus branch was the largest chapter in the state in
1953 with 400 members, and Stringer was subsequently
elected president of the NAACP state conference. His
activism attracted unwanted attention from the newly
formed Citizens’ Councils, whose members used various
forms of economic coercion to intimidate and silence him.

Stringer found himself economically isolated in Columbus,
and his wife lost her job as a teacher in the local public
schools. Worse yet were the threatening letters and phone
calls he received. Living in fear that his house might be
bombed, or that he might be assassinated, Stringer stepped
away from the NAACP state presidency when his term
ended in 1954. 
Spurred on by the Citizens’ Councils, whose members

worked hard to silence activists such as Stringer,
Sovereignty Commission investigators were appointed to
assess the activities of “subversives” in the Clay Hills.
These investigators reported that these counties were
“relatively free of racial agitators” during the late 1950s and
early 1960s. As they reported, few counties in the region
had many registered African American voters, and in some,
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MISSISSIPPI UNIVERSITY FOR WOMEN   
Mississippi University for Women, most often known as “The W,”
is a public university with the feel of a private college. Established
in 1884, The W today attracts both female and male students
from around the region and around the world. It has established
one of the premier nursing programs in the state, offering
degrees from an associate through a doctor of nursing practice
and has developed a nationally-recognized program in culinary
arts. The W’s four colleges include Arts and Sciences; Business
and Professional Studies; Education and Human Sciences; and
Nursing and Speech-Language Pathology. The quality of The W’s
academic programs has been nationally recognized by U.S. News
& World Report, Washington Monthly, and The College
Database. The historic campus is home to twenty-three buildings
on the National Register of Historic Places, making it one of the
most significant architectural campuses in Mississippi. 

such as Chickasaw, there were none. Just as important, most
county clerks they spoke to, such as the one in Attala
County, were also supremely confident that they could hold
the line on new registrants. As the clerk there proudly told
the investigator, there were ninety black voters in the
county, and only one new registrant, a hotel porter from
Kosciusko, was of any concern; but even he “was
considered by those who knew him to be a white-man’s
Negro” and thus could be contained. With reports such as
these to bolster them, Commission investigators concluded
that the region’s race relations were “very quiet and moving
along smoothly.”
Such reports ignored or underplayed important

undercurrents of African American dissatisfaction as well as
the willingness of some whites to change. In Starkville, for
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example, the 1963 “Game of Change” paved the way for
broader integration in the university and town. Mississippi
A & M, renamed Mississippi State University in 1958, had
grown to become a major university with a major sports
program. During the NCAA basketball championship that
year, the school’s segregated team was set to play the
racially integrated Loyola University of Chicago in the
championship tournament. The situation caused an intense
stir because it violated the “unwritten rule” that barred all-
white Mississippi teams from playing against those with
African Americans. The university’s president, Dean
Colvard, made the decision that they should play and
sneaked the team out of town. Although they ultimately lost
to Loyola, most agree that his actions paved the way for
integrated sports in the state. It also set precedents for racial
change within the university.
A young Starkville man, Richard Holmes, tested those

bounds during the summer of 1965. Holmes, the adopted
son of local activist, Douglass Conner, was the first African
American to enroll at the university. In a recent oral history
interview, Dr. Holmes, who is a practicing physician in
Choctaw County, explained that he mostly did it by
accident. He was home from Wiley College in Texas and
wanted to take some summer school classes. He had no real
idea of the momentous importance of his actions. At a hasty
press conference held just after his arrival, his statement
reflected the surprise he had caused. He thus hoped that “the
press, news media and the public will forget I am here. ... As
a lifelong Mississippian I am here to study and learn at a
high-rated Mississippi university which happens to be in my
hometown.”  
Still, once he enrolled, he knew he had to stay in order to

pave the way for others to follow. Sometimes that was
difficult. He often felt ignored and lonely. He even spoke of
how one faculty member intentionally moved the podium
when he entered the classroom so as to block his view of
Holmes. Still, a few students were friendly, and quite a
number of faculty were supportive. Most important, the
damage from riots and violence that had accompanied
James Meredith’s desegregation of Ole Miss was fresh on
everybody’s mind, so Holmes’ arrival was not met with
violence. An angry group of students and town residents
marched on his parents’ house that summer, but they did no
damage, and Holmes never knew about it until later. 
In reflecting on his experiences, Holmes credits the more

progressive atmosphere of Starkville and the university for
setting the stage for the peaceful reception he received. As
Holmes explains, many in the town and university had the
attitude that racial change was inevitable and thus it had to
be managed peacefully. In his memoir, former MSU
President Dean Colvard echoed those sentiments,
documenting the extensive preparations he and other staff

took to ensure that Holmes’ entrance to the university would
be a smooth and peaceful one. He also credits Holmes’
friendly and non-confrontational demeanor with helping the
situation. Thanks to Holmes, two more African American
students enrolled the following fall. Together, they paved the
way for the integrated school MSU has become over time
with African Americans composing nearly nineteen percent
of the student body by 2015. 
Not all desegregation efforts, however, were as smooth.

The situation was more heated in counties such as Grenada
that bordered the Delta, the headquarters of the state’s black
freedom movement. Grenada, William Winter’s home
county, seemed “to be quiet and under control” during the
late 1950s. The county’s white majority seemed to control
all. Schools were segregated. African Americans were
underemployed and underpaid. They were also shut out of
public facilities such as the library and pool. But change
was afoot. Five local men were reportedly attending
NAACP meetings in the county, and the next year, in 1959,
a young black man was arrested with lots of NAACP
literature in his car. In the several years following,
Commission officials continued to investigate various
complaints against African American agitators, but with
only fifty registered African American voters, a Citizens’
Council numbering more than 600 members, and a
dependable African American informant, they remained
confident, even in 1960, that “no racial trouble of any kind
is now brewing in Grenada County.”
It took James Meredith’s well publicized 1966 March

Against Fear to transform sporadic expressions of dissent
into a movement for freedom and justice in Grenada. The
Meredith Marchers, nearly 200 of them, arrived in Grenada
in June 1966. They marched down the town’s main street.
Martin Luther King Jr., meanwhile, negotiated with local
officials to keep the courthouse open for voter registration
as long as possible and 150 people registered that day. More
significant, once the march moved on the next day, things
had changed. For the rest of the summer and into the fall,
the local black community continued to turn out to protest
for voter registration and other rights. 
Once the cameras accompanying the Meredith March

were gone, however, police and other officials looked the
other way when whites began to resist this movement for
racial change, sometimes with violence. The worst
confrontations happened that September, when African
Americans moved to desegregate the public schools. For
two days, white men carrying various weapons, including
axe handles, pipes, and chains, attacked and beat the black
schoolchildren trying to enroll at the white school.
Mississippi’s governor, Paul Johnson, sent in state troopers
to quell the violence. A federal judge suspended classes.
The FBI arrested twelve men. Martin Luther King Jr.
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returned to town to speak at New Hope Baptist Church. 
Despite such violence, black activism continued in

Grenada. African Americans there continued to register to
vote, and they continued to push for school desegregation
and other economic rights. Still, as with other places in
Mississippi, the movement in the western reaches of the
Clay Hills was slow in realizing gains. Black activists
continued to meet with economic reprisals and various
forms of intimidation and organized white violence. The
Sovereignty Commission and its network of representatives
and informants, meanwhile, worked behind-the-scenes to
stage their own, quieter forms of intimidation and sabotage
as ways to blunt African American protest. Here, as
elsewhere across the state, the civil rights movement was a
hard fought movement for change that took many years and
much courage from African Americans to realize the kind of
long-term gains they sought.
In this way, the story of the Clay Hills ends as it began, in

contrast and diversity. Whereas Richard Holmes could
integrate MSU quietly, with relatively little fanfare and no
violence, those who stepped out on the streets in Grenada
faced a wholly different and far more openly hostile
situation. The contrasts are striking, but they also exemplify
the region’s past and present. The Clay Hills has always
been several different regions in one, each marked by its
own distinctiveness, and today is no different. 
As in the past, the Clay Hills counties seem to be headed

in multiple directions. They thus defy easy categorization.
Many western and central counties remain in decline, due to
lost economic opportunity and out-migration. Although they
offer much rural beauty, these counties suffer from high
rates of unemployment, poverty, and desperation. At the
same time, however, there are some bright spots. As in the
past, they are found mostly in the eastern Clay Hills,
particularly in the counties of Clay, Lowndes, and
Oktibbeha where the local economies and local population
continue to grow, and where the small cities of Starkville,
Columbus, and West Point continue to prosper despite the
challenges they face. 
Indeed, as The Atlantic magazine noted in a series of

articles in 2015, the “Golden Triangle”—as the area
between these three towns is called—has become one of the
state’s success stories. The Indiana-based Steel Dynamics
steel mill (sold to Steel Dynamics by Russian steelmaker
Severstal in 2014) in Columbus has been expanding
production and creating new jobs, as has its neighbor,
France-based Airbus Helicopters also located in Columbus.
Airbus Helicopters announced in 2015 it had landed a $220
million contract to produce Lakota helicopters for the U.S.
Army. This area also has the new, Japan-based, $300 million
Yokohama commercial truck tire plant in West Point, which
brought 260 jobs to the region upon its opening in 2015 and

is expected to grow its workforce to 500. Stark Aerospace
(Israel Aerospace Industries), headquartered in Columbus,
designs, develops and manufactures unmanned aerial
systems for U.S. Special Forces. 
The region’s two universities and several community

colleges are also doing well. After the Mississippi State
Bulldog football team led by quarterback Dak Prescott
earned a number one ranking in the nation for a time in the
fall of 2014, the university welcomed a record number of
first-time freshmen students to its campus in the fall of both
2015 and 2016. And the Lady Bulldog basketball team
reached the NCAA championship game, falling just one
game short of a national title. Not to be outdone, Mississippi
University for Women saw a nearly eleven percent increase
in its enrollment in 2016. With such positive signs of
growth, many Clay Hills residents hope the region might
lead the state into a brighter and better future, one that can
be shared equally by all Mississippians.

HOWLIN’ WOLF 
Born in West Point in 1910, Chester Arthur Burnett became
a worldwide renowned Bluesman. He served with the army
in World War II, before returning to music full-time. His use
of electric guitars and the harmonica are famous, and have
been an inspiration to musicians in the United States as well
as the United Kingdom.  

PHOTO COURTESY OF BLUES ARCHIVE, UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI
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COUNTIES
Tishomingo: Founded in 1836. County seat is Iuka.
Pontotoc: Founded in 1836. County seat is Pontotoc. 
Tippah: Founded in 1836. County seat is Ripley.
Itawamba: Founded in 1836. County seat is Fulton.
Lee: Founded in 1866. County seat is Tupelo.

Alcorn: Founded in 1870. County seat is Corinth.
Prentiss: Founded in 1870. County seat is Booneville.
Union: Founded in 1870. County seat is New Albany.
Benton: Founded in 1870. County seat is Ashland.
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made their way into the corner in search of slaves for
their sugar colonies in Charles Town and the West
Indies. Seduced by the iron tools, muskets, and cloth
offered by the English, the Chickasaw dedicated
themselves to capturing small neighboring tribes and
selling them into slavery. After wiping the small tribes
out, the Chickasaw turned on their brothers, the
Choctaw, as the last source to satisfy the English
demand for slaves.

The more numerous Choctaw allied themselves
with the English’s enemy, the French, who had settled
along the Gulf Coast and in Natchez. Both the
Chickasaw and Choctaw played the Europeans against
one another in an effort to maintain their independence,
but the Chickasaw preferred the English who delivered
better quality goods more reliably. Englishmen lived
among the Chickasaw, and English trading houses
began to replace the traditional Chickasaw headquarters
as the preferred meeting place for warriors. The slave
trade dwindled when the English switched to Africa as
their main source, and the Chickasaw substituted deer
skins for captives as the new currency for their
international trade. 

To the south, a third major tribe, the Natchez, grew
increasingly resentful of the French presence along the
lower Mississippi River. In 1729, they attacked and
destroyed the French outpost Fort Rosalie killing
almost all the French settlers living there. In retaliation,
the French destroyed the Natchez capital and enslaved
as many of the survivors as they could capture. The
Chickasaw welcomed Natchez refugees into their
nation, and the French sought retribution from the
Chickasaw for providing such sanctuary. Jean-Baptiste
Le Moyne de Bienville, the French governor, led two
military campaigns against the Chickasaw, neither of
which succeeded.  The first one ended in a disastrous
French defeat at Ackia (Tupelo) in 1736, where the
Chickasaw destroyed a combined force that included
Europeans, Africans, and Choctaws. The second
campaign in 1739, met a less dramatic end, simply
petering out when an outbreak of disease decimated the
French army before they could mount an attack.

T
he Northeast Corner of Mississippi contains
more land forms than any other region of the
state and reaches the highest elevation in
Mississippi with Woodall “Mountain,”

which is a hill capped by sandstone 806 feet above sea
level. The “mountain” is part of the Tombigbee Hills
and is made up of sandy loam soil tinged red or orange.
To the west of the hills lies a twenty mile wide strip of
black prairie constituting the only land in the Corner
truly inviting to agriculturalists. Alongside the prairie
runs the Pontotoc Ridge which reaches elevations of
600 feet and again contains the red hued soil similar to
the Tombigbee Hills. The land drops off again into
another narrow strip of flatwoods made up of infertile
clay generally avoided by farmers.

The only navigable stream in the Northeast Corner
is the Tombigbee, which runs through Tishomingo and
Itawamba counties. The other counties were landlocked
until the coming of railroads. Native Americans had
marked out trails such as the Natchez Trace across the
region, but transportation routes were lacking in
comparison with other parts of the state.

Perhaps the protection offered by the inaccessible
hills was the reason the Chickasaw chose the corner as
their capital. The Chickasaws dominated an area
stretching from central Mississippi across Tennessee
and Kentucky, and they had their choice of sites as
headquarters, but they selected north Mississippi. They
were a more aggressive people than their Choctaw
brothers, and they distinguished themselves as warriors.
The Chickasaws built formidable defensive structures
throughout the region and never surrendered after battle
with any enemy including the European invaders.

When Hernando DeSoto passed through their lands
in the 1500s, the Chickasaws were more or less on
constant attack and made the Spanish invader pay
dearly for the winter he spent on their soil. The
devastating diseases that DeSoto’s expedition left
behind destroyed much of the indigenous population
and reshaped Native American cultures in the area, but
otherwise the Spanish passage had little impact. The
Chickasaws still dressed in skins and used stone tools
and weapons until the 1600s when English traders



BARGE ON THE TENN-TOM WATERWAY  
The Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway used to exist as two separate rivers, each
used for commercial and travel purposes. Work officially began to create the unified
waterway in 1972. The creation of a waterway which would stretch from Mobile,
Alabama, through Mississippi, Tennessee, and Kentucky had been first
recommended by a French explorer around 1770. The United States Army Corps
of Engineers tried many times before succeeding in receiving congressional funding
for the lock and dam system that created 234 miles of navigable waterway. 

PHOTO BY GREG CAMPBELL
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Thus, the Chickasaw solidified their control of the
Northeast Corner of what would become the state of
Mississippi. They dealt with both the English and the
Spanish and gave refuge to Atlantic coast Tories
fleeing from the new United States of America. When
the victorious United States created the Mississippi
Territory in 1798, the Chickasaw and Choctaw
nations occupied most of the land in the territory’s
western half. The degree of control by the new
territorial government was negligible outside the
Natchez district, and most of the area remained a
sparsely-settled wilderness ruled by the chiefs of the
Choctaw and the Chickasaw.

Because the Chickasaw were a matrilineal
society, the Englishmen who married Chickasaw
women produced families considered to be full
members of the tribes. This allowed a few families of
mixed marriages to become leaders of the Chickasaw
nation. These mixed-race leaders spearheaded
Chickasaw adoption of American culture. In
particular, the sons of James Logan Colbert came to
dominate the nation’s political leadership. Under the
Colberts, the Chickasaw turned their hunting grounds
into pasture for large scale cattle herds and acquired
African slaves to compete with white plantation
agriculturists. The elite Chickasaws educated their
children in both cultures and began moving toward
the establishment of a new order with a modernized
economic system. 

Andrew Jackson, as a fighter and later as
president, could foresee the Chickasaw transitioning
into a viable nation. The Chickasaw had given up
their claims in what became the states of Kentucky
and Tennessee to pay their debts to traders, but they
stoutly refused to relinquish their hold on their
heartland in north Mississippi. The United States

soon adopted policies to open these lands to white
settlement by pushing the Chickasaw nation west of
the Mississippi. Levi Colbert deftly countered the
ensuing pressure tactics, but when the state extended
its sovereignty over the Native American lands, they
ousted Colbert as leader of the Chickasaw. At that
point, the Chickasaw grudgingly accepted removal as
the only means of preserving their nation. With the
Treaty of Pontotoc in 1832, the Chickasaw traded
their homeland in Mississippi for land in what is now

CORINTH CROSSROADS  
Once the site where the Memphis & Charleston and the Mobile
& Ohio railroad lines crossed, the Crossroads made the town of
Corinth a vital part of the South’s transportation system. Today,
the Norfolk Southern and Kansas City railroad companies still
send dozens of trains through the Corinth Crossroads. 
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Oklahoma, though they would not all leave the
Magnolia State for another five years. 

The Chickasaw departure opened over 6 million
acres of land in an era when cotton was making
Natchez and Vicksburg planters millionaires. The new
land office in Pontotoc drew entrepreneurs from
across the nation as well as many who had already
established roots in Mississippi. A typical case was
that of John Bell. John Bell’s father was a Baptist
minister who had founded a mission school at Cotton

Gin Port on the Tombigbee, but the younger Bell’s
interests were more economic than spiritual. John
Bell bought a land company and laid out a town on
the east side of the river. He then won a seat in the
legislature and began promoting laws to loosen the
rules against incursions into the Chickasaw nation
and to build new roads to ease the path into the
Chickasaw lands. Bell formed a partnership with
Robert Gordon, a trader who spent his life dealing
with the Chickasaw, and became the U.S. surveyor

   



ELVIS 
This statue on the grounds of Elvis Presley’s birthplace in
Tupelo is a life-sized portrayal of how the famous musician
would have looked at age thirteen. Born into poverty, Elvis
would become one of the most recognized and celebrated
musicians in the world. In 1945, Elvis made his first radio
appearance and when he was ten years old he won second
place at a Mississippi-Alabama talent show. In 1948, Elvis
moved to Memphis with his family and during July 1954, he
released his first single. Elvis went on to sell more than 500
million records worldwide and helped revolutionize the music
industry. His is known as the King of Rock and Roll. Elvis died
from a heart attack on August 16, 1977.

general for the Chickasaw cession after the Pontotoc
treaty. Gordon and Bell acquired more than six
hundred 640-acre sections at an average cost of $10
per section. The government’s asking price when the
official bidding opened was $1.25 per acre or $800
per section, eighty times what the speculator partners
had paid.

Most of the good land had been sold before the
government’s sale began in 1836. The Chickasaw had
negotiated the right to reserve sections for members
of the nation. Naturally they chose the best land,
which they often sold to Bell and the agents of other
dealers who plied the Chickasaw with a tide of
whiskey that washed over the Chickasaw nation after
the treaty in 1832. Planters seeking to relocate to
Mississippi with cash bought the best land from the
early operators in 1835. Companies with heavy
investors in New York and Boston also participated in
the government sale taking the majority of what was
left. The New York and Mississippi Land Company
purchased 20 percent of all the 6 million aces. 

The yeoman farmer or the landless migrant
usually had to buy from the companies or from
shrewd, connected traders such as Bell. Initially, the
government had accepted the shaky paper currency
that undercapitalized state banks had flooded the
market with, but by the beginning of the second land
sale in September, the government demanded gold or
silver, which only the major out-of-state land
companies had on hand. The panic of 1837 depressed
the market and further reduced the likelihood that an
ordinary farmer could acquire land within the former
Chickasaw nation. The soil in the Northeast Corner of
Mississippi did not attract most planters. Only the
strip of black prairie and the bottom land along the
region’s streams provided good cotton land. 

The land companies did not intend to lose money
by selling in a depressed market so they held on to
their undesirable land waiting for better times. The
companies, for example, held 55 percent of the
Pontotoc Ridge and 35 percent of Tishomingo
County. The poor yeoman farmer, or the landless one,
had three choices when they arrived in the newly
opened frontier in northeast Mississippi: squat on
company land that lay idle; buy the poorest land and
try to wring an existence out of it; or leave. The
government continued selling the least desirable land
at lower prices. In 1839, a farmer could buy what the
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smart money had passed over for 25 cents an acre. In
1854, the worst of the land went for 4 to 5 cents an
acre. Most of the landless left for Texas and other
more inviting frontiers.

Many emigrants with little money but other assets
did well in the new frontier. For instance, Jacob
Thompson, whose Presbyterian father kept him poor
and tried to force him into the ministry, arrived in
Mississippi with his University of North Carolina
degree and a law license. Headed for the fabled
wealth of Natchez to make his fortune, he heard about
the excitement in Pontotoc where land sales and
disputed titles offered a lawyer paradise. Riding the
circuit of newly established courts in north
Mississippi, Thompson flourished in the rough and

tumble venues where lawyers often came to blows
and judges sometimes descended from the bench to
join in. The new courthouses filled with young men
on the make, many of whom were heavily armed and
seeking credit to buy land and slaves. They took
offense when anyone doubted their credit worthiness
and resorted to violence against anyone who insulted
them. 

These men admired Thompson’s skill in the
courts and his run for state attorney general made him
so widely known that the new district nominated him
for the House of Representatives in 1839. Leaving
Pontotoc for Oxford, Thompson married a teenaged
daughter of one of the city’s founders and shipped her
to France for an education. He acquired plantations,

PHOTO BY GREG CAMPBELL

BIRTHPLACE OF THE KING 
Elvis Presley was born in 1935 in this shotgun house in Tupelo. Elvis grew up strongly influenced by the Gospel, R&B, and country
music that surrounded him in his formative years in Tupelo and later in Memphis, Tennessee. His parents encouraged his taste for
music, buying him his first guitar when he was eleven years old. 
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FILLMORE STREET CHAPEL  
The first church in Corinth, Fillmore Street Chapel, was built in 1871. During the Civil War, Corinth was a major hub of
transportation and the site of several fierce battles as both Union and Confederate forces vied to control transportation
at the Corinth Crossroads. 
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built a great house in town, and furnished it with the
finest imported accoutrements of the European
aristocracy. Thompson and his young wife became
the most popular couple in Washington’s social scene,
and he landed in the President’s cabinet before the
Civil War.

Contrast the case of Thompson with that of
Raleigh Duncan. Born in Tennessee, Duncan moved
to Alabama in the 1830s and then into northeast
Mississippi. Unable to buy land, he probably relied
on relations to provide whatever comfort his family
enjoyed. A survey of one community in Pontotoc
County demonstrated that two thirds of those living in
the district were related. In other words, families and
relations in the landless class with no advantages
often migrated together unlike the well-educated
Thompson had done. Raleigh Duncan had a wife and
ten children whom he supported as a tenant farmer.
By the 1850s, Duncan’s estate consisted solely of a
few farm implements and six cows.

The majority of the population that poured into
northeast Mississippi were yeomen farmers. The
planters who established plantations along the
bottoms were a decided minority, yet they dominated
the political system. The planters, along with the
merchants, controlled the cash economy, which relied
almost entirely on cotton. This over-reliance on that
single crop would later prove to have disastrous
consequences. 

But the effects of the one-crop system would not
become evident until later. In the days of first
settlement, the immediate problem faced by the
counties was how to transport cotton to markets. The
Tombigbee offered the most promising solution for
growers in the east, but the river was unreliable and
unnavigable after April each year due to low water.
The federal government built a turnpike from
Pontotoc to Memphis and turned it over to
landowners along the road. They made it a toll road
and others added similar “highways.” Moses Collins,

WOODALL MOUNTAIN  
The highest natural point in Mississippi is at Woodall
Mountain near Iuka. The mountain, which stands 806 feet
above sea level, is privately owned, but is open to the public.   

The majority of the population that poured into northeast
Mississippi were yeomen farmers. 
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for example, built a connecting toll road along the
Pontotoc-Tippah line. He stationed slave families in
houses at each end of his road to collect the tolls and
to feed hungry travelers for a fee. 

The settlers of the northeast soon became
impatient with ox wagon transportation. They
demanded railroads, hotels, churches, and
newspapers. Investors stepped forward to meet these
demands. New houses and buildings sprang up
seemingly overnight, urban amenities soon followed,
and visionaries dreamed of prosperous cities
connected by the railroad, the nation’s new engine of
commerce. There were high hopes for a thirty-mile
railroad to connect Pontotoc to Aberdeen on shipping
points along the Tombigbee, but this dream fell
victim to the Panic of 1837 (a financial crisis in the

United States that was
the start of a major
recession that lasted for
the next decade.) It took
over a decade for the
railroads to reach into
the northeast corner, but
in the 1850s they finally
did with the building of
and the Mobile and Ohio
and the Memphis and
Charleston.

Despite the low
development of

transportation, the population exploded following the
opening of Chickasaw lands. Soon there were so
many people in the northeast that existing county
government could not service them all. The
legislature responded with the division of the region
into four large counties: Tishomingo was located in
the northeast bordering Alabama and Tennessee,
below it lay Itawamba, and Pontotoc and Tippah
were situated to the east. Having removed the
Chickasaw, the legislature at least recognized their
legacy by giving each of these new counties a
Chickasaw name. Between 1840 and 1860, the
population of the four counties increased 235
percent. It should be noted that in the northeastern
counties, only 11 percent of the white population
owned slaves, and slaves made up a relatively small
portion of the overall population. 

Most of the farmers grew corn, peas, and

pumpkins along with some cotton. They raised a few
cattle, hogs, sheep, and horses, but nothing to
compare with the stockmen of the piney woods in
south Mississippi. The region’s farmers tanned leather
and made their own shoes. Their women wove cloth
to clothe themselves. Game had disappeared
compared to the early 1800s so they had to rely on
what the land would produce. Everything above
subsistence had to come from cotton. A family
usually made from one to three bales each year. They
either hauled it to Memphis or relied on a merchant or
planter neighbor to handle the sale and to transport
the cotton for them. Either way their cotton bought
them a barrel of molasses, a sack of coffee, maybe
100 pounds of sugar, and some mackerel to add
variety to their diet. Their “shopping” did not resume
until the next cotton harvest had been sold.

The Panic of 1837 wiped out the branch banks
that had moved into the Northeast Corner, and money
became scarce. Everyone lived from cotton crop to
cotton crop. When a wealthy Tippah County farmer,
Charles E. Harris, died in 1855, his cash on hand
came to $12.38. He owned land, slaves, and personal
property and others owed him $8,000, but he would
have been unable to put his hands on much of that
sum in cash because no one had any currency.
Everyone except slaves and poor whites participated
in the credit system. And 40 to 50 percent of the
white population remained landless by 1860. This
fact made northeast Mississippi different from much
of the rest of the state before the Civil War.

William Gilliam’s story was not unusual. In the
1840s, he ran up a debt with Francis Leake, who
farmed and owned a partnership in a store. Gilliam
sharecropped for Leake in 1843, receiving half of the
corn and fodder that he produced. He also worked as
a hired hand for 50 cents per day. During the picking
season, he picked cotton alongside Leake’s slaves for
50 cents per hundred pound. Gilliam made no cash
for that year after Leake deducted Gilliam’s expenses.
The next year Gilliam rented land from Leake and
was paid $20 for the cotton grown, but his expenses
for the year totaled $40. In 1845, Gilliam planted
only cotton on his rented land, bought all of his food
from Leake’s store, and continued to pick cotton for
cash wages. In addition, he hauled Leake’s cotton to
Memphis. At the end of 1846, he owed Leake $21.
The next year Leake hired Gilliam as his overseer at

The Panic of 1837
wiped out the branch
banks that had moved
into the Northeast
Corner, and money
became scarce. 
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an annual salary of $250. At year-end, Leake paid
Gilliam $125, which represented the sum earned after
expenses. Gilliam took the cash and left Mississippi,
no doubt seeking a better life.

Poor whites often had to work at menial labor
with slaves. Joseph Kenedy, a yeoman neighbor of
Leake, relied on Leake to gin, market, and transport
his small cotton crop. In return, Leake pressured
Kenedy along with his wife and young daughters to
pick cotton alongside his slaves. 

There were only thirty-seven free African
Americans in the Northeast Corner by the 1850s.
They were not allowed to stay without the permission
of the legislature, which required testimony from
white neighbors supporting the free African American
person’s residence application. The slave-owning
class often experienced problems enforcing a law
prohibiting commerce between poor whites and the
slaves. Fines were ineffective since whites who traded
with slaves usually had no money to pay fines, so jail
time was added. Slave patrols were established to
suppress the “obnoxious” trade. In 1854, a Pontotoc
court convicted James Hiler, an extremely poor young
man with a large family, for buying corn from a slave.
The court fined him $50 and sentenced him to two
months in the county jail. Hiler would probably never
see $50 in is life, but he did serve the jail time.

The slave owners presided over a society ripe
with social problems. In 1850, a Tippah County court
levied a heavy fine and sent two brothers to jail for
whipping a young white worker in front of their
slaves with the same whip that the brothers used on
the slaves. Maintaining slavery in a society containing
so many poor whites who worked alongside slaves
seemed to produce acute sensitivity to separating the
races.

Economic developments did not improve the lives
of the white workers. In the late 1840s and 1850s, the
land companies began to evict squatters from the land
that had lain idle since they bought it. With the return
of better cotton prices, the company wanted to either
sell the land or find paying tenants. The company
agents handled the situation by encouraging neighbors
to help drive out the squatters and identify men who
might make paying tenants. With the coming of
railroads, sawmills provided some additional jobs but
not many. In 1860, twenty-nine mills employed only

eighty-two people, so the large landless class continued
to rely on employment in agriculture.

As the Civil War approached, the Northeast
Corner’s electorate demonstrated no desire to leave
the Union. In 1851, there was an election to decide
whether to hold a secession convention, and
Tishomingo voters rejected the idea by an
overwhelming 76 percent. The slave owning class
controlled the system, but they could not completely
ignore the mass of voters. For example, the elite
wanted the state to pay off the Planter’s Bank bonds,
but they did not dare do so because the mass of the
voters refused to accept it. Poor whites occasionally
practiced a sort of direct democracy such as when
they formed mobs to prevent debt sales during the
1830s. Seventy percent of the eligible voters turned
out on polling day,
primarily because it
was a popular social
event at which the
liquor flowed freely
and, in Tishomingo
County, shooting
matches provided
entertainment. 

By 1860, anti-
secession sentiments
among the masses in
the region remained
strong. Yet, when
Mississippi began to prepare for war, poor whites
enlisted in large numbers. Following secession,
almost half of the military age men in Pontotoc
County, for example, joined some Confederate
military organization.

Because of the crossing of the two railroads in
Corinth, northeast Mississippi became the focus of
military attention. The Confederacy made the small
town an assembly point for its forces and the
townspeople got an early look at the deadliest killer
of the war—disease. A British journalist passing
through Corinth was appalled by the sickness among
the Confederate soldiers lying untreated on the train
platform and he chanced to meet the commander of
Mississippi’s forces on the train after he had shared
his meager medical supplies with the suffering men.
The journalist asked why the army was so ill prepared
to treat the diseases that the bringing together so

As the Civil War
approached, the
Northeast Corner’s

electorate
demonstrated no desire
to leave the Union. 
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FIRST TVA CITY 
Tupelo was the largest Mississippi community located near the Tennessee Valley Authority’s Wilson Dam in Muscle Shoals,
Alabama. This hydroelectric power plant began in 1934 and created electricity by using falling water to turn generators.
John E. Rankin, a Mississippi representative, lobbied to include rural electrification in the New Deal programs. He used his
position in Congress to make Tupelo the first city to purchase TVA power. Tupelo officially became the “First TVA City” and
the residents were able to purchase electricity at some of the lowest prices in the United States.
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many men caused. The general opined that doctors all
wanted to be colonels in the cavalry and refused to
serve in a medical capacity. Neither the state nor the
new Confederate government were capable of
supplying its army or caring for their people in the
terrible war.

Corinth was the first town in Mississippi to
experience the full horror of the Civil War in the
spring of 1862, when the wounded from Shiloh
inundated the town. Every building in town became a

hospital. Men lay on the floors and the porches
waiting their turn on the operating table. Blood ran
down the steps and severed limbs lay stacked outside
awaiting disposal. The few women who had not fled
town tried to nurse the wounded but the horror and
the stench overpowered many. 

Knowing that the Union army was only twenty-
two miles away and would be coming to occupy
Corinth’s important rail junction, the healthy soldiers
dug earthworks to provide protection against what
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they knew would be overwhelming numbers. Others
dug wells. The existing wells could not possibly
supply drinking water for the thousands of men
encamped in the town that had held only 2,500 souls
before the war. The wells proved inadequate and
diarrhea affected almost the entire army. More men
died in Corinth from the water, lack of sanitation, and
poor food than died at Shiloh.

Despite reinforcements, the Confederacy realized
that it could not hold Corinth and resorted to a clever
ruse to cover their retreat. They ran empty railcars
into town and had soldiers cheer their arrival in order
to deceive the Yankees. The cars departed in full until
the army left an empty town to their enemy. The ill
and wounded were scattered across north Mississippi
where the University of Mississippi, resort hotels, and
private homes took them in and nursed them back to
health or buried them.

The Confederate states later attempted to retake
Corinth, but failed. The Union built one of its first
facilities outside Corinth to house the fleeing slaves
who flocked to the Union army. The Corinth and
Shiloh experiences were so horrifying Confederate
and Union leaders came to understand that the war
would not be fought by the gentlemanly rules of
previous wars. The battles also served notice that the
South would not go down easy. General Ulysses S.
Grant believed that ordinary southerners would not
support the Confederacy, but he found most
Mississippians defiant and hostile. As the center of
activity shifted west to Oxford, northeast Mississippi
became the scene of guerrilla warfare.

Many men left the army after Shiloh and returned
home. Colonel William C. Faulkner of Ripley lost his
command in Virginia when his unit voted in a new
leader so he returned and organized a cavalry unit.
When Confederacy conscripted it into the army, he
stayed home and began running cotton to Memphis
laying the basis for his post war fortune. 

Sargent Soloman G. Street, who had also been
serving in Virginia, hired a substitute when he heard
that the Yankees had invaded Tippah County and

came home to form a Citizen’s Guard. Elected
Captain, Street and about thirty men hid out in the
“bottom” near his boyhood home until the Union
forces had passed on. Then they emerged to ambush
Yankee patrols and even attack Union trains. 

Northeast Mississippi descended into chaos
during the remainder of the war. Courts ceased to
function and guerrilla units roamed the country.
Some of the inhabitants who had opposed secession
all along began to cooperate with the invaders. M. A.
Higginbottom joined the Union Army and served in
the Federal Secret Service as a spy. He guided Union
troops about northeast Mississippi during the war.
Robert Flournoy, who served in the Secessionist
Convention and was elected colonel of a Confederate
unit, resigned his commission before the fighting
began and returned to Tippah County rather than
fight against the United States. Many of the citizens
of Tishomingo, Itawamba, and Pontotoc took the
Union oath, and the army allowed them rail service
and power of local government in return.

Nathan Bedford Forrest continued to bedevil the
Union forces in north Mississippi for the rest of the
war. Several times Union forces passed through the
Northeast Corner seeking to destroy him, but they
never did. At Brice’s Crossroads, Forrest won what
military historians have judged a brilliant victory and
he chased the Union force back to Ripley where it
disintegrated into a fleeing mob. Later near Tupelo,
they fought to a draw. Confederate General Earl Van
Dorn made successful raids on the Yankee forces in
the region. But the Yankees made a few raids of their
own. Grant sent Benjamin Grierson to ride across the
entire state starting in the Northeast to distract
attention from his movements toward Vicksburg. And
in December, 1864, the Union descended on Ripley
and Booneville simply to destroy anything of use—
tearing up railroad tracks, stealing food, and burning
buildings. At the war’s end, the northeast, like the rest
of the state, lay prostrate.

In the summer of 1866, Richard Bolton of
Pontotoc, who was an agent for the New York and

Northeast Mississippi descended into chaos during the remainder of the war. 



TUPELO TORNADOS 
In 1936, Tupelo was hit by a devastating tornado. More than 800 homes and many business across forty-eight city blocks were
destroyed. The storm killed more than 200 people, although some sources indicate the death toll was closer to 300, due to the
unreported deaths of minorities. Modern scientists have given the 1936 Tupelo tornado an EF5 ranking, the highest and most
destructive in the scale. From official reports at the time, wind speeds were estimated to have exceeded 260 miles per hour.

PHOTO COURTESY OF OREN DUNN CITY MUSEUM, 1936 TUPELO TORNADO
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2011 TORNADOS 
Deadly tornados touched down in many states in the
southeastern United States in April 2011. Tupelo was among
one of the cities severely damaged in the EF5 tornado that
hit Smithville. Fourteen people in Smithville died in the
tornado, with the death toll passing thirty in all of
Mississippi. Across the seven states that saw more than 230
tornados touch down, more than 300 people were killed.
Sections of the Natchez Trace were damaged, as wind
speeds reached 200 miles per hour.

2014 TORNADOS 
A mile-wide tornado hit Tupelo in April 2014, producing
winds of more than 170 miles per hour. The same storm
produced other tornados around the state, injuring many
people, and killing a total of seven people in Mississippi and
three people in Tupelo. Many homes and businesses were
partially or completely destroyed as the EF3 storm passed
through the area.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE NORTHEAST MISSISSIPPI DAILY JOURNAL
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JACINTO
Serving as one of the best examples of Early Federalist architectural style, the Jacinto Courthouse once served “Old
Tishomingo” County. Jacinto was a large and prosperous town before the Civil War, but Reconstruction and the division of
“Old Tishomingo” caused many residents to leave the town. The Jacinto Courthouse has been restored as a museum.
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Mississippi Land Company, wrote to his employer
warning the company what to expect. He said that the
wheat crop had made only half its normal harvest.
There was widespread fear that bread would be in
short supply. The corn and cotton crops had been
damaged by excessive rain, and while some small
farmers were managing fairly well the planters would
lose money. Thus, Bolton predicted, there would be
no buyers for the company’s land and no money to
pay off debts.

Bolton’s predictions proved prescient. In 1867,
the bottom fell out of the cotton market and three of
Pontotoc County’s largest investors lost large tracts of
land because they could not pay their taxes. The
number of sharecroppers and renters increased and
the size of farms shrank. In 1860, there had been
1,259 farms spanning more than 100 acres. By 1870
there were only 786. In 1860, 4,375 farmers worked
less than ninety-nine acres. By 1870, the number
grew to 9,868. As the cycle of debt increased,
sharecropping grew to dominate the region as well as
the state. In 1880, the Northeast Corner had 5,564
sharecroppers and renters, and by 1900 the number
had grown to 11,449.

The Northeast Corner had been invaded by
“carpetbaggers” before the Civil War when investors
from New York and New England bought most of the
region’s land and sat on it awaiting profits. The region
therefore saw no new wave of northern opportunists
during Reconstruction; the fortune seekers were
already in place. The Republicans found local
Northern sympathizers—labeled “scalawags” by
those loyal to the Confederacy—and placed them in
control during Reconstruction. The Corner had no
local elections between 1866 and 1871. Typical of the
class of local men who were placed in leadership by
the conquering Republicans was Robert Worth
Flournoy.

Flournoy owned a plantation near New Albany
and held sixty-five slaves before the war. He voted for
secession at the convention thinking the vote would

be submitted to the people, and that they would reject
it as they had in 1851. He enlisted, but resigned his
commission before fighting broke out and returned
home. Although he lost his plantation, Flournoy sold
his stored cotton at a high wartime price enabling him
to re-establish his family comfortably in Pontotoc
after the war. Out of what he described as Christian
concern for his fellow man, Flournoy adopted the
idea that the freedmen deserved to be treated as
equals. He edited a paper entitled Equal Rights,
worked to provided freedmen with an education, and
favored admitting African American men to the
University of Mississippi. The Republicans appointed
him deputy post master at Pontotoc and he served as
county school superintendent when the Republican
Mississippi legislature created the first state school
system in Mississippi history. Remarkably, Flournoy
kept the respect of his neighbors in spite of his (for
the time) radical ideas.

In 1875, when the Democratic Party and the Ku
Klux Klan through force and intimidation managed to
throw the Republicans out of office in Jackson,
Flournoy stayed on in Pontotoc and fought for his
belief in racial equality. Flournoy was in a decided
minority, however, and the Democrats proceeded to
build a political machine that controlled the state for
the next 100 years. The merchants in the Northeast
Corner took control over the small farms which they
seized for debts, and by the late 1880s the size of farms
began to increase again in the region. These merchants
cooperated with the Democrats, and they collectively
became known as Bourbons. Their new southern
mantra became “build railroads and attract industry in
order to make a better society and economy.” In the
region, they dreamed of building a Memphis-
Birmingham line to link the region to the bustling
cities of the new South. Nathan Bedford Forrest
headed one company trying to establish the route and
he travelled the area collecting stock subscriptions. 

Corinth, as the rail center of the northeast,
“industrialized” first. There were no mills before the

The Northeast Corner had been invaded by “carpetbaggers” before the Civil War 
when investors from New York and New England bought most of the region’s 
land and sat on it awaiting profits. 
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Civil War, but F. E. Whitfield, a farmer/lawyer from
North Carolina, established the first mill on the
Mobile & Ohio Railroad near his home in order to
weave the cotton from his farm into award winning
cloth. He closed the mill in 1878, but several other
mills followed. By the 1920s, Corinth had become
the unrivaled manufacturing center of the northeast
with mills, engine works, and a machinery company.

The land companies, agents, and entrepreneurs
who had acquired large tracts of Chickasaw lands
constantly sought to establish new towns on those
lands. Most of the towns they founded failed to
thrive, and the ones that succeeded were usually
those designated as a county seat. Thus, the largest
“industry” for the successful towns was government
and other services provided to farmers. Mississippi
was a rural state lacking an urban center such as

PHOTO COURTESY OF REED’S, TUPELO, MISSISSIPPI

REED’S
A Mississippi shopping tradition since 1905, Reed’s in Tupelo has been dedicated
providing fashion, community service, and quality customer care.

Memphis, New Orleans, or even Mobile. The major
urban growth center after the war was Meridian,
which was a rail crossing that emerged as a dynamic
city. It grew to be the largest in the state and provided
a model to the Northeast Corner.

In 1866, a string of towns along the Mobile &
Ohio rail line persuaded the legislature to carve a new
county out of the four that had been created in 1836.
They named their new county “Lee” in honor of the
South’s greatest military hero, Robert E. Lee. The
new county’s major settlement was called Gum Pond
and originally began as the location for several
saloons in a cypress and gum tree bottom that catered
to the railroad crews who had built the Mobile &
Ohio. Promoters changed the town’s name to Tupelo
to make it more appealing, and it won the election to
become the county seat. The founders’ dreams of
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Tupelo becoming an urban center took decades to
achieve. In 1870, the new city had a population of
618. By 1880, it had reached only 1,008. Five years
later, the city had still not built a school, had no
minister in residence, and had no medical providers.

However, Tupelo’s sluggish performance did not
deter others from following Lee County’s example. In
1870, Corinth persuaded the Republican government
in Jackson to create Alcorn County with the Corner’s
leading town, Corinth, as the county seat. The same
year, Booneville became the center of Prentiss
County, named for the famous antebellum Whig
orator, Seargent S. Prentiss. Union County, centered
in New Albany, and Benton County, with Ashland as
its seat, completed the division. This left Jacinto, the
old county seat of Tishomingo, with a magnificent
courthouse (that still stands today) but with no reason
for being except the lingering memories of Old
Tishomingo.

Tupelo began to grow and emerged as an
economic beacon for the region. City leaders began
crusading for a second railroad to cross the Mobile &
Ohio and provide Tupelo with an east-west route
linking Memphis and Birmingham. Other towns had
the same idea and they also began maneuvering to
become the site of the proposed crossing. Two new
railroads were chartered, and they soon had the towns
trying to outdo each other in offering incentives to
secure the crossing. 

“Private” John Allen earned his nickname in a run
for U.S. Congress against a former Confederate
general. The general gave a speech in which he
described a restless, rainy night in his tent before the
battle of Shiloh. In a speech immediately following
the general, Allen claimed to have been the private
who was out in the rain that night guarding the
general his tent. He then asked all the former generals
to vote for his opponent and for all the former
privates to vote for him. 

Allen bridged the divide between the Bourbons
and the populist sentiment that had caused the
suffering sharecroppers to revolt against the
Democrat machine that controlled the state after
1875. A constant populist complaint was that the
railroads charged unfair rates for small farmers to
ship their crops. The Greenback and Populist parties
gained some support in the northeast corner, but the

Farmer’s Alliance had more success as a faction
within the Democrat Party. Lee County farmers
nominated an Alliance slate within the Democrat
Party, but the Bourbons, fearing a Farmers’ Alliance
takeover of the Democrat party, left them off the
ballot. This heavy handed move sparked a mass
protest rally. Tensions ran so high that the populist
leader, Frank Burkitt, was assaulted and his
newspaper office was burned. Pontotoc County
sympathizers raised the money to pay for
bodyguards. 

In 1891, when the Alliance challenged U.S.
Senator James Z. George, the Bourbon candidate, the
Pontotoc Bourbon Democrats stole the county
registration books and prevented an election, which
they would have lost.
Allen ran that year as a
Democrat with a
populist theme.  When
Burkitt’s brother
challenged him for his
seat, Allen and the
Democrats circulated a
letter that Burkitt
allegedly wrote to an
African American
teacher and implied
that the populists
favored cooperating
with African
Americans. Allen may
have used folksy language, but he was a member of
the Bourbon establishment, and the Bourbons were
firmly in the camp of the railroads.

John Miller, editor of Tupelo’s newspaper, joined
Allen with an evangelical fervor editorializing and
publishing articles glowing with the benefits of the
proposed railroad.  In addition, John Blair, who
represented Tupelo in the legislature, helped by
providing support for shifting the line from Verona to
Tupelo. Rail survey crews were wined and dined by
the city leaders. One crew leader had a principal
street, Gloster, named for him. The city’s efforts paid
off when the Kansas-Memphis-Birmingham line
arrived in 1886. Lee County’s bank moved from
Verona and other businesses from surrounding
communities followed. Fifty new buildings went up

Taking advantage of 
the hardwoods made
accessible by the
railroad, furniture
manufacturers 
opened factories. 
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TENNESSEE-TOMBIGBEE LOCKS AND DAM 
Pictured is one of ten locks and dams that make up the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway. The
locks and dams were completed in twelve years, from 1972 to 1984. The waterway was the
first project to be completed under Environmental Protection Act guidelines, and has
successfully preserved and maintained 88,000 acres for native wildlife.
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in one year. Resident ministers improved churches for
the Baptists, Presbyterians, and Methodists. Some
noted that, for the first time, Tupelo had more
churches than saloons. Tupelo built its first school
building and a 900-seat opera house, the era’s
ultimate urban status symbol.

The railroad brought the establishment of a new
industry. Taking advantage of the hardwoods made
accessible by the railroad, furniture manufacturers
opened factories. Unfortunately, the supply of
hardwoods disappeared quickly and laborers became
disgruntled with their low wages. Thus, the city failed
to move beyond dependence on cotton, and this soon
led to major problems. By the mid-1890s, the price
for cotton fell below the costs for seed, ginning, and

transport. It hit bottom at
5 cents a pound in 1898.
The depression
worsened as Mississippi
tried to compete with
Egypt and India in
cotton production. The
Northeast Corner lost
population and Tupelo,
in desperation, tried to
attract Midwestern
farmers in the hope they
would bring new skills
in growing other, more

profitable, crops and thus save the economy. Such
efforts did not meet with much success. 

The anticipated influx of Midwestern farmers never
happened, but the new transportation arteries did attract
a small Jewish community. Emil Strauss, for example,
settled in Fulton as a grocer, but moved to Tupelo and
opened a butcher shop. He joined a host of local civic
organizations and was even granted honorary
membership in the local camp of the Confederate
Veterans, despite the fact that he had been born in
Germany in 1850—too late to have served. He and his
family became so much a part of the community that
when he and his wife celebrated their fiftieth wedding
anniversary, the entire town trouped to their home
bearing gifts. There was no Jewish congregation in
Tupelo and, therefore, no Jewish cemetery, so Strauss
was buried in Glenwood Cemetery. 

At the depths of the cotton depression, James
Kincannon bought The Tupelo Journal and

spearheaded the drive to attract industry. He ran for
Congress against Allen, but ultimately he pledged his
support for the Bourbon Democrats and editorialized
in favor of their new South vision of railroads,
industry, and progress. Kincannon challenged Tupelo
by running articles about young women leaving the
city to work in Corinth’s mills. 

Private John Allen left Congress at the age fifty-
five and returned to Tupelo where he joined with
local bankers, merchants, and lawyers, most all of
whom also owned farms, to establish Tupelo Cotton
Mill in 1899. The mill only employed white women
because the Bourbon owners and other farmers did
not want to denude the county of agricultural workers
with industrialization. The mill proved to be a success
and it gave birth to a garment industry using the same
labor. Sewing machines appeared in the mills and as
they proved profitable, separate garment shops were
constructed. The same ownership group of about
forty-three individuals branched out and opened
operations in nearby towns such as Ripley,
Booneville, and Fulton.

In New Albany, a similar network of businessmen
cooperated to advance trade and industry. In 1917,
these mercantile businessmen formed what the local
newspaper termed “New Albany’s progressive dry
goods stores.” They promoted sale days together and
worked to grow the town’s economy. Their common
enemy was mail order competition. The newspaper
joined the merchants running cartoons of mail order
money bags boarding a train out of town and a mail
order shoe customer trying to exchange his ill-fitting,
mail-ordered shoes in a local store. 

When it came to local support, New Albany had
an advantage in Paul Rainey. An Ohio heir to
millions of dollars, Rainey fell in love with the
Mississippi hills, bought thousands of acres in
Tippah and Union counties, and built a lodge with a
heated swimming pool and a private generating
plant.  He maintained a rail siding at his lodge,
constructed a luxury hotel in town, and owned
control of the bank. He built an ice plant, a bottling
company, and the first factory in town. His parties at
the lodge brought friends from around the world to
indulge in an incredible display of wealth.

Industrialization in the Northeast Corner, with its
heavy reliance on the female labor of the region, failed
to create a highly prosperous society. The region still

Industrialization in
the Northeast Corner,
with its heavy reliance
on the female labor of
the region, failed to
create a highly

prosperous society. 
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NEW ALBANY 
New Albany was first founded as a trading post in an area where two Chickasaw trade trails intersected and a saw
mill and a grist mill were located. The birthplace of famous Mississippi author William Faulkner, the town grew and
flourished as a river port, railroad town, and county seat. New Albany has been the county seat in Union County
since 1870 where the County Courthouse is located. 

PHOTO BY GREG CAMPBELL
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lacked improved roads, diversified agriculture, and more
advanced industry. Railroads provided transport to the
towns along its course and for long hauls, but the farmers
outside of town were several miles from the rail depot,
and they were forced to use dirt roads “maintained” by
each county. In 1910, Mississippi had 185 miles of paved
roads in the entire state. By comparison, Tennessee had
paved 4,375 miles of its roads. 

Horse-drawn wagons mired up to their axles
whenever it rained. Farmers who made the difficult
drive to town needed large lots to camp in for the day
and sometimes overnight. The wagon lots were lively
gathering places with camp fires for which local
merchants often supplied the firewood. The farmers
traded and exchanged stories during their foray into
town, but such arrangements were not efficient or

CORINTH MACHINERY COMPANY 
The Corinth Machinery Company building, constructed in the late 1860s, has been identified as
the oldest industrial building in the Magnolia State. The structure was first home to the Alcorn
Woolen Mill, with the Corinth Engine and Boiler Works taking the space in 1904. Eight years later,
the business morphed into the Corinth Machinery Company, which was in operation until 1983.

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, HISTORIC AMERICAN BUILDINGS SURVEY/HISTORIC AMERICAN ENGINEERING RECORD/HISTORIC AMERICAN LANDSCAPES SURVEY
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highly productive. The trip from Tupelo to the nearby
county seats of Pontotoc or Fulton (thirty-eight and
thirty-four miles away, respectively) required ten
hours when the roads were dry. No one would
attempt it if it rained. 

Tupelo and the region came out in strong support
of the Good Roads Movement. All of the speeches
and the lobbying eventually succeeded, and Lee
County became the site of the first concrete road in
the state. Roads encouraged the use of automobiles,
and this improved the economy in many ways.
Farmers could get perishable goods to market in time.
Wholesale distributors could reach towns and villages
away from the rail tracks. The Tupelo Mill and others
could now use school buses to pick up women in the
morning before the school run and delivered them
back home in the evening after the children had been
dropped off, thus increasing the available labor
supply for business. Other counties in the region then
followed Lee County’s example. By 1917, both male
and female civic associations emerged demanding
better roads.

Roads also impacted the quality of education in
the region which suffered from poverty and nepotism
in isolated communities. Itawamba County schools in
the 1930s had forty-two elementary school districts
for whites with 140 teachers, while the African
American population had nine districts with eleven
teachers. The larger communities enjoyed good
buildings with adequate facilities including deep
wells for good drinking water. In contrast, rural
schools lacked lighting, heat, seats, and toilets. The
teachers were a mixed group that reflected the
interests of the local trustees. Some trustees could not
read or write, and there were examples of college-
educated candidates being passed over in favor of
teachers with an eighth grade education because they
were well liked in the district or were related to one
or more of the trustees who hired them. Improved
roads in the 1930s made consolidation practical for
the first time, and this eliminated some of the worst
of the schools.

Cotton had clearly proved to be a curse for the state and the region, 
but replacing it proved difficult because it had been the lone cash 
crop since the white/African American settlement of the region. 

Diversification of agriculture eventually replaced
rail acquisition as the mantra of the Bourbon elite.
Cotton had clearly proved to be a curse for the state
and the region, but replacing it proved difficult
because it had been the lone cash crop since the
white/black settlement of the region. The editor of
The Tupelo Journal often and vehemently criticized
farmers for not growing enough corn and other food
crops. But corn cost less to grow in the Midwest than
it did in Mississippi, so local farmers were unable to
earn a living by growing hay and corn alone.

One solution to this dilemma was the introduction
of dairy cows to northeast Mississippi. As a young
man, Private John Allen had experimented with
Jerseys. While studying law under L.Q.C. Lamar at
the University of Mississippi, he became aware of his
professor’s passion for the animals and of his
experiment of excluding cotton from his farm in favor
of dairy cows. On Allen’s return to Lee County, he
raised the animals and founded an association to
promote the idea. His experiment failed, but his son-
in-law Samuel James High, took up the cause. 

High served as president of the People’s Bank and
Trust. When the boll weevil hit the region in 1916,
the deposits in his bank dropped by 50 percent, and
he decided it was time for action. High followed the
teachings of the Progressive League which advocated
that cities work with farmers to improve agriculture.
He headed a Banker’s Association that imported
cattle and sheep. In 1923, High hired a retired
professor of dairying to “preach” his profession to
Lee County farmers. He had limited success, but
High persisted with a slogan “a cow, a sow, and a
hen, a factory on every farm.” He told his depositors
that dairy cows were “mortgage lifters.” When the
farmers proved intransient, the region’s bankers
resorted to coercing the switch to cattle as a
requirement to obtain certain loans.

With encouragement from the railroads and the
city, Carnation built a plant to condense milk in 1927.
The Commercial Appeal called Lee County the
“Dairy Empire of Northeast Mississippi” and The
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Wall Street Journal praised High’s work. From 1910 to
1920, the number of cattle in the county doubled, corn
production doubled, and hay yields tripled. The Mobile
& Ohio rail line expanded the concept of
diversification by promoting tomatoes and strawberries
as new crops. The R. W. Reed Company gave away a
packaged orchard of 100 trees developed by
Mississippi A&M College to encourage further
diversification. With these changes in industry and
agriculture, the out migration ceased and Lee County
increased its population by 13 percent in the 1920s.

That does not mean the old system of subsistence
farming and a little cotton went away entirely. Witness
this letter from Mrs. Rex Goodman in 1917 to the New
Albany Gazette:

“Editors Gazette:  Will you allow me a little space
in your paper? I have
noticed several articles
from our—men farmers
but nothing from the
women. So, I thought I
would send in a few
items.  I am a farmer’s
wife, and enjoy farm life
to the fullest extent.
Three years ago today, I
went to housekeeping,
and this past year I
decided I would—keep
books with myself.
Husband gave me a
cotton patch, and I

received a nice little sum of $49.68 for my cotton. I
only had 25 hens and sold $25 worth of eggs and
$12.35 worth of chickens. Only had one little cow,
with first calf and sold $3 worth of butter. My
father gave me a cow when I married.  Last fall I
sold her for $38. I have two nice heifers that I
raised from her. My total amount last year was
$133.03. This year I have 40 hens and one-half
acres for cotton. I must save up my egg money and
get me some early cotton seed.  I want to plant just
as soon as the ground will permit. I want to try to
beat Mr. Boll Weevil. I raised a nice garden last
year, and put up lots of nice fruit. I would like to
hear from some other farmers’ wives. Husband said
I made more money than he did last year, and I
must hustle and run him a race for 1917.”

Help for farmers such as Goodman came from
the Extension Service, a federally-funded program
based at the land grant college in Starkville with field
agents and instructors in each county. The Extension
Service, known simply as “Extension,” provided a
way to educate farmers about scientific principles in
agriculture. It later extended its mission to include
improved health and a higher standard of living.
World War I brought an increase in funds for
Extension to assure adequate agricultural production
for the war effort. 

Laura Wiseman came to Union County as part of
the buildup and her work with farm women made an
enormous difference. Serving from 1917 until 1924,
Wiseman organized poultry clubs and canning clubs.
Newspaper ads began to appear as women she
trained advertised eggs and “purebred” chickens for
sale. One year Wiseman reported traveling 4,206
miles by car, 614 miles by train, and 126 miles in
horse drawn wagons to deliver demonstrations.

Union County’s male agent, W. C. Mims, started
work in 1913, but reported that it took two years for
the farmers to be convinced that he was not sent there
to swindle them. He, too, had success in educating
his target audience about the diversification of their
crops. In 1919, the state asked him for a report about
his activities with the county’s African American
farmers, but he returned it blank with the explanation
that African American farmers were not numerous in
the county and they attended demonstrations with
white farmers. He said that African American farmers
came to his office regularly and every shipment of
hogs that he had seen contained animals raised by
both races.

African American society in the northeast has
been studied very little because, compared to the rest
of Mississippi, the corner has the lowest proportion
of African American population. In his study of
Union County, Thomas Copeland made the following
nuanced assessment of African American and white
relationships in this region of Mississippi:

“Middle-class whites never experienced a real
co-dependence on African Americans; mutual
support relationships never developed.
Uniquely, rural relationships between white and
African American neighbors forced a different
concept of whiteness and blackness. In the
countryside, where milk cows went dry or

Copeland’s study
found that race
relations in the

Northeast Corner did
not strictly conform to
the stereotypes

generated by studies
for the rest of 
the state. 
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insects suddenly infested a family‘s vegetable
garden, neighbors (regardless of color)
necessarily depended upon one another. Thus,
the members of that immediate community
became more equalized. In rural, integrated
communities, mutual assistance systems
between white and African American neighbors
facilitated the development of a community
consciousness that could dominate over racial
identity—even during an extreme crisis such as
the L.Q. Ivy lynching. In these certain small
communities, the realities of rural life exposed
the contradictions between popularized images
of blackness and who African Americans were.
Exclusively white rural communities, however,
developed a communal identity in which
whiteness appeared to be a necessary condition.” 
Copeland’s study found that race relations in the

Northeast Corner did not strictly conform to the
stereotypes generated by studies for the rest of the
state. He determined people living together in poor
communities facing the same hardships often
generated a community identity that transcended the
racial divide. However, Copeland’s reference to a
lynching in the area showed that even in the
comparatively tranquil corner of northeast
Mississippi, racial violence could sometimes simmer
just below the surface. 

Social progress in the region came in large part
because of the efforts of women. Women did not
typically fill leadership roles in the churches of the
nineteenth century, but with modernization came an
expanding role for women, primarily in the raising of
money for building funds and missionary work.
Churches were the most important and well-
organized institutions in Mississippi society, and
these churches provide a workshop for women to
finely hone their leadership skills. During the first
decades of the twentieth century, these skills manifest
themselves in the establishment of a club movement. 

For example, in New Albany, the Federation of
Clubs formed a Red Cross chapter to support the war
effort. The women then worked to improve education
and promote good citizenship. After securing the right
to vote, women in New Albany formed a League of
Women Voters and fought against bootlegging,
gambling, and prostitution. They supported women

candidates for local offices, and their support led to the
election of Mrs. Walter Coker as chancery clerk in
1936. They used the clubs to educate themselves. The
New Albany ladies studied diplomacy and world
affairs. In 1930, the city’s all-white New Century Club
took up African American literature and found the
Harlem Renaissance to be a “literary revolution.”

When the Depression hit in 1929, High’s bank and
his other businesses failed. Area farmers gladly
accepted the New Deal programs proposed by
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt in hopes of
improving their position. In earlier years, some
farmers had resented any form of what they saw as
government intrusion. In 1916, some had even
dynamited government “dipping vats” in protest
against being required to round up their cattle to run
them through what
they called “poisoned”
water in an effort to
control disease
carrying ticks. By
1933, though, they had
adopted a new
viewpoint. In the first
month of the Cotton
Acreage Reeducation
program, all the
counties in the
northeast region
enrolled. By the end of
1933, the government
had leased 106,000
acres of cotton land in the region. Between 1932 and
1945, the region decreased cotton and corn production
but continued to increase the number of cattle and hog
raised.

Many young men enrolled in the Civilian
Conservation Corps (CCC), a New Deal program in
which enrollees worked to build public structures such
as parks, zoos, and libraries. The camps were
organized in quasi-military fashion and the workers
typically lived in barracks. A portion of their cash
wages was sent back home. The CCC had camps near
Blue Mountain, New Albany, Ashland, Tupelo, and
Ripley. The camp near Tishomingo built Tishomingo
State Park which still attracts tourists and outdoor
enthusiasts to the region. The CCC workers used
materials found in the area, including the famous

Many young men
enrolled in the Civilian
Conservation Corps
(CCC), a New Deal
program in which
enrollees worked to
build public structures
such as parks, zoos,
and libraries. 
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PICKWICK LAKE
The Tennessee Valley Authority created Pickwick Lake after
damming the Tennessee River in 1938. Pickwick Lake’s dam
produces hydroelectric power and provides a unique spot for
water recreation. The reservoir extends through Mississippi,
Alabama, and Tennessee, with over 490 miles of shoreline
during the summer months.

PHOTOS BY GREG CAMPBELL
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Tishomingo stones, and produced a magnificent park
with trails and cabins that remain virtually unchanged.

Another federal program, the Tennessee Valley
Authority (TVA) impacted the region not only by
supplying electricity but with many outreach
programs. TVA helped eliminate malaria, built test
farms to improve soil, and sent mobile libraries into
the countryside. John Rankin, who replaced Private
John Allen as the member of the House of
Representatives for the northeast region, developed
the idea of public ownership of a power system.
Even before TVA was created, he had attempted to
tap into the power being generated by the Wilson
Dam at Muscle Shoals, Alabama. Rankin supported
the passage of TVA legislation and encouraged the
organization of county electric associations across
his district. When authorized, TVA bought out the
Mississippi Power Company in northeast Mississippi
and made use of the power associations to begin the
distribution of power to rural areas. Rankin arranged
with President Roosevelt to make Tupelo the first
city to receive TVA power. President Roosevelt
visited Tupelo in November 1934 and spoke to a
crowd of 75,000 to celebrate the connection between
the region and TVA.

An historian looking at northeast Mississippi in
1952 concluded that TVA most affected Tishomingo
County because Pickwick reservoir, part of the TVA
system, covered 15,000 acres of its land and forced
160 families to relocate to make way for the lake.
But at the same time TVA employed 400 farmers
part-time clearing the land, involved over half the
farm families in demonstration projects, and
delivered electricity to 98 percent of the county’s
farms. The historian observed that as a result of the
TVA experience the farmers improved the
appearance of their homes and began to “take a new
interest in life.” George McLean acquired The Tupelo
Journal during these years and used the paper to
strongly support TVA. During the first six months
that TVA supplied power to the city, Tupelo residents
increased their power consumption 83 percent.
Northeast Mississippi demonstrated its appreciation
to President Roosevelt and the New Deal by giving
him 96 percent of their votes.

Neither the limited amount of industrialization

World War II did more to break the cycle
of poverty than any other period in
Mississippi’s history. 
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nor the New Deal solved the problem of poverty that
was the legacy of one crop agriculture. The largely
rural population continued to suffer from preventable
diseases such as hookworm, syphilis, tuberculosis,
and typhoid. In 1920, Mississippians had one doctor
to serve every 1,000 people, but by 1940, there was
only one for every 1,900 citizens. Midwives had
provided much of the state’s medical care, but by the
mid-1940s, the state had encouraged retirements and
handed out fewer licenses reducing the number of
midwives by over half. Mississippians remained the
poorest people in America by far. 

In 1937, the women at a Tupelo garment plant
went on strike. The owners tried to fire the six
women who led the strike but the National Labor

Relations Board
(NLRB) forced the
plant to re-hire them
and pay their back
wages. Shortly after
the NLRB decision,
the plant was closed.
McLean wrote in The
Tupelo Daily Journal:
“What we have done is
balance our
exceedingly low
agricultural income
with an equally low
industrial income.”

Both, he said, were below what constituted a decent
standard of living. By 1940, despite TVA and the
New Deal programs, the Northeast Corner contained
some of the poorest counties in the United States.
McLean had a plan to fight the region’s poverty, but
he like thousands of others in the region put their
plans on hold to serve their country in World War II.

The War did more to break the cycle of poverty
than any other period in Mississippi’s history. But
the northeast did not share in the stimulus that much
of the state enjoyed from the war effort. Not one of
the dozens of bases or even the prisoner of war
camps that dotted the state during the war was
located in the region. As a result, the Corner lost
population between 1940 and 1950. When the
region’s men and women went to war, they often did
not return. Benton County, the only region in the

county with a sizable African American population,
lost the most—almost 16 percent of its people.
Tishomingo County declined 8.4 percent while
Itawamba lost 13.6 percent. Only Alcorn County
gained people, and then only .07 percent, because
Corinth had the most industry. The family farm was
a dying way of life and no New Deal program would
save it. Lee County, the future center of industry
after the war, declined by 1.5 percent during the
decade ending in 1950.

In 1945, George McLean returned from military
service determined to pick up where he had left off
with his personal campaign to develop the human
potential of the region. A native Mississippian from
Winona, McLean attended the University of
Mississippi, University of Chicago, Stanford
University, and Boston University. He studied at
various times sociology, psychology, philosophy, and
religion. He intended to become a Presbyterian
minister, but instead took an instructor’s position at
Southwestern College (now Rhodes) in Memphis.
McLean bought the Tupelo paper in 1934 and
embarked on a campaign to improve the lives of the
people in his community. He started by enlisting
some of his fellow church members including the
mayor, a bank president, and one of the descendants
of Tupelo’s founders. Before the war, he worked to
create multi-county organizations to improve
agriculture with some success. 

When he returned from the war, McLean
accepted an unpaid position managing the chamber
of commerce. One of his first acts was to hire a
national agricultural firm to study the region and
make recommendations for a long term plan. The
firm started with the assumption that the region had
to replace its small, non-mechanized farms with
industry because the small farmers could not
compete with the developing factory farms. The
report stressed long-term improvements to the
health, skills, and education of the people to prepare
them to work well in the factories yet to be built.
McLean began the process by founding the Rural
Community Development Corporations (RCDC),
which were designed to function with the same
democratic system as New England town hall meetings. 

He first cultivated opinion leaders of three
selected communities in Prentiss, Lee, and Itawamba

By the mid-1970s, Lee
County began to attract
mid-level and high-tech
manufacturers—
Tecumseh being

the first. 
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NORTHEAST FARMS 
Mississippi’s economy has always been
tied to the land. Whether cotton, timber,
or catfish, Mississippians take advantage
of the rich soil and natural resources that
exist throughout the state.
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counties to sell the idea that the people needed to
ignite a desire for “self-improvement.” McLean
enlisted the assistance of TVA, Mississippi State
University, and experts hired by Tupelo businessmen
when needed. He linked each RCDC to a Tupelo
civic club but made certain that city club members
knew their role was to be good neighbors, not
supervisors or advisors. Stressing that there was no
Santa Claus, McLean insisted that the goal was
always to increase profits. In 1946, he established the
Community Development Foundation which played
the role of providing seed monies. 

The RCDCs concentrated on basics and held
community clean up days, leadership development,
and increasing farm production. By the mid-1950s,
there were fifty-six corporations and the annual
RCDC meeting attracted 6,000 people. McLean
covered all RCDC activities in his paper, which grew
to have the largest circulation of any non-
metropolitan paper in the country. McLean plowed
the profits back into community development.
Although Lee County’s population declined by 14
percent during the 1950s as family farms continued
to disappear, the city of Tupelo grew by 49 percent.
In one of the original RCDC sites, employment
switched from 85 percent farm labor in 1947 to 80
percent industrial by 1960.

Some leaders tried unsuccessfully to re-channel
cotton farmers into truck farm production. Others tried
to use the old Balance Agriculture With Industry
model, bringing a fluorescent light bulb factory to
Tupelo in 1947. McLean argued for more advanced
type manufacturing done by smaller companies
scattered about the counties as the best plan. In 1951,
Rockwell moved in to produce Delta power tools.
Large farmers still opposed industry attracting their
male workers, but they were overruled. 

Two junior colleges were established in the
Northeast Corner after World War II. Northeast
Mississippi Junior College in Booneville and

TUPELO AUTOMOBILE MUSEUM  
The Tupelo Automobile Museum highlights over 130 years
of automotive design and technology and displays over
120 antique and classic vehicles in chronological order
beginning with an 1886 Benz. The collection, now valued
at more than $11 million was originally the private
collection of broadcast and communications pioneer, Frank
K. Spain. Now owned by an educational non-profit, the
core collection is supplemented with rotating special
exhibits throughout the year.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE TUPELO AUTOMOBILE MUSEUM

In 1974, Corner leaders returned to lobbying for highway connections for the region,
and Tupelo secured a branch campus of the University of Mississippi. 
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Itawamba Junior College in Fulton began offering
vocational training in addition to college courses.
They were the only institutions of higher learning
located in the region other than Blue Mountain
College, originally established as a female institution
during Reconstruction. By the 1960s, Itawamba
Community College established a branch campus in
Tupelo that outgrew the mother campus. 

All these efforts paid off in the long run. In 1950,
Lee County had 1,740 manufacturing jobs. By 1969,
there were 9,600. The population decline reversed.
None of the factories employed more than 700

employees, but there were eighty-eight of them. The
momentum built up speed. In 1962, the county
completed an industrial park in Verona. By 1967 and
1968, Lee County had gained more manufacturing
jobs than the other eighty-one counties in the state
combined.

By the mid-1970s, Lee County began to attract
mid-level and high tech manufacturers—Tecumseh
being the first. The Community Development
Foundation (CDF) and Itawamba Community
College cooperated to train the workers the
employers needed. The city and county schools

TOYOTA PLANT  
On November 17, 2011, Toyota celebrated its start of production in Blue Springs. Everyday 1,500 team members, along
with 500 onsite supplier team members, work diligently to produce safe, high quality vehicles to be sold in the United
States and abroad. Toyota Mississippi is committed to both building cars and building community. While education,
safety, environment, and workforce development are championed. The $50 million Toyota Wellspring Education Fund
bolsters the public school systems in Pontotoc, Union, and Lee counties. Additionally, Toyota Mississippi makes annual
grants to non-profit organizations addressing critical needs in local communities, and team members have pledged
thousands of volunteer hours each year to community service. Partnerships with area community colleges create
programs to promote workforce development to build a pipeline of well-trained employees to fill the jobs that will help
define the future of Mississippi.

PHOTO BY AEROSTUDIO, COURTESY OF TOYOTA 
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invested heavily in vocational education and the
community gave birth to the CREATE (Christian,
Research, Education, Action, Technical, Enterprise)
non-profit organization which had the mission of
continuing to develop the region’s human capital.
McLean, as usual, was the largest contributor
eventually willing The Tupelo Journal, which he
had renamed the Northeast Mississippi Daily
Journal, to CREATE.

In 1974, Corner leaders returned to lobbying for
highway connections for the region, and Tupelo
secured a branch campus of the University of
Mississippi. McLean spearheaded a campaign to
place reading aids in the first three grades of the
schools and both the Ford Foundation and Harvard
University recognized Tupelo’s schools as being

among the top ten in the nation. In 1990, Tupelo
voters passed the largest school bond issue in state
history by 88 percent. The community concentrated
on education because leaders realized the
significance of growing the service economy for the
next century. While the region had attracted 200
furniture manufacturing companies, it had also used
the CDF to support existing industries that were
being buffeted by international competition. The
CDF also built North Mississippi Medical Center
into the town’s biggest employer, encouraging it to
expand into eleven counties.

Parallel to the development of the region’s
human capital, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
constructed the largest public works project in the
nation’s history to connect the Tennessee and

COOK COGGIN ENGINEERS, INC.  
From its humble beginning as a one man shop to diversified offices
and a portfolio spanning from preliminary planning and funding
assistance to multimillion dollar projects, Cook Coggin Engineers, Inc.
(CCE) has grown to be one of the most well respected civil engineering
firms in Mississippi and southwest Tennessee. The legacy of CCE
began in 1946 when Leland B. Cook entered a private practice on
Spring Street in Tupelo. In 1960, Cook Coggin Kelly & Cook was
formed and later became the corporation today known as Cook
Coggin Engineers, Inc. Now in its seventy-first year of operation, Cook
Coggin has offices in seven locations, with its corporate office in Tupelo
and regional offices in Corinth, Booneville, Fulton, New Albany, Ripley,
and Selmer, Tennessee.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF COOK COGGIN ENGINEERS, INC.
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BANCORPSOUTH
Over 140 years ago, in the back of a hardware store in Verona a new approach to banking built on
longevity and the principle neighbors should help neighbors was born. BancorpSouth, Inc. (NYSE:
BXS), is a financial holding company headquartered in Tupelo with over $14 billion in assets.
BancorpSouth Bank, a wholly-owned subsidiary of BancorpSouth, Inc., employs approximately 4,000
and operates 234 full-service branch locations as well as additional mortgage, insurance, and loan
production offices in Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, Tennessee, and Texas,
including an insurance location in Illinois. Guided by uncompromising honesty and integrity,
BancorpSouth strives to provide relationship-focused financial services in a manner which exceeds the
expectations of its customers, supports the betterment of the communities it serves, instills pride and
passion in its teammates, and delivers value to its shareholders.

PHOTO COURTESY OF BANCORPSOUTH
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AUTO PARTS MANUFACTURING 
Auto Parts Manufacturing Mississippi (APMM) is a Tier-1 supplier to Toyota  Mississippi, as well as Toyota Motor Manufacturing
Canada. APMM produces stamped metal and resin molded injection parts for Toyota’s Corolla and Highlander models. APMM
started producing parts in September 2011. More than 500 people are employed by the company.

PHOTO COURTESY OF AUTO PARTS MANUFACTURING

Tombigbee rivers. The Corps and the Alabama and
Mississippi congressional delegations sold the
project to the nation as a bargain at about $3.25
million dollars, but it eventually cost almost $2
billion. The Corps and their contractors moved more
earth than the building of the Panama Canal had
required. The Corps had predicted that the
Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway, known as the
Tenn-Tom, would float 27 million tons of freight in
its first year of operation in 1985, but that year’s total
tonnage reached only a third of that goal. 

For some years, recreation on the Tenn-Tom
proved more significant than industrial use. The
states managed almost 90,000 acres along the
waterway, and the system proves to be a magnet for
sportsmen and boaters. This began to change in 1988
with the closure of the Mississippi River due to low
water levels. Barge traffic was diverted to the Tenn-
Tom and industrial usage reached its potential for the
first time. A 2009 study by Troy State University and
the University of Tennessee found that the canal had
more than paid for itself. The study attributed 29,000
new jobs in the region directly to the waterway and

perhaps that many again indirectly in industry to
industry transactions. Researchers attributed $2.9
billion in tax revenues paid in state and federal taxes
to the canal’s existence between 1995 and 2009. The
development of a reliable water route to the world
certainly benefited the once isolated region in the
Northeast Corner of Mississippi.

Not all segments of the northeast corner’s
population shared equally in its economic growth. In
1960, the income of African American people
averaged half that of the whites, and three fourths of
employed African American women worked as
domestics in white households. The Ku Klux Klan
had been strong in the corner and African Americans
had fled the area since Reconstruction, but that began
to change in the late 1960s. McLean had organized
desegregated RCDC organizations, editorialized in
favor of free public education for all, and developed
personal relationships with African American
leaders. Through the turmoil of the 1960s, McLean
served on biracial committees with Amos Reece, a
“black” son of a prominent white citizen who
identified with his mother’s community. The color

While the region had attracted 200 furniture manufacturing companies, it had also used the
Community Development Foundation (CDF) to support existing industries that were being
buffeted by international competition. 
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F.L. CRANE & SONS
Beginning as a small business with about five employees, F.L. Crane & Sons was established by Floyd Lee Crane in Mississippi
in 1947. The company incorporated in 1963, after Crane’s sons, Johnny and Jimmie, joined the specialty contracting company.
Over the next two decades, F.L. Crane & Sons expanded to locations in Texas and Louisiana. By 1985, the company employed
about 150 people. When the casino industry was established in Mississippi in the 1990s, F.L. Crane took on large scale casino
projects, such as the Island View Casino and Resort in Gulfport, and continued to build and expand its business. Today, with
its seventy year history of business and contracting experience, F.L. Crane has four locations in Mississippi: Fulton, Jackson,
Ocean Springs, and Boyle, and also has locations in Texas, Alabama, and Tennessee. With headquarters in Fulton, F.L. Crane
remains a family operated business employing more than 800 people and dedicating itself to providing high quality service
to the people of Mississippi and surrounding states. HealthWorks Tupelo (above) opened in January of 2009 as a replica of
the original location in South Bend, Indiana.

PHOTO COURTESY OF F.L. CRANE & SONS
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RENASANT BANK
On February 27, 1904, a group of businessmen from Tupelo joined together to form The Peoples Bank & Trust Company.
Peoples withstood the Bankers’ Panic of 1907 and the 1929 National Bank Holiday. The bank began to rapidly grow with
its assets increasing from $3 million in 1954 to $73 million in 1973. Peoples began to open many banks in Mississippi and
in 2004, its name was changed to Renasant Bank. Between 2003 and 2007, Renasant grew to more than $3.4 billion in
assets. Now, Renasant operates more than 175 locations in multiple states and has banking, lending, insurance, and
financial services offices with $8.5 billion in assets.

PHOTO COURTESY OF RENASANT BANK

THE PEOPLE’S BANK OF RIPLEY
The Peoples Bank has always been a locally owned, community
bank. Over ninety years ago in 1925, several prominent members
of the Ripley community started the bank. The Peoples Bank
began with three employees and now employs over seventy
people. The Peoples Bank strives to make their slogan a true
representation and their main focus is serving their customers.
Bobby Martin served as President and CEO of The Peoples Bank
until 2012. He celebrated his 50th year with the bank in 2011 and
currently serves as the Chairman of the Board. In November 2012,
Vice Chairman, COO, and cashier Mary Martin Childs was elected
the sixth President and CEO of The Peoples Bank.

line in mostly white northeast Mississippi was not as
rigid as it was in those areas of the state with an
African American majority. The Citizens’ Council,
very strong in the Delta, failed to found a chapter in
Tupelo, and a newspaper that had been established to
counter George McLean’s “liberal” editorial policy
failed to catch on. 

After passage of the Voting Rights Act in 1965,

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE PEOPLES BANK OF RIPLEY

African American citizens registered to vote without
challenge and they organized the first NAACP
chapter with no white reaction. The city desegregated
the city facilities and the schools in 1965. Conflict
did not appear until the mid-1970s when Tupelo
already had an African American alderman. The
spark was the beating of Eugene Pasto by Tupelo
policemen. North Mississippi Legal Services won
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compensation for Pasto in court, but the city refused
to fire the officers involved. This prompted marches
that were followed by a boycott demanding more
hiring of African Americans by the city and town
merchants. In an effort to avoid bad publicity,
Tupelo’s aldermen accepted a plan drawn up by
Pasto’s attorney. The city hired more African
American employees, and racial conflict died out. 

The brief eruption of racial conflict seemed to
have little impact on the momentum for
industrialization of the region. The 2007
announcement that Toyota intended to build a
manufacturing facility in Blue Springs capped off
the process of development of human capital that
had begun after World War II. Of the thirty-five
companies listed as leading employers in north
Mississippi, twenty-two were located in the counties
of the Northeast Corner. When Caterpillar
announced a restructuring plan to reduce its world-
wide workforce, it added employees in Corinth and
Booneville. Fortune 500 companies are common in
northeast Mississippi in the twenty-first century. By
concentrating on education, health, and quality of
life, a region that seemed doomed by its history of
one-crop poverty as late as the mid-twentieth
century has emerged as an economic star in the
twenty first.

The hard scrabble lives of most people in the
Corner produced some remarkably creative
musicians. Elvis Presley’s paternal line descended
from a female sharecropper who bore nine
illegitimate children. One of them was Elvis’s
grandfather Jessie Presley who, along with many
other sharecroppers, moved into Tupelo. Jesse
helped his son Vernon build the house in which Elvis
was to be born. Vernon would later be sentenced to
Parchman for altering a $4 check made out to him as
the price of a pig that he sold. He felt that he had
been cheated but was convicted for forgery when he
tried to increase the price paid for the hog by
altering the check. Elvis’s mother lost their house
while Vernon was in prison and the united family
landed near the African American residential area. It
was there that Elvis absorbed the music that would
make him the “King.” Although the family moved to
Memphis, Elvis’s homecoming appearance in 1956
was in Tupelo. The adulation of the Tupelo crowds

made his return a triumph and demonstrated the
region’s appreciation of the culture reflected in his
music.

The queen of country music, Tammy Wynette,
also came from the Corner. Wynette was born
Virginia Wynette Pugh in Tremont on May 5, 1942,
and lived with her cotton-farming grandparents after
her father died and her mother could not support
them both. She was an outstanding basketball player,
but did not finish high school and instead married at
the age of seventeen. Tammy would go on to become
a hair dresser and would give birth to three
daughters. She began moonlighting by singing in the
evenings, but her husband did not support her
dreams of stardom. The marriage ended in divorce,
and Tammy Wynette’s career took off. She would
marry several times,
once to country music
icon George Jones.
Although their
marriage would not
last, they continued to
collaborate even after
their divorce.
Ironically, Wynette’s
most famous hit was
“Stand by Your Man.”
Despite earning
millions as one of the
most successful
singer/songwriters of
all time, Wynette kept
her license to work as a hair dresser just in case she
ever had to have a day job again.

Like Elvis Presley and Tammy Wynette, many
families in the Northeast Corner came up through
hard times and remember their family roots. The
population of northeast Mississippi has made the
transition to an industrial economy, but the people of
the corner value their culture as it has been shaped
by rural life centered around family, church, and
egalitarian values. Those values and the work ethic
that they inspire have contributed mightily to the
region’s rise from poverty to relative prosperity.

The 2007
announcement that

Toyota intended to build
a manufacturing facility
in Blue Springs capped
off the process of

development of human
capital that had begun
after World War II.
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COUNTIES
DeSoto: Founded in 1836. County seat is Hernando.
Lafayette: Founded in 1836. County seat is Oxford.

Marshall: Founded in 1836. County seat is Holly Springs.
Panola: Founded in 1836. County seats are Batesville and Sardis.

Tate: Founded in 1873. County seat is Senatobia.
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N orthern Mississippi on the eve of the Civil War was still a raw frontier
society. It was both a wilderness and among the richest, most suitable land
for cotton cultivation in the South. The “Old South” in the Chickasaw
Cession lasted barely a generation. An ambitious young settler from the

older southeastern states could have migrated out to the booming frontier of the new
“Cotton Kingdom” during the “Flush Times” of the 1830s, bought slaves, used their labor
to hack out a plantation in the heavily forested, fertile land, grown wealthy from the
increasing international demand for the “white gold,” only to see his world collapse in
fire and destruction during the Civil War. 

The region contained a variety of environments, stretching from, on the east, the
scrubby pines of the hilly Pontotoc Ridge to the rich, flat alluvial plains of the Delta to
the west. Most of the northern region was within the Loess Hills—a narrow belt
stretching southward from Tennessee, named for the pale, fertile loess soil. Loess soil is
a calcareous silt, the windblown dust of ancient northern glaciers. The soil was loosely
packed, free of stones, and remarkably easy to clear of trees. However, the soil formed
a thin fertile layer that once broken was subjected to rapid erosion. Even in the 1830s
there are frequent accounts of “Mississippi Canyons,” deep scars in the underlying clay
and sand. Interspersed were uplands with a rich brown loam two to four feet thick
forming even richer cotton-growing districts.

FAULKNER’S TYPEWRITER 
William Faulkner wrote several books, short stories, volumes of poetry, and screenplays. Some
of his most notable novels include As I Lay Dying, written in 1930, and Light in August, written
in 1932. Faulkner twice won the Pulitzer Prize for fiction, in 1954 for A Fable and in 1962 for
The Reivers, his last novel. The Sound and the Fury, written in 1929, is widely considered
Faulker’s greatest work.  Faulkner used a unique stream-of-consciousness style of writing in the
novel, a method which is still studied and analyzed by literature academics today.  The office in
William Faulkner’s home at Rowan Oak in Oxford has been preserved as the Nobel and Pulitzer
Prize-winning author used it during his life. A small table near the window of the room contains
Faulkner’s Underwood portable typewriter, on which the writer typed some of his notable
works. Thousands of people, from Mississippi and beyond, visit Rowan Oak to see the
typewriter and Faulkner’s compound each year. 
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PHOTO COURTESY OF THE MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY, MOSBY POSTCARD
COLLECTION

FORT DANIEL HALL, ALSO KNOWN AS HUGH CRAFT OR CRAFT-DANIEL PLACE, IS A PLANTATION
HOME BUILT IN THE 1850s BY THE CRAFT FAMILY. Built by Hugh Craft, an early land commissioner for North
Mississippi, the home later served as a Union headquarters during Confederate Major General Earl Van Dorn’s raid of Holly
Springs in 1862.  The home is built in Greek Revival architectural style, with Tuscan columns and a two-story veranda that
wraps around the house on all but one side.

FORT DANIEL HALL 

Chickasaw Lands
Prior to the coming of white settlers, North Mississippi

already had an indigenous population: the Chickasaw, one
of the five “Civilized Nations” of the Southwest. James
Adair, a Scottish trader among the Chickasaw, described
them as fierce warriors who would pursue fleeing enemies
for 200 or 300 miles “with the continued speed and
eagerness of a staunch pack of blood hounds until they shed
blood.” Throughout the eighteenth century, the Chickasaw
had successfully preserved their independence through a
shrewd alliance with the British against the French and

Spanish. Time and again, the Chickasaw inflicted
humiliating defeats on the French and their Native
American allies. The Chickasaw were never defeated in
battle, but they lost their land and independence through
internal demoralization and the increasing pressure of white
expansion westward. 

Among white Americans, a debate raged over Native
American policy. Reformers argued that Native Americans
(especially peoples such as the “Civilized Tribes” of the
Southwest) could be assimilated into the nation as they
abandoned hunting and traditional customs and adopted
white practices such as private property, intensive

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY
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agriculture, and Christianity. However, the vast majority of
white settlers argued that the only way Native Americans
could escape extinction was removal across the Mississippi. 

In 1828, the Mississippi General Assembly
memorialized Congress, stating that a large body of the
most valuable territory within the boundaries of the state
was occupied by “savage Indian tribes, interspersed [with]
disorderly whites” who corrupted them with alcohol,
“rapidly extinguishing their numbers and entirely hostile to
the progress of civilization.” The memorial urged Congress
to liquidate the Native American title to the land. 

In contrast, John Allen, U.S. agent to the tribe, reported
large herds of domesticated animals and extensive
cultivation of cotton, corn, wheat, and other crops. “The
proceeds from the sales of cotton, horses, beef cattle, hogs,
etc., after retaining a sufficiency for home consumption are
generally applied to the purchase of necessaries and
luxuries of life.” In the same year, Chickasaw planters
shipped more than 1,000 bales of cotton. 

The mixed bloods led the way in adopting slavery and
the raising of cotton. The most successful of all the mixed-
blood clans was founded by Scottish trader James Logan
Colbert, who arrived among the Chickasaw in 1729,
quickly intermarried, inherited land and influence through
his wives, raised cotton, and accumulated huge herds of
cattle and 150 slaves. Colbert passed on his wealth and
influence to his sons and grandsons. By 1830, one-fourth of
the Chickasaw were of mixed ancestry. 

In a series of treaties with the United States, the
Chickasaw conceded their vast holdings in western
Tennessee, opening up 20 million acres to white settlement,
while attempt-ing to preserve their traditional heartland in
northern Mississippi. The mixed-blood clan led by Levi
Colbert, one of James Logan Colbert’s sons, negotiated
skillfully, winning concessions and buying time, attempting
to save as much of their land and wealth as possible. In
1826, Levi Colbert told federal negotiators that if his people
were to move westward across the Mississippi, it “may be
similar to transplanting an old tree, which would wither and
die away.” 

What broke the resistance of the Chickasaw to removal
were two laws passed in 1830: in Washington, the Indian
Removal Act, which authorized President Andrew Jackson
to negotiate with tribes to exchange their lands for new
lands west of the Mississippi, and in Jackson, the law the
state legislature passed that extended jurisdiction over
Native Americans in Mississippi and extinguished tribal
government. The mixed-blood leadership concluded that
they had no choice but to negotiate for the best terms
possible to save as much of their wealth as possible. 

The Chickasaw were able to delay removal for an
additional seven years. Levi Colbert reported to Washington

ROWAN OAK  
The Rowan Oak house, which sits on more than twenty-nine
acres of land in Oxford, was originally built in the 1840s by an
immigrant from Ireland. The home was known as “The Bailey
Place” until William Faulkner bought it and the surrounding
woods in 1930, renaming the home after the Rowan tree.
Faulkner lived with his family at Rowan Oak near Oxford for
just over thirty years. Despite never earning a high school or
college degree, Faulkner became one of the twentieth
century’s most acclaimed writers, receiving the Nobel Prize
for literature in 1950. After Faulkner’s death, his daughter sold
Rowan Oak and its grounds to the University of Mississippi so
it could be used to educate visitors about Faulkner and his
writings. Now, Rowan Oak is open to visitors throughout the
year. The home has been preserved as Faulkner kept it,
including an outline of his novel A Fable etched on the walls
of an upstairs office. 

PHOTO BY GREG CAMPBELL
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that his delegation could not find suitable lands in the Indian
Territory. Federal negotiators increased the pressure,
threatening the withholding of annuities from the previous
land cessions. Meeting at Pontotoc Creek in October 1832,
with an ailing Levi Colbert unable to attend, a new treaty
was signed. The Treaty of Pontotoc Creek opened up
6,422,400 acres to settlement. 

Levi Colbert did not witness the forced migration of his
people, dying in the summer of 1834, years before the first
450 Chickasaw left for the West in June 1837. A census
prior to the removal found a total of 6,070 members, with
1,229 of mixed ancestry and 1,156 African American slaves.
Supervised by the United States Army, most of the
Chickasaw were transported by river steamer from
Memphis to Fort Coffee on the Arkansas River and then
overland to eastern sections of the Indian Territory already
settled by the rival Choctaw. By early 1838, most of the
Chickasaw had left Mississippi. In April 1841, federal
officials reported that only 500 Chickasaw remained,

although a remnant
lingered as late as 1850.
Compared with the
suffering of the Cherokee
“Trail of Tears” and
similar removals of the
Creek and other tribes, the
Chickasaw migration was
tranquil and orderly. The
Chickasaw were the last
of the Southern tribes to

sign away their lands.
The Chickasaw settled small villages in what became

Lafayette County, including a small settlement, Toccopola,
on the southeastern border and others near Sarepta and
College Hill. Local tradition speaks of “Toby Tubby,” a
“mingo” or chief who lingered after the American takeover.
Called the “last of the Chickasaw” and a friend of the white
settlers, he operated a ferry across the Tallahatchie River on
the trail from Pontotoc to the newly founded settlements at
Oxford and College Hill on the way to Memphis. He spoke
English and played the role of a mediator between his
people and the white migrants. A prosperous landowner,
Tubby claimed three homes, three wives, and a number of
slaves. There are differing stories as to his tragic end. In one
account, he was stabbed to death by an unknown drunken
assailant after a trip to Holly Springs to purchase whiskey.
Another account has the chief celebrating the sale of
thousands of acres of land by drinking in a saloon in Wyatt
and being knifed in a brawl. 

The federal government established a U.S. Land Office
and Chickasaw Agency in Pontotoc. Government surveyors
measured and divided the collectively owned four million

acres of Chickasaw land into townships of thirty-six square
miles with each square mile of 640 acres designated as a
section. The land office put up quarter sections for public
sale at auction early in 1836. Most of the best land located
near waterways was quickly snapped up by land
speculators, often organized into companies funded by
Eastern capital. By early 1837, most of the former
Chickasaw land had been purchased. 

The Mississippi legislature organized the cession into
thirteen new counties on February 9, 1836. Lafayette
County was named after the French hero of the American
Revolution, the Marquis de Lafayette. Marshall County
honored chief justice of the Supreme Court John Marshall.
“Panola” was said to be the Choctaw and Chickasaw word
for cotton. DeSoto County was named for the Spanish
conquistador who traveled through the region and first
discovered the Mississippi River in 1541. The legislature
appointed commissioners to organize elections for the new
counties. The most important officials were the members of
the county Board of Police (later often called the Board of
Supervisors). Most government functions on the county
level were concentrated in the boards. The board laid out
and maintained roads, licensed taverns, assessed property
taxes, and oversaw the construction of public buildings.

Oxford and the 
University of Mississippi

The future site of Oxford was sold in June 1836 by Hoka,
a Chickasaw woman, to the land speculators John Chisolm,
John Martin, and John Craig for $800. Below her mark,
James and George Colbert, along with the U.S. agent,
certified her as capable of conducting her own affairs. Like
many land speculators, the purchasers donated a section of
land to the state for a county seat, hoping to increase the
value of their other holdings.

The town of Oxford itself was named in the hope of
attracting the proposed state university. In 1836, Thomas
Dudley Isom suggested to the Lafayette Board of
Supervisors that the county seat be named after Oxford, the
venerable English university. Isom, only nineteen years old
when he arrived from Tennessee to work in his uncle’s
trading post among the Chickasaw, was perhaps the first
white settler in the county and a founder of the town. 

Proposals for a state university had been debated for
years before Representative James Alexander Ventress
introduced a bill into the state legislature in early 1840 “to
provide for the location of the State University.” The
legislature created a committee to evaluate possible sites.
The commission whittled down the contestants to seven
communities. Oxford won the prize over the coastal town of

The Chickasaw were
able to delay removal for

an additional seven
years.
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Mississippi City by a vote of 58 to 57. Sectional rivalry
between northern and southern Mississippi proved to be
decisive: The twenty-six counties carved out of Chickasaw
and Choctaw lands in the north controlled the legislature.
Oxford received the most of the northern votes. 

The University of Mississippi was officially chartered on
February 24, 1844. The university officially opened on
November 6, 1848, with eighty students enrolled for the
first session. The arriving faculty and students found a
campus only partially finished. Professor of Natural
Sciences John Millington described stumps and tree limbs
scattered everywhere and scaffolding and scantlings stacked
within and outside of unfinished buildings. 

The original campus consisted of six buildings on a
square mile of rolling land covered by virgin forest donated

RUINS OF OXFORD 
Union troops burned much of Oxford in 1864
toward the end of the Civil War. Confederate
General Nathan Bedford Forrest had been using
Oxford as a base but left it unattended to attack
the Union fortifications at Memphis. When Union
General A. J. Smith arrived and learned of the
Memphis attack, Federal troops targeted the town.
Many residents of Oxford and university students,
including a group of soldiers known as the
University Greys, died during the war.  
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by the county. The sole academic building, the Lyceum,
was patterned by English architect William Nicholl after an
Ionic temple near Athens. A chapel and observatory were
added a few years later. The first students of the university
found much wanting: some of the classrooms were without
desks, chairs, and benches; the Board of Trustees had not
ordered textbooks; there was no library; and the two
dormitories were filled to overflowing. The original faculty
consisted of four scholars. 

The first president, George F. Holmes, as was the custom
in colleges and universities, taught moral philosophy. Poor
health forced Holmes to resign after a year. The Board of
Trustees replaced him with Augustus Baldwin Longstreet.
Longstreet, a Methodist minister and graduate of Yale,
served as the president of Emory College in Georgia for
thirteen years. Today, he is best known as the author of
Georgia Scenes, a series of humorous sketches lampooning
Southern rural folkways. 

Under Longstreet, the university functioned as a typical
early-nineteenth-century institution of learning. The
curriculum was heavily based on the classics. The entrance
examination tested proficiency in English, grammar,
composition, arithmetic, and geography and “six books of
The Aeneid of Virgil, and Cicero’s Orations, together with
the Greek Reader, and the Latin and Greek grammars,
including Latin Prosody.” Learning was by rote
memorization and oral recitation. In addition, there was a
heavy emphasis on religious devotion. The emphasis in the
classical tradition was to discipline the mind and character,
not to analyze or expand the pool of human knowledge. 

Longstreet’s successor, Frederick Augustus Porter
Barnard, arrived as professor of mathematics in 1854. An
Episcopal minister, he was born in Massachusetts and
educated at Yale. He replaced Longstreet in 1856.
Barnard had great ambitions, the utmost being to
transform the sleepy, rural school into a great university.
His model was the revolutionary changes in higher
education coming out of Germany. 

In March 1858, Barnard published wrote his
controversial letter to the Board of Trustees of the
University of Mississippi detailing his plans for a
curriculum encom-passing all the branches of science,
medicine, agriculture, law, civil and political history, and
oriental learning. A new emphasis focused on graduate
training and research. Barnard felt a state university should
produce and disseminate knowledge useful to citizens in the

fields of geology, agriculture, and meteorology. Barnard
convinced the legislature to fund an observatory and equip
it with the finest and largest telescope available, an eight-
inch Newtonian constructed in London.

Barnard’s reforms sparked bitter criticism from the
evangelical churches, which labeled the university a “citadel
of atheism” neglecting Christian instruction for modern
disciplines. More ominously, the state press, stung by
Barnard’s criticism of the backward state of Mississippi
education, accused it of being a “hotbed of abolitionism”
and Barnard, as a Yankee, of being unreliable in his defense
of slavery.  

Holly Springs
Prior to the Civil War, the town of Holly Springs

emerged as a boomtown, often called the capital of North
Mississippi. The town was located in the center of
Marshall County, known as the Empire County, with the
largest population in the state by 1850, with 14,271
whites and 15,147 African Americans. Marshall County in
1860 produced more bales of cotton, 49,348, than any
other county in the United States. 

In 1825, Martyn Station, a Presbyterian mission, was
founded near the home of Thomas Love, a Tory who fled
west during the American Revolution. Love married into
the mixed-blood Colbert clan. The mission was also called
Love Village because of the numerous family members
living there. Other early settlers included Robert Burrell
Alexander of Virginia, perhaps the first American settler in
Marshall County. Alexander built a popular tavern near the
spring for which the town was named. The tavern was the
common “dogtrot” design favored by pioneers, described as
“two rough-hewn log rooms, with a passage between and a
board shelter to eat under.” 

A parcel of fifty acres was donated by the early land
speculators to Marshall County for a government seat, with
the hope it would increase the value of their remaining
holdings. The Board of Supervisors chose the site as the
county seat because of its proximity to the center of
Marshall County. The town was incorporated on May 12,
1837. Only a year later, Holly Springs boasted fourteen law
offices, six physicians, five churches, three hotels, and nine
dry goods stores. 

The original campus consisted of six buildings on a square mile of rolling land
covered by virgin forest donated by the county.  
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VAN DORN’S RAID ON HOLLY SPRINGS  
When Confederate Major General Earl Van Dorn captured the Union supply depot at Holly Springs in 1862 during the Civil
War, his soldiers blew up train cars and warehouses of supplies meant for the Union Army.

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Cotton and Railroads
Although the North Mississippi hillsides were white with

cotton bolls, profits from prolific crops nonetheless
depended to a great extent on cost-effective transportation.
In Holly Springs, planters depended on dirt roads to haul
bales to Memphis fifty miles away. The town’s leading
boosters included Judge Jeremiah W. Clapp and Colonel
Harvey W. Walter. In an article in De Bow’s Review, Judge
Clapp calculated the immense savings a railroad would
bring. He estimated the cost for a planter living sixty miles
from Memphis at $3.24 per bale, or $194.40 for a crop of
sixty bales. A railway through Holly Springs would slash
the cost to only 31¢ a bale, or $18.60 for sixty bales. 

At the Southwestern Railroad Convention in New
Orleans in April 1851, Colonel Walter presented a battery of
statistics on the immense amount of cotton that could be
shipped to the city from North Mississippi. Led by Clapp
and Walter, supporters proposed a railway across the
wilderness of Mississippi linking Grand Junction,

Tennessee, with New Orleans running through Jackson. 
The Mississippi Central was incorporated in 1852 and

was built in fits and starts, depending on the availability of
slave labor contributed by investors in lieu of cash. The
railroad reached Holly Springs in November 1853. The
groundbreaking ceremony was held on the courthouse
square, with Colonel Walter turning the first spade of earth
before a crowd of 6,000 cheering spectators. 

When the Mississippi Central built a new two-story
brick depot, the railroad’s investment sparked economic
growth and a building boom in the town. The municipal
government floated a bond issue to construct a grand
three-story hotel on the square to accommodate new
visitors, and wealthy planters constructed a series of
luxurious Greek Revival homes. In 1859, the Jones-
McElwaine Iron Foundry produced 1,350 tons of
castings, followed by rails for the Mississippi Central
along with grillwork and balconies for New Orleans. The
railroad was completed in 1860.  
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Slavery
The rapid expansion of the Cotton Kingdom into the

counties of the Chickasaw Cession created a seemingly
insatiable demand for slave labor. August B. Longstreet
wrote his son-in-law L. Q. C. Lamar, “This is a magnificent
country for planters, there are men here who left Newton
County [GA] poor and in debt 10 years ago, who now have
a good plantation and 15 to 20 hands, and are buying more
every year.” 

The federal and state census returns demonstrate the
spectacular rise in the African American slave population,

HOLLY SPRINGS 
Once a trading post for the Chickasaw Nation and other
traders, the town of Holly Springs became a bustling railroad
town before the Civil War. In 1878, years after the war had
ended, Holly Springs was hit by a deadly outbreak of Yellow
Fever, which killed thousands of residents. Now Holly Springs
is a flourishing town with multiple museums and historic
places, including the birth place of Imda B. Wells. Holly
Springs also hosts beloved annual events known throughout
Mississippi, such as the Audubon Hummingbird Migration
Celebration and the Annual Pilgrimage, a tour of historic
homes and churches in the area. 

PHOTO BY GREG CAMPBELL

leading by the 1850s to African American majorities in
Marshall, DeSoto, and Panola counties. In 1837, Marshall
already had a slave population of 5,224. By 1860, the
enslaved population had almost tripled to 15,448, 54
percent of the county’s inhabitants. In Panola County, the
enslaved population in 1837 was a meager 901. In just three
years, it had more than doubled to 2,415. By 1850, the slave
population stood at 6,420, and by 1860, it had increased to
8,857, an almost tenfold increase in twenty-three years. In
1857, De Soto County had 11,725 taxable slaves. By 1860,
slaves composed 59 percent of De Soto’s inhabitants. 

Lafayette County also experienced a healthy growth in
the enslaved population but maintained a white majority.
The 1840 federal census showed 2,842 slaves, growing to
5,719 in 1850 and increasing to 7,129 on the eve of the
Civil War, 44 percent of the county’s population. 

According to one historian, only a small percentage of
this growth was due to natural births; the vast majority of
slaves in North Mississippi were born elsewhere. They
came from the older eastern slave states either through
migration along with white families or through the
domestic slave trade. Bancroft estimates that two-thirds
of all the slaves arriving in Mississippi were brought in
by slave traders. 

Nathan Bedford Forrest, the future Confederate hero,
was a resident of Hernando as a young man and Memphis’s
most successful slave trader. Memphis, a day’s ride from
much of Marshall and DeSoto counties, supplied planters
throughout North Mississippi. Forrest sent business
associates throughout northern Mississippi and advertised in
Eastern newspapers. In the January 1860 Charleston
Courier of South Carolina, Forrest placed an ad: “500
Negroes Wanted. I will pay more than any other person for
No. 1 Negroes.”

Secession
The decade of the 1850s saw escalating tensions between

the North and the South over slavery. The storm center of
the conflict was whether or not slavery would be allowed to
expand into the Western territories. The rise of a Northern
antislavery party, the Republicans, dedicated to preserving
the West for “Free-Soil” settlers alarmed white Southerners.
The Mississippi States’ Rights Democrats publicly declared
that the election of a Republican as president would be just
cause for secession. 

When Abraham Lincoln was elected in 1860, Oxford
community leaders called for a mass meeting at the square
on November 24 of that year “to give expression of the
people of the county to the recent election.” Crowds
gathered, with bands playing and church bells ringing. The
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OXFORD COURTHOUSE  
The original Lafayette County courthouse in
Oxford was destroyed by Union troops in
1864 during the Civil War. Rebuilt in the 1870s
using federal funds, the Lafayette County
courthouse remains an active part of the
community, housing the circuit court, circuit
clerk, and other government offices. 

PHOTO BY GREG CAMPBELL

bipartisan meeting was chaired by H.A. Barr; the committee
included Alexander Pegues, his cousin Thomas E.B.
Pegues, W.F. Avent, and physician Thomas Dudley Isom.
After a fiery speech from the Honorable Sam Benton of
Holly Springs, the committee read aloud a series of
resolutions for the crowd’s approval. The resolutions called
for a state convention to determine the position of
Mississippi in the “alarming state of our federal relations.”
They were un-animously approved. 

On December 20, 1860, the same day South Carolina
became the first Southern state to secede from the Union, a
large crowd gathered at the Oxford courthouse to nominate
two delegates for the secession convention in Jackson.
Thomas Dudley Isom, one of the first settlers in Oxford, a
respected physician and planter, the owner of twenty-nine
slaves was chosen. His companion was Lucius Quintus
Cincinnatus Lamar. Lamar had left Georgia in 1849 when
his father-in-law, Augustus B. Longstreet, was chosen as
president of the University of Mississippi.

From his arrival, Lamar was a fiery States’ Rights
Democrat, warning his fellow Southerners of the threat of
an aggressive, antislavery North. Lamar won election to
Congress in 1857 and ran without opposition in 1859. The
delegation ticket of Lamar and Isom easily won election.
Lamar emerged as one of the leading lights of the
convention. In Jackson, he was appointed chairman of the
committee drafting the ordinance of secession. Lamar, in
fact, had been writing a draft of the ordinance for weeks
before his election, laying out in detail the powers of the
newly independent Mississippi. 

The document Lamar presented on the floor of the
convention was a much more streamlined version of his
draft, simply severing the bonds between Mississippi and
the United States. After reading the ordinance, Lamar
reminded the delegates that Mississippi had voted (through

its delegates) overwhelmingly for secession. Although more
moderate voices warned of dangers to come, in the end it
was approved eighty-four to fifteen. 

The headline of the January 9, 1861, Oxford Intelligencer
proclaimed, “Mississippi Is Out!” A dispatch had just
arrived over the telegraph from Jackson: The convention
voted overwhelmingly for secession. The town gave itself
up to celebration. Bells tolled; cannons boomed. A young
boy, looking back from 1910, remembered that all around
the square, the university streets, and the campus, thousands
of candles burned and hurrahs for “the Republic of
Mississippi” (soon to join the Confederate States of
America in February) rang out. 

“Far into the night the tempest raged, candle lights
flashing, tar barrels burning, the plank walks going whack-
a-lack, whack-a-lack, with a thousand feet as the night
reverberated with a thousand voices,” recorded a young
student, Duncan McCollum, in his diary, declaring the event
“the Glorious day for Mississippi.”

“Great demonstration at college and town illuminated. A
salute fired. Boys parade a torchlight procession went to
town and was joined by citizens. Several speeches. Fire
balls on campus. Mrs. Lamar illuminated her dwelling.
Immense excitement. Much music,” he wrote.    

As a region, all of North Mississippi seemed consumed
with a passionate revolution, with popular enthusiasm
released in a series of mass meetings, parades, and
speeches. The armies of young volunteers who would do
the vast bulk of the marching, fighting, and dying were
organized from the ground up. Community leaders recruited
companies on their own initiative, appealing to young men
eager to prove that one Southerner could whip a dozen
Yankees in a short and glorious war. 

The most celebrated of these companies was the
University Greys. The University of Mississippi campus
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was seething with military ardor, as students abandoned the
pretense of attending classes to organize, drill, and march.
Their impassioned leader was a nineteen-year-old law
student, William B. Lowry, scion of a wealthy Kentucky
family who had arrived at the university with a slave
servant, two horses, bird dogs, and fowling pieces. Lowry,
who had briefly attended a military academy, was elected
captain of the University Greys. Initially they drilled in
civilian clothes with broom handles over their shoulders.
Since many were sons of wealthy planters, they equipped
themselves with uniforms, weapons, and ammunition. Of
the original seventy-five recruits, forty-two were students of
the university. 

In a letter to Governor John J. Pettus, First Lieutenant
Calvin McCalebb wrote, “There are 50 in the company
now, as enthusiastic as those who love freedom should be.

We are willing to buy our
own uniforms, and
everything else that is
necessary. Some have
bought uniforms, swords,
etc., and have gone to great
expense in preparing
ourselves for the field.” 

Chancellor Barnard,
alarmed at the emptying of
his campus, wrote to
Governor Pettus urging him
to revoke Lowry’s
commission and not to
accept the company into
service. Barnard even wrote
to Confederate President
Jefferson Davis, pleading

with him to endorse his petition. Davis agreed that
“enrolling our young men in the military is like grinding the
seed corn of the Republic,” but Pettus refused the request.
By late April 1861, the Greys were accepted into state
service. By May only five students were left at the
university. On May 1, the Lamar Rifles joined the
University Greys boarding the Mississippi Central for
Corinth, Confederate service, and hopes of glory. Lafayette
County would furnish 2,200 men for the war.   

When classes began in the fall, only four students
showed up. In October, Barnard and most of the faculty
resigned, with Barnard traveling north with passes from
Pettus and Davis, vowing never to return. The Board of
Trustees informed the legislature the university would be
closed for the duration of the war.         

The flag presentation to the new volunteer companies
was a popular and highly symbolic public ceremony. The
organizers sent out invitations to the Jeff Davis Rifles and

the Home Guards of Holly Springs. On March 12, the
Lamar Rifles and the Lafayette Guards formed ranks at the
courthouse square and marched to the depot with drums and
fifes playing. The men drew up in ordered ranks to receive
their guests. As the train pulled into the station, the
companies fired a salute in their honor. 

The assembled crowd, half the population of Oxford,
welcomed them with loud huzzahs and shouts. One
observer asserted that “the gay plumage, the beautiful
uniforms, and the enlivening music presented a scene more
animated than had ever been witnessed since this was a
town.” The assembled military companies put on a display
of close-order drill, going through “evolutions” around the
square. The visitors enjoyed a supper cooked by local
women at the University Hotel. The units then marched to
the Cumberland Presbyterian Church, forming ranks in
front. Hours before the ceremony, the church was crowded
to overflowing. Captain Francis M. Green of the Lamar
Rifles escorted Miss Sallie Wiley, daughter of wealthy
planter Yancey Wiley and niece of Jacob Thompson, a
leading planter and politician who had served as Secretary
of the Interior. 

She was accompanied by six young ladies, all dressed in
snowy white, each with a sash embroidered with a state of
the Confederacy. The banner, presented by the “Ladies of
Oxford,” was made of white silk with a magnolia tree, a
lone bright star on a blue sky, and a spread eagle clutching a
cotton plant and a streamer on which was printed “Lamar
Rifles, Always Ready” with seven stars displayed above.
The assembly broke out into loud applause as the banner
unfurled.

Casualties of War      
After the trainloads of young soldiers left the depot and

its cheering crowds, a deceptive calm settled on the region.
Almost exactly a year after the martial enthusiasm of April
1861, the Battle of Shiloh would shatter the illusions of a
short and relatively bloodless war. Just north of the
Mississippi border near the Tennessee River, Shiloh was the
first great bloodbath of the Civil War. With more than
20,000 killed and wounded on both sides, more soldiers
were casualties than in all the combat in all the previous
American wars. 

Preparations for transporting and caring for the
wounded at Shiloh were woefully inadequate. A few
months earlier, Governor Pettus had authorized a military
hospital on the University of Mississippi campus for a
capacity of 1,000 patients. On the eve of the battle, the
campus facility already had 550 sick and wounded
soldiers as patients. Casualties started arriving in early

The armies of young
volunteers who would
do the vast bulk of the
marching, fighting,

and dying were
organized from the

ground up. 
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May, with wounded pouring into the same Mississippi
Central depot that saw the triumphant departure of
Lafayette County’s bravest and most chivalrous youths.
Committees of citizens met the arriving trains, but the
1,500 to 2,000 wounded and sick from Shiloh quickly
overwhelmed the hospital and medical staff. 

One physician wrote Pettus of the appalling scenes:
“No room. Crowded 730 sick in the Hospital. 280 sick
and wounded left here last night on the cars—against my
earnest remonstrance.” 

Dr. Thomas Isom, who was serving as a Confederate
army surgeon, arrived to take command and worked
tirelessly to bring some order out of the chaos. Tents sprang
up across the campus, and all the available university
buildings were quickly filled. The university chapel was
converted into a makeshift hospital. Dr. Isom then converted
the Lyceum into a dispensary. Private citizens opened their
homes. 

The fourteen physicians, including local doctor Henry B.
Branham, depended heavily on civilian volunteers. Isom
gave local women minimal training as nurses, and families
scraped lint to make bandage, and stripped homes of
blankets, linens, and cooking gear to ease the suffering of
the wounded. 

The horrors the volunteer nurses faced in the hospitals
were beyond description. Early in the conflict, surgeons
learned that amputation was the only way to save the lives
of soldiers wounded in the limbs. The heavy soft-lead “mini
balls” inflicted dreadful damage, splintering bones beyond
repair. Shortages of medicines such as morphine and
chloroform increased the suffering; patients were dosed
with whiskey and bit down on sticks or leather straps as the
surgeon sawed away wounded limbs. 

One volunteer remembered wheelbarrows of discarded
amputated limbs being carted away from the Lyceum and
dumped unceremoniously in a hastily dug nearby hole. The
Magnetic Observatory served as the final destination,

TAILGATING IN THE GROVE  
The Grove, known for an elaborate tailgating experience, is used to pep up Ole Miss fans before each football
game. Whether routing for Ole Miss, the opposing team, or in attendance to enjoy the atmosphere, football fans
of every background pack the Grove on Saturdays during the fall.  

PHOTO BY GREG CAMPBELL
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NORTH MISSISSIPPI ALLSTARS
Brothers Luther and Cody Dickinson—sons of legendary musician Jim Dickinson—were born in Fayetteville,
Arkansas, and later moved with their family to North Mississippi. There, the brothers soaked up the music of their
father, as well as the North Mississippi music legacy while playing and shaking it down in the juke joints with their
blues ancestors. Eventually, Luther (guitar, vocals) and Cody (drums, vocals), along with bassist Chris Chew, formed
the North Mississippi Allstars and pioneered their own brand of blues-infused rock and roll. In the spring of 2000,
the Allstars released their debut album, Shake Hands with Shorty, which earned a Grammy nomination for Best
Contemporary Blues Album. The Allstars added Duwayne Burnside, son of R.L. Burnside, to the group in 2003.
Over the next several years, the band collaborated with artists Robert Randolph, Lucinda Williams, and others, and
their work earned them their third consecutive Grammy nomination for Best Contemporary Blues Album. In 2013,
the North Mississippi Allstars released their career-defining record World Boogie Is Coming.  
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1894 OLE MISS FOOTBALL TEAM 
The University of Mississippi was founded in 1844, but the university’s
football program was not launched until 1893. In 1894, C.D. Clark became
the first head football coach to be paid to lead the Ole Miss team. Between
1893 and 1895, the team had a 12-3 record.   
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nicknamed the “Dead House,” as corpses piled up awaiting
burial.At first the deceased were buried in pine boxes, but as
the corpses overwhelmed the workers, a slave remembered
that “they just buried them in bunches like dead chickens” in
anonymous mass graves. Almost half of the Shiloh casualties,
more than 700, died after reaching campus for treatment. 

The long-dreaded invasion of North Mississippi arrived in
the shape of Ulysses S. Grant and his army of the Tennessee.
By November 1862, the Confederate forces under General
James Pemberton were in full retreat in the face of the superior
Union forces, leaving North Mississippi exposed to the
Yankees. Ulysses S. Grant’s 50,000 soldiers followed the line
of the Mississippi Central southward. 

As the Union soldiers marched into Holly Springs, they
noticed the town was almost completely abandoned, except
for cheering slaves and scowling women. The fleeing rebel
troops left a path of destruction burning cotton bales, cutting

telegraph lines, tearing up railroad track, and destroying
bridges. 

Grant wrote in his memoirs: “The Tallahatchie, which
confronted me, was very high, the railroad bridge destroyed
and Pemberton strongly fortified on the south side.” Grant
sent his cavalry swinging around to outflank the rebels,
forcing them to abandon their position. Grant’s troops
advanced, repairing the track as they went. 

From the beginning of the conflict, soldiers on both sides
routinely “foraged”—their polite term for looting—the
civilian population. “Stragglers” falling out of the marching
columns spread out across the countryside breaking into
corncribs, smokehouses, and chicken coops to supplement
their meager diets of salted meats and hardtack. In Oxford, a
panicked exodus of older men, women, and children followed
the retreating Southern forces down muddy country roads to
Grenada.



Cordelia Scales, the young daughter of a wealthy slave-
owning family, described in her letters to a friend how
Union troops behaved camped on their plantation
“Oakland” eight miles north of Holly Springs. “They used
to order the milk to be churned anytime and they took corn,
fodder, ruined the garden and took everything in the poultry
line,” she wrote.

She witnessed a raid passing through Holly Springs:
“When the wagon trains were passing, 30 or 40 of the
Yankees would rush in at a time, take everything to eat they
could lay their hands on and break, destroy and steal
everything they wanted to—all our mules, horses and
wagons were taken, 42 wagons were loaded with corn at
our cribs and a good many more after.” 

When Grant’s army crossed into Lafayette on 
December 1, 1862, Jacob Thompson rode through the
county, telling wealthy families to store their valuables in
his home. He had a plan, and many took advantage of his
offer. Thompson placed the silver in labeled boxes in his
home office. In the front room an elderly slave woman and
slave children bitterly wept next to a sign reading, SMALL
POX IN HERE. Thompson’s ploy saved the rebel silver. 

Many others were not so fortunate. Yankee soldiers, for
the most part, spared inhabited homes but burned
abandoned buildings. Marching past the blackened
chimneys, they would reportedly taunt, “There’s another
Mississippi headstone.”   

Union troops entered Oxford on December 2, 1862, with
rebel civilians lining the streets, scowling and jeering.
Reporting from Grant’s headquarters, a correspondent
asserted, “The people here are, if possible, more intensely
bitter and radical in their feelings and opinions than any I
have seen before. The children are taught a positive hatred
of Lincoln and all Yankees.” 

From the start of the occupation, residents complained
heatedly to Grant of Yankee depredations. Former slave
Rebecca Wood remembered, “Dey kilt all our chickens an’
turkeys…the whole yard wuz full of chicken heads, but
nary a chicken.” The Seventh Kansas “Jayhawkers” were
notorious and very efficient thieves: They “camped in our
yard and garden and occupied part of our house. Killed
nearly all our fowl, took all my meat, potatoes, nearly a
barrel of molasses, all the meal, destroyed nearly 500
bushels of corn, burned the plank off the crib, the palings
off the garden and yard fences, took jars of butter, milk jars,
pans, cups, coffee pots, sheets, towels, hoes, two carving
knives, cooking vessels and a great many little things.”

Historians have described the Civil War as the “first
railroad war.” Grant’s invasion was the first in military
history where an army used a railroad as the primary line
of supply advancing into enemy territory. Unfortunately
for the Union army, the Mississippi countryside was

JAMES EARL JONES 
Actor James Earl Jones was born in Arkabulta on January 17,
1931, to parents Robert Earl Jones and Ruth Connolly. Jones’s
father was a sharecropper in Mississippi before becoming one
of the first prominent African American film stars, known for
performances in notable films such as Lying Lips (1939), The
Sting (1973), The Cotton Club (1984), and more than a dozen
others. The actor was also cast in a number of plays, including
Langston Hughes’Don’t You Want to Be Free? (1938). Robert
Earl and Ruth separated before James Earl’s birth, leaving him
to be raised by his maternal grandparents, John Henry and
Maggie Connolly, on their farm which belonged to the family
since the Reconstruction era. When Jones was five years old,
he moved with his family to a farm in rural Michigan. Jones
enrolled at the University of Michigan; he intended to study
medicine but instead discovered a talent for acting. While
studying drama at the University of Michigan’s School of
Music, Theatre & Dance, Jones joined the Reserve Officer
Training Corps. Following college graduation, Jones
expected to be deployed to fight in the Korean War but
rather was sent to a training unit in the Rocky Mountains
before being discharged. Jones moved to New York to
pursue a career in acting. There, he studied at the American
Theatre Wing and worked as a janitor to support himself.  For
more than five decades, James Earl Jones has appeared in
more than fifty films, as well as dozens of plays and television
productions. Some of his most memorable roles include
Admiral Greer in The Hunt for the Red October, Patriot
Games, and Clear and Present Danger, Thulsa Doom in
Conan the Barbarian, Mr. Mertle in The Sandlot, and many
others. Perhaps best known for his deep, resonant voice,
Jones portrayed the unmistakable voices of iconic characters
Darth Vader in Star Wars and King Mufasa in The Lion King.
Jones has won two Tony awards, three Emmy awards, and a
Golden Globe award, in addition to numerous nominations.
Additionally, Jones has received several awards for his long,
outstanding career, including the National Medal of Arts in
1992, the Screen Actors Guild Lifetime Achievement Award
in 2009, and an Oscar for Lifetime Achievement from the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences in 2011. 
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IDA B. WELLS-BARNETT   
African-American journalist, sociologist, and early civil rights
crusader Ida B. Wells-Barnett was born in Holly Springs on
July 16, 1862. The eldest of eight children, Wells-Barnett
was raised by her parents, James, a carpenter, and Lizzie, a
cook, who both advocated for the rights of African
American Southerners during Reconstruction. As a
teenager, Wells-Barnett attended Shaw University—now
Rust College—in Holly Springs, although she was later
expelled for rebelling against the college president. In 1878,
Ida’s parents and younger brother suffered a yellow fever
epidemic and died when she was just sixteen years old.
Rather than let her remaining younger siblings be sent to
live in separate foster homes, Wells-Barnett worked as a
teacher in an African American elementary school to
support them herself. Wells-Barnett was able to make just
enough money, with the help of relatives and friends, to
keep her family together. In 1883, Wells-Barnett moved with
three of her siblings to Memphis, Tennessee, to be closer
to family members and to earn a higher wage. In 1906,
Wells-Barnett established the National Association of
Colored Women, and in 1909, worked with other prominent
African American leaders to found the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). Wells-
Barnett continued to fight for the rights of women and
African Americans until shortly before her death in 1931 at
the age of sixty-eight.  

riddled with partisans, and the Confederacy demonstrated
a real talent for using cavalry to break supply lines.
Grant’s invasion was dependent on a vulnerable supply
line, the Mississippi Central, stretching back to Grand
Junction, Tennessee. Pemberton ordered Confederate
Major General Earl Van Dorn to “swing around Grant’s
left flank, strike the big enemy supply depot at Holly
Springs and wreak havoc on the Mississippi Central &
Memphis & Charleston Railroads.” 

On December 16, Van Dorn’s command of 3,500 cavalry
left Grenada east along the Yalobusha River, covering forty-
five miles the first day, then turned north parallel to the
Mobile and Ohio Railroad. After a few brief skirmishes
with Union cavalry, Van Dorn turned west toward Holly
Springs. Inexplicably, the U.S. cavalry didn’t inform Grant,
who finally received word of Van Dorn’s raid on December
19. Grant sent a flurry of confused orders to the commander
of the Union garrison at Holly Springs. The Union
commander in a serious dereliction of duty neglected to
prepare for an attack, and as Van Dorn arrived on the
outskirts of the town, he achieved almost total surprise. 

The attack commenced a few hours before dawn on
December 20. Multiple witnesses recalled the utter panic of
the Union troops. Captain James C. Bates of the Ninth
Texas Cavalry asserted that some of the Yankees “were not
yet out of bed, some were making fires—others getting
breakfast & still others sitting down to eat. As soon as they
heard our yells & the clatter of our horses’ feet most of them
took to their heels.” Southern civilians, especially women,
rushed out to cheer on the galloping raiders. The vast
majority of Northerners threw down their arms without
firing a gun. The Union commander was captured in his
nightclothes. Van Dorn raiders seized and paroled 1,800
soldiers and 440 officers.

The raiders captured 600 to 800 horses and mules but
had to destroy 300 wagonloads of ammunition and 7,000
stands of small arms. Hundreds of cotton bales accumulated
by Yankee speculators were burned. At the railroad depot, a
long string of fully loaded boxcars were burned as the fire
consumed every building except the brick freight house.
Van Dorn estimated the destruction at $1,500,000, while
Grant reported the losses at $400,000. On December 28,
Van Dorn’s command arrived safely in Grenada after riding
500 miles in twelve days. 

The Van Dorn raid was arguably one of the most brilliant
and effective cavalry attacks of the war. Historian Edward
C. Bearss writes, “For the first and only time during the
Civil War cavalry and cavalry alone was the decisive factor
in a major campaign.” Grant was forced to abandon his
overland campaign against Vicksburg and retreat back to
Memphis. Bearss argues that the raid staved off the fall of
Vicksburg by at least six months. 
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in the company. Of this number, fifty-six were students and
twenty-nine died in battle or succumbed to wounds. Not a
single Grey ever returned to the university.

For generations of white Mississippians, but most
poignantly students and alumni of the university, the Greys
represented the best of the youthful valor of the “Lost
Cause.” William Faulkner paid his own tribute to the Greys
in his novel Intruder in the Dust. “The brigades are in
position behind the rail fence, the guns are laid and ready in
the woods and the furled flags are already loosened to break
out.” Pickett himself, with his long oiled ringlets, hat in one
hand and sword in the other, is awaiting the orders to
advance. “It’s all in the balance, it hasn’t happened yet, it
hasn’t even begun yet.” 

The Last Days of the War
By the second year of the war, North Mississippi

degenerated into a contested border region with constant
raids by both Confederate and Union forces. Partisan bands
with uncertain loyalties used the chaos to loot and burn.
Holly Springs changed hands over fifty times during the
conflict. The most effective leader of the rebel raiders was
Nathan Bedford Forrest, the “Wizard of the Saddle.”
William T. Sherman proclaimed that there would never be
peace in the region until “that Devil Forrest” was dead. 

Born into an impoverished frontier family,
Forrestmoved to Hernando as a young man to go into
“mercantile pursuits” with an uncle, dealt horses and
prospered, being and was elected constable. In 1845, his
uncle was killed in a feud. Forrest shot and killed two of
his uncle’s killers and severely knifed two others. Forrest
moved to Memphis, where by his driving energy he
became one of the South’s leading slave traders and
immensely wealthy. Forrest invested in plantations and
slaves throughout North Mississippi. 

When the war broke out, he enlisted as a private.
Astonished that so influential a man would serve as a
common soldier, the governor of Tennessee authorized him to
raise a regiment using his own money. An untaught military
genius, Forrest started the war as a private and ended it as a
lieutenant general.  In April 1864, Forrest’s command overran
the Union outpost at Fort Pillow on the Mississippi River.
Accounts accused the rebels of massacring African American
troops as they tried to surrender. In June, Forrest won his
greatest victory at Brice’s Crossroads, decisively defeating a
superior Union force near Guntown, Mississippi. Forrest’s
successes against the Yankees set the background to the
notorious burning of Oxford in August 1864.

A Union force of 16,000 men under General Andrew
Jackson “Whiskey” Smith marched from La Grange,

The University Greys
Upon their arrival in Corinth, the University Greys

became Company A and the Lamar Rifles Company G in
the Eleventh Mississippi. The unit was sent to Lynchburg,
Virginia, to join the force that would become the Army of
Northern Virginia. The regiment would serve bravely in
many of the army’s most renowned battles, including the
Seven Days Battles, Second Manassas, and Sharpsburg. 

The University Greys gained their greatest glory and
their greatest woe at the “High Water Mark of the
Confederacy,” Pickett’s Charge on the third day of the
Battle of Gettysburg. Robert E. Lee, after assaulting the
Union flanks the second day, ordered 15,000 men in a
frontal assault over three-quarters of a mile of open ground

against the Yankee center.
Confederate artillery
launched a massive
bombardment to soften up
the Union lines. One of the
most moving accounts of
the Greys was the death of
Jeremiah Sanders Gage, an
1860 graduate of the
University of Mississippi
literary department. As the
unit waited in the woods
just behind the rebel guns,
Gage was hit by a shell that
nearly tore away his left
arm and ripped open his
lower abdomen, carrying
away most of his bladder,
intestines, and pelvis. Just

before given a last dose of concentrated opium, he wrote a
final letter to his mother, smeared with his blood, asking
her to bear his loss as best she could: “Remember I am true
to my country and my greatest regret at dying is that she is
not free.” 

As the rebel brigades emerged from the woods, they
briefly formed into perfect parade ground ranks as they
marched forward. As they advanced, their ranks were
shredded with artillery fire. When the Greys reached musket
range, Union troops behind a stone wall in four lines rose up
and poured volleys into the thinned ranks. In her history of
the Greys, Maud Morrow Brown claimed they penetrated
the Union lines farther than any other rebel troops, an honor
claimed by many others for years after the war. 

What is known is that out of the thirty-one soldiers of
Company A, Eleventh Mississippi, fourteen were killed and
seventeen were wounded, effectively destroying the
University Greys. Throughout the conflict, 148 men served

As the rebel brigades
emerged from the
woods, they briefly
formed into perfect

parade ground ranks
as they marched

forward. 
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Tennessee, following the same route as Grant’s 1862
expedition. Their target was Forrest’s headquarters in
Oxford. By August 7, Smith encountered rebel forces along
the Tallahatchie crossing above Abbeville. After a two-day
skirmish, Union cavalry approached Oxford, cannon fire
sending shells whistling into the square and scattering a
small unit of rebel cavalry. Yankee troopers entered Oxford
pillaging “like a plague of locusts descending on a wheat
field” but left the next day, and Forrest’s soldiers reoccupied
the town. After a series of brief skirmishes, CSA general
James Chalmers, fearing the Yocona River would rise and
trap his forces after heavy rains, abandoned Oxford once
again. Forrest rode north on a raid against Memphis, leaving
Oxford to the tender mercies of Smith. 

According to local tradition, Smith ordered the
destruction of the town in a drunken rage as retaliation
against Forrest’s attack on Memphis. Smith ordered the
mansions of prominent Confederates to be destroyed,
especially the home of Jacob Thompson. Jefferson Davis in
May 1864 sent Thompson on a secret mission to Canada to
act as the spymaster of Confederate undercover operations
in the North, fueling armed resistance against the Lincoln
government among angry Midwestern Democrats.
Thompson was singled out for personal reprisals by the
federal government. Smith ordered everyone out of the
Thompson home, including Thompson’s ailing daughter,
Kate, and his daughter-in-law, Sallie, who had just delivered
a baby. The Union soldier recounted, “The splendid
mansion of Jacob Thompson, the rebel Secretary of the
Interior, with its gorgeous furniture, went up in crackling
flames, a costly burnt offering to the ‘Moloch of treason.’” 

The Union forces destroyed thirty-four businesses and
official buildings, including the courthouse, the Masonic
Hall, and two hotels, along with blacksmithing and
carpentry shops. A Northern soldier wrote home that they
“made free with Oxford, burning all the fine brick blocks
fronting the public square, and also the Court House, in one
grand conflagration.” No official explanation was ever
given by Smith for the sacking of Oxford. There seemed to
be no military value in the destruction. Oxford was
abandoned by the rebels and possessed no significant
Confederate supplies. Historian Howard Dimick argues that
the burning resulted from Yankee frustration and bitterness
over their failure to eliminate “the abhorrent Forrest as a
military factor in Mississippi and Tennessee.” 

However, there was a larger military rationale. By the

second half of the war, it was official Union policy to use
systematic destruction of property to demoralize the
Southern civilian population. After the war, the Oxford
Falcon argued the town “was at the time of the raid
inhabited only by a few old men, and helpless women and
children quietly laboring to obtain what scantly
subsistence the prostrate county afforded.” The Yankee
policy of destruction greatly contributed to the suffering of
Southern civilians, who increasingly lacked the basic
necessities of life. Oxford town leaders begged General
James Chalmers for permission to trade with Yankee-
occupied Memphis. The petition argued, “It will require
one hundred Bales of Cotton to supply the people with
absolute necessaries for the winter.” Dire scarcities
tempted many Southerners into trading with the enemy,
especially since the war-induced shortage of cotton sent
prices for smuggled bales skyrocketing. 

The Civil War left northern Mississippi a devastated
region. Campaigning armies and partisan bands on constant
raids systematically looted and destroyed property. Prior to
the conflict, the northwest counties enjoyed spectacular
economic growth and wealth based on land, slave labor, and
cotton. For generations afterward, well into the twentieth
century, the region suffered stagnation and endemic poverty.
In 1860, Marshall County had produced more cotton than
any other county in the United States, at 49,348 bales. In
1870 the county produced only 18,379 bales. 

The other counties tell a similar story. In 1860, Panola
County real estate was valued at $6,237,902. In 1870, the
value dropped to $3,395,226, and further decreased in 1880
to $2,448,775. The production of cotton dropped from
24,311 bales in 1860 to 15,764 bales in 1870. In Lafayette
County, land values went from $5,932,990 in 1860 to
$1,477,074 in 1870. Production of cotton dropped from
19,282 bales in 1860 to 9,007 in 1870. 

The emancipation of slaves and the devastation of the
war were not the sole causes of this dramatic economic
decline. Reliance on a single crop, cotton, was a major
factor. Throughout the late nineteenth century, prices for
cotton dropped dramatically due to increased international
competition and a leveling off in demand. “King Cotton”
became “Tyrant Cotton.” Generations of former slaves were
caught in a cycle of poverty and indebtedness as share-
croppers, working someone else’s land for a percentage of
the shrinking profits.   

Dire scarcities tempted many Southerners into trading with the enemy, especially since the
war-induced shortage of cotton sent prices for smuggled bales skyrocketing. 
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JAMES MEREDITH AT OLE MISS  
In 1962, James Meredith became the first African American to take advantage of integration and officially
enroll at the University of Mississippi after the U.S. Supreme Court ruled the university had to accept all
qualified students, no matter their race. State officials, students, and citizens were appalled and rioted
in Oxford and other places around the state in protest of Meredith seeking equal opportunity for
education. Meredith was ushered onto campus by U.S. Marshals to protect him from the crowd
protesting his admission. Meredith went on to receive degrees from the University of Ibadan as well as
Columbia University after graduating from Ole Miss and continued to be an active leader in the Civil
Rights Movement. Today, Meredith lives in Jackson. He has authored books on civil rights and other
issues and remains active in civil rights and justice issues. 

The Establishment of Rust College
Rust College, located in Holly Springs, is the oldest

historically African American institution of higher
learning in Mississippi. The college was founded as part
of the revolutionary changes during Reconstruction. Prior
to the war, Mississippi state law made teaching literacy to
slaves a criminal offense. Whites clearly understood that
education made slaves discontented and dangerous to the
status quo. With the fiery destruction of slavery, the freed
people eagerly sought knowledge. Northern observers
commented over and over again on the ex-slaves’ burning
desire for literacy. 

African Americans flocked to newly-created schools and
raised money for their support. The third annual report of
the Methodist Episcopal Church on its aid society
proclaimed that “colored children make as rapid
advancement in elementary studies as the white, and that
their improvement has not been surpassed and rarely
equaled by any class of people.” 

In August 1866, the Northern antislavery Methodist
Episcopal Church founded its Freedmen’s Aid Society.
Reverend Richland S. Rust, the first General Field
Superintendent of the Freedmen’s Aid Society, appealed to
the members of the church to support this organization,



proclaiming that the freeing of 4 million slaves opened a
wide field for mission and education work. The Northern
ministers and teachers who came south during
Reconstruction believed passionately that it was their
Christian duty to raise up the former slaves from the
degradation of slavery, teaching both Christian morality and
the responsibilities of citizenship. Rust argued that “religion
and education alone can make freedom a blessing to them…
they claim this culture as immortal beings, at our hands.
Without it their true position as members of society can
never be obtained.” The future of the race depended on the
training of both the children and the ministers who were
arising among them and who would carry forth “the
Christianizing and education of the race.”

Rust College originated with a school for former slaves
in the basement of Asbury Methodist Church, the first
independent African American church in Holly Springs.
During slavery, African Americans and whites, free and
slave, worshipped together in the same congregations. After
the war, African Americans typically left the white-led
churches. They desired to form their own congregations
where they could have their own ministers, run their own
affairs, and worship as they pleased free from white
supervision. Under the leadership of former slave Reverend
Moses Adams, Asbury Church joined the Northern
denomination. 

African American churches often functioned as the first
schools for ex-slaves. The Northern Methodists sent south
the Reverend Albert C. McDonald, an Illinois circuit rider.
The M.E.C. appointed McDonald the presiding elder in
North Mississippi responsible for planting new churches
throughout the region. McDonald helped establish Asbury
Methodist Church and taught some of the first classes. He
later served as pastor of Trinity Methodist Church in Holly
Springs and founded the Rust College in partnership with
Reverend Adams.   

The Freedmen’s Aid Society in 1868 purchased a site for
the college with aid from the Freedmen’s Bureau, which
contributed $5,000, and local African Americans, who “take
a lively interest in the Institution, and have subscribed two
thousand dollars towards its erection.” The first building,
McDonald Hall, named after the missionary, was built in
1869. Ironically, it was located on the site of the old slave
auction grounds and the campground of Grant’s army. 

Rust College would produce generations of African
American leaders, politicians, and educators. The most
famous attendee, although she did not graduate, was Ida B.
Wells-Barnett, the pioneering newspaperwoman and activist
who exposed the horrors of Southern lynching. Ida’s father,
a skilled carpenter, was a trustee of the new institution. Ida
attended courses as a young teenager alongside her mother.
After her parent’s tragic deaths during the 1878 yellow fever

LUCIUS QUINTUS
CINCINNATUS LAMAR  
From Civil War veteran, to well-respected
Congressman, to Supreme Court justice (appointed by
President Grover Cleveland), the Honorable Lucius
Quinitus Cincinnatus Lamar led the way in trying to
reconcile the North and South in post-Civil War
America. Lamar lived and practiced law in Oxford
before the war, and was the author of the official
Mississippi Ordinance of Secession. He waited for a few
years after the war before running for Congress again.
In 1872, Congress passed an exception to the law
preventing former Confederate officers from holding
federal office that allowed Lamar to once more
represent Mississippi in the House of Representatives. 
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epidemic, Ida supported her siblings by teaching in rural,
one room schools in both Marshall and Tate counties. 

While teaching, Ida continued her education, reading at
night before a blazing fire because there was no oil for
lamps and no money for candles. She would return to Holly
Springs on the weekends “on the back of a big mule.” In
1881, she left for Memphis to become the first female
owner of an African American newspaper and to legally
challenge Jim Crow segregation on the Chesapeake, Ohio
and Southwestern Railroad, which were only the start of
her groundbreaking career.
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Southern eyes, represented the worst of Yankee abolitionist
arrogance, a fanatical crusader determined to lift their
former slaves into power over them. Sumner’s last days
were devoted to passing a Civil Rights Act that would
guarantee equal access for all races in public spaces, a bill
that Lamar bitterly opposed. 

On April 27, 1874, Lamar spoke on the floor of the
House to packed galleries. Lamar praised Sumner’s lifetime
devotion to the cause of human freedom and equality,
without explicitly endorsing Sumner’s policies. Just before
his death, Sumner urged erasing the names of Union
victories from army banners and national memorials as
insulting to the Southern people. Lamar used this generous
gesture to call for an end to the hatreds of the Civil War.
Lamar assured Northern listeners that the South, prostrated
and exhausted, accepted the result of the War. Both
secession and slavery were dead beyond resurrection.
Southerners did not ask the North to strike the mementos of
victory from her banners. Instead, “They would rather that
both sections should gather up the glories won by each
section; not envious, but proud of each other and regard
them as a common heritage of American valor.” 

Lamar’s speech was one of the first and most eloquent
expressions of what became the dominant white
interpretation of the Civil War: a “Brothers’ War” that
honored the valor, sacrifice, and sincerity of both sides as
fellow Americans, an interpretation that allowed white
Northerners and white Southerners to clasp hands over the
“bloody chasm.” Lamar urged future generations not to
speak of Northern prowess or Southern valor but of the
heroism of Americans “in a war of ideas—a war in which
each section signalized its consecration to principles, as
each understood them, of American liberty, and of the
Constitution received from their fathers.” Lamar closed
with this moving plea: “My countrymen, know one another,
and you will love one another.” As Lamar finished, he was
greeted with a “tumult of applause” and grown men
reduced to tears.

Northern newspapers widely praised Lamar’s speech
and welcomed Lamar as the rising new statesman of the
“New South.” The Republican Boston Daily Advertiser
celebrated his “magnanimous spirit,” asserting that Mr.
Lamar’s speech “is the most significant and hopeful
utterance that has been heard from the South since the
war.” The Massachusetts Springfield Republican argued
that when such a southerner as Lamar, a former radical
secessionist, could deliver such a tender eulogy, it must
dawn on “the most inveterate rebel hater in Congress and
the press, that the war is over, and that universal amnesty
is in order.” Lamar would go on to be the voice of
sectional reconciliation, serving in the U. S. Senate, and
when Democrat Grover Cleveland was elected President,

Tate and DeSoto Counties Created
In April 1873, a bill passed the Republican dominated

state legislature creating Tate County. The 404 square miles
were carved mostly out of DeSoto County south of the
Coldwater River. DeSoto County lost almost 300 square
miles, and slices of both Marshall and Tunica counties were
also added. Republican Governor R. C. Powers appointed a
slate of county officials, rewarding loyal members of the
party. The legislature named the new county after Thomas
Simpson Tate, an early settler and prominent Republican. 

Tate served as President of the county Board of
Supervisors in 1871 and was one of seven who posted bond
($75,000) for DeSoto County’s first and only African
American sheriff, J. J. Evans. Tate was the leading figure in
the county’s creation. The voters rewarded him by sending
him to Jackson as their first representative. County historian

Rebecca Haas Smith writes
that a major reason for
creating Tate County was
access to a closer government
seat. In order to pay taxes,
marry, or conduct other legal
business, citizens of southern
DeSoto County had to travel
to Hernando across the
Coldwater River. 

Senatobia, the new county
seat of Tate, was founded in
April 1834 when early
pioneer and land speculator
James Peters bought two
sections of land from the
Chickasaw for $1.25 an acre.
In the Chickasaw language,
“Senatobia” meant “White

Sycamore,” a symbol of “rest for the weary.” Senatobia
became a thriving shipper of cotton when the first train of
the Mississippi and Tennessee pulled into the depot July 15,
1856. The state legislature officially chartered the town in
1860. Like most communities in North Mississippi during
the Civil War, Senatobia suffered numerous raids, with
Union troops twice burning the downtown business section. 

L.Q.C. Lamar’s Famous Speech
Lucius Q. C. Lamar was the most improbable person to

deliver a moving eulogy for Massachusetts Republican
Senator Charles Sumner. Newly elected to the House of
Representatives, the former fire eater, secessionist, and
rebel officer was the first ex-Confederate from Mississippi
sent to Congress. The recently deceased Sumner, in white

Rust College would
produce generations
of African American
leaders, politicians,

and educators. 
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Lamar served as the Secretary of the Interior, the first
former Confederate to serve as a cabinet officer. He
concluded his honored career as a Supreme Court Justice,
becoming the only American to serve in all three branches
of the federal government. 

Lamar’s commitment to sectional reconciliation did not
come without conditions: home rule. “Home rule” meant
the restoration of the “natural ruling class” of the state to
power: conservative white Democrats. In a letter Lamar
denounced the “grim despotism” that oppresses the
Southern people. The question is “how to get rid of these
creatures, defiled by blood, gorged with spoils, cruel,
cowardly, faithless, who are now ruling the South for no
purpose except those of oppression and plunder.” The vast
majority of white Southerners never accepted African
Americans voting or office holding. They despised the
“carpetbaggers” and “scalawags” who, along with the
former slaves, made up the Republican Party. 

They passionately believed that the corrupt “Negro rule”
of the Republicans was an abomination. The Republicans
held power until the “Revolution of 1875.” White
Democrats organized a campaign of political terror, using
“rifle clubs” to intimidate African American voters. In the
November 1875 elections, the white Democrats swept into
power, “redeeming” the state. L.Q.C. Lamar presented a
respectable face on the revolution, publicly calling for
moderation but playing a crucial role in the negotiations
forcing Republican governor Adelbert Ames from office.  

The Scourge of Yellow Fever
Prior to 1878, Holly Springs had never experienced a

yellow fever epidemic. “Yellow Jack” or the “Saffron
Scourge” had plagued the South for centuries as the most
feared of “summer fevers” and greatly contributed to the
South’s reputation as an unhealthy region. The panic it
inspired was due to its mysterious outbreaks; medical
science had no effective treatments or knowledge of its
transmission. Knowledge that it was transmitted by the
female aedes aegypti mosquito was decades in the future.
Popular theories blamed “miasmas” caused by rotting
vegetable and animal matter causing “bad air.” 

The disease struck quickly with dreadful symptoms: once
bitten, within four days victims suffered high fevers, chills,
and nausea. After a false lull in its intensity, victims suffered
the signature symptom of internal bleeding, leading to the
regurgitation of partially digested blood in the form of the
dreaded “black vomit.” After intense suffering victims
either survived or died within a few days. 

When news of outbreaks in Memphis and Grenada
reached Holly Springs, town leaders openly welcomed

refugees fleeing the scourge. They believed themselves to
be safe, as Holly Springs had a reputation as a uniquely
healthy locale, “remarkable for the purity of its atmosphere,
salubrity of climate, and general healthfulness in every
respect” in part due to its elevation and relative isolation.
Newspaper reports praised the “Noble Hearted Little City”
for welcoming those fleeing the scourge, denouncing false
rumors of an outbreak, “in fact, we have declared against
the quarantine, and have thrown open our hospitality to our
sister cities.” 

Refugees from Grenada started arriving August 17 on the
Mississippi Central Railroad. Private homes were opened to
the arrivals. Belatedly, the city government ordered the City
Marshall W. H. Jones to meet all trains and allow no
persons with signs of the disease to get off. The first death
occurred on August 26, as panic spread throughout the
town. Soon all businesses closed and a mass exodus of
women and children fled the
city. By the end of August,
the population declined from
4,000 to 1,500 as those with
the ability and resources fled
into the countryside. Dr. J. P.
Dromgoogle telegraphed that
“the disease had become
general and rages with fury,
and the telegrams poured
over the land telling that the
city of flowers had become
the city of death.”

In the midst of fear and
panic were stories of heroism
as many stayed to care for the
sick and dying. Volunteers
used the Marshall County
Courthouse as a makeshift
hospital, with beds of simple straw that could be easily
removed when soiled. Victims couldn’t be buried quickly
enough, as rows of ghastly coffins lined the court house
lawn, “waiting for ghastlier bodies.” The most celebrated of
the brave volunteers were twelve Sisters of Charity from
Nazareth, Kentucky, who established a station in the
courthouse hospital along with Father Anacletus Oberti of
Holly Springs St. Joseph Catholic Church. 

Dr. Swearingen, a volunteer physician from Austin,
Texas, recalled, “Like angels of mercy, they hovered over
the loathsome spot day and night, caring not who the patient
might be, if only his life could be saved. One by one, these
sisters fell until six of them, with the faithful priest, Father
Oberti, lay dead.” Dr. Swearingen was so moved by the
selfless devotion of the Sisters that he carved a tribute to
one of them, Sister Corinthia, on the courthouse wall. The
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tribute stayed on the wall until the courthouse was renovated
in 1926, when officials saved the section and returned it to
the Sisters of Charity in Nazareth. When the Marshall
County Museum was chartered in 1970, the Sisters returned
the section by car, where it is now on display.

Not all citizens of Holly Springs fled the deadly scourge;
a brave few returned to nurse loved ones. Born to a wealthy
slave-owning family in 1849, Katherine Sherwood Bonner,
after an early life of privilege, suffered from the “genteel
poverty” of many families financially ruined by the Civil
War. Married young, she abandoned her husband and young
daughter in 1873 to pursue a literary career in Boston.
Befriended by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, she produced
under the pen name “Sherwood Bonner” a series of well

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISSISSIPPI BOOK FESTIVAL

JOHN GRISHAM  
One of the most popular and widely read writers of American legal
thrillers, John Grisham was born on February 8, 1955, in Jonesboro,
Arkansas. His father, John Grisham, was a construction worker and
a cotton farmer, and his mother, Wanda Skidmore Grisham, was a
homemaker who cared for John and his four siblings. When
Grisham was four years old, he moved with his family to Southaven,
where he lived until his early adult life. As a child, he grew up
hoping to become a professional baseball player, but that dream
did not last long. During his teenage years, Grisham stared working
by taking on low-paying, often strenuous jobs, such as watering
bushes for a local nursery, working on a fence crew, and paving
highways with asphalt in the hot Mississippi sun. It was during this
time that Grisham began striving for a different kind of life. After
attending school at Northwest Mississippi Community College in
Senatobia and Delta State University in Cleveland, Grisham
graduated from Mississippi State University with a degree in
Accounting in 1977. Next, Grisham entered the University of

Mississippi School of Law with plans to become a tax lawyer;
however, his career aspirations shifted. Following graduation from
law school in 1981, Grisham moved home to Southaven to work
for almost ten years as a trial lawyer, specializing in criminal defense
and personal injury litigation. In 1983—just two years out of law
school—Grisham was elected to the Mississippi state House of
Representatives, a position he held until 1990. But as Grisham was
rising to success in the worlds of law and politics during the 1980s,
he discovered a somewhat unexpected passion for writing. In 1984,
Grisham witnessed a trial at the Desoto County Courthouse that
led him to write his first novel, A Time to Kill. Inspired by the
tragically moving testimony of a twelve-year-old rape victim,
Grisham began writing the novel that would take him three years
to complete. Reflecting on his career, Grisham said, “I seriously
doubt I would ever have written the first story had I not been a
lawyer. I never dreamed of being a writer. I wrote only after
witnessing a trial.” To finish A Time to Kill, Grisham woke up early
and stayed up late every day to write during the hours he was not
working at the law firm. Although the book was rejected by
numerous publishers at first, Wynwood Press agreed to publish a
mere 5,000 copies in June of 1988. By this time, Grisham had
already begun writing his second novel, The Firm, which was
published by Doubleday in 1991 and hit number one on the New
York Times Bestseller List, remaining on the list for forty-seven
weeks. The Firm garnered even more acclaim when Grisham sold
the film rights to Paramount Pictures for $600,000 that year. With
the publication of his number-oneNew York Times bestsellers The
Pelican Brief and The Client, Grisham began solidifying his
reputation as the master of the legal thriller. Impressively, Grisham
has published a novel per year since 1988—including well-known
titles like The Rainmaker, The Chamber, The Runaway Jury,
Sycamore Row, and many others. His 2001 novel A Painted House
is based on his childhood experiences in Arkansas and Mississippi.
Grisham and his wife, Renee Jones, whom he married in 1981,
currently live in Charlottesville, Virginia. In his spare time, Grisham
dedicates his efforts to charitable causes such at the Rebuild The
Coast Fund and Little League Baseball.    

received “local color” stories featuring the “negro dialect”
she heard in her youth. Her most successful works included
Suwanee River Tales and Dialect Tales. 

Her father, Dr. Charles Bonner, and her brother,
Samuel, refused to flee the city and worked tirelessly to
nurse the victims. Katherine, after receiving letters
recounting the horrors of the outbreak, returned home.
She was shocked by the eerie quiet and empty streets.
Unable to convince her loved ones to leave, she remained
to care for the ailing. Tragically, in early September both
her relatives contracted the disease. She wired desperately
to Longfellow, “Help for God’s sake. Send money. Father
& brother down [with] yellow fever. Alone to nurse.”
They died a few days later. Bonner wired her friend, “My
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Not all citizens of Holly Springs fled the deadly scourge, a brave few returned
to nurse loved ones. 

two young boys, Edward and William, both under five years
old. Minerva promised the dying mother. When the police
came to the home to burn all the furnishings, they evicted
Minerva and the boys. No one else stepped forward to care
for the boys, so Minerva took them into the woods, returning
in secret to the abandoned home to scrounge for food. To
comfort the young boys, Minerva made crosses of sticks of
wood; every morning she would trace a cross on the boys’
breasts, saying “White chillun,’ this is all you got to believe
in now.” Amazingly, the boys spent several months with
Minerva without contracting the illness. Eventually, relatives
returned from exile to claim the children, and Minerva
remained with the family until her death. 

All the efforts of heroic volunteers, all the charitable
contributions pouring in from across the nation, did not halt
the epidemic. It only gradually burned out its fury with the
first frosts in early November that killed mosquito larvae.
Throughout Mississippi, a total of 16,461 cases were
reported with 4,118 deaths. Holly Springs, the hardest hit
community in North Mississippi, suffered 1,239 cases with
309 deaths over a period of eight weeks. In the midst of
mourning, there was widespread gratitude to the charitable
donations and volunteers from across the nation, especially
from Yankees. The generous help from former enemies was
widely credited with reconciling the North and the South. 

The Establishment of 
Mississippi Industrial College

With white Democrats in power, African Americans
retreated from politics to concentrate on creating their own
institutions. The founding of Mississippi Industrial College
in Holly Springs in 1905 was the dream of one man, Bishop
Elias Cottrell of the Colored Methodist Episcopal Church.
Cottrell was born a slave sometime between 1853 and 1857
in Sylvestria, a small community north of Holly Springs.
Cottrell vividly recollected being a slave. One of his
strongest memories was being carried to the auction block
at four years of age along with his parents and six siblings
to be auctioned off to five different buyers. Ironically, he
founded the college only four blocks away from the town
auction site. 

As a youth after the war, his piety attracted the attention

heart breaking. Fear I have the fever.” With the help of
friends, she was able to sneak through the quarantine to
Cincinnati but was free of the fever. 

In Jackson, Kinloch Falconer, the Mississippi Secretary
of State, resigned his office to return to his home
community. A Confederate veteran, lawyer, editor of the
Holly Springs Reporter, and mayor of Holly Springs,
Falconer went “right into the jaws of death” to nurse a
dying father and sick brother. He succumbed September 23.
Local papers celebrated Falconer as “doubly a hero, heroic
in war’s carnage, grandly heroic in the carnival pestilence.” 

Of the remaining population, the majority were African
American (about 1,200 of the 1,500 left). In part, this was
because African Americans lacked the resources to flee but
also because of the popular belief that African Americans
possessed a partial immunity to the disease. One estimate
lists the death toll as 71.6 percent of the whites infected and
7.4 percent of the African Americans infected. African
Americans nursed whites throughout the epidemic.  

Ida B. Wells-Barnett, sent to visit a maternal
grandmother to escape the plague, recalled in her
autobiography the heroic efforts of her father nursing
victims during the epidemic. Dr. Gray of the Howard
Association, an organization of volunteer physicians, told
Ida, “your father would be passing through the courthouse,
which was used as a hospital, on his way to the [carpentry]
shop, carrying some lumber to help make a coffin. If he
passed a patient who was out of his head, he would stop to
quiet him. If he were dying, he would kneel down and pray
with them, then pick up his tools and go on with the rest of
his day’s work.”

Safe with her relatives, the teenage Wells received a
letter sadly reporting the deaths of both her parents in the
epidemic. Three days later Wells boarded a freight train,
with the caboose draped in black honoring the deaths of the
last two conductors. When the surviving conductor warned
her of the danger of returning, she asked why he continued
to drive the train. He replied it was his duty. She responded
that’s why I am going home. “I am the oldest of seven
living children. There’s nobody to look after them now.
Don’t you think I should do my duty too?” 

Minerva, the former slave of C. Joseph Herr, remained in
the household as a servant and nanny. As the parents
contracted the disease, they asked Minerva to care for their
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of a white planter, R. H. Parham, who supported his
ambitions to be a Methodist minister. Parham gave him a
house and land rent free. After hard work in the fields,
Cottrell studied the theological works of Parham’s brother,
Reverend William Parham, by the light of burning pine
knots. Cottrell and Reverend Parham worked on sermons
together. After ordination, Cottrell rode his circuit with R.
H. Parham’s sermons in his saddlebags. Cottrell had a
burning ambition for knowledge, attending Central
College in Nashville and learning Greek and Hebrew from
a Rabbi. In 1894, the Colored Methodist Church selected
him as a bishop. 
Bishop Cottrell was a very effective fund raiser. He

convinced the citizens of Holly Springs to donate 120 acres
as a site for the school and received a grant from the
Carnegie Institution. Undoubtedly, one of the reasons white
donors contributed to Cottrell’s project was his support of
industrial training for African Americans. Following the

philosophy of his good friend Booker T. Washington,
president of Tuskegee Institute and the most influential
African American in the nation, Cottrell emphasized
vocational training and Christian instruction. 
Advocates of industrial training believed that the

progress and prosperity of the race depended on practical
skills in mechanics and agriculture, instead of imitating the
curriculum of white colleges with their emphasis on a
liberal education. The courses were designed to inculcate
habits of hard work, sobriety, and thrift as the keys to
success. The college offered courses in agriculture, shoe
repair, carpentry, bricklaying, and cooking. 
Most of the students labored in the college’s fields and

shops to pay, in part, their tuition. Whites, especially
Southern whites, supported a system that seemed to accept,
at least temporarily, the subordinate position of African
Americans and fostered a reliable work force. Although
entitled a college, most of the students attended elementary
and secondary level classes. Just after its founding, 200 of
the 242 students took classes below the high school level.
By 1908, 450 students attended the school. The college
boasted some of the finest buildings of any African
American school in the South, including the 1923 Carnegie
Auditorium. With 2,000 seats, it was the largest auditorium
in Mississippi built by and for African Americans. With this
modest success, the administration added advanced, college
level courses. The school closed in 1982 due to the
desegregation of community colleges. 

William Faulkner
Phil Stone, William Faulkner’s best friend as a young

man, years later recalled an encounter in Oxford in 1924.
Walking by the courthouse, he overheard Faulkner’s Uncle
John, an influential lawyer and judge, proclaim that his
nephew, Billy, would never amount to anything. Stone
spoke up for his friend: “You’re wrong about Billy. I’ll
make you a prediction. There’ll be people coming to Oxford
on account of Bill who would never have heard of the place
except for Bill and what he writes.” Stone proved to be
quite the prophet, although at the time the claim seemed
ridiculous. 
Billy was the family ne’er do well, a black sheep who

alternately posed (falsely) as a wounded combat flyer, a
bohemian artist, and the barefoot town drunkard. Faulkner
had just been fired from his position as the University of
Mississippi postmaster. Neglecting his duties at the post
office, he preferred to read, play cards, drink, and lose
customers’ mail. The postal inspector found bags of
forgotten mail dumped in corners. 
Born September 25, 1897, in New Albany, his father

WILLIAM FAULKNER  
One of Mississippi’s great authors, William Faulkner wrote
prolifically about life in the South and his home state,
Mississippi. Faulkner lived in and around Oxford, for most
of his life, and was famous for his revolutionary  “stream of
consciousness” writing style. 
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moved to Oxford just before his fifth birthday. Faulkner
would live, off and on, in Oxford most of his life. “Billy”
showed promise early in school but failed to graduate high
school. With the outbreak of World War I, he went to
Canada to join the Royal Flying Corps in 1918. Returning
to Oxford, he paraded down the streets in his uniform,
sporting flying wings and a cane. He told tall tales of his
exploits, claiming serious wounds in combat, although he
never left Canada and probably never flew solo. Amused by
his pretensions, locals mocked him as “Count No Account.” 

Taking advantage of a provision admitting veterans,
Faulkner briefly attended the University of Mississippi,
writing numerous poems and short stories for The
Mississippian. He traveled to New Orleans and New York.
Faulkner’s first novel, Soldier’s Pay, was printed in 1926 in
a limited run of 2,500 copies. He seemed to be living down
to his image of a struggling artist.  

American scholars consider Faulkner’s publications
between 1929 and 1942 as perhaps the greatest burst of
creativity in American literature. Starting with The Sound
and the Fury, Faulkner vaulted to international acclaim. In
France he was “worshipped as a demigod.” Faulkner’s
greatest creation was the most famous fictional county in
American literature: Mississippi’s Yoknapatawpha County.
Referring to it as his “apocryphal county,” in a triumph of
imagination Faulkner explored and mapped this land in
sixteen novels and dozens of short stories. Above all,
Yoknapatawpha was a fictional history of Lafayette County
built from the stories Faulkner absorbed as a child and
young adult. 

There is little evidence that Faulkner did any reading or
research into Lafayette’s history. Instead he reimagined the
folk tales and beliefs of his family, friends, and neighbors.
As he explained in a later interview, beginning with the
novel Satoris, “I discovered that my own little postage
stamp of native soil was worth writing about…and by
sublimating the actual into the apocryphal,” giving him
complete liberty to use all his talents. The name itself was
the old Cherokee name for Yocana River, a tributary of the
Tallahatchie in southern Lafayette. Years later, Faulkner told
a University of Virginia audience that the name meant
“water flows through flat land.” 

As a child, Faulkner spent endless hours listening to the
tales of elderly veterans sitting in front of the courthouse.
He recalled there were many who remembered slavery,
lived through the war, and endured Reconstruction. He
enjoyed stories by “Mammie” Caroline Barr of the “Ole
Times,” including tales of the “Old Colonel,” his great
grandfather, William Clark Falkner (as his name was spelled
then). In family tradition, Colonel Falkner was enshrined as
“a household god.” He was the patriarch, the founder of the
family fortune. 

William Clark Falkner arrived in North Mississippi,
supposedly a penniless teenager making his fortune in 1842.
Aggressive, arrogant, and intensely ambitious, he soon
made his mark. He killed two men in duels, served as the
Colonel of a Mississippi Regiment during the War, and later
founded a railroad. Scholars agree that the “Old Colonel”
served as an inspiration for Colonel John Sartoris, the tragic
defender of the antebellum old order. However, in his
ruthless, amoral drive, he also served as a model for Flem
Snopes, symbol of the worst of the “New South.”

In 1949, William Faulkner was awarded the Nobel Prize
for Fiction. His December 10, 1950, acceptance speech is
widely considered the most eloquent ever delivered at a
Nobel Prize ceremony. Slight and soft-spoken, Faulkner
was not an effective public speaker. But his words more
than made up for his delivery. Alluding to Cold War fears of
nuclear war, “a general
and universal physical
fear,” he called upon
young writers to
remember why human
beings write. It was to
explore “the problems of
the human heart in
conflict,” the only subject
worth the agony and
sweat of authorship. He
concluded, “I decline to
accept the end of man...I
believe that man will not
only endure: he will
prevail.” Faulkner would
go on to win the Pulitzer
Prize for Fiction twice, once for 1954’s The Fable and again
for his last novel, 1962’s The Reivers.

The Fight Against Erosion
The economic catastrophe of the Great Depression hit the

counties in the midst of an ongoing ecological catastrophe.
Generations of over farming the same crops of cotton and
corn exhausted the soil of its fertility. Even before the Civil
War, travelers reported exhausted land abandoned as
worthless, denuded of trees and cover, exposed to the
effects of rain, wind and sun. The rich topsoil washed away
in enormous quantities. A government survey in 1908
reported “about 2,000,000 tons of soil have been washed
out of one large ravine in Marshall County.” The study
concluded that over 30 percent of the land area of three
counties in North Mississippi had been ruined by erosion. 

William Faulkner drew upon his intimate knowledge of

American scholars
consider Faulkner’s
publications between

1929 and 1942 as
perhaps the greatest
burst of creativity in
American literature. 
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his native county to describe the ecological destruction he
witnessed in his youth. In 1940’s The Hamlet, Faulkner
introduces the poor white outcasts, the Snopes, and the land
they lived on. It was a land stripped by predatory lumbering
companies and abandoned after the hardwood forests were
gone. Mounds of rotting sawdust marked the vanished
sawmills. “Now it was a region of scrubby second-growth
pine and oak among which dogwoods bloomed until it too
was cut to make cotton spindles, and old fields where not
even a trace of furrow showed anymore, gutted and  gullied
by forty years of rain and forest and heat.”   
The Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), a public works

relief program within the New Deal, hired young,
unemployed, and unmarried men for projects related to
conservation and the development of natural resources. The
men provided manual labor planting millions of trees,
constructing the infrastructure of state and national parks,
and working on soil erosion projects. The CCC planted
hundreds of thousands of loblolly and shortleaf pines,
which cast large loads of needles, very effective in
preventing soil erosion. The CCC introduced the use of
kudzu as a cover for eroded land and forage for grazing
animals. A climbing, coiling, and trailing perennial vine
imported from eastern Asia as a legume, kudzu introduces
nitrogen into the soil. Unfortunately, kudzu proved to be an
invasive, noxious weed, outcompeting indigenous plants
and spreading rapidly across the southern landscape. 

Growth at Ole Miss After World War II
With millions of returning soldiers taking advantage of

the benefits of the G. I. Bill, America’s colleges experienced
a veritable explosion in enrollments. In 1870 only 1.7
percent of college-age Americans were enrolled; in 1948 the
number rose to 20 percent. Mississippi shared in this
dramatic popularization of higher education. In Mississippi,
college enrollment in 1900 only made up 2 percent of the
population; in 1950, it rose to nearly 15 percent. 
The enrollment at the University of Mississippi spiked to

3,213 in 1946 on a campus designed to hold 1,500. The
next year, the student body increased to 3,500 with 1,000
applicants denied because there was no room for them. The
University of Mississippi faced a profound transformation:
abandoning its role as a small institution training the state’s
elites to become a truly modern university. Under the
leadership of the new chancellor, J.D. Williams, the
university embarked on an ambitious building plan. 
A series of new dormitories were built along with a

number of new academic facilities, including the new
Carrier Engineering building and a new education, biology,
and music building. The most ambitious project was a new

modern library. The first centrally air-conditioned building
at a state institution of higher learning, it was designed to
hold the vastly increased library holdings. When completed
in 1951, the university possessed less than 200,000
volumes; the new library could house 450,000. 
The university also modernized academically. The

graduate school reinstated its doctoral program in 1948
with a Ph.D. in medicine. Additional doctorate degrees
were added in the 1950’s in education, English, chemistry,
and history. However, the university’s growth was
increasingly overshadowed by threats to its status as a
white-only institution.

World War II Spurs 
Efforts to End Segregation
Although white Mississippians had worried about a

legal challenge to Jim Crow for decades, the historic
1954 Brown v. Board of Education court decision left
them stunned and outraged. The unanimous Supreme
Court ruling struck down segregation in public school
systems as unconstitutional. The ruling was a direct
threat, which whites held off successfully for another
fifteen years. Across the state outraged defenders of the
“Southern way of life” mobilized a “Massive
Resistance.” Community leaders organized the Citizens’
Councils as a respectable alternative to violent opposition
to integration, preferring to use economic pressure and
propaganda to defend Jim Crow.   

As the world’s most famous Mississippian, William
Faulkner found himself caught in the whirlwind. With his
increasing international acclaim, William Faulkner
increasingly played the role of a public intellectual and
commentator. The State Department sent him to
international writers’ conferences in Sao Paulo, Brazil, in
1952 and Nagano, Japan, in 1955. At the request of
President Dwight D. Eisenhower, Faulkner agreed in 1956
to head the writers’ group in the “People to People
Program” designed to carry the message of the American
way of life to people trapped behind the Iron Curtain. 
The most difficult issue that Faulkner, as an ambassador

and public figure, wrestled with was Southern, specifically
Mississippi, race relations. In November 1955, Faulkner
addressed the meeting of the Southern Historical
Association in Memphis at the request of his friend,
controversial University of Mississippi historian James
Silver. The meeting debated the impact of the 1954 Brown
v. Board of Education ruling. Faulkner asserted, “To live
anywhere in the world of A. D. 1955 and be against
equality of race or color, is like living in Alaska and being
against snow.” Faulkner and likeminded reformers refused
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to sit quietly while “the South, not just Mississippi, but all
the South, wreck and ruin itself twice in less than 100 years,
over the Negro question.” 

After lamenting the hideous stereotypes of white
Southerners in the national media, Faulkner denounced
both those calling for forced segregation and those calling
for forced integration. Faulkner was like a man yelling
“Stop” in the middle of a riot. He pleaded for time for white
Southerners to catch their breath and reevaluate. “The white
Southerner must realize on his own, at his own speed, that
he himself ‘faces an obsolescence in his own land which
only he can cure’ if he is to have any peace.” William
Faulkner died July 6, 1962, and was buried in Oxford’s St.

MCKESSON  
McKesson Corporation, currently ranked fifth on the Fortune 500 list, is a global leader in healthcare supply chain
management solutions, retail pharmacy, community oncology and specialty care, and healthcare information tech-
nology. McKesson partners with pharmaceutical manufacturers, providers, pharmacies, governments, and other or-
ganizations in healthcare to help provide products and services in a safe and cost-effective manner.  Headquartered
in San Francisco, McKesson employs approximately 70,000 people across more than sixteen countries.  In 2010,
McKesson Corporation, along with the state of Mississippi, announced its plan to establish a location in Olive Branch.
John Figueroa, then-president of McKesson’s U.S. Pharmaceutical Distribution, said of the company’s plans for the
$115 million, 600,000-square-foot facility in Mississippi: “This brand new facility will allow us to more efficiently serve
our growing customer needs with the most advanced material handling systems available and will be seen as a model
for McKesson’s other distribution centers.”  Today, the state-of-the-art logistics center in Olive Branch employs more
than 350 full-time employees responsible for the distribution of pharmaceuticals to locations across the United States.   

Peter’s Cemetery, a bare few months before the University
and the whole of white Mississippi faced the greatest
challenge to its “way of life,” the admission of the first
African American student at Ole Miss. 

The man to break the color barrier at Ole Miss, James
Meredith was a native Mississippian, born in Kosciusko,
Attala County, to parents who were substantial
landowners. An Air Force veteran, Meredith was
enigmatic to many; he was a man driven by his own
unique sense of mission. Inspired by the inauguration of
John F. Kennedy and the promise of increased support for
civil rights for African Americans, Meredith wrote to Ole
Miss for a catalog and application on January 21, 1961.
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BRUSSEL’S BONSAI NURSERY  
Brussel’s Bonsai Nursery, the largest importer and grower of fine bonsai in the United States, was founded by lifelong bonsai enthusiast
Brussel Martin. Housed on eighteen acres in Olive Branch, Brussel’s Bonsai has been a destination for bonsai enthusiasts for more than
thirty years but opened its present location in 2005. In order to maintain a world-renowned bonsai nursery—containing a wide variety
of trees that range in cost anywhere from $20 to $20,000—Martin and his staff travel to Asia at least once every year to hand-select
trees for import.  Martin, known for his passion for and knowledge of bonsai trees, frequently teaches classes and workshops throughout
the United States. Martin is also on the Board of the National Bonsai Foundation, and several of his groves are on display at the National
Bonsai Arboretum.  The nursery hosts an annual spring convention called Rendevous that draws bonsai enthusiasts and masters to
Mississippi from around the world.   
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He also wrote to the NAACP inquiring about legal
assistance. He sent his application, along with the wistful
hope learning that “I am an American-Mississippi-Negro
Citizen” would not change Ole Miss’s attitude towards
him.

The registrar formally rejected his application in May
1961. A few days later, Meredith filed a lawsuit in federal
court. A federal district court ruled against him, asserting
that he had not proved that race motivated his rejection. A
three-judge panel overturned the lower court decision,
stating that it was a plain fact known to all that the
university practiced segregation. Sent back to the lower
court, the same justice as before accepted the testimony of
school officials that race had played no role in their decision.
Amazingly, the judge agreed, stating “the University is not a
racially segregated institution” despite the fact that the
school never had an African American student.    

On June 25, 1962, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth
Circuit ordered the admission of James Meredith to the
University of Mississippi. Judge John Minor Wisdom in the
court’s opinion sharply criticized the delaying tactics of the
state and university. “From the moment the defendants
discovered that Meredith was a Negro they engaged in a
carefully calculated campaign of delay, harassment, and
masterful inactivity. It was a defense designed to discourage
and defeat by evasive tactics which would have been a
credit to Quintus Fabius Maximus.” The court ruling
ordered the immediate enrollment of Meredith. 

Twice previously, Meredith had attempted to register
on the campus. The first time, Governor Ross Barnett had
“interposed” his authority between the U.S. Supreme
Court and the state of Mississippi to prevent Meredith’s
admission. In a second attempt, the Lieutenant Governor
Paul Johnson and a phalanx of highway patrolmen
blocked the entrance, engaging in a ridiculous shoving
match with the federal marshals. Kennedy, fearful of an
outbreak of violence and extremely reluctant to use
federal force, kept asking for assurances that Barnett
would use state troopers to keep the peace. President
Kennedy entered into the negotiations. 

They worked out a “hidden ball trick” in which the
governor, informed that Meredith would be enrolled on the
Oxford campus October 1, could arrive in time to
symbolically block his admission before bowing to superior
forces. However, Meredith would actually register in
Jackson. The Governor promised the highway patrol would

maintain order. This ludicrous stage show broke down, as
Barnett lost his resolve. Attending a football game in
Jackson, Barnett shouted to cheering crowds, “I love
Mississippi...I love her people...I love her customs” as rebel
flags waved across the sky. Barnett called Robert Kennedy
to call off the deal. The Kennedys finally had enough: the
Attorney General threatened to expose Barnett’s backroom
maneuvering, while the President signed the order to
federalize the state National Guard and send army troops to
Oxford if needed. Meredith, escorted by a phalanx of
United States marshals, arrived on campus.

On the evening of September 30, 1962, President
Kennedy appeared on television sets across the nation
pleading eloquently for peaceful compliance with the
court ordered integration of Ole Miss. Eyewitness James
Silver recorded that at that same moment, “tear gas was
being fired by United States Marshals into the unruly
crowd in front of the Lyceum building.” Choking and
gasping, spectators “fell back across the Circle toward the
Confederate Monument.” The Grove was momentarily
almost completely obscured by clouds of gas. Twice the
marshals almost ran out of tear gas. The embattled
marshals requisitioned the Lyceum basement and halls for
the wounded. Within minutes of the rioting, sedans filled
with white helmeted reinforcements started arriving at the
Lyceum. They were met with a hail of bricks. Hundreds
were injured with two deaths, including the French
journalist Paul Guihard. The next morning two
contingents of  federal troops of about 100 each marched
onto the campus in full battle gear. At eight o’clock that
morning, Meredith walked through the doors of the
Lyceum to register.

With much less national coverage, volunteers organized
civil rights protests in another Mississippi school. Rust
College in Holly Springs acted as a center for the movement
throughout North Mississippi. The headquarters for COFO
(Council of Federated Organizations, an umbrella group of
civil rights organizations formed in Mississippi in 1963)
was located at 200 Rust Avenue across from the campus on
college property. Despite their apprehensions, civil rights
supporters in Holly Springs and Marshall County
encountered little violence. Activists used Rust College as a
safe training center to prepare youthful volunteers for the
dangers of the Delta. 

In part, this lack of violence was due to a conscious
decision on the part of white civic leaders, who preferred

On June 25, 1962, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit ordered the
admission of James Meredith to the University of Mississippi.  
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the methods of the Citizens Councils to the Ku Klux Klan.
Economic pressure could be very effective, as white-owned
banks controlled the mortgages and loans of African
American households and white school boards could fire
African American teachers. The Rust College
administration intervened to hire African Americans fired
for their “radicalism” and paid the fines of student activists.
Embracing nonviolence and based, to large extent, in the
independent African American churches, the mostly
youthful volunteers operating out of Rust College employed
a series of innovative tactics. 

The civil rights agencies initially concentrated on voting
rights drives. Mississippi’s use of poll taxes and literacy
tests had effectively disenfranchised African American
citizens. Marshall County was 70 percent African American
in 1960. Out of 3,214 registered voters, three were listed as
“Colored.” In Panola County, one African American was on
the voter roll an aged minister who first registered in 1892.
Denied a role in the official elections, the alternative
Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party both encouraged
legal registration and enrolling in “mock elections.” In
1963, about 63,000 African Americans “registered” in these
legally nonexistent “mock” elections. The campaign was
very effective in demonstrating African Americans’ burning
desire to vote while recruiting new adherents. During the
Mississippi “Freedom Summer” of 1964, teachers at Rust’s
Asbury Chapel conducted classes in how to register and
circumvent the reading tests. After the class, the volunteers
were marched one mile to the court house to register. Thus,
an effective network was already in place when the 1965
Voting Rights Act destroyed disenfranchisement. 

The number of African American voters skyrocketed: an
alarmed Scarborough reported since 1965, Marshall county
added 4,016 new African American voters with only 1,069
new white voters. The COFO “Freedom House” in Holly
Springs reported that “Federal registrars began registering
voters in De Soto county on Monday, November 8th
[1965]. Within one week, 1,300 people have been
registered- that’s more than we’ve been able to register
over the entire summer.” Although it would take a few
more years, by the late 1970’s and 1980’s, African
American officials started to win elections. In 1989, Eddie
Lee Smith Jr., a leader of the protests of the 1960’s, was
elected the first African American mayor of Holly Springs. 

The activists also effectively employed marches, sit-ins

and economic boycotts. In Holly Springs, white civic
leaders feared that African American protestors would
disrupt the year’s most popular event, the annual pilgrimage
of historic homes. Rumors spread that Rust students would
obstruct the parade route, but the fears turned out to be
baseless. 

Activists organized a sit in at a Batesville café that
refused service to African American patrons. The volunteers
sat quietly in the white section of the café and politely asked
to be served. The volunteers were arrested. In response,
supporters picketed the courthouse and larger and larger
crowds of both races gathered. The participants in the sit-ins
were convicted, but the sentences were overturned on
appeal. Six cases of refusal of service were sent to the Civil
Rights Division (CRD) as violations of the 1964 Civil
Rights Act. In lieu of prosecuting, the CRD negotiated with
the white owners who promised future compliance. 

In Holly Springs, the Marshall County Citizens for
Progress (CFP) organized a yearlong boycott of the white
businesses on the courthouse square.  Among the
demands was a good faith effort to integrate public
facilities, especially the removal of the “White” and
“Colored” signs in the Marshall County Courthouse.
After no response, the CFP launched a protest march that
started in front of Asbury Methodist Church with 500
people lined up behind the American flag. Throughout the
lines there were signs explaining why the people were
demonstrating (i.e., protesting police brutality in Selma
and Mississippi, job discrimination, lack of Negroes on
the school board, etc.). The march went around the county
courthouse square and then the city hall with a bunch of
reporters and police standing by. 

In retaliation, twenty-six white businessmen obtained a
court injunction prohibiting any interference with customers
by the CFP, effectively stopping the picketing of stores.
Whites accused the CFP of intimidating African Americans
into supporting the boycott. Despite their legal triumph, the
stores on the square started to “voluntarily” remove the
“Colored” and “White Only” signs from their windows.  

Over the years, grudging acquiescence of federal civil
rights laws became acceptance as a new generation of
Mississippians who grew up without separate facilities
came of age with African American voting as a natural
part of the political landscape.   

Over the years, grudging acquiescence of federal civil rights laws became acceptance as a
new generation of Mississippians who grew up without separate facilities came of age with
African American voting as a natural part of the political landscape. 
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DUNLAP & KYLE COMPANY   
More than eighty years ago, Jack Dunlap of Batesville opened a Chevrolet dealership and later sold International
Harvester tractors before finding success in the tire business. Together with his son Robert, who joined the business in
1954, the Dunlaps turned their homegrown business into one of Mississippi’s largest and most successful companies.
The Batesville-based company now operates wholesale operations known as Dunlap & Kyle Company, Hesselbein Tire
Company, and Gateway Tire Company. All retail operations are Gateway Tire & Service Centers in Mississippi,
Tennessee, Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas, and Ohio.   
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The Economy Diversifies
Coinciding with the civil rights revolution was an even

more fundamental revolution in the day-to-day lives of
Mississippians. Called by some historians the “Southern
Enclosure Movement” the decades following World War II
saw massive rural depopulation and the transformation of
agriculture. Across the south, farming became more
concentrated, more mechanized, and more industrial.
Increasingly modern technologies such as mechanical
cotton pickers and chemical herbicides replaced the labor of
workers in the field. 

In 1952, leading landowners Jack Slayden and the Curl
brothers, Ralph and John, brought the first mechanical
cotton picker to Marshall County. The introduction of an

effective mechanical cotton picker made superfluous
thousands of workers previously needed to pick the bolls by
hand. Southerners left the countryside for urban areas and
new occupations by the millions. 

For generations, large majorities of Mississippians made
their living either as farmers or in occupations closely
related to agriculture. In 1960 Panola County, 54.7 percent
of the population lived on farms and only 11.4 percent lived
in urban areas.  African Americans, especially, were heavily
overrepresented as tenants, farm workers, and
sharecroppers. However, even in the rural counties of North
Mississippi, the old sharecropping system was being rapidly
phased out. Increasingly, Mississippi farmers were
abandoning their ruinous dependence on cotton and
introducing a variety of new crops. 
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DeSoto was the first in Mississippi to implement a
comprehensive rural county development program, which
Bouchillon claimed was the first in the entire South. The
success of the council depended greatly on Bouchillon’s
powers of persuasion; he admitted it was often hard to
convince farmers that they needed to get permission to add a
room to their farm houses or telling residents of trailer parks
that they must install a sewage system. In the early 1960s,
Bouchillon helped write bills in the state legislature adopting
building, plumbing, and electrical codes. By the time of
Bouchillon’s death in 2008, DeSoto was Mississippi’s fastest
growing county. Thousands of acres of land a few years ago
transformed from cotton fields into dairy farms were now the
sites of industrial parks and housing developments spilling
out from Memphis. 

Other counties followed suit. In Panola County, an
“Economic Development Authority” was created when
state senator Charles Nix sponsored a law allowing
county Boards to use eminent domain and issue bonds for
the buying and developing of property. The voters of
Panola County consistently approved these measures. The
city of Batesville especially enjoyed robust economic
growth. Ending in 1988, Batesville invested $75 million
for new local industries, creating 3,256 new jobs. 

In Marshall County, the newly-created Economic
Development Authority hired a full time county
administrator and county road manager. Crucial to these
successes were fundamental reforms in county government.
Ever since the 1830s, the Board of Supervisors operated
under the old “beat system” in which individual board
members ran their own little fiefdoms, handing out
patronage and controlling spending. The adoption of the
“county unit” system allowed the boards to effectively
govern the county as a whole with members elected at large.
Under this system, modern methods based on statistical
analysis and long range planning replaced haphazard
decisions based on personalities. 

The Cultural Landscape
The 1990s saw a rediscovery of the vital blues tradition

of North Mississippi. Fat Possum Records, founded in
Oxford in 1991 by two writers for Living Blues magazine,
extensively recorded previously unknown or
underappreciated blues artists. The label’s most
commercially successful artist proved to be R.L.
Burnside.  

Born in Oxford in 1926, Burnside started playing
guitar at the age of sixteen, learning the unique North
Mississippi Hill Country blues style from “Mississippi”
Fred McDowell of Como. Characterized by a heavy

In Lafayette County from 1964 to 1969, soybean
production rose from 38,906 to 157,153 bushels while cotton
plummeted from 18,934 to 10,835 bales. By 1976, there were
only two cotton gins left in the county. By the 1990s, there
was not a single cotton gin left in Marshall County. In DeSoto
County, the raising of dairy cattle increasingly replaced
cotton. By the 1960s, DeSoto was the leading dairy producer
in the state with 16,000 head. By 1970 soybeans were the
county’s leading crop. These revolutionary changes were
reflected in statistics. By 1970, only 8.4 percent of Lafayette
residents lived on farms, while 57.3 percent lived in urban
areas. In 1950, 40 percent of Panolians were farmers or farm
laborers (75 percent of African Americans). By 1990, less
than 5 percent made their living through agriculture.  In
Marshall County, in 1950 out of 6,330 males employed,
3,552 were farmers or farm laborers, the vast majority

African American. By 1970,
only 244 African Americans
were listed as farmers.  

The story of one man in
DeSoto County illustrates
these changes. Just after the
Civil War, DeSoto showed
little promise. The county
was overwhelmingly
agricultural with only three
paved roads. Unregulated
junkyards and trailer parks
spilled across the county line
from Memphis. Only three
municipalities existed:
Hernando, Olive Branch,
and Horn Lake. The future
city of Southaven was vacant
farm land with a few
scattered houses.  

A.W. Bouchillon, a
Hernando alderman and businessman, recalled, “There
was a real need for a county-wide road system and zoning
regulations helped those roads. Businesses and industry
needed to know their investment would be protected.”
Bouchillon, who served bravely as an army medic in the
Pacific, arrived in Hernando in 1949. The Hernando and
Olive Branch municipal governments, in cooperation with
the county Board of Supervisors, supported a
comprehensive land use and zoning plan as the key to
future prosperity. In 1958, at the urging of Bouchillon, the
Board of Supervisors officially endorsed a plan and
established the council. The Board agreed on one
condition: that Bouchillon become the first director. He
agreed to serve for six months, then continued in office
for twenty years. 

DeSoto was the first
in Mississippi to

implement a
comprehensive rural
county development

program, which
Bouchillon claimed
was the first in the

entire South.  
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emphasis on polyrhythms, the style deviated from the
more famous Delta Blues. Burnside absorbed this
tradition, as well as the influences of John Lee Hooker,
Lightnin’ Hopkins, and his cousin-in-law Muddy Waters.
Burnside, along with tens of thousands of rural African
American Mississippians, migrated to Chicago in search
of a better life. 

Tragedy struck Burnside—in the space of one year his
father, two brothers, and two uncles were murdered.
Burnside returned to Mississippi, living as a sharecropper
and commercial fisherman in the Tallahatchie River. In an
account straight out of a blues song, Burnside killed a
man during a dice game and was sent to Parchman Prison
in the Delta. Burnside would later claim that he spent
only six months incarcerated because his old boss needed
him to drive tractors on his plantation. Burnside spent his
remaining four decades in Marshall and Tate Counties,
settling near Holly Springs.

Burnside continued to play acoustic rural blues at juke
joints and house parties. His earliest known recording are
in the late 1960s to small folk labels. In 1969 he played
with Hooker and Hopkins at a Montreal blues festival and
toured small clubs in Europe. However, it was with Fat
Possum Records that Burnside attained widespread
recognition. His records featured what he called the
“Burnside style,” favoring a singular, repetitive chord
with a pounding bass line throughout the song. Burnside
experimented with blending the blues with more modern
styles such as electronica and techno. In an interview
Burnside claimed, “All the rap kids and the rock kids are
now trying to play the blues, because they realize that’s
what started all of this.” He died in 2005 in Memphis,
with funeral services held at Rust College.

Although born in Arkansas, John Grisham is
Mississippi’s most popular author. Grisham’s family
moved to Southaven in 1967 when he was twelve years
old. Grisham graduated from Mississippi State
University. He then attended the University of Mississippi
Law School, graduating with a law degree, and returned
to Southaven where he practiced law for a decade.
Grisham was elected as a Democrat to the Mississippi
House in 1983 and served the 7th District, including
DeSoto County, until 1990. 

The turning point of his life, like one of his novels, was
a victim’s dramatic courtroom testimony. In 1984, he sat
in the back row in the DeSoto County courthouse and
listened to the testimony of a 12-year-old rape victim.
“Her testimony was gut-wrenching, graphic,
heartbreaking, and riveting. Every juror was crying. I
remember staring at the defendant and wishing I had a
gun. And with that, a story was born.” His first crime
novel, A Time to Kill, was not completed until three years

later and was not published until after twenty-eight
rejections. In 1989, it was printed in a limited run of
5,000 copies by a small, regional press. However,
Grisham’s next novel, The Firm, spent forty-seven weeks
on the New York Times Best Sellers list. As of 2012,
Grisham’s novels have sold 275 million copies
worldwide and been adapted into nine films. Grisham
owns a home just outside Oxford and makes generous
contributions to Ole Miss, including the John and Renee
Grisham Writers in Residence Scholarship. 

When Robert Khayat delivered his 1996 inaugural
address as the fifteenth chancellor of the University of
Mississippi, it represented a new era in the school’s
history. Khayat, a Rebel football player and graduate of
the University, had played a number of years in the
National Football League and served as a law professor.
He initiated a long term
plan to transform the
University into, in his
words, “one of America’s
Great Public
Universities.” The
campaign focused on
aggressive fund raising
and expansion. In his
opening speech, he
announced the largest
single donation in the
school’s history, $5.4
million from Jim and Sally
McDonnell Barksdale, for
the new Honors College.
The new Honors College,
along with a program of
increased library holdings
and faculty salaries, was
essential to gain a Phi
Beta Kappa chapter, after decades of rejections. 

But a Phi Beta Kappa chapter was merely a part of a
greater transformation. As important, the university
needed to demonstrate it could progress beyond a
controversial past. As Khayat stated in a CBS interview,
the university “is not the last bastion of the Confederacy,
nor are we the national repository for racial guilt. We are
a modern, progressive university with a long and rich
history.” Khayat’s ambition was to make the school
competitive with the nation’s leading state funded
universities. To accomplish that, he believed the
university needed to begin the painful process of
shedding overt symbols of the Confederacy in order to
grow and prosper.

Khayat faced bitter attacks claiming that he was

When Robert Khayat
delivered his 1996

inaugural address as
the fifteenth

chancellor of the
University of
Mississippi, it

represented a new era
in the school’s history. 
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surrendering the heritage of the university, bowing to
political correctness, and betraying the students and
alumni. Nationally, major news outlets took notice, and
Khayat garnered widespread praise. The university won
its Phi Beta Kappa chapter, in part because of the support
of the leading African American historian John Hope
Franklin, who argued that the school was “doing as good
a job addressing the issue of race as any university in
America.” 
When Ole Miss won the bidding to host the first of the

2008 presidential debates, Khayat and his supporters
expected the national coverage to make explicit the
troubled racial past of the school. The Memphis
Commercial Appeal noted “the past half-century at Ole
Miss has been framed-stained even-by those two weeks
in 1962.” Ralph Braseth, executive assistant to the
chancellor, told the paper, “We fully understand that race
is going to be one of the major topics and we never
would have pursued getting the debate here if we didn’t
want to embrace the topic.” Instead, they embraced the
coverage as an opportunity to display to a national
audience a new culture of racial reconciliation. For the
university and the nation, the hosting of the September
2008 Presidential Debate between Republican John
McCain and Democrat Barrack Obama had immense
symbolic value. Dr. David Sansing, Professor emeritus
and historian of the university, asserted, “I think what we
have here is really a confluence of two lines of history,

where you have a new Ole Miss, a post-racial Ole Miss,
and you have a post-racial black candidate running for
president. Nowhere in America could these two forces
reinforce each other as they do here at Ole Miss.” 
Hosting the debate presented immense financial and

logistical challenges. The university needed to raise $4
million in private funds. The event was a resounding
success. The university garnered wide spread praise for
its handling of the debate and an opportunity to refurbish
its image. 
In the twenty-first century, Ole Miss has lived up to the

slogan, coined by Chancellor Robert Khayat, “One of
America’s Great Public Universities.” The renaissance of
the university can be measured, in part, in dollars and
new students.  Between 1995 and 2009, enrollment
increased 43.6 percent, with new records for enrollment
set almost every year. Endowments grew from $114.3 to
$472.4 million, an increase of 313.3 percent. This new era
saw the opening of a series of modern new facilities,
including the Gertrude C. Ford Center for the Performing
Arts, a $25 million dollar state of the art building seating
1,150, and the $50 million dollar Robert C. Khayat Law
Center. In the late 2000s, more than $535 million was
invested in the physical facilities with an additional $210
million in construction projects underway. 
But the recent successes go beyond bricks laid and

students recruited: it can be measured in an enhanced
academic reputation. The McDonnell–Barksdale Honors

TEGRA MEDICAL  
Tegra Medical offers precision machining and contract manufacturing services for the medical device industry. They produce
components and assemblies for leading edge surgical and interventional companies. Their services range from prototypes
to full production, and from components to complete medical devices. Tegra Medical formed in 2007 and the Hernando
location opened in 2009. The Hernando location is 43,000 square feet and their product focuses are spinal implants and
instruments, trauma implants and instruments, and large joint and extremities reconstruction instruments.
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College is widely recognized as one of the best in the
nation. In recent years, research funding has surpassed
$100 million. The university was named one of four
Truman Foundation Honor Institutions. The number of
National Merit Finalists in the incoming freshman classes
have more than doubled. Numerous agencies have rated
Ole Miss as one of the best values in American education.
The university has taken its place as a leading research
institution, dedicated to serving the needs of Oxford, of
Mississippi, of the nation, and of the global community.

The administration honored the anniversary of the
Meredith riot with a program entitled “Open Doors: Forty
Years of Opportunity.” With Meredith and other
participants invited, hundreds took the symbolic walk
through the central hallway of the Lyceum.  On October
1, 2006, a crowd of 1,500 gathered together to dedicate
Ole Miss’ first public monument to the Civil Rights
Movement. After decades of consecrating symbols of the

Old South, the university officially honored James
Meredith and the activists who brought down the walls of
Jim Crow. 

An impressive panel faced the assembly: James
Meredith and his son, Dr. Joseph Meredith, who earned
his Ph.D. at  the University, Former Governor William
Winter, Morgan Freeman, and keynote speaker Georgia
Congressman John Lewis. A hero of the movement,
Lewis proclaimed, “with the unveiling of this monument,
we free ourselves from the chains of a difficult past.
Lewis celebrated the dawn of a “New South,” of a “New
America” freer, fairer, and more just than ever before.

INTUITIVE SURGICAL, SOUTHAVEN  
Intuitive Surgical was founded in 1995 and launched the da Vinci Surgical System in 1999. Intuitive Surgical is a worldwide
leader in growing field of robotic-assisted minimally invasive surgery. Their headquarters are located in California and
Intuitive Surgical provides technology all over the world in cardia, thoracic, urology, gynecologic, colorectal, pediatric, and
general surgical disciplines. The Southaven branch opened in 2016 and employs forty people. Intuitive Surgical chose to
open a facility in Southaven because of its close proximity to FedEx. The Southaven location is a repair center for the da
Vinci surgical robot system.

© [2017] INTUITIVE SURGICAL, INC. USED WITH PERMISSION
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W hen Mississippi became a United States territory in 1798, its first
government based in Natchez was a ruling council composed of a
governor, a secretary, and territorial judges. Washington, Mississippi,
served as the second territorial capital, replacing Natchez in 1802.

Washington would serve as the setting for the drafting of Mississippi’s first constitution.
Mississippi became the twentieth state to join the Union on December 10, 1817, and since
then, Mississippi’s citizens and officials have shaped the state government into its current
structure through the adoption of four state constitutions, countless new laws, and numerous
government reorganization efforts.
Mississippi’s current constitution was adopted in convention on November 1, 1890. The

document and its subsequent amendments provide the framework for the state’s government
and outline the duties and responsibilities of its officials. Mississippi has three branches of
government: the executive branch, legislative branch, and judicial branch. The three
branches work together and have checks and balances against each other so that no branch’s
power becomes too concentrated. Mississippi’s eighty-two counties also have their own

governments, which include a board of supervisors, chancery clerk,
circuit clerk, tax assessor, tax collector, sheriff, and other offices
including law enforcement officials. Municipalities have their own
elected officials as well.
The executive branch is the chief law enforcement branch of

state government. It is made up of the offices of governor,
lieutenant governor, secretary of state, attorney general, state
auditor, state treasurer, commissioner of agriculture and commerce,
commissioner of insurance, three public service commissioners, and
three transportation commissioners. Each office has a four-year
term and may be re-elected without limit with the exception of the

governor and lieutenant governor, who are limited to two consecutive terms.
The legislative branch writes the laws for the state. The state legislature is divided into

two branches: the Senate and the House of Representatives. Mississippi is divided into fifty-
two senate districts and 122 representative districts. Members of the legislature are voted
into office to serve four-year terms and convene each January to consider proposed laws.
The judicial branch is tasked with ensuring Mississippi laws are not in conflict with the

state constitution. The courts settle disputes and punish those who break Mississippi’s laws.
The nine justices of the Mississippi Supreme Court, the highest court in the state, are voted
into office to serve eight-year terms, which are staggered to provide continuity. Mississippi
also has a ten-member Court of Appeals which was established in 1994. Trial courts include
chancery, circuit, county, justice, and municipal courts.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE’S OFFICE
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THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH
Mississippi’s governor is constitutionally recognized as

the chief executive officer of the State. The aforementioned
seven additional statewide elective officials in the executive
branch are not tied to the governor politically, nor do they
serve as a part of his executive “cabinet,” as is the case in
many other states. Instead, those officials serve
independently without formal gubernatorial oversight,
budgetary dictates, or direction in how their assigned
departments operate or prioritize spending.
The Mississippi Code grants the governor authority to

appoint the heads of the following departments: finance and
administration; economic development authority;
emergency management; banking and consumer finance;
corrections; human services; environmental quality; public
safety; state military; and wildlife, fisheries and parks. The
governor also appoints lay members to more than one
hundred quasi-independent agencies, boards, and
commissions. Although the constitution gives the governor
a mandate “to see that the laws are faithfully executed,” it
provides the governor no authority or power to give specific
direction to agencies assigned to the seven other
independently elected statewide officials. 
While the governors of most states control their state’s

budget process, the governor’s fiscal role in Mississippi is
minimal, consisting mainly in the presentation of a balanced
budget to the Mississippi legislature for its consideration. In
practice, Mississippi has two budget offices—one for the
governor and a second—the Legislative Budget Office—for
the state legislature. Both offices prepare an annual budget
for legislative consideration, although it is the budget
proffered by the legislature which receives the most serious
legislative consideration. 
The legislature by constitutional mandate holds the

purse strings, and no state money is allocated for spending
unless first approved and budgeted by both the House and
Senate membership. However, the governor must approve,
by signing into law, the budget adopted by the legislature
before it goes into effect. Most importantly, the governor
possesses the power to line item veto specific budget
appropriations while still approving the remaining budget as
a whole. Mississippi’s fiscal year begins each July 1 and
ends on June 30 of the following calendar year.
Mississippi’s governor also has a few significant

legislative powers. He is given authority to call the House and
Senate into a special session to consider specific agenda
matters set by him and has veto power over legislative actions
including the line item veto over all appropriation bills.
Although the governor is not formally involved in the
legislative process once the House and Senate convene, the
governor annually presents his legislative agenda and

priorities for the state in a formal “State of the State” address
to a joint convocation of the House and Senate membership
at the opening of the legislative session each January.
The lieutenant governor, the second-highest ranking

executive officer in the state, serves as president of the
Senate, only voting when needed to break a tie. The
lieutenant governor serves on the Senate Rules and Joint
Legislative Budget committees, has the sole ability to
appoint standing committees of the Senate, and refers all
bills to committees for consideration. In the event the office
of the governor becomes vacant, due to death, resignation,
or removal, the lieutenant governor will assume that office.
The secretary of state directs a service and information

agency with major statutory functions: administration of the
Mississippi Corporation Law, Uniform Commercial Code,
Uniform Securities Law, and Elections Code. The secretary
of state administers and supervises 16th Section School
Trust Lands, the Tidelands Trust, lieu lands, and tax-
forfeited property. The position is also responsible for the
issuance of documents and publications of the state,
including those for the executive and legislative branches;
for investigation of charity and securities fraud; and for
enforcement of campaign finance and lobbyist reporting
requirements. Other duties include issuing notary
commissions, registering correspondence schools,
administering the state’s trademark and service mark laws,
receipt of service of process, and administering the
Administrative Procedures Act. The state constitution
designates the secretary of state as the “keeper of the
capitol.” 
The attorney general is the chief legal officer and

advisor of the state and serves as lawyer for the state itself,
its public officials, and its governmental agencies. The
attorney general is the only official who may bring or
defend a lawsuit on behalf of the state. The attorney general
employs a staff of attorneys and investigators who assist
law enforcement in investigating and prosecuting criminal
activity occurring in the state.
The state auditor is responsible for auditing state

agencies, county governments, school districts,
community and junior colleges, and universities. The
auditor also conducts investigations into abuse of public
funds and violations of law. The state auditor is tasked
with providing “best practice” standards for all public
offices of regional and local subdivisions of the state. The
auditor establishes systems of accounting, budgeting, and
reporting for governmental offices in conformity with
legal requirements and with accepted accounting
principles. Additionally, the officeholder conducts
inventory audits of all state property and audits the
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SEAT OF GOVERNMENT
The Mississippi State Capitol is located between President and West streets on High Street in downtown Jackson.
The current capitol building was completed in 1903 and is the third capitol building constructed in Jackson.
Theodore Link, an architect from St. Louis, Missouri, designed the building. Construction costs totaled more than
$1 million and were paid for by back taxes from the Illinois Central Railroad lawsuit settlement. Originally, the Beaux
Arts-style building was created to house all three branches of Mississippi state government. Currently, the capitol
contains formal chambers for the state Senate and House of Representatives and legislative staff and committee
meeting rooms. The ceremonial office of the governor and the secretary of state also operate in the capitol.

quality of data and data controls in public schools. 
The state treasurer serves as the chief financial officer

for the state and maintains financial records (i.e. receipts,
deposits, and disbursements) relating to funds that flow
through the state’s coffers. The treasurer also invests state
funds, serves as custodian of securities held by other
agencies, pays state warrants, and manages unclaimed
property. The treasurer administers Mississippi’s two 529
College Savings Programs: MPACT, Mississippi’s Prepaid
Affordable College Tuition Program and MACS,
Mississippi’s Affordable College Savings Program. 

The commissioner of agriculture and commerce
promotes and regulates the business of aquaculture and
agriculture in the state. The department performs regulatory
functions in the areas of aquaculture inspection for all non-
native species of fish and game fish for stocking and food
consumption purposes. In addition, the Department of
Agriculture and Commerce investigates agricultural theft
and inspects meat, fruit, and vegetables sold for public
consumption.
The commissioner of insurance is charged with

execution of all laws relative to all insurance companies,

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE’S OFFICE
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corporations, and their agents and adjustors operating in the
state. The state’s standard fire code is administered by the
commissioner through the State Fire Marshal Division. The
department also oversees the licensing of manufacturers and
dealers of mobile homes and regulating their practices.
The three public service commissioners supervise and

regulate for-hire transportation, communications systems,
and utilities including electricity, gas, water, and sewer.
The three transportation commissioners control and

supervise all matters relating to airport development,
highway construction and maintenance, highway weight
enforcement, public transit, and rail planning.

The Executive Branch Before Statehood
After Congress created the Mississippi Territory on

April 7, 1798, from land ceded by Spain in the Pinckney’s
Treaty in 1795, President John Adams appointed Winthrop
Sargent of Massachusetts to serve as the first territorial
governor. The minimal government structure consisted, at
the outset, only of the governor and three other territorial
officials. In addition to Sargent, John Steele of Virginia
served as secretary. Thomas Rodney of Delaware and John
Tilton of New Hampshire were the first territorial judges of
Superior Court. 
Among Sargent’s first acts was establishing a militia for

protection of the settlers, most of whom were concentrated
in the Natchez District along the Mississippi River. A strict
code was adopted, sometimes referred to as “Sargent’s
Codes,” which authorized punishments including
“cropping, pillorying and whipping” and authorized
forfeiture of estates in cases of treason, arson and burglary.
The biggest common concern facing the fledgling territorial
government was the threat from the native Choctaw,
Chickasaw, Cherokee, and Creek tribes. Settlers were
focused on land ownership and property ownership rights. 

In 1801, William C.C. Claiborne arrived in Natchez to
become the second territorial governor. During his term, the
territorial capital was moved from Natchez to the village
of Washington, roughly six miles north of the city.
Following Claiborne, Robert Williams was named the
third governor of the Mississippi Territory, serving from
1805 to 1809. In 1809, David Holmes was appointed as
the fourth and final territorial governor.

Under the Constitution of 1817
On March 1, 1817, President James Madison signed

legislation granting the western portion of the Mississippi
Territory admission to the Union as the state of
Mississippi. The forty-eight delegates of the Mississippi
statehood convention, as provided for in the enabling act,

assembled at Washington, Mississippi, on July 7, 1817, to
draft the new state’s constitution. After one month and
eight days of deliberation, the first Mississippi
Constitution was adopted on August 15, 1817. There was
no popular referendum to ratify the constitution. In
September, 1817, Mississippi’s new electorate chose
David Holmes, territorial governor at the time, as the first
state governor for a two-year term. Duncan Stewart was
elected Mississippi’s first lieutenant governor.
In the first state constitution, the powers of

Mississippi’s government were divided into “three
distinct departments:” the executive, legislative, and
judicial. Article IV outlined responsibilities of the
Executive Department: “The supreme executive power of
this State shall be vested in a Governor, who shall be
elected by the qualified electors, and shall hold office for
two years from the time of his installation, and until his
successor be duly qualified.” Qualifications for governor
required him to be at least thirty years old, a United States
citizen for twenty years, to have lived in the State for at
least five years prior to election, and be a landholder of at
least 600 acres or own real estate valued at $2,000 or
more. The governor was assigned responsibility to “take
care that the laws be faithfully executed” as well as serve
as commander-in-chief of the state’s army, navy, and
militia. He was given authority to call the General
Assembly into session as needed.
The original constitution also created the positions of

secretary of state, lieutenant governor, a state treasurer,
and an auditor of public accounts, the latter two to be
appointed annually. Sheriffs and coroners were to be
elected in each county to two-year terms.

Under the Constitution of 1832
Mississippi’s second constitution reflected the reign of

Jacksonian Democracy and the appointment of public
officials was done away with. Virtually all public offices
were made elective. The familiar tripartite separation of
government powers remained intact. The governor was
limited to serving two two-year terms in a six-year period
and the position of lieutenant governor was abolished
altogether. 

Under the Constitution of 1868
Secession from the Union, the Civil War, and

Reconstruction required change and renewal in practically
all areas of Mississippi life, and the state’s constitution was
no exception. A new constitution, adopted in May 1868, and
ratified in December 1869, recognized the civil rights of
newly freed slaves and provided a legal structure for a new
social order. Gubernatorial terms of office were extended to
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THE GOVERNOR’S OFFICE
The Governor’s formal ceremonial office is located on the third floor of the new capitol. This
office was once the main working headquarters for the governor. Now, it is often used during
the legislative sessions and is the site of signings for key pieces of legislation. The governor’s
current working office is located in the Walter Sillers Building just north of the new capitol.

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE’S OFFICE
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GOVERNOR’S MANSION
The Mississippi governor’s mansion is the second oldest continually occupied governor’s
residence in the United States. In 1842, the first residents moved in and in 1975, the building
was designated a National Historic Landmark. Construction of the governor’s mansion began
in 1839. Governor Tilghman Mayfield Tucker and his family were the first to move into the
building in January 1842. Final construction costs totaled approximately $50,000.
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four years, without limits on the right of succession. The
office of lieutenant governor was reestablished and charged
with presiding over the upper house of the bicameral
legislature. Separation of powers continued in the new
constitution, and a state-supported system of public
education was created. 

Under the Constitution of 1890
The legislature’s call for a constitutional convention

resulted in Mississippi’s fourth constitution in 1890. It
retained the separation of powers and the bicameral
legislature. The power of the executive branch was
weakened, and the governor was prohibited from
reelection. Calls for a fifth constitution began shortly after
the adoption of the Constitution of 1890. 
In 1934, Governor Martin S. Conner highlighted the

need for a new constitution “to repair the state’s national
image and to give Mississippi a chance to attract more
industry.” In 1957, an extraordinary session of the
legislature was called by Governor J.P. Coleman to consider
his call for a convention to draft a new constitution. In
1985, a 350-member constitutional commission was
established by executive order of Governor Bill Allain, and
it did, in fact, produce a new constitutional draft. 
Mississippi operates under the constitution of 1890, but

at least 117 provisions of the original have been added,
amended, repealed, or declared unconstitutional and
unenforceable by the courts of the United States. Today’s
Mississippi Constitution is far removed from the original
adopted in 1890. 
In 1944, a constitutional amendment created the Board

of Trustees for the State’s Institutions of Higher Learning.
The amendment effectively removed the governor’s
authority to hire and fire the heads of the state’s eight public
universities and assigned to the board all responsibilities for
the policy and financial oversight of the schools. 

In the early 1980s, Bill Allain filed a suit seeking
separation of the functions of the executive and legislative
branches of state government, especially in the budgetary
process. Prior to that suit, members of the Mississippi
legislature served on boards, commissions, and agencies in
the executive branch. The Mississippi Supreme Court
agreed with Allain’s assertion that the Constitution of 1890
required a separation of powers, and held that legislative
officials could not serve in the executive branch. The ruling
strengthened the executive branch, particularly the office of
governor. The Administrative Reorganization Act of 1984
carried out the Supreme Court’s mandated separation of the
executive and legislative branches. 
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Elected Executives
Governor – Must be a qualified elector, at least thirty years
old, a citizen of the United States for twenty years, and a
resident of the state five years. 

Lieutenant Governor – Same qualifications as required of
the Governor.

Secretary of State – A qualified elector, at least twenty-five
years old, and a citizen of the state five years.

Attorney General – A qualified elector, a practicing
attorney for five years, at least twenty-six years old and a
citizen of the state five years.

Treasurer – Same as Secretary of State.

Auditor – Same as Secretary of State.

Commissioner of Insurance – Same as Secretary of State.

Commissioner of Agriculture and Commerce – A
qualified elector with a general knowledge of agriculture,
mining, manufacturing, statistics, and general industries;
and an experienced and practical agriculturist.

Governors 1817-2017
David Holmes – 1817-1820
George Poindexter – 1820-1822
Walter Leake – 1822-1825
Gerard Chittocque Brandon – 1825-1826
David Holmes – 1826
Gerard Chittocque Brandon – 1826-1832
Abram M. Scott – 1832-1833
Charles Lynch – 1833
Hiram G. Runnels – 1833-1835
John Anthony Quitman – 1835-1836
Charles Lynch – 1836-1838
Alexander Gallatin McNutt – 1838-1842
Tilghman Mayfield Tucker – 1842-1844
Albert Gallatin Brown – 1844-1848
Joseph W. Matthews – 1848-1850
John Anthony Quitman – 1850-1851
John Isaac Guion – 1851
James Whitfield – 1851-1852
Henry Stuart Foote – 1852-1854
John Jones Pettus – 1854
John J. McRae – 1854-1857
William McWillie – 1857-1859
John Jones Pettus – 1859-1863
Charles Clark – 1863-1865
William Lewis Sharkey – 1865
Benjamin Grubb Humphreys – 1865-1868
Adelbert Ames – 1868-1870
James Lusk Alcorn – 1870-1871

Ridgley Ceylon Powers – 1871-1874
Adelbert Ames – 1874-1876
John Marshall Stone – 1876-1882
Robert Lowry – 1882-1890
John Marshall Stone – 1890-1896
Anselm Joseph McLaurin – 1896-1900
Andrew Houston Longino – 1900-1904
James Kimble Vardaman – 1904-1908
Edmond Favor Noel – 1908-1912
Earl LeRoy Brewer – 1912-1916
Theodore Gilmore Bilbo – 1916-1920
Lee Maurice Russell – 1920-1924
Henry Lewis Whitfield – 1924-1927
Dennis Murphree – 1927-1928
Theodore Gilmore Bilbo – 1928-1932
Martin Sennet (Mike) Conner – 1932-1936
Hugh Lawson White – 1936-1940
Paul Burney Johnson, Sr. – 1940-1943
Dennis Murphree – 1943-1944
Thomas Lowry Bailey – 1944-1946
Fielding Lewis Wright – 1946-1952
Hugh Lawson White – 1952-1956
James Plemon (J.P.) Coleman – 1956-1960
Ross Robert Barnett – 1960-1964
Paul Burney Johnson, Jr. – 1964-1968
John Bell Williams – 1968-1972
William Lowe (Bill) Waller, Sr. – 1972-1976
Charles Clifton (Cliff) Finch – 1976-1980
William Forrest Winter – 1980-1984
William A. (Bill) Allain – 1984-1988
Raymond Edwin (Ray) Mabus, Jr. – 1988-1992
Daniel Kirkwood (Kirk) Fordice – 1992-2000
David Ronald (Ronnie) Musgrove – 2000-2004
Haley Barbour – 2004-2012
Phil Bryant – 2012-present

THE LEGISLATURE 
From the first state constitution adopted in 1817 through

the ratification and revision of each subsequent constitution, the
bulk of governmental power and authority has been vested into
the hands of the House of Representatives and the Senate.
Mississippi gives its sole law-making authority to the

bicameral legislature: the 122 members of the House of
Representatives and the fifty-two members of the Senate.
They are voted into office for four-year terms. Both chambers
of the legislature operate with a constitutional provision
stipulating no money may be spent from the state’s treasury
unless the legislature passes a specific law to do so. 
Additionally, the Senate exercises advice and consent

authority over certain appointments made by the governor to
state agencies, boards, commissions, and departments of
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government. The power of impeachment is vested solely in
the House of Representatives, while the power to try
impeachment cases lies in the Senate. The House has the duty
to elect the governor if no candidate for the office receives a
majority of both the popular vote and the electoral vote in the
general election of state officials.
At its most central reason for being, the legislative

branch is responsible for writing laws for the State of
Mississippi. It dictates public policy and controls the state’s
operating budget through a complex system of committees,
rules, and procedures. Each January the legislature
convenes to bring proposed legislation before each chamber
for debate and an eventual vote. 
Once legislation passes out of both chambers, it is sent

to the governor for his signature or veto. The governor has
five days to either approve a bill by signing it into law, or to
return it to the legislature with objections. If the governor
takes no action, the legislation automatically becomes law
without his signature. The legislature can override a
governor’s veto with two-thirds vote of both chambers in
favor of the legislation’s passage.
The broad strokes of the legislative process, the general

organization of the legislature, and the qualifications for
holding office are outlined in the state constitution.
However, the Legislature has been given authority to set its
own operating rules and choose its leadership. These rules,
along with traditional practices that have developed through
the decades, have shaped a complex system of deadlines
and procedures that govern the adoption of state laws and
financial decisions.
Both chambers of the Legislature conduct business

under a complicated, highly traditional set of rules. Those
rules, taken together with the thousands of procedural
rulings or precedents set through the years, define and
solidify the power structure with the Senate and the House
of Representatives. Every four years, for more than 125
years, both chambers have adopted their own set of rules at
the beginning of the session following the election of the
membership and their leadership.
Each of Mississippi’s four constitutions has slightly

altered the legislative framework for its organization, size,
qualifications, and privileges of office as well.

Under the Constitution of 1817
Mississippi’s first constitution created a General

Assembly of the State of Mississippi with legislative power
vested in the Senate and the House of Representatives.
Members of the House were to be elected to one-year terms.
Qualifications included being a resident of the state for two
years preceding election; one year’s residency in the county,
city, or town from which the candidate was elected; being at

least twenty-two years old; and being a landowner of at
least 150 acres or an interest in real estate valued at $500 or
more.
Senators were to be elected to serve three-year terms

with the initial election to select three pools of three-year
staggered terms. Qualifications for senator included United
States citizenship, residency in the state for four years,
residency in the district from which the candidate was
elected for one year, a minimum age of twenty-six, and
ownership of 300 acres of land or an interest in real estate
valued at a minimum of $1,000.
The first session of the General Assembly was to begin

on the first Monday in October in Natchez. Subsequent
annual sessions were to begin in November.

Under the Constitution of 1832
The second state constitution addressed representational

issues governing the legislative branch that sprang from the
rapid population growth and settlement expansion following
the opening of Choctaw and Chickasaw lands for white
ownership.
Under this constitution, both House and Senate

members were to serve two-year terms. For the Senate,
however, an election was to be held every four years in
November in which two sets of senators were chosen by the
electorate to serve staggered two-year terms. Section 11 of
the constitution further explained that: “On their being
convened in consequence of the first election, they shall be
divided by lot from their respective districts into two
classes, as nearly equal as can be. And the seats of the
senators of the first class shall be vacated at the expiration
of the second year.”
Qualifications for the House of Representatives included

being a U.S. citizen, a state resident for at least two years
preceding the candidate’s election, and a resident of the
district for at least one year preceding his election.
Representatives had to be at least twenty-one years old.
Qualifications for the Senate included being a citizen of

the United States, a resident of Mississippi for four years
prior to election, and a resident of the candidate’s district for
one year prior to election. Senators were required to be at
least thirty years old.
Section 9 of Article III of the 1832 constitution

addressed in detail how the white population should be
evaluated to determine balanced and appropriate
representation for cities, towns, and counties in the rapidly
expanding state: “The Legislature shall, at their first session,
and at periods of not less than every four, nor more than
every six years, until the year 1845, and thereafter at periods
of not less than every four, and not more than every eight
years, cause an enumeration to be made of all the free white
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inhabitants of this State; and the whole number of
representatives shall, at the several periods of making such
enumeration, be fixed by the Legislature and appointed
among the several counties, cities or town, entitled to
separate representation, according to the number of free
white inhabitants in each; and shall not be less than thirty-
six nor more than one hundred: Provided, however, that
each county shall always be entitled to at least one
representative.”
Section 30 required the “first and all future sessions of

the legislature shall be held in the town of Jackson” until
1850 at which time the legislature was given power to
designate by law the permanent seat of government. It set
the start date for the legislative sessions, starting in 1833
and then every two years subsequently, on the third Monday
in November. The Office of Lieutenant Governor was
abolished by the Constitution of 1832 and the duties of
President of the Senate were incorporated into a separate
office. This change was reversed in the next constitution’s
adoption with the lieutenant governor reassuming the duties
of President of the Senate.

Under the Constitution of 1868
For the first time in Mississippi history, African

American males were qualified as electors—a right not only
to vote for but to seek election as members of the state
legislature.
Legislative terms remained at two years for members of

the House of Representatives, but Senate members were to
continue to be elected every four years. Age qualifications
for senators were lowered, requiring them to be twenty-five
years old. They had to be a resident of the state for at least
one year prior to election.
The constitution moved the opening of the annual

legislative session to the first Monday of January. It
prohibited the House and Senate for adjourning for more
than three days during the regular session and forbade either
house from moving its body to a separate location. The
constitution also gave both houses the authority to set their
own rules of operation in Section 14: “Each House may
determine rules of its own proceedings, punish its members
for disorderly behavior, and, with the concurrence of two-
thirds of the members present, expel a member; but no
member shall be expelled a second time for the same
offense. They shall each, from time to time, publish a
journal of their proceedings, except such parts as may, in
their opinion, require secrecy, and the yeas and nays on any
question shall be entered on the journal at the request of
one-tenth of the members present; Provided, That the yeas
and nays shall always be entered on the journal on the
passage of a bill appropriating money.”

Under the Constitution of 1890
Delegates to Mississippi’s most recent constitutional

convention vested the legislative branch with broad powers in
comparison to the executive and judicial branches, enabling
the legislature to dominate decision-making and budget
processes through a complex system of committees, rules,
and procedures.
In Article IV, the constitution of 1890 lays out the general

organization of the legislature, qualifications and privileges of
its members, its rules of procedure, and certain limitations
and prohibitions applicable to the membership.
As in previous versions, the current constitution names

the lieutenant governor as the ex officio President of the
Senate. Constitutional authority allowing the Senate to vest
the lieutenant governor with broad powers in the operation of
the Senate, as developed through tradition and refined by
successive holders of the office, has historically afforded the
office with a heightened degree of influence over state policy. 

PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE’S OFFICE
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More Recent Legislative Changes
In 1914, a populist move to limit legislative power

surfaced in the form of the state’s first “initiative and
referendum” amendment to the constitution of 1890. Simply
put, initiative and referendum was a two-fold power: it gave
the general population the ability to bypass the legislature
altogether and initiate legal reforms by petition (initiative),
and it reserved to the people a means where legislative
enactments could be submitted to a referendum vote to either
concur or remove the law (referendum). 
The original initiative and referendum amendment

was initially upheld by the Mississippi Supreme Court,
but it was later overturned in 1922. The push did not die,
however. In 1992, the legislature presented to Mississippi
voters a constitutional amendment, referred to as
“Amendment 8,” allowing for the amendment of the state
constitution by the general citizenry as well as by the
Legislature itself. Amendment 8 did not allow the

initiative process to be used to change the bill of rights,
the Mississippi Public Employees Retirement System,
“Right-to-Work” provisions, or the initiative process
itself. The amendment was approved in a popular vote. 
The initiative process, as approved by the electorate,

requires petitioners to obtain qualified voter signatures
from every congressional district inside a 12-month
window. The initiative law allows the legislature to accept
a popularly approved amendment, or to propose an
alternative amendment on the same subject matter and let
the voters accept or reject it. The voters are afforded the
final choice. 
In 1983, the common practice of having legislators

serve on the boards of departments, agencies, boards, and
commissions in the executive branch was challenged in
court. In the case of Alexander v. State of Mississippi, the
Mississippi Supreme Court removed legislators from
membership on executive boards and commissions,

SENATE CHAMBERS
The Senate chamber is located on the third floor of the new capitol and seats Mississippi’s fifty-two senators. The
Senate chamber is art marble and the base is Belgium black marble. The columns are Breccia violet with Corinthian
caps. The dome is stained Bohemian glass and is protected by another dome on top. The words printed in the center
of the dome reads, “The people’s government was made for the people by the people and answerable to the people.”
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permitting them to serve only as ex officio and non-
compensatory participants or advisory board members. It
did not, however, remove the power of the lieutenant
governor and the speaker of the house to appoint (non-
legislative) members to those executive branch positions.
The legislature also retained the exclusive power to
expand, limit, or otherwise modify or define the scope
and function of the boards—including how much state-
appropriated money is provided for their staff and
operational programs. The legislature has also, as part of
the laws creating the boards and commissions, retained
the authority to repeal their existence at will.

Lt. Governors 1817-1832
Duncan Stewart – 1817-1820
James Patton – 1820-1822
David Dickson – 1822-1824
Gerard Chittocque Brandon – 1824-1826
Abram M. Scott – 1828-1832
Fountain Winston – 1832
The Office of Lieutenant Governor was abolished by the
constitution of 1832 and the duties of President of the
Senate were incorporated into a separate office.

President of the Senate 1833-1869
Charles Lynch – 1833-1834
P. Briscoe – 1834-1836
W. Van Norman – 1836-1837
Alexander Gallatin McNutt – 1837-1838
A.L. Bingaman – 1838-1840
G.B. Augustus – 1840-1842
Jesse Speight – 1842-1843
A. Fox – 1843-1844
Jesse Speight – 1844-1846
G.T. Swan – 1846-1848
Dabney Lipscomb – 1848-1851
James Whitfield – 1851-1854
John J. Pettus – 1854-1858
James Drane – 1858-1865
John M. Simonton – 1865-1869
The Constitution of 1869 re-established the office of
Lieutenant Governor. This office also re-assumed the duties
of President of the Senate.

Lt. Governors 1870-2017
Ridgley C. Powers – 1870-1871
A.K. Davis – 1871-1876
John M. Stone – 1876-1878
William H. Sims – 1878-1882
G.D. Shands – 1882-1890

M.M. Evans – 1890-1896
J.H. Jones – 1896-1900
James T. Harrison – 1900-1904
John Prentiss Carter – 1904-1908
Luther Manship – 1908-1912
Theodore Gilmore Bilbo – 1912-1916
Lee Maurice Russell – 1916-1920
Homer Harris Casteel – 1920-1924
Dennis Murphree – 1924-1927
Clayton Bidwell Adams – 1928-1932
Dennis Murphree – 1932-1936
Jacob Buehler Snider – 1936-1940
Dennis Murphree – 1940-1943
Fielding L. Wright – 1944-1946
Sam Lumpkin – 1948-1952
Carroll Gartin – 1952-1960
Paul Burney Johnson, Jr. – 1960-1964
Carroll Gartin – 1964-1966
Charles L. Sullivan – 1968-1972
William Forrest Winter – 1972-1976
Evelyn Gandy – 1976-1980
Bradford Johnson (Brad) Dye, Jr. – 1980-1992
Eddie Briggs – 1992-1996
David Ronald (Ronnie) Musgrove – 1996-2000
Amy Tuck – 2000-2008
Phil Bryant – 2008-2012
Tate Reeves – 2012-present

THE JUDICIARY 
Written by Justice Josiah D. Coleman
Although lacking the notoriety with which the Supreme

Court of the United States and the other federal courts
sometimes act, Mississippi’s state courts arguably have a
much greater impact on the day-to-day lives of
Mississippi’s citizens. Want, prosperity, peace, and strife
have shaped the history of Mississippi’s legal system, just as
they have the history of the state as a whole.

The Judiciary Before Statehood
Lawyers practiced and judges decided disputes in the

Mississippi Territory well before the state was admitted to
the Union in 1817. The first governor of the Mississippi
Territory, Winthrop Sargent, perceived a need for a judicial
system as early as 1798. Although the federal law creating
the territory foresaw and provided for territorial judges,
delays in getting the judges so provided to the territory left,
to Governor Sargent’s thinking, a need to act to fill the void.
Without discernable authority to do so, he appointed
“Conservators of the Peace,” who would serve until the
federally-provided judges arrived in the territory. During
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much of the territorial period, the territorial judges, who
were appointed by the president of the United States per
Congress, and the territorial system established by Governor
Sargent formed the judicial system. The judges of the
former system served for life, but the judges of the latter
served at the will and pleasure of the territorial governor.
Before statehood, Governor Winthrop’s nascent judicial
system, aided by federal legislation that gave Congress’s
blessing to his improvised system, would grow. Also, not to
be confused with today’s modern system of federal and state
courts, the territorial courts established by Governor
Winthrop were, in point of fact, federal courts, even if their
exact nature and authority remained amorphous.

The sparsely-populated Mississippi Territory grew in
population, at least in specific geographical locations such
as Natchez, and the territorial and federal systems evolved.
Two years after the incorporation of Natchez in 1803, the
legislature created something of a municipal court—
apparently the first of its kind in the territory. However, the
Mayor’s Court, as it was known, acted against debtors in
such a stern manner as to earn the ire of the public—to the
point that a grand jury found it to be a public nuisance and
its jurisdiction curtailed. There were other pre-statehood
perturbations. In 1804, Congress provided for a new federal
judge whose court would exercise original jurisdiction in
the territory—thereby taking from the territorial courts the
right to oversee cases. Appeals from the new federal court
were to be overseen by federal courts, rather than the
territorial Supreme Court. Any appeals from there would be
sent to the Supreme Court of the United States.
By 1810, the Mississippi Territory had six counties, and

these counties were served by Courts of General Quarter
Session and Courts of Common Pleas (the “county courts.”)
Each county also had “superior court of law and equity,”
which took the trial jurisdiction formerly entrusted to the
Supreme Court. The Supreme Court was abolished, and the
individual judges of the superior courts oversaw the county
courts. Soon thereafter the Supreme Court of Errors and
Appeals was formed, and it oversaw the superior courts.

Accordingly, with a few fits, starts, and stumbles, the
territorial courts grew and evolved, setting the stage for the
formation of state courts with the coming of statehood in
1817. The choppy history of the territorial courts, especially
the initiative displayed by Governor Sargent’s creation of
courts by fiat even as Congress also provided for courts,
might seem confused or even frantic to the reader of today.
We are accustomed to a system that has had more than 200
years to be established—and far more than that if one takes
into account the English system upon which so much of the
American and Mississippi court systems are based.
However, it must be remembered that the Mississippi
Territory formed at a time that was formative for the nation

itself. After all, Congress passed the act establishing the
territory only one year after the ratification of the
Constitution of the United States. The evolution did not end
with statehood, either. Mississippi’s several constitutions all
provided for variances in its court system, as will be seen
below.

Courts Under the Constitution of 1817
George Poindexter, who served as a territorial judge

prior to statehood, played the primary role in drafting
Mississippi’s 1817 Constitution. Poindexter, a native of
Virginia, moved to Mississippi and practiced law in
Natchez. He would go on to serve as governor of
Mississippi and as a U.S. Senator. After the adoption of the
1817 constitution, Poindexter also drafted Mississippi’s first
legal compendium, known as the Poindexter Code,
infamous for its harshness. The Poindexter Code, also called
the Bloody Code, delineated many capital crimes and often
prescribed as punishment—for men and women both—
branding and public flogging. Calls for its repeal buttressed
the efforts of those calling for constitutional reform in the
next decade.

Many of the rights retained by Mississippi’s first state
citizens and pertinent to the courts are the same as those
found in the Constitution of the United States and familiar
to us all. Article 1, Section 10 ensured, among other things,
the right of counsel, the right to confront adverse witnesses,
a protection against self-incrimination, and the right to a
speedy trial in criminal prosecutions. Section 13 provided
protection against double-jeopardy. Section 14 provided,
“All courts shall be open, and every person for any injury
done him in his lands, goods, person or reputation, shall
have remedy by due course of law....” In other words and
without going into further detail, much of the substance of
the 1817 constitution matches the rights Mississippians
enjoy today when they appear in the courts of the State.
The 1817 constitution placed the judicial power of the

State “in one supreme court, and such superior and inferior
courts of law and equity as the Legislature may, from time
to time, direct and establish.” It established a judiciary that
consisted of four to eight judges of both the supreme and
the superior courts, thereby providing for a system wherein
a judge would sit as both a trial judge and an appellate
judge. Judges were prohibited from acting as a member of
the Supreme Court on cases on which they served as the
trial judge.
Judges held their offices “during good behavior,”

except that no person could serve as a judge, or continue
service as a judge, after reaching the age of sixty-five.
Although the 1817 constitution acknowledged the
impeachment of judges, it also provided that judges could
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OPENING SESSION
The House of Representatives chamber dome is the original Bohemian stained glass and has another dome on top
for protection. The walls of the chamber are art marble and the base is Belgium black marble. The Mississippi Coat
of Arms sits atop each arch. The desks for the 122 representatives are the originals from 1903.

be removed from office by the governor for neglect of
their duties and other reasons not warranting
impeachment. Removal called for a two-thirds vote of
each legislative house.
The legislature elected William Bayard Shields,

Powhatan Ellis, John Taylor, and John P. Hampton to
serve as the first judges for the new State of Mississippi,.
An untrue legend has it that, in the absence of any
constitutional direction other than the provision that “the
judge oldest in commission” would preside over the
Supreme Court, the newly elected judges agreed that
whomever arrived first at the Supreme Court courthouse
would preside. In reality, the legislature picked the first
presiding judge, William B. Shields.

Trial courts were geographically divided into districts,
which in turn were made up of three to six counties. Each
district had one judge who was required to live in the
district, and each county was required to hold court at least
twice a year. The constitution of 1817 empowered the

legislature to create “courts of chancery” for the purpose of
hearing matters in equity, but they did not exercise the
power until four years later. The legislature could also
establish probate courts and justice courts.
The 1817 constitution did not provide a method of

selecting judges. Although one might expect the General
Assembly, as the legislative branch of government was then
known, to clarify the point, they did not truly do so upon
their first meeting in Natchez. The General Assembly did
pass an act organizing the judiciary, but largely failed to
address the question. In the end, the General Assembly itself
elected Mississippi’s judges while the constitution of 1817
remained in effect.
At first, Mississippi did not have separate courts of equity

as it does today in the form of chancery courts. However,
George Poindexter, when governor, opposed placing both law
and equity jurisdiction in the same court. The General
Assembly created the Superior Court of the Chancery in 1821.

It was during the period governed by the 1817
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constitution that Mississippi courts first confronted the issue
of whether, and to what extent, Mississippi’s courts could
declare acts of the legislature to violate the Constitution.
The Mississippi Supreme Court declared unconstitutional
an act of the legislature that regulated debt collections and
litigation. The Court declared the act unconstitutional as
violating clauses in the United States and Mississippi
Constitutions that prohibit the impairment of contractual
obligations. In response, the General Assembly called
before it the judge in whose court the case originated,
Richard Stockton, Jr., who appeared and testified before the
legislature regarding the justification for the Court’s
decision. Although various reports were circulated in the
General Assembly condemning the Supreme Court, in the
end the General Assembly responded with the passage of a
statute that required the Court’s opinion to be written and, in
certain circumstances, submitted to the Governor.

Courts Under the Constitution of 1832
As might be expected of a nascent state in a young

country, Mississippi grew and changed considerably in the
fifteen years after its first constitution. Geographically,
political power had shifted from the western area of the
State between the Pearl and Mississippi rivers into the
interior part of the state. Mississippi voters chose
overwhelmingly in 1831 to hold a constitutional
convention, although because the 1817 constitution
provided no other means of amendment it is debatable as to
how much change was desired. Scholars disagree regarding
the severity of the changes from the constitution of 1817 to
that of 1832. Much of the text remained unchanged, and the
drafters entitled their document the “Revised Constitution.”
Events leading up to the constitutional convention

signaled that changes were coming to the court system.
Delegates to the convention were elected by the citizens
of the state and, therefore, campaigned. Pre-convention
campaigning and debate indicated that, for one thing, the
system of having judges act as both trial judges and
Supreme Court judges would be ended. Furthermore, at
least one source reveals that, at the time, prospective
convention delegates agreed that judges should have life
tenure. However, the procedure for choosing judges—as
to which the 1817 constitution was largely silent—was
hotly debated.
One faction, represented primarily by the long-

established population near the Mississippi River and led by
future governor John A. Quitman of Adams County, wanted
the current system, whereby judges were chosen by the
General Assembly, to stay in place. Quitman and those of
like mind, as a compromise, would have been agreeable to
allowing the governor to appoint judges with the approval

of the Senate. The opposing faction, mainly the newer
residents in the interior of the state who were heavily
influenced by the thinking of Andrew Jackson, wanted all
judges to be elected. A smaller, compromise-minded group
would have Supreme Court justices chosen by the governor
and all lower-court judges elected.
The convention convened on January 10, 1832. The

delegates were assigned to committees charged with the
articles of the constitution, including a committee charged
with drafting the section establishing the judiciary, chaired
by Quitman. Something of a battle between the generations
appears to have occurred, for while the older men held most
of the chairmanships, most of the delegates were younger
men from the interior part of the state. On Quitman’s
committee, the majority prevailed against him, and the
committee submitted a proposal to the overall convention
calling for an elected judiciary. In the end, the new
constitution provided for a High Court of Errors and
Appeals consisting of three judges, each elected from a
different district of the state. According to one source, the
Mississippi Constitution of 1832 presented the first example
in history of a state providing for the popular election of its
judges. Like its predecessor, the 1817 constitution, the
constitution of 1832 was never presented to the people of
Mississippi for a vote but was declared in effect by the
convention. Even after its adoption, opposition to an elected
judiciary continued.

Opposition proved unsuccessful, and in February,
1833, the legislature met to pass the laws that would
effectuate the provisions of the new constitution, including
the establishment of the High Court of Errors and Appeals.
The statutes required that the opinions of the court be in
writing and required the court to convene in Jackson. The
judges were to elect one of their number to serve as the
presiding judge. The Assembly also established the three
districts from which the judges would be elected: a southern
district, an eastern district, and a western district. The
former delegates to the 1832 constitutional convention who
opposed an elected judiciary fared better in the elections
themselves than they did in preventing them. All three
judges elected to the high court—Cotesworth P. Smith of
Wilkinson County, Daniel W. Wright of Monroe County,
and William L. Sharkey of Warren County—had opposed
the idea of electing judges at the convention. The judges
chose William Sharkey to serve as the presiding judge. 
Mississippi grew rapidly, and in 1839, for the first

time, the high court districts were arranged into a
northern district, a central district, and a southern
district—similar to the arrangement in place today. The
very next year the legislature rearranged the three
districts, although the northern, central, and southern
district plan remained intact. Too many counties had been
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placed in the central district and one county—Scott—was
omitted altogether in the redistricting of 1839. 

The Civil War brought with it many disturbances more
serious than that to the Mississippi judiciary, and it resulted
in the work of the High Court of Errors and Appeals
slowing to a crawl. The court decided fifteen cases in 1861,
none in 1862, two in 1863, two in 1864, and none in 1865.
With the end of the Civil War and the Union victory came
the end of the Mississippi state government. All state
officeholders vacated their offices. President Andrew
Johnson installed William L. Sharkey, the former presiding
judge of the High Court of Errors and Appeals, as the
provisional governor. Pursuant to President Johnson’s plans
for reconstruction, after 10 percent of Mississippi voters
took an oath of allegiance to the United States, the citizens
could convene a constitutional convention. After a sufficient
number of oaths were made a convention was held. The
constitutional convention held in 1865 essentially readopted
the Constitution of 1832.
The new state government would prove to be short-

lived. In the remaining months of 1865 and until the
passage of the Reconstruction Act of 1867, which stripped
away any remaining vestige of state government control,
Mississippi’s state courts and highest court clashed with the
occupying Union forces. The three judges who served on
the high court all resigned in protest of the Reconstruction
Act in 1867, but only after issuing an opinion that upheld an
act of Congress extending all rights enjoyed by white
citizens to the freed, former slaves. The 1867 Act placed all
civil authority in the hands of the American military, and
General A.C. Gillem appointed three new members of the
high court. 

The new court found itself confronted with several
difficult issues in the years immediately following the war.
For example, the court had to decide whether the acts of the
secessionist government of the war years had any legal
effect. The illegality of the secession had been established,
in effect, by the result of the war. Arguably, therefore, none
of the acts of the Mississippi government while it stood in
rebellion against the Union had any legitimacy. The case of
Hill v. Boyd addressed that issue, and the High Court of
Errors and Appeals issued an opinion—ironically authored
by a judge who had favored succession—that held that
Mississippi had never in fact left the Union. If, the opinion
reasoned, the Union had waged war to keep Mississippi in
the Union, as some Union sources argued, then its
successful conclusion meant the Union achieved its goal
and Mississippi had never left the Union. The opinion thus
found the acts of the government during the war years to be
valid. However, a later court overruled the Hill result and
held the opposite. 
With Reconstruction, came the end of the High Court of

YEA OR NAY
VOTES – The House of Representatives and the Senate voice
vote allows the presiding officer to determine the majority’s
wishes. Roll call voting is another way to vote where each
member of the chamber will either cast a vocal vote or
record it electronically. 

OFFICERS – The president and presiding officer of the Senate
is the lieutenant governor and the second-in-command is
the president pro tempore. The speaker of the house is the
presiding officer of the House of Representatives and is
elected to the position by fellow House members. The
second-ranking representative is the speaker pro tempore
and presides in the absence of the Speaker. 

ACCOUNTABILITY – The secretary of state publishes journals
that contain all Senate and House proceedings. According
to the Mississippi Constitution, the chamber doors stay
open at all times “except in cases which may require
secrecy.”

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE’S OFFICE
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Errors and Appeals. After the Reconstruction Act of 1867, a
new Constitution drafted by a Republican convention was
effectuated, and it changed Mississippi’s court structure.

Courts Under the Constitution of 1868
In 1868, an integrated convention of eighty white and

seventeen African American citizens drafted a new
constitution. The Mississippi Constitution of 1868 placed
austere limits on the rights of those who supported
secession, and the voters rejected it. The following year, the
provisions that restricted the rights of Confederate
supporters were removed, and the people of the state
subsequently approved the new constitution. 
The 1868 constitution provided that all judges above

the county court level would be appointed. Indeed, it fell
under the bailiwick of the governor to appoint the holders of
many offices that had been elected under the previous
constitution. The governor was to appoint all members of
the Supreme Court, all circuit judges, all chancery court
judges, all militia members, and even all county officials.
By one count, the governor would appoint over 8,000
officials.
The Supreme Court was to be filled by three

appointed judges, one from each of the state’s three
districts, and they were to serve nine-year terms.
Although earlier drafts referred to the high court by its old
title, the High Court of Errors and Appeals, by the time
the convention closed the court received the name by
which it is called today, the Supreme Court. The 1868
constitution required the Supreme Court to meet twice a
year in the seat of government. Although early drafts
would have required Supreme Court Justices to have been
residents of Mississippi for two years, attorneys for five
years, and residents of their district for six months, the
final version required only for justices to have lived in the
state for two years.

The legislature enacted “An Act in Relation to the
Supreme Court” on April 2, 1870. The act effectuated the
new constitutional provisions for a state supreme court. The
three districts maintained the old demarcations of northern,
central, and southern. The act allowed for the appointment
of a clerk of the Supreme Court and a court reporter who
would be charged with reporting the decisions of the court.
The first three judges were E.G. Peyton, H.F. Simrall, and
Jonathan Tarbell. Peyton and Simrall were Mississippians
who, before the war, opposed secession. After the war, both
joined the Republican Party. In the case of Peyton, he
arguably joined the party to attempt to soften the effect of
those members known as Radical Republicans, who wished
to punish those who had supported secession and the failed
Confederacy. He served as the first chief justice. Simrall, a

Kentucky native, would serve as chief justice beginning in
1876. Tarbell, a native of Massachusetts, had served as a
general in the Union Army during the war. He moved from
Massachusetts to Hillsboro, Mississippi, in 1866. 
As might be expected in post-war Mississippi, the

appointment of Judge Tarbell caused much consternation
among many Democrats, as evidenced in some editorials of
the day and by his own account relating that he was hanged
in effigy in front of the Hillsboro Courthouse. Tarbell
proved himself to be a fair jurist, as indicated by his
deciding a case, Lawson v. Jeffries, against his Republican
allies. In that case, the Supreme Court considered a
resolution passed by the 1868 constitutional convention
allowing those convicted of crimes during the war years to
request new trials. The Court, in an opinion authored by
Tarbell, rejected the resolution as a usurpation of the power
of the courts.
In the six years following its formation, the new

Supreme Court had to wrestle with questions posed by the
end of slavery. It was undetermined whether slavery ended
with the delivery of President Abraham Lincoln’s
Emancipation Proclamation in 1862, with the occupation of
Mississippi by the United States Army, or when the
Thirteenth Amendment was ratified in 1865. Although the
Court went so far as to hold that the Emancipation
Proclamation did not end slavery, it deftly avoided
answering the question to any greater extent. The Court also
held that laws passed by the state legislature during the war
years would be upheld, as to do otherwise would invite
confusion.
The Supreme Court of 1870 to 1876 left behind it an

interesting legacy. On one hand, as Reconstruction wound
down and governments in the states that seceded from the
Union began to return to Democratic control, the strong
dislike many Democrats had for the Republican-controlled
governments of Reconstruction showed itself. A later
version of the Mississippi Supreme Court, in 1896, wrote
that it would not consider any precedents of the Mississippi
Supreme Court under Republican rule to be binding
precedent. On the other hand, all three men appointed by
the Republican Governor Alcorn—even the Massachusetts
native Tarbell—appear to have enjoyed excellent
reputations throughout their careers and lives. Mississippi’s
only United States Supreme Court Justice, L.Q.C. Lamar,
spoke well of Tarbell.

In 1875, Democrats led by L.Q.C. Lamar and James Z.
George began a push to retake control of the state
government. They largely succeeded, and Democrats took
control of the state legislature in the elections of that year.
Following their victory, there were changes on the Court.
Judge Peyton retired from the bench in 1876 due to failing
health. He indeed died months after his retirement. Judge
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SUPREME COURT
The Mississippi Supreme Court was designed to pay tribute to the original design of the Court’s
chambers. The facility is state-of-the-art and equipped with closed circuit camera systems. This
allows televised transmission of the judicial proceedings.
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Tarbell’s term expired in May 1876. He would not be
reappointed in a state no longer under Republican control.
Judge Simrall’s term ended in May 1878, and, like Tarbell,
he would not be reappointed. However, despite being
appointed to the Court by the Republican-controlled state
government, Judge Simrall enjoyed a good reputation and
later served as the chairman of the judiciary committee in
the 1890 constitutional convention. In any event, by 1878
all Republican-appointed judges would be off the Court.

H.H. Chalmers replaced Judge Peyton; Josiah A.P.
Campbell, a former Confederate officer who had practiced
law in Kosciusko prior to the war, replaced Judge Tarbell;
and James Z. George replaced Simrall and became chief
justice. George, perhaps, left the biggest mark of the three
on Mississippi history. Along with L.Q.C. Lamar, George
orchestrated the Democratic Party’s turnaround in 1875. He
served in the Mexican-American War. He also served as the
reporter for the High Court of Errors and Appeals, preparing
a multi-volume collection of cases decided there. He served
Mississippi as a United States Senator, strongly advocated
in favor of the 1890 constitutional convention, and played a
large role in the convention. 
While serving in the United States Senate, George

earned the nickname, “Great Commoner of Mississippi,”
and played a key part in drafting the Sherman Anti-Trust
Act. George also left his mark on Mississippi’s Institutions
of Higher Learning. He helped obtain a charter for
Mississippi A&M College, now known as Mississippi State
University, and he helped the University of Mississippi
obtain a land grant from Congress. George’s statue can be
found in the U.S. Capitol.

Courts Under the Constitution of 1890
Mississippi ushered its 1890 constitution in amidst

confusion, disenchantment, and—if the tone of at least one
contemporary newspaper treatment is any guide—anger.
Many considered the 1890 constitution to be unworkable
and indecipherable. Of the new constitution, an editorial in
the February 21, 1891, Jackson Clarion-Ledger read, “The
Constitution has proven a ‘mess’ from first to last. Nobody
understands it. The plain people do not comprehend it; the
lawyers cannot interpret it; the Attorney General does not
know how to construe it; the Governor does not understand
it; and the Supreme Court judges cannot fathom its
mysteries.”
Whether the people and officials understood it or not,

the constitution of 1890 went into effect and remains the
state’s constitution to the current day, albeit in a heavily
amended form. Several calls for a new constitution have
failed, the constitution from 1890 weathering them all.
Although the now-familiar issue of elected versus

appointed judges once again reared its head, in the end the
1890 constitution provided for judges appointed by the
governor with the advice and consent of the Senate. The
Supreme Court would once again consist of three judges
chosen from three districts. The judges must be at least
thirty years old, and must be citizens and practicing lawyers
for five years. The Supreme Court had appellate jurisdiction
only, although there had been an effort to give the Supreme
Court original jurisdiction over cases wherein the State was
a party. The constitution explicitly established a bifurcated
system of trial courts, with circuit courts as courts of law
and chancery courts as courts of equity. 

CARROLL GARTIN JUSTICE BUILDING
The Carroll Gartin Justice Building is home to the Mississippi
Supreme Court, the Mississippi Court of Appeals, and the State
Law Library. The building is named after former Lieutenant
Governor Carroll Gartin. He died while completing his third term
as lieutenant governor in December 1966. In 1993, planning for
a new justice building began. Construction began in 2001 and
the courts started moving into the incomplete building in 2008.
The four-story 198,000 square feet limestone building had a cost
of $37 million and was completed in 2011. It was designed by
Dale and Associates Architects and Eley Guild Hardy Architects.
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The debate regarding whether to elect or appoint
judges persisted after the adoption of the 1890 constitution.
The smaller farm communities of Mississippi increased in
number and population, and therefore in political might. In
general, residents of such communities favored an elected
judiciary. In 1898, Governor Anselm J. McLaurin called on
the Legislature to amend the constitution to provide for
elected judges. He painted the system of appointed judges
as an undesirable remnant of Reconstruction. Before
January 1898 ended, both houses of the legislature acted to
fulfill the governor’s request. A proposal to amend the
constitution to make supreme court, circuit court, and
chancery court judgeships elected positions passed each
house by the required two-thirds majority. 
Although the voters approved the amendment by a large

margin, about three-to-one, more disputes arose.
Immediately before the new provision became effective, a
new governor, Governor A.H. Longino, appointed a circuit
court judge. Mississippi’s Attorney General filed suit to
block the appointment, but the trial judge found that the
amendment had been unconstitutionally adopted. On
appeal, the Mississippi Supreme Court agreed. 

The Judiciary After 1900
Ensconced as it was by the 1890 Constitution, with its

appointed judges and bifurcated trial court system,
Mississippi’s judicial system in the first part of the twentieth
century began hearing disputes sparked by the populism
espoused by politicians such as James K. Vardaman and
Theodore G. Bilbo, both of whom claimed to represent the
interests of the small farmers of the state. The Mississippi
Supreme Court dealt with cases that arose from their
movement’s goal of making government align more closely
with “the will of the people.” In one case, the Court held a
new law requiring party primaries to be valid and
constitutional, noting that the legislature had every right
under the constitution of 1890 to so regulate elections. 
The installation of the party primary system led to the

election of a string of what were then referred to as
reform-minded governors, including Vardaman, Edmund
F. Noel, Earl Brewer, and Bilbo. The Court ruled on cases
involving efforts to reform the correctional system,
including one wherein Governor Vardaman attempted to
stop the practice of state inmates working for private
plantations. He failed because the Court ultimately ruled
that the governor had no authority to bring such a suit.
However, he ultimately succeeded when the legislature
acted to stop the practice.
The Supreme Court also struck down an effort by

Vardaman to create a special tax which would support
schools for “white youth.” The Court held that providing

white-only schools supported by taxes on all property
whether owned by whites or not violated the Equal
Protection Clause. 
The Supreme Court’s workload grew, and after 1910,

efforts began to increase the number of judges. Six different
constitutional amendments were proposed by the legislature
and passed by the voters of the state. The effect of the
amendments, in addition to increasing the number of judges
on the Supreme Court from three to six, were remarkable.
First, one of the amendments ended the era of appointed
judges in Mississippi, and made all judicial positions
elected. Second, the Supreme Court was allowed to operate
in two divisions of three judges each. Also, the terms of
office for Supreme Court judges were set at eight years,
where they remain to the current day.

The Supreme Court’s opinions during the following

CARROLL GARTIN STATUE
Donald C. Weiss sculpted the bronze bust of Lieutenant
Governor Carroll Gartin. It is located in the Mississippi
State Law Library.
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decades followed the historical trends. In the 1920s, the
court issued opinions on disputes arising from Prohibition,
industrialization, and highways. The 1930s saw litigation
born of the Great Depression—disputes over interest rates,
government revenue, and debt. For example, in 1934 the
Legislature passed an emergency revenue measure that
levied a two-percent sales tax. The act was challenged in
court by the Notgrass Drug Company. Eventually, the
Supreme Court upheld the tax.
Although the World War II years appear to have had

little impact on the Court, following the end of that great
conflict the state and the Court found itself entering the
embryonic stages of the Civil Rights era. In 1948, when the
Mississippi Supreme Court upheld the conviction of an
African American man who charged that other African
Americans had been excluded from serving on the grand
jury that indicted him, the United States Supreme Court
reversed his conviction. The case served as a harbinger of
the tumultuous years ahead.
During the Civil Rights Era and since, Mississippi’s

STATE LAW LIBRARY
The State Law Library was officially established by the Mississippi legislature in 1838. In
February 1860, the State Library was put under the control and management of the
governor, judges of the High Court of Errors and Appeals, and the attorney general.
When the Mississippi Supreme Court gained supervision and control of the State Law
Library in 1989, they were allowed to adopt policies and procedures relating to its
operation. The state librarian has been elected jointly by the legislature since 1842. The
library was located at the new capitol’s second floor west wing until 1973; it was then
relocated to the old Gartin Justice Building. In 2008, the library moved to its current
location where it occupies the first and second floors of the west side of the new Carroll
Gartin Justice Building. The State Law Library’s mission is to, “provide law library
services to the Supreme Court and other state courts, to state officials, and to the
general public.”
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The State Law Library was located
in the new capitol until 1973.
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system of courts has continued to grow to handle increased
amounts of litigation. In 1950, an amendment added Section
145B to the 1890 constitution to increase the number of
justices from six to nine. Even so, in the 1990’s a realization
grew that Mississippi’s legal system would benefit from an
intermediary appellate court. However, concerns that the
constitution required all appeals from Mississippi’s trial
courts to proceed directly to the Supreme Court posed
problems for the formation of the intermediary court. A
system mirroring the federal one, where appeals go directly
to the intermediary Circuit Courts of Appeals, would not
work. 
With much input from the Mississippi Bar, the

legislature acted in 1993 to create the ten-member Court of
Appeals. To avoid the constitutional problem outlined above,
the Supreme Court assigned cases to the Court of Appeals.
Thereby, all appeals were still brought before the Supreme
Court, as required. The new appellate court began operations
in 1995. Since its creation, the Court of Appeals has issued
hundreds of opinions a year and has performed excellent
work in the service of a fair, impartial, and independent
judiciary.
There have been other firsts in addition to the creation of

the first intermediary court of appeals. Governor John Bell
Williams appointed Lenore Prather to serve as a chancery
court judge in 1971, which made her the first female to hold
the office in the history of the state. In 1982 Governor
William F. Winter appointed her to the Supreme Court,
making her the first female justice. She later became the first
female presiding justice and first female chief justice. In
1985, Rueben Anderson became the first African American
justice to serve on the Mississippi Supreme Court. 
Today, the Supreme Court, the Court of Appeals, the

circuit courts, chancery courts, and all other courts work to
provide a fair, balanced, and independent judiciary for the
state. Matters that affect the safety, property, and very lives of
Mississippi’s citizens come before its courts daily. 

Mississippi Courts
Municipal Court – Consists of 237 courts and 259 judges;
court of limited jurisdiction; municipal ordinance violations;
limited criminal jurisdiction.

Justice Court – Consists of eighty-two courts and 197 judges;
court of limited jurisdiction; civil actions under $3,500;
limited criminal jurisdiction.

County Court – Consists of twenty-one counties and thirty
judges; court of limited jurisdiction; civil actions under
$200,000; limited criminal jurisdiction; juvenile cases; 
appeals de novo.

Chancery Court – Consists of twenty districts and fifty-two
chancellors; court of general jurisdiction; equity, domestic
relations, land disputes, estates, guardianships, mental
commitments; hears juvenile cases if no county court;
appeal de novo or on record.

Circuit Court – Consists of twenty-two districts and fifty-
seven judges; court of general jurisdiction; civil actions
over $200; general criminal jurisdiction; all other cases;
appeal de novo or on record.

Court of Appeals – Consists of ten judges; immediate
appellate court; cases assigned by the Supreme Court.

Supreme Court – Consists of nine justices; court of last
resort; appellate jurisdiction over all matters.
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